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SMOKING PREVENTION HEALTILAND
EDUCATION ACT OF' 1983w

r .

THURSDAY,'MAY 5. 1983

U.S. SENATE,
.

COMMITTEE ON LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES,
L. Washington, D.C.

The committee met, pursuant to notice;ht 9.40 a.m., in room SD-
430, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Senator Orrin Hatch (chair-
man) presiding. i,

Present: Senators Hatch, Hawkins, 'East, Grassley, Quayle,
Riegle, and Pell.. .

OPENING STATBMEHT OF SENATOR HA'rcib

The CHAIRMAN. Today we are holding full Labor #nd Human Re-
sou es Committee hearings on S. 772, the Smolfina Prevention
Health and Education Act of 1983. As chiiirman of this committee,
I have had the opportunity to learn a great deal about the health
needs of our citizens and, in turn, have learned that the health
hazards associated with smoking are enoftrious,

The legislation we are considering today represents a national
public education effort designed to imprqve our citizens' awareness
about what the Surgeon General has said.ia.Abe No. 1 preventable
cause of death, cigarette smoking. The issue fat Stake is not wheth
er a person should or should not smoke or whether the Govern
ment should tell people how to live their lives, the issue is that
any one deciding whether to smoke or not should be able to make
an informed choice.

1 am not in favor of Government regulations. However, I believe
our Federal Government has a responsibility to provide health in-
formation and education to all Americans.

The most recent Surgeon General's report, the Health anise-
quenc4+0 of Smoking, focused on cancer, citing cigarette smoking as
the mdjor cause of cancer mortality in the United States. 'In spite
of remarkable improvements in the survival rates for some cancer
victims, lung cancer remains the largest single contributor to the
total cancer death rates, and it is one of the most malignant and
untreatable kinds of cant . In fact, lung cancer accounts for one
out of everfour cancer dea and 85 percent of these are related
to smoking.

Research hag linked cigarette smoking not only to lung cancer,
but als to cancer of the laiynx, oral cavity, esophagus, bladder,
pancre , and kidney. Furthermore, smoking causes emphysema
and ch onic bronchitis, which are dreadful diseases of the lungs,

8
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robbing one of the ability to breathed with the ease mosteof us take
for granted. Smoking is also known to be a major cause of coronary
artery disbase, petipheral vascular disease, and has recently been
',associated with peptic tiker disease, retarded fetal growth, and in.
'creased spontaneous abortion irrchildren whose mothers are smok-
ers.

It has been estimated by the Department of Health and Human
Services that cigaliette smoking results in expenditures of $13 bil-
lion in medical costs armually and $25 billion in losses to the econ-
omy from diminislitd productivity. This totals $38 billion per year
Although theie costs are staggerin%,1hey are not as significant as
the human lossesthe suffering of individuals with chronic disk-
eases like emphysema and the sadness of preinature death from
cancer or heart disease. In fact, cigarette smoking is estimated to
account for more than 340,000 premature deathf each year. .

Our Government's commitment to health promotion should be
translated into action. This bill represents a new and much needed
effort to demonstrate that commitment. However, this Federal
effort should not replace other worthwhile programs. We can only
succeed in improving the health of our citizens by the ongoing, co-
operation from the voluntary agencies, health professional organi-
zations, and concerned _citizens. We look forward to hearing of
these efforts today.

We are, in particular, very pleased to have Mrs. Barney Cleric,.
Una Loy Clatk, from Des Moines, Wash., with us today.'

'We welcome you to the committee,. Mrs. Clark. We will call on
you in just a second. ,,....

.

At this time we will turn to Senator Hawkins and then to Sena-
tor East.

I OPENING STATEMENT 9F SENATOR HAWKINS

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Mi. Chairman. ,
It is a pleasure to join you and Senators Kennedy and Packworid

in cosponsoring S. 772, the Comprehensive Smoking Prevention
and Education Act. I strongly support this legislation because I feel
that it is vital that the public be kept fully informed of the health-
risks associated with smoking. .

I believe the 'Federal 9dvernment hes s responsibility to insure,
that the latest information concerning the health aspects of ciga-
rette Smoking are communicated to the public so thee the 54 mil-
lion Anlericans who currently consume spree 30 billion packages of
cigarettes each year are fully informed of the risks associated with
this product.

Whale the harmful effects of smoking tobacco',hav &lid111Mi

umented for several decades, the Federal Governme
1

pered
in carrying-out its responsibilities to warn and protect the meri.
can public from hazardous substancps that are used as flavoring or
fragrance additives in the cigarettes. There is currently no require-
ment thei a hat of additives contained in cigarettes be reported to
any Federal agency - . .

In 1981, when t1i Surgeon General requested the tobacco indus-
try to stop adding new ingredients, the request was ignored. The
need for accurate information about additives is increasing as more.

}
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rand more cigarette manufacturers are adding flavoring and fra-
grance additives to compensate for consumer demanded low tar
and filtered cigaerettes. The irony is, that the extra ingredients
could be making the lowyar cigarettes even riskier than the old-
fashion ed brands. .

In northern Florida and southern Georgia there is a flourishing
demand for a backwoods weed called deeestongue. Deerstongue is
popular as a cigarette additive because it smells like new mown
hay The only problem is that it has a high concentration of I
poison called coumarin, whichis banned as a food additive by the
FD'A However, it is not banned as a cigarette additive `because to-
bacco is not regulated by the Fogel, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, the
Fair Packaging and Labeling Act,qh4 Toxic Substances Act, or the
Consumer Products Safety Act, .

Recently,. Ken ,Cummins, a Washington correspondent for the
Florida Times Union joined another investigative reporter, Jim
Mintz, in a 3-month investigation that traced the harvest of Deer
Tongue and challenged the ihdustry assertions that cigarette trian-
ufacturers hwe voluntarily ceases' using this product. This series
of articles raises serious questions about whether the tobacco indus-
try can adequately regulate itself regarding additives. .

Ftirk unanimous consent, Mr. Chairman, that this series of arti-
cles on additives in cigarettes be included in the hearing record.

I welcome Mrs..dlark aid the two Senators &Om Washington.
I lookeforward to the testimony here today.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, those articlis, will be included

in therecord. ,

1The articles referred to follow:1
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What:s BeeriAdd-e4
to.YOur Cigareiie?

.1 . .

Does it taste good? Yes or no heed this
warning: unknown substances addqd to_
"safe" cigarettes may, in fa.ct, be a dan-
gerous to your health is tar and nicotine

By WALTER S. Ross

cAN YOU tomE
4an American

product that causes or con-
tributes 'to 350,00o deaths

per, year, whose contents are almost
totally secret and exempt from all
health regulations yet has a gov-
ernment subsidy? The answer is, of
course, cigarettes.

There are many goods whose
mitten is ctanerous, but it is hard to
think of anything cpmparable to
tobacco products. There is no
healthful amount of smoking. Even
a single cigarette is hazardous...

This is why health authorities
far threedecades have been con-
cerfted about the secrecy over to-
baeco-product ingredients. When

WALrti S. Ross. a Ruder's Nut staff wester.
is Who' of 146rldSvoo/o% &Heel* an Arnal
can Cancer Salty journal.

you buy packaged food Or phartha-
cetiticals, the contents are, by law,

..listed on the labels. Yet cigarettes,

tlways
harmful,dhave no informa-

.'on about ingredients on their la-
bers. Now there are new reasons for
conce?n about what might be in

.
your cigarette. .

Starting.in the mid-twos, in rc-.
sponse to st2fikers' continuing de-
mand for reduction in health -
risks, new low-tar and low-nicotine
light" brands of cigarettes began
appearing on the U.S. market.

$ Lowering tar iw cigarettes is Itself
fairly aty: possibilities include
mixing in the smoke through
venftlated filters or perforated pa-
pers, narrowing the diameter of the
cigarette and packing it with less
-tobacco; using longer filtexi; breed.:

'
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in g lowtar tobacco. But filters apd
other devices alter flavor. The

,,smoke becomes 'drier, basing much
of its body. Says Fredereck J. Triest,'
veteran U.S. tobacco - industry
vor consultant: "Regular .smokers
arc accustomed to inhaling a cer-..
tam amount of ,taste and body.
With lowvtar, the only way multi-
factures's' tan give it to 'them is in
flavors and fragrances." In cachet
words, additives..

1M979, the then Assistant Secre-
tary for Health and U.S. Surgeon
'General Dr. Julius B. Richmond.
became concerned about syathetic
chemicals as well as natural sub
stances that were being added. to .

tobacco. Althesugh the latter arc
generally selected from compounds
considered safe to humans, a report
on smoking and healthlarepared by
his.staff noted, this did "not guar.
ant= that the subsequent prod-

Acts" would be safe when Mere
1111111,gredients were burned.

Since lowtar brands require
beefed-up flavors, Dr. Richmond
questioned whether the manufac-
turirs might b* putting in more,
harm than they had removed. It
was knoWn that, in skinpainting
tests, the tar in at least one experi-
mintal low -tar cigarette caused as
many animal tumors as tar in the

',very highest tar brand. Public Law
95-626 (Section 403) requires the
Secretary of Health and Human
Services io, study "the relative
health risks associated with smolt-
ing cigarettes . containing any
substances commonly added .
112

I

4

/4
and report this information to the
Congress." In July 198o, undei this
authority, Richmond wrote to the
six mayor U.S cegarct& companies
asking for "a list of thcise substances
which your uses en its brands."

There was internationals prece-
dent for this request. The gOvetn."
mcnts of Canada and Great 13i-stain(
have asked for 'arid received
confidebee, theintents -cif the se-
cret blends of bativekandsi:West .
Germany., too, monnbrs cigarette
additives. '''

Dr. Richmond wasn't asking fbr
trade secrets; be wanted only a list
of additives. He received polite re
plies, but no specific information
about, any substance added to any
U,S. cigarette brand.

A second letter, in November
sg8o, elicited replies, again without
specifics, from two ,,,companicr,
American Tobacco and Brown ai
Williamson. They mt.:Richmond
copies of the "List of Permitted
Ailditives to Tobacco Products"
first published in ssin by the Brit-
ish independent Scientific Corn.
mittee on Smoking and Health, an
official government body. Neither
company said whether it was using
any of the additives.

Yet- the British List of approved
substances, some 350 in all., contains
a riumber of known animal car-
cinogens considered potentially
hazardous to human hcakhfor
example, coumarin. Extracted from
tonka beans or- from deertongua
leaves, or made synthetically, Wu.
marin gives a sweet aroma w csg-

se. c

41-
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198? WHATS BEEN AM ED TO-YOUR CIGARETET`

Irene smoke And a-Otelike diai or One regasd. It did not approve co-
fresh-cut hay. However, when tests ..coa, a widely used tobacco flavor. In
in the mid-195os showed' ibutparin 'the mid-mns, the National Cancer
to be a poison,siausing liver, and institute tested a variety of eiperi
other organ damage, the U.S.Toods' mental cigarettes, among them one
and Drug AdrhAistration removed flavored only with cocoa, and it
it from the listof faid and drug 4proved to be strongly tumorigenic:
additives "Generally 14cognized as mice whose shaved backs were
Safe" (GRAS). painted with tar from iersmokc

the American cigarette industry developed many skin tumors. Re-
adheres to the :GRAS list for Its' sults of,sueh bioassays are assumed
flavor additives, and -It started plaas- indicative of" harm to -smokers.
ing out eoumarin a few yeariatier Thus, although cocoa powder
the FDA action. However, the 102 makes a healthful drink, smoke
International Directory and Buy-.- from c9aoa burned in cigarettes
ers' Guide of Tobacco Internition-. could be hazardous.
al list,s t t supplicis of deertnngue. . Despite these findings, the U.S.
And, according to one r$port, sup- 'cigarette industry is aq important
pliers are still salon it' to several user of Cocoa. Of major flavorings
U.S. tobacco companies: used by tobacco manufacturers,

Several of the additives permit- various forms of cocoa are partici,-
ted on the British list-7-caramcl, larly identified with U.S. brands of
invert sugar, eugenol, guaiacol cigarettes.
arc, or produce, co-carcinogens Anotheirnaior flavor in U:S.elga,
during burning .or smoking. (Co- rettes is licorice. Practically all the
carcinogens increase the power of licorice extract produced intheUnit-
even trace amounts of carcinogens cd States, about 12 milljon pounds a
to cause cancer.) Eugenol is sus- year, goes into tobacco. It addj Clam,
pected of being a carcinogen all by helps keep tobacco moist and irti-
itself; apgelica-root extract, another proves the burning quality. Part of
Britishfapprovcd additive, contains licorice extract is glycyrrhizie acid
carcinogenic substances; and oi- which, when burned, is a precursor
angepeel oil promotes tumors iii for cancer-causing polycyclic aro-
jnice. Also on the British list arc a matic hydrocarbons.

-,number of additives, such as dode- Sugars (whether from cane,
can-5-olide and nonatt-4-olide, that Corn, beet or fruit) are the major
give rise tocarcinogens when heated. flavor additives used in V.S. ciga-

Although the British committee reties, making up about four per-
cent of, thug tobacco by ,weight in
most U:S, brands since the early
196os. When burned with tobacco,
sugar icreases -tar yield! Certain

,
0

was dangerous4 pre re an ap-
ving some pois ns and can-

c'er-ca g the als as -cigarette
additives, it sh wed prudence in

1 "I

I
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iforms of sugar, such as caramel and
invert sugar, produce catcchol
when heated. This is "the dolor
known co-carcinogen in tobacco
smoke," according to scienOic 4
publications by. Dietrich HOff-
mann, associate director of she
American Health Foundation.

To nuke aged tobacco wolk-
able and keep cigarcttcs fresh,
chemicals known as humecta is
arc added, the major ones.bei g
glycerol and the glycols. Acco td-
ing to a t5i75i Surgeon Gencial
upon: "Glycols arc suspected, to
influence the smoker's risk lof
bladder cancer."

In addition, burning ttansforrills
.glycerol into :a substance tall 'd
acrolein which suppresses the a

\tion of microscopic cilia that for c

irritants from the lungs. As a resul ,

the smokir's risk of chronic bron-
chitis and emphysema is increased

.pd the lungs arc open to attack by
toxins and carcinogens.

Thus, some of the major flavors
and humeetants known to be rou-
tinely added to cigarettes in the last,-
70 years arc dangerous or at best
suspicious with regard to *Ian
health. And what of the many iyn-
thetic flavors and fragrances sieve'.
oped to beef up the taste of new
low-tar cigarcttcs? Could they be
even more hazardous than the ad.
ditives we know about?

These are the questions Dr.
Richmond asked, and for which he
received no answers.

Richmond has *inee left office.
To date, inquiries into cigarette
n4

additieftiOe followed
up by, W: "wocess'Ossf 15 0-.C. Everett
Koop,litit ilic.sAjetC.Ito not been
allow E ward
N. Br rhAslis ft/Sec

dInr, ii te Lit to,
d onhatf. rtmcnt's

for He
acting
Office on 141.3pg.aLtd. table, have
been pursue Mfie Richmond lead
and negotati wrth the tobacco
industry. Horace Korncgay, chair-
man of The Tobacco Institute, and
Stanley Temko,f the firm of Cov-
ington and Burling, attorneys, have
been appointed by the six major
manufacturers to represent them.

Korncgay and Tcmko have met
several dines with Brandtind Luoto,
and have_submitted a proposal for
releasing lists of additives used in
U.S. cigarettes. But the industry's
plans 'arc complex, hedged about
with restrictions designed-to protect
trade secrets. They fear the Freedom
of Information Act might force the '-
government to reveal what tobacco
companies give in confidence.

Nevcrthsk.ss; a start appears to
have been made. Let us hope our'

vernment will not be..deterred
orrom pursuing a subject vital to the
calth of. more than 56 million

Arne ricans. AI Dr. Richmond said in
his NoVember t sito letter to the ciga-
rette manufacturers, if the sub-
stances used pose no Immediate or
long-term threat, that.fact should be
mode Edown:41-41seze.
substance should not be use .

For informatton on ref:Ants
of this 'stock

,&
see pate 199 'n"

.
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.Tlie CHAIRMAN. We will pow fucnkie Senator East. .

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR EAST ,
$

Serrator EAST, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to
comment Rped this legislation. I look upon this as well intentioned
but very bad legislation.

I have no quarrel, and I do not know of anybody who would, with
the Federal Government's trying td inform the Am'erican people
about the relative health hazards or value of particular commod-
ities, produ-cts, et cetera. Polls demonstrqte that the American
people are overwhelipingly, up in the,PO percentile, aware of the
risks involved in excessive smoking. If thing is known by the
American people, it is that.

This legisiatipn goes beyond the desire to really inform, but 1
-Jock upon it as punitive in nature and I look upon it as a very bad

precedent in terms of overregillating a longstanding and very hon
orable industry in this country. I am somewhat mildlf embarrassed
that the principal initiatives are coming from such distinguished
members of my own party who normally, under more rational,
calm tranquil circumstances would be very leery of punitive, exces-

Government regulktion in the name of some honorable, well-
-. intentioned end. However, I have learned in the brief time I have

been in Washington that iMkes a great deal to embarrass you, so_
1P I am only mildly embarrassed. [Laughter.] 4

This legislation reflects what I mi ht call the Carrie Nation men-
tality toda in this country -on smo ng. Snoking is not chic today
As a cons quensce, I think.it is bing`foA iedupon as a way to be

". excessive, ua vtive, and toverregulafe.'
I wduld submi to the distinguished chairman of this committee

if the desire is robibition, 1Ace Ought to take Up a constitutional
amendment ore his Subcgmthitteq on Constitutional 'Amend-

we did back in the days of trying to eliminate the abuses of alcohol
mints of the Judiciary Committee an *proceed with prohibition as

For example,*speaking of the abuses of alcohol, as you know, the
latest studies show that in all age /ranges the death rate has been
going down except in one category. Between the ages of 18 and 25
dig death rate has been climbing. Why? Tie -single greatest cause
of killing our young people today is drinking arid driving Yet, you
see many, Americans.who do drink. They like those two cocktails
every day or maybe three Dr four. The-afore, it is not quite chic to
be antidriAking. As a consequence,/.I do not find in.Anierica today
the Carrie Nation mentality on an issue which, on a relative scale
of merit and Importance, might be the one we' ought to be taking
up.

I am' just trying to put this in perspective. Again, I am not trying
to defend that which is indefensible, nor am I trying toclose down
the Federal Government, nor would anybody else I know who is a
responsible spokesman for this honorable Industry, from genuinely
informing the American people, as the Surgeon General does every
year in his report, as to the relative health yalue of smoking and
the petentipl, ill effects of excessive smoking. I am simply asking
for balance, proportion, fairness, reasonablenesi, and I hope, above
all, my own dear party does not fall into the error of sometimes

1
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what our distinguished brethren bn the other side of the aisle have
done, by identifying %,a problem and then just regulating the day-
lights out of It and creating a lot of punitive regulation.

I was not elected bn that mandate in 1980 as regards American
industry generally I know my distinguished colleague from Florida
was not, either_ Now (respect their judgments, integrity, and good

iiiintentions, but, as we all know, often the road to hell is paved with
good intentions.

I thihk if we take this bill as it is proposed and saddle one of
America's major industries with it, we will set a precedent for
other industries. Therefore, '9e are once again butt to the old
tactic of identifying a problem and then going after it tooth and
nail with otbritegulation and punitive regulation.

With all due respect to the distinguished chairman and my dis-
tinguished colleague from FloridaI respect their intentions and 1
respect what they are trying to doI strongly and respectfully dis-
sent and will do everything. I can tb responsibly alter and modify

.this legislation.
I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The QHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senatbr East.
Senator Giassley, do you have any comments?
Seabtor GRASSLEY. No.
The CHAIRMAN. I am pleased to welcome our first witness here

today, a very dedicated wife, Mrs. Barney Clark. She will be intro-
tiuc by our two colleagues, the two Senators from the State. of
Wasffinkton, the Honorable Henry M. Jackson and the Honorable
Slbde Gorton.

We, are ,Very pleased to have yoti come to our hearing on the
Smoking Prevention and Education Act of 1983. We welcome you.

1k We want t6. p:meser our sympathy for what you have gone
though We express our admiration that you are willing to appear
publicly in this way. l'halmeans'a great deill to us and I think to

aqross this Nation.
Senator.Jeckson.
Senator JACKSON, I yield to my colleague. I had first call yester-

day With Mr. Ruckelshaus. We were dealing with an environmen-
tal problem.

' We altArnate seniority here.
The GHAIRMAN. I see. You are the only twb I know of who do

that. [Laughter.]
4°

STATEMENT OF HON: SLADE GORTON, A U.S. SENATOR FROM '
THE STATE OF WASHINGTON

. Sena+ GORTON. It is the first I have head of the rule, too, Mr.
Chairman, but I will accept bemuse seniority tells me to do what
the senior Senator tells toe to do.

CHAIRMAN. I see. That is more like it.
tot'GoRTON. It is a .great pleasure, Mr. Chairman and mem=

bers of the committee, fo introduce to this committee Mrs. Barney
Clark. 'MrsClark has come from our State of Wishington to testify
on" S. 722, the Smoking Prevention Health and Education Act of
1983, n( Which Senator Jackson and I are pleased to be cosponsors.4

30 it N
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Mrs. Clarlt brings to this committee a message on her own behalf
mild on behalf of her late husband, calling attention to the tragic
effects of smokine on the health of both heart and lungs. She
speaks of the need, with...which I agree, for a comprehensive sink-
ing eclucation campaign to improve public awareness of the health
consequences of smoking.

In memory of D. Clark, Senator Jackson and I have introduced
a Senate resolution asking the President to award the Presidential

a Medal of Freedom to Dr. Clark to be presented to his family in
memory of his-courage and of his contributiop to medical science.

I also commend Mrs. Clark for her courage and determination in
working to improve the health of our Nation.

I hope that the Senate will act swiftly and favorably on the legis-
lation which the Committee on Labor and Human Resources is con-
sidering here this morning.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Gorton.
Senator Jackson.

STATEMENT OF HON. HENRY M. JACKSON. A U.S. SENATOR FROM
TIE STATE OF WASHINGTON

Senator JACKSON. Mr. ChairMan, on the light side, I would like
to offer a titstimonial. I quit smoking when I was 12. ILaughter.1

Corn sift.
Many years later, when I had a few allergy problem s, about 82

pinpricks, I found out that my No. I allergy was tobacco. I had
c laimed over the years that it was my willpower that caused me
not to smoke. I now make that confession, that it was pot my will-
power; it was nature reacting to tobacco.

I do not know whether Senator East wants to get some statistics
on that, but those of us who do not smoke, I must confess, it is not
all willpower.

;Mr. Chairman,Twant to associate myself with my colleague's re-
marks in presenting what is truly a gallant lady. Mrs. Barney
Clark, the way she has conducted herself during the. trying illness
of her husband, I think set an example for the Nation It made us
as Americans very, very proud of her.

You were the mainstay during that long and trying period I, for
one, and all the people in the State of Washington join in saluting
you,'Mrs. Clark, for the way you managed a most trying and,
indeed, traumatic lituation in yqur family `it makes us all proud to

- be Americans, and we salute yod. We do not present you we salute
you.

. (The prepared statement of Senator Jackson follows:)

31'
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STATEMENT SliSFNATOR HENRY M, .tACKSON

ay 5, 1983'

I am privileged to have.the ;opportunity to introduce

mre, Barney Clark to the members of the Senate Committee on

labor and Huaiin Resources. .Mrs: Clark has travelled from my

home state of Vashingtqn to testify on behalf of the Stellate-

hensive Smoking P4vention Act of 1983.

1

, .

We as a nation and tbXoughout the world are familiar with

Mrs. Clark as the recent widow of dr. Barney dark, the first

man to receive a permanent artificial heart. Our own hearts

went out to this courageous man as he underwent a lengthy

surgical operation and then, very publicly and openly, recovered

from this operation and continued to live for Learly four months.

Barney Clark's willingness tb test the Jarvik-7 heart has enabled

the field of medicine to vastly expand its knowledge and experience

r.

in this area. From here we will continud to test and research

ways in which to i*Prove the artif' al heart and therebY

extend the lives of those suffering from heart disease.

However,it is equally imPortant that we as a nation not

Overlook the ways in which we can prevent heart disease from

occurring in the first place.' One orthe most preventable

and easily identifiable causes of death is cigarette amok

over 300;000 Americans die each year from diseases directly

related to cigarette smoking. 33% of heart disease deaths

4
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t of lung cancer deaths
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it.' . cal! ke attabemed" smoking. Scientific evidence continues
..

4,

to increase linkngicigarette smoking with a vdrzeti, of diseases

.-raiging tpiemphysema to miscarriages.
. . .

- 'The legislation being Considered here today
A

4fyithfr eaUcation of the national public about the hazardiicif

cigarette smoking, with an emphasis that this is the number one

preliintable cause of death. I believe very strongly in the need

ji for peisege of this 4eguslation. I am pleased at this time to

forh the chairman in co-sponsorship of this measure.

I hope yoawill win with me in welcoming Mrs. Barney
A

Claik as the first witness to aptlear before this committee.

The CifitakA.i. I want to thank both of you Senators for being
here.

1 . Clark, we are going to excuse them because they are both
extremely busy. We are going to turn to you now and take your
testimony,

STATEMENT OF MRS. liARNEY CLARK, DES MOINES, WAgH.

, , Mrs. CLARK. Sbator Hatch abd members of the committee, I
have submitted my full report, and I would like to summarize, if I
may. . . t

The CHAIRMAN. That ;Pilluld be fine.
Mrs. CtARK I welcome the opportunity the.American Lung Assov.

cation has given me today to address the Members of. this commit.
tee. I welcome it because I have a personal message to bring you
from my family, from my dear husband, Dr. Barney Clark, and
frommeople roun4 the world.

For 50 of the 62.years °tiny life, I have had a close association
vrithBarney Clarkfor 10 years as friend and sweetheart and for
4 wars as sweetheart and wife. We raised three children, of whom
were very proud. Although all has not always been ideal, and per
fectanur family, we have worked for and earned a respect, a love,
and a closeness with each other that has emulated our belief that
"families are forever." We believe that way, we love that way, and
we Iiie

Were this dot so, we cpuld not have coped with the stress andftharcvay.

pressures of the past 4 months The inner strength we have gained
from each other, the immeasurable support we have had from the
Utah heart team, together with "the encouragement, love, and
prayers of caring people all over the world gave Us the mental and
spiritual fortjtude required of us.
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I believe all of you are familiar with the heart and lung disease
my husband suffered fromemphysema and a degenerative heart
disease medically termed cAriomyopathy, in lay terms, a disease of
the heart muscle.

You also know of his desire and his commitment receive the
first artificial heart. Of course, he was hopeful, through the im-
plantation, that he would receive a personal benefit, but whether
or notsthiss personal benefit came to fruition, he felt that, were he
to receive the artificial heart, that which could be learned would
give great purpose to his life and, if need be reason to his death.

You know, too, that finally on March 23 his battle for life ended.
Dr William De Vries, -head of the heart implant _team, explained
the spiraling, downhill course that took Dr. Clark's life. Essential-
ly, the muscle in his blood vessels was destroyed, making, them
placid and dilated. Although thee plastic heart kept pumping,, his
circulatory system could not maintain the press we needed to get
the oxygen-carrying blood to the vital organs oltHe body. His colon
failed, his kidneys failed, anti then his lungs failed. All of these
facts, I believeare common knowledge,

What you'may not know is that while Dr. Clark was in the serv-
ice of his country during World War II he began smoking ciga-
rettes Though his religious training was against the use of tobacco
an smo was not accepted in his own community, like all of us
in 1941, hVkimbad no scientific knowledge, no proof, of the great
h4alth hazards he was submitting his body to. Being in an environ-
ment of much stress and pressure and in close association with
others who were also uninformed and smoking, he acquired the
habit. For 25 years he smoked about a package of cigarettes a day.

When it became established that cigarettes were responsible for
many health problems, he became very concerned about his habit
and he managed to stop smoking. about 12 years ago, saying, "It
was the hardest thing I eves` had to do." However, it was then too
late to reverse the harm that had been done to his lungiand to his
heart.

At age 53 he developed a very serious bronchitis whicli took 3
months to overcome. Even then, he did not feel/well. He began
tiring easily and finally retired at age 56 from his dental practice.
Some 2 years later he was forced to seek medical help and was di-
agnosed as having emphysema. Other physical symptoms soon gave
rise to hospitalization where it was determined that, in addition tot
the emphysema, he was suffering from cariomyopathy.

It was on a trip to Salt Lake City where Dr. Clark entered the
LDS h pital to receive treatment that he was referred to Dr. Wil-
liam De ries and, Dr. Lyle Joyce, the artificial heart implant sur-
geons, ich visit culminated in his decision to volunteer for the
artifici heart.

in 2 days after the December 1 'heart implantation his face ...-
and neck became puffy and swollen and standing at his bedside,
you could hear a faint hissing sound. Upon taking his back to sur-
gery, it was !aim ied there were small ruptures in the lung itself,
allowing air to escape, These were quickly stapled, but it was very
obvious at this time that the lungs were going to be a major source
of trouble, The truth is that the deterioration of Dr. Clark's lungs,'

23414 4-132-3 34
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due to cigarette smoking, had more to do with his ultimate death
than any other one thing. .

I want to make it clear that I do not feign to speak as a research
scientists, nor as a medical doctor, but solely as a wife. who was at
Dr. Clark's side as constantly as was humanly possible, observing
his struggle and 4stening to numerous physicians, many of whom
are the finest inihe world, saying in essence, "If the lungs were
only stronger," '" It was their opinion that convinced me that,
were the lungs healthy, he could in all probability be alive today

Members of this committee, I am not here today to seek sympa-
thy,. to call further attention to what has happened to us as a
family, nor to continue to laud my dear husband. I am here to
bring you the personal message'that the hazards of cigarette smok
ing have long been a source of great concern to the Clark family.

Dr. Clark would, whenever possible, speak with deep regret
about his. ever having used cigarettes and would plead, cajole,and ,
even, bribe others to not start or to quit smoking, whichever the
case might be.

I know, if he were tllve today and able, it would he standing
before this committee, pot me, admonishing you to pass the com-
prehensive smoking prevention bill as quickly as possible.

Now as to the message I bring to you from all over the world,
during my four months in Salt Lake City, and even now that I
have returned to Seattle, I could not even begin to tell you how
many thousands of letters we have received. There is one large
package of letters representing people from everywhere in the
world. We have received well over 600 packages of letters, draw-
ings, balloon bouquets, and gifts youths, these from children in pre-.
school through high school. I have been awe stricken with the chil-
dren's ability to express their love and almost hero worship for Dr
Clark and, after his death, to express their sincere grief and sym-
pathy.

Why` have we received* this outpouring of love and support from
these people everywhere? I believe because there is not a family
anywhere in this world who has not lost a loved one through heart,
lung, or cancer disease. They identifitil with Dr. Clark because of
this. He was their champion in the fight against two of these
dreaded diseases.

After their kindness to my husband and family, and since I do
have the opportunity to testify here today, I would feel remiss if I
did not challenge this committee on their behalf to set the wheels 4.
in motion to ducate everyone as to the debilitating effects of ciga-
rette smokft on the body. ,.

Senators, we all have a tremendous responsibility to God's great
family, you perhaps more than others because you occupy a posi-
tron of power and influence not afforded the rest of M. You must
continue to fight to bring every bit of evidence available about the
health hazards of cigarettes to the public as often and as convinc-
ingly as possible. You have an especially great responsibility to
educate the youth, so that when they are tempted° to start smoking,
they can make the right decision.

Members of this committee, I have read and studied the bill now
being considered before Congress. I believe it ,definitely represents
a step in the right direction. Therefore, on behalf of my family, my

4
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husband, and my dear friends all Aver the world, with special em-
phasis on the yowig people, I sincerely recommend that Congress
pass this legislation without delay.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mrs. Barney Clark follows:]
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Teatime' of Mrs. Israel? Clark

Senator Batch sad Members of the Coemittass

I weloOns the opportunity ohs Americas Lang Arnaotistion has given me tole, to

address this Committee. I weltome it because i have a personal inallieto bring

704 from 47 family, from ny dear husband, Dr. btrney Clark, and from People in Ill

walks of life around the world.

?or fifty of the sixty -muu Years of my life, I have had close associatiou

with Berney Clark...ten Yeats se friend and sweetheart, and thirty -nine years as

sweetheart and vile. Bo raised three children of ubou've are very grand; and -

although all has not always beta ideal and perfett in our family, we have worked

for and **reed s reepstt, a love, and a tloseasse with each other.that he emu-

lated our belief that "MIMICS ARE FOREVER:" We believe that way. we love that

way, and we live that veyompvere this not so ve could tot have "coped" with the

stress and Pressures of the past four mouths. The inOti strength we have gained

frogs asth other. amplest with the encourage:neat, love, and prayers of the caring

people ell over the world, gave us.the mental and ePiritnal fortitude required of

us.

I believe you are'all familiar with the heart sod lung disease ay husband

suffered froa...empkystma and a degenerative heart disease medically timed

catdiouppathy...in lay terms, a disease of the heart wads.

You know also of his desire and connitment to receive the first artificial

heart. Of.cootes.-0.ba vu baneful, that through Implastation. that he would

retail.* a personal benefit, but whether or sot this persona benefit tams to

fruitfon...hs felt that were he to receive the artificial heart, that ubith

rould be learned would siva great purpose to his life, and if need be, season to

his death.
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InPerimentstion with animals could serve no furthet purpose; the artificial

heart toot be implanted in a burin body to produce scientific knowledge and data

that would further its usefulness to man. We was conmitted sad dedicated to this

experiment. b

For 112 days and nights the artificial heart beat in his chest...pumpiug the

.alving.blood to his vital organs ander proper pressure end with proper

offecriveness. Although the heart worked well. hit col:Dilutions wars nueerous...

with periods of hope and periods of despair.

You know too that finally. on Parch 23, his battle for life ended.

Dr. william DeVrtes, bead of the inert implant team, explained the tPirfliw2

downhill course thar took his life: 'Essentially. the swede in his blood vessels

was destroyed, making then placid and dilated. Although the plastic hestt kept

< pompteg, his citcularorY system could not maintain the p rteedt4 tol'

oxygen carrying blood to the body's organs. His colon failed, tie kidneys failed,

and then his iunga failed."

All of Om facts. I believe, ere torsion knowledge. that you may not know

is tiler while Dr. Clerk woo in the service of his country during World War 11. he

began *oohing cigarettes. Though his religious training was agiinst the jig of

tobatto and smoking was not atcepted in his home emmunity. like all of us in 114i.

he bed no stfeatific knowledge or proof of the grave health hazards be was submit-

ting his body to, and being in sh tnviroanant of much stress and pressure. and in

close sesotiariom wish others who pare also uninformed, and poking, be acquired

the habit. For twenty-five years he smoked a polkas f cigarettes a day.

When it betame established that clisrettes war sponsible for many health

problems. be betas* very concerned and stoPped smo shout 12 years ego. wing:

"It was the beidst.thing 1 evet tad. to do." but it-was then too lets tO reverse

the harm that had been dope to his lungs and his heart.

s.
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At age 53 he developed a very serious. bro/.chitis which took three menths,to

overcome. Bowyer, he did not feel dell, bAeisn tiring easily, and:finally'reiiied

4r
at age 56. Be coorinued having fatigue, shortness of breath, and genetalealais,

Re could no longer keels up with his friends on ,e elf course and the slightest

exertion left him treszhless and tired. be sought medical.belp and vas diagnosed

as having emphysens. Then other physical symptoms soon gave rise to
.2

Lion end it vas determined that in addition to the =physma stirs vas congestoe

heart failure and finally, he was diagnosed as suffering from cardiomyopathy.

Then followed three and a half years of intense medicatioco stimulate the heart

mastic, to dilate the vessels and to open the lung passages to enable him to

breathe better. It was on a trip to Salt Lake City utter. Dr. Clark entered the

LDS Hospital ti receive tteatmear that he V44 referred to Dr. Willies De9ries and

'w

Dr. Lyle Joyce...the artificial bears implant surgeons...whose visit culminated in

his decision to volunteer for the artificial heart.

Within two days of tbe December 1 heart implantation it became obvious?that

something:as not right...his face end neck became puffy and swollen and.standink

ac his bedside you could boar a faint hissing sound. He was returned to surgery

and upon opening his chest, the doctors discovered small ruptures in the lung'it-

pelf, allowing air to escape: these were quickly stnpled and be was brought back

weakened sod discouraged. Ir was very obvious at this thst the lungs were.

going to bt s safer source of trouble. The truth was that the deterioration of

Dr. Clerk's lunge. due to cigarette seeking, had most to do wish his - ultimate death

than any other one4hing.

I want to male it cleat that I 4q not feign to speak as 41. research scienrist.

of
our is a melycel doctor, but solely as a vile who vas .at Dr. Clark's side es conr

greatly as vas howdy possible, observing his struggle and listening to numerous

doctors...many of Ace are the finest in the world...ssying in essence; "If the

lungs were only stronger...". it was their opinion, as well se my ova, that were the

lungs heathy, Dr. Clark tould, to all probability, be alive today,.

WNW



I .remember toll that "rieletter.day" vlon ve rook Dr. Clark from the Intensive

Care Unit where be had spear so iaay,smikA,-to our lovely private room where the

satire vest well vas nothing but windows.
s

those windows overlooked the Crest

Salt Lake Valley and across the valley to'thosbeautiful snowcapped mountains: It

wet, to es, like being released from prison. andeveryone shared in our joy. Those

Joys. bovever. were Abort-lived because the lungs brim ail aid it vas ietAseary

to rake Dr. Clark back to the SICU so that be could be put back on the respirator
. . .--

toktest the lunge. Thls. I belieme4was ona,mf the Ast disappointing tines in our

strUggle.

Members of this Cemmittee.1...I in*not'here today to seek sympathy or to tall. _

further attention to what has happened to AGA. i fantly...aot to continue to laud
' e

syqlear busload. I me hart as stated, to bring a message from ay family and from
;

Dr. Clark. That message tit. The bazarda'of tigetette smoking has long been s
.

Itur4e of equversatien4pm occasions when vs were COSther. Dr. Clark would, whenever

4possiblei speile with regret about his babing.used cigarettes and would alive plesi,

cajole, and.eies bribe, if necessary, to influents others to not start or to-quit

mooking..;ubstever,the7tase may ie. 'After das of his long dissertations ea-the ,

seblete, and human as be was, he would say "I knov...there is nothing sanse thrice

reformed smoker...Wt..," So many touts he expressed tame how be wishes be had

never mooted and of his toncern for anyone who did. He parse:oily knew end tel.! at .

ha felt his Iimg would prevent.him from ever leavlil the hospital. I know if be

wars alive today, sad able, it would be he tooter; before this committee, not I

edimaisbing you to pass the Comprehensive Smoking prevention T4ucetioa bill as

quickly as possible.

As to my message to you from ople ell over the world in all vette of life:
4.

Doting mi four soothe In Salt lake City, and even now that I hays!teturned to Seattle.

I could nor even begin to tell yod how may thousands of letters vs love tecelvml%

4
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Ihtle is oat large package of lectors shrtsenamg peoples Iron almost evcry,couatry

in the mdcld. We have tective4 well over 600 packages of 1 , drawing*, balloon'

bouquets, Oleo% acc., icon he youth --shasillarchildren is prt -*shoo). through

high school. f *z

And shy have ve received cheat Sushic and gilts...mostly because there is

hardly a family anywhere is this world Oho has not lost a loved oat through lung.

hears, or career disease...they could relate co my husband and as/because of their own

sorrdws they ',raged for us a* they did for their own loved ones, they hoped fog us, as

they had chair own'I/vcd oat. and they *mated so much for Dr. Clark co get well. as

, they MC** much foi can loved one. '

I have beta awe-stricken with the children's ability to troths theta loon tad

ralmost hccomeship for Dr. Clark and after his death. co =kegs heir *lacers grief

and sympathy. 00a little boy erect: "Mg frandps died of a Mars attack; I like co

precead you are my shallo' now." Anotrcr matt *When my mama cold me Dr. Clack had

) '

died this morning I cried and cried because I imaged co sect Ws someday.*

: I am still trying io trivet tech aless4c letters because ehryout needs co knoll

they are important and chat whoa they do 'something ctemeadabla they need co be apple-

closed end cold so. Bow could 2, wheat given chit wonderful opportunity, and knowing

bow Dr. Clark would have waged me so, roc been happy co appear beim* this committee

CO plead for chose who have done so much for us.

And so, cabers of this Cmanittes, comes ay message co yofrop people all owil011

the world and In all elks of lift: Ve all have a tremendous riaponsibllity co

*chits of Cod's ohs family. 70e. psrpaps, sore chin tabors: borate you occupy a

posIsion'e great Influence and power to control massy decisions. feu must Loncinuc

NtV.(iht cc bring everfhic of evideaca available about the health hazards of cis=

et aaaaa to theogic, es often and as convincingly es possible. lt is your raspon-
.

sibilicz co do mychIns and e:styching to Inform the youth so chat bun they are

hooted ca. gt smoking they can asks the tight choice. /bare are so easy ways

they are c cod...a picture in a mast!it;a of a beautiful young, well-drshed sophic-

r QS
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$ sr
Couple emuliting self-confidence Sod happiness, each smoking a cig -

, 'tette. ghat gangly. awkward littl sit' thing to grow up to be besuilful wouldn't

be tempted by eat; OT, 1414L,YOUng y idbis tennYrtglagra NW Taos Pomo longing

fot the Price of a islOwle., couldn't influenced %y that? Remenbero..they calico.

they imatate, sad they =brace.

limbers of this Committee. Ii have read and studied the bill now being considered

Osiers Congress. i believe is del tely represents s nap is tba tIght.direcalls.,

Therefore, on behalf of ay 1=ediste family, ny cleat husband, god ouririgadsofrom

allover the wot14, vith special emphasis on the young people. I sincetely recommend

that Congress Pass this legislation Without delay.

Thank you.

.1"
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mrs. Clark.
I just would like the record to show 4hat your testimony today

has been given on behalf of not only yourself and your family and
friends, but the American Lung Association. We really appreciate
your taking time and testifying before us today.

I know you have to go to the White House. Therefore, I will re
serve any questions I have and I will turn to Senator Hawkins.

Senator 1-1,11401.1 Mrs, Clark, many individuals say that they
can stop smoking any time they want to do so, but the Public
Health Service has called smoking not just a habit but the most
widespread example of drug dependence .in our country.

As someone who assisted Fier husband in quitting smoking and
lived through those dark days, do you think that smoking is prop-

* erly termed a form of drug dependence?
Mrs. CLARK. I definitely do. I lived with my husband for a lot of

years. I have seen him through a lot of trials. I have seen him
through a lot of living. I am here to tell you, as he told me, the
hardest thing he ever had to do in his life was to stop smoking

He was a man of warmth. He was a pleasant person, but let me
tell you, when he was trying tb stop smoking, his personality
changed considerably, and I was very happy once, limas over.

Senator HAWKINS. Did he quit just one time of was etlike a lot
of smokers

Mrs. CLARK. I think he had it in his mind to quit for quite some
time before he did. He was a great one to never make a statement
unless he knew he could follow through. I think he resolyed many
times himself before he let it be known to other pedp10 that he
would quit. When he finally did, he told me he was going to throw
them away and quit, He said "cold turkey" because he thought
that was the only war he could do it, and that is What he did.
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Senator HAWKINS. itat was 12 years ago?
Mrs. CLARK. Pardon me?

, Senator HAWKINS. That was 12 years ago?
**EL CLARK. Twelveyears ago, yes.

Senator HAWK/NS. Thank you.
Mrs: CLARK. You are welcome.
.The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Hawkins.
Senator Ease

4 Senator sr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
, I would simply like the record to show, that I think is a &treat

dational sentiment, the great admiration that the people of this
country have for the late Dr. Clark and Mrs. Clark and the great
example- they have set in terms of persons' and family courage and
his willingness, obviqusly, to make a tremendous sacrifice in terms
of Ms own personal pain and suffering to continue in the forefront
osf pioneer research in this area of dealing with heart disease.

I wapld certainly feel remiss if (did of take this opportunity to
express that point for the public record. Appreciating, as you have
said, Mr Chairman, that Mrs. Clark has a demanding schedule
here while she is in Washington, I would not wish to unduly
impose upon her time. Therefore, that will suffice in my case.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. That* you, Senator East.

.Senitor Grassley?
Senator theassi2V. I just "want to take this opportunity as well to

thank you andsonr family for their sacrifices and contributions to
medical research in the United States. It is a tribute to your faith-
fulness. We app ate it very much.

Mrs. Cputx. Thabk you very much.
Tim CHAIRMAN. Mrs_ Clark, let me just, since we have do have a

second 'or two, let me ask you -one question that I have on my
mind.

You men.tioned'Oat Dr. Clark often encouraged smokers to quit.
In your opinion' what was his most persuasive argument that he
gave to others tencoitraging them to quit?

Mrs. CLA4K. ell, Lasink since his illness, he made an exam le
.. hlmself. rthink "thatwas a very persuasive way to do it.

'r-I'lmoy, when be stopped smoking that the reason he stopped was
because he was convinced that it was injurious to his healtlkaI,
OA that was the best way and the one that he used most often to
tpy to dissuade others to stop smoking, because he felt that i was
'clet eirtal to the organs of the body eV be thought that it would

. ca t grief in the future.
The AIRMAN. Thank you. Mrs. Clark, we have been so pleased

to have you with us today: 'I think your family and yourself and
"'Pour husband have aliwbeen symbols of courage and strength for

tbe,peepli throughout our Nation, and I might add throughout the
world. I am grateful that you would take time to join us, at this
hearing aid to share your experiences with us concerning your ,
husband, Dr. Clark, and his illness.

As yOu know, you' are a celebrity not only throughout the coun-
try,. try but in Washington, D.C., as well as m your home State 'of
Washington. I think it is due m _i)art here because of the excellent

s. st
articlowritten about you by the Washington Post yesterday.

I
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Mrs. CLARK. Yes, I appreciate that very much.
- The CHAIRMAN. Well, le do, tod. Your testimony has provided us

. with some reasons, I think really all the reasons that we need, in
order to pa.,ss. this particular smoking prevention and education act

We apreciatfre your being here today. We are very grateful for
your taking tithe out.

Mrs. CLARK. Thank you.
May I just make one statem t? I want to thank all of you. The

pleasure has been Wine. It has n a great experience. I also want
to thank the American Lung iation who invited me here
today. If it had not been for thei invitation, I would not have beet
here. I have enjoyed it very much. I want to thank all of you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. Wye an enjoyable time while you
are here.

Mrs, CLARK. I shall. Thank you. . a .

The CHAIRMAN. At this time we welcome Dr. Edward Brandt, the
Assistant Secretary for Health, Department of Health and Human,'
Services." He is accompanied by a distinguished group of physicians
representing the highest level of public health service. They, are
r. Claude Lenfant, Director of the National Heart, Lung, and

f000dInstitute, National Institutes of Health; Dr. Mortimer B Lip-
tt, Director of the National Institute of Child Health and Human

Development, Dr. William Pollin, Director of the National Instktute
on Drug Abuse, Dr. Jane Henney, the Deputy Director of the Na-
tional Cancer Institute; and Dr. JoAnn Luoto, the Acting Director
of the Office of Siri2Idng and Health.

We are delighteW to have all of you here. As in the case of Mrs.
Clark and all other witnesses today, 'we will put your complete
statements into the record. , .

Senator °HASSLE?. I have a statement that I want to suomit.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we Will put Senator Grass-'t ley's statement in early in the record, following Senator East
[The prepared statement of Senator Grassley follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CHARLES E. GRASSLEY.. ..

Setiaior GRASSLEY. Mr. Chairman', certainly over the years, the
American public has been told of the deleterious effects of cigarette
smoking. Now we learn through the 1982 Surgeon General's
"Report on the`Health Consequences of Smoking" that cigarette
smoking is cited as the major single cause of cancer mortality in
the United States, contributing to 30 percent of all cancer deaths.
We have a bill before us that is aimed at educating the public as to
the health consequences of smoking. 4 1'

About a month ago, this committee extended the moratorium on
an artificiarsweetener, saccharin, which the FDA had proposed to
ban %in 1977 from processed foods and drinks after researchers
linked it to cancer in animals. We extended the moratorium on the
ban of the sweetener because no conclusive evidence exists that
saccharin is unsafe for human consumption. -

Nevertheless, the statement which accompanied the introduction
of this bill stated and I quote. "The evidence is overwhelming asso-
elating cigarette molting with multiple diseases land premature
death. ' If this isibif conclusive result, then why are we merely

L x 45
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warning a public that has already been threatened and wheedled
and 'pleaded with over the years? If we now have conclusive evi-
dence why do we not just ban cigare altogether?f We see Brooke Shields with cigaret in her ears on television.
and in ads telling teens that cigarette molting is unattractive. We
have taken cigarette ads off of tele on and relegated it to ads in
magazines and newspapers. Doctors warn patients and teachers

11111 warn their students.
My understanding is that all studies, including polls by Roper,

Chilton, Gallup, and others, demonstrate that Amencans are aware
of thp claimed risks of,smoking. I find it difficult to authorize an-
other intWagency committee and still another Office of Smoking
and Health to warn Americans about something that they have
been hearing everyday: Cigarette smoking is injurious to your

--' health.
...-N

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Brandt, we are grateful to have you here
again We appreciate the great work you are doing for the people
in this country at Health and Human Services. We will now turn
the time over to you.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD N. BRANDT, JR., M.D., ASSISTANT SECRE-
TARY FOR HEALTH, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES, ACCOMPANIED BY DR. CLAUDE LENFANT, DIREC-
TOR4OF THE NATIONAL ,HEART, LUNG AND BLOOD INSTITUTE,
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH; DR. MORTIMER B. LIPSETF,
DIRECTOR OF TH NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF CHILD HEALTH
AND HUMAN DEV LOPMENT; DR. WILLIAM POLLIN, DIRECTOR
OF THE NATI AL INSTITUTE ON DRUG ABUS.DR. JANE
HENNEY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF THE NATIONAL CANCER IN-
STITUTE; AND DR. JOANN LUOTO, DIRECTOR OF THE OFFICE
OF SMOKING AND HEALTH

Dr. BRANDY. Thank you very much, Senator Hatch.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am pleased at

this opportunity to appear before this committee and to review
with you the views of the Department of Health and Human Serv-
ices on the health effects of cigarette smoking and to comment
briefly on some of the provisions of S. 772, which is now before
your committee.

With me today, as you pointed out, are Dr. Jane Henney, Deputy
Director of the National Cancer Institute, to my far right, Dr.
Claude Lenfant, to my immediate right, Director of the National
Heart, Lung and Blood Institute, to my far left, Dr. Mortimer Lip-
sett, Director of the National Institute for Child Health and
Human Developinent, next to him, Dr. William Pollin, Director of
the National Institute on Drug Abuse; and, next to me, Dr. Joanne
Luoto, and, to correct the record, she is now the Director of the
Office on Smoking and Health. ,

With yotir permission, Mr. Chairman, we would like to submit
written testimony from each of them for the record.

The Chairman. Without objection, we will put all of those writ-
ten testimonies into the record.

De. Bitanor. Thank you very much.

'4 46
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Let me begin my summarizing our currentunderstandinirof the
relationship between cigarette smoking and cancer.

We have known for at least two decades that cigarette smoking
is the chief cause, of lung cancer in the United States, a disease
which in 1983 will take the lives of an estimated 117,000 men and
women. We now knolk that smoking is related not only to lung
cancer, but to other cancers as well. It causes cancer of the larynx,
oral cavity, and esophagus,. and cantributes to the development of
canoe of the bladder, pancreas, and kidney Overall, approximate-
ly 30 t of all cancer deaths are attributable to tobacco, par-
ticula cvrettes.

The 1982 report on the Health Consequences of Smoking was de-
voted to the relationship between cigarette smoking and cancer
The 1983 report, which is now in the process of final review, will be
devoted to the relationship: between cigarette smoking and cardio-
vascular diseases.

We do not need to wait upon the publization of the report, how-
ever, to paint the broad outlines of the heart disease-Cigarette
smoking relationship. It has been estimated that there are over
200,000 smoking-related coronary heart 'disease deaths in the
United States each year. Cigarette smoking' is one of the three
major risk factors for this, disease. Cigarette smoking by women
who are taking oral contraceptives increases their risk of heart
attack by as much as tvveniyfold. The effect is dose-related and the
interaction of cigarettes and contraceptives is much greater than
the sum of the separate risks. r

Previous reports of the Public Health Service have disclosed that
cigarette smoking is the leading cause of chronic obstructive lung
disease, which includes emphysema and chronic bronchitis.

In addition, the risk of neonatal as well as fetal death increases
directly with increasing amounts of maternal smoking during preg-
nancy.

It is never too late to stop smoking. Shortness of breath, sinus
troubles, and persistent cough may start to disappear soon after
quitting.

The recent multiple risk (actor intervention trial demonstrated a
dramatic drop, nearly 76 percent, in the coronary heart disease
death rates in men who quit smoking early in the study.

In March the Public Health Service issued a pamphlet, which we
would like to submit for the record, with your permission, Mi
Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Witholetbjection, we will put it in the record at
this point.

[The pamphlet referred to follows:j
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This statement on cigarette smoknig has been developed from
testimony delivered before the U.S. Congress by William Pollin,
M.D., Wect Or of the National Institute On Drug Abuse. (Com-
prehensive Smoking Prevention Education Act. Hearings before
the Committee on Labor and Human, Resources, U.S. Senate,
March 16, 1982, p. IV

U S DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES.Pubit, Hearth Service
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our drugs stand out arpori_ . N-.41:. :..; i ',duce,. or Joule. 1-ewer
than 500,000 persons use heroin, but with other opiates it exacts a

terlfying toll of crime and social disarray. Alcohol affects 10 million
problem drinkers and their families and accounts for half our automobile
fatalities. Marijuana is the most widely used illicit drug. Tobacco, in the
form of claret/es, is smoked by 56 million Americans_ It causerinore ill-
ness and death than all the other drugs. .

For years, smoking was thought of as a habita "nasty" habit,
a

Mark Twain called it. It has now been established that for many smokers it
is more than this, that it is, in fact, the most widespread example of drug
dependence in our country. Smokers can break themselves of smoking,
and every year hundreds of thmisands do, but this can be very difficult.

All drugs that e4toduce dependence have a: least these four
characteristics in common:

All of them, cigarettes included, are psychoactive. They affect the
chemistry of the brain and nervous system.

By definition, they create dependence and lead to compulsive use.
This as at least as true of cigarettes as of other drugs and other substances
of abuse. .

When one gives up the drug abruptly, one may experience
physiological and psychological distress. The seventy will vary from one
drug to another and from one person to another.

Finally, there is a strong tendency among former users to relapse,
sometimes months or even yiars after quitting. Cigarette smokers ex-
perience this to perhaps a greater degree than do users of other drugs and
substances of abuse.

The addictive nature of cigarette smoking is why cigarette sales con-
tinue year after year in spite of the health hazards of smoking. Most peo-
ple who smoke acknowledge the risks they run of illness and premature
death, and most would like to quit, . the difficulty of quitting dis-
courages them. Millions do try, every year, of these only about 20
percent succeed. Over time the percentage of smokers in our population
keeps going down. but the grocess is slow.

The Role of Nicotine

In recent years, scientists have studied the role of nicotine in helping es-
tablish and maintain tobacco dependegce. Their research suggests that it is
nicotine that reinforces and strengthens the desire to smoke and causes
users to keep on smoking.

Nicotine Occurs naturally in the tobacco plant, and in large quantities
is extremely poisonous. Cigarette smokers absorb it more quickly than

l'
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pipe and cigar smokers or those who chew "tobacco or use snuff because
most cigarette smokers inhale, and this is the fastest and most efficient
way of getting nicotine to the brain.

Nicotine acts through specialized cell formations located in the
human brain and muscle tissues. These receptors have the capacity to
recognize and react to nicotine when it is present in the body. Nicotine and
the opium derivatives are the only other drugs of dependence for which
specialized regprors of this kind have been identified and studied in
detail. 46

When the receptors signal the presence of nicotine, a wide range of
physical reactions occur. Cifanges occur in heart rate and skin
temperature, blood pressure rises, peripheral blood circulation slows,
changes occur in braiq waves, and hormones aTfeating the central nervous

tem are released.
e immediate effects of inhaled ipicotine are subtle and not

catastrop the tru ealth consequences of smoking occur over
long periods o time and are due to many tobacco smoke constituents in

.., addition to nicotine. There is evidence to suggest that nicotine is im-
plicated in the onset of heart attacks and that it is a co-carcinogen, enhanc-
ing the tumor-producing effects of cigarette tars. Its most important role,

elowever, is its action on the brain and nervous system in'helping create
dependence. ( . ...1

-

e

t The Way People Smoke

If there were such a thing as a typical pattern of dependent smoking, it
would begin in the morning with the first cigarette. This sends a burst or
"bolus" of nicotine o the brain which produces an almost immediate feel-
ing of euphoria an satisfaction. For the rest of the day the smoker tries to
maintain this feeling by manipulating his 9r her intake of tobacco smoke,
by inhaling more or less deeply, taking more or fewer puffs, and smoking
at different intervals. When more than a certain number of cigarettes are
smoked, acute toxic effects resembling nicotine overdose aro experienced,
such as nausea, light-headedness, and a marked rise in heart rate. When
fewer than a minimum number of cigarettes are smoked, which appears
for many people to be about ten cigarettes a day, blood levels satisfactory
to the dependent smotelicannot be maintained.

What at first appears to be a casual, unordered routine, in short,
turns out to be not casual ; 311, but a controlled behavior.

Nicotine can affect the body in different ways. In stressful situations,
it can act as an antianxiety agent like a trIllquilizing drug, while in serene
situations it can act as a stimulant like the amphetamines. Some effects of

A 23.514 O -8$- -4
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. .
smoking are psychological. Some people enjoy handling cigarettes and
fussing with matches and ash trays; others smoke out of habit, sometimes
uniware even that they are smoking.

Wit el no other drug do people so busy themselves with administering
it as they do in the case of cigarettes. In an 18hour waking day, a tWo-
pack.a-day smoker spends from three to four hours with a cigarette in
mouth, hand, or ash tray, takes about 400 puffs for the day, and inhales
up to 1,000 milligrams of tar. a.

The tar and nicotine numbers which are printed in cigarette advertise.
meats may not correspond to what smokers actually obtain. This is be-
cause the numbers are derived from cigarettes smoked by machines and
machines do not smoke the way people do. A cigarette advertised as being
in the 1 to 5 mg tar range can turn into a 15 to 20 mg tar cigarette if a
smoker takes more and deeper puffs than the machine allows for, or even
partially blocks the ventilating holes or channels which are found in many
cigarette filters. People who switch to low-tar and lownicotine cigarettes

is may increase their smoking, although not necessarily enough to equal their
previous exposure to cigarette tars and nicotine.

0 *

I

Quitting Smoking

What happens when, a person tries to quit smoking? I

With some smokers, nothing at all happens; they simply quit: Many
of these, but by no means all.of them, will be light or casual smokers.
Their question is whether the enjoyment they get from an occasional cig-
arette is worth the extra risks they run of illness and earlier death. These
risks are not inconsiderable. Men who smoke less than half a pack a day
are half again as likely to die from a heart attack as their counterparts who
have never smoked, and their risk of dying of lung cancer is nearly five
timesigreater. For heavy smokers the odds are a great deal higher. Those
who smoke two packs a day have three times the risk of death from heart
attack and nearly 20 times the risk of death from Wig cancer.

Young people who have not yet become dependent on cigarettes may
find it easy to quit. A surprising number of young people who smoke while
in high school give it up when they leave school and go on to a job or col.
lege.

For thine who have become dependent on cigarettes, the first few
days of withdrawal are likely to bring about a number of physiological and
psychological reactions. Among them nay be decreases in heart rate and
blood pressure, decreases in the excretion of some of the hormones which
affect the nervous system, occasional headaches, and gastropiestinal

,....,
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discomfort. For some people, a weight gain.may take place, it is uncertain
whether this is caused by increased appetite or a changed metabolism or
both Behavioral and mood changes may also occur, usually peaking
within a few days after quitting. Common symptoms are irritability, ag-
gressiveness, and difficulty in sleeping.

For the dependent smoker, these first few days of quitting are only
the beginning; the real challenge comes later. The temptation logo back to
smoking can be very strong and can continue fora long time. Any number
of events and situations can 'trigger relapse, including, paradoxically, both
moments of stress and unhappiness and moments of relaxation and
pleasure.

Therapists use a number, of drugs in treating heroin and other addic-
tions, and scientists are studying similar drug approaches for cigarette
smoking So far, however, none have been conclusively proven to be use-
ful Some drugs which have been tried, notably the amphetamines,. may
make quitting more difficult. There are lessons learned in the treatment of
other deputies, however, which can be applied to cigarette smoking.
Here are some of them:

1. It helps to recognize from the outset that a drug dependence may
exist. As noted earlier, drug dependence is a state in which a 1:lerson's
freedom of choice has been L.ompromised by the physical effects of the
drug on the brahraed the nervous system. To discover that quitting can be
difficult is not a siiw'of a weak and faltering will.

2. Quitting is a long-term process, some former smokers report an oc-
casional craving for cigarettes years after they have quit smoking. With
tobacco. as with all dipendence-producing dugs, relapse is common. ff
one fails on the first try, the only thing to do is to go back and try again.

3 In some cases it may be useful to attend asliniC or join a cessation
group. Such services can be found in every large community, some pri-
vately sponsored and others operated by church or health agencies, some
are listed in the telephone directory yellow pages under "Smokers infor-
mation and Treatment Centers."' Help can also be obtained from local of-
fices of the American Cancer Society, the American Heart Association,
and the American Lung Association.

4. Whether one joins a group or not, one should seek the support and
help of other people. The most important single influence in determining
whether one uses or does not use a drug is the behavior and attitudes of
one's family and friends. Thisls just as true of cigarette smoking as it ishof
alcohol and heroin and the other drugs of abase,

5. And friends and family should proVide support and help. They,
too, need to recognize that smoking can be more than just a "bad.habit",
that it can be a drug dependence, an addictive behavior.
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This paper has been reviewed by the National Advisory Council on Drug
Abuse. The characterization of cigarette smoking s a drug dependence tc

supported by both' laboratory and population studies and appears in int:
World Health Organization's ninth revision of the InternationeCiasnls
cation of Diseases and by the American Psychiatric Association Maq-
nostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders. ithard edition

Readers interested in reviewing the pertinent reseirch arc relerogl to
The Behavioral Aspects of Smoking. N1DA Research Monograph 26.
DHEW Pub No. (ADM) 79-882, U.S. Government Printing 01 ficc.
Washington D.C., 1979.

Cigarette Smoking as a Dependence Process. NIDA Research MondgraPh
23. DHEW Pub No. (ADM) 79-800, U.S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D.C., 1979.

Substance Use Disorders. lN: Diagnostic and SWILSISCO1 Afinual of Voila(
Disorders. (Third Edition). American Psychiatric Association, Wash-
ington, D.C., 1980, p 176.
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Dr BRANDY This pamphlet describes the similarities which exist
between dependence on cigarette smoking and dependence on other
drugs and substances of abuse' It points out that all drugs that pro-
duce dependence, including cigarettes. nave four characteristics.

They are, first, psychoactive, that is, they affect the chemistry of
the brain and nervous system.

They create dependence' and lead to compulsive use. When one
gives up the drug abruptly, one may experience physiological and
psychological distress. The severity will vary from one drug to an-
other and from one person to another.

Finally, there is a strong tendency, among former users to re-
lapse, sometimes months or even years after quitting.

It is ause of this addictive nature of cigarette smoking that it
impdrtant to do everything in our power to dissuade teenagers

m)ta mg up smoking. We must continue our efforts to inform
tlietwof.the hazards of smoking.

From the above scientific information, it is apparent that strong-
er warning rebels can be j stifled. The Department lyas long sup- ,
ported a strZinger warning.

Let me comment briefly
before this committee.

The bill would establish interagency committee Zrzi smoking
and lth made up of representatives from various PublicHealth
Se agencies, pith the duty of coordinating and monitoring
smoking-related research and education in the Government and
acting as liaison with the priyate sector. We believe this functioq..is
currently being aqomplished, and this provision, therefore, $p-
pears to us to be unhecessaiy.

Our Department does, however, believe, along with this commit-
tee d along with the intent of that legislation, that we need to
ex our cooperative effort with other Federal; State, and local
governments and with the private sector, including not only the
voluntary health agencies who bave contributed so much in the
past and continue to do so, but also with public and private groups
which, until now, have not been so deeply involved.

Considerable progress has been made over the years in reducing
the incidence Of cigarette smoking in the adult and youth popula-
tions,%but there still remains much for all of us to do. There are
still approximately 55 million adult and teenage cigarItte smokers
and last year they bought an estitnateci 634 billion cigarettes, less
than in 1981 but still a staggering figure.

The bill would call for annual reports from the Secretary of
Health and Human Sevices which would provide current informa-
tion on the effects of smoking on healthas well as providing infor-
mation about programs of the Federal Government and the private
sector Should such a provision be enacted, our Department would
continue to produce the annual scientific reports of 'the Surgeon
General on the health consequences of smoking, as dictated by

. other legislation.
The bill would provide legislative authority and specific congres-

sional difecticin for the efforts now being made by the Department
to identify and assess die possible health risks of the additivesged
by the cigarette companies in manufacturing their prqucts

several provisions of the bill which is
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epartineni. has negotiated an agreement with the six major.

cigarette,companies which permits us to learn the identities of sub-
stancet commonly added to cigarettes. .- ea

The CHAMMAN, *night add that probatilx ,would not have hap.
pened hall. we, not Mid these healrings ore the past couple years
At least, that Lamy feeling.

Dr. &wait All xight, sir. [Laughter.)
The phiase "commoily.added," which served as the basis for ar

Hving,at this agreement, ..is taken from Public Law 95-6 ,the
Health Services and Centers Amendments of 1978. That is the leg- W : -
isla,tion which first called upon oUr Department to look into the - -
mkttei. of additives.. . .- ........0

,

e essential differences fbetween the procedures which are set ..".
forth. in the bill and those we haVe used in developinf our agree.
ment ,.are as follows: ,, * (

Our agreement isivoluntirk Dare* behalf othe companies. The bill
Would make mandatory 'compliance.' ' .

Our- agreement utilizes the' language or thee 1978 act,, which calls
* for disclosure .of "commonly added"-'suhstances,"which are defined
't iNps those used hy-three or ropre companies. The companies, howev-

er, have agreed with us to supply us with the names of ingredients '.." '-
used in large quantities by less than 'three companies and to dis-
close, where *possible, tbe-.amounts 6f each ingredient. tie bill'
'would require daclostire of'aill additive; used. .

The agreement require; 04 the list be kept confidential, where:
%s,the bill would require puhlication of the list on an annual basis,
'although without identifying the brands in which the additives are
used. c.' ,-r , ,

Let me comment briefly onvthe provision of the bill which would ' -
tequire &at health Warningt'and disclosures of tar, nicotine, and
carbon monoxide be displayed! hn cigrette packages. It has long 0
been the.pos4ion or this Department that warnings and disclosures
should be requiredi on packages, but we defer to Cengvess on the ..

need for a legislatiVe.requiremetit that these be displayed in adver-
tisments.. -.. :( ,

. - . .

That-concludes my testimony, Mr:Chairman and members of the
committee. I and my, colleagues are pleased now to answer ques-
tions that you max have. ., -

[The' prepared statement of Dr. Brandt follows:]
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STATEMENT BV EDWARD N. BRANOT, JR.. 41 a. ASSISTANT SEeRSTARV POR HEALTH,
DEPARTMENT 9P HEALTH AND HUM ERVICS3

I am pleased at this opportunity to appear before this Committee and to .

review with you the views of the Department of Health and Human Services on

the health effects of cigarette smoking and to comment briefly on some of the

provisiotis of S. 772, the "Smoking Prevention Health and Education Act of 1983"

which is now before your Committee.

With nik today are Dr. Sane Henney, Depuiy Director, National Cancer

alristitutet Dr. Claude Leafant, Director, National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute;

Dr. Mortimer Lipsett, Director, National Institute for Child Health and Humth

Development; Dr. 3oanne Luoto, Director, Office on Smoking kid Health; and

Dr. Pollin, Director, National Institute on Drug Atkin. Also, with your

permission, I am submitting their written testimony for the record.

Let me begin by surom:riVireetporrent understanding of the relatiodship

between cigarette smoking and cancer. This matter, as you know, was covered

In detail in our 1982 Surgeon General's Report on the. Health Consequences of

Smoking.

We have known for at least two decades that cigarette smoking is the chief!

catse of lung cancer In the United States. a disease which in 19F3 will take the
.

lives of an estimated 117,000 men and women. We estimate that 85 percent
-

of these, nearly 100,000 deaths, will be due to cigarette smoklbg.

*We nowsknow that stoking is related not only to lung cancer but to other

cancers as well. li Causes cancers of the larynx, oral cavity and esophagus and
.

contributes to the development of cancers of the bladder, pancreas, and kidney.

141.

At.



Overall, as we said in our 1982 Report, app ximately 30 percent of all cancer

deaths are attributable to tobacco, particula y cigarettes.

The 1982 Report on the Health Con ochres of Smoking was devoted to
.

the relationship between cigarette king and cancer; the 1983 Re rt, which '
is now in the process of final devel pment and review, will bed ted to the

relationship between cigarette sm and cardiovascular diseases. te do not

need to wait upon the publication f this report, however, to paint the broad

outlines of she heart disease-cigaret °king relationship. It has been estimated

that there are over 200,000 smoking-related coronary heart disease deaths In

the United States each year. Cigarette smoking is one of three major risk factors

for this disease, and is also a major cause of arteriosclerotic peripheral vascular

disease. Additionally, djarette srnokine Amen who are takihg oral contraceptives

increases their risk of heart attack by as much as 20 -fold; the effect is dose-
* .t

related and the Interaction-of cigarettes and contraceptives is much greater

than the sum of the separate risks. This interaction also increases the risk of

at least one type of stroke.

.

Previous reports of the Public Health Service' have disclosed That cigarette

smoking is the leading cause of cbronic obstructive lung disease, which Includes

emphysema. and chronic bronchitis. It has long been brown that cigarette smoking

is associated with a greagYincreaied risk of dying from emphysema.

111.

.2)

The 1980 Report on the Health Consequences of Siloking Ciealrin part with

the growing evidence that maternal smoking during pregnancy can result In miscarriage,

premature births, and birth weight deficiencbs, and can adveisely affect long-

term growth, Intellectual development and behavioral characteristics. The risk
I
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of neenaol as well as fetal death areases casettly with increasing amotole.,

. ci maternal unisking during pregnancy and results In a highly stgraficarit Increase. .
iq the risk of tbruptio placentae, placenta pregjobleeckng early or late in pregrsency,:

4.

.
.and premature and prolo:ged rupture of membranes*,

.

There is one Item of goodpe in this arrayof badner. it is never too,

lisle to stop smoking. Shortness of breath, sinus,troubles and persi;tent cough

May stan"to disappear soon after quitting. Taste end smell may Improve. reach

rates for thenfany types of cancer caused by sm g and for **vascular

caseaset7;op after quitting. The recent ultipla Risk Factor 1lterventionnit!
derrionstrated a dramatic drotiGroaddrig 76 percent) In the co heart

disc edeath rate In some groups of men who quit imoking early in the e. y.

.1n-tite case of chronic bronahltis and emphysema, the progress of these diseases

Is slavid ci halted when ohe stops snicking. The benefleof quitting apply.even

thV fen** woman quits smoking early in pregnancy redu

glof s:IicrtloW hlrthigeight baby.
. a .

in tlarFhiti:Futiiic Health Service issued a pamphlet, which we would like
*" I -. .

.11'"
orfoirptforfthe 5.eary thot describes the Similarities which exist between

. - sek .
',a6peturente otf:4garatie *whisking and dependence on other drugs and svbstarkces

ofikofise; lt p61.19# out Malt all drugs that produce dependence, Inducing dgarettes,

4'9; 4:" ;
Ics- in commons

`.

, ' ;."

..Mr"' i1Fr :that r4dtlee *PendegYze are psychoactive. They affect the

tirbreht.and nervous- system,
' A .
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By definition they create dependence and lead to compulsive use. This

is at least as true of dgarettes asof other drugs and substances of abuse.

When One gives up the drug abruptly, one may experienceknee physiological

and psychological distress. Theseverity will vary from one drug to
.

another and from one person to another.
, "

finally, there)* a strong tendency among former users to relapse, sometimes

, months or even years after quitting. Cigarette smokers experience

thislo perhaps a greater degree than do users of other drugs and substances

. of abuse." .
/ .

It is because of the addictive nature of cigarette smoking that it is so important

to do everything in our power to dissuade teenagers froin taking up smoking.

1

Certainly we must continue our efforts to inform them of the Vert's cd smoking%

and the difficulties they may encounter later in life If ;bay begin to smoke.
(---

.)..
From the above scientific information, it is a hnt that stronger arnln

labels can be Justified. The Deppitenent has long sum. rkszterstosser..slarning.

Let me comment briefly on several provisions of the Bill which is before

r- .

,this Committee

. The sill would establish are Interagency committee on smoking and health
S.

made upof representatives from various Public Health Service agendas, with

duty of coordinating and.panitoring smoking-related research and ducation

lathe government and actinPrs liaison with the private sector. We believe this
1

fuoction is currently being accomplished, and, If riebessary, could be expanded

re,
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further through ICIMpliStrative mica. This provision therefore appears to us

to be unnecessary.

Our Department believes with the Cort;mittee, however, that we need

4 to expa;td our cooperative elicrytrith other Federal, State and local govern meats

and with the private sector, Including rot only the voluntary health agencies

who have contributed so much in the past, but also with 'public and private groups

which until now have not been so deeply involved.

Considerable progress has been made over the years in redudng the incidence

of cigarette smoking in the adult and youth populations, buktheri still remains

much for all olio to do. There ate it'll approximatelymoldy SS million adult and teenage

dgarette smokers and list year they Oight an estimatextb4 billion cigarettes

less than in 1981, but Still a staggering Dgure. We experiencing an epidemic
*

of lung =car deaths among women, such that fur cancer will soon become .

°the leacrini Cause of calt ter death among Artrt. Teenage smoldfig rates, which

,have been 1414 steadily for some six Yea;sovow 'appear to be holding stea dr.
s

. The OM would call for enpuereports from the See ry, of Health and

-.:.% N

,
. ' Human Services whiCh would provide current Information on the effects -of sninicing

,

-,.
.:. . . . ' ;* .-cr health as well as providing information about progrirra of the Fiderai government.... ,.. .

' '" ~ and the.private sector. If such
.
vlsibn were to be enacted, our Department .

.. . . .
itimild continue to produce t annual scientific, repitis of the Surgeon General

i
ors.ilie health consequences of smoking, in addpiort to taports on the activities

... .... .
:cd,iht FederelgOvenvitellt and.the private sector. , .

../ .
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The BM would provide legislative hority and specific Cbrigressional direction

for the efforts now being made by the Deinnent to identify and assess the

possible health risks 1 the additives used by the cigarette Companies in manufacturing

their products.

The Department has negotiated an agreement with the six major cigarezteC_

companies which permits us to learn the Identities of substances cornmordy,added

to cigarettes. The phrase %own** added", which served us as the basis for
4

arriving at the agreement, is taken frohi Public Law 93-626, the Health Services
II

and Centers Amendments of 1978. This is the legislation which first called upon

our Department to look lnto the matter of additives.
i

. o

The essential differences between the procedures which are set forth in

the Bill and thole* which we have toed in developing our agreement are as followii

;
1) Our agreement is voluntary on behalf of the companies; the Bill

would mice mandatory compare. by the cigarette companies.

n Our agreement utilizes the laiiguage of the 1978 Act, which calls

for disclosure of "commordy added" substances, which are defined

as those used by three or more eaterijs. The,companles, however,

have agreed informally to supply t with the names of ingredients

used in large quantities by less than three companies and to tgsdoSe,

where possible, the amounts of each ingredient on its list. The 8111

would require disclosure of all additives used in any cigarette.

I
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3) The agreement requires that the list be kept confidential, whereas

the Bill would require publication of the list on an annual basis, Idttugh .

without identifying the brands In which the additives are used. Accompanying

this list would be a report from the Secretary describing research

activities and findings and identifying any additive which in the Secretary's
t

Judgment poses an additional health risk to smokers.
...

i

' The companies' list of additives was reviewed by a representative of the

Public Health Service semi weeks ago and we are now in the process of determining

the most responsible way of evaluating the individual ingredients. We have convened

a group of toxocologic and chemical experts to cons.der procedures for investigating

the health effects of the additives. The list itself, in accordance with the agreement

to protect the trade secrets involvid, will not be made public, and access to It

by Department employees has been limited. a

Let me comment finally on the provisionfof the Bill which would require

that health warnings and disclosures of tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide be
,

displayed on cigarette packages. It has long been the position of this Department

that warnings and alsdosurei should be required on packages, but we defer to

Congress on the need for a legislative requirement that these be displayed in

advertisements.
.

40

I would now concluicmy testimony. We will be very pleased,V. Chairman,

. to answer any questions you may have.

4
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Brandt.
I want to personally thank you for your time and effort in pre-

senting youritestimony today.
From your testimony, it is obvious that the administration

shares with many of us in Congress a great concern about the
health hdzards of cigarette smoking. I think you personally even
support stronger warning labels, but does this mean that HHS is
endorsing this legislation?

Dr. BRANDT. Mr. Chairman, as I pointed out, there are certain
portions of th4s legislation that we feel are not necessary Our view
is that the Congress as assumed the responsibility of regulating
the tobacco industry and regulating cigarettes. We are, therefore,
here in *the function of trying to give you our views abaft the
health hazards of smoking and to comment on those portions of the
bill with which we disagree.

We do support the concept of stronger warnings.
The CHAIRMAN. You have given an awful lot of backing to the

assertion that cigarette smoking is very harmful to human beings
Dr. BRANDT. I think there is a great deal of scientific- evidence,

and one only needs to review even the last four or five Surgeon
Gelkeral reports to determine that persons who choose to smoke
are, in fact, exposing themselves to great risk.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Lenfant, the findings presented by you rele-
vant to smoking and its associated effects, it seems to me, are over-
whelming. It has been said that smoking only hurts the smokers
However, in your presentation you have provided evidence indicat-
ing the contrary. Could you expand on that evidence for our com-
mittee?

Dr. LENFANT. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
You are referring to what is called passive smoking; that is, in-

haled cigarette smoke which is produced by somebotcly else's ciga-
rettes.

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, sitting in a smoke-filled room or
an airplane or a bus or even in a car, anywhere that smoking is
going on'.

Dr. LENFANT. That is right. It does not matter whether it is in a
room or an airplane.

I should correct your statement with regard to the airplane situ-
ation. I just heard this morning the report which is going to be
published today in the New England Journal of Medicine, which I
am told indicates that the nonsmoking section of an airplane is,
indeed, protected against the effects of smoke that would come
from the smoking section of the airplane. Therefore, I think we
have to be very careful to recognize that my statement with regard
to the airplane situation would have to do with the smoking section
and not with the nonsmoking section.

The CHAIRMAN. I see.
Dr. LENFANT. I think that is arc important point that needs to be

made. .
Having said that, Mr. Chairthan, I think that, indeed, there is in-

teresting evidence that the effect of passive smoking is detrimental
A number of studies have been published, during the past few years
in which tile, clanger of passive smoking should be recognized

:A ti
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For instance, the children of smoking parents have been recog-
nized as having a greater prevalence of bronchitis and pulmonary
infection Such studies have come from the United States and
Europeikas well.

We lib know today that nonsmoking patients with coronary -
artery disease would ekterience chest pain which is due to spasms .
of the coronary arteries when they enter a room which is Filled
with smoke The spasm of the coronary artery is often an eve0-
that leads to heart attack.

There are some studies which have indicated that workers which
are in an environment where some of their coworkers are smoking
may have a greater decline in their pulmonary function than,
indeed, workers who would not be working in such an environ-
ment.

I should also point out that studies from Japan have been report-
ed showing that wives of individuals who are heavy smokers have a
higher prevalence of lung cancer than wives of individuals who are
not smokers.

Still coming from Japan, there is a very interesting study that
was published just a couple of months ago which has established
that the mortality dile to coronary heArt. disease was twice as high
in women with husbands who were smokers than the situation
where wives do not have a smoker as a husband.

Therefore, clearly, I think the evidence is increasing that passive
smoking is not something that we should ignore as a potential for
health complications.

I should like to finish by emphasizing what Senator Jackson was
saying earlier when he said that he quitjoking because of the
allergic reaction to smoke, and that is, indeed, something that
ought to be recognized.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Dr. Lenfant.
Dr Lipsett, in your opinion, all of the compliiations that zou

have mentioned that are known to be caused by cigarette smojung
in the young population, which are the ones that could be the most
easily prevented?

Dr LiPsErr Mr. Chairman, one of the largest problems we have
today in this county is the problem of low birth weight infants. If
mothers would stop smoking by at least the fourth month of pee- 4
nancy, we could make large inroads into that problem.

In gtudies from allover the world it has been shown that a preg-
nant woman smoking one pack of cigarettes petwday leads to about
a half a pound decrease in the weight of the infant. If there are
other factors that can lead to low birth weight infants,. this can
present a very serious problem.

The CHAIRMAN, Thank you
Dr. Henney, let me just ask you a question. In ygur testimony

you mentioned the National Cancer Institute's suppoft of a number
of projects aimed at providing information to young peOnk who
face the decision to smoke. Could you describe these prograkris and
help us to understand them a little bit better?

1)r -Hsbnay. We have several different programs that are specifi-
cally targeted to the youth, and they are supported by our grants
and contracts programs.

64
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One progEam that we do have which is generalizable and is avail-
able to schifole throughout the country lg a booklet that is specifi-
ofily geared to help administrators, educators, concerned parents
to targit on different ways get the adolescent to either never start
smoking,.hopefully, or to stop smoking if they have started

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Po llin, it has been said that the trends regarding cigarette

smoking are associated with the use of illicit drugs. You have men
boned that use of illicit drugs is proportional, or at least associated
in some way, with cigarette smoking. Therefore, if we have strong
er smoking labels or warning labels and stieceed in educating some
of our citizens not to smoke, can we expect decrease in the use of
illicit drugs?

Dr. POLLIN. I believe we very definitely c n, Senator Hatch. Our
most recent 1982 survey shows that American teenagers Who are
current cigarette smokers are 10 times more likely to be current
users of marihuana, 14 times more likely to be current users of
heroin, cocaine, and other drugs. It is our clear belief that if we can
prevent young people from initiating cigarette smoking, that that
is one of the most effective ways to prevent their getting started on
the use of illicit drugs as well. .

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Pollin, when did it become apparent to scientists that riga

. rette addiction is as serious a problem as any other drug addiction'
Dr. POLLIN. The conclusion that cigarette smoking is an addictive

disorder rather than a bad habit, like losing control of the number
of potato chips you eat, became confirmed internationally back in
1979. In the most recent edition of the, International Classification
d Mamie, which is used worldwide, tobacco dependence is listed
along with dependence upon other drugs which are known to be
drugs of abuse.

The relative importance of this addiction as compared to other
drug-dependent problems is derived from comparisons of the mor-
tality and the morbidity which is attributable to cigarette smoking

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Luoto, you are the Acting Director of the Office of Smoking,

and Health. I am pleased about the number of public places where
nonsmoking areas have been voluntarily established. Have you re-
ceivedor do you know ofmuch criticism about designation of
nonsmoking areas?

Dr. LuoTo. No. I think if you look at the survey results that are
available, the majority of all citizens would prefer segregation of
area by smokingiestatus, That information is available for multiple ,
different sites. Of course, it is 'a more marked preference among .

nonsmokers, as might imagine, because of the` annoyance
factor of others "smoke, However, it also is true in some cases
among smoking individuals as.well.

The CHAIRMAN. In _your, opinion, what are the most effective
smoking prevention efforts that your office makes?

, Mr, Luoro, It lehard for me to separate out one. I think if I had
to, I would probably choose the Surgeon General's report becausi
of its pre-eminent scientific reputon basis, its careful scientific
review, because of the resultant puMcity it gets. I think it serves,
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on a regular basis, to reinforce the health concerns that we, the
Public Health Se "ce, have to pass on to the public.

The CHAIRMAN. ank you.
Dr. Brandt, I wan to thank you and your associates for being

here with us and for t e excellent report you have.
I have to go to the White House. Tiberefore, I am going to turn

the gavel over to Senator Hawkins, who will next ask her ques-
tions, and then presumably call on Senator East an Senator

,Arassley.
-0" I really appreciate the efforts that you have put forth in this

matter.
Dr. BRANDT. Th ank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hawkins?
Senator HAWKINS [acting chairpersonj4 Dr. Brandt, one of the

most recent publications by the Public Health Service is a bulletin
called, Why People Smoke Cigarettes.

Dr. BRANDT. Yes, ma'am.
Senator HAWKINS. It warned that-tar and nicotine figures print-

ed in advertisements may not be the same as the actual tar and
nicotine inhaled by the smoker. Could you explain why there is a
difference?

Dr. BRANDT. Iris largely technical, Senator Hawkins. It lias to to
basically with the devices that 'areevailable for measuring tar and
nicotine from smoking cigarettes. In one sense, these are a sort of
surrogate measure, if you will, because the machines clearly do not
smoke in i4ie same way that people smoke. Therefore, it is unlikely
that they' are complete measurements.

Senator HAWKINS. Therefore, an individual could inhale more or
take more puffs than your machine is set at?

Dr. BRANDT. Yes, ma'am. Furthermore, the issue of depth of in-
halation and how much one smokes-as the cigarette gets closer to
tir filter, and thereby having a greater concentration of materials
in the filter to be inhaled, all influence the actual dose of'material
that any particulareperson will get.

Senator HmvxmIt. Thank you.
Dr. Lenfant, in the Japanese study it said that the life span of a

wird of a smoker id shortened by approximately 4 years. I that
true? Would you like to comment on. that?

LENFANT. Senator, I do not know to what specific studies you
are maldnkreference.

Senator itAwKiNit. The Japanese study.
Ailr..,LENOrr. Yes. The one about the higher prevalence of Coro-
nary heart disease?

Senator HAWKINS. Y.
Dr. LENFANT. That is correct. Some of these *omen die from

coronary heart disekse at a premature age. The number of these
women dying of such-disease is larger when they are married to a
husband that smokes.

Senator HAWKINS. Dr. Brandt, I agree that consumers have an in-
1 creased awareness of health risks. We have publicized a lot and de-

Mended thaf information is given to the public. The smokersthen,
I believe, have started to demand filtered and low-tar cigarettes.
Couldn't these new be more hazardous to their

4
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health because of the various ingredients that are added to com-
pensate for the loss of flavor or fragrance?

Dr. BRAN. There are two aspects, Senator Hawkins.
The first is that the low-smoke t(tr cigarettes are safer only it

people do not change their style of smoking. If, in fact, they smoke
more or if they inhale deeper, then in, reality they have not changed
the dose of substances that they are getting. In other words, if you
smoke a cigarette with half of the tar and nicotine content but smoke
twice as many of them, you areclearly getting the same kind of dose.

The issue of the additives is one that, of course, is commonly
raised and that we have begun to address. think at this point in
time it would probkbly be premature to try to determine whether
or not those additives increase or decrease the risk of what 8ne is
inhaling. I just do not know right now.

Senator HAWKINS. In my opening statement I believe you heard
me mentioning that deerstongue was generally considered a dan-
gerous additive for cigarettes because it was already banned as a
food additive. Aren't there many of the common cigarette addi-
tives, like cocoa, sugar, licorice, and carmel, acceptable as food ad-
ditives but potentiality hazardous when burned?

Dr. BRA re. I woutd say, in the first, place, I do not know what
the comet additives are, but I think that it is clear that many
substances that might be eaten may very well be harmful if burned ,
at high peratures and inhaled. On the other hand, some sub-
stances w ich are harmful if eaten may very dell be altered by
high tem rature and may not be harmful to breathe. Therefore, at
this poin in time, in dealing with the additive issue, at least on the
basis of t e scientific information that is available now, we cannot be
very p ise about the health hazards or lack thereof of any particu-
lar subs nces.

Furl ermore. we hake the issue of attempting to determine the /""*.
inter= ive effect between two substances being burned at high
temps ture. It may again be that two additives are, in fact, harm-
less by themselves but harmful when combined together, or vice
versa. Those are questions that still need to be answered.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
e ator East.

,Senator EAST. Thank you,'Madarn Chairman.
Dr. Brandt, I would like to welcome you and your distinguished
oup here this morning.

ere are several points I would like to pursue with you.
First of all, there is this question of scientific causation. I note in

this proposed legislation; it says, "Congress finds that . . ". The
implication is that we independently find, I presume, or it could be
so interpreted as we independently find, certain scientific results I
certainly am not asking you this, but I would like the record to
show, and I think commonsense observation would indicate, that
Congress lacks the resources and the facilities to determine mit-
ters of scientific causation. We simply do not have scientific labora-
tories. We might conceivably

1put
the stamp or approval on what

others are finding. .

I do not mean to niggle, but I am suggesting that when we are
told "Congress finds" and then we are shown five findings, the im-

0
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plication is, slAe way or another, we independently on our own re- .

sources and in-house operation have found these filings to exist..
Now, again, some may think that is quibbling, but it really is not

because when you get into this question of scientific causation-
. and this is a point I was trying to make at the outsetI think we

want to make sure that we can keep science and policy gdal and
desire and political end separate. I know those in the scientific
world would want to do that, too. In the name of science, we are
not stating policy or politics, or in the name of policy and politics
we are not trying to pretend we speak as scientists. I am not saying
th4re is not some point at which we do not come together, because
you can provide us with very valuable information:

For example, just beginning "Congress finds," I think we ought
to at least clarify we do not independently find. It is not to niggle;
it is to make sure that the act says what, in fact, is the case, be-
cause this is astatement, allegedly, of scientific. value.

This first provision here, "Cigarette smoking is the largest pre-
ventable cause of illness and prMature death,'" again not to
niggle, but one wonders candidly, as a matter of genuine scientific
causation, whether one could say that.

For example, we have already indicated in the testimony that if
it is true -cigarette smoking is as addictive as people say that it is,
then it may be one of the most preventable causes of illness. How-
ever, it could be, for example, teenage driving and drinking is the
largest preventable cause of illness and premature death. I do not
know I am not saying it is. It may be easier to throw away the salt
shaker than the cigarette pack. Hence, one might say,again I am
talking about scientific causationthat, in fact, moving away from
salt in terms of high blood pressure might be the largest prevent-
able cause, or the excessive use of fatty meats, or the excessive use
of any of those things that could be identified as representing
threats to our general physiological health.

Keep in mind, I am not trying to obscure; I am simply trying to
stress for the record that those in the scientific community. and

1 those in the Congress who share common policy goal and end here
ehould not enter into unwittingly and unthinkingly, an unhol

/ance in which politics And science is inextricably intertwined an
does not really do justide to either side.

r On this Matter of the accuracy of the statement, mind you the
are supposedly scientific findings. You will notice in some refeI-
ences we are told it is cigarette smoking. Then in the very next
paragraph it will.simply say "smoking."

In the next paragraph, then, does that include cigars and pipes?
Again, I do not wish to niggle, but I am simply saying, if you mean
cigarette smoking, you ought to consistently say it throughout, and
I think a good scientist would do that.

Of course, we have various forms of smoking cigarettes, cigars,
pipes We would probably have to separate them. into categories oft tential scientific findings: Lip dancer versus lung cancer, per-Xgips. I do not know. That is not my field. I simply am saying that

the field of science.
suggest, if I might put it charitably, a certain SlOppiness in

afting, which I am not faulting the world of science for. I might
subtly criticizing our own legislative drafting, but I am warning

.
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you good people in the world of
.
science that in this pell-mell rush

to pail the cigarette industry in this country, the smoking industry,
or whatever it is, that you do not be pulled into what is basically a
po and political statement. I think you dO a disservice to science
Po By, jult as we would do disservice to politics and policy-
=lung by craiming we independently find, which in fact 'we have

-' not done.
Dr. Brandt, you had indicated a moment ago that you thought

there were Certain provisions in here that may not be necessary,as
you view it frein, the standpoint of a public administrator, a,very
distinguished gehtleman in your own right,' and you hold a very
high and responsible position in thee Department of Health and
Human-Servides

I would like to ask yoil just, to briefly 'once again identify what
sections, if you Would be willing: ,to comment it, do you net
find necessary.: , 4

Dr. BRANdr. tWe do not believe that`the cre Or of ihe
. agency committee, as specified in n, ispecessa legis-

lativelyT because we have, such 'a Committee 'operatiqha now.
- Second, any ehangeh tift41 need 4.9 be made in such 6.cskn tee or

in its functions could be doneadministratively. herd' it seems
to us that that is net iiequire(Fin legislation.

The second issue, is the jssue of the annual& report from the Secre-
tary of Health aid. Humaii-ServiOes. As you know, we are how
mandated td -file an annual report,- which is a scientific document
known as-the Surgeon Genera's report. That deals with a specific
topic each year. Those topics are selected largely on the basis up-
dated scientific infornatibn .

.
This report tha( is mandated in the bill would in seise be some- 0-

what duplicative and perhaps, could be altered or mandated in such
-.. a way as to lead to' only one re', 4.- . / 4 '

. I think those are the two bank , visions thiit we belieVe could
be handled administratively and * not requite legislation,

Senator EAST. Thank you, Di * r.
I think n_kr10 minutes areap. . s

Senator .HAWKINS. Thank you. * ;-' .
'.

Senator Graslley.
Senator GRASSLEY. Going baojc to a point that Senator East re- 4

ferred to in regard to the first public finding sof the bill, that ciga-
rette smoking is the largest preventable cause of illness and prema-
ture death in the United, States, among all of you on this panel, is
thgita 'correct and accurate statement Troia your understanding of .
mefficine and research geri?rally?

Dr. BRANDT. Yes, sir.: 4tir ,' . -
,

Senator GRASSLEY. Andlill'of you agree with that? .
. Dr. UNPANT. Yes. - . .
Dr. LtrsErr.V - - / ;es. .

.

, . D(. Pou.irt. Yes. i .

Dr.tHErnm. Yes.. ., *, ,...,.Dr. Lump. Yes. . 06
Senator GRAFSLY. Now we are going to* be receiving testimony

all morning from-different people, who are referring to studies and
projects that-have been going on in the Scandinavian countries.'
Some refer to the fact, that 'rotational labels have helpeeredUcecr. ,

- . ;r.;
r,:.; . , . 4- ..
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7"1" .smoking, particularly among young' people, in those countries.
Other testimonies, refer to the comprehensive smoking education
that is being carried on in those countries.

Is it both or is it one or the other that is most responsible for the
reduction of smoking in those countries?

Dr. BriAturre Senator, I think one has to begin by asking the
question, why label a product, particularly with a warning label?
Basically, the reason for that is education.

Although we support strong warnings, we do not believe that
the warning label in and of itself, by itself, is going to be sufficient

Ntuto prov,ide the Amer*an people, or indeed the people of the world,
with enough information to make intelligent decisions about smok-
ing and the risks that they run.

I do not believe that it is really possible in those countries or in
our country to separate.out an educational program or campaign,
dby through television or.other media, from the warning labels and
say that public behavior is due to that or it is due to something else.
It would be _very, very difficult to do that with, any degree of
accuracy.

Senator GRASSLEY. I will accept your statement. OA the other
hand, let me say that they are not referred to as necesskrily having
t o go together. They are also referred to as separate approaches,
even though perhaps that was not the intent of the wnter of the
various testimonies, that we are going to be receiving.

Do any of you have any different View on the answer that was
#ist'given? I shouldinvite that before I go on.

o xesponse.)
nator GRASSLgY. What about, the amount of money that has

gone into educating the public to this point and polls showing that
the overwhelming percentage of people knfow that smoking haz-
ardous to their health? I would like to raise the proposition of
whether of not we could better spend additional money on educa-
tion or might it not be better to use that money for setting up clin-

e ics, self-help centers-9,in other words, going a step beyond the edu-
cational 'process, 'since the qUblic is informed that smoking is haz-
ardous. , st.

Dr. BRANor. Senator, that is a complicated 'question.
In the first place, there are a lot of centers available, Indeed, I/

y that anyone who wishes to quit smoking and wishes help
in so will find' that help available, The physicians of the
comet have begun to pay bttehtion to this. There are all kinds ofio

commercial cUmcs available as well as hospitals, religious groups
and others. '

personally do not see tha t that would be nete.ssary.-
It seers to me that the role that the Publit Health Service views

itself as having, is first to provide the kind of information to people
that they need to have and, second, to do the kind of research that
is nessary to develop that information so that when we come out
wit statements or written material, we have scientific basis for it,
Therefore, my own view is that tifb money is better spent on educe.
tion at this point in time than itieson self-help clinics.

Also, the information that we have gained from surveys of 31ople.
who have quit smoking are that most of them quit like' Dr. Clark,
quit; namely, on their own. A relatively small perceiit4e of people

7 0
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...-i
at lea* will admit to having quit through the use of so e other

themselves to quit. I, again, therefore, would think that the in ney is
assistance. That is, they tend to quit by finding some soft of, py for,

better spent in developing a strong educational Program and the
research that tells us where we need to rget the edneatiorial
programs and what kinds of messages tit be, most effective in
changing behavior. ...,

Senator GRASSLEY. Have we reached the poin't In out educational
process, where what we have done to this pciinifies encompaised
all it can. Should we move on to edifferent formlas the rdiatintuil
labeling would indicate ort any step urPeducational process
would accomplish? Have w turated th rtunities?-.-.1. ,

Dr. BRANDT. I do not bell ve that w ave saturated thfoppOrtu:
nitres. If one begins, for example, just to think about the'nuitiheetf
new children that are coming into our population anpually that "
need to be taught and need to know this--- , ,._

,
.

Senator GRASS What I meant was, under existing law, with-
out goinfrarth this -bill provides, have we done itikwe can
under existin ? Maybe that is the way you understood my
question, but ted to clarify it before you got too far.' . .-

Dr. BRAN think that even under current 'law there are .4;
things e can do further. However, I stiould point out that a recent
Gallup olI. in August 1981, reported that only 74 Rbreene of the -

people rveyed believed smoking to be a cause of .heart disease '
-Yet, I think, without question, it- has been clearly d.enionstrateek
a rm will demonstrate it again 4hrough the upeorning Surgeon 4

s eport, that smoking is one of the three primary tiskfac.
tors ance ermore, the multiple risk factor intervention 'trial

- -.--,_ °ilk
1

P clearly dem traced ---,r , / . --- , -.7.---.Senator GRASSLEY. Then pursuing my quetion, that woilld be an ; -
argument that people would use to justify the additional ltislp-
tion. Could that be accomplishedin other word e, telling _people
about the education, .contributing to heart diseaseCollitrtheebe'-- ---
done under existing law or do we need the change inlaw to accm
plish that? -41 ..

Dr. BRAND ..The educational efforts, short of labeling, rail cer -..
tainly be done, and are being done, unelerVeisting law:: r - 7-

Senator GRASSLEY. Therefore; we have not saturated-all ;of our ,f;---
opportunities. We can still ,couthlue to workoaind4r existing law, .-- -
even though further law might heap the process? Is that-a concluf

:sion I can draw from your comments? - . -,. , - -''-=,-;,.
Dr. BRANDT. I tbink that lie reasonable -cemclusion; es, sir: --- ''''"- -

Senator GRASSLEY. Madam Chairman, I have no sr (Mies- .,
,tions, .. . . ,...

Senator HAWKINS. Thank yeti. --
,.

Senitor*Quayle.
-.: Senator QUAYLE. Thank you very nittah,

Dr, Brandt, I would like to focus on S. 772. I understand by your'''-
testimony, in .response to a question, that you would hasietilly deem
as unnecessary section 4 of that bill which establishes the inter-
agency. Committee on Smoking and Health. kwonder about section -''',--
.5 of thetill on the additive information rited, which is manda
tor'y rather than voluntary compliance,'Would'Would you support or
oppose that section in this bill?

i..,. %
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Dr. BRANDT. At the present time, Senator, as you know and as 1
... testified a little bit earlier, we do have a voluntary agreement

which allows us to begin to look at the additive issue. My own view
about that is that that has not run its course yetond 1 think we
can use this opportunity to learn a great deal. Whether or not it is
necessary to go on and make it mandatory, it seeing to me, is an.
issue thafwe would defer to the Congress to decide.,

Senator QUAYLE. Therefore, the Department does not have a po-
sition on section &, on the mandatory requirement of the additive
information? -

Dr. BRANDT. That is correct.
Senator QUAYLE. That is correct.
What about the multiple labeling in the bill? Do you support the

approach that they have taken, that this bill takes on the multiple
labeling?

Dr. BRANDT. We do not take a position on the issue of rotating
labelings or multiple labelings, Senator. Rather, our position is
that we believe that there should be stronger warning labels than
currently exist. However, as to whethegar no they should be ro-'
tilting or that sort t-of thing, we agaire11 defer to the Congress.

Senator QUAYLE. Therefore, you really do not care one way or,
the other, whether we have one label or 10 labels or 3. labels? Do
you care what they say?

Dr. BRANDT. We certainly would want them to be scientifically
accurate We would certainly provide whatever assistance or

Senator QUAYLE. Are these labels in this bill scientifically accu-
rate?

Dr. BRANDT. Yes, sir.
Senator QUAYLE. They are scientifically accurate? .

, Dr. BRANur. Yes, sir.
' Senator QtrAttz. What ut t he multiple labeling? 1 have been
told that in England t yd multiple labeling and then they
dent back to one babel. ltTJ at correct? VDtklitRANEer. That is my understanding, yes, sir.

Sidator QDATiss. Why?
- 152.-: BRANDT./ Perhaps Dr. Luotti..would reply.. ,

1 SOTHAST QUAYLE. This is an issue we are going to have to decide

tive.tis a ittle,innre information. 1 know if you cannot go any
,-Op.'the'irtultile or single labeling. 1 really wish you would be able

° : Ititrther, that' s,understandable today, but as we go on Imoulli hope .
that the ,nattttient_Ekcht come do on this issue. It is not one %.*1

.,-

thit is a *Atrial; issue.. It is sometin at ir. flurly significant/as ,
far-es thiS bill is conceTried !and thp iv o e issn%. or

4 Dr. BRANDT. Yes, sir,:ragree With-you: . 4.

Dr. LUOTO y office h spoken with the British ;Govern t. .. ,

We were ngt blo to deterthine the factois that went that d ,
Sion.cWe know that the labeling' on .patkiges in"Sritland a ,
negotiated agreement between the Ooncrunent ,and industry. It .. ,
tvis re ted recently pin back to aiiingle warning that they, ...,
had,12 d etiouslz L cannot gi ou the_tessens. ,

QUAYLE. In ot w9.T England line a negotiatei
:Merit between thS Govein f d induat0. It was4 stroaget- : ,
Whit warning t What pre 134 correct? -. . . .. ..,-

-

Whet
BRANDT': t is a strop warhing, Di 'tie Tio:longer.Totatit*,. . ,. ;"

4 li ../ ; ., ,! ! '' $i .. - ;".t . .1 /4, / : / , . p
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Senator QUAYLE, I understand from Dr. LuOto that it was'a nego-
tiated agreement that theLgot which went back to the single label-
ing, and that when they Bad single, rather than multiple, it is a
stronger warning. :

Dr. Luoro. That is my understanding. 4

Senatot QUAYLE. That is your understand' I cinder if that '7
example might be applied here, since there is uncertainty on
whether we ought to have single or multiple wa ings. If you could .

. corm up and put your people to work and come up with a stronger
warning, which you say you have advocated for a long time, and
take into the industry to see if something could be worked out
has that been tried? .

Dr. BRANDT. It has not been tried since". have been here, no, sir.
BellatOT 'QUAYLE. Do you think it would be worth trying?
Dr. BHANDT. i think that it could be tried, yes, sir.
'Senator QUAYLE. Which would be preferable -to have this legis-

lation or to try to work out an agreement like thatfor a stronger
label, which you all support?' .

Dr. BRANDT. The issue of which is preferable, I think that clearly
it is preferable to have the Government and the industry in agree-
ment and with the industry regulating itself and working with the ,
Government in a cooperative way.. It seems to me that is the pref
erable way to go. .

. .
wSenator QUAYLE. I would tend to agree that it would be a prefer-

able approach. I do hot want to* be presumptuous to give any
advice. You are supliose to be. giving us advice today. However, I . -
wonder if this might be explored; to come up with a stronger label,
a stronger warning that you would find scientifically conclusive
and scientifically supported and to see *hat could be worked out If
that has not even been tried, I wonder if we might want to try that
and then see_where get, .

Dr.. Byt.loqr, I calm 11 you whether it has been tried' in the
past. I can- only say that ave not hied it. '

. Senator. QUAYLE. No, I ant lyst talkingabout this athinnistration.
We have been into it 21/2 yeamifrow.. , ' -

Dr. BRANDT. We have not tiled it, I dot not think Asa need to
apolOgize foilzeing presumptuous. / have gotten a great deal of
advice from the Congre-ss in the 2 years that I have been' tere,

Senator QUAYLE: Then I will not be presumptuous. I w% just ask
you to4o that. . .

Dr;BRAinxr. All right. sir. .

Senator QVAYLE. I gay. think that a ould certainly he'
worthwhile awl it might merit Knit, attention, certainly would
saRPort.".ta wink, out,, from my. own personal on just briefly
looking into-the issuewe dealt-with it on a Very cursory' basis last
par, but we are .getting _were invoked in. The egislatIon itas a
ittle tutpori ofa serious rfrertone this year than It disci laid year 'I -

am- slung elioolted.Alutt thin approach has not even tried, quite

If you loOk.at thellireeedent with England --I do not want to look
to our mother country too often, but I thinit It they haveivorked it
out AO we might, 'Wont fromothe "experienbe that they have had,
there, where they here ./2 strongerswarning, then it may be worth ',..
el cplor ing., .. >,, ,4. .
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# Thank-nu, Madam Clairma
aencitor HAWKINS. Dr. 1A10

e any statistics to show if t
`the single, r label that

there are y stet'
Dr..Lu o No. Basic'

have been one on the e
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do foil know if in, England they
multilabel is mare effective than

they .negotiated? Do you know if

ly, I am not aware of any studies-that
ectiveness

Senator;IAwxlrts. Would yolk find out for us?
A Dr, Luoro. Certainly.

Sena r 11Xwiciris. Would you .find out for us and provideit to
. the Se ators? It wool. interesting if we have a country that has

done it both ways.
(1; formation reterr followij
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ASH till On S11146111g and health

1.13 t 541 .110ineStre

0069° Lmebn 7R1-1

liktharel-637030
Senator Orrin Watch
Chairman
Coradttee oa Labor and Boman Resources
Dirkeen Senate Office Building
XashIocrion DC
20610
USA

2nd June 19a1

8

Dear Senator Hatch,

I understand that yourCcmoittie la studying the question
of health warnings onwilarette packs end/or cigarette
advertisement., and that the British experience in this
area nay form part ofthe evidence which you consider.
I thought you might find it helpful to have the views of
my organisation about health varnings, not Just to *et in context
any infornation on hritsin which you nay receive,ca other
sources: but also from the standpoint of the.exper once ve
have gained, from votive years of work studying and fighting
the anoking problem in what is, I regret to say, the country
that leads the vorldin.deschs per capita Imp* lung cancer.

.

Pivot of 'ell, t should inform you that Action on smoking and '
Health- AIN - vas set up in 107 by the Royal College of
Physicians of London) after Ica second major report on the, .

damage to health caused by milking. You may be award that the
College's first report,"Sepking end Wealth". published in 1962.
vas the first such deport in the. world from +, respected medical
authority. even pre-dating the now historic 1964 O.S. Surgeon

oral's Report. The College felt and z think I nay safely
'a it still Stela. just as 'treacly - that thelisteblishment
of indemdent organisation to translate into action tbc.
medical knpwledga.about the,harmlul coneequences of smoking.
was a vital, part of the fight to reduce smoking-induced diocese:

.o

As8 is a registered charity and receives most of its moabst budget
by day of an annual grant Free ths.DeParbeent of Bealth and
Social Becurity,of N.M. GOvernment. We work closely 'with
the Department mad also with all nap,: medical authorities
active in the Cield of preventive nediciner and we are
constantly'used by the OrOBIS and electronic news media as the

1

Atm OPJITArDattarCkwattff
Prouromt (tiliwICAorkr FkisarCla MD FRCP Vav-Pantem Jrneha41141011CP PrOurAPRr4e413.11DMOIRCI4111

PrioneltfrSINWIDDA MCP VarClernat RwheriSkvilIs Nodafo Par MA AMA Dr.Marksplid Ifew Pawn. Makabe he;
boom. Droal.frpro

. a
0.0.0111001.00 OAP t0w.w.00* 4004000104.00,,A0 0000,004 00100000 s0140
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leadkpg source of Infognation abdut the many different aspects
of thkesoksas problen. .

41.

lirlia&MM1421

Afickarand
The history of health warnings in Britain is fairly straight-
forward. From the outset, the warnings have been gincad on
packs and advertisements by. naafis of a series of "voluntary
*greenest*" between the Government and the tobacco industry.
In effedt. this has meant that only warning. acceptable to
the industry have been used: and in turn. this mesas the
warnings hews had little invent. The existence of these
wholly,leadoguate warnings has even been used by the industry
to try to fend off further measures designed WS reduce smoking -
induced disease.'-ln.effect. the argument has been; "lherels
a warning on thOt-peck, ;so now anything we do to promote
cigarettes is fair gene.'

ABB has never been party to the, discussions between GOVCVMMORt
and industry which negotiate nee voluntamagreenents. We
understand, howevbr, that in successive negotiations, the industry
has rejected suggestions for any new wording of health warnings
which mention specific dimes's; whichenliven or persoaallse
the message in the way which nay commercially astute manufactur
would enliven or personalise dipositive characteristic of his
pioduct: and which night be displayed in a prominent position
on the pack.

We further understand that tobacco room ofeSiala bays soul
representatives of.the deveranege that the in ustry could
not consider any warning which might result in a reduction
of cigarette sales. Last peer. pr Dulneth Clarke N.P., Minister
of Bealth. stated that his Depatbsent had tried - but failed -

I- to persuade the industry to accept the Department's own warning.
which it prints on the official leaflets recording cigarette
tar, nicotine and carkon.monegide yields; "Danner: cigarette
w anking Causes %waft ffisease, lung cancer. bronchitis. .

)980 Valenti= Aareeisen *

A change of health warning to a series of three coasecutivn
massages each to be applied for a months wan made as part
of the'voluntary agreement announced in November 1990. The .
change fell far short of suggestions made to the Goverunent
by various health aethomltles. for example. the Scandinavian
practice of basins' s' Series of sixteen different warnings,
with Informative abd arresting texts, bad been strongly advocated
by ASO as a model to follow. Nevertheless. the ohmage

.-

a
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vase considered as a step in the right direction, if only by f
introducing the concept of 'a variable earning.

1482 Volentary Aereement

That the triple learning schNie vas abandeded by means of the
next voluntary agreement (announced October 1982) is generally
agreed In the medical vor3d ggl to be for reasons of
oeffectiveness. 'the new agreement was roundly condemned by
medic Atlas such as the British Medical"Association and
by ablished medical Journals like The Lancet end The
.stIsh Medical Journal. Ite_prevalling *pinta: was that the
tobacco industry had persuaded-the Onvefnent to accept few
iftprovements and sox sweltered which were actually contrary
to the Interests of health.

The most strident criticisn was of a new fund, to be set up
as part of the new agreement and to be jointly administered by
nominees of industry and Government, for research Into health
pronotiou. ?Ineneed by £3 million p.a. free the industry; the
fund's rules provide that no projects concerned directly or
fndirectly with tobacco use can be considered for funding.
In the context of this extraordinary seheme_vhich, forming
part of a voluntary agreement oa tobacco promotion, can be
considered as little *lee than a cynical and rockiest
public relations exercise, the reversion to the Original
single health warning 'Cigarettes can seriously damage your
health' may be seen as a seta return to a warning knew= by
the industry to have, little or no effect on sales. yhile
the size of the warning was increased by SO, the new learning
renalas minutely smelt compared to the scale of risk of smoking:
and the lettering remains difficult to read. easily 'designed
out- on advertisements and successfully hidden out of normal
sight de the si2le of cigarette packs:

Dissatisfaction with the eresent British health warning

There has been for some time, and renains, deep dissatisfaction
Ia twdleal circles in Britain with the cigarette health warning.
It' s widely felt among health professionals in the UK that
the present health warning is ineffectivi. The working as
well as the rules for display are considored far too weak.
To be effective, the warning should beollaringly obvious to smokers
end not placed cut of regular sight on the side of the peck or
made visually insignificant on advertisements.

The remainder of. this letter consists of a summary of comments
on the existing veining. together with constructive suggestions
for improVemenes. I submit that these conmeets and suggestions
on the present British situation nay be equally relevant to
e consideration of the U.S. health 'earning. For reference,
the British health warning is:

"DANGER: Covermsent.health WARNING:
CIGARETTES CAN SERIOUSLY COPow-c You hum,

.7
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1 The wording of the warning is unspecific and irrelevant. To
,most people., 'van seriously dambge your health" is bureaucratic
language which is impersonal and unrelated to their own prospective*
health or sickness. The.two additional washings added to the

. packs by thatl9S0 voluntary agreement suffered similar dgpienCless
"smoking nay cost you sore than money" bad emaetbing of
riddle about its and the more you smoke the more you risk your

4. health" may Wove been a fair statement, but was of little use
without the relative rier.of smoking even a small amount of

Nsigarettes dally being protarly understood by smoker* in the
first place - which it was not.

The ideal art.= would ancehr to be cue which educates and
Woos, as werl as wares. The Swedish *rotes of sixteen warnings,
all of which are changed every\year or two, is metalling of
A model.. There is clearly nothing sacrodanct about the number
sixteen, although presumably this fitsinto Chi way cigarette
packs are naaufactured because the sixteen are arringed.to crop
up rausdasly In the jkanchases made by emgkers.c

It is litortant to personalise the warnings as such as possible
so that individual smckersrealfseeebat they arm directed at them.
selvns Ahd not at all anckerebin gesiloral or, more dangerously,
at /Airy other smoker _except themselves. Rance talking aiibut
you and 'these nig...rates" is ciao/lel:atter than using , .

impersonal officialese.

Otis
's

warnings should at least be displayed cu the front of thepeck
and preferably Oh the beck as well' A system empboyiag garcusgs
bothbn the back and callus /root bilows for a standard massage
on the front together with variable meseages back orevice
versa.

, If the warning is on tbeefront of the peck blest* then it should
cover At least half tile, area. The risks; of smoking, which are of
a completely different order then those of any other CODIUmer
product, Justify this.

Regulations should ensure that park desigh does not allow warnings
to be tampered with by. use of colour, shading or surrounding
&slims eimedet:clistracticm or pack design aimed to make this
front in effect the beck, ,

On tivertisaments the warning should occupy a substancialit
ineieashd portion of total area and should be highligistedwi n
the edvertlacumnt rather than at the foot as at present, wber ita .

significance is reduced by design.

14.
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The idea of print ng the warning en each Individual cigarette
should also be . This would l in addition to warnings
on the peck and on remaining advertisements. The warning s ,

neageri cigarettes e lung cancer bronchitis heart disease",
already in use on khe;C.:vernment tar tables, could suffice for
bis purpose. a

Com:eats of Risk

There are some Sa*AWO whose smoking habit will be unaffected
however much detail they learn akout health risks. On the other
hand, it is generally accepted that many more smokers will be
influenced lthey have a better oaderstanding of the relative
health risks involved. The health warning nay be an effective
way for improving the sookert's education andnformaCion about
the risks of his or her smoking.

Public awareness of health risks varies, in surveys carried out
for N.M. Government's Realth Departments, free 71% for lung
cancer and bronchitis to 54k for heart disease. These levels
are still lamentably small, especially for heart disease, the
biggestouoking killer of all.

Moreover. while there are ao precise imasuremeats available r
smokers' concepts of their degree of risk, those health
professionals who frequently discuss this with smokers tin clinics, 4
radio phone -lnobroadcasta etc.) consistently find that
the relative size of the risk of 'coking is grossly under-
estimated by smokers.:

For example, it is common tp find e 20a.day :smoker estImatin
his or her chances of contractIgg lung cancer as being twice r
three times that of a non-smoker, instead of 15 to 20 times.

i

Any association in a health warning between smoking and specific
diseases should if possible Include a quantification of risk
compared to the non-smoker.

liZath-NDIRLIKPLUID100it?
It is mecehore appropriate to talk about death and disease than
to talk about health in context of cigarette smoking. It
would be quite, fair to change the description of the warning to
that of a "Warning of diseases and death, or something similar/
and tote change of nomenclatUre would be a major talking point
which would carry much preseocecoent and generally bring the new
warnings more visibly to peeeles attention.

In using a panel on the front of 4 cigarette pack, there could be
constant beading and footing as follows g

.T.uportant Please read this warning about diseases
and death caused by smokingt

4
Warning number . from KM GOVernment Health
Department,

79
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§Ccaosted 'laminas

Three acts of warnings are set out is the attached Appendices
I to 3.

Appendix 1 comprises suggested wording° incorporating sale
of the concepts dealt with above.

Appendix 2 contains warnings prepared by Richard Peto,'distinguished
medical statistician and cancer epidemiologist and Reader in
eancet Studies at Oxford University.

Appendix 3 consists of a British Ministry of. Defence circular
and to included principally to demonstrate the relative strength
of health warnings already published by one major government
Department in the U.K.

Seedless to say, I should be happy to answer any questions arising
from this letter: and to try to supply any further informaticb
or explanations you may require.

Yours sincerclY.

David Simpson.
Director.

4
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suocested new' health warninas

* The smoke of these cigarettes contains carbon monoxide gas
cyanide and eother poisons

* The smoke of these cigarettes contains thousands of different
chemicals. Some of them'ere known to cause cancers when
applied to laboratory animals.

* Nicotine in the smoke of tbese,cigaraftes makes your heart
beat faster, while carbon monoxide gas, also in the smoke,
starves you of some of theoxygen needed by your heart and
the rest of your body.

* Spine of the chemicals in the smoke of these cigarettes stop the
natural cleansing mechanism of your lungs from working.properly. -
So apart from the tar you inhale, your lungs cannot clean out all
the dust and other forms of pollution you breathe in every day.

* Smoking is by far the biggest cause of avoidable illness and
early death in Britain. There is no "moderate" or "safe" level
of smoking. .

* If you have 'smokers cough' you may well have the beginnings of
chronic bronchitis. Your lungs will already be damaged by your
smoking, but if you give up immediately you will stop the damage
from getting worse: Auld your risks of getting the other diseases
caused by smoking Will also immediately begin to get lets,

* If you continue to mitike, you will be moredlikely to suitor from
dangerous chest diseases and to have worse wafter coughs and
colds, especially as you get older..

* About, 9 million in Britain who used to smoke he stopped. '

Isn't it. time xou stopped too? Send for the FREE booklet
called 'So You Want to Stop Smoking' which is full of .
practical advice and Help. Write to Health Education Council

, 78 Now Oxford Street, London WI or Scottish Health Education
Group, Woodburn Souse, Canaan Lane, Edinburgh EBle,

* In Britain, 'tobacco kills about four times as many peoplf
ad the total killed by-drink, drugs, murder, suicide, road
accidents, rail accidents, air accidents, poisoning, drowning,
fires, falls, snakes, lightning, and every other knowm cause
of aildental death all put together.

* Cigarettes. Una cancer, bronchitis, emphysema I heart
disease. They ago cause almost all the coos of arterial
disease in Brits! which result in people having to have a limb
amputated.

....
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A2P4NDIX 2 t

Health warnings prepared by Richard Pete, Imperial Cancer
Research Fund Reader in Cancer Studies, Radcliffe Infirmary,
University of Oxford.
(published in Health Education Journal, Vol 39 No12, 1980
"Possible ways of explaining to ordinary people the
quantitative dangers of smoking./

* About a quarter of the you ng men who regularly aroke a pack
or so of cigarettes a day are killed before .their time by
smoking\

* Same people killed by smoking would have died soon anyway,
but others would have lived 10, 20, 30 or more years longer.
On average, those killed by smoking have lost 10-15 years
oiplife.

* There is no safe dose of cigaret smoke, although the risks
are lower if you smoke less or Igia longer butts.

It isprudtnt to choose a low-tar brand,- hough the tar
may not be the only killer in. smoke.

* If you quit smoking when you have not already got mphysema,
. cancer or artery disease from smoking, you avoid most
the risk of death from smoking.

Smoking also causes these diseases in women, Nit the full
effects long-term smoking in women will

.

not be evident*
for some are.

* Damage to Cie bedy from smoking accumulates. The eaflier
smoking began, the worse the risks in middle age will be,

, 'so those who start in their teens are at greatest danger.

* Among iiiiNakr!!!ge 1,000 young men Who smoke cigareitesN,.....,_
: regularly -

About 1 will be murdered
About 6 brill be k d on the roads
About 250 will be ki led before their timetby tobacco.

00o
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. APPENDIX 3

The following are among messages suggeited for inclusion
on no-smoking notices on Ministry of Defence preMisea
040D circular AGM65019DCHNBP) -

.
..

* The 20 a day smoker pas a.20 times greater risk of
developing lung cances"than the ncodamoker. :

;:: ** 4

* Lung cancer amongst wiMen1who smoke is on the Increase and .4.0.c.

they are at least 5 to 10 times more likely to die of it
. ;74'-than wdmen viho.do not smoke. 4 .

0 .. a
114

* Caticeri oL the throat, mouth 4nd oesopbagus are all associated
.

with smokin . t- *

* Smoking is a jor pause of heart diSease't hronic.bronchitla
and emphysema all killers.

* Over 95,4 of patients with arterial disease of the legs are
smokers. ThiS type of disease can lead to gang/ene and
amputation.

* The,R 1 College of4Phyliclans estimates that about-50
aal working daYs'a raw are lost to industry through
sm ing related diseases.

4* According 'to government figures smoking causes at least
50,000 premature deaths each year in this couitry alone.

* The smoker's chance of dying from smoking related disease
fills toy ikal4 within flVe years and virtually disappears
within tME to fifteen years of giving up.

Sehator.HawiaNs. Senator East. .. 0
Senator EAST. Thank you, Madam Chairnian.
1, think on the good pointthat my distinguished colleague from -

Indiana raises, it is suggestive, Madam Chairman, of the problem I
want to tmdersr.aqv here in my, remarks; namely, that we mgrk. eft -

.sqre in this legislation that, so- called_ scientific. assertions are; in
A

fact, that: 8. . .
-Ai I assume from the legislatton itself; the primary objective i

informational, not prohibitlonal. Assuming that is correct, then we
, get into a question of believioral. scierice, as Senator Quayle is sug.

getting. What, in fact,is the superior form of labeling?
:The current, label to the effect that the Surgeon General has de,

termined tat cigarette smoking is tingerous to your health, I sus.
,pect.--and i am pot trying to' sleclaragit to be scientific factiis one

' 4 of the better known warnings today in the WWI Stibis; that "
mluv Americans could identify that statement. By constantly re-

. rating that statement, you, in effect, qe more informational than
. if you suddenly developed a series of six.or seven or eightrotation.

al labels that are k bit more .complex and obviously would be less
easily retained by a. public .thatis getting this information either

, ,*. Ilir,4Tigh advertising or a quick glance at a package of cigarettes.
- Again, I simply try to underscore as carefully as I can, without

. going on ad nOseam.aboolt it,'that all I am asking is tildt we keep
ei',. 4 4

1 .t. , 4t)
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. .. 4
in mind, one, the goal is informational , two, whatever we're-
quire as a policy matter is consistent w that goal and, indeed,
enhances it. a

. If, as Setiair Quayle 114s indicated, the single warning, either
perhaps impz6ved or continually repeated, is more effective as an' information ingtrument of behavioral science, we really ought to do
that rather than go to the rotational. The rotational may not, in
'fact, as a matter of behavioical science, be a better way to inform. *

,,' . In fact,. it may lessen the information level, 'which would be the
worst of all worlds, I know from oUr standpoint, Dr. Bfandt. .,,

If we had evidence that was so and we still pursued it, then I
would be contending, if I might, that the legislation is no longer
desirous of information. It becomes somewhat oblivious to scientific
factend becomes basically just a political drilinent. It "seeks,
frankly, to be a bit punitive and to simply overregulate an industry
for the sake.of punitive and bverregulating it.

Again, you are out of the informational re lm, which we all
agree is where we are to go, and you a into the prohibi-
t' realm. .. n .

I jest caution, Madam Chairman, that in doing this we 'notbe, so
caught up in the emotion 9f the issue that vlb not sort out and
think through and do this carefully, so we strike the proper bal-
ariceone, to inform the public of the relative health concerns of
cigarette smoking and!or smoking, whichever, it is we are trying to
2115 here; add,"iwo, that we keep in mind out goal is informational
and that We are using the bM- scientific evidence that modern nat.
ural and physical sciences can give us andlor the behavioral sci-
ences. I think that is an eminently fair posture to take, and that is
all'i am doing. .

I am not suggesting I can speak ex cathedra for what ought to be. the policy goal or end, or the political, nor am I certffleljr pretend-
ingI would be totally inadequatethat I can speak to natural
and physical scientific causation. I am only cautioning that we not
let emotion carry us away, where we begw to mix this blend and
cow up with a heavy brew that no)delIger does service or credit to

Y politymaking, let alone scientiacAundation and causation. ,
. , t., . Thank you, It Chairman. fr-
a,,.. ..Senator HAVTICINS. Thank you. l

I. Dr. Brandt, do you have anrcomment? . - a

a Dr. BRANVT. Yes; I just need to getone thing on the record that
. 1, unfortunately, forgot In my,_exchange_ith Senator Quayle. The

current label on cigarette pat4fages is mandated by law. Therefore,
w we 4o enter into any,sort of an agreement with the tobacco
industry toward a. stronger warning, it would require legislative

" changep Permit such a. warning to be used, because under current
law they have no option but to put it on the cigarette packages.
That 19different frfim the advertising.

The second. tiiirfg is that I think we want to be clear that in our
4.. advocacy if stronger Warnings that we would certainly. want to.
_ . One be scientifically accurate, and two to be effective at informing

,, , and educating khe ISublic ko that they can make intelligent deep
Iv

:Mows. - .% . p sSenator HAwruNs. Wodld you not thelefore, be in agreement
that you should have statistics from )ngland, if there are any with

4l . . 6 . $ " 44 4
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. * t
respect tp the multi versus a stronger single,. inasmuch as we have

.a country that has done this? , .._ ;,,
Dr. BRANDT. We will certainly pursue that. I think in later testi-

mony today, Madam Chairman, you will be jecqiving ipformatiou,
also, about the experiences in the Nordic county 4s. , .

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you. We would. aisiniss the pauelta
this time. Thank yctu for youf participation:

Dr. BRANDT. Thankyott very much. _

(The prepared statements of Dr. Le n)r, Lipsett, Dr. Pollin,
Dr, DeVita, and Dr. Luolo follow;),. 1-
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iliTIO101. ANSTITOTES of HEALIM 4 ,
. ': / - 4. . .

Intro:lactic* ' . ..: - - 1 , . .. ., .
I #1 delighted Pi 11:4 s ooporlivnity to 'discuss the health Implications

of saokfog lit relation to the disease concerns of the Vonal ;Wart, -
*t a . .

Lung, and Mad' institute titILBIT. te diseases vls our ittstpute is'
. ' .

asidressing account for far more Bien half the death n the dotted States ,,. . .--
each year.- I min think of no single act that, cool reverse tk s tuition .-

. ...,..
as such 4 Oa tassaVan of cigarettg 'smoking.. ' ....-

-

'. Of the more-than 303.000 smoking-related dea 'each year the tist mniarity
.6 _. -

involve. the Concerns of Mae. Sating is the prigary 'cause of chronic ob.

strucitive.pyl disease, secluding eapayssaa, and is elso,a major

cause of coiroyary hearrdiseise. It is the focus of considerable scientific

inquiry by.che In lite., The MASI sponSora iliar research prograts

thitrifOra..- iiasleiMilitemi,-121S-ineolrid in the baitiercar and.phyiioleittal _

. .. --- ,--lizliangtaataccritii Whit sMOicing, as it 43_, studies_ mai eva..tuate napariond. .
tiiiirfyiltid40.esAgnesNtijekl thai.smokinstitibi,C Wilt. livadd!tiomo.

.' pa 0 011 n rkc;:I r F ideralig encie ia _U. .4 P,a-.g a YAe 1 de lai..:
.

./4:`-,-:

......... tisiiilil. Iii. on condietini 'pi:val.:a 1 and pUhlk 1.44r-seen ki.,...iirlios ,
. , . -

". dc"...teSattlig,seataccaszatidt - -.:-- -_, -.- . .. .

f 0'- ":" .:' -;;.... ''''-_:: : . . - " '.'..
_ -

- Poking" ancf-Coronaa. 'Heart 014ease .-- ;.."-
. ..:. , .

. . .. .. 1

t '..' i L. '
ogoisett .,y4,,. =auk are CalfCarpat ab ut,.1 Increased rrsk

r
of Tung

cancer the foci I s than coreheri 'heart Ames* ieli01 and its I nations.
.:

N - . ; , ,
such u heart attack's tit sudden clrdfac death. ',Oh more eriii erii

. consegeinies of smoking. Seeking-reletirdip d sties are estimated at_over .

250,000 per *tr. !nip! ii,t...,iii canna ri,sn to out Igo. deaths trot

lung center. 'Data Alea the 11111.8I-sponiored Capin mjitas ;turfy
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indicaie4thist the death rate ?roe

aid sudden cares; deem is mid*

Fraeinghas-data also indicate

, ..

. '46.

myocardial infarction Sr heart attacks

as great fdr =Ors as for,ninsmokers-
*

that the *pact of cigarette smoking
4

.11 I.
on. cardiodascular mortality is substantially greater among men than

I r
-*amen. Seicingoppears to Wawa for 20 percent of

. vascular mortal' .male smokers, pills a less*

,

r .

cmroavalculir mortality among 'mien smokers.

... ,
. ', . . .

.

. .

xCese,aardio-

extemt:for excess

The myth of women's insanity to the risks of cigarette smoking is being

in the 1979 Surgeon General's report. 'Woman

..
: C

..' . who smoke I e Igo, <Starlike son.' The haiargs o( smokin affectall
410 .. , . f ..,

a 0,.... Americans, yowl and old, mule all feu . Moreoebr% soak ng interacts

; with useof other substances to increeselwe risk of4a n of ayes.

' Fprembsiglo, smoking In omen who usi oral contraceptives arther Increases

their risk of stroke.
. , . .

. ..N

4o* does smoking harm the heart? At l'esenethis question cannot be

answered defloVively.. 1 is not known which of theveay components

4
cigarette smoke are responsfbli far -the increased,risk of a heard attack.

Miootine has variety of cardiovascular.eftects., iskludIngAlsing the

pressure and Incre'arng the amount of free falty'Acids in
iv

. the.bloqd, a equence *Mich maltist,turn promote atherosclerosis and

.
.

'systolic bl

contrIbut- arrhythsies. Carton monoxide, another snake con-

t st' an ni fqt. hemoglobin,,and because of ibis:reduces
.

.

,....

, . t of 14)1;11 ;Oa hemoglobin can carry and the amount Ofozyges

.

. J

aviillble,14.the heart uncle. Carbon monoxide has also been implicated

. f

in the okioiogY of litheroscierosts because it causes changes in'the

. blood vessel wail. . ,

*

J
*

I
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Tile question of the.relatia!inip petweetbhe quantity of nicotine and

carbon slanoxide In c4garettes and the risk of heart attacks In young men'
l''.

has just been raiselpin thtscieptific.lilorature. A recent article in .

.
the New'Engund Journil'of Medici4 suggests paten who stoke the

newer
.

C igarettes046ils'ke Nred' Ucedamounts of.licotini and Carbon .

.monoxide, do not have.a.lor rick of myoca lel infarction than men
wh" -

,, , V " .

smoke time old typtr2f cigireckes, % ' : ;

.. 7
i

The *portant@ of smoking .dessatioh cannot pewieresttmated. The result

of the XXL31-supported MUltiple Risk FittortoRerventiop Trial/CII
t

were 'recently rereased. 'This clinical trial was deSigned:OAinvest4gate
%

-the effects of/educing three kno4re sarCAovascuiir risk fac'tori.eievated

641,,terol, high blood impure. and cigarette liscki lus group of ..,

'symptomatic art at high rick of coronary !mart disease 1 . Results of

IR

this ua3or stud/ showed that the CH mortality 'Tait in men who quit sicking

during the first yiar of the study wc:allrost4Ii.pirierft lower than iikhos
..

who continued to stoke.
,

. .."
:

. . .

. _

. ..
,

The adverse efficis of.c4Altte smoking pethe cardiovascular systes-'1"--77--

se . .

are by no mans confined to the heart and the.oronary arteries. kiOng
..

patients *II beripheral vascular disI ease affecting the lower limbs Ily

fte to atherosclerotic deposits in the femoral orpopliital arterieth

ae.

. Intermittent claudication (episodek of pain, usually' in tne calf of the
.

. ---1M2inat occur luring Exempt) tends to ocaurmore'frequently and to

' be sore severe if the Ostia continuesto smoke. One peripheral
.

0
vascular disorder. thromboa cis obliterans,,or Buergar's *Disease, is

nearly always a direct gins a of smokipg in persons highly sensitive

.

0
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to nicotine. I unchecked, the disorder can lead to loss of digits or

limos, owing to gangrene.. Progression of this disease can behalted Dy

c oking cessation, blit.1.111, inevitably grow worse if an ipdivi)ual cont4nues

to smoke. Al ugh smoking is a less potent risk factor for 'trek, than

itfor coronary art Oulu in men, available 14idence, as mentioned

earlieringicates that stroke risk', greatly increased among female

paws who also take birth control pills. .......1

./'

Smoking anlkespiratary'Vlseaset

at

Cigarette smoking' fs 'the single post important risk factor for chronic;*

obstructAve lung diseases, such.as chronic bronchitis and emphysema.
4

Ct

It also increases vul'neraisility,to acute upper and lower respiratory

infections, and a history of frequent AtVtit res pirjtory infections may

well predispose,to the development of chronic obstructive fung.disease

later.on. Collectively these lung diseases are the sixth leading causeR
of death in the'United States. the petal and ecomomic,toll ofdiseases

of the tong is both severe and rising rapidly, The total economic costs

.11f Tung and-rented respiratory diseases were over :triton fm.1974,

six percent of the tete Cost of illgess in the gnitedgetates. ,These

dimes*, are also the leading-cause of morbidity costs, rep4ienting almost

lkpercent of the total, Therm are more work days lost from respiratory

disorders than from any other category of illness.

. ,

The hypothesis most videlydiehrconcerning the development of emphysema

.0 Is that the disease results frau destruction of lung tisiue ukeg there Is

an tehala e in the lung betmeen protein-digesting .num/A {Protease')

'and protect re enzymes fantiproteases) that no'rkally neutralize the -

offeatsyaf Lje proteases. PrOteases are released in the lung Dy various

14"
r

I'
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species of white blood cells in the course of their defense against

bacteria and other ftreIgn invaders.' Smoking is believed-to contribute

to imbilances between proteases and antiproteases as followir Cigarette

;mkt has been showili? contain, substances` that stimulate pulmonary

'alveolar macrophages Ithe lung's 'first line' of defense against foreign

...jederS) to release a substance increased numbers of

white bind cells tb the lung. lb se cellm, which are not usually present

in the lung; of healthy nonsmokers, carry a potent cargo.of inflammatory

mediators, including 'lastest, a protease capable of digesting elastin,

which Is the valor structural protein Of the gal-exchange units (alveoli)

.

of lung. .Cigarette smoke,also contains other substances that markedly

fabibbt the activity of amillproteasars. Among heavy smokers the activity
,

of antiproteaseivay be less thin cue -half of normal AgnEttg-ssay be

ifindequata to deal with the. increased anbunts of elastilke being rtiAlseO .

by the large population of Wile blood cea tiastase in excess of

that which can be neutralized by antiprotrases may then proceed to destroy

the comesLive tissue and the gas exchange units deepin thj lung.

-* 6,
Attesting to the imprtanji of smoking,as a risk factor for chronic

obstructive long.disease are the maul of 4.sludYrimitlY conducted

among Participants in the Tecummach.femmunitPdealthIStudy, a major

epidemiological study that vas been in progrets since 1959. The in
.

vestfgators found tat four factors 'toe subjects' age, sex, smoking

debits and vital capacity. which is an index of lung volume) could Identify
.

most 0 the *e andhocelen Jo 'Are in the top 10 percent of the rift dis. 40

trIbutloa for development of enohyseam.' The investigators showed that a.
-

45-year old sdbjectwhb aid nays** and whose'vital capacity.palli7ai

nos only one Chance in 200 of deveing chronic obstructive ling disease

LI

.4'

4
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40

during the nix:NIS Aar,. In contrast, for'a similar sorson who smokectk

Iwo Acts of cigarettes a day and whose vital capacity was SOS of normal,

the risk was one chance in S eel if he continued to smoke, hut 'was

reduced to one in IS if he quit.'

Another harmful effect of smoking is that it reduces the effectiveness

of the wacociliary michanit7ms 'that dearth, airways and lungs of particulate

satter'such as hecserta and of excess maces secretions. Because these

'excess secretions may provide a,good breeding ground for bacterial Invaders,

the inadequate clearance of inhaled particulates in smokers makes them

more vulnerable to 'Ong Weasel that result from exposure to infectious

organism*, toxic dusts, or allergens. The various forms of WAWA associated..

with *white (so -called 'industrial asthma') occur with higher frequency

Ind ere usually more/severe awing shakers than among nonsmokers exposed

to similar environments in their workplace.

( , .

Smokeks have turned to 'Iva tar' (yet another component of

/

cigarette

smoke) cigarettes withthe expectatiew that this would reduce the wealth

1171.tards of smoking..---Filfhtly, available data suggest that'lhis eay be'

true with regardwto certain cancers. Rollover , for respiratgry diseases

the data are more ambiguous. A recent article in thi American Regiew of

Respiratory Disease reported on the *act of the tar content of cigarettgs

on.pulmmoary function. The data suggest that low tar cigarettes nay not

protect smokers from the decline in pulmonary function seen fnsmaker,g..7,

ibis fiadiag underSenes the Importance of quitting smoking as the cost '

effectia era to move the hazards associated with this habit and, also

corroborates the findings that .iesds hazardous 'cigarettes do not decrfase
.

risk of myoc lel infarcti:)*rl
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Passive Sacking
AIN

Foro...4lyerrs it was generally assumed that the smoker hurt ntoody's

health but his own. Recently, hiwever, evidence indicates that so.called

side-stream snotetfiran somebody else's cigarettes is notust a nuisance

for the nonsmoker who is exposed to it, but can produce adverse effects

on the nonsmoker's heart and lungs.
r:

As awareness of the diversity of the deleterious effects of cigarette

smoking is growing, more attention is focusing on the effects op the non-

smoker of breathing air polloted with cigarette smoke, soCalled gpassiee's

smoking, A1146)y-recentli completed has shown that children from hOmes

with Piloting parents have a higher Incidence of respirt:torf symptoms and

hospital admissions than children with nonsmoking parents. This is

Important because cbildreati who experience respirator/ Outgo early in
.

life are at increased risk or developing chronic lung disease as Musts.

Varian other studies have shown. that nonsmoking patients eitkcorodary

heart disease emyexperiencepfsades of chest pain or other cardiac

disturbances when exposed for a time to a smoke-filled environment, and

that long-term occupational exposure to the skim of fellow employees may

cause a decline in lung tinkled among nonsmokers that isitiGirgy

mquIvaleni'to that.resuiting from regularly sicking ten ciprettes a day

or one pick a Sky without inhaling. Thus, the recent proliferation of,

local ordinances banning or uniting smoking In public places has a 4

sound scientific basis.

In conclusion, the biggest challenge we face is to persuade Americans to

stop smoking. de know thit this can be done. The Multiple Risk Factor

. 92
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intervention Trial mentioned earlier demonstrated the success of smoking

cessation programs. In that study, fifty-nine. percent of the men were

Cigarette smokers. Almost half of those receiving counseling In the

study group were able to qpit smoking: The prevention of the emus

that are caused and exacerbated by cigarette smoking is a most logical,

ismediaje strategy for reducing,the large toll of death and iisability

as well as the huge economic burden in which we all share.

Our prevention strategy must include a vigorous medical and public

education effort, but to be a strong prevention strategy, it will also
4 .

reqgirm continued research into thq causes of heart and lung diseases.

s at
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relationship between seeking and child health aseunien development. The

research focus of the National Institute of Child Wealth and Duman Development

in chic area begins before birth, because expo to.inmpouents of cigarettes

oceurduring fetal debelopmeet if theoprignen noses smokes. Amman**

smokes daring pregnancy no,t *sly risks her own health, but else changes the

Conditicea under which her baby develops. Maternal snaking during pregnancy

decresies fetal growth red, and /ogresses the incidence of eimatansous abortion,

fetal death, neomatel death, and othet pregnancy complication, including those

that predispoes to ;meters delivery. There are ileo possible effect, on

lactation, and advkree long-term growth and behev4orAl effects on surviving

children. The relationships between eateruel smoking and thasemnicomes bars

been established by clinicA, pathological, and especially epidemiological

studies. Thine damaging afloat. have been repeatedly shown to operate

independently of all other factors that influence the outcome of pregaancy.

The effects ere increased by heavier smoking and ere reduced ifs woman etre

seeking during, pregnancy.

cigeNumerous toxic substances in cige ette smoke, such as nicotine and
t

hydrogen cyanide. cross the placenta e sUeet the istsua directly. .the carbon
4 .

wonoxida from cigarette estate is treasported into fetal blood and deprives
% .-, .

the growing baby of oxygen. Fetal growth is directly retarded. Babies bete to

women who awoke during pregnancy ere, on the average, 200 Vane (almost half s

pound) lighter than bebise Wilt, omeperable women who do not make.

Thies findings have bean confirmed in sore than AS studies which obtained

data as wore than half s willion bitch,. Careful analysis of date obtained

irk. 4
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from five differ saes harried Out in Wales, the United State sad Canada

on almost 113,000 births, wherskspiroximately 50 percent of the mother studied

smoked during fregnIncy%sho:ed chef they had mite ss many lov-birth weight

babies as.the nonsmokers. The meter the cumber of cigarettes smoked, the

greater the reduction in birth weight. When examined is grader detail. this

dose-response tefatioLtillp revealed that tine adiulted rates of birth miens

r.under 2500 grans (about five pounds) were 40 per thousand for noissOkers, 76

per thousand for smokes% of less than s pack per day, sad 114 pet thousand for

stokers of $ pack or save per day. Therefore, the risk if having a low-birch-

weight asby increased 53 pegeent for light smokers and 130 ferment for heavy

smokers, tempered with nonsmokers. A prospective study'of almost 6,000

pregnancies enabled the rate of fatal growth from 18 -20 weeks through term.

The investigators obtained serial ultrisonit measurements of fetal head growth.

(bipailstal diameter or EPP) gad emaereeced separate gtowth turves for smokers

- and noneaoketsy /be BPI) increased fester ie the nonsmoking group, a eignifitest

difference vas apparent by the 28th week of gestation, and a positive carrels-

tion was found to the *umber of cigarettes smoked by the notber.

Stokers' hablesere *mallet than torresposding nonsmokers' babie$ icrall

dimensions measured, 'including length, heed circumference, ehtit titcusferance;

and 'boulder tircumfarenct. They are abarecttrAsed as normally proportioned

but short as well as underweigft for gestational age, and smaller in ell

dimensions than babies of nonsmokers. Detailed examination of the relation-
*.

ship between maternal snoking aid birth weight glows its independence of the

large variety of fetters char influence birth weight, such as maternal size.

letterset weight gala, sgs.-parity. socioeconomic 'tattle, and sex of child. It

is important to note that thorough analysis indiestes that the effect of

maternal 'soaking is cot mediated through en effect oa maternal appetite. eating*

is U.

St
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or-weight gain. The aaalysia of more than 31,000 births did nr7rfind a

correlation between maternal weight gain and maternal smoking, Sot even for

sothera who gained leaa than 10 pounds daring pregnancy. Siall3 lack of

correlation between aatere;Al weight gain and birth weight was *nerved is a.

prospective atudy of 6.200 pregnant wan examined froa4the first trimester

througb delivery, although tbeir infants did show the u Al relstionahipt

Jbetween seeking and small -for-dates babies.

Studley have shows that placental weight is not affected by anneal

socking, but the ratio of plaedual weight to birth weight is larger for non-

naafi. This is easily underatood in view of de observed reduction in birth

,weigbd Data from 7,000 pregnancies in California demonstrated tbac from 37

through 43 weeks the more the mother nokediduring pregnancy, the higher was

the placental ratio. Smokers' pls;ematas are thinner than those of nonsokers
,

and have larger 1110metera. Thee* change. could repseant an adaptation io
4

if
Veletive fetal hypoxla (decreased oxygen) resulting from sir observed reductioa

in oxygen carrying capacity of the blood in votes who smoke. Im ether Words,

the proportionally larger placenta, the greater area of attachment. sad #

ry eeehools's for the effects a' *poking. to*seller fetus are coop

'

carnet Itudiea, the architecture of placentas froo'noking and ansaoklag

women are being examined to determine the presence or sheen* of specific

lesions. Unita will be available next year. y . r

Another 1%portont finding le the association between stoking and

'1k *peritoneum ebortidn risk. anon who smoke sore than 20 eigarettes.e dey ere

Alison twite ea likely as nonseokera to have hate sponeoeous abortioll4Ahla

assoCiation, found in a small retrospective study,`canoot be explained by *.

differences in enamel a',educational level, party, saes, aoeleecoonle

,`
4

1'
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ptemstive ruptuts of 'statutes. The association is independent of socioeconomic

OP
sod racial back/Mont sad of petit). ThesI complications carry with them a

...-

high risk of fetal and neonatal loss, end are frequently cited es the cause of

90

status or eatical status. Thi.xisk ofe spontaneous abortion for subgioups of

baavy.ssookets among mute than 12.000 professional women was estimated to be

1.7 rise* that for nonsmokers. The. re rive 'Release in risk of spqataneous

sbottion associated with maternal cooking as highest ax the youngest ages and

decreased with itteresaling.age.

Also a direct selatioaship hob been demoastisted between level of ?waernal

notify; and tisk'of putinstal death.. Studies have consistently found. a direct

relationship between maternal smoking level and incidence of placenta pievis

(placental blocking of the opening of the uterus), ebruptio placentae (prematu e

separation of the placenta from the (ittrus), blebding during Ptegnanty. and

r
'death among the offspring of *mien who smoke. Abruprio placentae was found to

occur frequently among smoke's whose children died before one week of age. A
4

taiga :umbel of stillborn; among smoke's was attributable to the salbe causs to

.

prospective study of sore than 9,000 pregnancies. Additionally. the same

up
. association was identified is the Collaborative Pexistax4Project of the ',INCH

where abrultio placentae was the underlying cause for 11 percent of all.dest.im.,

Therefore, maternal sooting can be a direct cause of fetal or aeonstal death

in an otherwise Boreal infant.

The immediate cause of most hooking relayed fetal deaths is probably

anoxia, which cast be arrributed to placental complication with anceps;pum

bleeding in 30 percent or mote of the e In other casas. the oxygen

supply may simply fall from seduced carrying capacity and reduced unloading 1

$1441lUTel for oxygen caused by theittesenes of carbon monoxide from eigarew

6
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stoke la maternal sad fetal blood. Neonatal destbs occur as a result of the

iacressed risk of early delivery among smokers, which nay be secoadarily'teloted

to bleeding early in prognar sad premature rupture of usabranes. Vp io 14

percent of all pref" orm deliveries in the United State* may be attributable to
'

aq,
maternal taking.

/%

Smile! of ilfantrad.child morbidity and sortality in relation to the

mother's smoking habits usua y cannot distinguish between the effects of

tootles during prognaley,and the effeet of the infant's or child's passive

exposure to eigstettspinke after birth. Several studies have found that
.

hospitslitstion races !ht ppeumonla sod bronehitis vete higher during the

first year of life for infants of spoking mothers. Ratef is ehildren liere

higher if the seoking parents also had a persistelt cough sad phlegm. the

ripk of contracting pneumonia in the first year if life more than doubles if

both pitents sooke.moxe than 24 cigarettes a day. Au important study of

morbidity and mortality in smokers' and nonsmokers' children up to age five
;

was completed encoapassing a population of over 12,000 childten. ostneonstal

mortality, from 28 days to 5 yeate, urns highet for evokers' children vat% a

rate of 11.1 per thousand in contrast to that of 3.7 per thousand for son-81

smokets. Neonatal deaths, ftou birth to 28 days of age, were 12.6 per thousand

for smokers and 8.8 per thousand for noasnokers. In addition, the children

the seekers were hospitalized sore frequently, had tors visits to doctors,

and had longer average durations of hospital stays than children of nonsmokers.

Inspiratory diseases caused more hospitalizations among 'whets' childten.

Another
A
significant problem has been rlrognited recently for children exposed

.

to household cigarette smoke. ley have as nue% as ifourfold increase in

1
their risk for persistent middle-ear effusions fdliouing est infections. The

persistent effusion nay cease hearing loss which, in turn, has been essocisted

1"
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,
with language, behivioraL and learning'defits.

Long -sere tonsequencee of maternal slaking doting pregnancy are altr of

toatern. Sevetil.loag7xerm studies provide some.eviddate that children of

maroking Gathers have slight but acesurable defitieacies irephysicsi growth,

lutellettual and eioti4all devEloment, and behavior. C.

Ite4suse thege eoaplex outcomes are affected by many 'mown and unkaow;

factors, it is important to take these, other fattors into attoust in.any attempt

to 'Assure long7tera effetis f maternal smoking. Several wellconerolled

_ .
studies have shown that the physical, growth of smokers' babies remain* bbhiad

that of nonsmokera' babies when measured between 7 sail.% days; st4.3Zer,_11
.

T.e years, and 7 years (pairs of births notched for race, date of delivery, maternal

age and question:and sex Of clitilld); sod et ages.7 and 22 ;esti (fairv-0

'iodise of 17,000 children from the,tritish Perinatal Norbpity;Study). The

-1
lattet study showed that at ages 7 and 11 yeerd, physical and meatal problems

.

were eeeerbitea with msttrnal swoklig during pregnenty, and these intresitd..- .

with the nuaber of cigarettes smoked.

Anethe study provided evidence that thildrea Whose authors rooked 10 of

more cigarettes a day dartng.ptegaancy wore on average 1.0 centimeter ehortet

$
and 3 to S montheretarded in rending, *athematic., fad general ability, as

cremated with the offspring of aonsankers. 3.2vpn after allowing for associated

social and biologieal fattors, all of these differences were highly significant.

A ease -coattol eflidy of hyperkiaesie, or hyperattivity in children, has

!mods siguificeat associstioa with herb, maternal soaking. At a uses level

al 23:3 tigarettea per day the association with smoking anthers vas sore than

three times the average for ponsmohers.

r 4_499
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Marerael smok4og Rabic', have been ensuined to several studies of the evade

i'. fr .0

'infant (With syndrome.(SIDSL In all of thtee, one ok'seieral essocist44. :,tae
.

40
bees internal snoCing during pregnsaq sad SIDS, deports include the obeervitioa

c .. ...

that mot only a higher proportion of SIDS mothers eeoke4,during psegnancy than
. -.. . :

eontrols, het rote smoked after pregnancy ss well.. A study of 80 SIDS cues and

160 matched eontrol infants frog: the Ontario teriamIsl Mortality Sf:Appopulstion'

.

.4

found that only 39 percent of the mothers of SIPS vitcia, ,ere nouemokers, in

.
contrast to 60 percent for the controls, 36 percent of th cases and 27 ;arctic

I

of the controls smoked less thsh s pack per dsy,24 parte t of the Oases and

.
. 10 percent of 91e controls stake& s pick or sore pet day/ Analysis df date,

. . .
I.

free the prospective study.of 29,047 births sleo showed a strong iseocistion of %

.

SILOch hsternelsmoking. 1n-the 'SIDS group, 70.6 percent of mothers smoked

during pregnancy, compared with onli 35.3 perceet'of moliers of babies vhodid \
t

not die of SIDS. Clearly, the relative risk of SID ,S for the smokers
/, . ..

versus nonraok s is liguificant. The exposure to cippette smoke (passive or-
. .

,. , -
second-hand shoR1 gi appears to enhance tinrlak for SIDS fot retIone not yet

-
mr

.

known. However, ther pteests1 or postnatal exposure is more important for
r

.,

. the observed strong associsrion 'has ,not ben determined tridh 'sty earcalety
...--..

' '
.

. . . .4

;eversi egideqfologic studies have suggested that peeking decreases\

. .....
.

fekt11It7 in 'masa. ,ln s carefully designed study where several liar teristich

. . .

(causes of death, age st and year Of-death, education, occupatlos4 frequency '

. .

. '
I

0

of marriage, as wall ss husbands' smoking itsbira, edbeirion.Sed occupe ion) were
. t .

cdarrolled, s 46 percent greater ineiZeLce of lafertillly vas folind fq women .

.
/ . .

.

`who smoked. Secondary seemolrbea.(eessstioa of, isesetrott.toci) was sore prevslenr. .. ',.', 0

'sdong cookers (4.8 24r 100 weep) than smougoonsmokerh (2.4 per 1000,osen).
. s .

/ - 6

46
c', : . .

I \ .
. . .

Sobstsatial data deuonsrrsts rbscsmoking Ilvers the age of spontaneous

, 1,1 .6
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senopsule. The meebsaiss sekbe related to tudtolins latigstette smoke or

caused by toxic alterations in hormone regulation. tattier meat/toe is nor

related to weight differences between seekers and nonenokars but is apparently

a direct result of some component of cigarette slake. Stoking also aegis to

laterfete with several phases of sale reproduction, but the,mechaniams.
. .

r , .

iresponsible for the alterations in spermatogenesis and horanae levels hats ant

et been clarified. I should point out that the developing ovary and testis

In the fete* are particularly sensirive to noxious subetancee. Whether smoking

during pregnancy will exert additional effceta on the reproductive system CAA

only be conjectural at present.
a

Tins far, I have, been speaking about the deleterious effects of cigarette

smoking in pregnant women and their, offspring, and on the reproductive system

of botb men and women. Anotherage group of tritics1 14pdttaace is 'the young,

adolescent sacker. tpldesiological data from the 1979 National Institute of

Edscstion Survey of Teenage Seeking indicate that in this country. 34 million

4,adolescents between 12 asI

ca

8 years of age are "currelt regular ssokeis" (youth

uho smoke one or tore cigarettes pEr ueek): "more recent national sucey of

high school seniors (Rimannivereity'd Michigan, 1982) indicates that 21.1

percent of this group (boys and girls) report daily use of cigarettes and 30.0

percent report bevies used cigarettes st leia% Once.in the past month.

The most alarming trend Is that teenage girls have for the first time, a

. higher reported incidence of Smoking than. adolescent boys. This atatistit is

of great ispottance because, in ay opinion, enema tengeta, who are already

s.high-riek group for besting low-bitthweigist infants, are like)y to increase

this risk even lurches by smoki:g cigarettes during pregnancy.

Furthernote, cigarette emotion begun is adelsacence isilikely to lead to

)

1.01
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use Those people who start saisitis their teenage years find it

thin thSta who. loigis is adulthood. Also, the

'Smoking as4 Sealth' docuaested that, overall.

these who initiated their suckles is skolassesee,

sore difficukt to stop smoking
. >

Surgeon Cassels 1974 report,

oortality rates are highir for

as coseorbA to those who startpd'later to life.

lesearch findings, to date, reveal that esomg,throost important factors

that Influence experimentation with. and acquisition of, ono** are social and

relationships. Parents who smoke are likely to bite eh4ldras who
do

smoke, and taenagees with two smoking parents are sore than twice is liklls to

lOsookeaa those with nonsnoking parents. Teenagers also eoulate older brothers

and aister.. A boy or-girl wite,o; older sibling +My makes is thrte times as

likely to be aamoker as well. Teenagers with both a parent and an older

sibling who awoke. are ems tines as likely-to smoke as those who have oo

socking exmlPle in the family. Rowever,.i ounher of studies have lagastml4po:t

thepcesence of ii.best, friend who

-of iioklig In children from

.Clgarettk making

smoke. is the single soot important predictor

the 5th thioogh the 12th grades:

o

Is Perceived bOoungsters in the early school years 40

be bad for health. They know it Lio cause Grater sad le associated with lung

,ind Mort disease. Most of the adolescents who snoke.concide that it A

pitlealthy.sda baliv-forang, sod,that it slows thee, down in sports. Although

iii,;; feel uneasy about mookini,msay "continue. A nusbAr of theories have been
.

offerig to explain why neither knowledge ;Pr fear is adequate to counteract the

;P8

pressures. that uriound thildren as Oho), reach PutirtY

One authl.la ii that children have a time perspective

in the pfesent and.feel.logestructible, risks to their

uturc

emkentet, adolescence.

problem. globe they live

health so far in the

ippeai kr;.have.n6 consequences fol)tbea. Also, teensgersshate

4.

4
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percaotpm4htt,c 'everybody does 41.* The facts are otherwise, hoveser,lor

.
- .

most thildrea gnd'adults do sot gook*. ,

.0."*"
. ,. . I 4

I%
4

.Cucrently, the WICHD'supiorts seven beluv,leval studies on teenage tigarecte
. ' 4

imokiag. They focus pAidarily oaidentifylag the determinants of the onset of
e . ,

maim and uuderstandiag the Orocisi uhlth teed, to hstitual smoking. A
Y, a ''' _.

sigsificant researa3 finding has indicated that teenager. tend to underreport
. .

their auoking.'octivity Wert only asked for self reports. Somiliet, gbea s ..

.
biological test,.(geoarelly saliva thiotyanate, a derivativeof the hydrogen

. -

cystoid* obtained frog the cigarette) is used in ton'untticoa laitheseirrefbni,..
adoleaecats report hisber.levels of cigarette smokilig(1.5 - 1.5 ttpea higher)

I 4 r .
,

than wheao biochemital tests ae used.

PrAventIon alone to deter the, onaet of cigarette smokiag

air S' Ili icbool -based programs. These programa oggealatlude Meese of
.

- ditam sad role-playia to deptit reel-life altusegoas mad demonstrate ways to
4 . .

a .
vista sea mad adult social proaseres to 'soh*, usually followed ty tesbes

, 1
,
. and geeri4ed latu4iona. A mare gener;liree ethool curfleulum is the Life

4 1 ,

Skills Trwini g ?raglan. This apPioith is designed to facilitate the apses.-

AMA of tven est general personpl cospitencs, and to help them develop greater
u ., . .

.. .

autonomy and a If-eat . This tiN tOmpetftee haiga,atringtban thSir ability
._ .

r

to resist petit...life, to Illicitly studies inditsve that rids approach /my,

/
A .

-be able to redutp chmr.elgiratte smoking by at.lesst 10 pertent. The long-teem

maintenance of non-seoking in 1,100 Junior high 1 sguAlars &iver s'Eve-yesr
. .' .

period; with pia without additiooal hoosterie sions, is terreatly beta,

... 'N
. ..

sysIttated .
. , ..e,. .

preation. ;lions
'

ilip intlude smoking teso,stion programa for pregnant

s re

.' '.

4

wok
. .1

N .. 1
4 .4 . t le
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women. In a recently completed N/CHD-supported truly, the InvestIll*ror found

, thatwouen vhoguir iwroking,even in the last tzimetter of pregnancy, are less,

likely to h;we lorbirthftaight labiate rhea those wonen who continue to smoke

.throughouz pregnancy. The findings are based on t randonilliclinical trial

study of large groups of pregnant vomen, half of whoa received, an Active

intervention Program to encourage and watt then'in smoking ceseatioa during

progpancy.

I appreciate the opportunity to provide this information on a topic the

KIM considers robe of great importance-
.

t

f

w.
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STATEMENT FOR NE RiCORD

0'
.

II by '

William Rollin. M.O.
Director

National Institute on Drug Abuse

4111
Alcohol. him Abuse. and Mental Health Administiation

Rockville. Meriden?. 20857,

m. chairman and Members of the Committee. thank you for the opoortunity to

tosti4 on the addictive properties of tobacco smoking. Today% several

authoritative medical bodies -- including the World Health Organization in its

International Classification of Diseases (nth Edition) and the imerican

psychiatric association in its DieonostiC and Satistieal Manua? of Rental

Disorders (3rd Edition) -- recognize ctoarette smoking as a form of drug

dependincy. Careful reviews of our own lOpratory data from research scientists

within and outside of Government have led us to concur with those authoritative

bodies. am submitting the proceedings of cigarette smoking reviews (co-/the

record.

Iriefly. research indicates that csaarette smoking is a prototypic dependence

process; in fact it is the most widespread example of drug dependence 40 'his

COultrv. Current scientific research yncreasirigly implicates nicotine as sy

primary factor in maintaining a dependence do tobac :o.

. I
in order to determine the abuse liability of a substance, Scientific studies

must doctireit that it has osychoactive and behavioral ef;ects, reinforcer

properttat(e.g., demonstrated euphortant effects', and that Its use maintains

drug -seeking.behavior. ,

With regov, to the first criterion. nicotine has been found to be a p

substance; that is. It influences subjective states and behiiior, Nes

frequently. subjects report enhanced feelings of relaxation, alertness or

. 9
attention. and Concentration,

P

4 1
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The reinforcer irooerties Of nicotine are due to Physiologic as well as

euphorarit effects. *MIDAI Addiction Research Center (ARE) has developed a test
w

' for precisely measuring psychol gical and subjective drug effects. This test

has been administered to over ,0011 individuals, both with and without drug

abuse histories, These Studies doCunented the marked similarity that exists

between the evohortant effects of morphine , cocaine, and nicotine when it is

administered intravenously. During the first several minutes after

admiaistratitn of each of these drugs, there is anmmedtati and marked change

in feeling-state, namely euphoria. During this period porphine, cocaine, and

nicotine all 'Veal" very much alike in that the subject experiences a "rush.

After a few minutes,.this "rush" shows a variable course specific to each of tne

drugs.
,

I

Nicotine has beeA.n found to be a reinforcer for animals. This is Particularly
_--

0 suasive evidence, as only the most addictive drugs serve as,reinforcers in

antralaT models where drug-seeking behavior must be maintained in the absence of

O
any social support ot,personalitor function. Documented biOlogic efftcts of

nicotine include sticu ation of the release oinarepinephrine, epinephAhe,

grouth'hornones, core spl. vasopressin, and probably beta enkronin. In

addition, behavioral arousal and EED alerting patterns bevel:4e* found.

Physiologic dependence is a conditionowhIth sometimes accompanies a buse

liability but is not a necessary cpndition ior its Thus, cocaine has a very

high abuse potential, but does not show physiological dependence. Evidence is'

v.

4
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not yet conclUsive as to ,tether or not there is physiologic deOendenct or

what type Of withdrawal syndrome is associated with cioarttte smoking.

Tolerance encourages the user's tendency to cOPtinuedrug use. Tolerance, fOr ,

instance: reduces $he pharmacological effects of drugs and may lead to mare

frequent alministration andior bigher doses, which In turnsay Produp graver

health and social conseduences for the user. 4 most of us know, nausea and

dizziness are common &none novice smokers, but disappear with experience. Not

onlvihas tolerance to some of the effects of Smoking been nemonstrated, but

metabolic tolerance to various combonents of cigarette smoke, including

nicotine, has been documented.
f

In addition, .withdrawal signs appear when heavy smokers quit abruptly. There is

o I

sane iiiii billownisehdrawal symptoms, butot is not unusual for an individual

who stops stoking to show a decrease in excreted epinephrine and norePinelihrine

and their metabolites. Tnere is also a decrease in mean EEG activity and in

heart rate, an writ: in appetite and weight, and an impairment fn performance

on psychomotor tasks and IA concentration.; Disturbance in sleep may occur, and

the individuals may feel anxious, irritable, and even awesolve. Fiablly. most

Individuals whO are trying to stop feel an Creased cravino for tobacco

smoking.
1

.

The important point which.must be stressed in the discussion of any psychoactive

drug is the relative degree of control width that drug is able to achieve over

6,

1 7
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the behavior of its users. "OePendence"-in the classic sense is indicated

by (1) Persistent, regular use of a drug, (2) attempts to step such use which

'lead to4distomfort'and Often result in ternInatiOn of the 'effort to StOP. (3)

.

continued drug use desoite danagino physical and/or osychdlooical problems. and

(4) persistent druo.seeking behavior. In short, people are dreg dependent when

a drug takes ever and controls their ability to thOOSe to take the drug or not.

in tees.of these characteristics gf dependence, dataifrom the National Center

for Health Statistics (Spiro wealth Interview Survey) tell us that 94 percent of

those who say they Sake tnbaCcc 10 so regularly. eafenty ptrcent of those wn6

report current rokiog say they smoke more than 15 cigarettes a di*, an amount

which establishes ersistent regular use. Nine out of ten smoky say they

would like to gui. smoking; 6 out of 10 have tried, and of that =u3) between so

and 85 percent say they have been unable to Quit for more than three wonthS.

This pattern then establishes loss of control and persistent drug.seekiio

behavior and consistent with 'dependence" in the classic sense.

The prototypic nature of nicotine dependency, is further established by the
k .

strikino similarity between relapse rates for alcohol. heroin, and cfgaretter

smoking as plotted over time. As orginally reoorted

graoch in the Journal of Clini el !psychology, (1971.

alcohol. herolikand smokinm the same rapid relapse

the point of abstinence, breaking sharply mewhere

asymototino or stabilizing as a flat line around 2S

4s

a

by Hunt, Barnett, and

A
27: 455-456), there is for

rate following treatment to

between,3 and months and

percent.
a

M`
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Ameng.those who hive the greatestwoe4onaI exPosure.to the'health

consequences of swokino, the health professionals, the decline in smokinm has

peen .ost dramatic The ovrall Quit rate for OhySIClanS in 1975 was 64

4

Percent. and s,tudies have shown that the rates varied bymediCal specialty.

wore rscently, the highest putt rates were reported for patholOgists.mld

thoracic surgeons who routinely see the clinical effects of cigarette snake,

while the lowest rates were reported for Pediatricians and Osych4trIsts who

ralwlAsee these health Consenuences. This Oft0OestrateS the ogmer of repeated

remforcement Or health risiedata on smokino behavior.

1F

The 041 for new cigarette Whine labels coincides with newly released findings

that the declining trend in cigarette use by high, school fenfort has slowed.

i. .8etweeg 1977 and 1981 cioarette use by high school seniors decliled. Daily

seeking drooped from 24 to 24 percent between 1977 and.1981. and daily use or

"nit-a-pack or more fell from 19.4 Percent to 13.rPercentt The..data indicate

that this liop in daily smoking rates wq in response,to both perseal concerns

about health consequences of use and perceived peer disapproval of use. The

rate of this substantial decline in cioarette use by hrgh school seniors. stowed

in the 1981 survey, and 1992 data indicate that the decline may have halted.

Along with this change in.usage trends, significantly fewer high school senior
. ...

V (90.8 percent in 1982 versus 63.3 Percent in 1981/ reoorted believing there was

'great risk in sritoki091 one or more Packs of cigarettes oer day and significantly

fewer reported beldevino.that there friends would disapprove of peokide ape Or

. more packs of cioarettes a day (76.3 Percent in 1982 versus 73.9 odrcent in
16

1981). Further, this failure to demonstrate _a continued decline in'the.rate of
4

.
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- tlearettO use by voutn stands'In Contrast to the continuing dqcline in the

rates of use for all other drugs. a,

This reversal to the decline in cigarette $90kle0 by reth is of concern to us

' both for the Predictable health Consequences this generation will face in the

future and for the imolication increased cigarette use treads have for trot% of

,i:legal 4 xt use, 4lotorically, cigarette use has indicated the direCtion of

illicit Cog use trends by ,youth and loAgitudinal studies have identified
f

tobacco Nas an integral and Crucial step in the sequences of developing dreg

use patt.rns.

1
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STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD

BY

\ VINCENT T. DEVITA, Lo.

DIRECTOR, NATIONAL CANCER INSTITUTE

NATIONAL INgtITIITES Or HEALTH '

4,

Nr. Chairman, I am pleased to Present today wy prepared statementn the

relationship between cigarette seeking and cancer. It may interest you to

know that 150 years ago lung cancer was a medical curiosity. Mortality

linked to this form of cancer was virtually nonexistent. Today we estimate

that over 700,000 people die each year from lung cancer, the most obvious

smoking.rileted cancer. For men in this country lung cancer is the prin-

cipal form of cancer mortality, and we have every indication4that in the

near future lung cancer will replace breast cancer as the)nrime cause of

cancer Meths in women.' Our studies indicalinAlhat more than 85 percent of

lung cancer is causally related to cigarette smoking, making it one of the

A melt preventable forms Of cancer we can identify.

The link between cigarette smoking and most lung cancer is well documented.t.
7

Smokqrs who consume oc more packs.of cigarettes de* haii lung cancer
. ,

morgekity rate's 15 t:

.

25 times greater than nonsmokers. Inversely, forger
. .

smokers who have quit 15 or more years have lung cancer mortality rates
.

somewhat above those for nonsmoker's. A betterenderstandindrof the specific

links between cigarette smoking and Tung cancer and of successful methods

of prevention and of interveAton in the' aver process is essential gill
r. k

the mortality rates and the feet that th overall ftve -'ear survival rate

for all lung cancer patients is quite
.

ow - -g percen t. In thosetindividuals

where the cancer has spread and malignant lesion$ have been found in distant

parts of the body, the survival rate drop; to 1 percent.
4 .11

. . ' '
Lung cancer, however, is not the only outcome !rep siding cigarettes or

,using tobacco pfteucts.irtigarette'seeking also is tuJor cause of concers
. .

Of the larynx, oral cavity, an esophagus; and smoking is a tontributer/i
% , .

.

feCtor for the development of cancers of the bladder pancreas, and kidney.
. . .

11.1
ti

a
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The use of theb term contributory in no way excludes the'possibility of a

causal rble or smoktngand;cancer of:ihese sites. r

,

In order ..to OOt in perspective the sbrious consequence's related to cancer

from smoking, the tolrowing statistics are worthy of consideration. They
r

lore collected through the National Cancer Institute's Surveillance, (pi-
s

.

:40.1100tology. and And Results Program (SEER). . . .
-.:...:1: ..

.
1 .,

,1;..1°.. .o jobeeks cepkributdon e0,411Tandr deaths is estimated to be 30 '

percent. accounting for the deaths of approximately 130.000 Americans.
$11 t annually:

t

4 I

Cf.lt.ts estimated that 13,000

sNII4r.or141 cancers. Fifty to

90Aer deaths are estimated.

individuals will die In 1983 from laryngeal

70 percent of these oral and laryngeal

te'be causally related to smoking:

.

o I/198 estimates Ire (fiat 8,500 deaths will be caused by esophageal
.

.

..

cancer. Only four percent of patients diagnosed with this form of
v , ,

cance, r 'survive .5"yeas or more. Moit Patients die within 6 months.

Cigarept sookthg is, estimated to be a factor in over half of these

'.deaihk!
.4 .

o In
o
1983 morelpan 56,000 people mdlrdevelop bladder end kidoeY cancer.

04e.,19.006 individuals will' die in 1983 from these forms of tinter.

%riles Investigators ha estimated that between 30 and 40 percent of

bladder cancers arm smoking related:

1. *
o Finally, more than 25.000 cancers of the pancreas will develoP in

1983. Nearly 23.000'individuals will die from eancer.of the'Pancreas

this year. Only 3 percent of those afflicted can anticipate surviving

5 years. 4.

4

A
.
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Given the nature of these statistics, the National Cancer Institute (NW

relies. oe a variety of scientific avendes for studying the relationship

between cigarette smoking, and tobacco in general, and cancer. Through

basic/ laboratory science, epidemiological studies, and lumen intervention

trials,.the MCI,ha mounted an extensive multiZmethod effort that is pro.

ducing important iftormotion about smoking - induced tancer.

.

NCI intramural scientists have developed**, methodology to culture
.r

epithelial tissues and cells from the uajottissue sites of human cancer

caused by tobacCo smoke. Bronchial epithelial tissues and cells can now

be..successfully grown in chemically defined environments for months or

even years. This methodology is essential for studies of the in vitro

ittionant transformation of humanlong cells. using cultured human target

epithr121..4etissues and Ohlls {bronchus, esophagus, and bladder), our loves-
&

tigations-have shown that I) reprefentative carcinogens from the major

.
chemical classes found in tobacco smoke are enzymatically actifated to

electrophillic metabolities that form adducts and 'wage DMA; 2) both the

metabolic pathways of activations and carcinogen -DNA adducts In humansAri
a.

qualitatively similar to those found in experimental animals; and 3) quan-

titative differences in the metabolism of carcinogens are found among

different individuals: These investigations are another source of confir

0

cation for the ever.increhapg. scientific interest in and significance of

genetic transformatianand damage 'i..40NA in the development of cancer.

They also provide the foundation for biochemical -eptiterOlogical studies

that are testing the important hypothesis that certain individuals who

have a high activation to deactivation ratio in the metabolism of chemical

carcinogens are at an increased risk for developing cancer.
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One of the major results of epidemiological research is the identification
t

of high-risk populations for the development of cancer.. Smoking behavior'

1$
is an important factor leading to a categorization of 'high risk.' In

recent years epidemiological research has shown that

.
,.

o nonwhites are more likely to smoke than whites by a,Considerable margin;

o prevaleitceomoking rates tor blacks tre higher then'for all other. ,.

1 racial groups, for which data are available; N

o smoking prevalence rates are especially high for blue-collar workers
and the unemployed;

...e'

o

l

the prevalence of sale smoking decreases. S income level increases;

o in specific occupational settings, the synergistic effect of smoking

and exposure to known carcinogens (e.g., asbestos) results in a multi-
plied risk of enormous proportions for lung cancer --as high as 92 '

times greater then that for the nonsmoker not exposed to asbestos.

MCI epidemiologists, after developing a cancer atlas of the U.S., have

taken the next step and have pursued case-control investigations in various

sections of the country. One large series of studies on lung cancer in

coastal areas of Georgia and Florida and on lung cancer and mesotheljcmo in

Tidewater, Virginia, found significantly increased risks associated with

employment in the shipbuilding industry (and presumed asbestos exposure).

Particularly during World War II. Recently completed studies in Jacksonville,

$V,22:98, and Bath, Maine, support the findings from the Virginia and Georgia

studies which iniicate that work in shipyards during World War II has

resulted in an increased risk of lung cancer during the 1970's, with the

excess being greatest among shipyard workert'who were hear), smokers. When

data from all four studies are combined, the relative risk for, shipyard

employment is 1.4, sugilestil that as many as 100,000 extra lung cancer

deaths may eventually result from the interaction of smoking and occupa-

tional exposure among the cohort of 4.5 million 4tericans involved in

X1414 0-81---11
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wartime shipbuilding activi es.

.

. case-control astudi of lung canceein touftiana, Texas, Mew, Jersey.

and Pennsyl.ytagia are exami ing how smoking mat relate to oi?er occupatimal

end non-occupational risk Actors, including law dietary intake of beta.

Carotene and vitamin A. .Data from Pennsylvania indicate_that an increased

riseamong long-teno steil looters is greatest for heavy smoke;* Suggesting

":)? a synergistit effeykth-ee'n polycyclit'aromatic hydrocarbons or other wort. .

108

place exposures and cigarette smoking.

' To held explain the Clustering of high mortality rates for kidney doter in

(he north central states, a case-Control study involving interviews with

nearly 600 kidney Cancer patients end twice as many controls was coiliected.

Cigarette smoiing was shawl to be the major,risk factor for tenter of the'

kenal pelvis. Smokers were at 6times the risk of this tumor as nonsmokers

wit increase exceeding 10fold for heavy - smoking men iWrwolen.

Additional studies are unde to examine smokinl relation to cancers

of the pancreas, uterine ceryx, and other si rrbis atith there is some

suspicion that smokers may at increased ri

I

k.

-

.
I

.

INGI studieS of cancer of the esophagus (in Washington, 0.C.), oral.cavity

and eery= (in North Carolina), and larynx (in Virginia) have further

documented that both.altohol and smoking are maior determinants df theser
46,,cancers, Smoking was a Contributing cause %o the markedly elevated rates-.

fOr esophageal cancer among black menin Washington, D.C., although heavy

alcohol cOnSurtfiln was a more raInt risk factor in this population. The

combined or multiplicative effects of sooting and drinking were responsible
_ .

for most oral tows among nonuSers of snuff in the North Carolina study,
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as they were for cancers of ;the larynx in the.Virginia. study.

.
M area of, increased inphst in cigarette-related cancer researc*iS that

bf !passive% or "side .siream4.smoking. The Institute is supporting thr*e
.

ongoing' interView studies (lb Texas, Louisiana, and in Japan Lliiros ima /And

A

Nagasaki)) that address the issue of whether inhalation of side -stre ra.

smoke by nonsmokerS may increase the risk of lung cancer. The study

I

An

Japan will obtain information on childhood and adult,exposures.to smoke in

the homes of Women with lung cancer, and will offer hoop that canhe

compared with the investigation by the Japanese vatiOnalCancer Center

ylich originally 'suggestedthatponsmoling wives of smokers say exhrience

over twice as much lung.cancer as expected. Studies of passive, smoking arcs

important in providing times to the etiology'of lung cancer maon.i'non.

tobacco users and.will be of siglificant public health impact should the

initial reports of increased lung cancer among nonsmoking wives of smokers

be confirmed. .

Mr. Chairman, through the MCI Sieoking,janter. and Health Program iSCMPI,

the Institute is developing an aggressive, forward plan of action that

will result in maJor new research and program initiatives over the next

several years. Recent discoveries in basic biology and recent trends

reflecting a decrease of smoking by men-and women indicate the importance

of contflufng to develop and improve prevention and intervention strategies

thatttan be used with individuals exposed to carcinogens.

Working groups of recognized experts have been formed to review current

Activities. and to make specific program recommendations )n five areas;

(1) preventibn programs targeted at school -age youth, (2) the use of. sass

media to influence and reinfbrce appropriate prevention and cessatlyn

A

116.
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behaviors' (3) opportunities for stimulating 'self-help'. strategies of

cessations (411'the role of health professionals (particularly physicians)

as exemplars and interveners in prevention and ciiiation programs, and

(5) smoking behavior in minority populations.

Scientific documentation is strong. indicating that one is less likely to

develop certain cancers. if one does not smoke. The NCI supports a number

of projects aimed at providing information to ybung people who face the

decision of smoking initiation. Most people mak;,theldeCision to smoke

cigarettes when they are young and not well informed about the consequences
$

of such a decision. 'Cancer' may not appear to be a real danger to a-
.

young person. However, given the apparent addictive characteristics of

nicotine and the behavioral dependence that is well documented, young

people who choose to smoke also-are making a choice that increases their

risk of developing cancer. Adults,are more likely to make decisions

about cessation. Therefore, it is important to explore prevention and

intervention strategies that can be applied to young nonsmokers, smokert,

and individuals of all ages exposed to cigarette. smoke.

The National Cancer Institute continues its efforts to prove the public

with information about the dangers of cigarette smoking. The Institute

engages In a 0014 lamination program thrbugh fig Office of Cancer Coo-

Each.year informational messageand smoktng prevention/

cessation tools are distributed nationwide. Naterials.for community planners,

leaders. and,health activists are provided in The Smoking Digest.

pubnication, Initiated in 1977. provides information on attitudes about
..k .

smoking cessation techniques,. smoking information caxpaigns, smoking legis-

lation, and the tobacco industry. In addition, helping smokers quit
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kits have been d eveloped and are distributed to physician's and dentists

throughout the United States. Similar materials. are now under developmtnt

for pharmacists. Materials for special audiences ie.g.. minorities. per-

sonsgt high risk) ate available or untie development 44 well as instruc-

tional programs for'educators, school nistrators, and concerned parents.
..

In conclusion, I think that the scientific base linking cigarette Sliking

to certain cancers, frequently those most difficult to treat, is unam-

biguous Smoking is detrimental to health. However, it is clear that,

preve Lion can be effective. (Tie prevalence of smoking has declined from

42 percent of the population In 1965 to about 30 percent today. This

dramatic change in the public's behavior occurred following the continued

releases of the Surgeon Sinerat's reports starting in 1964 and the corm-

,. sponding information campaigns of public and privateagegcles. A combi-

nation of accurate information in combination with effective Intervention

r:

IMO

lhthods related to cigarette smoking can decrease the*lncidence of certain

forms of cancer.
lc

'This concludes ei statement ). Chairman.'"
.

S
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The pasiseveral years have been marked by Increased public attention

. to the question of passive smoking. This has resulted in a wide responsese by Ideal

and State toverninentefnd by privati employers and merchants in establishing

. no-ungicing arias where those who wish can be protected from the nuisance and

in some cases the health risks resulting from eepoisure to other people's smoking.
, - ..
Ideally, the regulatiOns and policies which have been adopted by these public

and private agencies have also taken Intoconsideration the rights of individuals
,. .

-.. who smoke. ..
4

There is ample evidence that no-smoking areas are welcomed by the public

provided they perceive the no-smoking regulations or policies as fair and sensible.

In a study commissioned several years ago by the cigarette companies, the question

was asked whether no-smoking should be enforced in a number of public and private

_areas, with the following results:

"

"Here is a list of some different kinds of pieces. For each one would you tell

me whether you think (separate/segregated) sections or facilities should lie provided

for smokers and non-smokers, or whether sinokers should be allowed to invoke

anywhere?"

1

4

1

,
6 1 _

0.
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TRAINS/AIRPLANES/BUSES

separate/segregated
anywhere
don't Imowino answer

EATING PLACES

.. separate/segregated
srlYytere
don't know/no answer

(
THEATRES

.

Source: The Roper OiganizatIori Incr,Study 4644,1976

separate/segregated
anywhere
done know/no answer

.

IOW

90
8
2

72
2e
2

total
smokers

84
14
2

58
40
2

83. 76
12 18
6 6 ..

ex- never
smokers -smoked

92
6
1

know/no answer ( 6 6 7 . S

INDOOR SPORTING EVENTS
1

separate/segregated 72 62 )5 76
anywhere VS 33 21 16
don't know /no answer -3 5 4 5

PUBLIC MEETINGS

se.parate/segretated 17 SS', 67/ 76
anywhere 28 39 28 %., 18
don't low/no answfr S . S -. S S

BARBER OR BEAUTY SHOPS

. separate/segregated 51 39 / 52 62
anYwhaire 43 36 42 *. 32
don't know/no answer 6 5 6, 6

TRAIN/PLANE/BUS STATIONS

separate/segregated 6i 48 63 71
anywhere 30 48 35 23
don't kno*/no answer 4 3 -. 2 5

..

76
'22

2

.
86
8
S

Source: The Roper OiganizatIori Incr,Study 4644,1976

...:*...:*
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82 '
16
2

...
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As will be seen, absolute majorities q the public questioned in this survey,

smokers and non-smokers alike, supported polices Which would limit cigarette. .
smoking in a majority of the locations cited: Numerous other surveys hate shotri

/
that PiePle.euPosed to cigarette smoke report eye irritation, headache, nasal ,

symptoms and cough. Ofivicously, rssive smoking is annoying and eisicerrdorting

to many people.

There are other, perhaps more compelling reasons, however, why paisive

smoking is an important issue. -
The Public- Health Service reviewed the health significance of passive smoking

in detail in its 1979 Report on the health consequences of smoking, and this and '
--

, more recent information establish the following conclusions:

1. Some pf the potentially dangerotis ingredierits In cigarette'smokq are

present in greater quantities In sidestrearnsiffekertars-in mainstream smoke.

Levels of cigarette smoke cdpstiteents, including carbon monoxide, can be beached

in cigarette-smoke-filled rooms which may adversely affect the very large numbers

of men and women, many of them elderly, who suffer'from chronisjung disease

or cardiovascular diseases.

2. Passive smoking can exacerbate the symptoms of asthma and chronic

bronchitis. It is unclear whether a tobacco smoke allergy exists as a dseale

entity, but tobadco smoke can trigger symptoms in people witi;i)xisting allergic

conditions.

3. In addition to the effects of involuntary smoking on people with existing

disease, recent studies suggest that passiiit smoking may contribute to disease

In healthy noritiloker's. A 1980 study reported that chronic exposure of nonsmokers

to cigarette smoke in the workplace significantly reduced small airways function.

While we do not know at this time whether such en effect resqlts in disease in

healthy !Teeple, we cannot assume that it is an innocent effect. In 1981, three

121 52
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sashes reported an increased risk for lung caner in nonsmoking wives of smoking

husbands, although the results of pne of the threestwils were not statistically
.

significant. In reviewing these studies, which are described in detail in the Public

Ifealth Service's 1982 Report on the relationship between smokinland cancer,

Or. Edward N. Brandt, sr., the Assistant Secretary for Health, stated that "whili

the nature of this association Is unresolved, it doe; that the concern the involuntary

smokinimay pose a carcinogenic silk to the nonsmoker... For the purprise of

preventive rriedicine,(pructence dictites that nonsmokers Avoid exposure to second-

hand tobacco smokes)) the extent possible." .

rt; An aspect of passive smoking which is not generally 5gnized is the
.

effect of such smoking on infants and children. A recent anafysis of data from

the National Health' Interview Survey has shown, for example, that children trader

11 who live with smoking parents had more days of restricted activity and bed
.

disability due to acute respira%ry disease than did children in fimilies with no

smokers. Other studi(s hive shown an increased,incidence of pneumonia and

bronchitis in the first year of life among children of partents who'smoked as well

as increased prevalence of childhood asthma in dsildren of smoking pdrents.

It would appear, as a former Surgeon Geheral stated several years ago,

that henceforth, who% we speak of 10e rights pf nonsmokers, v4e must extend

our concern inlo the nursery.

IN
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Senator HAwicals. We would also like to recognize the fact that a
the American Cancer Society and the American Heart bciation
have worked closely with the Lung Association in putting this
hearihg together. 2- 0,

The third panel will consist of three distinguished physiciami
who will .cover the issues pertaining to health-related effe?.sof
smoking ion women 'and children and a nationally known teleyision
personality- who is expert in children's education, '

Senator Rica .s edam Chairman, I wonder, while the panel is
coming, if I could list IA recognized fgr 'a brief comment.

Senator HAwangs:Sfirtny. Senator Riegle".
Senator RIEGLE. We.are meeting up ip the Banking Coniinittee,'

as you.,well know, Madam Chairman, on housing issues, where I
am the ranking member. Therefore, l'have been detained up there
and must go irk. Hosiever,I just want to make sine point for the
'record. .",

As you know, the Commerce Committee 1110 has jurisdiction on
the issue oradvertising as it relattsnot only to Cigarette advertis-
ing and warning labels in that regard, but other related kinds of
issues. -From strictly a jurisdictional point of view; many of us who
serve on the Commerce Committee, a% I do, 'would hope that when
this committee. finishes it"ork on any legislative product, that we
would agree to have it considered on a joint basis by the Commerce
Committee, so that we tie the two jurisdictions, together and 1* in a
position to have that kind of jointvonsideration.

I say that as one who personally has a concern about the health
effects associated with smoking. r say it as ahperson whojs a non,
smoker, In any .event, I think from a jurisdidtiofral point of view, it '
la_ very important to recognize that the c4mnierce Committee does
have some longstanding jurisdictional standing in 'this matter, and
we ought to take some account of that. I raise, it a a member of
both committees.

, I thank the chairperson. - , 4

Senator 15AvntiNs. I am informed that the Parliamentarian ruled
under the Preponderance ruling that it should be referred to this
committee singly.

Senator Ibisoz.e. I understand that, but I still want to make the
point that I think we would be well advised as a committee, when
we finish our work, to consider poking the Commerce Committee as
well to weigh what we have suggested,Aso that we not have a juris-
dictional conflict at a later point on the floor. I think it is better
that 'the committees .harmonize, if they can. That is the point I
would make. i -, -1

*.- I thank youlotsyieldi tb me. ,
. Sentitor,B. AwniNs. anlf you, Senator Riegle. -;

Our thirepanel ay consists of distinguished physicians. and a
nationally known levision personality who is an expert on' chit- .
dren's education. . ;.

Our first witness, Dr. Virginia. Ernster, is associata,'professor of
* epidemiology at the University of California, Satz Franculco

Our second withers is Dr. Lawrence Longo, head oT the division
of perinatal biology and professor. of physiology, otitrics and gy-
necology at,,Leine Linda University in California DI.. Longo Will be ,
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the spokesman for the American Academy of Pedlairics and the
American College of Obstetricians and Gynecoltists.

Our third speaker is Dr. Robert Sa nior staff phial-
cian-and associate professor of medi at the ivarsity of Colo-
rado Health Sciences Center in Den flt-Ii by Dr.
Michael Shaubraum, president of t Nati_ Hospital in
Denver Dr Sandhaus Will be a spok. n for tie tional Jewish
Hospital and Reseaxch Center/Natio «=thm# ,n4er inienver,
Colo. 43.):

Our last speaker, Mr. Robert Ke ,pifesstAlidly known to
millions as Captain Kangaroo, is a gh al television pro-
ducer and renowned advocate for cation.

We welcome you all here.
We will ask Dr. Ernster to

'STATEMENT OF DR. VIRGINIA ERNSTER, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
OF EPIDEMIOLOGY, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, SAN -FRAN-
CISCO

Dr ERNSTER. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman and members of
the cornmittee,lor the opportunity to speak on behalf of S.772, the

. Comprehensive Smoking Prevention and Education Act. I hope you
share my concern about the importance of this bill for the health
of American women and children.

I am a cancer epidemiologist on the faculty of the school of medi-
cine at the University of California" San Francisco. Through my
work I am familiar with the statistics that indicate, given current

. trends, that lung cancer will surpass breast cancer as the No. I
cause of cancer death among American women by the mid-1980:e.

41- This is an epidemic that could have been. prevented if it were not
for cigarette sthoking.

Cancers of the larynx, oral cavity, esophagus, bladder, kidney,
and pancreas are also increased "among smokers. About one-fifth of
new cases of cancer and ov4r a quarter of cancer deaths among
American women are presently attributed to cigaret& smoking.
Other nonmalignant but frAuently fatal cooditionrwe more 4
common in smokers, including emphysema dad heart ilisease.
Women meters share these disease, risks with men but they face
additional dhique risks related to oral contraceptive use and preg-
nancy.

Cigarette smoking acts in combination with oral contraceptive
use to markedly increase a roman's risk of cardiovascular disease.
Among women 35 years of age and older, oral contraceptive use is
medically contraindicated in smokers based onstheir excessive mor-
tality. .

Cigarette smoking during pregnancy his been associated with in-
creased risks of spontaneous abortion, premature labor, complica-
tions of prepancy, retarded fetal growth, and perinatal mortality.
According tra 1980 Roper poll, over half of women who smoke are
unaware that milting during pregnancy increases the risk ormis-
carripge,and stillbirth. It is estinthted that 30 percent of pregnant
women'are smokers. One-quarter to one-third quit smoking during

egnsincy, but the fact that the majority do not must reflect the
.

t
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combinid effects Of iiiiioranc.and the difficulty that confirmed
smokers face in attempting to quit" .

%There are additional risks to young children exposed involuntari-
ly to tobacco smoke, including respiratory illnesses, such as bron-
chitii, pneumonia, and. allergies, and possibly middle ear disease
We know, top.,, tKat children of Jprents who smoke are more likely
to become smokers themselves than are children of nonsmoking
parents..

Smoking prevalence data show that the average age of begidhing
to smoke has lowered coigsiderably over time. Now the average girl
who begins regular smelting is about 14 or 15-years of age This
raises a couple ;of important concerns, Chi 1 tes to the longer cu-

. mulative exposure to cigarette smoking t ill accrue over the
lifetime from earlier initiation. The other has do with the timing
of initiation in relation .to the key reproductive events. Most young
women who smoke start to do so tefore Making the decision to tde
oral contraceptives or to becorneTregnant,'and it is obvi9usly difti-
cult_for a woman to quit after she is "hooked." .

Sadly, the increase in medical kdowledge of the health hazards
of smoking for women has been paralleled by sharp increases in
cigarette advertising directed at women in.ihe United States Will.
ingly * not, American women encounter in their daily lives many
sources of positive messages regarding cigarettesattractive

' female models, purportedly smokers, on billboards newspaper and
magazine ads, on taxi, bus, and subway posters, on 'coupons for free

-k:packs. They may be offered cigarette, sample giveaway on city
streets or be Posed to more subtle forms promotion such as
fashion, spo and.,other social events stfo rectby cigarette coin-

. parries. Most e major American wOmeied Inagained have
me qtite epen ent on cigarette advertising during the pest

decade, With up to perent of VOA advertising revenues in those
publications co from ci arettes.'Unf unately the 1mmaaggi`s of
'glamorous, healthy, and at etic women,the ads are comp etejar

I at odds with what ma* happens to many women who smoke
The tobacco inthistry publicly acknowledges that it is directing

much of its contemporary cigarette advertising., to the female
market. In a front page article entitled, "women Fop Cig Target,"
Adve$ising Age of SepteMber 28, 1981, .quote the president and

`-thief executive officer of R. J. Reynolds, who .described women's
market as "probably the largest opportunity for Reynolds The ar
tide cites industry sources who view thrWorking woman, under
strews, as the Ideal candidate for theip4roduct. Ifi Januar!, of this

. year, a long piecd, in the same publication was titled, "Wrketers
. Clamour to Offer Lady a Cigarette."'

. In light of the overwhelming evidence regarding the health has-
, -ards of cigarette smoking, it is of paramount importance that

people who choose to smoke are fully informed of the risks they un-
dertakennd that they are continually reminded of those risks The
present imbalance between procigarette advertising and antismok-
ing educational campaigns IS revealing: mot* than $1 billion was
dpent by the 6 leading U.S. tobacco companies 'to 'promote ciga
rettes in -4980, compared to less than $10 million in antismoking
educational activities through Dthe combined efforts of the Ameri-
can Cancer society, the American Lung ?osociition, and the" 1 2 54
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'American H rt Asiociation, and only .$750,000 by the Federal
Office on Sm king and Health for the same purpose. The money
expenderl rly for cigarette advertising alonenow estimated to
be about I 4 billionexceeds the entire budget of the National
Cancer Institute, and the costs that were associated with promoting
a single new brand of cigarettes this year directed exclusively to
women was far in excess of the annual research budget_ of theIti American Cancer Society. It is indeed ironic that the product that
is the.Ne< 1 cause of mortality in this country is also No. 1 in ad-
vettising. 1

The'present warning on cigarette packages that reads, "Warn-
ing- the Surgeon General has determined that smoking is danger-
ous to you health" is abstract and does not mention any specific
diseases cR.rad by smoking; it is therefore untikely to be taken as
a concretewarning that individuals. an apply to themselves. More-
over:the "sameness" of the warning has made it all but invisible,
Therefore it is not surprising that recent national surveys show
that "81 percent of cigarette smokers are unaware that smoking
greatly increases ones risk of cancer. S. 772 proposes to inform
thoseivctually at risk by authorizing that the package warning
labels,crefet to specific diseases and that they be varied (so that
smokers of ti particular brand will read about different health haz-
ards on different packages.

Btecause the warning labels would identify specific diseases 51.101rh
as .lung cancer, emphysema, and heart disease, people might be

.4,moreiikely to personalize the risk. <

'The bill is of particular importance to the health of American
women because one of the proposed labels deals with the special

. dengers cigarette srrittking poses to women of reproductive age, that...
is,

11 -Warning- ' e S eon General has determined that cigarette
smoking by pre nt women may result in miscarriage, premature
births; and low irthweight.babies.'

In the face of the bold end colorful positive imagery ubiquitously
nveyed il, cigarette advertising, the bill is a step to provide infor.

oration to make the decision to smoke truly informed.
* Araother positive provision of the bill relates to the requirement

for manufacturers to disclose the additives contained in cigarettes.
; Several hundred additives are used to enhance flavor, moisten, or

slow the burn of cigarettes. Exactly which of thee.* is contained in
any giAlen brand is p Mb, not reported, but cigarette additives

4 lene glyobl, and techol, among others. Based on laboratory tests,
.." are thought to inc de cocoa, licorice, coumarin, glycerol, triethy-

., these is reason to believe tit the named substances may play a
role in carcinogenesis. ,Tar &Id nicotine leyels in cigarettes have
been relluced in response to health concerns, but the unknown
compensating additives may have their own adverse health effects
that will be impossible to inyes4igate in the laboratory if those
cheji pal components remain secret.

ly:tif ever, have the data on any medical issue been so un
equi , but revenue comparable to that invested by the cigarette
industry., is not available to health agencies tat present a balanced
view to the public My 8-year-old daughter refuses to use cigarette
ads for any school prpjects that require magazine cutouts. She ex-

.,,, , ..., t 1.26 .
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plams, "'Amy ,want to make you think that cigarettes will make
you beautiful, but really they just want to make money. Those ads
are dumb because cigarettes make you die." I wish that all chil-
drenand adultswere si ilarl aware.

The Comprehensive Smorevention and Education Act is a
-step in that direction. It is an idea whose time has long since come
and one whose importance should be obvious to political leaders
who are truly concerned with the health of the American public,

* Thank you. -

omen and nieh alike.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you, Dr. Ernster.
pr. Longo.

STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE D. LONGO, M.D., HEAD OF THE DIVI-
SION OF. PERINATAL BIOLOGY, LOMA LINDA UNIVgRSITY
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE, LOMA LINVIA, CALIF., REPRESENTING
THE AMERICAN ACADEMY OF PEDIATRICS AND THE AMERI-

, CAN COLLEGE OF OBSTETRICIANS AND GYNECOLOGISTS

Dr. LONGO. Madam Chairman, Senator East, I appreciate this op-
. portunity to offer comments on behalf of the American College of

Obstetricians and Gynecologists and the American Academy of Pe-
diatrics on the harmful effects of cigarette smoking on the Prow-
nant woman, her unborn fetus, and the newborn infant and child
Our organizations encourage the concept of rotational warning

.0 labels on cigarette packages which will improve public awareness
ot the- health consequences of smoking during pregnancy In my
testimony i would like to review the short-term and long-term ef-
fects of smoking and will conclude with an estimate of the numbers

- of pregnant women and inants at risk who Could benefit from this
legislation.

I have published numeroks papers on maternal smoking by preg-
nant women and coauthored the chapters on pregnancy and infant
health in the 79, 1980, 1981, Surgeon Generaleskports on amok-

- ing and health. ce the first report 25 years ago that the new-
horn infants of women who smoked during gestation were of sit
mficantly lower birthweight than the infants of comparable non-
smokers, the adverse effects of maternal smoking on pregnancy
have been extensively documented and acknowledged by all health
care professionals. The original Surgeon General's report on smok-
ing and health in -1964 contained only one brief paragraph and a
few references on smoking and pregnancy. `,

In contrast, the 1979 report consisted of almost 100 pages and
several hundred references documenting the considerable body of
epidemiologisal, clinical, and laboratory evidence concerning the
role of cigarette smoking in complications for the pregnant woman

. and her child.
The complications of pregnancy ascribed to cigarette smoking

may be. divided into those which affect the mother, the embryo and
A% fetusthe placenta, and the newborn infant and child. The mother,

fetus, and placenta constitute an integrated organic unit rather
than separate systems or organs. Thus, although separation of
these effects is convenient, it is somewhat arbitrary Although we
do not understand all of the mechanisms underlying the effects of

O.,
.
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smoking on pregnancy outcome, the epidemiologic evidence is
clear.

Women who smoke cigarettes show a greater incidence of placen-
ta previa, that is, blockisig of the opening of the uterus by the pla-
centa; abruptio placentae or premature separation of the normally
implanted placenta from the uterus, vaginal bleeding during preg-
nancy; and premature rupture of the membranes. These complica-
tions increase the risk of fetal and neonatal death apd their occur-
rence appears to increase with the number of cigarettes smoked.

%, For ,instance, the incidence qf placenta previa and abruptio pla-
centa is about 25 percent greater for those mothers who smoke less\ than 1 pack of cigarettes per day while it is about 90 percent great-\ per for those Who smoke 1 or more packs of cigarettes per day.

We know that tobacco smoke contains several thousand com-
pounds For the pregnant woman and fetus, the most important of
these appear to be nicotine, carbon monoxide, and the polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons, It is known that nicotine rapidly crosses

_ the placenta and acts as both a stimulant and depressant on the
fetal nervous system. Nicotine is also found in the breast milk of
those mothers who smoke.

Carbon monoxide, another coniponent of tobacco smoke, de-
creases the capacity of blood to transport oxygen by competing
with it for hemoglobin. Carbon monoxide binds with the hemoglo-

ifbin in place of oxygen, therefore, depriving the developing fetal us-
sues of oxygen, which they critically need.

Th ement of disclosure of cigarette additives to the Secre-
tary of.the artment of Health and Human Services would aid
researchers to further determine the effects of these substances on
the developing fetus.

- As you have heard from previous witnesses, the risk of spontane-
ous abortion is 30 to 70 percent hig;fig-iamong women who smoke
than nonsmokers and again incre with the number of ciga-
rettes smoked. ... .

The rate of prerpature deliveries also increases significantly with
the level of maternal smoking. About 13 percent of all preterm
births can be attributed to this factor. Perhaps most importantly,
for women who smoke more than 1 pack of cigarettes a day, perin-
atal mortality increases about 37 percent. Smoking less than 1
pack of cigarettes a day is still associated with a 24 percent in-
crease in fetal mortality. Cigarette gmoking has been shown to be
the single most important identifiafile contributor to perinatal mor-
tality in our society.

Virtually all of the studies published, from many- countries and
ethnic groups, have been consistent in showing that maternal
smoking has an adverse effect on the birthweight. These newborn
infants weigh on the Average 200 grams, or about a half a pound,
less than the babies born to comparable women who do not smoke,
and this birthweight is. inversely related to the number of cigar
rettes smoked. ,

Several abnormalities of infancy and childhood occur more fre-
quently among the offspring of mothers Who smoke. These children
experience a higher rate of morbidity and mortality up to 5,years
Of age Smokers children have more hospitalizations, more visits to
the doctor, and more uise of specialized medical services. More in-

)
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.fanti of sinoking.parents are hospitalized for pneumonia and bron-
chitis. Sudden infant death syndrome cii"&ri. about 21/2 times more
frequently among the children of women who smoke.

. Furthiarmore, long-term sequelae or consequences of maternal
smoking during pregnancy are now becoming apparent Several
studies suggest that older children of mothers who smoke have
slight but measurahile, deficits in physical growth, intellectual abili-
ty, emotional develokhent, and behavior, _

For instance, the British perinatal study showed that the physi-
cal growth of smokers' children remained less than that of non-
smokers offspring, at least until age 11. Associations have also
been reported between maternal smoking and deficits in neurologi-
cal and intellectual development of the, child. These include mini-
mal cerebral dysfunction and abnormal or borderline electroen-
ce$halograms, hyperkinesie, and abnormal infant behavior pat-
terns. The potential seriousness of these effects requires increased
research and public health attention and the attention of this com-
mittee.

The questiop arises whether smoking low tar and nicotine ciga-
rettes improves these adverse outcomes. To date, the evidence indi-
cates no difference in the health of the mothers or infants of
women who sm&w these cigarettes.

Amami 1 despite all that we know about the negative effects of

about t o-thirds of teenagers continue to smoke during pregnancy
smoking y pregnant women, presently 'one -third of all women and

Thus, for th,United States with about 3.5 million live births each
year, about 1.2 million pregnant women are at risk as smokers Of
the 68,600 perinatal deaths per yew' in this country, it is estimated
that a fifth, or 13,720 infant deaths, could be prevented by mothers
not smoking. .

Additionally, perinatal morbidity is dramatically increased by
maternal smoking. 'Various forms of brain damage such as hyper -
kinesis, cerebral palsy, and other nervous and behavioral-disorders
which are the resultlif maternal smoking could be avoided if we
are successful in educating mothers to the hazards of smoking
during pregnancy.

in conclusion, cigarette smoking has been shown to haie numer-
ous adverse effects on the mother, fetus, newborn infant, and the
child in later years. Smoking is now recognized to be the single
most important known cause of perinatal mortality Pregnant
women. Its well as mothers of small children are well advised to
cease sin "ng, not only for their own health and well-being, but
for t heir children. -

We sup S. 772 and urge the Congress to enact thisrlegislation
which? will increase public health awareness of the hazards of
smokihg. The provisions of t e legislation-(rotational warning
labels for cigarette packages, Mortal research efforts, and a re-
quirement for the disclosure of a ditives to the Secretary of the Di-
pertinent of HHSare an important step in this process We, as
health professionals, are ready and willing to work vdth you

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Longo follows:]

4
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Mr. Chairman, members of the Cocnittee, my name is Lawrence D. Longo,

M.D. I am Head of the Division of Perinatal Biology and Pold Pro -

fessshiPs in physiology and obstetrics and gynecology at Loma.Linda

University School of Medicine. I, have published numerous Papers on

maternal 'smoking. and co-authored the chapters on pregnancy and infant

health in the 1919, 1980, and 1981 Surgeon General's report on "The Health

Consequences of Smoking".

I appreciate this opportunity to offer comments on. behalf of the

American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and the American

Academy of Pediatrics on the harmful effects of cigarette smoking on the

pregnant woman, her unborn4tetus, and the newborn infant and child. Our

organizations encourage the concept of rotational warning labels on

cigarette packages whith will Improve public swareness of the health

consequences of smoking during pregnancy. In my testioony. will review

the short-term and long-term effects of smoking and will conoludd with an

estimate'of the numbers of pregnant women and infants at risk who could

benefit from this legislation.

Since the first report 25 'jars ago that the newborn infants of women

who smoked during gestation were of significantly lower birth weight than

the infants of comparable nonsmokers, the adverse effects of maternal

seeking on pregnancy have been extensively dalrmented and acknowledged by

health care professionals. The.original Surgeon General's report on

smoking end health in 1980 contained only one brief paragraph and a few

references on smoking and pregnancy.) contrast; the 1979 report

Consisted of almost 100 pages and sevecal hundred referepces documenting

the considerable body of 41Pi0emiological. clinical, and laboratory ev-

idence concerning the role of cigarette smoking in complications for the
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_pregnant woman and her child.2

The complications of pregnancy ascribed to cigarette smoking may be

divided into those which affectei) the mother, (2) the embryo and fetus,

(3) the placenta, and (4) the newborn info and child. The mother, fetus,

and placenta constitute an integrated organ c unit rather than Separate

SMELLS or orgins. Thus, although sep4ration of effects into these

categories is convenient, it is also somewhat arbitrary. Although we do

not understand all of the mechanisms underlying the effects of smoking on

pregnancy outcome, the ePidemiAogic evistence is clear.,

Women who smoke cigarettes snow a greater incidence of plibenta

previa (placental blocking of the opening of the uterus), abruptio

Placentae (premature separation of the placenta ir70471 the uterus), vegin

blbeding during Pregnancy, and Premature rupture of the menbranes3 Th he

complications increase the risk of fetal and neonatal death and their

occurrence appears to increase Oith the number of cigarettes smoked. For

instance, the incidence of placenta Previa and abruptio placenta is about

425 percent greater for methers who smoke less than one pack per day than
Ow.

that of nonsmoking women, and it is abwout 94 percent greater for those who
f.

smoke one c4-kmore packs of cimettes Per'day.4

Tobacco smoke containermore than 2.000 compounds includim.nicotine,

carbon monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, ammonia, polycyclic aromatic hydro-

carbons, hydrogen cyanide, and vinyl chloride.5 For the pregnant woman and

fetus tne most important of theslaPPear to be nicotine, carbon monoxide,

and the Polyqyclic aromatic hYdrocarbons.6 Although the effect0 of

lloptine on the fetus are not well established, it is known that nicotine

rapidY crosses the placenta and In knimal studies has been found to act as

a stimulant on the fatal nervous system. 7 Nicotine is also round rp the

,
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.'
breast milk if mothers who smoke.° Carbon monoxide, another component of

.tobacco smoke, decreases the capacity of blood to transport oxygen by

competing with it for hemoglot4n.3 Carbon monoxide binds with the

hemoglobin in place of oxygen therefore depriving the developing fetal

'tissues of oxygen.* The polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, components of

tobacco smoke produced by incomplete combustion, are potent carcinogens."

Although they pass through the placenta, their effect on the fetus is

unknown.12 Requiring disclosure of cigarette additives to the Secretary

of DHRS would aid reseatcheri to further determine the effects of these

substances on the fetus.

The risk of spontaneous Oloptlap is 30 to 70 percent higher among

pregnant smokers than among nonsmokers and again increases with the number

of cigarettes smoked.13

.The rate of premature deliveries also increases significantly with

the level of maternal smoking. About 1 percent o( all preterm births can

be attributed to this factor." Perhaps most importantly, rap women who

smoke more than one pack a day, perinatal mortality increases about 37

percent.* Smoking less than one pack of cigarettes a day is.still.

associated with a 24.percent increase in mortality.* ,Cigarette smoking

has been shown to be the single most imrtant ideltifiable contributor to

perinatal mortality in our sooiety.17
4

Virtually all of the more than 60 studies published, involving about

a million births from many countries and ethnic groups, have been

consistent in that maternal smoking !Ads an adverse effect on birth

weight.18 These newborn Infants weigh on the average 200 grams less than

babies born to comparable women who do not smoke, and the birth weight is

inversely related to the number of cigarettes Smoked.* In an analysis of
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data from Ontario, Canada, the number of newborns weighing less than 2,500

grams was 52 percent greater among women smoking less than one pack pr more

per day, witem'compared with the pregnancies of non-smoking women.20 The

relationship between smoking and Iow birth weight is independent of p11

other factors influencing birth weight such as race, parity, ternal

size, socioeconomic status,iind sex of the child.21

Several abnormalities of infancy and childhood occur more frequently

among the offspring of mothers who smoke. These children experience a

higher rate of morbidity and mortality up to 5 years of age. 22 see'kers,

children have more hospitalizations, more visits to the doctor, and more

use of specialized services.23 More infants of smoking pa ents are

hospitalized for pneumonia and bronchitis.24 .Sudden Infant Deat7 Syndrome

(SIDS) occurs two and onegpaIf times more frequently among the c ildren of

women who smoke.25

/1
Furthermore, long -term-sequelae or consequences of maternal smoking

during pregnancy are becoMing apparent. Several studies suggest that

older children of mothers who smoke have slight but measurable deficits in

physical 'growth, intellectual ability, emotional development, and be.

havior.28. For instance, the British Perinatal Study showed that the

physical growth of smokers' children remained leas than that of non-
.

smokers, offspring, at least until age eleven.27 Associations haye been

reported between maternal smoking and deficits in neurological and

intellectual development of the child. These include minimal cerebral

r-Ir
dysfunction and alrormal or borderline electr ocephalogrems, hyper-

kinesia, and abnormal infant behavior patterns.28 The potential seri-

ousness of these effects requires increased research and public health

attention.

. z
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The queStion arise. whether smoking "low tar and nicotine" cigarettes

improves these adverse outcoees. The evidence to date indicates no

difference to the health of mother and infants.29

Amazingly, despite all that we knew about the negative effects of

smoking by pregnant women, Presently one-third of all women and two.thirds

of teenagers continua to smoke during pregnancY.30 Thus, for the United

States with about 3.5 million live births each year (1919 figure) about 1.2

million pregnant women are not at risk as smokers. Of the 68,600 perinatal

_*.Urs

deaths per year 11 this country (19.6 perinatal deaths/1000 live births.

7
1979 figure), it is estimated that a fifth, or 13,720 infant deaths, could

be Prevented by mothers not smoking. Additionally, perinatal morbidity is

dramatically increased by maternal smoking. Various forms of brain damige

such as hyperkinesis, cerebral palsy, and behavioral disorders which are

the result of maternal smoking, could be avoided if we are successful in

educating mothers to the hazards of smoking during pregnancy.

In conclusion, cigarette smoking has been shown to have numerous

adverse effects on the mother, fetus, newborn infant /and the child in

later years. Smoking is now recognized to be the single most important

known cause of perinatal mortality. Pregnant'uomen as well as mothers of
. .

small children are well advised to cease asoki

health and wellbeing, but for that of their otfdren.

of only for their own

We support S. 772, and urge the agress ti enact this legislation

which will increase Public health awareness of the hazards of smoking. The

Provisions of the legislation, rotational warning labels for'cigarette

Packages, additional research efforts, and a reduihment, for the dis- 4

closure of additives to the Secretary of NHS, are an important Step in

this process. We, as health professionals, are ready ante willing to work

with you.
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Senator HAWKINS. Thank ybu.
Dr. Sandhaus.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT A. SkNDHAUS, M.D., PH. D., SENIOR
STAFF PHYSICIAN, NATIONAL JEWISH HOSPITAL AND RE
SEARCH CENTER/NATIONAL ASTHMA CENTER, DENVER, COLO.

Dr. SANDHIUS. Madam Chairperson, my name is Robert A. Sand-
haus, M.D., Ph. D. I am a senior staff physician at the Rational
Jewish Hospital and Research Center/National Asthma Center in
Denver. It is on behalf of this institution that I present this testi-
mony today. I am also an assistant professor, of medicine at the
University of Colorado School of Medicine. I would like to thank
the committee for my promotion to associate professor, but I do not
think they will,buy it back home.

I am an investigator with particular interep in the causes and
biochemistry of pulmonary. emphysema.

I appreciate your having afforded me the opportunity to present
my medical and scientific views which I believe are pertinent tb S

'x.772, a till which I and the National Jewish Hospital/National
Asthma ter strongly support.

NJH/ AC is an internationally recognized medical center for
the st dy and treatment of respiratory diseases and immtmologie
disorders. The hospital is unique in its exhaustive, multidisciplm-
ary approaches to these problems. Clinical and research emphasis
is placed on emphysema, chronic bronchitis, asthnk old other lung
diseases, exclusive of lung cancer, and various immunologicil disor-
ders.

We are keenly interested in the devastating effects of cigarette
smoking on the lungs. This panel is concerned 'with the issue of in-
creased smoking among women and children, a'situation that con-
cerns and distresses me greatly, as does smoking by men 1118 im-
portant fact here is that smoking causes chronic bronchitis and em-
physema, diseases for which there are, as yet, no cures. This bill, in
part, seeks to educate women, children, and men that smoking and
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Impliysema are directly. linked. I applaud a, and all efforts which
will prevent children and adnits from taking up the habit or will
encourage those who smoke to quit.

s 'What .1 would like to do is present to this committee the current
state of the art, if you will, regarding biomedical evidence linking
cigarette smoke inhalation to the evolution of pulmonary emphyse-
ma. You have eard the epidemiologic arguments linking cigarette

' ,smoking to em hysema. These were the first and strongest argil-
!' mentsstrong nough to cause the cigarette labeling lawsithat are

Ctirrently in existence. Now the causeeapd-effect rehtionship can
be based on more than epidemiologic data. A brief history will
help.

In the mid-1960's, scientists demonstrated that it was possible to
create an animal modpl of emphysema by ex sing lungs of labora-
tory aiiimals to an enzyme called elastase. Elastases are a class of
enzymes that have the ability to degrade of destroy the protein
called elastin. Now elastin, as the name implies, is the protein that
imparts the elastic properties to the lung, that is, its ability to
expand and contract during breathing. These early studies showed
that animal emphysema can be caused by elastase.

At the same time ttis work wns progressing, it was found that
there was a. rare inherited form of emphysema not related to ciga
rette smoking necessarily, and that this hereditary emphysema
was due to a lack of an enzyme inhibitor in the blood called alpha-
1 antitrypsin.

These two }smelts or investigation experimental emphysema in
animals and human inherited emphysemabegan'to meet with the
'discovery of a potent elastase enzyme in human white blood cells,
and the disdoveg that the action of this enzyme is blocked by
alphit-1 antitrypsin, the protein-which is deficient in the blood of
individuals with hereditary emphysema.

Now we have some very useful }information. On the one hand, we
have elastase enzymes in.white blood cells of humans which can

. destroy lung tissues. At the same time, there is another protein in
the blood called illpha-1. antitrypsin which blocks the destruction of
the .tissue by the elasbasst In other words, there a a stalemate be-

-.11,Eee,n the Oposing -forces in the lungs, and normally no damage
. tines place. . .

jir does Ibis to smelting? The crucial investigations fro
several laboratories have shown that cigarette smoke is capableTf
droying the ability of alpha-1 antitrypsin to block the action of
iffhite blood ,cell elastase. In other words, cigarette smoke blocks
the ple4teCtive protein from doing its jolf, and the white blood cell
elastase then is free to destroy lung tissues, and results in emphy

jrnit- The normal protective effect of alpha 1 aiititrypsin is blocked
Ty:oxidizing agents in cigarette smoke. .

Thus, wp belie that virtually all of the emphysema we see is
due to a deficiency of alpha' antitrypsin action. In rare instances,
this deficiency of action is due to a genetic defect which results in a
lack of the protein, alpha.' antitrypsin. In the vast majority of em-
physenia cases, however, it is a functional deficiencyalpha 1 anti

- trypsin has been inactivated by cigarette smoke oxidants.
In recent research we have shown that white blood cells are con

stand* migrating in and out of lung tissue and becauie of their
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content of ,e1a,stase, are capable of degrading lung elase in small
quantitms during this migration. However, when alp -1 antitryp-

, sin is inactivated by cigarette smoke, this normal igration then
causes significantly greater destruction of lung elastin.

In summary, die body's own white blood cells contain an enzyme
capable of cousin k the 'ung deterioration known as emphysema, an
irreversible, relentlessly fatal lung disease. The lung's defense
relies on an enzyme inhibitor cal alpha-1 antitrypsin to balance
the action of the destructive enzym . When This balance is upset by
oxidants in cigarette smoke, the w 'te blood cell enzyme can chew
away at the lung, unbridled, and ca disease.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Our last speaker, Mr. Robert Keeshan, affection-

ately known to millions as Captain Kangaroo, is a highly successful
television producer and is a reknown advocate orchildren's educe-

* tion..
We are very happy to have you here, Mr. Keeshan. ,

STATEMENT OF ROBERT KEESHAN, EXECUTIVE PRODUCER.OF
ROBERT KEESHAN ASSOCIATES (CAPTAIN KANGAROO]

0,have the opportunity that you present to me to express my view%hav

. KELSHAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Senator
awkins, Senator East. I am delighted to be with you today and

on what I feel is a very serious health problem threatening the
well-being of the Nation's greatest resource, its young people.

Most of you are are that I have spent 35 years on television
and radio and elsewhere educating young Americans, helping them
to develop intellectually, physically, and emotionally, so that they
niay become healthy, well - educated, stable citizens in American so

\ ciety.
1 The human learning process begins at birth and of our learning

in our early years is a result of observation: We speak with the
same accent as our parents, display their mannerisms because they
are, in our early years, our principal models. As we grow older, ob-
servation remains a principal source of education By preteen and
early teen years, many of the most influential models for young
people are their peers, and it is at this time that that terrible
demon, peer. pressure, whips young people into conformity.

It 1.4 Very difficult to be an independent, nonconforming teenager
It 1/3 a time when we are desperately attempting an escape from

.childhood. It is at this time that out teens are being given the mes-
sage that cigarette smoking is grown up, mature,lt is "being cool,"
"liberated, "macho," the 'in thing to do."`The magazine ads tell
us that "Camel is where a man belongs," if you "want to be suc-
cessful, you should.smoke Vantage," and "Kool is the only way to
play it.'4

It is it easy tegive up cigarette smoking once you start, but it
is not easy to start, either. It is not a natural thing for us humans
to do, In fact, it is quite unnatural for a living thing to breathe
cigarette smoke. Try blowing smoke in the face of your dog or cat
and note the reaction. But peer pressure in preteenQ and teens
overcomes the offensive and 'unnatural aspects of cigarette smok-
ing, and they are hooked
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I remember clearly as a 17-year-old U.S. marine being told by m
buddies that if I did notismoke cigarettes I was not a real marine. I,
wanted to be just like John Wayne, and I started smoking ciga-
rettea. It took me 25 5refars to grow up and break the habit, and I
don't think I am any less a man than I was at Camp Lejeune, N.C.

Cigarette companies sponsor special events which appeal to old
&and young alike, sporting events, musical and art events featuring
la some of the Nation's greatest heroes and. superstars. It is under-

standable why young people come to accept the sponsor's product
and fail to appreciate the dangers associated with use of that prod.
uct.

We niust -not be complacent. Cigarette smoking by children and
adolescents is on the rise. It is estimated that each day, including
this day, 5,000 children light up for the first time Some of these
children are only 7 or 8 years of age, members of our hurried gen-
eration confusing smoking with maturity, Modeling the behavior of
the Marlboro man, the Camel man, the Virginia Slims woman.

Dr. Mortimer Lipsett, who was here earlier today, director of the
National Institute of Child Health and Human Development, re-
cently tpld the House Subcommittee on Health and the Environ
ment that approximately 3 million-3 millionAmerican adoles-
cents are now regular smokers. Teen girls are smoking more than
teen boys. Fifteen percent of teenage girls smoke cigarettes. Ciga-
rette braild.s, aimed at women are many. "More," the beige, the
slender, the "More You" cikarette, "Satin," for women who deserve
the satin mopent, "Now, I assume for the liberated women, and
"Eve." "Eve" is not designed for Adam, it is the cigarette that
tastes as good as it 1 .

Smoking is not j t a habit, it is an addiction, and yak people
must be told this. It has now been established that it is, in fact, the
most widespread example of drug dependence in our Nation_

I commend di. sponsors of this legislation for including a warn-
ing label that reads. "Teenagers:Smoking is addictive, never start
ing means never having to try to quit."

We all know the pains suffered by the long-time adult smoker
who decides to quit the habit and of the pains suffered by the
smoker who contracts cancer, emphysema, or heart disease. Would
it not be better to apply an ounce of preve ion to arrest the clevel.
Opment of America s most preventable ca of death?

This bill is attractive because it calls for. he organization and the
marshaling of forces by the Federal Government and the private
sector to work together to educate all Americans as to the dangers
associated with cigarette smoking. We must reach young Ameri:
cans with the message_ Cigarette smoking, feeling good and living
long do not go togethdr.

On the "Captain Kangeroo" program we have recently initiated
a campaign against smoking, which we call, "Smoking YUCK!,"
and a press kit is attached for your information_ The campaign is
designed witfi the idea that our very young must begin developing
attitudes about smoking at a very early age.

Yes, let us help those Americans who are victims of the habit to
give it up, but let us turn our greater efforts to our children who
have the most to gain and the longest to live. If we can, indeed,
reach young men and women successfully through comprehensive
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efforts, then I think we can all ;ay with conviction, "You have
come a long way, Baby!"

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Keeshan. I appreciate that.
I notice that they have come up with a little badge here that can

be worn that has your Captain Kangaroo antismoking campaign
"Smoking YUCK!" that is. I got a note from the press corps that
they would all like to have one of these buttons. I do not know
what they want to use it for, but I think that is pretty good.

Did you bring some extra ones with you?
Mr. lintsitAx. We shall fulfill that request, yes.
The . OK That is *teat.
Let me to th Dr. Ernster and just ask a couple questions.
Knowing what we know today and realizing that deaths from

several diseases can be prevented, could you comment on the cur-
rent evidence that quitting smoking can reduce an individual's risk

4 disease even if he or she has smoked for several years?
Dr. &OMER. There are a number of studies' that demonstrate

that 'people who quit smoking, as time goes on, have lower and
lower relative risks of lung cancer compared to people who contin-
ue to smoke, and that is true for other diseases as well.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Ernster, it has been said .that nonsmokers
can be affected by the smoking of others. I think we have had it
referred to today as "passive smoking." What evidence is there
that household tobacco smoke may affect the health of children
and other nonsmoking persons?

Dr. Erman. Some of that has been mentioned this morning. I
would emphasize that people with preexisting heart conditions and
allergies are particularly susceptible. That obviously includes many
people in the population. Young children seem to be more prone to
a variety of respiratory ailments, , such as pneumonia and bronchi-
tis and their allergies can triggered. There are more bed days
lost to school among children in the households of smoking parents
than nonsmoking parents due to acute respiratory conditions.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Let me turn to Dr. Longo, and I will try to hurry because we

have a vote that just went off and I want to allow other Senators
an opportunity to ask some questions.

Dr. Longo, as you know, S. 772 requires manufacturers to dis
close the level of tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide contained in
cigarettes on cigarette packages. In your opinidn, why is this im-
portant?

Dr. LONGO. Senator Hatch, I believe it is very important. I want
to establish that point. I believe it is important because the present
legislation to disclose the of nicotine and tars is not enough.

Several rears ago I served on a committee for the National Acad-
emy of Sciences in which we looked at carbon monoxide toxicity
We identified pregnant women and children as one of the most vul-
nerable groups to carbon monoxide toxicity.

Now carbon monoxide is particularly invidious bedause it com
bines with hemoglobin very avidly, replacing the oxygen that .

should norm y be there and, therefore, depliving the developing
organism and is sensitive brain and other nerve tissue of oxygen I
think it is im rative that this be disclosed.
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It has been shown that in even these so-called low tar and low
nicotine cigarettes they are not low in carbon monoxide.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Longo, it has been shown that womrn who
smoke have smaller babies with birth rates inversely related to the
number of cigarettes smoked. In your experience could this be re-
versed if women smokers stopped smoking during their pregnan-
cies?

Dr. LONGO. Yes, Senator. In fact, this has been shown in several
studies, that if women stopped before the third trimester of preg-
nancy, apparently these effects can be reversed.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Sandhaus, it has been said that smoking destroys the lung

tissue. At what point does the destruction of lung tissue begin after
a person smokes.a cigarette? I might add, in other words, do people
have to smoke often for the destruction of lung tissue to occur?

Dr. SANDHAUS. Presumably, the lung tissue destruction takes
place almost instantaneously with the smoking of a cigarette.

The CHAIRMAN. A single cigarette?
Dr. SArnmiAus. A single cigarette can be shown to inactivate all

of the available alpha-1 antitrypsin present in the lung. The advan-
tage that humans have is that they have a great pulmonary' re-
serve and it takes a lot of destruction before symptoms occur.

The unfortunate event is that most people do not smoke a pin le
cigarette. They smoke multiple cigarettes multiple times a lay

. throughout their lives.
The CHAIRMAN. There have been numerous studies which show

that some forms of emphysema are due to hereditary genetic de-
fects. How much emphysema in this country ie. due to heredity and
how much would you attribute to cigarette smoking?

Dr. SANDHAU5. Well, this hereditary form of emphysema that I
spoke of probably accounts for, at most, about 3 percent of all the
emphysema that is seen in the clinical .centers around the country.
Even those estimates are from Scandinavian studies where there
appears to be a higher incidence of the lkieclitifry form of emphy-
sema than we have in the United States.

The CHAIRMAN..1 see.
Let me go to you, Bob, and ask you this question. If you could

send one message to the young people in this country or through
out the world regarding the hazards of smoking, what would that
message be?

Mr JCZESHAN. Well, it was the message, Senator, that you don't
start. The problem with young people is you cannot send one mes-
sage; it takes more than one to get through to them.

I was interested before in the discussion about the multiple
labels on cigarette packages. What we are really attempting to do
is to repeat the message, the single message, and then repeat the
multiple message. Young people are in an educational environment
at all times. Many people want to know what is the difference be-
tween education and entertainment, for example. For young
peoplevery young children, particularlyI draw no line. They
are being educated by everyt4ing they see in their envirodment
every day. 'Therefore, it is not simplyenou4h to say to a child, for
example, in something more obvious, "Don t cross the street. You
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might become injured." That is something that has to be a redun
dant message, constantly an educational process.

I think smoking is no different, except perhaps that peer pres-
sure may be a factor with cigarette smoking where it might, not be
with traffic safety and other safety messages.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you so much.
We will turn to Senator Hawkins at this point.
Senator HAWKINS. Dr. Ernster, 1 was interested in your stgtistics

that said that 50 percent of the women were unaware that sfnoking
would harm An unborn child. How do you relate that to the figures
that Senator East had, that 90 percent of the people are aware of
the warning label on cigarettes?

Dr. ERNSTER. I think that there is an important distinction,
People have a general awareness, just as the current warning label
is couched in general terms, that "smoking ain't good." However,
many people have difficulty identifying specific health effects thiet
they might, in turn, apply to themselves.

It was intgresting to me yesterday that my cab driver asked if he
could smoke, and I said that I preferred that he didn't and began
to discuss some of the many health consequences of smoking. At
the end he said, "I'm going to quit tomorrow," adding, "I've known
that it was bad all along, but I really didn't know the exact reasons
for that." I think that that anecdote can be generalized,

In the case of pregnant women, people seem to be aware that its
is not good to smoke during pregnancy but cannot really cite the
specific outcomes. If they think it might just result in a little bit
smaller baby but not knov, why that is a serious problem or not be
aware of the actual serious risks of death, whether through amen-
hanced risk of spontaneous abortion or miscarriage or stillbirth or
even death shortly after birthif they cannot really specify those
outcomes, it is going to be very hard for therli to be motivated to
quit.

Senator HAWKINS. Therefore, you would support the specific mul
tilabeling?

Dr. ERNSTER. Absolutely. I think that if we had only one label, it
would have to be a very long label, indeed, because it would have
to cite so many specific health outcomes. With the proposed rota-
tional label, people will read a short and readable label when they
pick up a cigarette package and a different one at different point:, j
in time, and, hopefully, they will come to appreciate the specifi
risks involved.

Senator HAWKINS. I am reminded of the story that a major ac ei-
dent is something that happens to me, and a minor accident is
something that happens to you. Maybe this is what you are saying,
that it has to be targeted to the specific smoker

Dr. ERNST'S& I agree.
Senator HAWKINS [continuing]. Woman, teenager, children, et

cetera.
I always call you "Captain Kangaroo." I grew up with you. My

children and I grew up with you. I wondered where our grandchll.
dren were getting this "yuck" stuff, and now I know.

I appreciate atl of you on this panel. You have really been of
great value to us.
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Since you do understand advertising probably more than others,
what values can you assign to that of role models such as the
sitcom 30minute shows that everybody has to watch in the eve-
ning, where they, without advertising, smokingthe. mother,
father, whoever, the glamorous role that is assigned to it silently,
such as e soap operas all afternoon( ins oliing alcohol and tobac
co?

Mr. KEES AN. I think that the programs that reach a family au
dience where there are likely to be jilveniles involved, there is, I
think, a serious effort on the part parutsieclarly of the craftswrit-
ers, producersetaria directors not to lcohol, drugs, cigarettes,
and the like unless there is clear reason for the character to use
them. That was not always true. Up until a few short years ago,
the hero would say to the heroine, "Goodness, that was a terrible
experience. Here, have a cigarette?" or he would say, "Jennie, you
don't look well. Come on, have a drink." Of course, all of these be-

aviors mere being modeled for our young people at a very early
ag

Ho er, it certainly is true that that does still exist in pro-
grams t re d- adults, like soap operas and so on,
which are war by an enormous juvenile audience, even though
they are not designed for them. I do not suggest that.there is any
way that we can prohibit the use of cigarettes and alcohol where it
is dramatically
titularly the craft unions, want to not harbor those practices

drai called for in scripts. but I think unions, Rid par

they might affect young people.
1 think in advertising and in Miler modeling and in the home

this behavior is being modeled for young people all the time. We
somehow or other, through an educational process, have to counter
act this ihodeling process.

Senator HAWKINS. Therefore, you would say the' amount of
spent-1 believe Dr. Ernster said a billion dollars is spent by the
industry promoting cigarette,smoking, and we spend $100 million
in counter, educational programs, the Government trying to coun-
.teract thatyou would say that is out of kilter?

Mr. KEESHAN. I think that it is somewhat out of balance. There t
is no question that the see-saw is wily out of balance from what it
should be, if we are to be effective in reaching young people with
that message.

Senator. HAWKINS. You support the mtiltilabel, 1 gather from,
your testim?ny?

Mr. KEESHAN. Oh, I certainly do. I think it is a very, very impor-
tan faspect of this legislation.

Senator HAWKINS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Let us thank you for coming.
At' this time we will recess so that we can go and vote. We will

finish with the last panel of voluntary agencies as soon as we
return. We will recess until that time.

[Recess taken.] -

The CHAIRMAN. Finally, our last panel also consists of three dis-
tinguished professionals representing three of the largest and most
effective voluntary health organizatift. .

23414 083-10
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Our first speaker will be Dr. William Cahan, who is an attending
surgeon at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York
and will be representing the American Cancer Society.

Our second speaker will be Dr. John Oaths. Dr. Oates is a profes-
sor of medicine and pharmacology at ;Vanderbilt University and
chairman pf the smoking subcommittee of the American Heart As-
sociation. lie is Appearing on behalf of the American Heart Associ-
ation today.

Our last speaker will be Dr. Edwin Fisher. He is an associate
professor of psychology at Washington Universityin St Louis He
is a board member of the American Lung Association on whose
behalf he is appearing today.

We are going to turn first to you, Dr. Cahan, and we will go from
there.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM CAHAN, M.D., PROFESSOR OF SUR-
GERY, CORNELL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL COLLEGE, ATTENDING
SURGEON. THORACIC SERVICE, MEMORIAL HOSP4TAL, THE ME-
MORIAL SLOAN- KETTERING CANCER CENTER, NEW YORK CITY,
N.Y., REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY

Dr. CAHAN. Thank you, Senator.
I am not only here as a representative of the American Cancer

Society, but also for the Coalition for Smoking and Healththat
rare combination of the heart, lung, and cancer problems that is
working for specific legislation.

The CHAIRMAN. If I could just interrupt you for a second, I would,
like to recognize the efforts of the Coalition for Smoking and

N.. Health which you have just mentioned, representing of course the
American, Cancer Society, the American Heart Association, and the
American Lung Association.

Dr. CAHAN. Right.
The Own/AN. We really appreciate your representation here

today.
Dr. CAHAN. This is the third time I have testified on this type of

bill. The first two times were jn.tkb House of Representatives, Con-
gressman Waxman's subcOmmittee. Each time I come down here I
just think in advance, of course, of what to telLyou, what to really
express to you about the subject of cancer.

I have seen the enemy. I see it every day of my life. I have seen
it for the 41 years I have been at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer
Center in.New York. It is quite awful and awesome, and I try, as
best I am able with limited vocal reserves, to give You an impres-
sion of the awfulness of it.

Need I tell you it has probably touched people perhaps in your
family, certainly your friends. When it does, there is that moment,
of course, when the moment of catastrophe, the moment of sense of
awe is caved in, "Where do I go froth here," and so forth and so on.

When you see that and you see it in a situation as we have with
lung cancer, in which I happen to be very much interested and I
am a specialist in, and you add, to that the concept that it is a pre-
ventable disease for a majority of theset people, it really gives one a
sense of frustration. It gives one a sense, if you will, of outrage to a
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certain extent ,that on should even think of countenancing some-
thing that should go on and do these things.

It is particularlyof course, the evidence, I don't have to tell
you, is overwhelming, If you talk about the weight of the evidence,
we were even going to try to get from the Library of Congress all of
the Bibliography on the subject of tobacco and disease. Literally, it

Id have taken a van to have carted it over here. erefore, we
4 decided against that concept.

In addition, we were going to .also collect, in all onesty, the
"pro," if you will, tobacco, the prosmoking literature, which of
course is relatively miniscule and rather confined in its journal ex-
pressions, laigely to the Journal of the tobacco industry.

There is no question about the relationship in any of our minds
at the Memorial Cancer Center. We think it is unquestioned that
this is a cause. It comes into our life daily. In our history-taking of
patients we ask, "When did you smoke,' and they say when they
do. "How Igng?" "How many packs a day." This is a litany that we
repeat over and over again with these patients.' It, therefore, comes almost to a sense of disbelief when recently I
read some of the testimony of a congressional subcommittee in
which a man otimpeccable credentials still raises ce "n question&
about the cat* and effect of tobacco and cancer, pa cularly lung
cancer The man in question is Professor Langsto of Chicago.
There are three or four subjects that he raises °Mich are old, old,
shall we say, questions about the subject. I would like to take them
up because it is possible that his testimony may come across into
your committee.

First of all, he these qu ions, which are rather logical.
There is no question t ere is a ce logic to them.

Why does lung cancer appea only rarely in both lungs if, after
all, both lungs are subjected to cigarette smoke?"

First of all, let me just begin by saying there are large areas of
ignorance of our understanding of cancer inNeneral, but it Is not
at all unique' in our bodies to have one of paired orga,ns take on the
cancer, if you will. We rarely see simultaneous cancers of thy kid.
neys. We rarely see simultaneous breast cancers. We rarely see si-
multaneous ovarian cancers, and we rarely see simultaneous lung
cancers but we do see them. I think this is one of the interesting
questions yet to be resolved, but it is not an unusual effect and it
does not, therefore, count against smoking in that regard.

"Why doesn't cancer develop in the trachea?" The trachea, as
you well know, is the windpipe. After all, the same smoke going
dovm this organ goes AI both lungs. With the traffic in nicotine,
coal tars, and so forth, why doesn't it pick up and do the same
thing?

Again, it is
i
mystery to a large extent, but the trachea is a verti-

cal organ. It s the most sensitive part of the bronchae tree, and it
is also a place in which the smoke passes readily both in and out
rapidly. It is in the bronchae, the branches on either side, where it
puddles, and in so doing goes into solution in the mucous lining
and there in solution becomes in more chronic contact, if you will,
with the lining of the bronchus. Therefore, it has a better chance of
causing all changes.
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"Why hasn't the rate of cancer of the larynx increased?" That is
another question that has been asked. After all, the smoke goes
through the larnyx, into the lung. Why hasn't the larnyx as well?

Well, actually there is an increase in the morbidity of cancer of
the larnyx. If you look at the mortality statistics, I am glad to say
they are rather static and perhaps falling off, because we are get-
ting it earlier and can cure it more. However, in the end there is a
definite increase in larnyx cancer, for example, in women, where
one would expect it would occur concurrent with the rise in cancer
of the lung.

There is also, of course, organ specificity for this. You might say
that it goes through the mouth, then why aren't there more
"'this's' and more "that's"? The fact remains that there are certain
target areas that seem to be more susceptible than other target
areas. We do' not know all the reasons for that.

The question has also been raised as to whether or not lung
cancer keeps changing and there is a natural decline in it, just as
there has been with stomach cancer. However, we do not think
there is anything natural about it. We think that there are, indeed;
waves when cigarette smoking was at its peak, during World War
I, World War II, and we see the expected peak and decline after
those incredible periods. At tftN, however, we can hardly talk
abou &natural-decline-in terms of the women, as you have heard

ay.
In the past 30 years there has been a 1,0110-percerit increase in

the instance of lung cancer in women. You have heard it is' about
to pass breast cancer as the leading cause of cancer in women In
the last 20 years there has been a 300- or 400-percent increase in
the instance of lung cancer.

Our practice at Memorial Hospital used to be 8-to -I 10 years ago
male to female. It is now even within a 10-year period, and we
know well that it is going t o p apttbat very shortly and be women
to men in larger and larger pro ions.

WhAit occurred to me, of course, in dealing with this as 'a lifetime
project was that habits are, indeed, likeas somebody once said,
they begin as slender threads and wind up as cables. Never was
this more true than it is at the present time..

As Bob Keeshan said, there is nothing like stopping them before
they start, impressing them with that.

Can label be of effect? This is, of course, what we are consider.
mg here today.

In thinking about this, in thinking of a question t Congress-
man Bliley asked me, he said "How can you be sure abel can be
effective?' It took me a little while to try to ment such a
thing. It occurred to me at one time that "A ," -and perhaps
there are enough goy beards on the panel and in the Senatorial
group that you are to remembers thing called tincture of iodine.
As I said that phrase, can you see the label on a tincture, of iodine
bottler' think you will remember it as being skull and 'crossbones
and the word, "Poison." In case you want to be reminded of that, I
have here a bottle of tincture of iodine. That will be liuite reminis-
cent to you, the point being that with a label that is strong enough,
it is a remembered thing.
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Each one talks about the possibility that labels might be of some
commercial detriment, if you will, or might stop people from taking
or buying a product. I have the current label right on the front of
the box of St. Joseph's aspirin for children sa3ring, "Warning. Keep
this and all medicines out of children's reach." People are labeling
on the front of these various packages.

Yesterday, believe me, with my coat collar turned up and dark
glasses and a slouch hat, I slinked into a tobacco shop to buy a
couple packs of cigarettes. I bought two jqst to see what the label
looks like. It has been some time since I have looked at it. .

I will offer this .in testimony because I think those of you who
wear glasses, I would defy you to read these labels at this ',adieu-
lar time at any distance, partieularly4 as they happeh to be where

which is not exactly a prominent position. I would
eve them closet labels, if you want to use that label. They are

. 'off here. I will submit these to you.
- Here is a newer cigarette, and you can barely discern it against

the backgrouneThere it is. It is conforming to the law,)ut it cer-
tignly hasn't got any prominence on that package.

What is even more important is that you are talking about in-
forming the citizens about the hazards. The phrase that is used
here is not a specific phrase. It could say, "The Surgeon General
has de fined that jogging is bad for your health," or that.phovel-
ing sn on a weekend could be bad for your health.

What think we. really need here, in light of all of this, is a spec.,
city of a message,

'"today People should
as that which has been discussed oftentest

,In so doing, yott will ly bring it across to them. I think that.is ,
"'terribly important. ,

Icow.spealdng of that message, I took the liberty of bringing two
Xi-eyebath me of two patients. The first patient was a 59-year-old
woman who had been' begged and pleaded with by her family, her
physicians, her children to stop smoking her two packs a day since
her younger days and could not succeed until one day she coughed
up a little blood. Her physician took a chest Xray, which is here,
and I think, if I may point, out to you, that this is shadow on her
right side. This bung, the left side, is OK. This, of course, proved to
be cance". The day she saw this she found herself capable of stop-
ping By this time, it was of course too late and she went on and
died, this mother, this wife, this grandmother, of a preventable dill-
ease. i ..

The other X-ray is of interest. It occurs also ina woman in her
late fifties from West Virginia who noticed that she had shortness
of breath. A chest X-ray was done. This shadow was shown in her
chest. We operated on it. It was the day before I testified this past
March before the Waxman committee. I went to see her the morn-
ing after the operation to tell her that all was well and that I
would be covered in my absence in Washington.

She said, 'What are you going to Washington for?" I said, "I'm
going there to testify," and so forth. She said, "You know, that is
quite something.To you know who my father was?" I said no. She
said, "He was the leading distributor of tobacco and tobacco p(nk,
ucts in America." I said, "Oh, really?"

40
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. gaid, "He had lung cancer and he died of it.''
She sa34, .1... You know whafh.appened to him, don't you? I

, said go., a
,., .This, woman not onliihad lung cancer but she had emphysema,

so, that in par operati on her we were linaftdd,in what we could
do f9r her bftuse she tied a coexistence of ',,two diseases. We could
only take a little pie-shaped piece out. -:4 , ......

, Needless lo -Sy, she has gone back' home aid she no lonier
ympkes,,but she still has the residual. emphysema, and wecannot

ibly operate.on her lung cancer again. This -is so *t-of a sill* .

e fatherstory. -. %.:_,,..,.:,,,,

I van say that, the other phase of sitioking that perhaps does not.
come to,you but comes. to us as.surieons when we open chests to '-----

, .see if'' e..patt- get out the culprit is a picture' that I am about 'to
show of two ,types of lungs, both "autopsy specimens, one of which is
in a nonsmoke, which..I will have here- in a second, and the other -
is in a very. sever4.ecise of smoking. , -.

I think the first picture is of, a rehitfiely normal lung. Although
. you see it 'rather. relatively4)ft and 'gray: there are little dark
stareas scattered3hough lh9 uiface, which are the colfection of
volnules of carbon,' dust.:--ane 'so forth, that occur in a normal
urban life. We can ex#OttAhOeer That is not any great harm to -the
lung itself. ',,-,'-- .--

,.
,-. , .

In,clistinction from that, i_want to short you the lung of a paii6ni "
who was a heavS, iiit oker. this, I think, will show a difference to
you. ,..,

. ,
*re we see the' deposit of,tat of a very heavy smoker, three

. packs a day, in addition tf? which thdre are big, large blisters, so-
called bulbous emphysema, WhiCh are evidences also of the fibrosis.
the trapping that you have hes,pi about in emphysema here. We -
see this frequently in hetivamc/Ifers.

S6'mebody has said that these two pictures should,,be in every
classroom in, America as somewhat of a deterreht to the young

. from smoking.' . , ,
The CHAIRMAN. May e we can help you to get them. I think they

. will be on every tela ion set in America by tonight
That is bard to eve.

.

Dr, CAVAN. 0
extent

word in talking, of labels, if I may. We go
to a great deal extent to put the letter l'Et' qn motion pictures to
decide that this is restricted front children, or "PG" for parental ,

guidance. It seems to me if we do that, that there is a reason to do
this labeling that I thirik has some importance in things.that are
as lethal as cigarettes have.been. . . S

Cancer is not a sentimental disease. It has no respect for beauty,
wealth, or. position. A beautiful woman ,called Mrs. William Paley
smoked herself into death. She had all.three.

Ed Murrow, the great announcer, he smoked himself into a
cancer lung. More close to home are those Senators who died of
lung cintar# all 10 whom smoked; The Vice President's father,

II." former ; -Pr t Bush, Richard Neuberger; Sena& Richard
Russell = .is broths , Judge Robert Russell; Seilator Cast.; Sena-
tor Everett Dirksen, fter whoth t building was netted. All 0
smoked heavilyrall died of lung can ey are but few. I think
y9u should know about that, too. ,

- 1-
, .:: 1 ,,,
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I think that time is short and the pour is late. Thirty-three mil-
lion Americans will have their lives shorteny some cigarette-
connected disease. Whom are we coddling Whom are we
trying to prevent from having trouble? The American citizens or a
multibillion-dollar organization whose sole object is its perpetua-
tion and its survival?

I do not think there is a time any longer for either tip-toeing
about this problem. We must come directly on it. For those of us
who see these tragedies daily, we are terribly, terribly anxious to
move fast and find there is an urgency factor.

-Indeed, cancer is not a sheik disease by any stretch of the imagi-
nation. It is an awful one. For those who see it"daily, it is so
thing that ons must do something about.

It takes courage to live with cancer and it takes courage to fight
it I think that the, citizens look to you for this particular kind of
action.

In the time-it has taken me to testify, 10 children have lit up for
the first time in America and 4 American citizens have died of a
smokingrelated disease.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Doctor.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Cahan follows:)

Iff
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4

WILLIAMS. CAM, M.D.

Professor of Surgery, Cornell OnivOrsity
Medical Conine: Atendlog Surgeon,
Thoracic Service, Memorial. Hospital,

The Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Contort lieu York City
Member, American CaocerSogiety

Ad Soo Committee on "aback.* Habituation ,
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for further information, contact:

Alan C. Davis
The American Cancer Society
777 Third AVOUUO
New York, New York 10017

(212) 371-2900
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M. 4SAII:, MEMBERS OP TiS comerrims, It is as honor Acts here .-
today to 'testify Zit' behalf of the America* Cancer Soc4414, 41'

voluntary' health. agsecy with ovsr 14/2 aitlion &sties \volunteers.. ..

. I ea professor' of Surgefy at the Co tali Univegsliksfflidithl
. .

,

Collette, and serve as ateendidlsurgeoi, The Tha'reloic Sevica of ,...,

..

Willgial Onspital, in the Memorial owtetter Lug Ceacer Center.

I at s'Iongtimatactives voluatae of the Mexican Cancer Society.
oo

I have served as a Member of 'Cummittssi ea Tobacco and 4aneer

of tJe Socisti Rational Board of Directori; and currenely'llpos 6
. , . .

on tlig, Socteirs Ad Sot Committee on Tobago* Sakituationl As a

cb export-

tionehips

Clinical rasearcbsr, I conducted some of earif rases
-....

. .

ments in !sisals which-helped to establish tils earl rs

-Whitson smoking and cancarj. :

, II. would like to exert ill: by c6mmending Lths Chairman and

-

the meters of his Committee who have wotked for the passage of
..

this laginlatiea in the last mt.

.
:.4.44aSerely hoped lisp year when 1 testified before

.
.

%1,:: Souse Allat i bind not as to testify on ,this legislation gain. J

.si gel ticau0.i49./leve lt,to be anything but a privilege to appear 4 4 -
befo &e tat- cOmpls tutee .i4, beCiusa I had hoped the last Collates*

..;,' ., r% ... ' .'i '; ., ' ' '", ' %

! wo!ildististandlii.4portFace of this Isgisletion and pass it

:..,' Strict WRY dii not, 4 appreciats ths opportunity to,onre again

%.:.:- ./1,-.." "-' -
o

fieRrit4. 11471uvg AkOd *ore, of my fellow..membars of the Cancer
if a

804(014624/1f! 7i2..):
';.-1;, . . I.< j,...tir e, d

i.,..: . -
4 . ..\ . i A . 04 !Ilypi:;410 to "Express ths strong support of the
-: 0 re. I_ ._ "j; :'

PA ipta klUalikic,:"SociatyOr his legislation and for education on .

*4 , . .
:e!PCIginT.' s,4 m4iliee Agericios nett up cisiareges every isy and we

.

',.. '''''- , ::, ..*.- -
. .

;
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know that that act will contribute to the death of over 300,000 of

them thi; year. 440,000 Americans will die of tender this year=

129,000 will die of smoking- related cancers.

Despite Tobacco Institute claims to the contrary, the

Suasion General 'Aye that 853 of the 111,000 lung cancer deaths

this year will be smoking related. We know from the Surgeon
. .

Gehersi's xendrt that the overall cancer death rates of salt-
; es, anFiergAire APproXilfiatIiir double those of monsnokers and for

talale'sackera the-.death rats is apprsolmately 303 higher.

,' The higber cancer rates forums reflect the fact that in the

reit, 4gro,,man than women smoked, and mucked More heavily. In

fropentleers, however, the gap between male and female smoking hes

balm narrowing. 25 million woMen now smoke and because of that

before the_and of this decade it is estimated that lung cancer will

-s

suipase breast cancer as the number one cancer Millar of women.

The only possible way to (void this eventuality fs to drastically

reduce the number of woman smoking.

the Surgeon General found that cigirettlellokilig was a major

copse of lungs laryngeal, oral cavity, and esoptogial cancer. It

waii oleo found to be a contributory !factor to ?ladder, kidney T-1\
pabereatic cancer. In addition, he noted that ep

studies suggest an association between cigarette smoking and

stomach cancer and a possible association between smoking and

uterine and cervical cancer.

What is even worseethose cancers post closely associated

with cigarette smoking (lung, esophageal, laryngeal, oral cavity

and pancreatic cancer), can be the most difficult ones to treat,s

*1:6
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the (sneers with the least hops for survival. Tor.exampls, the
;.

Overall five,year survival rate for Ding cancer is only 101, for

winced of the esophagus, 4% aid for caa0171Z thupaacreas, 2%.

Thereare those who would say that none of this Is true,

that cigarette smoking does not cause cancer. This is nonsease.

Every surgeon general for the lest twenty 'years has said that

cigerstie smoking causes lung and other cancers and has backed that

statement up with considerable data. As I said ea#11er, I myself

conducted some smoking studies and I know from firsthand experience

what the findings ass. Cigarette smoking is the leading cause of

Zung,eancer and that apply cannot be disputed.

If our opponents say that we do not khew exactly whet

triggers s cancerous rendition in the cell I can onir,saY that they

are right *boat that. Whet is important, however, is that we know

that whatever the Meehan/Jim is for `turning **mama-6M into

malignant cell, cigarette smoking triggersAhat mechanism in attend

12),040 Americans every year.

It out opponents say this knowlehgq is based on spblemi-
,,

dlogicel siiodies X must admit that is partially true and I must

4149 say % 12 nut an epidemiologist. I know that the studies done

,oe imoklag ere not that different than the atm:ilea one on

s!thjetosand other substances which have bran wide faceptahla

' as beAng carcinogens. Furthermore, could cigarettes survive the

Itilarei test if-they were covered wider the loop, bruoaadcasmetic

. MU" I suboir'they cheat not.

..."
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The plata and simple troth is smoking cads.* cancer. I know

it. ny fellow Thoracic gorgeous know it, and I believe those in the

industry knew it too.

the only question that should be of interest to this Pane1

then is whether this bill will be effective. I .am no advertising

expert. However, I have seen some information on the Doropean

experience with labeling tbst I think is pretty convincing. For

example in Sweden, which adopted s rotational warning system with..,

16 different specific bsalth warnings in 1977, the percentage of

adult male Smokers dropped from 43t in 1976 to 31% in 1980. The

percentage of female adolt'okers decreased from 311 to 25t. CV

even grestsr iotcrest. the Percentage of 13 Year children who

cooked was nesrly cut Lethal! between 1977 and 1980. A major study

done for the Swedish government after the implementation of this
irk

4 rotational warning system cohcluded that not ossli had the warning
. 111

labels been noticed and understocd, they bad had a direct impact on .

both the public's knowledge of the-health barest* of swain; and

Nacho redaction in the.percentsgm of people who enpkm. Similar:

experiences have occurred in Finland and norvsy.

Our own label which says nothing ftboat bow cigsretta smoking

is harardous, what diseases it causes. is for from conspicuous.

It is no wonder it has ceased to be effective. During almost that

. sane period cigarette smoking among .young females eqs 17-18 in our

eV
own country increased. N a doctor I canhot rose how strongly

'I believe that if these labels accompanied vigoroua public

education can stop jusi 1% of our children from starting to smoke

I

1 5 7 ,
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or 11 of our Adults Iron lighting up they are north every penny of

colt to the industry or to any of us asked to foot the bill.

As for the provision of this legislation on cigarette addi-

tives. the Cancer Society feels very strongly that these sections

must remain in this bill. As 0 scientist I an outrsged that an

industry that produces a product thst kills is permitted to keep

secret the additives of that product, any of the additives, even

one, from responsible public heelth officials. We know that i

(s\ ingredients need to flavor cigarettes such as deertongue and comps

husks contain substances which are carcinogenic. That we do not

know whet else in cigarettes is a carcinogen causes me greet die-
.

tress. That we may never know leaves me discouraged and fearful

for all the patients I will have in future years who will

needlessly die.

have had to watch the misery of cancer in thousands of

patients, in recent years, increasingly in women. Dr. Langston.

testifying before the Souse said that lung cancer may hsys crested

es s disease. I know from personal experience this is not true.

Kr. Choir:Ilan, I an at your disposal when it,comes to this

legislation. To be here today I left many patients in Rewifork who

are in serious trouble. Host have lung cancer. This disease in

women is becoming epidemic in my experience and the experience

of sty fellow Thorecic Surgeons. It makes us heartsick and angry.

Whatever I can do to help the women of younger generations to

understand what they eve doing to themselves when they smoke,

I will do. .I believe this bill is important in that procip.

158
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If the members of your Comittee could spend one week with

me, one week with my patients. lung cancer patients of which only

one io ten have any hope of surviving for floe years or more. I

0 believe you would have a unanimous vote for this bill. Since you

cannot, I can4bnly urge you to try to understand my frustration sod

the pain and misery of ay patients.

Help us.jo help these people avoid having to seek the kind

' of help I tan provide, which is all too often not enough to save

their lives.

The CHAIRMAN. I have listened to a lot of testimony, marvelous
testimony, on this subject. I do not know of anybody who has hit
the nail on the head as well as you have.

Dr. CAHAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. I just personally very much appreciate it.
Would you be kind enough to let me have those two pictures?

They look like they are expensive, so I would be happy to pay for
them.

Dr. CAHAN. I would be glad to.
The WAIRMAN. I would appreciate that. We will try to dissemi-

nate those because I think people really need to see things like
that.

I am personally very appreciative of your testimony here All of
the testimony has been excellent today, from what I have been able
to observe.

If you will wait, we would like to ask some more questions of
you. I would just like to ask one right now, just to emphasize your
point.

I happen to feel that one of the biggest problems we have in
America today is, of course, the health of our people. I also believe
that it is becoming a more and more expemive process to have the
Federal Govettirnent and any and all fin iegapproaches pay for
the health of our people. You have made a point here today that
one of the best things we can do to help the health of our people is
through prdventive medicine, and one of the best things we can do
in preventive medicine is to help people to realize the evils of
smoking and how harmful and deleterious it is to the human being
and to the human mechanism.

Do you agree with me that we would save billions of dollars if we
quit, just in health costs alone from the Federal Government, if we
could get people to quit smoking?

Dr. CAJUN. The costwell, it would be enormous. I don't know
the figures. I am poor at such things.

Do you mean the cost of Government
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Dr. CAHAN. I am told it is in the billions.
Balance is often talked about in terms of the cigarette industry

saying how much they would lose by all these things, and of course
what you have juib bald is that It is way overweigbted on the aide
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of how much would be saved and many lives would be saved,
not 'only got, but how many tragedi ould be averted.

The CHNRMAN. Well, if you add liv , tragedies, costs of medical
care and treatment, and all of the other aspects to the cost of
health care needed because of smoking, it amounts to billions of
dollars every year. That is one of-the points we are trying to bring
out.

We appreciate it.
Dr. Oates, let's turn to you.

STATEMENT OF JOHN A. OATES, M.D., PROFESSOR OF MEDICINE
AND PHARMACOLOGY, VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY, AND CHAIR-.
MAN OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SMOKING OF THE AMERICAN
HEART ASSOCIATION, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN HEART
ASSOCIATION

Dr Okrzs Mr.' Chairman and members of the committee. I anx
Dr John Oates, professor of Medicine and Pharmacology at Van-
derbilt University and chairman of the Subcommittee.on Smoking
of the American Heart Association.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify on behalf of the Heart As-
sociation, a nonprofit, voluntary health organization with over
120,000 members and almost 2 million other volunteers who are
dedicated to the reduction of premature death and disability from
cardiovascular disease.

Cardiovascular disease kills nearly 1. million Americans each
year. This year about 1.5 million Americans will have a heart
attack, and about 550,000 of them will.die. /gather 174,000 people
will develop severe peripheral vascular disease. .

These figures have a special significance because cigkette smok-
ing has been firmly established as a major contributor to the occur-
rence of myocardial infarction, sudden coronary death, and periph-
eral vascular disease. Cigarette smoking is the most preventable
cause of death and disability from these cardiovascular diseases.

The total of coronary deaths from cigarettes is exacted largely in
midlife, ages 35 to 65. Compared to nonsmokers, cigarette smokers
are more likely to die from myocardial infarction and to diss
denly from coronary artery disease. -

Fortunately, quitting smoking reduces the risk toward that of
nonsmokers. -

The American Heart Association and the Coalition on Smoking
or Health are committed to helping smokers who want to quit and
preventing children from starting to smoke. Accordingly,. we whole-
heartedly support the passage of S. 772. A congressional: mandate
fot a irogram to inform the public on the health risks of smoking
can be instrumental in combining and coordinating tixe efforts of
the public and private sectors to address the probleto of cigutte
smong.

Thus, a relatively small Federal effort can Be used to mobilize
larger private resources to address a major health problem.

Requiring the rotation of new warning statements on Cigarette
loackages is needed to better inform the public since the current
warning statement is overexposed and workout. This should come

1fO
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as no surpriseksince any message presented exactly in the same
way will soon &come so familiar that it wnl lose its effectiveness.

Clearly, $11e0- is a need for varied warning statements in a visi-
ble format. Yet,the tobacco industry argues that the warning label
should remain the same. This is contradicted by the practices of ;
the industry itself, whifh changes advertising copy frequently to
sell cigarettes. It is obvious that the health message also must be
changed to attract attention.

Cigarette advertising uses a multitude of images to appeal to dif-
ferent markets. A logical extension of this is that the warning
iif .ist also be tailored to appeal to differing epinsumers For exam-
ple, smokers with a history of heart disease irk their families may
find a warning on smoking and heart attack More personally rele
vent than a general message.

The Heart Association has insufficient, access to the media to
ihform the public adequately on the hazards of smoking The I
number of antismoking, public service announcements aired on
television since the ban on cigarette commercials has been drasti-
cally reduced, with hardly any being shown during prime time.

Information in the print media has been equally scarce. It has
been suggested by some that heavy advertising by the tobacco in-
dustry serves to discourage coverage of the hazards of smoking in
the print media. This potential for intimidation was reinforced
when a cigarette advertising account of 500,000 pounds sterling
was abruptly withdriwn from London's Sunday Times after a
report on heart transplant patients which named the brands of
cigarettes smoked by all five of the patients.

Far whatdver reason, the broadcast and print media do pot pro-
vide, the public with full information on the dangers of smoking.
Accordibgly, the warning labels would provide an assurance that
all citizens have access at least to a minimal level of information.
They would provide an important means by which the Federal,
Government, at no cost, can effectively assist the private sector in
educating the public about the hazards of smoking.

The Heart Association affirms that citizens should have a free-
dom of choice regarding risks that they wish to take. This impor-
tant freedom carries with it the responsibility that decisions to
incur substantial risk from commercial products be informed
choices. The decision to smoke is usually made before the age of 21,
usually without full awareness of the odds against escape from the
smoking habit.

egislation wdlald become an important step toward assuring
that it is a more informed decision.
*Thank you.

(The prepared statement of Dr. Oates follows:1

41.
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Mr. Chairman and mamba?* of the Committee on Labor and Human Resources

my nail* is John A. Oat**, M.D. I am Professor of Medicine and Pharmacology

at Yandorbilt University and Chairman of the Subc&nmlttee on Snaking of the

American Heart Association. i

i appreciate the opportunity to appear lasfore this Committee behalf of the

American Heart Association to testify in strong support of the "Comprehensive

Smoking Prevention Education Act of 1903." The American Heart Association is

a nonprofit voluntary health organization with over 120.000 mothers "and4sintost

2 million volunteers. The primary objeetlye of the Association is the reduction

of,prentature death and disability from cardiovascular diseesios.

.

Cardiovascular diseases kill nearly one million Americans each year This Is

more then all other causes combined. Heart attack, the nation's number one

killer, claims most of these lives. This year, as many as 1.5 million Americans

can ba espactitd to have a heart attack and *bout 550,040 of them 111 die.
,

The survivors will join over 4 million Americans who have a history of coro-

nary disease.

The** figures hay* special significant* because cigeretto smoking has been

thinly Implicated as a major risk factor for heart attack, sudden death and

peripheral vascular disease end it greatly aggraystss other forms Of cardio-

sr diseases. Cigarette smokers are more likely than rumwoken to

offer a heart attack, more likely to di* from these attacks end more likely to

f
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die suddenly. This effect is directly related to.the amount smoked, with W
heavy smokers being_a_t_tbree times the Ask of non4mokers. Cigarette

smoking is a particularly powerful contribution to heart attacks and sutiden

death that occur at younger ages. Based on data from the Framingham Heah

Study, we estimate that over 174,000 Americans will develOp periphersi vascu-

lar disease this year. Mile twenty percent of these people will be diabetics,

70Z otittit remainder will be cigarette smokers. Moreover, labetics who also

smoke are at even °roster risk. The link of closest% smoking to peripheral

vascular disease is consistent and independent of dlabetas and other risk

factors and "-elated directly to the number of cigarettes smoked. Is

-
Perhaps most significant Is the fact that when People stop smoking, their risk

from these cardiovascular diseases gradually returns to normal. The risk of.

fatal and non fatal heart attack among exsmokers gradually returns to that af

non-smokers and the risk of psrlpheral vascular disisse is similarly redifced.

As one of the !stasis of the bill states, "Quitting now greatly reduce the risk

to one's health."

IC

The evidence incriminating cigarette smoking as a major risk factor for heart

attack and peripheral vascular disease has been reviewed by an expert panel

of the American Heart Association and has Wee judged to be conclusive.

Furthermore, the panel concluded "Theoretically, cigarette smoking is the most

pjeventable cause of these cardiovascular diseases and mortality therefrom."

In spite of the overwhelming evidence linking cigarette smoking to eardio-

vascular and ether diseases, over 54 million Americans are still smoking.

However, two thirds af all smokers would like to quit and most have tried to

cal 164
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. do so. Fo liewing an unsuccessful attempt to quit, many of thaw smokars tend

to switch to low tar and,hicotina cigarettes. This isovidermaci by tha con-

411111",tinui in tha markat share thus cigarettes to 60.9% of all alas in

.
.1 V \ i c ..

I k 1. ,
.

. This dovetop&intis sj,;rnsing because available avidence suggasts that many
1 ....-

peopla .witch to low tars and nicotine in an affort to lower their Hata ad-.

verse health liffect. .19ffilla switching to that.' cigarettes may lower ttpa risk for

some diseases, than is no avidance of a reduction in risk for cardiovascular

diseases. Any publfemerca pt1.4,,eat low tar and nicotina c(ga are safe

could be dangerousiika most ilgarette'ratatad deaths are f oak attacks.
4.

rna..tobacio industry has att empayi to use the "findings of tha rer.en FIT/

inksto show that cigarette smoldng it an intignificant risk factor in ca o-
..

vascular disaase. Tha inclustry avoids. the conclualons 4tha study which
. 9

. showed that both groups, the "special i"torvantigh" poup and the "usual
. .

cora- group reduced their risk factors oval' the term of tha study. As Cr.

Brandt noted at tha releasa of thtrfindings of the study, it diphasizef that

the "usual care" afforded to American rasulti. in, reduced risks for American'

;bmen. This study against;ows tha vdua of red llig oria! risk of coronary
,,,, -

Moak disease. For axampta, tha death i'ete r thosa who quit smoking for

ona ;itiar gas about)half that of those whb did net."

e
4 1 .

,,,,, Than can be no 4oubtthat tha Cpngress of tha U ted States - and this

Committee in particular -- has tha authdtity.to ensure we haveladequate

laws anaqted to protect the saftiy and health of this Ameridan pubic, Ma

Food, Cleig and Cosmetic Act awn" that our foods, drugs and cosinatica are

40\',

, .

.
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sea and effective and that where potential hazard exists they are regulated

and labeled to give adequate warning to the users.. The Consumer Product

Safety Act ensures that consumer products do not present unreisonabla risks

to consumers and that if risks 'exist, the products are labeled to inform and

warn the users of risks. And there are many other health and safety laws

which the Congress has enscted lop ensure the.protection of the American

Thies include the Fair Packaging and Labeling Act, the Toxic Sub-

stances Act and the federal Hazardous Substances Act.

The tobacco Industry lies made the claim that "no other product lawfully man-

ufactured and sold in the U.S. is subject to such burdensome requirements es,

those propond...In the Comprehensive Smoking Prevention Education Act.*

(ironically, however, tobacco and tobacco product. are probably the least,

regulated products in the U.S, when it comes to health.) Actually, tobacco

. and tobacco products are neitherfoods nor drugs under the Food, Drug end

Cosmetic Act although many- of the additives of cigarettes should be considered

as drugs and tobacco cantinues to be shipped overseas under the Rod for

Peace Program: Tobaico And tobacco products are also specifically exempt

from statute under all,gf.the acts I just mentioned, theeConsumer Product

Safety Act, the Fair Packaging and Labiting Act, the Toxic Substances Act,

end the Federal Hazardous Substances Act.
6

A few years ego AHA presented testiony before othe House Subcommittee on... .

Health and the Environment en the Issue of whether saccharIn should be .,'

le the market .(ei required under the Food, Drug and Cosmetic

Act) e It had been determined. A 4accherin.caused cancer in animals.

a
00
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It book act of Congress to continue to allow saccharin to stay on Die ink

keit. With saccharin we were confronts/with limited studies,bnd is was .,

' determined that the_ scientific evidence was sparse and ncluaivii. It was

the position of the AHA that the science Implicatin sacciaHn sea threat to .

health was insufficient. This is not the cams for tobacco-. Thenase slialnst .,
/

cigarettes is clear and scientifically substantiated. Ileeause i andful bf . g,

scientists do not accept these concifisions. does not a "contiiitiiirsy.

Unanimity of medical opinion on complex issues Is re. The relationship'ot
. ."

cigarette smoking to disease is not controversial. Since 1964 .501p.-.46,0te. 7.
scientific studies have amassed overwhelming evidence that is widely see:seed

by the scientil.i........ccomm . The tobacco industry's claim Is purely and siniPly

a public relations to create doubt and confusion in the minds of thii

public. in fact, i and tobacco products were regulated _cinder taw

Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act, the Delaney Clause would lily; reinilred their

removal *rani the market long ago. It Is .iirter.sting to riot. that f.ar

tad" product such as saccharin the Congress requires a diseasespeti: fic

,

warmIND4ut in the case of 'cliiirettes nothilli specific Is.'reqsiredi: I

11\11/
4The legislation before us today doss not attempt to reineki e torcsiistkirofit the

s'.

market nor does it infringe upon the tdvetising format/441kb
. ,

coMpentili may use in selling, their products. %%tithe legislation doei- Iii '.. ;.. -.'-'- ..',.7

.more adequately warn the fulafic of the harmful sifiecis'of,clgeretka smoking. *
. -_ -........-:,,` '

That the legislation dots also is to replace the, presinkworrs out unepdcific*;:i
.. g - ' r . , .:r:.` --

warning larel with a silt of rotating; warping new rfisigid ,-;-i...., ' '- 7 :--;

-
specific 1.45 se; Id Jae much wore triforinatiye than the grellign; lei. . i

- - -.. ; . -......

, t.N., , ., ',. ..., .....q..
' ..',.. 14.,.......!.....t.
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The provisions requiring rotation of the four MY warning station'. nts on

cigarette packages are an essential element of erty moprehensive educatoonal

offoft if the public is to be better informed of the specific dangers of cigarette

Smoking. lase rationale for the requirement of a warning statement in the first

piece, was to inform consumers of the Health hazard. However, the FTC has

recently concluded that the current warning statement, which has been used

on packages-and advertisements sins* 1972, is overexposed and its rffectiveI

nese is very limited. This should come as no surprise since any message

presented exactly thi same way will soon become so-famoloar that it will lose its

' effectiveness.

'The American Heart Associstion is committed tojoe rag smokers who want to
-

quit end preventing children from starting to to. Accordingly, we enthu-

siastically support the passage of S. 772 the "Comprehensive Smoking
_ .

Prevention Education Act of 1993". The provision of ,stettotory standing for

the, functions of the Office on Smoking end Health- will be instrumental in

ticimbining end coordinating the efforts of the public and privet* sectors to

*Ones the problem of cigarette smoking. mho is clear case where a rel.-

Vv.!), small federal .ffort can be used to mobilize enormous privets sector

'resources to addrsil it major he problem. ,
-,'

In thei19111 Staff Report of the Fediral Trade Commission. on Cigarette Adver

004, It was concluded after assessing...cm:serous surveys that "there appear

to 1;44 efolfteint gaps id consumer knoOledgevthat a substantial portion of the
"

"pysituleilat doeiropotkoowhow dingerous smoking Is, or whether the dangers

apply to ihf;va., TO:Ripvrt want on to S' .

! f -;
, .. ,
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"
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(a) *a large nuerbtr of consumers do not know what diseases are rtlated
lit

to smoking.

(b) a substantial number seriously misunderstand endnde sstltiate the

extent of the increased risk of suffering these heal problems.

(c) many seriously undtrestionste'or are unaware of urvortty of these

health consequent-el and the increased risk ofprematori death from
.'

thest'llinesses; end

(d) a significant number of cons"umeriincorrectly do not bane that

these health consequences have any personal "elevens* to them-.
salvti."

Meanwhile, the so callad "brand advertising" goes on et the tune of over

one billion ildfars. per year., it:girdles' a ith Intent, nonsrenhers end
,

children are heavliiexposed to the orotri6tion of sigerettes. it would be very,. ,,

difficult to ergot convoneingly that some nonsmokere; tipc lolly children end
. : A . ',

. . .

teensgers are not effecteci by thi constant 'oortrtyal of smoker, as Whig
. . ,- . .

young,. ettractivt,....bealthy 6an *Ong edbdvontursiii, plessyrtiskilifestyki,

The induitry,94iiisAis tonortra =tears 'ip tliii, image even though it 'stain

tains gat smoking is en "adult" cu;tont/..igerattps lio:a.ivatiable in peactically 1

every drugstore. Booms:intokat, gas-astir:h, roostaUriat,' and corilnistico4atara
3

In this country., Fret packages ire issnsleclone by the thoosenciv on the

litreetlo end - ,through- th.nialis., .19treitte mops Ms hbys gone out of thel- *".

warts; ietiti thi)r, o;rodo.octs to foods tiir.tirl, beeitity.sctivitits,' gums as;. . %

' *.--
..-:

....

' -' ' ;.. '',":',
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sticifil priminenes,' distinction, and
.

sexual
-,

poseey-redhere to voluntary codes which

se..2

2 Although thin,* a effective that counter tills kind of bombardment,
1.-

"V' comparable moors available an sufficient. it is not difficult to

tion. !tonically they sup.
.

wally prohibit such practices..
.

understand y 53% of bakers do not know or believe that smoking is a major

risk factor'

indu ;6 co

cardiovascular diseases. All of this caustic! with the

tinned denial of the ith risks mak,' It all the mire ;portant

of tle Wenger*.

r
Last year this Casibrelpee hiara testimony from both the Adminsstration and

other public wit uses about the adcative nature of cigarette_ smoking. In

carry March, the Public1010.S;rviee reissue: paraphlet ehtitted "Why
. .

that we people,. and remind
"'"

People Smote.'

was c

count

the opening paragraphs of the .parnphiet, cig tte smoking

g the "most widespread example of drug dependence n our

". It was sbted that arc

oactivii ,
. . . .

o dependence and leadto coomuisive use

6 st v", tone gives up' tho use) one milx(experienet
4.........- . 1

phys and psycholdgicat distres.s eisd
' s. %.

..---4-thsf th re Is a strong tendency among former users to relapse.

Iswot:Imes. P
_.. ...--, 4

The addictive nature of cigarette coking ml es 4 all the more reboil to
a

. ... a

ensure that the Public rsealvAtecleguste &Ac specific warnings :bps! the
. .

s or gf.ifte.r Ciulttink.

eft

4
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health hazards. Keeping people from starting is therefore all the more

important,

,

We are Pleased to see that the legislation Includes as part of one of the

proposed new warning labels a specific reference to the addictiveneas of ciga-

'efts's. hit the FTC report.noted, "evidence indicates that the majority of

people do not think smoking Is addictive.' What is particularly theortent to

note le that mostoteena believe that cigarette smoking 4 "okay if they quit

before it became) a habit. But the data is clear that a vast majority of

smokers who smoke as an experiment become regular users.

The warning label becomes a very important!tent inedums to get more information to

the public. The labels proposed are 'short, concise and specific,. Tye

American Heart Association hes made and will continue to make efforts to
410

titter inform the pdbllc about the hazards of sormkthg Hovnyar, vie do not -Ir
believe that we hav, adequate "piss to, the inedii, fully Inform the public.

-
Our efforts will have a greater chance of success if the clearly deceptive

Intention of cigarette advertiiing is alto/rusted by including an effective

warning. The warning I. yet another yiey, at no cost. In which Hie fideral

government can effectively-eaglet the private sector In educating the public

about. hazards afe cigarette smoking., It la not the only 'means of edpcation,

or the sea\ nswarto the problem. but it is critical part of the *hart and a.
tosk Much only the faders! ,gavlornissftt can play:'

,

Therefore, the American Hear t Age:elation strongly endorses S. 772 and hopes

that this corollate* will move expeditiously in ensuring its enactment,
I

.1 ' Jf
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The GUNMAN. Thank you, Dr. Oates.
Lett now turn to Dr. Edwin Fisher, associate professor of psy-

chology at the Washington University in St. Louis, Mo.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN B. FISHER, JR., PM D., ASSOCIATE PROFES-
SOR OF PSYCHOLOGY, WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY. ST. LOUIS,
MO., REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION

'" 'Dr. FISHER. Thank you.
Along with that, I am also oh the board of the American Lung

Association and chair of its Smoking and Health Committee.
I am delighted to appear before you, along with my colleagues in

,the Coaliticsa foil Smoking or Health.
I also direct the Behavior Therapy Clinic at Washington Univer-

sity. in St. Louis awl, as .such, hive been directly responsible for a
variety of programs on smoking cessation, adolescent smoking pre-
vention, weight loss, diabetes, nutrition management, and related
issues over the past.5 years. As such, I feel I have a fair amount of
direct clinical experience in dealing with the problems. of people.
trying to change their behavior in ways similar to or including not
starting to smoke and ceasing to smoke.

Now I would like tQ discuss a little bit the current warn ngiiibel.
As a behavioral scientist, it struck me this naonung in listening to
'some of the testimony and some of the questioning that the current
Warning label does exactly what we would expect it to do. It is a
general warning label. It providds general, vague information
-about the risks bf smoking. The result of that warning label, after
over a decade, is that the, public at large has a general, vague un-
derstanding of the rilikt of smoking. Unfortunately, what research
and behavioral science, psyohology, education, and health educe
tion indicate id that vague, gen'eral understandings of issues' do not
really assist people in taking helpful or specific or directive action.

As an example of tome of the really disturbing deficits in specific
knowledge about the risks of smoking, I draw you to just one from
a compendfinn developed by the Federal ,Trade Commission Ln
1981. Based on reviewing a variety of surveys and interview studido-
and focus panel studies, they came up with data that, although 10
percent of chronic obstructive _pulmonary: disease is caused by
smoking, 34 per4nt of smokers do not know that smoking causes
emphysema. Fifty-five percent of smokers do not knoiv that smok
Ing causes bronchitis.

,

Wile many of these people know that smoking' is somehow bad
for hem, they are painfully unaware of the real specific disks in

. 'this area.
Dr. tahan has discussed and presented very effectively the risks

of smoking for cancer. I think it is important to keep in mind that,
as strong as that association is, the prevalence of death associated
with smbking is much more in the area of heart disease. Addition-
ally some of the links between smoking and disease are stronger in
the area of lung disease.

Yet, when people come to our emoting clinics, they Quit, they
stay off for a week or two, and then they start relapsing. They say,-s
"Well, I guess you've, got to go some way, and I guess lung cancer
is as good as any." They are shockingly unaware of the fact that

s
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there are many, many risk' that they are encountering by return
lug to smoking that are independent of and additive to the risks of
lung cancer.

The knowledge is not widely understood in the land. To speak of
knowledge of the risk of smoking as being generally accomplished 1
think is really a misreading and misdescription of what we do
know about severe deficits in knowledge of the specific, actual links
between tpnoking, disease, and death.

Ist,yuld like tospeak a little bit about the rotating warning label
Diefe are three principles in psychology and education that I think
are particularly pertinent to this.

The first is habituation. As psychologists use the word, we mean
that when you repeat a stimulus many times, it loses its impact; it
loses its value. The warning label that has been repeated on the
sides of cigarette packages for over a decade now hew no doubt lost
muck of its impact. We know that this is a common finding in a
variety of areas of information processing, and it appears to 11e
happening with that label.

Putting things more positiyely, we know, that in order for people
to learn matbnal, they learn best when the material is presented
in concrete, meaningful terms, such as are priposed in the bill
terms like "lung cancer", "emphysema ", "heart disease" "miscar-
riage" "addictive". These are concepts that the average American
understands very clearly. These are the sorts of concepts that get
learned.

Senator Quayle wag proposing this morning that perhaps we get
into a voluntary, negotiated agreement with the tobacco compa-
nies. 1 am concerned that the language of bureaucratic compromise
that such an agreement would nimbi manifest would hardly be in
the concrete terms that people need. If we are interested in educate
ing the public, we need to educate them in real terms, not in the
terms that negotiators agree upon as a Way that satisfactorily
"vagues up" an issue.

.rd, Were is substantial evidence that specific information is
, the sort of information that best allows people to guide their be-

havior. The specific information in the proposed warning is a' vast
improvement over the vague, general information in the past warn -

I
ing.

like to commend the proposid warning C, which not
-only gives specific information, but gives a specific thing one can
do with a specific address deft there on the pack. The way to help
people act, is to give them spec is information as to why they
might and a specific to 1 think these warning labels are
an admirable example of cost efficiency in both these areas

Some experience hag been mentioned with these labels over the
past decade or so. Comprehensive health education related to amok-
mg, such as proposed in- this bill, has been tried in Norway, Fin-
land, and Swwlen, and has achieved rather remarkable successes
Between 1977 and 1980 within Sweden there were 9 percent de-
creases in the percentages of adult males and adult females smok-
ing, following the implementation of coxnprehensive health educa
tion program on sznokings9ncluding labels such as proposed here

In Finland, the iprcehtage of smokers among secondary school
students was decieased by 50 percent following the enactment of a

. .
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similarly comprehensive program between 1977 and 1979a 50
percent decrease in only yeats in the group,that perhaps we are
most concerned about, adolescents.

Now several people discussing legislation like this have proposed
that the parallel with alcojiol be considered You all, of course, are
concerned about alcohol, But it occurs to me that considering such
a parallel, one also needs to consider the track recordirof the com.
poles, of the industries, the producers, manufacturers, distribptors
involved.

I remember when I was in high school that a spokespersonkimg
around, sponsored by the alcohol distributors, and he told us about
the risks of chinking and the importance of responsible drinking.
As far as I pm aware, r spokesperson from the tobacco companies
has ever appeared at American high schools informing adolescent.
smokers about the risks of smoking.

.1 think that the relative levels of giood "citizenship Of the two in-
du:it-ries:needs to be weighed in somparingaotential Government
dealingsfrith them.

Thecase of smokinel think needst4to be seen as f4ngular. 1,6-6
risks justify it. Low levels of public knowledge justify it. The track
rfcords of the industry in reporting about the nature and effects Of
Its products justify it.

My last concern is with freeipm. Some may ea,
interfere

this bill
constitutes yet another attempt by Government to interfere with
the freedom of individuals in this country. Ilivould like to put4that
claim in a special perspective. Every year the voluntary associ-
ations and the Government together spend somewhere between $50.

, and $100 million informing people about risks from smoking. One
hundred million is certainly a very optimistic estimate. The exact
figure is, no doubt, closer to the $50 million. In contrast, every year

(The tobacco companies spend over $1.2 billion in this land market-
ing what the Public Health Service redently callecrilv, most wide.
spread example of drug dependence in our nowt* hicli causes
more illness and death than all the other drugs. irhati$1.2 billiqp
Buys a lot of 'advertising. That $1.2 billion pays for J lot of fills-
samples being 'handed out to people on the stmt corners in towns
across this land. That $1.2 billion pays for a lot of giveaways at poro-
fessimial sports events to .young fans and their families. These
things influence people. They cause smoking.

What does freedom mean in this context? I would like our chit
dren to be free to grow up without those seeking the widespread
consumption of such deadly drugs outspending, those toying to pre-
vent this constimptibn by a ratio of 24 to 1.

I think this hill is admirable, positive, and constructive and
should. be an effective attempt to begin to redress this imbalance.

I thank you for your attention.
Rrepired statement of,Dr. Fisher follows:1
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?ominous of Dr. Livia E. fisher. Jr.

It fs a Pleasure to testify before this coemittee.

My same is Livia E. ?Ulm, Jr, 1 a here representing the Aseriesaluni

ASSOCIatiOn. I se Chairearveg the Lung Aseocistion's Smoking sad Health Committee

and also elemental's! of the Lung Associstion. I hold similar poeitiona in the

Stma-ftea Lung Association of !astern Missouri in St. Louis. where I Ifve.

In ay personal life. I ms an associate professor of psychology at Washington

UeleefeitY in St. Louie- I on elm Director of the behavior TheraPY Clinic in the

Department of Psychology there. i on also Asaoeiara Director of our MIB funded

Diabetes Research sad Training Comter in our medical school.

Is the belmvier Therapy Clinic, 'kith I direct. um hsve runs amber of pro-

' 6 grans in beeltg education over the past flva yeara for weight hoes. nutritfou

management of diabetes. making cessation, end a variety of other Problems. thus.

I beet substantial dialed =Per/ems in helping people to change Problems .uth es

smoking.

Let se stem by reminding the Committee that the American Lung Assotiation

has meat supported s ban or Proscription on cooking or Gig ttttt as. mis seek to

intern the public aid to help individuals act in accord with detisions they asks for °

their ow welfare.

I would like to focus oa several aspects of the bill before us today.

first of ell, as background. I weld like to revue briefly the federal Trade

Ccomisslea report oa advertising of cigarettes sad Public knowledge of health effetts

of oinking. This report was publifhed la /ly 1981.

Ass behavioral seieitist, I on inmeaed by a particular aspect of this reportt

that is, the Maine in the report bold up against repeat testing by different

remercherswith difiment semples. The report is based oa a tombs/ of curtsy.,

17e
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lucervit4isrudies. sad focus panels conducced by a variecy of reseeccbers in cbe

private seccoc, unimersic7-based dePersmencs, and governmen441irclas. All of rha

rcseerchCrs come r0 a 'Jailer sec of conclusions abouc severe knowledge deficirs in

cbs public reisrdis4 cbs specific beach asks associeced with smoking.

This sots of roPlicacion of findings across studies is cbs hallmark of bigb

sciencific respoctaiilltY. therefore, I chink dm rePorc is porticuleMlaserwing

of our attention.

7)4 ITC report showed chom cher, is a general awareness in chc Public chic chore

is something wrong vicb cigarecce smoking, Bowyer, chars is a low level of swore-

nest of risks of smoking associared with diseases ocher clue Wog cancer. Thu is

also generally poor slairomeas of who may bs moor or risk.

I am PAimtm117 shown this every ciao I run a smoking cessation clinic. The

People cosh in. Join. and As sons begin co relapse, they *Ices say !bingo

like, "1 guess / bate co 'go' somehow. lc nay as well bs lung camel." Molars not

even aware of cbs fogr thnc cbiy era running many risks besides lung CaafAC.

I woad like go blab/Isar par a couple of areei chat seem .specially imporrenr.

lc is s foci chec hears disease scooting* for cosi of tau excess deaths among smokers

chi, country. Inc 32 percent of cbs public mod 37 porceoc of onokoos do not know

meting cameos disae..

$2212er17, esoklmit cassia 70 Vercelli of asses of "chronic obscructive pulmonary

dise406" th4o is fancy !elk for =physic's and bronchitis end s few ocher lung

diseases. Tog 34 forum of the public does nog know chat smoking come allay coos.

of omphysema. Thirty-sins Pereacc of smokers do Doc know chi.. SimilerlY virb

bronchitis, 55 percent of cbs public at largo and 60 percesr of\ounkers do nor know

chsc looking causes easy asses of chi: dislipa.\

V

.
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TogethIr, =oar, heart diets.., and chronic obstructive pawner, disease

account for 62 percent of the 41Sathe in ch. United State' each year according to

figures from the National Center for Health Statistics.

Vita this baChgromad I would

this bill which mould establish an

Hervices to tarry mat a proven to

risks of smoking.

It sews to me the knowledge deficits which I have tempted ftcm tha FTC .sport

demonstrate the need for vigorous action in this ere.. The American Lang Association.

J well es the American Cancer Society and tbe American Heart Association ere certainly

'eager to cooperate lila the ?Wing SOVVIISMAt is .a broad-based program to Wen the

public. However, vented the governaent to its rightful roll in this. Owing to

tbelmalthimpacts of smoking, that rola dhould be of 024.

A critical consideration for yeti on this may be ghat the public res117 wants to

lento. Is there a public interest to ba sacred by the sort of ion to be

Pr OvidMIT

Two maths ago. the Public Bealth.Servace wade an announcxit on the

*static, of smoking. flaia received (tont-jogs towage is

ea of mine running smoking cessation ProgrAs all over gads

like.to look for a moment at la provision is

arm within the Department of Beath and 1,iumen

inform tie public is a spetenatIc aeon about the

.

addictive Oar

newspaper., Coll

coma) hsve sentimaeito IS mthotantial interest mass that: program partici a in

this seat t. Vs all were deluged b queotioas about it is our clinic meat

following abs

lots that tits Pa et

- ---Cinentg.e..

t did tot give new, of a "new miracil awe* fir a

dreaded disease. It merit,' thi-polalit 4441.1 intimation acme the astute of s

problem which it fates. Ill. was middy and sagely read. This help. us main's,
ft,

that the public has a deep and etious interest is learning more shoat cbu thing.

which effect it. health'

,11.;
Sad 0.-416,--111
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Perhaps` hh most c ersial aspecg of thwpr+ded isEfi is she rdtatioa of ',''.

:,,f. labels. 1 mould like to t coshersr1441,4sPer co aril icepected fed yen s.,

' r daueseneolAwYtkoltkital set oducerioulopifiniples,
.

w

4 *we

. , ,The -firer is.krass in the field at laidtuation,"

r.
psychelogiscs usi this sold in s &lightly different form t4sn used to refer co ..,

-. _ ,..

,addicrim'iproseassIes regarding sacking is several cerise Surgerne,Ceneral'a repor.ta and
. a . .., . 8,.1 , ,...

Te'srOld confusion, .

a r

ot)ft.goverassut 4ocumasts.

plowed here.

of a stimulus too

dogruto acurOUs

Mars Album rhis'osspe

lethitession" refers. to the fact that the' frequent repatitios of '

0 a,
s it to lose its effaces. Thesauri& of subjects from twice:,

ticipants conAstless aiedies isnea.;" kniorsatimi.Precassein;
t

Er .

t _The current sorniskieVel,las been olt%cirpiricca packs for essrze.deoeda. it

certainly Iskauffered isms hishitustVas, causing the impact of chaWialel io be
c .. *4 4

timisishld/tonsideraili, . '' 4., .

; ,.. l.r ,
4 ,A sol/eonsiderritiosk is char tahcrare. mesniegful cencapcsere much tortes

: i .

.resestored,iuth better learned. Chas vsgoc,conceprs. The current warning label is

6 A iegve,:gessetal voreing Sobb language of .beresucrstle cooprosise vill not he.
e

reil -rUeSiereg'hy soot' consumers.
..

, . . . I , .- c

.: ', As'Opposed ukriccurvenc langbaga, A &leer. crisp !whist should he in tilt
ip

...t- , .

that sresumingful, mach

..

se.rdeeth." Irte memsa birth,' laddlati" Irriag
. . . .-

-. spy." aesT"slasautiage." Ibis; sr& Vass shin are sell -understood hWns
t . ,,:

.of the public, and will epee sbe labels to be sossingful to chem. Thera A

poise lb fulfilling ourdpty to idiom sTstpultile if so inform the public in vague
.

.
language vhicis it,does !oven seuierstami.

t

;

,linally, '<mold liketo ;cation w pelli6d4Esteod prishipla of. Auld% ednpntiou..

This is shactsvcifio.iniorparlon regarding risks and uysin %filch they may he

residied issue effective then vague infoireation. Again, the proposed sorwing

' labels pus in specint sass, theiliks of Sookini. &stabiles the specific imouterrgi

, defisiira noted earlier.
.4 ase *

1-` . ' 0
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Rsperiesce 84th laformative tondos labels ai this b proposes hfs been

gathered in a number ofserriogs. But it is isportast ro understead that this it

not just:s bill for *Leine twangs. It is a couprehensive smoking education

au. I shit& Char is :meetly %tar is needed. Norway. Swedes, sad Finland have

=mud oar toapreheweive smoking educatiO4 and realised substantial roducrions in

ehe pezesatages of smokers among adults and peenegoss. Ia Suedei, ads led to o

mans percent deems* laths rate of stoking among adultloales sadsaelos. hfhe

percept's, of 13-year olds who smoked in Swedea was cut by Dearly SO percent

between 1977 ;6 1900. InFinload, she patient/4e of secondary otifen$0 *Wang

dropped from 27 to'llpereent between 1913 and 1979. In Norway, thf.pereZ8sags of.

male smokers boiwelef the ages of IS and 21 dropped from 82 to 30 percear between

1978 sad 1980. .

?weld liks to discuss briefly the issue of additives to cigs etc's. Cursptir,

cigarette companies, at least one or tvosofthes, can put almost dbytIlingIthey like

in a cigarette poirbout informing a sinels commas about it. dives the documented

risks of smoking. chi, stands so a glaring exception to the floe Anericas ttadition

of Mrflova Jatotilltioa which is helpful to peOple.living4ir lives.
p.

In planaiii governneni policy sad action', there has.ekbe some consideration

of the track record of the particular industry or psoduts is question. Several

defenders of the cigarette coepanici point out the lack of rotaries awnings, etc.
r^

4; alcobol, for instance. hut, I remenber when I was 8 high school asudonl'Sha

spokesperson ere around sponsored by the alcohol distributors. Rs told us shout.the

rick of drinking and the important* of rospoestile As far is I on *ware,
oy

italpokes4pr000 hoey's appeared or Anericanhigh oclkools for the Iobacedflnarituts
t

'informing..edolestontawiers.et;ut'sho,riskidlaitiing. I thick that the relatava
v .4 J'

4 good ettisonsitip of she two lodushioo Deeds ro be 8eIghod In comparing goverment

.1 dealtngs with 'thew..
. .
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Ttme tees of smoking Deeds to be seen se singular. The risks ,pstify ii. toy levels

of public emovleage Justify it. The :rack record of the industry in reporidg shoat '.

the ritual end effects of its prodects Justify s:. 1 1 ft..

1 **Dula like to address tw further pa/sig.:keg drsgs sgsin of the ITC report"

on knowledge of risks of sicking. prat's the behmaloral stlanceperlpetrive, snot:
. .

the 'trills; yeas of the data in tbsreport is tbediff g betimes the putgit

at leas and lookers regarding the *vsTroos.010' SI ed risk's Across almost

every image, every health xtek surveyed, gloms is s reilable4/11.1.gratce indicating

. . .

,s greater portion of the public st large gils of re lowegs,ofthe health risk

is question. Tbp difiggesees gene from 4 to 11 Awn rimes niemsokere and

embus.

by this looks like.s peiteof vbith peychologisgh hsv leng,been stew. It
o N . ,

ls the bunan being's geode/sty to svoidlearniug tier she or hd weld prefer met to

keen,. %Chairs dot's fa/is-noun ofrlseer413 os'hoy to help people learn Meat they .

. .
1

need tp22/0 This et/earth bas taught Is that it is IwAttent that peopl; receive
e

.
----...........0-r.. . k

.

consistent inforeetion.from maul sources whet their Wader, Oige`vang to Ube
, .

. $
. seeds to be counteracted. .

Gives 01 *Portant* le( coosistest, broad-Used intersect's on emotional issues
.-

suelos health effects of seal:big. it is espetlelly.ineertaut that the task of

Isformisg the puplit in theaeltatters sot '4-left merely taAbe-Volvataiyigisicios'"----
/ r

%

.-\ or to rho TV sad,gedio stations willisg/t&dosatem little bit of We. ne Seed tb

have * concerted, coordinated, fort in utith many credible sourer, of aforsatinn

is dee Ised come together to fors the public. Certainly, the governance beloags

,

0.12 a psteraest role in :bit effort. '

11y los: coototo is sigh freedom. gene may gay that this $12.1. con;eitutes ;,et

mother attempt of govern:bent ro isterggre with the freqdom of individuals is this

country. 1 would like ro put ghee claim in A special Perepetglai: *

z.
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s' $100 rdiitos is re'rigtfa'y's sr;
.

optlutst1; o51 tit, the erect Itotor; t;:o9-.c1491 t;;10'
7 ,

:

r

ouch . .atur iv cf./090=w, ,

is coarr, every
toad lairksaos Abet the

'
dOPsoleat4 Is our WM

'dross."'

....
to

4 , f
rtsrttte tobacco tOopsoies ojesd wok si..2 bit:4Zr' lb shts-.

PBS mesa; called ^the soot vidasproad 'ovoitit of drug

171.1, "pasos.por s:/.1.1.looss roddesch than 41 lire ocher
., . . ee 1 ' e

N.,.....11 . ; 4 .

'Our t141ft'es' igxreof sot troy op' Ia.: ioustry stir-U.0o o "DANA(' ths cos;
V

empties of sociiy1.4ospreod.tisoily dros..Aptspes4 tloiS to prow= this i .

coost=pt4on byes tetra of tvtoty-tour tA one.

thank you very IDAtb.
ft !

The CktAnu+14.N;Thank iribi so nuich. . . -... i,.:,....14. "t.
I think the testimony of all three of you gentlemen h beers

cellent. We really appreciate it. .

- I am going to turn to Senator East a time and let him ask
.his questions. Then I will turn to Senator Pell, and tlto come back
with some coestions I have.

Se ns.tpr EAsr_chank you,Mr. Chairman. I.know you are anxious
0 to 'wind this u and at.I am,' too. Therefore, 1. will be quick as. I ._

. can. J ' . - i ,.. -

....' The 0.114.1341AN, .sobn_as Senator East is through, L will call on
, yea, and,then-I will, wind inip.,: ..-, - ' ::: . . ..... .. ' -:

4tol'-rou.14iltittit.. -.. -'.1"/ . _ . .. - ... .s. : ',..t" 7. -.0
8ehititeRA,Tr. L two.ble, if ifoeuld,,lidrChaTfinen, to infixe.ane

tgii-11./;" bi on-what Dt:Rither has saidfoi, the.record, - - - ..
Jr: 4.e.iiiiiiii. Atogla,iou inind. Lalkini,a,p01.190tr. rain os4Y; I......

..--'-- --igartitithear:that *ell. ,:" ' - , .- ..- . .1( ..
.."Sextit44,f /0. I would -AK lige_to-ninie. one ebservgron fill the

"4 10tM-Antoe to a ,Tafiltar Dr. 'japer hatiAlscusseck and their. 1
1 ; 0 5 0 1 4 W O So put a ., q u e s t an n 7 t h ,*- :( W e s fhen,I DMA cease

le-- -4:- ,aild-dbsisVbeealitg ?.realit4 the ;3TIluit0',-,,, ..i. ' ",''' -1. clo_iiotlitish_to 'sound overly dete e abOut it, -But when you
mentioned, for miatiaple, thigrquestion o advertising tobacco

4 indoistry, not to. dispute your cpciryi ut any, 0 as vertio-
ing Mit t would like to point out for e record oath question of
balance and, proportum .an the prob erns, of emotion this issue. ,
If is to` be remembered that there Is n , cigarette yertising on .

television. Yet, the beer ads' reap, staly. th athletes, showing the
7 merits of' light beer and thiS:lieer v: -, that, bee; we also' khow, as a 'getter !grad, is.1 was . . --,. --.. lies in hearings,

the direct. cause . celafionship..Ntween Alripl and tve;laau. .
* death in autimobil : i. -. :: '-'i , All I am Epiling fbr is a little proportion ;lad balance here. the.

idia seems to be that soraewh, the *arca industry is the great
ar :11111,

-
-::

. ,. :::-.7.....18.?-. -

-Senator PAL. I eve several questions.. .

"/"--..
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elienderr-they%ave been

T-Z
cartinuallY restriOte4 and sconitrkte4in

what they, can ab.lie noti n that some wag. or another they
remain the.big offender in this area in appealing to youth is un- _
founded and I have not seen any ads on television of prominent

. athletes pushing cigarettes of late, but I see* with beer; for eicam-
'ple, on a daily bdjs. .

. . .
,

It is not to say that two wrongs make' aright. I am not argiiink

1
that. It am4merely asking, as I had at the ou t of this hearing,
that as we mode through this ,legislation that motion/on any par-

- ticular element is not reach 4ich a high ecibel. level that we
- lose sight rtion, balance, and scientifi ausation.

I Also in that context, I was a bit troubled w Dr. Pollin's sug
1,- -geporthat cigarette smoking is the gateway to other drugs I

thinks again, this has an emotional ring to.it that may end up dis-
crediting the very cause that he hopes to serve. .

Hang m e hat observation, Mr. Chairman, if I might just ad-
dress this on 14 Dr. Oates, Dr. Oates, the' re was an article in
the May 3 ese ;fork .Times whi I Mould WA to quote briefly

...:. from and, with the per missiop of he chaienian, itake it a part of
the iecor.d here. This is ,Tuesda , ay 3, 1983, NywAgik Times.
"Sex hormone linked to heart , new study finds,' by taw-
'5ence K Altman,. I just wish to lead, Mr. Chainfo, the first three
paragraphs from it . .

I would like Dr. Oates' cornmtnt on this study.
A new study with major duplications Is food evidence that men who have suf-

fered heart attacks, the Nation's leading/killer. have more of a hormone called es-
tradiol than men without heart disease. -

The new re front Columbia University. the Nation'al Institutes of Health andllf
the Framingham Heart Study surprigel even its authors The research found no evi-
dence that commonly suspeeted risk factors as,chelesterol, -high densityrlipo-
proteins. high lkod pressure and cigarette srdokinf differed among those yob* did
and diinot ha heart attacks.

.

. A .

They go to say, . 4.

These fipdin est that heart disease could be primarily a hormonal disorder
which, if true, ect treatment and prevention 410 - -.

Now gestipg that tiffs must eclipse SW other"studies
I y to g#t your opinion of what -you think of this

of --and I just ask as a laymen--7suggest the imperfect
of scient(ficf findings' today? A

.ani back to my concern about scientific causation. If, for exam-
ple, we made the mistake of saying the only rabbit to track here
was the smoking rabbit, we might end up being counterproductive
to the very cause we hope to serve, naniely,'a comprehensive and
balanced. understanding of the cause of heart, disease? -

t. Here.we have a study, I presume.from a very respbnsible source,
suggeiting the problemmay All be ed of hormonal inibalance as

j op.' ,-I to diet, cholesterol, andsmy other matters. e .
A = , I rem& that I am not .suggesting thet this mptriill

the . udies. I am simply suggesting it !foes indicate the somewhat
fmpt rfe t wq Id of 'scientific causation jn v;illich we live; and move,
and have ou being, I would your Comment upon% thisappreciate .
study. ' , ,

N

Dr. TES, 0 amcrelighted thaqou raise this Partictilar point be-
cause think it takes us pinto a ,niajor Misconceetion about the

.. . .
'

te
;

Is i
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impact of on heart attacks and sudden death. That is the
Misconception that these are effects that occur late in life when
one irin,their eighties and that this may be a convenient way to
end a full life..lhdeed, this is not the case.

1'. The toll of coronary deaths from cigarettes is exacted largely in
niidlift, in ages $5 to 65. This ,study is of note in that it .dealt with. individuals who:, tae over ,61. This is at a ppint in time in which

, ithe risk of cightefte ainoking in terms of increasing coronary 'nor-.

%alit)? has largely patsed. Theseris ,are ptimarily directeciste4ard
moving the coronary' mortalitYpw the young person.

For example, in women finder SO arette sinoLn_g increases the
risk of lnyocartial infarction. in one Study it is shown to be in-
creased y-sevenfold. if they also receive oral, contraceptives, the
.risk goes' up to,twentyfold; again young women'. t %

In males under 45, cigarette tlinol&ng is the dorninintrisk factor
.. fdr mortality, from myocardial infarction. Dahl add UK have esti

mated a fifteenfol4 increase in. risk in this age group. .

If one takes the age of inyocuelial infarction and sudden death
,and looks la the contribution from cigarette s @wag, this i,s high.
est hi the tturties and declines later in life, that cigarette Amok
ing is pushing these coronary complications young age, an age
in lifesthat is a productive age,, an age. in whic men and women
have famil3 responsibilities, and is not one that,comes largely in

.. the elderly, to whom this partiqular.gtudy is addredseel .

Dealing with individuals vilho.are In these younger age groups,
there have . been eight fhajor prqspective studies documenting 12
million person years of experience in the United States,. -inn Great
Britain, in Cancels., WO in Sweden. coronary cliseass.z.lni rialliThns
been shown to be increased by cigarette smoking in all of these
stixiies addressing males in midlife. Smoking is an indepodent
risk factar,ansl it further increases the risk from coronsigfrdortal
ity in individuals who have hypertension and who have hypercho.
lesterolemia. It can act alone but it greatly increases the risk 'to in
dividuals who carry additional risk factors, whatever they be, and
they ctiuld indeed, to sorne-extint, be hormonal in the elderly. . .

I think it is fair to say that the initial studies linking cig
retie smo to m inf on, the power of the evidence
has increasedincreasin etre and the evidence has been further .elabo- ,
rated, particularly as t deals with the incidence of myocardial in..

° fare-Lion in midi' e:
Senator EAST: I ap your comment, Dr, Oates.

'. I would like to uest that the committee staff'be directed to
contact Dr, Castelli, who made due study. Again, it looks extremely
responsible. fl is in .the flew York Times. They. could see if he

, would be willing to give ua a written'repekt on this study,00 that j
we coukteceisider it along with the others. ,Illy whole poinratmath, alr respect toDr. Oates, to suggest' the

i, _division of scientific opinion on matly of these ;things and.the tel
. Nive merit of a particular causation Ilictor.

Now, as a layman, I am not in apos#iiin to argue against. what
you are saying. What o are showing is the fibility of a man, who

,. obviously is very knowledgeable on tilts, to to port and refule.
even further. You may be,correct, but cl y tile ithplication, lit.
least iri the& New York Times,of this thdt this may be.a

a

k.
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new horizon that would dwarf the others. Again, I repeat, it may
not be.

Howeier, I am back to my concern about whether" we do not
overreact in isolating this variable of smoking and fockwing upon it
as well nigh the exclusive causation element here,, when in fact it .
is a part of a w e mosaic of variables which even within specif-

' /-ic context cou vary significantly.
...- Obviously, would imply an infinite potential of other factors

to, be weighed. .

I do not wish to .belabor the point, and the chairman has been
overly tenerous and kind to me already. I2Lould like to make that la
request of the committst staff. ,

ft

' The MAILMAN. We will be happy to do that.'

(The infontation referred to falloirs:) .
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Association of Hyperestrogenimia and

Coronary Heart Disease in Men in the Framingham Cohort
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. Senator EAST: I realize we cannot resoltre it, and I do not mean to

engage in interminable argument about it, but I would appreciate
it if you might try to get that study. - . . .

The CHAIRMAN. We will surely do tbat. We ats-ci w ap y to
ask thdoctor any questiqns that we have.

Dr. OATES. Senator, may I respond to that?-:
The CHAIRMAN. Go ahead. pr. Oates, and4 n I will turn to you,

Dr. Cahan., ,',
. Dr. OATF.s. I would encourage you to request, a written opinion '

from Dr. William Cas911i, who has been involved in this study: I
think the committee will be greatly enlightened by his communica- .

tion on that,
The CHAIRMAN. We will be glad to do that.
Dr Omts. I. appreciate your request in that regard, Senator

- East. I think that will 'enhance the informati n in the...hands of the .
cominitteeiindicating that, indeed, in the ag frame in which I am
discussing the evidence

think that in terms of this being "the oily rabbit in the ratc"
dence is unequifocal:,

it is important to recognize that no one is a rtising hy-pertensi n,
urging one to gt out and have high bl pressure, whereas, we
have over a billion dollars in cigarette advertising encouraging\
people of all ages tosmoke. '

i. The issue we are addressing here is of one of trying to outlaw 1

cigarettes. We are simply urging that the pub* be provided with i

information about their risk. I think this is taking place in after y

areas. It cannot take place in the area of eigyette spoking Without
....

...

the assistance of the Federal Goxernment. ''
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Cahan? .
Dr. CAHAN. Lest you think there is no advertising ontelevision.

Senator, 'I may rdmind you ,of the Virginia Slims tennis tourna- /0
ment. the Benson Hedges tennis tournament. There is a tale that
lies therign because last time I testified we thought it- would be 1
wise, in light of the tremendous increase in womesks lung cancer,
perhaps to get' a woman athlete, and a tennis athleteof course,
they are very famous, they are probably:the most dominant type of
woman athlete right now, Therefore, I called_ a very good friend
who is highly connected iii women s professional tennis and said, .
"By the Way. could you please see if there re ally women who ,
would be :glad to testify?: He said, "Well, they are all off on the . .
Virginia Shills tournament." I said, "Oh, My gOodness.' He said,
"Well, I know' how you feel.. but look what they 'ye done for
women's tennis." This is the remark made by this man.

I think that underlines that this is not exactly a static area of ho
advertising on television.

Senator EAST. However, it certainly, Doctor, is a greatly dimin :
ished one as opposed, for example, to beer advertisements where

. they.show the dusky athletes in the bar and they have aust cope
off a playing field and are ordering a tool one. We do not have that
kind of grossness involved here; It may be sponsorship of an event.

I know what you are saying. 11 do not,mean to be argumentative 4'

about it, but I see a difference-in quantity here, what is being done,
that approaches a very fundamental qualitative, difference in the
kinds of'advertising. One is very blatant appeal, clearly a titillating .

ad whith suggests the big athletes drink beer.

A
1
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The fact that cigarette companies may sponscir articular
tennis tournamentI And.a difference in degree that ,appi'ottches .

to a point of differeneeln kind. However. I realize th,at reasonable
minds could differ over that. , .

Thank you, Mr:Chair/Ilan. : .
-The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. 11..

Senator Pell. .

Senator PELL. Thank you, Mr:Chairman. - l
would like, first, to express my own personal affection and

regard for D. Call, whom I
est

hqve known for some oars.
have severral

ani
specfic'quio4s.

. Why is it that cigarette smoking is harmful and'cigal and
smoking is nqt considered harmful? .

Dr. CAHAN. Well, I think that islin old wife's tale, Senator. '4'.
Cigars and pipe smoking are, indeed, quite harmful. The difference
is that usually cigar smokers and pipe srgokers do net.do as much
inhaling as cigaretteSmokers. Therefore, their cancer, when it 'does
occur,..would seem to be much more in a local area such as within
the oral cavity, esophagus, pharynx, and so forth.

Indeed, there are plenty of instances where pulmonary cancers
have arisen in cigar and pipe smokers directly qttributable to that.

Also, I May remind you that cigarettes are rery easy to smoke
, all 'the way dawn. Pipes are constantly going out, as are cigait;
Therefore, the teridenCy is not to smoke quite as much.

However, in those who smoke heavily, we see quite lot of....
mouth cancer in part i /

Senator PAL. In tfiAt picture of the lung, the so-called clean lung
which was still full of "ookr can that be cleaned out if you went
out to live in Colorado where the climate is clean as opposed
New York City or some other place?, .

Dr. CAHAN. No, I do not think it can be cleaned out. It just is one
of the things that happens iii the course of a lifetime. I think it is
quite utderstandable. We all have those particles, more or less to
some degree, depending on your exposure to the city dust, and so

*forth and so on. They are not harmful. They are taken and ab-
sorbedby the body as something that is quite inert.
' Senator PELL. Dr. Fisher was talking about,pther diseases being

caused by,cigarette smoking. I was struck biAre fact, when I went
to visit a friend in the cardiac section of the George Washington
University Hbspital yesterday; that some of the people who have
just been operated on who are recuperating, go down to the reOm
at the end of the corridor and light up a cigarette, which Would in-
dicate the habit must be very strong, indeed.

Dr. FISHER: The habit is strong. Of course, not1always is the in
formation about OM risks entailed in the habit as well presented, as
it might be.

You mentioned Colorado. Perhaps a good reason _for moving to'
Colorado is that there are now, several unite in the-University of

"Colorado Medical Center, in Denver, where I visited a couple weeks
ago that do not allow smoking, so I think this is progressing.

Senator PEti. It has often keen said that people should be la- .

lcrwekto kill them elves any way they likewear helmets or not
wear helmets when they are on motorcycles, wear safety belts,; or

. . ,
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esmoke'clgarettes, but YOU corog,4 against the fact that the taxpay-
er pays for .their injuries in ffat-part.

One device that has occurred.to meI do not kbow if aii of yo u
have ever-thought about itis to license the sale of tobacco or ciga-
rettes When anyone btiys them, they would have to show a certifi-
cate saying, "I-give up 10 percent of my medicare benefits fOr the

. future." i
I was just curious; quite seriously, if that might have an inhibit-,.

ing effect, if it were feasible: I thought that might amuse the chair-

hea b
n

i
dll.might"even stimulate him to incorporate an amendment

The CgAIRMAN Senator Pall has,always been very creative on-
thie committee. [Laughter.] _

Dr. FISHER. I do want to comment on that Isecause I ,think it
m bears consideration. J.

Those sorts of measures often come up.among those or us who. are concerned about the issue, but I think reflection indicates that,
as we "bleeding-heart ocial gientists" ,refer to it, what you are
proposing is a sort of "victim blaming, which wa.would rather
stay away from. .

The American Lung Association and our colleagties in thecoali-
tion have always

ibee
agiinst a banning, a proscription, d punitive

approach to the ndiv dual Who isaddicted or habituated, or what-
ever you.want tdcall 1, to smoking.. .,..

We think that the proposal here foil a comprehensive education
and prevention act is much more in line with traditional American
vallies, traditional ideas that people ought to be free to do what

.ihey please but they ought to have a lot of information by which to
guide their actions. That is what we are interested in. That is the
reason we support (his bill. .

Senator. SELL. I know tile tobacco industry dbjects sti'enuously to
the labels on the packs,. I can see that. It must be objectionable to:
them to pay for printing them-and then have to print it, sort til
like you do with iodine, -have a skull and cross bones on it, or some-

7., thing of that sort. . 0

Now this other 'approach of just having a certificate giving tip a
percentage of .your potential ibedicare benefits would not be any-
thing that 'the cigarette industry Would have to do. Do you think

. thatwould be objectionable? ,-. r.
Dr FISHER. I think people might tie] that, they were being un-

fairly singled out.
Nonce went to a meeting with. some people who were hot about

Smoking Just for example, I 'took exception to the fact that they
were. all drinkingcoffee out of styrofoam cups, spoiling our envi-

, "ronment .0nce we begin slashing at each other, singling out incli:
viduals and saying, "You are going to have to pay a $W penalty for
this," or "You are going to have to pay a $10 penalty," Lthink that

,lapgi ns to raise problems in terms of how we live together, ..

Iv 4ur goal here is to encourage a good, educational:prevention ap-
proa6b d I

Senator EAer. Would the gentleman yield?
r Senator PELL. Certainly. 1 .

Senator EAST- Would you wish to extend that kind of pipvision to
people, kir example, who drank more tharran established propor-

.
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don peg day, fog people who declined 'to use seat, belts or people
who were over.a particulardeal weight or people whovere exces- s

sive in thelruse of salt?..What, again, I am asking for is Some pro-
., portion ancl.balance here as.to how far one could go Imo federally-

funded program for Medical benefits singling out dettain risk fac-
tors. Once we statt down. that road, I would simply remind the
chairman there would be many other 'things we would want-to mild
to that- list. It might. be an acceptable and appropriate-ipproach,
but I. think Dr. Fisher suggested there are limits to how far 'Gov-
ernment can go in demanding certain behavioral forms.4Ceitainly,
the informational end of it is valuable. I ant not brguing that.

I didn't know whether or distinguished Senator 'from Rhode -,

Island would consider our adding More than merelya smoking cer-
tificate in terms of reducing medicare benefits. %

, ..
eliatoti PELL. I think if it could be shown that perhaps a 25-pei-

.cent increase in disease caine from 'a particular illness or benefits
were paid for -a particular illness, an argurrient ought 0 be made
along those tines. At this morneqt I lam not making that argument
lam throwing'this out as csuggestion. t 1 ,

Perhaps we ought to'study it further and debate ,whether people .,
w,ho do hot wear their seat belts would give up certain medical

. «.
. :benefits. ...

The CHAIRMAN. I hate to say this, Seriator Pell,but -the Tobacco
Institute might "be suddenly seeing that .this particular bill is a i
much niceer bill thin they thought originally. , . . '

Senator PELL that thought,occurred to nies.in making the Lug-
gestion. . 1.... ,

The CHAIRMAN. Thht is what I figured. \ # ... ,

Senator FELL. One final question: Near the Senate floor there isT
a little box of. snuff that some of xis take bccasionally, made from
tobacco. Is that also harmful or not? -

Dir. CAHAN. $n as'' itsown problems. It is now lauded as a
I, . .substitute for to6iceo, ut I assure you Were is a fah-Amount of-0

thiqjt it is called' packig sniff, as I remember ifirilhe South A
'grqat deal of that is done. At great deal of oral cancer comes very '
much in those areas where they r . f

Senator PELL, I am not talking about he tobacco;lr anitalk-
ing about sniffing. .s4S

.Dr. CARA.. You are -talking about sniffing it? I do not ,krioW,of
any figures on that. I was thinking.about stowing it away in the
thbuth the way good pitchers supposedly-do all the dale. . ....

,Senator rPoi. clo not think many of my colleagues use that
little is just to the left as, you come out thtdoor.

. rf . "'Sen at or EAST. I was una*are of it...Senator. .. -. = -1.
/ Senator'PELiaj would-be glad to show it to you,

.. - .
The CHAIRMAN. Dr: Fisher?

.
. . . ,

/ , Dr. EIMER. I would like just tosommeht on twolvinta. --
penator Pell, tam not expert in this particular, rea, but I knOw

Ir., my colleagues in tle,Lung'Association".ar, increasiigly concerned
about the impact of smokeless tobaixe, chewing aaffiwell as &tuff It

titftis interesting to consider the fact ,tat the.snuff is efficientit is
...t _not as efficieqt as:inhaling cigarette*smolte, but it is an efficient

m: It is ,prob-

. .

, -

4,

way of getting nicotine to the ceh IN-iervilys s
. .. . . '. ,
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ably' addictive, I hate to think of all of you Senators running
around becoming junkies on snuff. ,

Also, there are increasing concerns because a lot of people, in re-
sponse to knoWledge bf the risk of cigarette smoking, are turning to
smokeless tobacco. Senator East, I am sure, is thinking we halie
soccer stars on TV talking about snuff and smokeless tobacco, et
cetera. f

We would be happy to furnish you some information on this, if
you would desire it. -$

Thl Other thing 1 did want IT comment on was this. 1 really like
your activist inclinations.' I think perhaps a slight twist on what
you were proposing perhaps gets more into the sorts of things that
We can do, which would be to think in terms of positive incentives
Tor people who livAealthy lifestyles, whether it is using their seat-
belts or controlling their weight, or whatever. If we can think,
through health insurance 'and other sorts of mechanisms, of posi-
tive incentives for lifestylesand a Jot of the insurance compani
are already doing thistI think legislation which encourages p
rate sector forces to encourage hdalth in their own ways would

-probably be quite feasible.
Senator PEL I think you are right. 1was reilliss in closing that I

did not acknowledge -the good works that sdme of the cigarette
companies are doing I think Philip Morris, for exampleI know
they conduct the tennis urnatients in my

for
city. They do a

lot in the arts and human' 'es. I think they use their profits, some
of their profits, for very g causes, indeed.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank You, Senalor Pell.
Let me ask you, Dr. Cahan. 1491ir contributions, of course, are

very well known in the field. of lung cancer, and, as I have said, we
have appreciated your testimony here today. In your experience
what other types of cancer are caugedk,cigarette smoking? 4

Dr CAHAN. Cancer -bciated with .the oral cavity, for one;
cancer of the esophagus, usually in association with alcohol as co-
cancinogeni; cancer of the larnyx, which we have mentioned, tra-
chea; pancreas, you heard today, and the bladder, conceivably of
the kidney I think the pancreas is now becoming much more of a
target than it used to be. Certainly the urinary bladder is.

The CHAIRMAN. In your experience, what is the typical course for
a patient you diagnose as having lung cancer? What would be the
typical course of treatment?

Dr. CAHAN. A patient dying of lung cancer?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. What would he go through.
Dr CAHAN, There are two things that happen. Either they die by

local invasion within the chest cavity itself, invading important
structures withiri the bavity, such. as the heart sac or the wind pipe
or the bones Moro\ f ently, it spreads beyond the thoracic cavity
to the brain, to the liv and to bone, and kills them that way.

The CHAIRMAN. 1 see.
.Dr Oates, your preseen`Eation, I think, has been enlightening to

alL of us here today. I Oant to thank you for it.
your experience, do you find that the switch to low tarand

14w nicotine cigarettes has lowered the risk for some of these dis-
eases?

IL*
$
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Dr. OATim. The data have addressed several aspects 'of that Low
tar, low nicotine cigarettes *clearly do not reduce the risk for coro-
nery-nelated events, myocardial infarction and sudden deaths The
reason for this is ..not eorely knovirn, but there certainly is the
issue of compensation by smokerts to inhale more deeply and to
smoke more in order to maintain the same levels of nicotine and
other substances in the blood. -

For whatever reason, there is no reduction in the risk for coro-
nary mortality associated with lotv tar, low nicotine cigarettes In
the area of lung carer, while the risk is.less, it is still quite evi-
dent. The low tar, low nicotine cigarette is not safe.

With regard to the issue of how well the public is informed, it is
of interest that of individuals surveyed regarding low tar, low nicer
tine cigarettes, 60 percent were not aware of the fact that Jow tar
and low nicotine cigarettes are not safe. A tremendous educational
effort is required which would be implemented by this bill,

The CHAIRMAN. You have said that cardiovascular diseases kill
nearly 1 million Americans each year. How many of those would
you attribute to being either caused in part or wholly by cigarette
smoking?

Dr. OATES. I think it is difficult to be. precise as to the exact
number of those. We know that pf those in total, about 550,0b0 are
related to coronary events, myocardial infarction and sudden
death. Cigarette smoking is a leading risk factor in that regard I .

think that the 'general estimate is in the neighborhood of 00,000 of
those deaths may be related to cigarette smoking. It is an enor-,,....,...mous epidemic.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. How is a person's risk of heart disease di-
minished if they quit smoking even if they have smoked for a
number of years?

Dr. OATES. Over a p?riod of time after ceasing smoking the risk
returns back close to that of nonsmokers. Exactly how this occurs
is not understood, but it is hopeful for those individuals who choose
to cease smoking. That is an attractive part of this bill, that it
would inform individuals of the risk of heart attack.

The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Fisher, in your expefience as a psychologist,
what ha& been the most effective way in discouraging ,youngstirs
from entering into smoking?

Dr. Emus. There have been a umber o1 things that have been
useful. What is very important is t ie effects of specific information
For instance, the project carried but by the New Hampshire Lung
Association several years ago brought biofeedback equipment into
the' school room so that young students could see their hands shake
more if they smoked d cigarette or see their pulse ra e, see .

increased carbon monoxide in their breath. The abilit irst-
hand the short-term, very specific effects of smoking a cig rette
was. quite influential in changing attitudes toward smoking and,
some evidence indicates, changing subsequent smoking behavior
itself. .

I think we can then look at that as being parallel to the provi-
sions of this current bill. This is jtIst one example with teenagers
ana smoking of the general principle that Specific, concrete, real in-,

.. formation is most helpful to people.",
..-46
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Additionally.we think the impact of people that children look up
to is very, very important in this area. I was talking with some
people just last evening about the fa thatI do not remember
her name but an f the prominent f ale actresses was on the
cover of Seventee one month and was in a Virginia Slim's ciga
rette commercial hortly thereafter. This sort of linking of attrac-
Ei,ve role models with smoking is very important. That is one of the
tteasons the Lung Association sponsored the Brooks Shields poster
several years ago This is a woman that children look up to and -see
as an appropriate role model. Getting her to essentially say, "Hey,
it can be cool not to tmoke," seems to be important.

Aticlitionatly, the consistency of information is important. Devel-
opmental psychology reseach indicates that children or adoles-
cents are at an age where they pickapart all the information they
get If they can say. "Well, that is just those people m the Lung
Asiociation trying to act like my grandmother, . or if they think,
"Well, of course your doctor tells you not to smoke. What do you
expect from your doctor," or if their schoolteacher tells them to sit
in their seat and not to smoke, et cetera, then they can discredit
the information and avoid its implications. If it is not presented to
youngsters as consistent information, where the 'Goverment, the
professional sector, the schools, TV personalities like Captain Kan-
geroo, more adult personalities like Brook Shields, et cetera, agree
about what's important, they may not take it in. However, if ono:if
these people are together, then I think we have a chance of getting
yo. ongsters to see that this is ally- something they do not want to
du

re
.

That is why I think that the first proision of your bill is very,
very important. I do not think it makes sense to say, "Well, the
voluntary associations are already doing enough in this area."
Each of profetsional community, the voluntaries, as well as the
Government have a very,very important role. The Government.
has a unique type of credibility which needs to be brought to bear
in this issue more effectively than it currently is. I applaud the
first provision for that reason.

The CHAIRMAN. From your experience as'a psychologist, is there
a smoker's persoritility? Can you describe this personality? Do you
think that S. 772 will actually help people to quit regardless of
thOir peculiar personalities?

Dr FISHER. I do not want to take you to a lecture, Senators but I
am a behaviorist. Our approach to psychblogy sort of eschews the
study of personality. We find that not to be a most useful concept..

If I had to talk about personality of the smoker, I would say that
the most stril?ing aspect of the smoker's personality is that on aver-
age 4 to 11 percent of 'smokers are less likely to know about the
risks of health which their smoking constitutes from the nonomok-
ert in our societyak is a reliable finding from the Federal Trade
report that I Mentioned earlier. That looks very familiar tali psy-
chologist.

It is very commonrthat people are not likely to want to find out
about risks associated with behavior. They rpay -not want .to find
out. They sometimes prefer not to knorl.

getting 'through that sort of "defensiveness,', as psychologists
call' it, highlights again themportance of consistent information. If
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G the smoker can say, ''OIL, that's ,those people, those hotheads about
smoking, who are telling me that, Out they would tell me anything .
to get me to quit," if they can discount the information source,
they can _discount the information. Again, it is important, there-
fore, that the information in informing the public. in this:area be
broad based and include the Government as a very active partici--
pant. -

..... .

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you. .
I certainly feel that w4 have had interesting hearings today. We

have all learned a lot about the effects of cigarette smoking and
other types of smoking on the human being.

We appreciate the eff that all of you have put forth.
With that, we will recess ese hearings.

. I might mention' that we a going to have a full' day of witnesses
who may disagree with the conclusions oT many of you who testi-..
fled today. In,any event, we will want to look at both sides of this. )

/
We'do appreciate the testimony you have given. I ha ve no doubt

in my mind that it is true. ,

With that, we will recess these hearings until the next session 104
(Whereupon, at 1.30 p.m., the cqmmittee recessed, to reconvene

at the nail of the (thair.) ,.
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SMOKING PREVENTION HEALTH AND
EDUCATION ACT OF 1983

THURSDAY, MAY 12,.143
4,.

U.S.'SENATE,
oMMIrrEE ON LABOR AP;TD HUMAN RESOURCES,

It ` Washington, RC. ,

The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 9:37 a.m., in room SD-
430, Dirks Senate Office Building, Senator Orrin Hatch (chair-
man) presi

Present: uators Hatch, Bait, Dodd, Nickle**Quayle, and Hum,
;

Ping.

phrey. ,
.

. OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR HATCH
. il

The CHAIRMAN. I welcome you here today to these full committee r
hearings devo S. 772, the Smoking Prevention Health and
Education Act. As hairman of the Labor and. Human Resources .
Committee, I also h Id hearings 1 Week ago on S. 772 Und I learned .

a great deal abo the health of our citizens. I reamed that the
health hazards of smoking are enormous. In fact, smoking has re-
portedly claimed more victims in thiscountry than all the Ameri-
cans killed in major wars and traffic accidents. These facts were
presented by some of the most distinguished scientists in the field
of,medicine and affiliated specialties. eq

Similarly, the bill received impressive stipport from the Atheri-
can Cancer Society, American Heart Association, American Lung
Association, and virtually every ifealth-professional organization in
the country. Likewise, we heard moving support from Mrs. Barney
Clark who testified before this committee last week that her hus-
band would .probably still be alive if he had not .been a pack -a -day
smoker o rettes for 25 of his 62 years. ... .

1 *
The lation we are dealing with today represents a national

public ucation effort'clesigned to improve odr citizens, awareness
' about what the Surgeon General has said is the No. I preventable

cause of death--cigarette smoking. The issue at stake is not wheth-
er a person should or should not smoke, or whether the Govern-
ment should tell people how to live their lives. I am not in favor of
Government regulations just for the sake of regulating. The legishk.
tion we are considering today will not prevent any citizen froth ,
using tobacco products. It will, however, allow them to make a '
more informed choice.

Today we are here to listen' to another panel of witnesses who
have beeninvited to testify as representatives of the tpLiakco inaus-

OP kite,ttri 4 '
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try and outdoor advertisers. I am very hapey to welcom e our wit-
. nesses today.

Our first panel consi3ts of Mr. Curtis "H. Judge, of Logillard,
chairman of the eXecutive committee of the 'Tobacco Institute; Dr.
Sheldon C. Sommers, who is u pathologist at Lenox' Hill Hospital in
New York; Dr. Edwin R. Fisher, director of laboratories at Shady-
side Hospital in Pittsburgh, Pa.; Dr. Roger D. Blackwell, who is I
professor of marketing at the Ohio State University; and,' finally,
Dr. Theodore H. Blau,,who holds a doctorate in psychology and is
currently in independent practice of clinical psychology in Tampa,
Fla.

We will begin with Mr. Curtis Judge.
Mi. Judge, pleasellroceed. r

..,

STATEMENT OF CIATIS H. JUDGE. PRESIDDIT OF 'LOALLARD
AND CHAIRMAN OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF el'HE TO.
BACCO INSTITUTE, NEW YORK, N.Y.,' 'ACCOMPANIED. BY

. ARTHUR J. STEVENS, GENERAL COUNSEL OP LORILLARD

r. JUDGE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
"I am Curtis H. Judge, president of Lorillard, a division of Loews

Corp..I am also chairman of the executive committee of the Tobac-
co Institute, an association of tobacco manufacturers 'with head-
quartets in Washington, D.C. I testify here today on behalf of
industry, .

With me today on this panel are Prof. Roger D. Blackwell, r.
Theodore H. Blau, Dr. Sheldon C. Sommers, and Dr. Edwin R.
Fisher. I am also accompanied, on ,my left by Arthur J. Stevens,
general counsel of, Lorillard.

While we appreciate the time you have provided for us to, testify,
Mr. Chairman, we want to point out, with all due respect, that ad- ..: ,....

ditional time.should also be provided to permit members of the
committee to consider and deliberate on the testimony that, we .
have been permitted to present. .

. The issues. raised by this legislation are serious ones, and we be-
lieveand others agree with itsthat holding a hearing today and it
a markup tomorrow suggests an,inordinate rush to judgment.

Before. the present national policy regarding tobacco-and the use
of tobaccoroducts is discarded, we' would hope that this commit-

- tee will riot only hear a full presentation of the industry position,
but also take a reasonable time to study the record and tepect on
it. 4 4

-Jvly orarremarks will be confined to S. 772. However, my full
statement will deal with the full range of legislative preposalsthat

' are reflected in 8. 1116,nd in H.R. 1824. I ask that mylfull written
statement be printed in the record of these, hearings._ . lThe CHAIRMAN: Without, objektton, the. full written statenients o ,,,
all of these expert witnesses you br6Ughi*ith you will be Plaeed in
the record immediatelyfollowing the Oral' presentations.'

i 1 .

Mr.*JUDOE. Thank you; Mr. Chairmaq.' .. f i
Senators, we are. here to express our strongest opposition to S.

.772, Despite the appearance of good intention!, this is bad legisla-
tion. It is, of course, bad for our' business. More di that,,At sets a

.... ,
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bad precedent for many ther businesses. But most importantly, it
is bad for our free society and its citizens.

We oppose this bill because of the fundam'ental issue it raises of
whether this country will have a national policy of choice or of
compulsion, of public information or of public conformity. The
measure of effectiveness of S. 772 will not be the degree to which
the public is aware of official warnings, but; rather the extent of
public compliance with them. The goal of S.772 is not an increased
level of awareness about tobacco and health; but a reduced level of
smoking.

To ignore the present' national policy, as this bill does, is unnec
essary, unwise, and unfair:. S. 7742 is founded on the notion that
people are informed ifand only ifthey conform to the Govern
ment line and stop smoking. In fact, S. 772, in our judgment, is a
not Very subtle giEint step down the road to prohibition.

The present policy of Congress and the purpose of the present
law is to' establish a Federal program wheteby the public m
adequately informed that cigarette smoking may be hazarus to
health.

We submit that this has already been accomplished. The evi-
dence shows that over 90 percent of the American public is aware
of the claim that smoking is harmfulan unprecedented level pf
awareness that has been lauded by a Secretary of HHS and by the
Surgeon General There is also widespread awarejtess of specific
claims More than 9Q percent of the public, for exafriple, is (ware of

t the claimed association between smoking and heart disease. Equal-
ly high percentages are reported kit awareness of claims about
smoking and lung cancer and smoking and pregnancy.

This high awareness is not recent nor limited to health profes-
sionals,.or adults. Nearly 7 years ago, the Galhip poll surveyed
teenagers across the Nation. It found that `la huge majority of

r teenagers, 96 percent, believe smoking to be bad for one s health,
while another 89 percent think that smoking is a cause of cancer,
and/76 percent Bilk smoking and heart disease.'

On the basis of these findings, George Gallup concluded that "ef-
forts to convince America's teenagers of the dangers of smoking ap-
parentll have been highly successful."

In spite of these facts, S. 772 "finds" Opt present Government
and primate efforts have been "insufficient" in conveying this infor-
mation to the public.

Naturally, this legislation is aimed at the tobacco industry. But
the prebedent*mbodied in it could well be used against other in-
dustriesfood, beer, wine, alcohol, confectionery, cosmetics are
only a few of the obvious targets. The regulatory spirit that sin-
'spires this bill convinces me that the hit list will expand. Today,
tobaccotomorrow, who knows?

Let me detaiLthe many ways that this bill inflicts its damage on
our industry and our society.

One of the most insidious elements of the bill is found in the sec-
tion on "findings." Reselving scientific questions bye majority vote
of Congress is inappropriate and misguided, especially where com-
plex scientific questions are involved. It freezes scientific. research
in its treks It stops the search for annd because Co
has decreed the answer. It has the pMetial for diiiertingnals

I
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from the basic research needed to afiswer the questions of what
causes many chronic diseases.

. Mr. Chairman, I am not a scientist. But, as I understand the
nature of science, 1t is not establishing one's. own answer and then

Y structuring research designed to prove that predetermined answer
Science is an eiplving, changing process of discovering answers to
scientific questiohs.

For -example, public health officials have urged people to reduce
their smoking, their high blood pressure, heir cholesterol

tatin order to lower their risk of dyi heart disease.
this risk-factor-reduction hypothesis was t to the test b

the Multiple Risk Factor Interdention Trial, r MBILTIT as it s
called, the results came as a surprise to the governmental scientific
community. MR FIT had not proven out their carefully developed
and often expounded hypothesis. Ten years, and $115 million tax
dollars later, the question of coronary heart disease causation is
still a question.

This giant- project, sponsored by the National Institutes of Health
anJ reported in the Septembec,23, 1982, issue of the Journal of the
American Medical Association had proved nothing. There was no
significantly different reduction heirt disease death rate in the
group that had significantly greater reductions in gOolesterol,'blood
pressure, and smoking. It seems clear, that this Movernment re-

: search project casts grave doubt on the validity or one of the warn-
ing labMs in S. 772 concerning smo cessation, and emphasizes
the need for continued research and openmindedness. \

fas was mentioned at last week's hearing, The New Yorld Times
.44 on May 3 reported on another study that also demonstrates the

danger of legislating scientific findings. This new research, con-
ducted by.Columbis University, the National Inititutes of Health,
andathe Fismingham Heart Study, s,urprised even its authors. Ac-
coring to the Islqw ;York Times, it found no evidence that such
commonly suspecffid risk factors as cholesterol, high blood pres-

. suit) and cigarette smoking differed among those who did OA did
not have heart attacks. These researchers fowid that men who suf
fered heart attacks, have more of a certain type of estrogen than
men without heart disease.

'These findings, according to the Times, "suggest that heart dis-
ease could be primarily.a hormonal disorder which, if.true,would

I affect treatment and prevention."'.And would add, Mr. Chlirman,
Government health polic and legis1Stiorres well. '
4% There will be scientific testimon ater with. respect to t hete
studies and the proposed findi 772. In addition, many other
expert 'witnesses will have a enable fpr the committee written
statements on the scientific issues in thati

Turning to the section in the bill on "S king Research, Eduta-
bon,and Information," there is nothing in tithes provision yet the

Secretary of HHS cannot do now administratively. There i no au-
thorization of funds in this legislation, but 'ire are sure that the
demand for dollars would swiftly follow its enactment

Establishing a statutory interagency Cgmmittee on Smating and
Health would establish ah unnecessary and expensive antismoking
bureaucracy and create' another costly advisory committee, with
the authority to "coordinate, and thereby to control, researct on

, .
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smoking and health at the National Initif,titet of Health and
. througholit the entire Federal OoverranentIn flak., as Dr. Brandt

mg e clear last week, HHS neither wants nor needs a statutory
In iagency Committee on Smoking and Health.

0 e of the major innovations of tJe bill is to be found in section
6 ting d' series of new warnings on packages is calculated to
have a "shock ,effect;" to deter smoking, and to force the industry
to use its packages for Government-mandated antismoking cam -

.

I must note' at this point that while S. 772 contains four warn-
51. 1116 proposes four times that number. Can we anticipate

't that cigarette packages and advertisements are to become actjuncts
''" to medical journals? Will a bill be proposed for a new warning

label every time an article is-Pullished alleging an adverse health
effect due to,smoking?' It, is tnteresting to note that in 1986, after a study, the Depart-
ment of Health and Hunian Services opposed warning statements

4oR. alcoholic beverages. Indeed, HHS rejected a specific warning
label' for pregnant women because, it said, "singling out a specific
hilkith issue * may cause consumers to discount the imporr
tance of other significant alcohol-related heajth hazards."

The Department further pointed out that rotating warning labels
"would confuse the piplic" and "pose potentially difficult adminis-
trative ;n11-.1 enfordemeet problems."

Finally, HHS expressed concern that "the public is becoming
jaded aver Government, warnings" and that the Government
shoUldsuse suclywarnings with caution.

Senators, it is high time for these cogent concerns about health
warnings to benpplied evenhandedly. It is 'tipe to stop singling out
tokic0 and to stop using smoking as a scapegoat fort,all of the
many factors associated with disease.

Tettimony offered to both House and Senate commit lees during
the 97th Confess clearly demonstrated that this proposal far rotat-
ing tVarnings is an attempt to 'solve a problem that dostan't exist by
a met)N that doesn't

The ,problem does no exist cause, as pointed out earlier, vir-
tually everyone is. aware e Government's claims about smok-
ing and health. The coitrary premise r which this bill is based is
supported by ribthing more than the tortured arguments contained
in the 1981 k-TG Staff Report on Cigarette Advertising, which, inci-
dentally, the Commission has never adopted. In that report, the
staff erroneously concluded that anyone who does not believe the
official line on smoking and health must be unaware of the alleged .
risks.

°
At' the conclusion of my statement, Professor Blackwell, who is

an experkon consumer behavior, will testify in more detail con-
cerning dre'flaws in the premises underlying the FTC staff report .

andoS 7,71 In addition, because the proponents of this-bill have
placed such erAphasie on that report, I would like to submit for
committee review and for the record the Tobacco Institute's cam-
ments °be FTC WO report, which were submitted to the FTC in
December 1981. Chapter 1 of those comments rebuts both the rea-
soning" and conclusions about Awareness set forth in the report.

.4k ; 208
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.(145rEo÷Due to its voluminous content and in the interest of
econotny, the report "Cornments of the Tobacco Institute on the
,FTC Staff Report on the Cigarette Advertising Invettigatidn," was
retail*. in the files of the committee where it may be researched
upon request.)

Mr. JUDGE. The,Aistinctioh betwe en. belief and awareness is as
crucial as it is overlooked. The fact is that a poll of people's beliefs
about smoking and health says nothing about their awareness of
claims that Smoking is harmful. And the (act that people do net
believe these cliims does not mean that they are unaware of Chem,
but rather that they are not prepared to conform to Government
views on smokily and health. That-result may frustrate those who
want to prevent people from smoking, but it surely _prpvides no
support for the claim that people need to know more dbout the ,

tw
Government's position on this issue.

There also is no reason to expect that the proposed rotating
warning system will accomplish its sponsor? goal. There is, in fact,
ample experience to demonstrate that such a system doesn't work

coeespite claims to the contrary, the fact is that in Sweden, the
ntry that originated rotating labels, per capita cigarette c2n-

sum tion increased after the rotating warnings and a host of other
anti ok'ng treasures went into effect.

Elsew re in Europe ther6 are signs that the idea of multiple
warning statements is one whose time has come and gone. Eng-
land, after several years of tinkering with three rotating warnings, '
has cut back to one general warning which is much like the State-
ment required in this, country today andlittle different from the
statement England started outs with in 1971.

There may be a better lesson' for this committee in the experi-
ences of the British, a people whose traditions of government and
individual freedom are more akin to ours than in that of the Swed-
ish, whose Government mandates social engineering and behavior-
al mollification.

Although rotating labeling has riot worked( where it has been
teed, it will most certainly date a regulatory nightmare of confu-
sion, conflict, and a host of logatical problems.

For example, the bill would require eacip of-four warning state-
inents to appear "a substantially similar number of times on each
brand of cigarettes." Today, there are more than 200 cigarette
brand packings produced domestically. New brands are introduced
and old ones withdrawn. In these circumstances, equalizing the ap-
pearance of four different warning statements on every brand
would be a logistical impossibility.

The bill's requirement for disclosure of tar, nicotine, and carbon
monoxide levels on cigarette packages also is unnecessary and un-
justified: The public is continually' made aware of tar and nicotine
levels, which the cigarette manufacturers have included in their
advertising since 1971.

Disclosure of carbon monoxide levels would serve no legitimate
purpose. There is not sufficient scientific evidence for the conclu-
sion that exposure to carbon monoxide from cigarette smoking
causes disease. There is also no generally accepted method of meas.
urine carbon monoxide in cigarette smoke.

200
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1 Many of the attacks on this industry are based on the false
spremise that cigarette advertising encourages young people and

! nonsmokers to smoke. The fact is that cigarette 'advertising is
'brand advertising, intended to encourage stnokeri to switch from
;competitive brands. In the past decade, the percentage of tie popu-
lation who smoke has declined, while during the same 'geriod the
number of cigarette brands and brand styles has substantially in-
creased. Cigarette manufacturers must advertise to gain or main-
tainihare of current smokers for each of their competitive brands.
Clearly, such advertising neither is designed for, nor has the effect
of, increasing the number of people who smoke. 4..

In light of these facts, it is not surprising that in testimony
before the House Committee on Commerce in 1969, the then Chair-
man of the FTC acknowledged that cigarette advertising is brand
a 79 Report on Smoking and Health, thevst

rgeon general said the follo*ing:
As the cigarette industry has asserted. the major action of i..garette athertising

nov. seenjs to be to shift brand preferences. to alter market Alarm for a particular
braid ' ii

The provisions of section 5 of the bill, requiring all companies tR
report "a complete list of each chemical additive used in the manu-
facture" of cigarettes to the Secretary of HHS, and the Secretary
in turn to report that list to Congress, completely ignore the exist.
ing disclosure agreement worked out last year in good faith be-
tween the cigarette manufacturers and HHS, which agreement Sec- 4.
retary Brandt praised during his testimony in the House in March
arid which he called an.Zopport unity to learn a great deal," just
last week. !is -

. .
Pursuant to Unit agreement, the manufacturers have made avEsil

able to HHS, with suitable safeguaOds to protect this highly sensi-
tive commercial information, a list of their commonly used ingredi-
ents and, as Dr. Brandt pointed out to this committee, those ingre-

--- tiients used in large quantities by any single manufacturer.
This industry's contribution to our Nation's economy is enor-

mous, more than $57.6 billion to the 1%8 gross national product,
according to a study by the Wharton Applied Research Center at
the University of Pennsylvania. This amount was 2.4 percent of the
gross national product for that year. That contribution generated
the equivalent of over 2 million jobs, and some $21 billion in taxes
of all kinds to Federal, State, and local governments.

I know that I don't need to remind you, Senators, that since the
Federal excise tax was doubled on January 1 of this year, tobacco's
tax contribution is now even more. s

In addition to being an economically strong segment of the pri-
vate sector, this industry has also been a responsible member of
our society. Since 1954, the industry has committed some $111 mil-
lion for unrestricted, independent research seeking answers to the
continuing questions regarding smoking and health. In fact, during
the last 10 yews, our i.ontr ib ution has been far greater than the
combined expenditures E., similar research by all the voluntary

'agencies who oppose smoking.
For almost 20 years, this industry has worked to avoid having its

brand advertising reach young people. Most recently, we have con

23444:0.4314 - 210
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ducted% tin advert" ing Campaign which has already reached 122
million American . One of the ads asks, "Do cigarette companies
want kids to smo e?" And it gives our answer, "No. As a matter of
policy, no. As a atter of ptactice, no. M a matter of fact, no."

Two other ads also make the ,same point. I have the three ads
here. I ask that t ey be made a part of the record.

sThe HAIRMA Without objeEtidn, we will make them part of
. the r rd.

[The advertisements referred to follow:]
.
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most asked.cluestions about cigarettes.

' tversuang, cesteinly is not the culpnt" Thais how* Directori'of
the ti qiice on Smoking & Health answered the quesbon

II adverbs:no doesn't cause kids to smoke what does',
There are no Rot ensurers Research by experts indicates peer

pressure is unportant as well as many other complex psycholom-
oat cultural. and socioeconomic factors There may be as many
reasons why as there are kids who dot

White eigarette industry sales are sncreasang, fewer teenagers
are smoking For example, the American Cancer Society reports
that among young women,.smokmg has decreased 17 percent
since 1924

We think that's good because we don't ihlnk kids should
smoke Smoking wen adult custom based on mature and inlormed
Judgment That's right adults, not children'

if you'd Like more information, write for our booklet. "Answer*.
to the most asked questions about mgbrettes" Address. The
Tobacco Institute, Suite 831. 1875 Eye Street North-
west Washington. DC 20006

We offer it in the belief that full and free dis
cuision of these important pullbc issues is In the
public interest

And that in matters 01 adult social customs, the
vast matonty of lair-minded Americans honor'
individual freedom of chotoe

t.

WEIGH Boni SIDES
BEFORE YOU TAKE SIDES. .
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most asked qfiestions about cigarettes.

No Asa matter of Pqlicy No As a matter of practice No As a
matter of fact K;

The unfortunate it is that some kids do smoke But white
ciminiktte sales continue to increase fewer teenagers are smoking
For example' according to the American Cancer Society. smoking
among young women has decreased 17 percent since 1974
- All of us need a tine of *growing up:' to develop the mature

:udgment to do so many things Like driving Voting, Raising e
lama f And knowing enough to make an informed decision about
all sorts of adult activities

in our view smoking is an adult custom and the decision to
smoke should be based on mature and informed individual free-
d of choice

For more intormanon write for our Booklet
Answers to the most asked questions' about

cigarettes Address The 'Tobacco Institute, Suite
800 187$ Eye Skeet Northwest Washington. DC.
200p6 We offer it in the belief that full and free
discussion of these imPbrtani public issues is in the
public interest

WEIGH BOTH SIDES
BEFORE YOU TAKE No.
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'Mr JUDGE. These ads have appeared in such major.publications
tas Time, Newsweek, I.J.S. NeWs & World Report, Sports Illustrated,
People, and TV Guide, to name a few..

SenEttors, I will conclude my statement by emphasizing some
major points which should be considered by the committee in its
deliberations on this bill. r

Exercising their right of free choice; 53 million Americans con
tinue to smoke while 39 million Americans are said to have quit
sm,oking. . A CL

Virtually everyone is fully aware of the assertions about the n
ards of smoking. IL

Tile decision to smoke or not is an informed cIpice tobe made
individuals as a matter of right. ...

Therefore, More governmental regulatiodiof freedom of choice by e
legislation is unwarranted, improper, and unnecessary.

Even though the question 'of smoking and health is an open ques-,
dm it is also a highly, emotional subject. Public policy; however,
mull be based on more "thin the riassiohata advocacy and the
heated claims of those who oppdse smoking. ..

We ask only that you consider all the. facts and ill the argu-
ments before you cast aside the present law which is functioning so
well in the interest of all Americans,

Thank you, Mr. Chairmen. .

(The prepared,statement of Mr...Judge follows:]
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t I am Curtis-4. Judge, President of Lorillard, a division of Loewe
, . ..\...

Corporation. ., .
, 00/

Y

.- /
) :. *...

" I.
I Am alto the Chairman of the Executive Committee of The Tobacco

. .
-

t
. ,

Institute, an association or tobt00° manufacturers pith headquaPters.

in Washington, To.O., I testify here today-on behiilf ofpur industry.,

.7 to _.
.,-.

With me today on this panel are Professor Roger D. Dlackwell.4

Dr. Theodore H. Blau, Dr. Sheldon
...

C. Sommers and Dr. Edwin R. Iiiiher.

I am also aocompanied by Arthur A. Stevens, &eneral Counsel of
. -

Lorillard.
..,

s0

4.
'1.

While we appreciate the time you have provided for us to testify,.

Kr. Chairmapt we want to point out with all due respect that

additional' time shou)0 4noLbe provided to permit members of thf

Commitleetownsider and deliberate on the testimony that we have

been permitpri_to present.
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The issues ralstd by this legillati4 l! or!. agelork.mirp and We
tj44:4.1.

believe - and others agree with us - $b .ing ticliv

and a mark up tomorrow; suggests an inord 1660:bgebent. .

AT,

aBefore the present national policy regar Aiffeto and the use

of tobacco products is didcarded, we would hope at Ibis committee

*111 not pay hear a fill presentation of the industry position, but

also take a reasonable tine to study the record and reflect on it.

We are here to express our strongest opposition, nofr only to

C `' S.772, but also tp the other bills - - S.I116 and H.R.162t - - thit

7.

could be Used in a coordinated przigram to regulate cigarette labeling
- ...

and advertising. Despite the a earances ofgood intentions, this is /

'Hid legislation. It is, course, bad for our business. More than

that it sets It bad precedent for many other businesses. But Most
a-

importantly, it is bad for our free society and its citizens.

. .t....

I is.
We oppose this bill becsuseof the fundamental issue it raises of

. .

,owbether this country will have a national policy or cholee or of

compulsion, of public inSErmation -of publid conformity. The r

measure of effectiveness'OfS.77 will not be the degree to which the_.ee
public is aware of official warnigAB, but rather the extent of

public ec!pliance with them. The'goal of S.772 11'not an increased
'

level of :wartime. About tobacco and health, but a reduced level of
smoking.

I
40,
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To Wore the Present national policy, as this bill does. is

e

unnecessary, unwise and unfair. 5.772 is founded on'the notion that

People are informed - and only

I
government line and 1%91 smoking.

giant

- - they conform to

fact, 5.77.2 is

step down the road to prohibition: 4

/

is to establish a Federal Program whereby the public maY be

adequately informed that cigAreete smoking may be hazardoses to health.

We submit that this has'alreed, beentacoOmPrisheti. The evidence

skirt thai over 90 DOceht of the American public Is aware,of the

claim that smoking is harmful - - an unprecedented level of awareness

4( N

the,"
a not very subtle

The present policY Of Congr5iiee and the PurPOse of the Present Law

that has

'General.

than 90 p

associati

PereeItages are

Ming after

been lauded sq.." Secretary °flat; and by tine Surgeon

Thefe is also widespread awalriteea oe specific Claims. Wore
o

rcent of the publi for examp24r, Ojaware of the *latent'

Y. .
.

.
b eau evoking and heart' disease. Eqdally hl,gh

ported for awareness of claims about smoking and/

smOlcirit and prdkpantty. ..,

re
.,

. . .

This high adarenesi la mrt4 redent nor lisita to health

ProfesAilonals or adults. 'llearl even Years ago, tIe eallup Poll
s-

4Uli rveyeeteenagers across* the nation. 'It fOund,that "alms° majority
. ., I

or teenagers, 96 Percent, believe smoking to be ba4.for one's heal.th,
. 1 t

while 89.06N:eat thinklihpt Omoking is a goose of cancer, atop 76

pereqnt 'Ink smoking and heart disease." .'
. '

gi

..

1
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'On the basis of these findings, George Gallup concluded that

, "sports to convince Aberica's teenagers of the dangers of smoking

apparontly Moe been highly suciessful.q

'4

spit,, of these'facts 5.772 "finds" that present gOvernment

' and privattlefforts have been "insufficient" in Comigying this

informati4n,to the public.

ti

% Naturally, this legislation is atmed at the tobacco industry,

' But the precedent embodied in it oould well be used against other
we

industries - food. keer, wine. alcohol., confectionery, cosmetics,
, oe

are only a fk of the obvious targets. The regulatory spirit that

inapt-f.'s this bill convinces me that the hit list will expand. Today,

Tpbaccp- -'iomorrow, who knows?

4
.

Leto0 detail the many ways that this bill, inflicts its
41.
our inAysery and our soci6ty.

One of the st insidious elements of the bill is found in the
't

section on "findings." Rtpolving ecientific questions by a bajol.ty

.rote of !ogress it inappropriate an misguided, especially where

coopleX scientific questions are involved. It freezes scientific

resemrch in its tracks. It stops the search for ananewer - - because

Congress has decreed the answer. It has the potential for diverting,
4

`fundstroa the basic research needed to answer the questions owhat

causes gmny chronic diesaseel-
II

dftsage on L.

."
a

4 V

I
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Mr. Chairman, I as not a scientist. But as I understand the

nature or science, `fit is not eatablishing.ones own answer and then

structuring research designed to prove that predetermined answer.

411 Science is an evolving, changing process of diacoveringranswera to

scientitic questions.

For example, Public health officials have urged people to reduce
c

their invoking, thciriohkgh blood pressure and their cholesterol levels

in genie to awer their risk or dying from heart disease. When this

risk-tactor-reduction hypothesis was put to the test by the Multiple

Risk Factor Interventlop Trial, or pa PIT as it's called, the e4sults.

came as a surprise to the governmental scientitic community. snlyiT

had not prowin out their carefully developed and otten4ezPounded

hypothesise Ten years, and 8115 million tax dollars later,'the

Question of coroner, heart disease causation is still a question.
4.

.

This giant project, sponsored by.the National Institutei of

Health and reported in the September 24, 1982 issue of The purnti or

the American MediarAssoetetion, had proved nothing. There was no

signitican ditterent reduction in heart disease death rate in the

group that had sgnificantly greater reductions in cholesterol, blood

pressure and smoking. It eeems clear that this government research

Project casts grave doubt on the validity of one oT the warning labels

in 5.772 concerning smoking cessatidn, and emphasizes the need for

continued research and openmindedness:

. ,., - .223 *
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As was mentioned at last week's hearing, The New York Times on

May 3 reported on another study that also demonstrates the danger of

legislating scientific findings. This new research, conducted by
4

Col-Um:his University, the National Institutes of Health and the

Praaingham Heart Stud!, surprised even its authors. According to the

Mgmlmmuggl, it found no evidence that such coumonly suspected risk

factors as cholesterol, high blood pressure and cigarette smoking

differedemOng those who did and did not hiave heart attacks. These

researchers foun4 that -risen who suffered heart attacks have more of a

certain type of estrogdg than meg without heart disease.

"These findings." according to the t4u, "suggest that heart ,

disease could be Primarily a hormonal disorder which, if tree, would

effect treatment,and Prevention." And I would add, Hr. Chairman,

govornmeht health policy ihd legislation as well.

There will be scientific testimony later with resPeCt to these

studies end'the proposed findings of 3.7 2. In additiOn,imany other

expert witnesses will have available r the Committee writOn

statemenht on the scientific is es in the bill.

4.

Turning to ihir section in the tall on "Smoking Research,

Education and Information°. there is nothing in this provision that

the Secretary of glis cannot, do naedministrativelf. There is no

authorisation of funds in this legAlation. Hut I an sure that the

demand for dollars would swiftly follow its enactment.

224
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'Establishing, a statutory "Interstew7Committee on Smoking and

Health" would estaollah an unnecessary and expensive anti.smoking

bureaucracy and Create another costly advisory committee"- - with the

aUtnOrity to coordinate - - and thereby to control - - research on

smoking and he at the National Institutes of Health and throughout'

the entire federal government. In fact, as Dr. Brandt. made clear last

seek, NHS neither sants nor needs a statutory Interagency Committee on

Smoking and Health.

One of the major innovations of the bill is 110 be found in

4 Section 6. Rotating a series of new warning statenenta on packages is

calculated to have a "shock effect," to dete%gmoklng, and to tome

the industry to use its Packages, and no doubt its advertising as

well, for a Government mandated anti-smoking campaign.

I mustimit this point that wh11a.S.772 Cntains four

gs, 3.1116 proposes dour times that number. Can we antiCipate

cigarette packages and advertisement. are to become adjunct. to

medical *mai.? Will a bill. be proposed for a new warning label,

every time an artic14 is publiohetallegingan adverse health weft

It is interesting to note that in 1980, after a study, the

Department of Health and Human Services opposed warning statements on

alcoholic beverage.. Indeed, HO rejected a specific Warning label

226
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4

for Pregnant women because, it acid, "singling out a specific health

issue...may cause consumers to discount the importance of other

significant alcohol related health hazards." The Deaartment further

Pointed out that rotating warning labels "would confupe the public"

and "pose potentially difficult administrative and enforcement

Problems." Finally, HHS expressed concern that the public is

becoming jaded Iever government warnings" and that the government

should Use such warnings with caution.

Senators, it is high time for these cogent concerns abduengalth

warnings to be applied evenhandedly. It is time to atop singling out

tobacco - and toittop using smoking as a scapegoat for all of the

many factors associated with disease.
'

Testimony offered to both House and Senate Committees during the

97thisfongreas clearly demonstrated that this ProPoSal.for totating

warnings is antattempt to solve a problem that doesn't exist by a

method thatdoesnot work.

The problem does not exist because as I pointed out earlier --

virtually everyone is aware of the government's claims about *whinge

and health. The contrany premise on which thiS bill and Senator

Packwood'a recent bill are based is supported.by nothing more than the

tortured arguments contained 11 the 1981 FTC Staff Report on Cigarette

Advertising .- which, incidentally, the COmmiseir has never

A

0-411---18
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adopted. In that Reports the Staff erroneously concluded that anyone

who does not believe the official line on smoking and health must

be ugajrare or the alleged risks.

The Staff's faulty premise was described in a letter list year to

this coamittee from Burns W. Roper. whose organization conducted one

of the surveys 'principally relied upon by the Staff. In his letter,

Mr. Roper criticized the Staff's misinterpretation of the survey data,

*eying:

The PTC staff concludes, based on our and other survey data,
that the public is inadequately informed about the dangers
of smoking, Using, exactly the same data on which they base

° their conclusion, I would conclude almost exactly the
opposite -- that the Aublic is highly aware of the reported
dangers of smoking.

At the conclusion of my statement, Professor Blackwell,-an expert

in consumer behavior, will testa), in more detail concerning the flaws

in the premises underlying the FTC Staff Report and,S.772. In

addition. because the proponents of this bill have 'netted such

emphasis on that Report, I would like to submit for Abcommittes

review and for the record, The Tobacco Institutes Comments on the FTC

Scar Report, which were submitted to the FTC in December 1982.

Chapter rebof those Comments rebuts both the reasoning and

conclusions about awareness set forth in the Report.

227
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The distinction between bellefand awareness, IS sus crucial as it

Is overlooked. The fact is that a p011 of Doople's beliefs about

smoking and health says nothing about their awareness of claims that

smoking is harmful. And the fat that people do not believe thee,

claims does not mean that they are waxer., of them, but rather that

they ar not prepared to conform to government %Flews on.smoiting and

health. That result may frustrate those who want to prevent people

from booking, but It surely Providers no support for the claim that

people need to know more about she government's position on this

issue.

There also is no reason to expect that.the proposed rotating

warning System will accomplish its sponsors' goal. There

ample experience to.deMonstrate that such a systgraes ork.

Despite CIalms to the contrary, the factels that in Sweden

the country that originated-rotating labels per capita

t

.
Cigarette consumption increased after the rotating warnings and a host

of other antismoking meaoures sent into effect.

Elsewhere in Europe there are signs that the idea or 'Ratline

, warning statements is one whose time has come and gone. Engl4nd,

after several years 4r tinkering with three rotating warningS, has cut

back to one general warning which is much like the statementnrituired

in this country today and little different from the statement England s

4
as «0I .4

N
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started out with in 1971. There may be a better lesson for this

Committeetin the experience of the British, a people whose traditions

of government and individual freedom are more akin to ours, than in

that of the.Swedish, whose government mandates social engineering and

behavioral modification.

Although rotating labeling has not worked where it has been
.

tried, it will most certainly create a regulator: nightmare of

confusion, conflict, and a host of logisticalproblems.

For example, the bill would require each of Pour warning

statements - and in the case of 5.1116, as many as sixteen

statements - - to appear 'a substantially similar number of times on

each brand pf cigarettes.' Today tllbcgardmore than 200 cigarette

brand packing. Produced domestictlly. New brands are introduced and

old ones withdrawn. There also are frequent changes in the amount of

advertising devoted to each brand. In these circumstances, equalizing

'the appearance of four different warning statements on every brand

would be a logistical impossibility.

IF All in all, the labeling provispna of Section 6,"and the

restrictive advertising provisionsiof 3.1116 that are sure to be added

to the bill by amendment, would place such a severe burden on

advertising as to discourage the Mae of this legal method of marketing

a legal product. We suspect that this 1$ an unstated purpose of the

bill.

229
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Although the bill In its Present form limits the rotational

warning requirements to cigarettes sold in this country, 6.1116 you*

'expand coverage to export the rotating warning system to all countries

in which American manufactured cigarettes are sold. Aside from the

presumPtousness of our government dictating to the rest of the world.

the warning statements to be included on cigarette packages, the

export provisions would place American manufacturers at an unfair

Competitive disadvantage. In some countries, for example. the ilia of

cigarettes bearing any warning statement other than that required by

local law is prohibited - - thus effectively barring U.S. cigarettes

carrying the warning statements set forth lo this bill or 5.1116. In

,other countries that require sPeelfic warning statements, U.S.

cigarettes would have to carrY two or more such statements.

The problems inherent in.a.rotational warning requirement are

severe enough without the additional burdens that would result from

extending the requirement to exported cigarettes. In addition, the

bill Could also effectively bar the sale of cigarettes' imported from
A

countries which do not use the U:S. methodof "tar", nicotine and

carbon monoxide testings

If this bill were amended to include the export provisions of

1
S.1116. It would create contusion, chaos, and competitive disadvantage

for Adaricen produots In many overseas markets. It would also, we

submit, conflict wIth existing federal export la and policy by

. A

s
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attempting to regulate an American export for a reason which tea noth-

ing to do with American security, foreign policy or domestic

shortages.,

The bill's requirement for disclosure of "tar", nicotine and

le

carbon monoxide bevels on cigarette packages also is unnecessary and

unjustified. T Public is continually made aware of "tar" and

.
nicotine levels, which the cigarette manufacturet0 have included in

their advertising since 1971. .

Disclosure of carbon monoxide levels would serve no legitimate

purpose. There is not sufficient scientific evidence for the conclu-

sion that exposure to carbon monoxide from cigarette smoking causes

disease. There is also no generally accepted method of measuring car-

bon monoxide in cigarette smoke.

Many of the attacks on this indaft are based/en the false Prem-

ise that cigarette advertising encourages young people and nonamoke4

to smoke. The facts are that cigarette advertising is tiladadvertia-

Ins, intended to encoprege smokers to switch f m competitive brands.

Dirthe Past decade, the percentage of the pq tion who smoke hAS de-

clined, while during the same period the n ,r of cigarette brandsallf

and brand styles has eubstanlkai.IY increased. Cigarette manufacturers
t

must advertise to gain or maintain share of current smokers for each
O / A

,
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I

of their competitive brands. Clearly, ith advertising neither is

designed for, nor has the effect of increasing the number who smoke.

In light of these facts, it is not surprising teat in testimony

before the House Committee on Commerde in 1969, the then Chairman of

the PIC Acknowledged that cigarette advertising is brand advertiaing.

And in his 1979 Report on Smoking and Health, the Surgeon General said

the following:

As theligarette industry has asserted, the major action of
cigaret e advertising now seems to be to shift brand
preferences, to alter market shares for a particular grand.

The provisions of Seetion.5 of the bill - - requiring ell.eompan-

les erreport "a complete list of each chemical additive used in the

manufacture" of cigarettes to the Secretary of HMS :- and the Secre-

tary in turn to report that list to Congress - » completely ignore the

existing disclosure agreement worked out last year ln good faith be-

tween the cigarette manufacturers and NHS -- Web agreement Secre tary

Brandt praised during his testimony in the House in March and which he

'called an "opportunity to learn a great deal" just last weak.

Purfuentto that agreement, the manufacturers hactJmade available
of

to HHS, with suitable safeguards to protect this highly sensitive

commercial information, a list of their commonly used ingredients -

and, as Dr. Brandt Pointed out to this Committee, those ingredients,

used IA large quantities, IL even a single, manufacturer.

.r
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By contrast to that agreeientos careful balancing of thek r- A
Secretary's interest in obtaining informiflon about, these *gradients

end the,manufacturers' interest in confIdentlaiLty, thisbill creates

a supstantia], risk Of unauthorized disclosuito-the public of vital

trade secgRts. Although the i411 purports to, grant trade secret

protectionilb this informationE'LC,effectiisltnuaities that
, A. ,

protection by requiring the Secretary to report annually to C9ngreas

listing or all cigarette ingredients. The bill states that such

reports shall not identify the Ingredients used in art brand or

cigarettes or by anTspecifit minugactdrer,.but it would not be
m.
difficult for any manufacturer to determine from the list the

ingredients that it does not use and that therefore must be used

.0.,

3*. ,..;

one or more or its competitors, with that information the manefacturer

could far more easily underiAke to duplicate the tastes of the

successful brands of its competitors. Beyond that serious problem, it

is a sad fact that this industry in Particular has been victimized

numerous times by "leaks" of information submitted to the government

in the strictest confidentiality. Th present agreement with KHS

adequately addresses that concern; the present bill does not.

804'6 is even worse. Fuld riquj.re'everY package 0
4.1.-

cigarsea to "disclose -belch natural or synthetic ingredient,

..;
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including chemical additives, contained 14 such cigarettes." This

provision would simply exclude the cigarkte dadufacturers from the

trade secret proteCtions that ars available 'to every other consumer

product industry. Yet, at the same time; it would not advance the

stated instwatia of the Senate bill sponsors to "inform" consumers,

.

since cigarette puchasers could hardly be elf/tested to read -- much

teas pay attent%An to the clutter of detailed information that the
, .

Senate bills maul/require on cigarette packages: rotational

warnings and the listing of "tar" and carbon monoxide and

all "natural or synthetic" Agredients. we can only conclude that the

true purpose of these bills is not to informthe public but to, harass

the manufacchrirs of a lawful product.

This industry's contribution,to our Nation's economy is enormoua
.. t.

. - more than $57.6 billion to the 1979 grass National Product,

according to a study by the.bbarton Applied Reeearib Center at the
4 . .

University of Pennsylvania. This whount-was.2.4 perchnt Of the ONO
.. .

Par that year. That contribution generated the equivalent of over slaw

million Jobs -- and some $21 611lion in taxes of all.kinds to federal,
. . .

*Sato and local. governments. .

. F

.

Ns.<I.donitneed to remind you, Senators, that since the federal
t

:

excise tax was doubled on January 1st of this year, tobacco's tax

oontributioMnoleven morel
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PAGE 17 '

In addition to being an economically atroni segment of the

private sector, this industry has alp been a responsible member of

our society. Since 1954. the industry has committed some Sill sillibn

dollars for unrestricted, independent research seeking ametters tq the

continuing questions regarding smoking and health. In fact; d uring
1

the East Gen years, our contribution has been tar greater than the

combined expenditures for similtir research by all the voluntary

agencies who oppose smoking.'

For almost 20 years, this industety has worked to avoid having its

brand advertising reach young people., Most recently, ire have

conducted an advertising campaign rich has already reached 122

N million Americans. One of the ads aski, "Do cigarette companies want

, kids to smoke?" And it gives our answer: "Mo. As a matter of

policy. Mo. 'As a matter.of practice. Mo. As a matter of tact.

No." Two other ads also make the same point. Here are the three

ads. I ask that they be made part ofthe record. These ads have

appeared in such major publications as Time, Newsweek, U.S Mews and

World Report, Sports, Illustrated, people and TV Guide to.name a

few.

Sena;cra, I will conclode my'statement by em Ohasixing soft,

major points which shouldbe fonaidered by the Committee in ite
It

deliberations on this bill.
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'Exercising their:right of free choice, fifty-three million '

hoe:Ace:is continue to smoke while thirty million Americans are
ea

said to ve quit smoking. . -
''

Virtually everyone is rully4aware of the.assertions about the
.

hazards of smoking..

the decision to smoke or not is an informed choice to be made-by

* individuals as a matter of right.

.00

.

_Therefore. ioredgovernmentaloregulation of freedom of Choice

by legislatio is unwarranted, itoroper and unnecessary.

Even though therquestion of smoking and health is an open
.

qutition,it is also a highly emotional subject. Public policy,

however, suit be wed on more than the passionate advocacy and the
I -

heatee tieing of those who oppose smoking.

W ask only ;that you considerell the facts and all the arguments

'before 7011 oast aside the present law which is functioning so well in

the interest orall Americans.
411
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The CilAnutAii. Thank you.
Mr. JUDGE. Dr. Blackwell will introduce himself and follow me.
The CitAnniArr. Dr. Blackwell?

STATEMENT 97 ROGER D. BLACKWELL, PH. D., PROFESSOR OF
MARKETING. OHIO STATE UNIVERSITY, COLUMBUS, OHIO

Dr. BLACKWELL. Mr. Chairman, I am Roger D. Blackwell, profes-
sor of -marketing at the Ohio to University. I am very pleased
that you have asked fer informal on which would analyze how con-
sumers would respond to the bill.

, Section 6 of S. 772 would repl the present Surgeon General's
warning statement on cigarette packages, and presumably in ciga-
rette advertising as well, with a rotational syptem of four warning
statements. I have reviewed that proposal, as

North
as the recom-

mendation on which it apparently is based, set forth in a 1981 FTC
staff report on cigarette advertising. I also have reviewed the testi-
mony presented at the May 5 hearing on S. 772.

In my opinion, the change in the warning statement proposed by
section 6 is flawed for two basic reasons.

First, the labeling provisions of section 6 would replace a highly
ful program of informing consumers about the claimed

health risk of smoking with a prctram of unknown and potentially
counterproductive consequences. All of the studies conducted abt+ut
consumer awareness of smoking and health issues lead to the con-
clusion that people are universally aware of the claims that smok-
ing is hazardous tdillealth, both in general and specific terms Why
abandon this program in favor of a course that is not only. unchart-
ed but, as I hope to demonstrate, likely to lead to results quite the
opposite of those apparently intended by the bill's sponsors'

The second fundamental flaw in section 6 is that the system of
1+ rotated warnings attributing specific health problems to smoking

will probably lead to one of two unhappy effects: either consumers
will erroneously believe that they will personally suffer the specific
health problems identified in the warning statements, even though,
I think 'we all agree, such problems affect only a minOrity of the
smoking and nonsmoking populationin that case, if someone con-
cludes that this will happen to them and it doesn't, th$'s a decep-
tive warningor, more importantly, consumers will corirectly per-
ceive that only a small proportion of the population is at risk from
the stated health problems, and thus will conclude that the Sur-
geon General and other health authorities have now decided that
smoking is not hazardous' to all people. We are suggesting these
warnings are something that would only apply to a few people
rather than the present warning which would apply to all people

Siva it appears that the specific diseases identified in the pro"
posed apply primarily to ,older people and pregnant
women, the probable effect of the law would be to reduce drastical-
ly the impact of the warning statement for young people.

As Dr. Mortither Lipsett, Director of the National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development, said in his testimony to
this committee, young people think and live in the present Accord-
ingly, they tend to disjegard warnings about diseases such as heart

.:.
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disease and lung cancer, problems associated with middle-aged and
older people. .

The rotational 'Aiming system proposed in the present bill and
, the FTC Staff Report apparently is based on the assumption that

the public is not aa,equately aware of the specific claimed health
consequences of smoking. The same essum_ption underlies the testi-
mony of the proponents last week of S. 772. For .several reasons,4 this assumption is unfounded. This is discussed in my written
statement at pages 4 to 9 in some detail. It is a fairly scientific ap-
proach, so I think I will just refer to that, if that is acceptable.

Even without considering the underestimating error t at might
occur because they were FTC studies, the studies co istently
report that about 90 percent of the populati is aware the gen-
eral claim of health hazards. but I think perk the things
that has not come out clearly in previous hearings is the fact that
80 to 90 percent of the people are also aware of the specific prob.
leans mentioned in the warnings proposed in S. 772.

For example, the 1978 Gallup study found that 81 percent of
Americans believe that smoking causes lung cancer. We are going
to try to change that, but 81 percent already believe that, The 1980
Roper study found that 84 percent of the public believe that smok-
ers are many more times likely to develop lung cancer than non-
smokers. The same study found that ,92.5 percent believe that
smoking causes at least some cases of lubg cancer. And in the 1980
Child% study, 90 3 percent of teenagers and 86.2 percent of adults
agreed that smoking can produce lung damage in teenagers.

These percentages do not relate merely to a general statement
rnabout smoking an health. They concern the specifics of the warn -

ings proposed by . 772.
Emphysema mentioned in the bill. Ig the 1980ehilton study,

79 7 percent of teens and 90.7 percent of adults were aware of the
claimed association between smoking and emphysema. In the 1980
Roper study, 85.2 percent of respondents believed that smoking
causes at least some cases of emphysema.

Heart disease is another problem mentioned in the bill. In the

causes at least some cases of hea diseale. The 1980 Chilton study
1980 Roper study, 80 percent ofithe public agreed that smoking

found that 90.2 percent of teens and 90.7 percent of adults believe
that smoking is associated with heart disease.

In the area of miscarriage and pregnancy, the 1980 Chilton study
found that 89.8 percent of teens and 89.'7 percent of adults agree
that smoking can have an effect on the smoker's baby.

In short, it is fair to conclude that public awareness of the var-
ious claims about smoking and health that are the focus of the bill
is, as a practical matter, already universal.

Perhaps, Senators, you would say, well, if people are aware of
'this and these claims, why do they continue to smoke? The FTC
Staff Report states several times that smokers are not as well in-
formed as nonsmokers, implying that such informational differ-, ences arel4isponsible for the decision whether or not to smoke, but
that conclusion is flatly refuted by the 1980 Chilton study, the very
study relied upon by the FTC staff to demonstrate the supposed dif-
ference in the levels of awareness between smokers and nonsmok-
erg.

t, &S
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The conclusion reached by the<Chilton study was'as follows:
Factual knowledge about the health consequences oesmoking was not founit to be

regnsficandy related to current smoking behavior No more differences between
knowledge levels of smokers compared with nonsmokers were found to be eignin
cant at the 0.05 level than were to be expected by chance.

That is page 22 of the report.
This important finding that consumer knowledge has no relation

ship to smoking behavior refutes the notion that people who smoke
do so because they are "uninformed" about the claimed dangers of
smoking. The lack of a reletionship between awareness and smok
ing also 4e%onstrates that mg consumers' awareness about
the health W.ard.s attribute to smoking is unlikely to influence
their smoking behavior.

Consequently, to the extent that the present bill is based on a
desire to reduce smoking, and putting aside the question whether
behavior modification is an appropriate goal for the Government of
this country, the warning statements proposed by S. 772 are simply
irrelevant.

Given these facts, a change of the sort contemplated by this bill
should not be undertaken unless there is significant evidence that
the proposed system of rotated warnings would better achieve the
goal of infprining the public. The little evidence that exists not
only fails to support the proposition of this bill, but in fact oayitra.
dicta it. Thht evidence is cited on page 12 of my written statement.

it shows that, even the preliminary research that hiss been done
tends to support the conclusion that the proposed rotational warn.
ings would be considered irrelevant by some consumers as coma.
pared to the present warning statement that announces to every"
consumer the Surgeon General's conclusion that "smoking is dan
gerous to your health."

These findings are particularly significant in view of one of the
major premises of the FTC staff report, and presumably the
present bill. that consumers should perceive information concern
ing smoking and health to be personally relevant. I believe that is
one of the major theoretical positions embodied in the staff report
and the bill.

Since it is basic to human nature to conclude that risks apply to
`the other person," specific warnings that might be more personal-
ly relevant to some consumers would by definition be personally.ir
relevant to most other consumers, who would be by far the major ;
ity, and would especially affect the young people. r

For the individual who sees these diseases as unlikely to occur
personalty, then the proposed new warnings would be less relevant.
Such individuals are particularly likely tb be young consumers who
may be making the decisied-of whether to smoke or not.

Then we have the other problem of one of the warnings would
talk about cigarette smoking along with drugs like marijuana,
which are euphoric, produce a rush, and are addictive. That is a '
little bit like saying to your 5-yearold, 'l'm leaving the house, and
there are some matches on top of the fireplace. Don't play with
them while I'm gone," which is another specific problem.

While the decision to smoke is really not related to advertising" ,
at least in the present situation parents or peers can say to people
who are deciding to smoke that "the Surgeon General has oieter-
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mined that smoking is dangerous to your health." I see that as its
primary value to parents, to be able to counsel with their crldren.

Under the proposed stew warnings, the logical conclusio would.
be that the $urgeon General has changed the general warning and
has decided that smoking is unhealthy only for certain segments of
the population and in specific, limited situations..

Mr Chairman, last year I appeared before the Ctimmidse on
Commerce to explain why, in my view, replacement of the current
cigarette warning statement with a system of rotated warnings
would be unnecessary and ill-advised. I regret to say that the romp
ing warning proposal set forth in S. 772 proceeds from the same
faulty assumptions, which are well supported, I believe, by behav-
ioral theory and research. No matter how laudable the intentions
of this group, the proposed legislation really would not be desirable
or beneficial to the American public.

Thank you.
(The prepared statement of Dr. Bladtwell follows:]

i
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:1
TESTIMONY OP DR. ROGER D. BLACKWELL

BEPORE TSZ COMMITTEE ON LABOR
AND =MAW RESOURCES

I am Roger D. Blackwell, Professor of Marketing.at

the Ohio State University, speFializing in the analysis op
ti

payer behavior and development of marketing strategy. My

Ph.D. degree was earned at Northwestern University, with a

concentration in consumer behavior. I have authored or

coauthored fourteen books and over fifty articles published

in professional or business journals that report research

that I and others have conducted concerning the communic4-

tions process, consemer decision processes involved in

buying and using goods and seridces, and variables involved

in marketing strategy. My most recent book is the fourth

edition of Consumer Behavior, published in 1982. The book

describes psychological principles involved in buying and

consumption and is the most widely adopted textbook in the

field. A complete list of my publications is submitted'

with this statement,

This is my personal statement and should not be

construed to reflect the views of the Ohio State University

or any other institution with which I am or have been

affiliated.

'Section 6 of 5.772 would replies the present

Surgeon General's warning statement on cigarette packages

(and presumably in cigarette advertising as well) with a

rotational,system of four warning Statements. I have

241
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reviewed that proposal. as well as the recommendation ba

which it apparently is based set forth in a 1981 PTC Staff

Report on cigarette advertising. I also have reviewed the

testimony presented at the May S hearing on 5.772.

11 say opinionlhe change in the warning statement,

proposed by Sectionk6 is flawed for two basic reasons.

Pirst, the labeling provisfbns of section 6 would replace a

highly successful program of informing ponsumers about the

claimed health risks of smoking with a program of unknown

and tentially counterproductive consequences. All of the

studies c d about consul:Der awareness of smoking and

, health issues lead to the conclusion that people Sr* uni-

veesally aware of the claims that smoking is hazardous to

health, both in general and specific terms. Why abandon

this Program is fa4or of aMoukse that is not only uncharted

but, as I hope to demonstrate, likely to lead to results

quite the opposite of those apparently intended by the

bill's sponsors?

The second fundamental flaw in Section 6 is that

the system of rotated warnings attributing specific health

problems to smoking will probably lead to one of two unhappy

effects: either consumers willlerroneouslyibelieve that

114-6114 0-4S--46
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they will lly suffer the specific health problems

idea 4id in the warning statements, even though such

problems affect only a minority of the smoking and non-

smoking population, in which case the warnings *Auld be,

deceptive, or consumers will correctly perceive that only a

small proportion of the population is at risk from the

stated health problems, *ad will thus conclude that the

Surgeon General and other health authorities have now

decided that smoking is not hazardous to all people. Since

it appears that the spec ific diseases identified in the

proposed warnings apply primarily to older people and

pregnant women, the probable effect of the law would be to

reduce drastically the impact of the warning statement on

young. people. As Dr. Mortimer Lipsett, Director of the
. ,

National Institute of Child Health and Human Development,

said in his testimony to this Committee (at p. 9), young

people think and live in the ',resent. Accordingly, they

tend to disregard wdrniags about diseases such as heart

disease and lung cancer, problems associated with middle

aged and older people.

The rotational warning system proposed in the

present bill and the PTC Staff Report appare4ily is based on

the assumption that the public is not adequately aware of

I.
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the specific claimed health consequences of smoking. The

same assumption underlies the testimony of the proponents of

8.772. For several reasons, this assumption is unfounded. 0`

In the first.place, determination of what con-

stitutes a "sufficient" revel of awareness i n such a complex

area is both` difficult and ,subjective, although if appears

to me that, by any standard, the level of awareness about

the clhimed health hazards of smoking is astonishingly high.

A basic question is the amount of information a consumer

can reasonably be'expected to be aware of in connection with.

a decision ..use any Particular product. Many of the ..

IP*question -posed in the surveys cited by the FTC Staff required

a detailed scientific knowledge about questio ns of smoking
0

and health, including a complete awareness of every health

Problem that been attribut to smoking, the specific

size of the incre e claimed a risk of incurring each

problem if one smokes, the pe &e tags of each particular
is

health condition that is attrib ed to smokings , and the

proportion or number of people who die from a given health

condition. From the consume viempoint, what value is there

in possessing such a complex ttray of information? When

lt

one considers the tremendous amount'of information to which

the consumer is exposed slvery dal., and the fact that con-

sumers do not posseml unlimited processing capacities,

, 4
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it clearly would seem more functional for the consumer to

retain in memory the overall implication of these numerous

bits of information about th41;claimed Consequences of smoking, 4

i.e., that smoking is dangaroui. That is precisely the

information conveyed by the present Surgeon General's warning

statement.

:Proper evaluation of the adequacy ofvonsnmer aware-

ness also is hampered by the fact that there is no baseline

for oomparison.. For exampLe, how doss consumer awageness about

smoking and health compare to the information consumers

possess about the health hazards attributed to otber products

such as automobiles, liquor, and hang-gliders? Without such
4

comparison, judgments about ,the sufficiency of the level of

consumer awareness are hishLy subjective and cannot serve

validly as a basis for the far-reaching changes embodfid in

Section 6 of the bill.

Moreover, an examination of the studies on which

the proponents of S.?72 rely *r the proposition that

canymers are not sufficiently aware of the dangers associated

with smoking reveaLs that the proponents have misconstrued

the results of those studies.

Perhaps most significant is that many of the

survey measures assessed beLiefs rather than awareness. The
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6
distinction between belief and awareness is a critical one

1
given the coasting controversy over the health threats

presumed to be posed by smoking. Consider the likely

situation of a survey participant who recognizes that
. .

smoking has been found to beassociated with particular

health problems but finds the
4
evideece insufficient for

sting that smoking causes these health problems. As

stated in.-the 1980 Burke Marketing Research Focus Group

Study commissitned by the FTC:
. 1

*Further doubt about the direct dr
relationship of smoking and-cancer
seems to be related to the fact that

4 ( these persons had known smokers who had
lived long liires without contracting

lOr
cancer and non-smokers who had suffered
from that disease." (Burke Study
hnelysis at p. 4.)

Many 431 Cast measures employed in the studies asked

IP
,t the respondents to imitate their.agreement with or the

correctness of statements such as "smoking causes X.*

Respd&nts who dipagreed with these *su3pospaly

statements are categorized as unaware. Diternatively,

these respondents maybe aware of the medical evidence

but have concluded that wbileommoking is *related* to X.

it aoessenot "cause" X. Evidence supporting this alternative

explanation is provided by the 1980 Chilton study conducted

for the FTC Staff. A% one poii;t survey participants were.

t .1%

24
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6th, cigarette smokiA0..7 (Qneetion 42e) Or 901 of tkte

. Adults and.teenagexiihterviewed responded affirMatively, only-
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v

9.81 of the teenagers and 9.31 of the aduite'anWeled 4 'fpi'-
.

>. ii, ., - ..
....-

teo"'Or "Donit know ""1 Later in he interview, tisiese same ..

1

V1:.'Petseap were asked r ether 90 statement "cigArette icoking
%-.

is a major cause of 11e (Question12),..,4ifitruesor

,-, v.- ,
>. ir ,.. ".0 1 ,

, tfitlse. 26.91 Of' the teenagers .enci_49-.4% of the, h4111.ts were

.
..i. ! ,

. 0
presumekto klk "unaware of phe 04E1 edbodie4 in.this

. . "1 ; . ot ...
.

*, statement. Such resignee varietions4etWeenAnestions
* 44* 4 .

involving the diem disease. but which difier'in positing
nt A

smoking as either the oaude of or surly associated with 04 .1
r.

'
,

hat disease, samongly dug#est that many persons .classified
.

.. . .

is "unaware" in.feor.arsayait of smoking's asserted telation-
." .

hip to various health risks. These persons simply do not
,.

believe that smoking cdneee these health problems: .,
..

.'

' . ' "ilk

Question wolliing hti long been recognized ad- a
. - .. .0t
critical area iii survey research. The FTC.Xtatf Report .

ec#fir(1:4.edges that ". . . Coeserv-tive sounding' statements
. c(.,(,.v,L

.
hayebeen found to e.more likely to generate agreement. ."

'
(Reper4 ie. p: 3),.f By the same tokee. statements drploying
..

extreme Wor g Oreta2esAre likeILto. inhibit agreemeltt.

Thus, the amount,of agreement With the statement "smoking is by
l
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far the greatest cause Of lung cancer" used in the 1980

Roper Study was probably lower than had the statement been
s, ; 0

phrrixt4-"smokihg is theogreatest cause. of lung cancer."

Wordinambrguity can also influence the response pAterns

to a question. Phrase% repeatedly appearing in the Roper

Study such as 'by far," "greatly increases,", and "signifi-NNy

cantly incritaies," are very subjective. For example, some

plopIe may perceive t 30% risk increase as a significant

increase, while others may not..

It is interesting to note that the FTC Rbport

. cites'evidence that people tend to ignore or discount

statistical information in making judgments\ (Report at

pp. 4-14 and 4-15) Given this evidence, it seeak in-

consistent to employ meamas0041"statistical knowledge"

for assessing the level of awareness concerning the claimed

effects of smoking. Measures of this type, however, were

frequently employed as indicators of consumer s' awareness

about the asserted dangers oismoking (e, "What percent

of lung cancer cases are caused by cigarette smoking?" -

Chilton 1980; "Smokers are at least ten times as likely tq

develop lung cancer than non - smoker s" - Roper 1980Y.

for these reasons, it w041dappear tat current

studies have underestimated consuMexe awareness abut the

a.

.4e .1?
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r
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health hazards associated with sum ing. ,There is, un-

fortunately, no way of predictin how much underestimation

error exists in these data.-L t even $4.4141ut considering

this underestimation error, the studies consistent' report
0

'awareness levels in the 8' to 90 percenerange ut the
.

specific problems mention d in'the warnings proposed by S.

772

For example, the = Gallup Study found that

81 percent of Americans believe that smoking causes lung

cancer. The 1980 Roper Study found that 84 percent of the

public believe that smokers aie many more times likely to

develop lung cancer than nonsmer4 ihe'sane st (ady found
41I .1

that 92:5 percent believe that smoking causes at least some

cases of lung cancer: And in the 1980 Chilton Study, 90.3

percent of teenagers and 86.2 percept of adultk agreed that

smoking can produce lung damage in teenagers.

These percentages do not relate merely to a general

statement about smoking and likalth Theyooncern:the7specifics

of the warnin/s proposed by 5.772.

Emphysema is mentioned in the bill. In the 1980

Chilton'Study, 79.7 percent of teens and 90.7 percent of

adults were aware of the claimed association between smoking:

and emphysema. In the 1984 Roper Study, 05.2 percent of '

respondents believed that smoking" causes at least some cases

of emphysema.

C
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disease'is another problem mentioned* in

the In the- 1990 Boper.Study, Wpercent of the

se

.-. 1.agreed that smoking 'causes at least some capes of heart. , ...,
1 disease. the 1910 Chilton 9 dy 'found that 96.1 percent

-. .
Of teens and '90.1 Permit adults believe .that smoking
is associatedwith-heart disease.

.
r, /In the area of miscarstage and pregnancy, tIbhfe 198%s. , ,.

Cialtion:Sthdy found that 89.8 percent f teens 89:g .`q
. _ . ....

.

perdent of adults agree that s ing can have an !feet on S
. .

n.the:spdker's baby% ..-T

.. In short, it i faii.tio conclude that public,.

iiwkgrffs gf.the variOus claims about smoking and health

that -art. the focus of the bill is as a prac*cal matter

,r

. ..4gotaa be wrong ,to .conclude that cons are, wy
i,.tedegeptely incepted about the claimed health cons.-

tsivit#344.01'ilmokilig simply because many consumers continue to
;`;;:-.:/' . . .

.
1Ce.! 'The .FTC'ptaf kepert states several times that .

jerk elei",4y4f'well informed as nonsmokers, implying
.. .

...?.034 elsch ATIRTIatAnnal differences are responsible foithe
,2:.

a J, . 4` , if.
--.,..dpciAl.00,etetnetor,hot to smoke. nut that conClulion is
t's _ ,Il 4,..,' ,." 7 -

-, 4,.... vegutig4,,bit. goa .480 Chilton Study, the very study--
,
,iellitOsPkeb3; the YTCetaff., to demonstrate the supposed
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nonsmokers. The conclusion reached by the Chilton StUdy was

as follows:

"Factual knowledge about the
health consequences of smoking was
not found/to be significantly related

t, to current smoking behavior. No more
differences between knowledge levels
of 6a6kers compared with non-smokers
were found to be significant at the
.Q:05 -level than were to be expected

/ , by. chance." (page 22)

,This important finding that consumer knowledge has

no relationship to smoking behavior refutes thenotion that

People who smokeflo so.because they are "uninformed" about the
v.

Claimed dangers of smoking. The lack of a relationship

between awareness and smoking also demonstrates that in-

creasing consumers' awerelless about the health hazards

attributed to smoking is unlikely to influence their smoking' (

behavior. Consequently, to the extent thiCthe Present bill

is based on'a desire to reduce amicing - -send putting asj.de--x .

the question whether behavior modificatiqiis an appro riate
.--....".777.-

goal for government in tda country -- the warning state-

ments proposed by S.772 are simply irrelevant.

Giyen these'fa4s a change of the sort contemplated

by this bill should not:be undertaken unless there is signi-

ficant evidence that the proposed system of rotated warnings

.
would better achieve the goal of informing the public. The

little, evidence that exists not only faiii to support that
.

1W
ereposition, but in fact, contradicts it. - i.:k

VP: .
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An initial study for rilmc Staff was under-
, 40,

taken in 1980 by Walker lesearch::to,,assist in the selection

of specific warning statements, while another study con-
,

ducted by Burke Marketing gesearch'examined consumers'

recall of various warnings. Importantly, neither study

examined the impact of such warnings on con sumer awareness. .

There are accordingly no data to indicate that a rotational

'system SUCh, as that proposed by the bill.would meet that'

objective of prov iding consumers with "sufficient' awareness

about th. claimed consequencesoisMaing, gartidularly if

sufficiesci is gauged by the. very detailed measures used in

the surveys:cited -by.-the Pifttaft

Whet the studies dg demonstrate is that consumers

tie likely to discount warnings that link smoking to specific

health probiehd> In its Sum'ary of Key findings., itir WomPla.

k the Be9 rkeocUi Group Study states:

'Tha_messagemrsiatedto birth
control pips an& heart at ks tended

'Vs confuse_ the partibipinte who 4L1 .f

- not thoroughly undekstan4 syner4
gistic effects which,form
the message. These two.itatimmulta"
reldtinc to oaf contraceeiraim'..
had the least personal %re Vance amt. .

'were rather easily LM:missed- a's being
intend* for someone. else t92qpheeis

t. a .

.

'a

*
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The Study thus concludes:

*It seems that the birth control
message could have relevance to a'
highly select group of people who
could be best reached through very
specific media. The message might be
lost to the population an a whole.'
(Burke Focus Group Study Analysis at p.
6.)

That same conclusion appears to apply with equal
A

validitY to the specific disease warnings contemplated by

5.772.

Thus, even the prelim4pary research that has

been done tende'to Support the conclusion that the:proposed"

?Otationawarnings would be considered irrelevant by

some consumers, as compared to the present warning statement

that(,aratounSes to every oane) er the Surgeon General's

conclusion that ."smoking is.dangerout totycr healtb,1
These findings are particularly significant in

view of one of the major Premises the FTC Staff Report,Premises

and prsimsobly of the present bill: l that consumers should
I

perceive.information concerning smoking and health to be

personally relevant. Since it is basic to human nature to

conclude at risks apply to the other person,* specific

warnings that might be more personally relevant to some

consumers would by definition be personally irrelevant to

most other consumers. ?or the individual who sees these
t

diseases as unlikely to occur personally, than the proposed
...--

1
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new warnings would be less relevant. Such individualsare

'Particularly likely to be young consumers who may be making

the decision of whether to smoke or not. While the decision

to smokts 4s not related to advertising, at least in the

present situation parents or Peers can say tosiople who are

'deciding to smoke that 'the Surgeon General has determined

that smoking is dangerous to your health." Under the

proposed new warnings, the logical conclusion would be that

the Surgeon General lies changed the general warning and has

decided that smoking is unhealthy only for certain segments

of the population and in specific, limited situations.

Hr. Chairman, last year I appeared before the

Committee on Commerce to explain why, in my view, replacement

of the current cigarette warning statement with a system of

rotated warnings would be unnecessary and -advised. I

regret to say that the rotating warning proposal set forth

in S.772 proceeds from the same faulty assumptions. No

matter how laudable the intentions of the sponsors, the

proposed legislation would not be desirable or beneficial to

the American public.

4
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Do you want each of these witnesses to testify?
Mr. Juno& Yes, I do.
The CnAilbeAN. I am going to give each of you 5 Minutes. If you

. need more, just let me know. I would prefer you to summarize and .

then have questions from both Senator East and myself
Shall we go to Dr. Blau next?
Mr. JuDGE. Yes, please.
The CHAIRMAN. Dr. Blau?

STATEMENT OF DR. THEODORE H. BLAU, INDEPENDENT
PRACTICE OF CLINICAL PSYCHOLOGY, TAMPA. FLA.

Dr. MALL Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the oppartuni
ty of appearing before your committee.

My name is Theodore Blau. I hold a doctorate in psychology from
the Pennsylvania State University, which I received in 1951. I have,
been in the independent practice of clinical psychology and consult
ing psychology in Tampa, Fla., since 1953. Formerly, I was profes-
sor of psychiatry at the medical school of the University of South
Florida. I am diplomate of the American Board of Professional
Pscyhology as well as a diplomate of the American Board of Foren
sic Psychology.

I am a member and past president of the American Psychological
Association. Last year I was president of the American Psychologi
cal Foundation. I am a member of the Evaluation Research Society
and have conducted evaluation studies for private corporations as
well as evaluation research for various branches of the U.S mill.
tary and the Federal Government. I am the author of one book, a
number of chapters in other books, and over 50 scientific articles

For several years I have been involved in the evaluation of the
research and current state of knowledge about the psychological a*
pects of cigarette smoking. This evaluation research includes a
thorough review ,of historical factors, current theories and re-
search, and assessment of the quality of that research pertaining to
dependence, addiction, and cultural aspects of smoking behavior In
addition to this literature review, I have continuing communication
with active researchers in the area. I am the author of the forth-
coming section on "Smoking Behavior" that will appear in the
Wiley Encyclopedia of Psychology.

I have reviewed S. 772 and feel that the "public awareness state-
ment" that "smoking is addictive" misrepresents current scientific
understanding of smoking behavior. As a consequence, it is my
belief that the provision of the proposed bill that mandates such a
warning on cigarette packages is clearly unwarranted.

In this regardI have reviewed the recent pamphlet published by
the Department.of Health and Human Services which is entitled,
"'Why People 4moke Cigarettes." This was discussed and submitted
for the record at last week's hearing by Dr. Brandt. Frankly, I am
disappointed in the lack of scientific objectivity of this pamphlet
One can only conclude that the people at the National Institute on
Drug Abuse and the Public Health Service have decided that smok
ing is addictive and seek to prove it by emphasizing only the re-
search findings that are consistent with that point of view.
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I need only point out that the vast majority of the so-called sup-
in the new pamphlet are publications which are

releases r sponsored by these agencies. In all of these pub 'cations
one fin statements by the scientist authors that resew evi-
dence does not support the conclusion that smoking cigarettes or
that the active nicotine in cigarettes is addictive. I hasten to add
that I am not criticizing anyone s motivations. Rightly or wrongly,
cigarette smoking has become a very emotional issue in recent
years and this can result in overenthusiasm even in the scientific
arena.

I have noted that this DHHS pamphlet was developed from Dr.
Pollin's testimony before this committee last= year on a bill with
provisions quite similar to those of S. 772, Based on the positions
taken by pr. Pollin in 1982 as well as those apparently taken last
week, I am forced to conclude that the affiliated organizations, the
National Institute on Drug Abuse and Office on Smoking and
Health, are anything but unbiased, scientific soterces. While these
organizations have every right to maintain a view that smoking. is
an addiction, I must disagree that such a view is scientifically es.
tablished.

To illustrate this point, recall that Dr. Pollin's testimony Earlier
this month began with reference to a claim that the Amencan Psy-
chiatric Association included cigarette smoking as a form of drug
dependency. While the American Psychiatric Association's Diag-
nostic and Statistical Manual, known as DSM-11I, doln include a
category labeled" tobacco dependence,' does this necessarily mean ,

that such a category is medically or scientifically justified? Certain-
ly not Many professionals within the psychiatnc and psychological
fields disagree very strongly with the diagnostic scheme outlined in
DSM-III.

Furthermore, in my view, Dr. Pollin's testimony provides a good
example of the pervasive definitional shallowness characteristic of
discussions in this area According to my training and my research
and my experience, the word "addiction" is a medical term refer-
ring specifically to the use of psychotropic drugs in increasingly es.
calating doses due to tolerance to their effects, and motivated
strongly by the avoidance of medically consequential withdrawal II'
symptoms which almost immediately follow abstinence. Vet, g.
though Dr. Pollin initially describes his testimony as having to db 4
with `the addictive properties of tobacco smoking, he quickly goes
on to discuss the more vague and questionably relevant concepts of
"dependence" and "abuse liability."

Also revealing is Dr. Pollin's own admission that "evidence is not
yet conclusive as to whether or not there is physiologic dependence
or what

i
type of withdrawal symptom is associated with cigarette

smoking." If such evidence s lacking, as I also believe it to be, it
'seems to follow that legislating a medical label of "addiction' as
applicable to cigarette smoking is not scientifically a' ethically jut

In a sense, Dr. Pollin seems to have marshaled to his akument
even the most speculative of suggestions, regardless of scientific
support or lack of the same. For example, he testified that use of
tobacco is an "integral and crucial step in the sequences of develop
ing drug,use patterns." The gratuitous nature of such a comment
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becomes cl r when one considers that even the National Institute
on Drug A has published evidence suggesting otherwise.

To say t t cigarette smoking is addictive is to erode the concept
of addiction, not only scientifically, but also in the public mind.
And the, suggestion that cigarette smoking leads to addiction .
licit drugs is a further challenge to the public's credence.

One must wonder what would be the anticipated effects of such
arbitrary governmental pronouncements. Certainly, to warn a
smoker that his habit or her habit is reallx an addiction cannot
lead the smoker to readily stop the behavior. It could be perceived
by many as an excuse for being unable or unwilling to stop. But
the Government seems to have already 'ven up on the current
smoker and seems to be directing its atten ion to special groups of
nonsmokers, particularly teenagers.

What is the teenager to make of such a warning that cigarette
smoking is addictive. He or she sees smokers every day, and sees
responsible, normal, and admired people smoking. How many
Presidents of the United States were smokers? How many Con-
gressmen and Senators? It is unreasonable to suggest that the teen
ager will contrast this habit with the impression he problibly has
received in regard to the dangers of addiction to illicit drugs such
as heroin. Isn't it possible that such a contrast could lead to fur-
ther disrespect for governmental information' Even aside from the
arbitrary nature of an addiction warning, as a clinician dealing
with teenagers regularly in my practice, yesterday afternoon I met
with eight teenagers in group therapy, as I do every Wednesday

. afternoon. I see them talk about smoking, talk about their models.
It seems possible to me that such a warping could serve more as an
enticement than as a deterrent.

For almost 400 years the smoking habit has been an issue never
racking for proponents as well as opponents. Some who smoke seem
unable to give up the cigarette habit at least during certain stages
of their lives. Others can quit with apparent ease. Few specific
area's of applied psychological research have received greater atten
Lion than the cigarette smoking habit. Despite this intense scientif
is focus on the behavioral as well as the physiological aspects of
cigarette smoking, no general agreement amdhg scientists exists as
to the question of whether cigarettes or their contents are addic
tive. The behavior and responses of cigarette smokers are quite dif
ferent than those observed in individuals who are addicted to the
opiates, the amphetamines, and alcohol. It is scientifically demon-
strable that these substances result in responses quite different
front responses to*igarette smoking.

Certainly the scientific literature has provided useful informs-
tion to those of us .working in behavioral sciences and ho are con-e
cerned with the Meaning and the effects of smoking behavior. For
example, there's apparently little difference in the severity of ces-
sation responses between light smokers and heavy smokers. That is
a consistent finding. No such finding exists when we talk about
heroin and alcohol. Research has indicated that these effects are
felt more severely by those who reduced their intake of cigarettes
but did not stop completely than biUhose who abstained totally'or
who go "cold turkey. Therefore, to successful in stopping !amok-

. a
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ing, one goes cold turkey. If one tries that with the addictive ne
cam, most seve metimes fatal results can accrue.

A third thing re by various researchers is that the cessa-
tion of smoking resu in relatively mild effeots and in some cases
there are no effects. ey are of the nature which one might
expect to follow the loss of any psychological rewards from any
object which is loved or posse-wed to which a person has been long
accustomed 'and which coujd be' i conceived as forming a part of the

/Person's view of themselvis or everyday habits. Such findings and
variations are simply not found in the study of addictive sub-
stances. .

It has been reported that many smokers are able to refrain from
smoking for relatively long periods of time for practical, safety, or
religious reasons and do so without apparent discomfort and so on
a regular basis. Some examples, for instance, are coal miners who
may not smoke at: the pitface, Orthodox Jews who give up smoking
at sundown on Friday and cease smoking until sundown on Satur-
day, and so forth. Such behavior does not fit conventional views of
addiction:

Whereas the effects of use and withdrawal are relatively consist-
ent and predictable with the opiate substances, despite a wide
range of uses, reported descriptions of tobacco effects are extremely
varied and inconsistent. They 'imply do not look like addictive
withdrawal responses. In this regard, tobacco use is much more
like the use of caffeine rather than alcohol or opiates. It has been
reported t4at the continuance of smoking appears more related to
a wide range of psychosocial motives such as pleasure, stimulation,
sensory motor manipulation, and reduction of negative feelings
than to an addictive factor.

Smoking cessation data that have been reported by behavioral(
researchers and cdmmercial clinics are Keay variable and not
very helpful in assessing the strength of the smoking habit. What I
citi find intriguing is. a report issued by the U.$. Department of'
HEW in 1977 which indicates that 95 percent of those people who
quit smoking do to on their own, without therapy, without substi
tides, without clinics. nig is not only a phenomenon in sharp con-
trek to experiende with demonstrably addictive substances, but
one which remains to be explored and to be understood.

Olearly,., many aspects of smoking behavior are as yet not ex-
plored, including why some people smoke heavily and some people
'smoke lightly. AssI discussed a moment ago, research examiningt role o4hicofine in the cigarette smoking habit is ongoing. Some

chefs have even emphasized learning theory explains the
reason for smoking a9d why some people have. difficulty quitting,
but definitive answers have not been found and emotional conclu
stone to the contrary serve no legitimate scientific purpose. So, gen..
tlemen, at this time the scientific data do not support the state-
ment that cigarette smoking is addictive.

I would like to very briefly dittcuss my clinical experience with
smoking. During the past 33 years of practice, I have worked and
continue tck work with children who smoke cigarettes, teenagers,
adults, and older people. In reSiewing my experience with the thou-
sands of people that I have seen professionally, many of whom are
heavy smokers, some conrhued, some quit with some stress,. and
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some quit with little or Ai stress. These patients in no' way acted,
behaved, or responded like the patients that I have seen who strug
gle to be released from the addictions of opiates, amphetamines, or
alcohol.

Cigarette smokers are very attached to their smoking behavior
They are often annoyed or distressed when they are not allowed to
smoke. However, I have noted equally strong attachments in my
adolescent and adult patients to such activities as jogging, for in.
stance, and even to other people, Usually of the opposite sex. Re-
moval from these activities and persons can result in agitation,
sleeplessness, irritation, depression, and other uncomfortable symp-
toms. I mention these analogies not to be facetious, but to empha-
size that the very same behavioral responses one sees upon discon
tinuance of smoking are very similar in duration and intensity to
those that occur' after removal of a variety of things in everyday
life.

If one thing in my clinical experience strikes me as certain, it is
that the motivations for smoking are diverse and involve a panora
ma of psychosocial factors.

I, myself, smoked cigarettes for 24 yearstwo to three packages
a day for the last 10 years of the habit. I stopped at the age of 35,
one year before the Surgeon General's report appeared. I have not
smoked since. I was somewhat uncomfortable for a short period of
time, but never highly uncomfortable. The craving never reached
the level I have experienced or observed in, for instance, medical
weight loss programs. In short, although cigarette smoking is a
common and pervasive habit, I can find no convincing basis in the
scientific literature or in my own professional clinical experience to
justify labeling it or treating it as an addiction.

Thank you very muds.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Dr. Blau took about 15 minutes. Dr. Sommers, can you summa-

rize your statement in about 5 minutes?
SOMMERS. I will do my best, sir.

The CHAIRMAN. If you can, I would appreciate it.

STATEMENT OF SHELDON C. SOMMERS, M.D., CONSULTANT IN
PATHOLOGY, LENOX HILL HOSPITAL, NEW YORK, N.Y.

Dr. SOMMERS. With permission of the chairman, I would like to
submit these additional statements for the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will put those additional
statements in the record at the appropriate point.

Dr. SOMMERS. I am Sheldon C. Sommers, M.D., a physician spe-
cializing in anatomic and clinical pathology, now consultant in pa-
thology at Lenox Hill Hospital, New York, also clinical professor of
pathology, Columbia University College Of Physicians and Sur-
geons, New York, and University of Southern California School of
Medicine, Los Angeles. I am president of the Arthur Purdy Stout
Society of Surgical Pathologists, chairman of the New York State,
Mental Hygiene Medical Review Boarchtand past president of the
New York Pathological Society and the New England Society of
Pathologists.
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I am coeditd of Pathology Annual and Diagbostic Gynecology
and Obstetrics, and serve on the editorial boards or five other medi-
cal journals.

Stnce 1936, except for service from 1942 to 1945 in World War II,
'I have been involved in cancer research, with 310 publications. I
have been particularly interested in cancers of the lung, pancreas,
and esophagus, among other sites, for over 30 Years.

Since September 1981, I have served as scientific director of the
Council for Tobacco Research, U.S.A., Inc. This is an organization
for 4upPort of biomedical research, funded by the major U.S. ciga-
rette manufacturers, with a 1983 budget of $7.75, million for re-'
*search grants. More than $85 million has been expended for re-
search during the 30 years of its existence, about two-thirds for
cancer research.

In 1983, approximately 200 grant applications will be considered,
the largeit number ever received. The donors of the money and the
Council for TObacco Research give complete scientific freedom to
the grantees, who conduct their investigations, report and publish
their findings freely, as they decide. Competition is now very in-
tense for research funds and the Council's Scientific Advisory
Board, aided by outside scientific consultants, exerts every effort to
fund the best scientists at the best institutions.

With respect to U.S. Senatebill S. 772, I am providing this state-
ment voluntarily, as an individual and not as a representative of
any organization. It is based on over 45yeats of .study, investiga
tion, diagnostic experience, and personal contacts with other re-
searchers in experimental pathology.

My purpose is to comment on some of the purported "fin,dings"
of S. 1172, the Smoking Pfevention Health and Education Act of
1983, which, in my view, are inaccurate and do not reflect the cur-

-rent state of scientific and medical knowledge concerning the co -
ditions referred to in the bill.

The bill characterizes cigarette stilling as "the largest prevent-
able cause of illness and premature death in the United States.",
Based on my experiende in New York, where 1 practice, I assure
You that this is not the case. Various substances of abuse,
known long before tobaito was in use and some recently invetlted,
together account for illnesses requiring hospitalization far beyond
all other diseases put.together.

The term "premature death" has no medical iheaning, except for
some infants born too immature to survive. The alleged 300,000
deaths were questioned at a recent House of Representatives hear-
ing_on a similar bill. This number has no factual basis.

original Surgeon General's report stated that cigarette a
smokers as a group did not live as long es nonsmokers. The same
report also stated that pipe smokers lived longer than nonsmokers.
It )is now understood that the increasing population of cigarette
smokers from 1910 to 1960, and the concomitant decrease m pipe
smokers, explain the phenomenon. These are called secular
changes and have no health relevance.

Some studies have reported a statistical association between
g and death from all causes. These studies, however, do not

ifish that this association is causal. Other studies, including
clinavian studies of twins, indicate that a genetic or constitu
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tional factor. may be a better explanation for this association than
smoking. For example, in the Scandinavian .ptudiqs, the researchers
round that in identical twins, only One ,of whom smoked, there was

- no 'fferenee in, number of deaths from all causes. i
etiology is one approach to investigating. humad disease0 n. Epidemiological studies involve. an experimental group

and a control group. For a valid. comparison, the groups must be
alike 'as ,nearly as possible in ail. Teppects except for the factor

. being investjgated. In studies of cigarette smoking, smokers and
nonsmokers wire matched by .sex and age. The assumption, that
the.two groups were comparable, however, is nottiue. There were
significant differences in body build, extroversion or' introversion,
marital history, alcohol use, use of nonprescription, medications,
police records, military records) a'nd other, spects. ,

The fallacy of one-to -one comma icons -of smokers and *nonsmok!
era With respect to mortAty Was demonstrated b Rose and Bell indemonstrated

They studied plaktors or longevity in itr, vetefan& in,
Boston, who were reexamined at intervals. 0 -one ccfmparisons
placed cigarette smoking No. 1 as predictor of early death, as have

.._other studies. Mu ltiractorial statistical analysis, however, d /opped
smoking to below No. 30as a predtctorand clissatisfaaWi with job
became No. 1. the lesson is. beware Of facile and sweepihg conclu
sions in the relatively undeveloped practice of epidemiology.

Two other points about statistical epideniology must be made.
Every textbook states them, every macro% scientist knows them.
First, by tlae nature of the nialkematiciiiso far developed, epRienii
ologic studies deal mainly with random populations. Smokers, how;
ever, are selfselected, asere nonsmokers. Mathematical methods
developed for random .popu,lettions cannot be properly applied to se
lected populations.' . . .

Second, epidemiology does riot prove.ca and effect. All if can
demonsdate as &relationship, t h e n the_relationship, causal
c#. otherwise, has to be worked o y other methods, usually 'ex.
perimental..

Any., experienced researcher ows pit scientifically "cause's
means something both necessary end sm cient to pr duce a condi
tion. People who have nev,er smoked dew' op, lunk caAcer, and very

4 few lifetime Cigarette smokers ever develOR this disease.
In 'c'hronic conditions like cancer no individual factor, such as

cigarette smoking, can be singled out. Many. factors Dave been asso-
mated with &hoc, incluaing genetic influence's, on nay, male or
female sex differences, diet, occupation, geographic ()cation, infec
tious(agents, aging,, degenerative tissue changes, and declining
immune responses. .,. ..... i r.

A
.

There is /eine evidence tflat dietary vitamin A and related cory
pounds reduce the incidence ofIthe most common type of"orcinopa
of the lung, oral cavity, , and esophagus. Widespread clinical,
trials are now underwayf to tbat the validity of this hypotheik, ....

W. C. Hueper, a famous investigator of carcinogene and. 'a
ernmetkt empioyee, smite that the clearly evikint multifa
nature of huban lung cancer lausation militates agaidst the scien
tcally unsuppdrtahle claim that it is caused by cigarette smoking.

Moreover, despite a great effort, ho.one has been able to"piroduce
humantne lung cancer in experimental animals exposed to fresh,

, . 1 ..
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whole cigarette smoke. The Council for Tobacco Research in 1970
tbrdertook a large-scale research program to investigate whether
cigarette' smoking causes lung cancer in animals. Almost $14 mil-
lion went into the project in 12 years. To take account of heredity,
inbred mice were used and tested for and vaccinated against respi-
ratory viruses. To show these animals could develop the major
types of humail lung cancers, pure chemical carcinogens were in:.
troduced down their tracheas. They were known to metabolize the
carcinogens into biologically active forms. About 20 percent in
younger mice and over 95 percent in older mice developed hqman-

...type lung cancers as a result of exposures to these pure chemical
'carcinogens.

Thereafter, thousands of mice were exposed daily to fresh whole
cigarette smoke up to maximum tolerance during their whole
livesup to 40 months in some cases. The smoke was generated
from cigarettes with either low nicotine and high tar or high nico-
tine and iiigh tar levels. There was no question the cigrirette smoke
had penetrated into the mice's lungs, because it was worked out
quantitatively. At ode point there were 11,000 animal manipula-
tions per day, including sham smoking and control mice. After all
these years of cigarette smoking, practically zero lung cancers de-

. veloped and not one case of the, human-type cancer most often
blamed on smoking.

In other experiments in this research program, mice were
primed with intratracheal pureocarchrogenie chemicals, then ex-

to cigarette smoke during their whole lives. No increase in
Ft Ctinsgdcancer occurred over the incidence found after 'using pure
chemicals' alone and in one experiment smoking was associated
with a reduced lung cancer rate.

,,I understand that at.the hearings last week it was stated that on
autopsy it is possible to tell, b gross examination of lungs, which
were from smokers and which were from nonsmokers. I do not

6 agree that this is possible, .either grossly or microscopically. Nor
can one see deposits oPso-called tar in the smoker's lung.

A serious problem in the rod of lung cancer is the decline 'n au-
topsy rates, now falling below 20 percent in this country. Teith
certificate causes of death are estimated to be errpneogs in ase"
m al 50 percent .of the cases when autopsies are performed.
C that spreads-ta the lung from large bowel, ovary, et cetera,

G is mistaken for primary lung cancer. .
Women who smoke cigarettes have from one-third to .one-sixth

the incidence Of primary lung cancer found in men. My own stud-
ies suggest that hormonal factors protect women from rting cancer.
Moreover at least half the lung cancers in women are idenocarcin-.

omas, inilliding low grade peripherally located tumors, cancers
arisitig in scars, and other special tumors not considered to have
any relationship to smoking. Some people ignore the basic hormon-
al, cytologic, and. other studies on lung cancer in women and
simply blame all such tumors on smoking without. regard to the

. other contradictory and inconsistent evidence.
Chronic bronchitis and emphysema are overlapping conditicns,

presently difficult to identify, diagnose, and distinguish. athologi-
cally, chronic bronchitis and emphysema lack any gener lly accept-

.
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ed diagnostic criteria by which different institutions could /compare
thei aterial and then search for causative agents.

Considerable new data have4ccumulated impfigiting occiiiatiod,
biochemical reactions, genetic influences,`herniones, viruses, and
other agents in various chronic lung dise , including emphStse-
ma and bronchitis. There are still m y unanswered questiohs
about these diseases. For example, bl ck Jnerk.iiiho smoke almost
never develop emphysema. Women a so have far lets emphysema
than men, without regard to their smoking., I.

Some studies report miscarriages, and pie titre
births to be associated with smoking duri arkt. Other stud-
les do not find such an association. Mos st les in thisiired fail to
take adequate account of the lows ioconomic status, aleohol
use, dietary deficiencies, increased infections, and other' salient de!,
ferences between the smoking and control groups, *We& multi
factorial statistical comparison of smokers and nonsmokers have
generally.zncl that drug and nontherapeutic agent use, mal-
nutrition an of are more likely to account for any ilifferencea.
in rates of th onditions. -.

Mothers smoke may have smaller babies Abet weigh less,
but these ba are not deficient in any way -an0 they groW and
develop, normally. Moreover, years ago, Yerushaliny diaNvered
that such women had smaller babies before they, started smoking

. cigarettes. This field is controversial, still developing, and the cur
r t evidence cannot be regarded as conclusive for .U.S; women.

field of science, knowledge 4 gained througkepipcirimenta-
bon an pretation. In using the scientific me*ka theory is.

, proposed. reafter, experiments confirm or refute it. If `the:: '
latter, a new theory is'.developed. It is a continuous evOlutionaty
process and needs a critical and open mind. Que 13itist,ke constaint
ly alert for surprises, as Lewis Thomas hes_Written: _

Ih summary, I have reviewed and carefully evaluated the' putt
ported findings of Senate bill S. 702. Irkiriybpinion,on the basis ttf
current lsomedical scientific knowledte, they are linsubstantfated
and misleading. - Cigarette smoking has not been scientlkilly es- '-
tablished to be a crude of chronic diseases, such as diricet,cat-0--
'reticular disease, ox emphysema. Noi has it been isirovu to affect
pregnancy outcome adversely..fttipidly accumillittmg.new basic stir' --
entific discoveries and ieportiiIn the_medical literature 'render the
simplistic statements in the proposed bill A

. (The -prepared statement of Dr; Sommers and *stateni
ferred to follow :]
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COMMENT BY SHELDON C. SOMMERS, M.D.
. ON STAFF ANALYSIS

The article in the May 1983 issue of thy'
,P
Asterignateotmlmi of Medicine identified a subpopulitiono.
crfmen with coronary heart dIsidie from the framiughaM

cohort who had elevated blo6d ertradiol not found An the

controls. There were no 4ifferencis between the patients

and controls with regard to cigarette smoking, blood chol-

esterol or other 0O-:Oalled risk factors.'

ti All patients with coronary artery disease can be

divided into subgroups.of patients with other Characteristics

sod as diabetes mellitns, hypertensiNOTObesity and fem./Lai

hyperChOlestero1emia. It is well established that such sub -

groups have a higher incidence of coronary artery disease

than the population as a whole. Now according to the study

reported in the American Journal of Medicine men with hyper-

estrogenemia can be added to the list of subgroups.

This finding is gaits interesting because it runs

. counter to othir studies that 'suggest that elevatid estrogen

levels. protect wowed a the development of coronary
i

'eft diseese.:The group is relatively small and was stadia&
. ,

,. ..

. _Oviirosvectiveli; MOile,the.study is subject to some criti-
-.a

, .. .,, aids,, $ts ,resUits should not .be ignored. Instead, it *liould
' "..;/'-:,S.-_,`,-,.. :-.'I- , / , _,/

"draft/le. beigio for furthir research on constitutional or

_ : host factcrs yhicl, might contribute to ooronfry arter.io-

:,AY
. . .

.- sOfer..4:TiK. 1,4614.41*,, the observni4that cigarette isrpkipg

was rpt statisticiaiiy tissne,iated with coreTary artery dia.,
.. ' 5 -.. : " ' " . " /

. ease in ese viAnals,shruld.not he ignored or.discounIe
t ,
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Comments on S. 772 -'Proposed

Smoking Prevention gleaith and Satication Act of 1983?

Domingo H. Aviado,.14. D.
President,' Atmospheric Health Science, c I
P. 0. Box 307, Short Sips, Ape Jere* 078

Immo Member and Consoltant.of
Cledn Air Scientific 'Adviiory Committee,

Environmental Protection agehcif,

.;
. ,

The proposed bill, S. 772. Rtates that treongress finds that ...
.

smoking is the primary ,cause of emphysema !Section 242)).
. .

Purthermoie, the propoded bill 48. requiring many changes fn

cigarette labeling such is the disclosure of carbon monoxide
,

Level [Sec. 4 (b) 1121, yet there is uncertainty as to its 'role

In the pathogenesis of smobAng-aisociated'disenees,
. - .,. ,

' The abOve statement on pulmonary, emphysema paraphrases
..

n

one sentence in tile 'introduction of th& Osiner on non-; )
s neoplastic bronchopulmonary diseases of the 1979 Report of ibe

h '.
.

Surgeon Genera on Smoking and Health', Iraqi reads cigarette
.

smoking I tile moat iap'ortant cease it2. 'grZeiever, ,a icereful

. . ...

. i

. examination of the a ier.ratsesgmeiticasibqut2the validity

of tha6eildmeni ieca, of thi complexity of ihe-oaciatica 6f

410
',. "V I. ,

1. pulmonary allPhYadma, wacky t.:04Jetherikah tbroaiq Sri) n c h .1" t ill e

is coileCtively'knovn. as :cbi:b;lc. obstketive .44..d3saaaits.
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Artboligh there

\''

:-,..mechanisms of etiologic factors, the. Sarifao6 General's
....-$.1

p

Report re rs only ose 'relating to cigarette__ smoking with..,..
12

. .
:-, * an inci ental discu ipn of outdoor% pollution, i floor

pollutions infections, familial o; genetic predisposi on.

The a thor .of this submission intends to discuss his persoLde.
A

are

I

Ry

I

gr.#
a muitipl ity, of suspectt pathogenic

'.

. reseal ch inveatigatiosa and those of others queationing the
..

. com41 io
\

n that smoking is 'the .primary cause' of.julmonpry

emitill , and the s tto that carbon monoxide in cigarette
-1

smoke has 4.6 significant role /In the causation of'smoking
4

4 , .

associated diseases. Briefly, his reasons are as,follows:

4 . .

(a) AM 110eriments have failed tp;- reproduce.

pu nary anikrsea4k, fro= long -term exposure 4t,

atette smoke, although this has been s 'essfuLly N

lapts.,

for, =lit:rsites, nitrogen rides and other

.
.. a ' ' ,

''.. .

.. . , s. ,
' lib4 FunCtional and, histopathologlcal stukien in

W

t
ahoy/

.

...."-4.........4...."--

.....--.-buaans

ahoy/ uncertals d lacrsistent effects of

cigar* e smoking that do, nob supportlthe causal
/ .

.
.

vela ions;lip 'between. ciOrett, ;leaking and pulmonary
(-7- i-,- .

_ !BaPhYsea4
lk

....

.0. s .. , .
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icP Epidemiologic studies suggest the association ef

pulmonary eaphisema with several risk factors, such as

levels of outdoor, and indoor pollution.. alcehol

consumption. occurrence of previous .infectiops.

familial predisposition and'genetic susceptibility.

4
1.91 That the content of carbon monoxide in cigarette

smoke, conttibutes to the Pathogenieis of pulmonary and

coronary disease _has not been proven. To, the

contrary, the results of an epidenjologic "atzdy

reported in 'Web L983 sbow.that alterations in carr"

monoxide yield of cigarettes .do not influence

pulmonary lunge function and coronary heart 'disease

mortality.

A. EXPERIMENTAL ANIMAL STUDIES ON PUZII9I1ART EN,WISSNA

Prom 1948 to .1977. the author and his colleagues

conducted saoking-ielated . research at the University of

Pennsylvania ichool of Medickne where he was a Prof essor of

Pharmacology. The' nature of this investigatiOn was guided in

by cosiments in the 1964 Surgeon Senorat Report ;on
.

Smoking and Health which suggested the need for definitiye

ti

a. V

7

a,
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data oa the relationship between cigarette smoking and

emphysema (2). Although eight of the author'sPulmonary

publications were mentioned in the 1967, 1968, 1869 and 1971

Surgeon General's Reports, the coverage was brief and out of

context (3-6). Over thirty of his articles 040 cigarette

smoking end over a hundred Articles published in the 1970's on

related subjects were not mentioned. The government writers

cannot be criticised entirely however,' because they have been

examining only "Imokiag and Health' rather than `conducting a

global review of all suspected risk factors .for pulmonary

emphysema. Yet this isolated emphasis on one factor (cigarette

smoking) has limited tile usefulness of Surgeon Generel sports

as icientqic documents,

a. Experimental Pulmonary 'Empbvslek in the Dog. The

1981 report of theSurgeon'General (1) states that 'theta are
, ,

no published ptudies that acceptably show is an animal model

that the developeent of emphysema is included by cigarette

socking. One stedy in rich dogs recdived sm oke directly

through chronic tracheotohies reported the development of

empimseia (Auerbach, Hammond, !Oxman, Garfinkel and Stout

(1967)1. The lesimis were not conclusive and the results have

not been confirmed by others.' .

/*"

.

a

" 268
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a
The initial eeries of studies conducted by the author and

bis colleagues dealt with the effects of cigarette smoke in

dogs 18-171. These studies failed to sbow that inhalation or

cigarette smoke. caused pulmonary emphysema. It is therefore

act rising that there has been no confirmation of the above

mentioned single study rdporting the development of experimen-

tal emphysema. It should be noted thet the single positive

steely, although questioned ih

Report, was bighlighted in earlier

say have been responsible for

smoking is an establisbed cause of

b. Experimental Pulmonary

1967, the author and his

the 1981 Surgeon General's

Reports.fincludiing 1979) and

the impression that cigarette

pulmonary emphysema.

Emphysema in the Rat. re

collaboratLrs developed an

experliental model for producing pulmonary emphysema in rats

(18). Unlike other am!fels reported hitherto, this model

permitted pulmonary functional measurements in addition to

histopatholagic observations signifying, pulmonary emphysema.

The exposure of animals to ciqaiette smoke did not cause

pulmonary emphysema 1191. Other investigators have also used

the same model and have confirmed essentially its acceptability

for the etudy,Of pulionaty emphysema.

e. Experimental pulmonary Empbysema in the house. In

1974, the author, and hie-collaborators developed a teghnique

.1



for measuring lung functiod%in the Ouse' that ould not be 6

. performed previously (20-22). Chronic exposure to cigarette

smoke simulating thi dotage of smokersdid not cause ptilMonary

changes signifying emphysema. It is a disappoiefisenit, ba'the

4 author'that the only iudy comparing high dud low eicbtini

%.4b.garettes oa pUlmonary function of mice was overlooked i, the

1981 Report of the Surgeon General entitled The) Changing

Cigarette (il. It' is Possible that tie study was ignoaed

because of the unexpeqted observations that the, lungs seem to

adait toArepeated expolure'of cigaretti smoke.

))cit
Comparatilie stlediall with Air eollutants. hogs,

rats and mice ark useful experithental models fo ;'.the studP.OZ

toxicity of air pollutants. Animals exposed to %low ,,levels of

s'
products of fuel combustion show impaired lung function and

.

pathological lesions chare,Cteristic of pulmonary emphysema.

The studies are described in' the ne series of Criteria..

Documents that have' been. prepared by the Environmental

Protection Agency on ozone and photochemical oxidants (23).

nitrogen oxides (24) and sulfur oxides with particulates (25).
.

Thii author questions the logic of finding cigarette smoke "a

maj4 vase* of Pulmonary emphysema when primarysa pollutants

have been shown to cause pulmonary emphysema in rimfatt

I fr

4

..

2 70
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animals, and using the same animal models, cigarette smoking

has'not.
s

HUNAN STUDIES O N PULMONARY PUNCTiON AND HISTiIPATOOLOGIC

CHANGES IN CIGARETTE SMOKERS

The Chapter on chronic obstructive lung diseases in the

1979 Surgeon General's 'Report' (pages' 6-7 to 6462) starts b

defining the terms chronic bronchitis and pulmonary emphysema.

'For each definition, there is a positive stateeent on

structurM or pathologic/11 alterations such as hype phy of

mucous secreting apparatus and epithelial metaplasia as well as

-more classic hlstopathological. evidence of inflammation for

bronchitis: and abnormal enlargement of the air.spa es distal

to the terminal nonrespiratory bronchiole accom nied by

# destructive changestof the alveolar wails for emphysema.

These definitions are essentially ignored in 'the

remainder of the chapter because functional tests, macrophage'

changes and enzymatic contents are regarded as pathological or

adverse signs of pulmonary emphysema. The definition of

adverse and nonadverse effects has been vigorously Sehated

recent years by the National Academy of Sciences (26) and the -

World Wealth Organization (27, 28). The National Academy of

Sciences' defines adverse effects aeoresponses th at are

4.1

a
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irreversible: the reversible effects are regarded as

adaptation or responses of the defense mechanism of the lung

the inhalant. The predominant opinion is that irreversibility

is a prerequisite to the definition of an adverse effect. in

term; of.tobacco use, most of the functional effects described

in the 1079 Surgeon General's Report are reversible, not

adverse according to the prevailing definition, and are

indicative of physiological and biochemical4adaptation of the

lungs.

a. Respiratory symptoms and pulmonary functional

chances. The section on the natural history of chronic

obstructive lung disease (pages 6-10 to 6-11) ends with the

qualifying statement that pathological data are the most

specific and sensitive parameters relating to pulmonary

emphysema. it is further stated that ,'the relationship of

early respiratory symptoms to subsequent development of lung

disease is unclear" and that "longitudinal studies

demonstrating that individuals with abnormal tests of small

airways function are at greater risk for lung disease are

unavailable". Respiratory symptomi and small airway functional

tests therefore are no necessarily indicators of adverse

effect. or pathological procestes.

4
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That smokers show abnormal rung function has, not been

uniformly observed. Imaddition to a sing e 4 y mentione in

the Surgeon General's Report, there are five oilier publications

4 during the late 1970's that were not cited (29-33).

b. ClMarandh Mechanisms. The discussion of

mucociliary transport ' (page 6-32) is another example of

selective citations from the literature showing negative

aspects of cigarette smoking, and 0418$10,1 0 conflicting

results. Articles that show smoking accelerates bronchia)

clearance in humans have ban ociet-old. The studiisof Albert

et alp on accelerated clearance in donkeys have been cited, but

their article 9,human clearance stimulation in smokers (34)

has been omitted, thus giving readers the impression that the

phenomenon has only been seen in donkeys.

Camelot', who pioneered in clearance studies in man and.
whose technAqvie has been adapted by many clinical pulmonary

physiologists, has been overlooked. The basic concept that has

evolved from Camner's work is that adrenergic stimulation

increases mucociliary transport (35), an effect to be expected

from cigarette smoking. Patients with predOminant Ofilmonary

emphysema are reported to have no impairment of mitcociiiary

transport (36). ThNefOre, A is unlike that smoking, by

0
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accelerating airway clearance, would contribute tot the

pathogenesis of emyphysema.

0. Proteolytic lung damage. The hypothesis that

cigarette smoke~ causes a protease-antiprotease imbalance and in

turn potentially leads to pulmonary emphysema if based on a

group of selected observations. There is no disaussion as to

why the hypothesis has not been generallyaccePted. Turin*

(37), the first researcher to show that proteolytic ensymes

linfluance the pulmonary mechanics in viva,, has subsequently

noted flaws in the hypothesis that emphysema is caused by the

imbalance of gratease and antiproteaset

01Am inconsistency for the pr role of elastin

alteration as a Oach/iniem for in ing pulmonary

emphirma has been a failure to nstrate

alterations' in elastin content or composition, n

p emphysema. Morphologically, elastin fibers
.

appeared disrupted and diminished, yet posh
data from human lungi (Johnson and Andres 1970,

Pierce and iocott 1960) and Pierce et al 1961)

*Nittktz...11vi exeePtioa of that of Briscoe and Lorin

(1958P, ve shown no reduction of paiinchyma

elastin coats t by gravimetric tecAltigves..

*614 1)1Sla

a
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ThellbovercommeA n be reigforce5lTby Ille,t1976ir obeervatiOns

of Ruhb,et :alr(380 that
.

intratOcheally Ae.edeveloping

elastin content. 4146 lung

hamsters treated with siestas,

emphysema also show normal

fluid samples collected 'from'

smokers and nonsmokers.sloweS,ece difference in proteol/tic
... q

enzyme.canient.(30a).r...
c..

. ' 1

e wzDEmzoLoa1 6 sribpsZ -o _ *
- . .

4 4.

InOr Bed ,mortali:ti from pulmonary-, emphysema among
. -

red to,.. nonsmokers,,`., is "*.suggested by. seven
. -

smokers co

prospective studieesumorita'insi4 1979 Report (page 6-101.

However, ithesi 'studiej are far Prom `being constetent and tend

to suggest that many risk factOrs including cigerette. Smoking

nee'd,e be considered egp studying the etiology of pulmonary

emphysema., .

a4 a. air Pollution. The role of air pollution as a risk

. factor it; pulionary emphysema has beeb the subjeCt of several
,

publicatlo4111not cLled,in, the 1979 Report. Studies in TUnnon

Arizona ,(39) add pusseiton, Australia (40) ed that an

?Iurban environment may contribute to 'the normal inet

closing ,volume .with age."ame to the incidence of respiratory

Y
symptoms. The higher levels of pollution in England than in

44.

.
s.

3

"
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the United States`have been cited as 'cause iof the lower

ventilatory functional measurements among British males (41).

b. cioeconomic Status. The illustrative table

presented in the 1979 Report (page 6-39) is based on a survey

by Biggins Of'residents o Tecumseh, Michigan. The overall

prevalence of chronic obstructive lung disease for various

occupational groups ranged from 12.3 for professionals and

managers' to 30.0 for laborers. An melted 1277 survey by

Lebowitz,

(42) is more accurate ,because fie diagnosis 'of

pulmonary, emphysema and 'chronic bronchitis was confirmed by

medical exapinationt. His most important co elusion ii, that

"'smokers do not have a higher incidence of c ronic obstructive
.

luny diseases than nonsmokers or examokers whsin.the adult were

grouped according to bro.= and educational backgrounds.'

Bducation%and ipcame were inversely related to prevalence of

chronle,.obstructive lull, diseases evep?after controlling for

sex, age and smo king. .s..,.,-. .
.

a. Alrhalantitrvpsin AefiCiency. The summary`
. ..t. ,

it statement rim the 1979 Report vthat .indiViduals,
'1).
with severe

.
deficiency have the onset of symptomatic pulmonary emphyseia

probably 'abbreviated by ?poking' was based en. selected
. (

citations. Two publications in Chapter t" were not accurately
. ,

0
. .

s 'quoted. Chan-Tueng. et al and, horse et al did not only examine
_. .Jo'. . a Is 4....," .4 \ ..

4.
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suijecti with mild deficiency but also individuals with severe
/

antitrypsin deficiency who ad_ not deteriorate with ilOting:.

Aidokoro 4 al (43) conaluded
.

in heir apuay4 ofk aubjet.gs with',
. .

, 1 . -

severe deficiency that 'variables other.thao ale cigarette,,
.. .-

_looking. influence the severity of emphysema." -

d. Other genetic and famil ors. The limited

discussion in the 1979 Report Kee' expabslpn.dueto increasing

evidence of faillfal agora/414m of pulmonary.' emPhysema. The
\ 7 ,

studies of familial prevalence 41 g disease conducted by
-

Cohen at al olearly,indicate that pere io a familial factor

unrelated to cigaraliPso;kiog and antitry n e icienil that
.

.
is involved in pul:onary emphysema 4(.441. . t,

Familial agbregation
.

of Chronic obstructive lung dietZTO,
. r

ilaletsudent of 6igerette ,smoking, se74respiratory illnese

,

history residence inicvmmon hOusehold. 41. Follicle' dietribil-

.

Lion and antitrypein variants has atso been reported by Tager et

al (451 in 1278. There,his alpo been revived interest in- the
e .

Zoncept of a congenital or developme, aal etiology Of pulmonary,
..-____. ....._ ..........
. --r------

emphyseme(46). Additional research.direcUed at the basicl cans,'

. of Tuimadary emphysema 1;i4 to the iagitillicatica ' of

. 4

additional genetict)factore. that. result in davakopmental.

abnormalities leading to adult formkoiihis.disease. ''

z.
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. t230" then infossbkers (8.8%). Lebowiti and tourroi;s (48) arrived-
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At, a similar einci ion, 1443. .acute respir*tory iliness is a
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major cislc_ faetor in - the-etiology of obviate obstritei,ivs 144
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- rf) Alcohol consumotioh. Sauce*

several.raports that conenaptiod of alreh
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4
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77, thife .have 'beet
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1 is asectelaf.ed 41. --
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. 0 .- . ; . -._ 4. ; o. . ...... o ._

In the Tucson study, Leboiritz(52)1ms concIodia th t aIc.00.-.
4.. ' , - , . . ,,

... obstructiveism I. an independent risk factor for chronic obstructive lung-

. disease. there owe also earlier observatiomokthai alcohol

i
feeding i rs causes Pulmonary cellular changes. depression'"
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g . ". :-..,,.....or

smoheoinflueliiik../the, incidence le cigarette Assediated
.- - .. , .

-
diseases, To tit*, contrary, there ,is 'recent inpiOatien :t..hpt

. .,
disprovesraa am:1.4046e that-the amount ct carbon. monoxide is

N
pathogenic. Thi reIleeted 'Au of ah epidemiologic study A
ArePasphaltts and Of l0,4b3 male initieted:'In the

..,.
. ..-

A1960s, were ti analyzed 'to dote ne any influence of
.. .

... % .

,carbon ride yield of cigarettes. oriped e4 al (56) .'
. . 1,6

. ,

. . reported "that. forced expiratory volume (F27-1) was not
.

. .

t. '-' - .. .

- .
influenced by

,

the yield of carbon monoxide. The meap.levels of. i

L.: ..11"1, age noted, vere as fillowsl
&I * ,

..., . .- .

.6.

2 fitters ler subjects
.. .

rooked citarettas with

*Jr: ,4ess than 18 mg.oar monoxigeiield/glgarelte..

*3.04 'liters for 'hubjects smoked Cigar tea, th Yes

to,20 mg carbon moeoxide yield/eight/Ate.

3.09 liters for subjects Who' :hooked cigarettes with

. greater than 20) mg .garbon monoxide' yield/

cigiretel '

As the Jcarben monoAde yield of cigarettes, increased,

ithere was at corrisponding signfibant change in measuremen4 of.
.aitYlow

monoxide

of alrflo-

su)'

istance.40Borlandget I/ 06) concludelvthat carbon

tent in cigarottothis no influence on measurements
.

../..
n that signify 3cdoonarriaphysenr. Their re-

.1 0

t that Carbon monoxide content of 14arettep does
. i ,
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I rink' itiflaenre iscrklity,:from;snronary heart diseate. A review
FAblino *pi id =moister*, with these '#, recent

1 findings mg BMrIn'od at al as thoy relate' td cardic;4alcUtar
disease.-- . , !.\ 1

fp \$N. /
D. CON.LUDiag gf*UtaIrg' i
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STAMEN? OP MOW J. =ND, N.D.

Concerning Senate Bill 5.772

Y

I, Richard J. Sing, M.D., am currently.Professoc'Of

Mgdicine Emeritus at the University of Southern California, and

Director of Experimental Cardiolo at the Huntington Medical

°

1 4earch Institutes in Pasadena atiaNZlefltrh9 associate at' the

.

California Institute of Technology in Pasadena.

My scientific career comme Alt' the Rockefeller

. .

Institute in New York where V'6orked ith Charles Lindbergh and

Alexis Carrel on the first artificial heart to keep organs

alive outside the body. Subsequently, I4worked at Coltmbia and

New York Universities, at the Johns. Hopkins Hospital, the

University of Alabama, Washington University and as Chairman of

,the Department of Medicine at Wayne State Onivereity* in

Detroit. I have been Timenber of the Scientific Advisory Board

of the Council for =Pace° Research since the early 1950's..
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of the American Heart Ass m at ion
s

Reseaerch "Achievement Award for 1974, and of the Mitchell

PoundatIon Avard, Washington, D.C., 1970. I an Honorary. Life

President of the International Society for Heart Research.

It has become obvious during the last 40 years that

many drgad disekses are multifaceted disturbances, for which a

Common. denominator does not exist. Rather a whole variety of

factors appears to be responsible, such as" gene0c and

environmental. In contrast to most infectious dir4ases, in

which a common denominator, _usually a known bacterial strain,.

A

is responsible, most dread diseases originate and develop from

.
multiple causes. A typical example is coronary artery di ase,

whiCh is in the field of this.writerisdXpertise. To name just

a few known factors, which may play a 'role in its etiology,

there are the so called risk factor's, such as. diabetes,

hypertension, disturbances in blood lipids, and genetic .

factors. Equally important may be disturbed function of blood
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Platelets, genetic susceptibility to atherosclerosis, and

terations in properties of endothelial cells 10 blood

vessels. Recently spasm of the coronary arteries has bee

'added as a factor. The cause of arterial spasm is not known...,

#

These ace Just a few of the mechanisms which ay coistituA the

basis for development of coronary artery disease. prom a

scientific point If view it vpuld therefore be unwise to

ascrilqe a simple cause to this multifaceted disorder.

We have learned over.the years that each of.these risk

factors has a multiplicity of underlying ca used, many of then,

gst yet fully understood. Diabetes is AA example; me know that

ibis condition results in the development .of coronary artery

disease. Yet we do not *yen comprehend the -etiology of

diabetes.. lt is t mosaic of genetic, immunologiCal

multiple endocrine factors. equally we still dp not fully

understand why diabetes causes coronary artery disease.

01
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similar situation also applies to hypertension.

This condition also' represents 4 spectrum tof many different

-causes: genetic, endocrine, ren nseguently there exist

I I
maAy aild different typp of hypertension. We 40 not, ad yet,

1
comprehend the link between hi gh blood pressure and coronary

artery disease. is it increased uptake of

' arterial wall, or damage to the arterial

'responsible, just to mention a few examples.

o 01.
With regard to Zigarettes, in normal, individuals

ti

lipids by the

wall which is

smoking causes an increase' in coronary flowp heart rate and

r
'brood pressure. In' Ptients with coronary heirt disease the

,

effect on blood pressure and th$ heart. rate is more, pronounced

but the rise in coronary blood' flow is lass X, There is no

experimental proof that smoking in patient! with healthy

coronary arteries adversely affects the heart.

Likewise, there is no experimental proof,that smoking

or nipobioe causes hardening of

-

28a

the coronary arteries. or

$

si
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example, carbon ,monoxide, {CO), an impo;tant constituent of

tobacco smoke, when given ,to monkeys for 12 months, does Mot
A

id/
result in coronary artAry4disease. (We gave 200 to 400 ppa's

Of
.

4

of .carbon mongsi4e'(CO) io4 the inspired air for 10 alternate
i

half hours &Me ar 12 months.) In short, in my opinion,

-

'there is no experimental link between the production of

hardening of. the *coati, arteries (coronary atherosclerosis)

and smoking.

I have restricted my remarks pri6arily to experimental

and clinical observations. The purported ofindings0 set forth
. , '

'in S. 772 with regard to cardiovascular disease stem primarily

from some but not all epidemiological Studies. yet, these i,s

no,. experimental proof that smoking, causes atherosclerosis,1

coronary artery disease or congestive h4art failure. It is

essential to keep in mind the difference between the

epidemiological approach. and the experimental and clinical

approach,. Epidemiological studiSs rely on

!I.

.
- '..
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questionnaire Ar death certificate data, "which' in many cases,:.I . . .
' are inaccurate. Patients whq fill 'out questiOnnairet are not

always aware of the nature of the disease and fail to give

accurate information. Data from death certificates m ay also be

unreliable.; ,PuitMermore, epidemiological studies involve

people who have alrea4' decided for themselveg, Weeper or not

to smoke. i.e. they are 1 self selected population. in

contrast, the expetimentol approach is scientific, accurate,

.

and based on controlled obsflvations. It is through this

latter approach that an understanding of the causation and

pathogenesis of oardiovascellar disease will be achivielii.

If anything has been learned from both basic and
..Z

applied research carried out over the last 30 years. it is that.

we must beware of oversimplification. it is simpler and more

convenient to deny the multiplicity of factors in the adUsation

*V many of the dread diieasts. But this .attitude is not

I

4

2 91.
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' scientific. Ov isimplifisation has never led to the,

S'

recognition of scientifif truth.

ex
4.

the thought I wish to convey is that as a scientist

. and physician I have learned to beware ot. oversimplification.

(
.1.

,Only an in depth investigation of a disease su h as coronary
,

artery disease can bring us closes to
1

they truth. As a

physiciin an& 'scientist 1 feel that the See ntifito Advisory

4 , .

Board of the

.

Council for Tobacco Researbh U.S.A., Inc. has

recognized Ihe.vaie%d spectrum of biologiCal origini ol
1\*

disease. The Board has tustly focused on the mosaic of

biological factors underlying various diseases. The members of, "

. 4

.the Board have been motivated by strict" scientific%
, 4 '

considerations. Thus, efforts have been made ov$r the years to

- wr

study'the underlying mechanisms of coronary artery disease.,and

to investigate them by a variety of 'strictly scientific

:
approaches. One fundamental 'fast has emerged ,frdom these,

studies, here is a wide spectrum of underlyingldisturbmncem of

M
the card iov culhr system'and.only Wouiltiplicity of appioeches

will bring closer to the scientific truth. There exist no

0
convenien solutiolp in fundamental and applied lology

'0

1

.r
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. . '
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' OP ULMER N. BOOED. PH.D.
. P

.

.%.

..,

.

Ky mane is Walter' N. Bookec. .1 as ;President of Walter N.
. . . . ..

'. t
Naebiagtort, D C. I aa also Professor Emeritus of'Pharmaco 01 '-:

. .
, ..:. .

.
.

at Howard University where 1. 41. Chairman of the Departatent of '
Pharmacology for 20 years. .. '. . ''

.

,v -.
. . e ,..

i , :
; , .: .

Hy post graduate pspfesaidaal tcoining consist, off a .
. .

.
Master's Once* in Cellu144 Phyaiology 'and Biochemistry Leo the' '

.. .
. .

University %d Iowa and a Ph:6% In Peysiology walfd. Pharaapplo y
t , .

fromthe UniveiSiii of Chicago. I also spent a irbyft-gridu as
. .

a i'
yearas h Senior Piibrigheicholar in Deliium and'tmeden, ; 'e

. i .
'

studying witietwo Nobel Laureates. . I. , .r

...i . ' - , f - i .
-,

, . 1 . l' t . .

.
I hold toberihip in nuaerouesciantif34 Societies in ludigg
.

...

the Agericah Society of PhareacolOgraand Txpictueutal 1

a . . .
. ...

,..
Theopeutics, the Asecfcan,Thpsiology,$ociety, the merielp. 'r

t

College of Clinical Pharmacology, and thi °American collegp of
. .,

. ' '41 i
,.

tardiblogy of which AM a Fellow. . :
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.. The views r as expressing in this statement are based upon
. s -. .

., .

my training and experience as-a scientific researcher in the
.

.. t .

fAelds,of pharmacdlogy.and Physiology. In these areas my

research endeavors included studies on the erects and me chanisms

'of action of nicotine on the'heart. and the autonomic 0

Cayspatheticktervous systim

.

, my main condern.with Sill 5.772 is Abet it propcises
vht

sscoagressional action.bssed on findings that have not been clearly
-

established. It is important to no that the-Sill makes such

twiny statements as "Soil.ing is the p;iWary cause of lung

cancer and emphylema, and 'one-third of heart disease dea4Ebs are

associatedtiith smoking. While such opinions are undoubtedly

.based'on some published inioriation, there is by no means

. unanimity in till scientific ommeity that 96arette smoking can

be incontrovertibly labeled as casCal.

.

Despite what those,in the legislati/e arena might believe,

the cease or causes of cancer of the lung (mid other organs)

realties unknown. Both smokers.and nonsmokeri contract cancer and

of er diseases.often associated with cigarette smoking and we

don't know why.

,s
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The most accurate and appropriate statement teat can be made

is that c4garette.smoking has been idenitified as one of the many

risks or associated factors that nay cause or Ogravake ce4t.;fn,

commonlyoccartleg diseases. We are still not able tosay

whether all relevant risk factors and 48$4ciiition$ Malta been

identified and consequently, itlis practically impossibleto

control la gill effects in exoerinental studies. Ville

attempts have Pain made to evaluate certain factors individually,

research has not ebached the point bf being.able to say a

particular factor is causative. .

The scientific'fact of the natter is tbat no one knovi why
l .

someone like an'industr%al worter develops cancer of the lung. ..
4,

Is it because he or she is a smoker or because he or she is an
. .

industrial worker? Should cigarette snaking be used as%

'scapegoat' or should meaningful efforts be made to afford

V
protection to* the industrial worker? % ' p

0

S

.

saving devoted a 'Age part of ay research career to

'functional underlying procaeses that sight contribute to certein

diseases Ad toluo heart, I particularly concerned with that part
# . , .

of the Bill that seem to as Congress to decide what. - '

specifically causes coronary artery disease.. n all sincerity, I

raime'the question: It Booking bas'been sci nti ally shown tb
... ,

be a smalif heart diseases.abatare.tbh estabOebed nebbaniens?
.
.
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webreeeacch scientist, believe that such pleihanistic data are

ipecesssry before conclusions on causation and possible.
.

C...

In addition,the results oflthe mitrIT squdy, kblitultiple

Risk Pactorvintervention Trial, sponsored by the Natiogal Heart,

Lung and BloOd Institute, lend support to sy contention that such
.

sore research is requited, if we are to understand the, causes of

heart
.
disease. T study has cast considerable doubt on the
.

validity of thedssusption that reducing levels of classical risk

facto4 including. smoking lowers the death rate from heart

dissents. It may be taut to take a fresh loolat questions of

heart disease causation and pursue other &venues of research.

289

00.

Diet, whether deficiencies or excesses, lack of exercise,

emotional stress, genetic factors., auto-immune facts

kinrticularly where cancerlls concerned) must each bear its

responsibility as a possible cause of disease; but not one of

these can be given sufficient responsibility to justify

congressional action of the type contained in the Bill being

.discussed here today..
1 ,

In 'summary, I strongly disagree with the proposed Bill

because it misrepresents the present state of scientific
,

licovledge. The Bill is asking Congress tó give the Nation a

scientific verdict on the causes of complex diseases when such of

the evidence is either conflicting or has yet to be presented.

1'
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Statement of Dr. Victor Buhler

io
1"

My mama is Victor Buhler and ram a pathologist living

in Kansas City, Missouri. I am certifiediby the American Board of

Pathology in both patholog/ic anatomy and:clinical pathology. I

have held faculty appointmipts at the University of Kansa School

of medicine and the University of Missouri,Kansas City School of

Medicine, I have served as the President of thm Collegeaof

American Pathologists, the Missouri State Medical Association, the
' I

Mescal. Society of Pathologists and the Kansas City Society 'of

Pathologists. I am a Pellow of the American Society of Clinical

Pathologists, the American College of Phypiciani.,the American.

College of Pathologists, and a member of the International Academy

of pathology and the American Associatipn for the Advancement of

Science. I participated upon invitation by President Johnson in
. ,

the White House Conference on Health in 1955.
1

iv.01011.-

At the. present time, I auk associated with a group of

pa thologists serving one major hospital and several community

hospitals in the Kansas City Area, with pAmary responsibility for

the Liberty Hospital, Liberty, MissoUri.,.

I have become familiar over the yea= with many of.the

articles cited in the various Surgpon General's reports on woofing

a.
,

(7.
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and health and with the general medical literature pertaining to 4

this subject. I testified fore the Committee on Interstate and.
Foreign Coimerce in 1969 i regard to psbposed legislation con-

cerning cigarette labeling and advertising. At that time, I told

the Committee that my knowledge of the medical literature, my own

investigationsoand my laboratory experience established "my firm.

conviction that neither cigarette smoking nor any other etiological

0
agent has been spawn to be the cause of Cartier% the lung." X

. .

have sean,no research reports in the intervaiing 14 years which.

would change that View. I am pleased to have the opportunity to

give you my views on the piesent legislative proposals embodied in

S. 772. 4

.
N c i am most disturbed. by the legislative finding included

. .

.

,"
.

in this.proposalpat "smoking is the prIlitry cause of lung cancer."

X am also concerned by what is calleea "Public Awareness Statement"

that "Cigarette smoking causes lung cancer." Such statements'are,

in. my IAA, not supportable by the pathological ad clinical

observations I have made during my practice, nor by my review of

the medical literattre. X itt disturbed to see such findings and
. .

statements in proposed federal le4islatiqa because I believe they

are deceptive and misleading to the public and the medical community.

The pressure to find causes and cures of cancer
.

and other chronic
. .

diseases is considerable, as it should be. However, this pressureo

ti
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dreates great temptation to seize upon easy answers. It is always

important to realize that objectivitycis vital to cientific

092.

progress. The cause or causes of lung cancer are unknown, encl&

Congressional finding to the contrary does'not alter'that situation.'

Our only hope for progress in the fight against this dread disease

4
Is in innovative medical research. not legislative pknouncdients.

.Hy view that cigarette smoking has not been proven to be

.a cause of lung cancer in based on my personal knowledge of the
-. 4

sources for the epidemiological evidence frequently used to support

this theory. Epidemiological studies, fdr the cast pert. are

posed on mortalipedata derived from statements, of plysiciane or

.others who sign death certificates. In approximately 8Q. percent

.

of deaths, no.post-mortem examinations are dote to verify the

infordition on the death certificate regarding the primary or
s"

underlying ewes of death. Even when autopsies are performed,r
the results often are not aysAlhbie until after the death car-

,

tificates have been completed. The recorded causes of death,

then, are primarily based on clinical diagnoses, and it has been

my experience es a practicing pathaiegistitiat these are frequently

incorrect. In view of these factors. it cost be undekstood that,
4

at the present time, SO percent or morq of all death certificates

cannot be considered as having been scientifically validated,

consequently, I have grave doubts about the statistical associations
.

which have been.derived from data which are subject to serious,

flaws.

29 zi
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In addition, the data in statistical studies of Sung
10

-cancer do npt 'distinguish between primary and secehdary 16ng

cancers.
..Primary lung cancer is a malignant tumor originating in

the lung. Secohdary lung'cancet, often called metastatic, is'N.s

cancer that has spread to the lung from another body site. I have

all too frequently found in my own work that tumors clinically

considered as primary in the lung are often metastatic and result

frod cancerous growths in other parts of the body.

t
One of the reasons why primary lung cancer may be fre-
-

quently,diagnose when it is not present is that physicians depend

largely on chest; x-rays for diagnost4c purposes. XII this regard,

it should be not that chest x-rays present fewer problems in

interpietation than x-rays of any other organ or part of the body.

except the skeletal system. This is because the airom the lungs

provides an excelAnticontrast medium scthat d isease states are

more readily detected. We find,,theiefore,that it is easier to

pbserve on x-ray an abnormality in the chest than, for example, in

the liver. Even then, howeVer, one cannot always tell from an 11,-

ray whether an area of density in the luhg is,a nonmalignant or

malignipt growth, and, if malignant, whether or not originated

in the lung.

There are, ofcourse,.tephniqbes other thin x-rays for

4.11 diagnosing lung cancer.' Biopsy and sophisticated scanning techniques

'a.

at.
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(CAT.scan), two other routinely aed methois,do not hlways'allow

ior distinguishing between secchdary and primary, tumors.

should be stressed~ that primary lung cancer ik:simulaied by

secondary tumord arising, from other organs of the body with suf-

ficidnt frequency to challenge the diagnostic accuracy of many

deaths certified as primary lung cancer without autapey excAsion

of other vimaty sites..

°
In my judgment, the failare of epidemiological studies

to distinguish between primary dhd secondary lung cancer in their

statistical an4yses raises serious questions about causal inter-
-t

pretationf o(t.statiatical associations.
r

Some advocates of the smoking caughtiontypothesil have

said that lum# tissue tem smokers exgibitsvestain abnorwali los

di
s

that.they describe as "pre-cancerous." They conclude that garette

smoking causes these changes which eventually will lead to lung

cancer. Let me say .first of all,based'oemy examination of .

thousands of lungs in miCitspopic detail, et no one can detereCA

114

,

Whether or not a lesion despribed as "pre-canceroustwill progress
. . ..

into cancer.

4

n

getaplesia (changes of one itype of tissue to an4her

hyperplasia (increases in cell riUmbers, and plysplasia

0: 4"
C4

s

Oa. ,

c.

:.
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' . (atypical cytOlogic changes in cells) can be seen In lungs of,both

smokers and non-smokers. These changes are rather conthon and

should not be considered as pre-cancerous. In fact,:the weight of

scientific evidence is that these lesions will not progress to
.\

eancer. Hetaplasia, common in Older individuals, =ooze frequently
s

in the trachea or windpipe,'and yet tracheal cancer is extremely
-

rare. Any study of autopsy cases that suggests that metaplasia,

hyperplasia, or dysplasia provides evidence that smoking \eads to
4

lung cancer oversteps scientific bounds. Based on my own experience,

I cannot confirm that significant cell ,or tissue changes in the

twig occur more frequently in smokers than in non-smokers. Ceq;i94
4

there aresmokers without changes, and non-smokers,with changes.

. As a pathologist, I EMI arguments that rely on "pre-

'oancerous".Lesions.to indict smoking as a cause.of lung ewer to

be unconvincing and indeed inconsistent with my own cLiniCal

observations.

4

Figighh add that, contrary to the repOrte that one often

hears, it is impossible for the pathologist toc etermine from both
. ;

gross and microscopic examination of lung tissue whether a person

does or does not smoke.

I ant equally unconvinced by `the evidence from animal

.experimente which some consider to be confirmation of the causal

'at

r

.v
o
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tootheeit. In MAich of this year, for example, several, govern-

ment witnesses testifying before a U.S. House Subcommittee referred

to a
V

"beagle dog study" as demonstrating the production of huMgn- .

type equpmous cell lZhg cancer in test animals by tobacco smoke

inhIlatide... It was asserted that this study substantiated the

rt

claimsgp.cauealconnection between smoking and lung cancer.

I am very familiar with this study Because I analyzed_it,

extensively after its publication over ten years ago by Dr. Oscar

Auerbach, et al., in The Archives of EnvironmentalSedicine. The

results of my critique of ifs -many scientific shortcomings are

contained ina letter taZeSubdommittee which I prepared Ut the

request of one of the members. As'I stated in the letter, I,view

references to the study, aseh.as those.aade by the goement

wpnesees, to be scientifically unjustifileigind. consequently,

misleading. The study has been severely criticized in the scion-
t

A tific Ifterature and, to my knowledge, is no longer relied on or

even cited by serious researchers.

Again. I mustemphasize that the Auerbach, et al.,. study

should 1*.be relied gas support for the claim that squsmous
. 4

cell cancer has been produced in test animals by inhalation

..of tobacco smoke. , le

Sasgeon my years of.expirience as 4 pathologist and on

my reviews of the smoking an& health literature, I must diSagree.

strongly with the pro posed congreseional finding that cigarette

smoking is the prihary cause of lung' er and with the government

determination that cigarette smoking "causeelilung cancer.

.803/,
1,

t

It

Victor B. Suit 0;4 M .D.
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. Statement of Professor Hans '.f. Bysenck Regriino S. 72 1

I

+ .
.

0 t e,
. A am Bans .1,. Bylancks..,profesior of psychOlogy at the

" air
.

t

if, gnsfitute of pgychiatry, University of Lordoli an d'ipaychologist

.4

a
to thdimaudsley.apd Bathlem, Royal hospitals in london. 1 .

...
. '

. 44"A's a v, .:. .,

' . s, '. I areceivell.my Ph.D. in 1940'and fax D:Sc. in A964, both, e 1114'0D -
. .

.

. .

...

ion' the University of London. I wae Senior Research
. , .o:

'elg .
. C P

,.5PsyChologist at 14111. Bill.ftergency Boapttal from 1942 through.
.4...

. ...,. I . . i
1116.. In 1949 and 1950,I was a visiting .progassor at the

.
'i;

we
.. 4.,...,

. .

University of Pennsylvania .In Philadelphia.* Between 1950 and
-.a 4 0

:

.

4 1954, a Reades.
..-

in Psychology at the University of

;

London'IN Institute of Psycbiatxy, In 1954 I'vas a visiting

.

professor as the University of California at Berkeley.
4.

I am'a Fellow of both the Brilish Psychological

Society and of the American Psychological Association.

p,

three psychanicalI ,have founded and edited

journals, and I hp, on t itorial boards ofsome 15 other
et

laternailonal psychological journals. I have written or edited

fy

S

-
I.

1110

r

, ..
... . o"

". .
4..

.
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for 'publication mproximately 35 techniVelbooks and clet 600, i

hrtlicles 411ing with various' aspects of. the psychological
. -

.4. '
4. --e

yield, particularly with respect to personality, intelligences

. ...behaviour therapy awed behavioural genetics.. I have conducted

s . %
.

research
N

in the atea of smoking for over 20 fears and have
:

.

authored two hooks, the most necentoilwhich is entiqed-ibe

Causes and. Effects of Smoking. al-well ss numerous articles on
. ,

.

this subject. In my book I have been concerned with an

examination of the twosmalar'aheories of the, relationship

between cigeAtte smoking and iaisease; in particular lung

cancer and coronary heart disease. The causal theory asserts

'

'that cigarette smoking is in part responsible tot these
-1

diseases, ' thus going beyond. reports of a statistical
0

relati,onshp between ,smoking and disease. An alternative

. 4 .

theory suggests that the observed correlations can be eiplained
. 4

--. id terns of common genetic factors, underlying both the
,

4

*

,

propensity to smoke, and the probability of leveloping certain

S 305
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dioceses. ey own work has been concerned mainly with, the 'issue'_! , s-
.

. . .

of the origins+ and the maintenance df the
;

smoking
.;

(-

hab&t, .
. . , " s

41
-.

.

I'

because these questions ate vital to an understanding of the

evidence concerning these two theories.

e..1,

-'s '
4

Working Ogether with Professor Lindon Taves. a .-11
. ;.. . % ,. ! -

.

. I

genetic fat formerly of Oxford' Univer sity,. and. now et Richmond,
, .

411 -:
.4

Ws,' / administered special smokipg and $ personality,
6

queetiotiraes tc4 varidui samples of the populatioVlniuding

over 1,000 identical and fraternal twinar 340 fostered children

and 230 pairs of foster parents) as well as a variety of
.

familial relationships ;persists and children; grandparents and

grandch ildren, uncies and ilInts nephews and nieces, first

cousins, etc. ) making a total of 2,469 ind iv iduals!

Sisaappriate statistical analyses were made of the' data and in

many cases newostatistical Methods had to be developed for this

Purpose. The 4major principle used was to set 'up .specific

theories or models, and test these against the empirical data

$MS 0.111-40
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increasin the complex by and so istication of the model untilr
As acceptable fit was earthed:

As regards be onset of smoking, genetic' factors

seemed- to play little, if any part. The data support the

'

hypothesis that taking up smoking was largely due to
, . .

eneironmen01 factors, particularly Lhe influence of glerl;
l c .

?, t
factor eme'this fact ed as fir more important than other factors'.:

. ,

o .

traditidnally cited, such as the smoking habits of nts,
. .

which we forind,to exert little influence on the origins of the

sooybabit. Squally, the results flare ndt rallailyjmpatible

With a theory Wbith would assAn adv tising Any marked
..--

influhnci on the taking p of smoking. Mess results have been

verified by. direct AdUiesi undertaker! by Professor C.

Spkekberger of
r

ups University of South Florida; be found that

venial pressures, patticularly peer influence, exerted 1 vety

. 'I

'strong
.

14Natrong effect on young people takings up smoking, vhsteas the.
. - .

..- .

influence bfadvertising vairtligible.
..

.. .,

.

.

207

I
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. As regards the Oainteaance of the smoking habit, our

.
' data indicate the powerful influence of genetic bitters.

People who give up smoking ale intermediate between those who

hove never milked and' those who persist in smoking; this

finding is important as it demonstiates that giving up smoking

is in part determined by genetic factors, so that people who

give up, and those who continue. are Offereot types of people

1
genetically.' As regards the amount of tobacco consumed, ii

.

seems that the genetic factors determining this .arer rather

different from those which influence a person's becoming, or

not becoming, a smoker; non-smokers °are differentiated

genetically from ssoker% along quite a distinct dimension frog

that which discriminates between the different degrees of

cigarette consumption among smokers. On the whole, we thus

find little evidence of genetic determination for the taking up

of the smoking habit, whic1 seems to be much more clorlelyk

related to peer influence; we find strong evidence of genetic

t..

4

ti
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. determination for the continuation of smoking; and for giving

p .smokihg, and we find strong aviden6e of genetic

7 -:.:".

determination Apr bow smith a person will Atra e.
. .. .

These data ace relevant to the proper evaluation of

the Clang of the causal and the genetic theories concerning
e

the relation, between smoking and disease. A widely accepted

G. . ,

theory_ asserts that cigarette smoking causes lung cancer.

. coronary heart disease, "and other diseases wish which it is

'

....'
statistically lfnked: It is not always realised that (a) such

theocy.is far from proven, and is beset by many anomalies and

doubts, an, that 04 there is an alternative theory which, is

based on undeniable facts which are not explainedby the causal

theory. The present potation seems to be that trither theory
Aa

may explain th, incidence of lung nance« and cotoniey heart

disease (to which this brief account mill becestricted , 0F

that botl may be needed to complement each othic.

3O

.

t

-I
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Statements in S. 772 such as that cigarete smoking is

associated with the cimata of over 300,000

//
Americans annually, or that one thi d of the deaths attributed

.

to cardiovascular disease are !Associated witb/amoking, or that

cigarette,smoking causes lung cancer, and is a major cauderrof

zyi. heart disease, as stated the are notproposed warning, a

;)r

...

scientifically valid, and,
l
represent arbitrary extrapolations

from a very°doubtful data bate. The Multiple Risk !factor'

Intervention Trial, the results of which were published in

September 1902, illustrates how difficult it is to make such

exicapoletioins, and may also serve to demonstrate the dangers
46

of doing so. In this 'randomised primary prevention trial' to
.

test the effect of a multifactor intervention programme on

mortality from coronary heart; disease, men were randomly

assigned either to a special intervention programme consisting

of step-care treatment for hypertension, counselling for

cigarette smoking, and dietary advice for lowering blood



t
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Cholesterol levels, or to the usual sources of health care in

the community. Risk factor levels declined to a greater extent

se,

in the special intervention group, but.there was no significant

V
difference in'the number of deaths due to heart disease per

1,000 in thetwo groups, and indeed the total mortality rate

was higher in the intervention group than in the control

group. Thus a decrease in smoking, a decrease .in blood
e

cholesteVoi, and a lowering of hypertension failed to have the

4
111

confidently expected outcome, showing that extrapolation of
0"

'phis kind canhoi as yet be regarded as, scientifically

permissible.

There Is agreement that smoking is neither a pecessarV7

nor a sufficient cause of lung cancer. Of 100 heavy smokers,

less than 10 will develop lung cancer; henCe smoking is not a

sufficient cause. And of 100 people who develop lupg cancer,

approximately 10 will be non-smokers; hence smokihg is not a

necessary cause. This simple fact (the precise numbers differ

311
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of course from country to country, but indicate the correct

%order of magnitude) suggests that the scientific proof for any

particular theaieill be difficult to arrive at, and that any
1

such theory/ will almost certainly be complex and multi-faceted.

much of the evidence ,cited. in fakPour of thdvauSal

, 4.heory is statistical, but ;zany statisticians have severely

criticized the evidence on statistical grounds. Such suggested

proofs as the correlation between .smoking and lung cancer

within a given country are evidence of correlatOn, not of

(A

causation; one of the first lee one the budding statistician

'Garbs is that correlation does MA imply causation. (There is

a very high correlation between countries linking meat eating

and cancer of the large intestine, yet we do not-conclude that

eating meat causes cancer of the large intestine!) Hence this

method of investpation, while suggestive, is far from

compelli4g- this would be so even if .the figures usually

4
quoted could be taken as accurate; howeVeri there, are good

ett

I
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reasons for doubting their accuracy.

The figures quoted are based on clinical diagnotis of

,l'ungcancar, but these are very unreliable and imprecise. If

.1

we take as our criterion autopey data, and compare these

.

routine. diagnoses, we find that prior to World War I, out of

100 people (pound on autopsy to have died of lung cancer, only 3

were So diagnosed. This is typical of the very obvious

under-diagnosis of lung cancer then prevalent. In recent

years, exactly the 'opposite has been found, namely an

over-diagnosis of lung cancer of up to 200% and -more: Whether

t

changes in diagnostic preference ate completely

responsible for the alleged tremendous increase in Lang cancer

over the yeais or not, and whether they may in part acCaunt fqr

the obser4ed correlation between lung cancer and smoking, It is

191
impossible to say, all we can say is that with e basic data

so completely unreliable, the statistics based on them are

suspect.

1.
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Mother very important point,cOncerns the isolation!Of

smoking from othhr, corcelated habits, Such as drinking, tivtag
.

it up, stasting out late, wenching, etc., i.e. a certain style

of life the totality 'of w6lcb may intro.'s? the "rate of

living", , so that smokers are biolofiAlly older Phan

. .

non-smOkers at a given age, pore reasons only Array involved"

with /stroking, Non-smokers are diffirent types of persons iron.

smokers,. ate generally mote se/f-protective, ( and.thee

personality traits and habits thus linked with non-smoking may

be more relevant to the longevity of non-smokers than their'

refusal to smoke. .4r e

.

It is often suggested that sex differencesoltith males

howing more lung cancer, are the product of the'tondency of

4 .

males In the past SO years or so ,to smoke more.. However,' as
1

several authorities whom I guote.in my book have pointed out,
/

sew differences of the same kind as those observed now were

.

found before cigarette smoking became poOmiar. Agin, it is

a

ft

(..

Li
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found that changes in the rate of increase of lung dancer

diagnosis occurred ,simultaneously for men all women, although
A .

the women, who took tap smoking much later ithan inn, should have

* .4
sljetwn, these changes.* a.much later date than men.

If the causer thtory is true, then we would expect a

definite dose - response relationship: in other words, the heavy
c .;

, 4
kmoker should be stricken with Cancer earlier than the light

smoker. Yet the amotsitt smoked makes- nb appreciable difference

to the mean age at which the person ii reported first to the *'
rte - t ) . i -

. clinic. Again,,inhtlation should make. ling cancer ituch more'
5

: , c. t'"
likely than smoking without inhattmp. yet the figunett show if

--, / '
)

.,. ...0 , , . -..
anything an opposite trend,. Indeed, in", thimott reCettOtudy'

c..:'
, ....

., 0 A ..:n e,
tpublisheq in 4942 in the Journal. of EpidesMIY and Community

-> / - :.
1

Health) lung cancer rates werehigher overall fox' non-inhalers,
cc 1....

z. ..
particularly, in groups of heavy smokers. ''These , twpI

... 4.1" .1,
...c.

observations are difficult to reconcile with ,,the caudal 'the'fryttlt
s . , i .

:k '" -. ....., ...

4" '=;',"
. ,

t,*. ''.1 t ,, ... -

. A ,. ..

1,

of smoking.

1.

.
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e
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What is often claim& to be the ?pap impressive

'.:4 (!;t4Y:li -
the ,evidence for the Joule' theory has eeport

. ..e,.7Vp1,0ut04.0"- that

01hysicians who gave up smoking sfiowe

, .e....-._.
. 4 4'4.'71:

$4t414 .4113 than
4:..!"

. 4 .
A: 3 *; - ilri

member* of the general public who conti
..,k

us.-fp. :'.V1,-
might appeae that giving up smoking ham 4e Eves of

4,

those who did sd. But this proof is only eoc tali. if those

who continue to smoke, and those.who.later on give up smoking.,

are essentially identical with respect to their health before
( bo

some of them gave. up smoking. Clearly, if thoie who later 4n

%give up seeking are already much healthier than those who later'

.
. .

on continue to smoke, then the final differences in health may

be dueto the already existing differences before anyone gave

.

up smoking. rather than to the. cessation of ibis habit: But

!berg) is good evidence to avow that smokers.and ex-smokers

already differed with respect t6 their health record before the

,ex-smokhrs gave up smoking. Siddtarly. thereat* evidence that
. ,

4 . 4
from the pointoof view Of personality and genetics ex-smokers

I.

4.

L-
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are different from continuing smokers. Aus this alleged proof
. .

6 .
"

is ba'sed oh an erroneous assumption.
4

,00f
04 I

These objections to tir causal theory, and pthers made
,

r

. -

K

in my book, do.not pro, the theory o be wrong; they simply

lirgue that it,is stilk only a theo y,va'scientitic law.

More convincing proof is require. beforeAd1/4t theory Can be

. ..) ,o..

.

* .,,
/

accorded a more advanced status.
.10

But further than that, there
, I
, . I fit '

t

are numerous facts suggesting an 'alternative theery, and-these
.0

. /.
4

facts cannot easily be integrated with the causal theory. Yet
,

4111
I

C. .

a proper theory demands that ittentionNbe paid to all relevant

4
facts, and thus agbin the4ausai -theory is wanting.

. .
...1t,

--,-.. .

; `lb alternative theory, firit sug4M0fid'hy the eminent
A.4 ... **. . p 1

n '4 414 . 0

, geneticist and st tisticiah Sir sopald Fisher, . syggests that,

.14
4

t
41,i .

i.

% -P'genetic facto are important fn causilg lung Cancer; that

'

. ....ok

genetic factors are active in cauding peop13:t4 maintain th*
.

, A 1
A .

sApking habit;.and that possibly ti same
'

genetic factors may )
.

,
.. .. c

.

be involved iyi both these 'trends, ,thus producing the observed*

. . .. 4
1

4, a

*
t 4

v

t

.
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correlation be een smoking and cancer (insofar as such a

b.

correlation Is real): There isomvidence that genetic factors

"iMb play a paft in the causation of.lung cancer, this is not in
I

.doubt,. !is already mentioned. I.have brought forward evidence

tit
(in adds' onto already very convincing evidence produced by

many, other pAlei to w tat genetic factors are relevant to

.

the maintabance of the smoking habit. Thus there is evidence

for both the assumptions on wh ich Fisher's argument was based.

. 441y own contribution has been to suggest that tb$

_mediating factor between cancer and smoking may be the

. .

t. AprsenqiiEY of the people involved. Thus it is assumed that
. r d

peoqe of a, certain personality are more likely than others to
.1 a i

: v
1111,die.of lung ea cer irrespective of smoking. It is'also assumed

. .

.

.

that people of a certain personality are more likely. to Smoke

thdh
.

others Therer is evidence for both these propositions.,

410 7

My, original work with. Dr. Meson, an eminent British

oncologist', showed very4marted personality differences between

z
`. .

4
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lung cancer patients and patients suffering from non-malignant
. .

4 .

tumours, with the persobe.1 assessment made before
. . ...

.
-..

..
..

..

. A diagnosis. Since then,0 large-scale_stady in East Germany hair
.

.

replicated our fihoinge (themselves replicated in another study

a
by' Sisson), and has found similar personality traits to those

o

characteristic of lung cancer patients in women with cancer of

4 4

the beast.' Other studies, also indicating a relation bet;teen
.

41r lung cancer and personality, are cited in my book.

In a similar way, ey early work with Tarrant and Wodif

established a comtelation between personality and smoking, and

many studies in different countties have since confirmed our

findings, and added new ones. We may thus say that the

PfiddImental assumptions of Fisher's gedetic theory have found .

empirical supp to and we galf add that there is also, some

-modest support form own attempt to integrate these two major

.4 ffelds. unfortunately there has been too little.work along

these unusual and somewhat unorthodox lines to say that the

r. I..f..
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results are anything pore than suggestive, and the theory

NTh
linking that is still a very elementary stage; nevertheless,

as far as the findings go they support the genetic rather than

the causal theory, although they do not necessarily contradict

the latter. It seems unfortunate that the premature

crystallization of spurious orthodoxies has prevent.* the

genetic theory from attracting sufficient research grants to

work it out in sufficiest detail. and to carry out the research

necessary to put it on a more acceptable footing. -

Recently some progress has been made on the

theoretical development of .the genetic by linking it

with research on stress, in particular the differential effects

of chronic and acute stress, and the Inoculation goofy of

stress.
A

However, in the bbsence large -scale research into

the refinements of this theory, and more widespread familiarity

with and criticisms of its details, not too much should be

claimed for it other than that it presents a viable alternative

p
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to be causal theory.

417
314

In relation to the causal theories of coronapy heart

diseasi (CHD), s filar criticisms apply as do in the case of

lung cancer. There are considerable unreliabirities in

4

diagnosis; there ere large numbers of factors other than

socking which have been associated and whiCb are not usually

efiltrolled for In studies of t=ie effects of smoking; inhalers

do not on the whole differ from non-inhalers in disease

proneness; , the statistical relation between cigarette smoking

\t...and CHO disappea in many countries, e.g. Pliniand, Rolland,
,

Yugoslav Italy, Greece and Japan4 ; there i4 an absence of

dose-responsetrelationship, i.e, there is littl or no relation
. e

between duration of heavy cigarette smoking and risk of

1rmyocardial infarctipn; and the correlation be eea number of
4

cigarettes smoked and CHD is not linear; ex-smokers in some

, studies appear to be safer than non-smokers; some types of..CHD,
11

such as angina pectoris (which .comprises' some ibt of Cam, %

.1
1

P

e
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nen) fail to show even a statistical correlation with cigarette

smoking; some types of smoking (cigar, pipe) fail to show even

a statistical correlation with CHO; etc.

In the most recent study from the Mayo Clinic

(published in the May/June 1982 issue of Atherosclerosis), over

15,000 patients with coronary artery disease, proven by

acteciogcaphy, were studied. No positive correlation (indeed.

in some subhroups a negative correlation) occurred between the

arteciogcaphic measures Of disease and the cigarette smoking

'history lever or never, .number of pack -years of smoking.

duration mof cigarette smoking, and peak daily' cigarette

consumption). These ace anomalies Or failures of the causal

theory which demand an explanation before the causal theory can

tie accepted. Some of .these facts are .much more readily

explained in terms of a genetic personality theory; thus the

differential effects Of cigarette vs. pipe /cigar smoking may

find an explanation in terms of the known differences in

26-114 0-83--21
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personality type associated with these different smoking

patterns.
fe

The general conclusion would sees to be'rhat in the

case of cap, as in the case of lung cancer, proof for the

causal ingluehce of smoking'is still lacking. Such evidence as

exists IS by no means as clear-cut and decisive as is often

alleged. There is evicence in the case of CUD for, genetic

factors, and there ALI pub!, shed correlations with personality;

here too there appears an isportant element of stress

determining the appearance of can, and stress is intimately

linked with personality. HO formal theory of genetic

determination of Can has yet been put forward, ID1, it seems

likely that such a theory is needed as en, alternative (or

perhaps as Complementary) .to the causal' theory foe an

explanation of the many gaps and anomalies in the latter.

It is interesting to note that if one were to use the

same statistical type of argument of correlation as favouring a

4..
323
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causal relation,.imokinT would seem to Protect against certain

illnesses. Thus colorectal cancer in women is found

significantly more firs ntly in non-smokerst so are PrimaiY

central nervous system neoplasms, parkinson's Disease,

trigeminal neuralgia, diabetes and ulcerative colitis. Thep

are other curious relationships between diseases which the

smoking causes cancer hypothesis does not begin to
1r
explain; one

of them is the almost complete absence of lung cancer among

wr
schizophrenics, in spite of the high degree Of cigarette

smoking prevalent in that group.

One important function.of the genetic theory has been

that of explaining the riasonswhy people smoke, and to link

these reasons with their differential personality patterns.

Another important function of the genetic theory has been

suggest better designs for research in this complex fief a

good example is the use of the discordant twin method by

Cecetlof, Lundman and Ethers, i.e. the investigation of the

ii

.

0

it
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illness patterns of identical twins of wnom one smokes. the

other not. If this type of research had been carried out on

the large and international scale required, instead of

investing in the redundant and scientifically not very valuable

replication of correlational studies, we would know far more

about the relation between smoking and disease than we do now.
4

Such studies allow us to look at environmental factors,

including these of smoking. while controlling for genetic

factors; this is essential if any convincing results are to we

achieved.

4

In mmairy, I would like Co-tratt* that the causal

.

theory of soaking as being responsible for lung cancer and

6. coronary heart disease. while, it has found many supporters. Is

far from being established. and has many gaps. anomalies and

contrary findings to contend with; \these are too frequently

glossed over and dismissed as unisPortent, when in'reality they

say be found to discredit the causal theory In whole or In

325
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part. An alternative theory, based on genetics and implicating

personality factors, is much less well developed, more complex,

and at present not too well known to oncologists, nevertheless

there are many well-established facts which suggest that in

part if not in whole it can account for the major findings. At

the very least, this alternative theory suggests novel research

methodologies which would serve to overcome the difficulties of

the older methods and remedy their lack of proper controls.

?ha possibility has also been raised that the two theories may

be complementary,' rather than opposed to each othsof this

possibility too should be looked into from the experimental

point of view. what is certain is that at the moment no final

decision can be made about whether, or the degree to which

cigarette .smoking may cause lung cancer or coronary heart

disease, how it interacts with other:factors (stress)

personality), or hor we cam best protect the health of our

citizeAs in relation to these diseases. *ln ignorance,

abstain:" warned lhe famous French scienti:i, Claude Bernard,

/utty action on the basis of partial knowledge is unlikely to

be in the best interests of those, most concernea, namely the

-

prospective victims. of lung cancer and coronary heart disease.
t-

H. J. Wsenck
May 6, 1983

4 .
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Statement of Richaid J. Rickey. M.D. .

w 4
I on Richard J. Hickey, a senior research investigator in the Empertment of

Statistics of The Wharton Scheel UnLvetsity of rerulaIliwIten PhilsdalPhia

,received a Ph.D. degree in biophysical chemistry and Mmebiology at Iowa State

Onivermity, Auras, Iowa, in 1941. Thereafter, 1 performed research and development

work on methods for production of antibiotics, vitamins, sad other knochesicals.

In the eld.1960's.1 become involved in research on the air pollation/public health

/40problem at the University of Peuneylvenia. Since 1973, I have gee* lovestigating

ecological relationships of environmental chemicals and other variables to chronic
aimless risk at the university's Wharton School. Reny of the journal articles and

book chapters published. of which I was author or co- author, pertain to environmen-

tal pollution ash its effects on human health,

On Mob 2, 1982, I submitted a statement regarding the present subject. It

involved cameras on S.R. 4957 end S. 1929, which were under consideration during

1982. That statement wee published in the Appendix to Hearings regarding the Com.

prehensile* :smoking Prevention Education Act, before the Subcommittee on Wealth and

the Environment, Of the Committee on 84eggy and Commerce, Same of Representatives.

97th accrue, via 'Session, our A.R. S6S2 Sad 11,P. 4957, March S. 12, and it 1982.

Serial No 97-107. The statement epOats on p4es 618 -625 of the Amebas.
4P

The following comments concern both N.R. 1024 and S. 772, being considered in

1983. A basic criticism of both proposed aces is the legion assumption that

'findings* (I), (2), (3), sod (4). which are used to justify both the labeling

statements and the proposed actions contained in S. 772 Ire known and proves. How-

ever, there 480 very @Mimi scientific questions Coacarni foundations for

the cls4ms that cigarette smoking causes the various condi associated static -

ticstty with cigarette smoking, such as lung mincer, hes lease, sod Iwo birth

weight,

Locementary biological and biochemical evidence establishing proof of causal-

ity is not given is the proposed bills. It is clear, however, from the warding of

the 'finding*. that they rely heavily upon the alleged causality evidence, and

W,
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*Jahns, presented in sane publications and reviewed ign recent U.S. Surgeon fener -

als' reports on smoking end health. Unfortunately.. these reports are not Josiano*a,

even-handed reviews of the available evidence: 'were ere several reseens for red

jecting the conclusions of these Surgeon Generals' reports, including:

(A) Selective Reporting or Selective thclusion.44blective4reporting is pres-

ent in the Surgeon Generale' reports. Repirri that conform to the predetermined

smoking- causality position of the Surgeon Generals' reports are cited quite erten-

sively. while studies that challenge or discredit this Position are Often Select-

ively omitted. Published warnings regarding musuie of titillation boob also been

exclUded. The Surgeon Generale' reports are characteristic of briefs for the "pro-

secution" only; the 'defense has been largely neglected or omitted 'even though

these reports, using public,fUnds, should certainly have been unbiased. The Pres-

ence of bias raises serious questions regarding ethics.

(0) Was and Misuses of stitistics. The surgeon General's teport of 1964

states (p. 162). "statistical methods cannot establish proof of e causal relation-

ship in an essociatIon. The causal significance of an association as a natter of

judgment which goes beyond any statement of statistical probability." These two

statement* lie at the Sect orthe problem. The first sentence is * corsgct state-.

ment. causality cannot be established by statistical associations.' This le a stan-

dard caveat that is taught routinely in elementary statistics courses. The second

ateteeerit islise. Subjective judgment or perso4l opinion cannot be used to in

terpret causal implications of a statistical **Societies, no matter how strong and

no matter what level of statistical significance. Judgment and opinion do not con-

stitute substantive evidence, nor are'they objective assessments of the facts.

They are subject to personal bias and blopolitical persuasions.

It should be recognised that statistical associations ale mathematical quen-

titiee. When properly obtained, they may suggest possible causal relationships,

but they can peal Prove such relationships. it is essential to present sequel

alternative hypotheses tc explain a confirmei statistical association. Scientific

testa are necessary to *militate the validity of each hypothesis. Some will be re -

jagged. The House and Senate bills ignore this basic scientific requirement.

Susan conditions such as ApnObr, heart disease, spontaneous abortions. stillbirths

aWigtit weight deficiencies are all basically biological and biochemical probLema,

nli sithasatical or statistical problems. When ill, one visits his physician, not

his statistician.

Properly used, atatTstical methods ere cos4ble of rejecting an hypothesis to

(4 I'
#
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the Utent that it is incoepatible w *beery*, data. but statistics alone can
,_ . ,

.1 mover esSablishAthat an hypothesis is certPiely true. Mils fundamental fact is

-widely sisenderstooi or 'tgnoped.4vmovever, recent Surgeon Generals' reports have

rather-routinely inferred causality free statistical association. e1., that cif-
.

arette Smoking causes lohf cancer since the,tWo variables are Positively sesocia-
.. 1

end in the,srattsticsi 1000,4 Moreover, ,O statistical association cannot distin-

guish cause free symPta,i 1 shoeld es.flargnised that Atistioal malpractice

is a form of scientific malpractice. '
. : I ,...

Statistical assogationa say be Sue to chance or to duel infleancia of soon
.

As "hire factor. For example, it was repoetod in 1952 that "their is .. a Signiii -

cent correlation in the United StatestItweeli the population to physician end the

population to bad ratio aid the noyber of 'reported deatho floe Cancer of the lung."

R.S. Pigdon and A, Kirchoff, b*Copgictovati011 of Some of the Theories Relative to

the EtiOlogy and Incidence of Lung Ginter," Texas Rept. Biel, Med. 12, 76-91 41952)
00

1a 04)1 lt aeons unlikely that anyone would conclude Eno this correlation that

pit/titian. "cense" lung cancer.

It is known that Ci9gtOtto AMMO tend !O be coffee drinkers: s positive corr-

elation exists heft's= ***sore* Of Cigarette spftoffee consumption in sane mule-

0$0118
.

is it to be concluded, therefore, that making "causes" coffee drinking, or

that oda*, deleting 'causes" somkimg7 Or asas en underlying third variable, such .

. as perhaps individual genetic or constitutional characteristics. Influence both

'coffee drinking and smoking behaviors?
.

. . .

Another amnion fallacy is the $04000tion and belief, by some, that non-fandon *4 '

samples ere unbiased. This belief is especially hatardocs lawn working with 941mit'
fl .

ically heterogeneous populations such as* humans. for example. studied that em-

540r self - selected samples such as those of heavy nemkars Light smoker*, non - smokers. 1
I

*ad ex- seekers are vary likely biased. There is no assurance teat they are not.

. This point was addressed by ep. Sterling r'ffille statistician vIA -a -vls !sense of

public Reagth,' Asorican statistician 12, 212-216 (1973)(14. 212-211),' 'The sin-

ner of selectirq populations to study the effects of mocking has been criticised

groom. of tee world's most waspOttad.itatfatiCiant but to little call (furkaon:

' 1958, 1960. rishtr, 1957, 19361 Mainland, 195 jest to mention s for). Of

Ile
to statisticia has been the sa3or Loltpne on 'volunteers' in most of these s

les sod phi) conewrent neltiple soureios_.of serious bias. Ordindrity. results from

-a study such as toll's in which over 30 per cent Of the gnarled Empulation4id not

participate would hp considered, if et all, with greatest suspicion, *aerially if,

O as is freely admitted, the rsafOnders wars quite different from the reference pop-

,
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Ulitt100 (Doll. 1964). Similarly, the data collected.by voluntt4re of the American

Cancer Society am, used to link smoking to a variety of discosesstem from 4 ?Ludy,

... population (also'of volunteer familles)dot dramati7,11y differs in most signifilt

fiZegt comparable meetut.:6 from the U.S. population (StetliiN. 19714. 1972a)." e

further. regarding sappili bias. consider one group of persons who are regulat

cone:ow of insulin, and compare the health of this group with Controls who do not

consume insulin: It may be obsetwed that the prehlenct of .circulatory and cer-

tain other discomes'is considerably greater among'insulin-toneumer. than !gong non

-consumets. Does LW.' mean that insulin "causes' the increeeed incidence of thest

afflictions? Or night it,b:that an underlying metabolic anomaly, diabetesoollttuS,

ig the basis fir both insulin consumptIon.and the eltveted risk. of cirtein chronic/
-

diseases known to occur atwooldiabetica?

A 4C4 The Cenetic/tenstitutipnal Alttonstive. In the Latt.19S0's, Sit Donald

A. Fisher, a former President of the Royal Statistical Society, London, suggested

the following alternative to the smoking-causality hypothesis: 'Cigarette smoking

andung canaer, thAugh not mutually causative, are both influenced by a 40:001

Cause, in thie case the indlylduel genotype.' the problem of resolving the con-
-.

flict between the smoking-csusa4-ity hypdthesie end the ponetic/ionoritutional byp. ,

otheela wee rtvieved roc:patty ig depth by !Mirth ("Smoking and Lung Cancer'

The nage' of Zotorting Cite' Otieb.oisoueeion+v" -Journal of the h.ydi Statistical

Society. Ser..% (Osmerel), Vol. 141, 01* 437-477 (197$)). Stitch concluded (p."76):

*The discussion him allowed me to undtrmine one causal model and it has ravmaled

r divergent opinions that might. surprise thole nurtured on the report. of the Royal

College of Physician. and the Surgeon General of the United State., I as also -

happy to tecord that the constitutional theory, proposed by i former President of

this Society, the late R.A. Fisher, is alive and *al." .

To thSb date the genetic/constitutional hypothesis has not been discredited

it has, howevet, been denigrated subjectively and widely ignored. Despite the fact

that Birch's paper mppearedin e sajor statistical journal, it had not been cited

in several recent Surgeon Generale' report'. Further, the.constitutiohal hYPethe-

sis.hes be "criti6izerr by some who seem to what* stLjedtive'or rbetetiVal crit-

jcibmIrith vsliteJection. Some ctiticism has been of the 'do not like' variety.

Valehistyie gertic/eonstitational alternative hypothesis le eejected on valid

scientific grounds, it would be dangeroue to base public polity upon the smoking"'

-causality bypothesie. 42tercus.sientific report', such as that of Dumb, support

.the geneticivonatirutional bypothesie.

o
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It sore anti-smoking legislation is passed and it eventually It is established

to the contrary that such habitual smoklnc It In fact symptomatic, of an underlying

genetic trait that both influences necking behavior and contributes to increased

risks of developing those disoaAllsescolated statisticislly sith smoking, then the ,

0.S. government would be PUCCI in a totally untenable position. The prospect

that R.A. Fisher, considered by acme to be the father of modern statistics, end one

of the world's great scientists. has been correct all along is am real and cannot

' be ignored, The COngress must not err on such an issue,

. 110 Air Pollution and Chronic Disease. In additien to the emission of publi

cations such as that of parch, the Surgeon Generals' reports have also extensively

excluded fro' consideratfka published epidenieloglcal reports on the complex vela-
&

-ticashipe between a weber of common air pollutant chemicals and mortality rates

for several categories of cancer, heart disease, end clrtain other 'causes of death

in the.Dnited States such as in U.S, cities. 1'

Several reports have shown that concentrations of several etymon air

ants such as sulfur dioxide, sulfate, nitrogen dioxide, and certain trace metals

.in the sir of 18 U.S ; cities were significantly associated statistically with lung

cancer mortality rates for these cities. In facts over 70i of the variance In

lung canter mortality rate was explained statistically by sir pollutant character-

-toeies-of-chesetolties,pacthet,-ower-5111-ett.be-wasiance .ia-austaLttir rata for A.(

several other cancer classifications was also explained statistically by air poll-

utter) concentration data. Furthermore, also over SO4 of the variances in motility

rates for certain heart disease claaerfScations was explained statistically by sir

paitutahtt ecacentrution data for these 18 cities. Statistically significant Isle-.

tionships were oleo found between air pollutant concentration dais end mortality

rote data for infants under one year of age, and for mortality reta'for congenital

malformations. Nee, for example, R.J. Rickey et Lt., "Scolegical. Staristitai Stud -

lea Concerning Environmental Pollution and Chronic Disease," II1101 Transactions en

Geoscience electronicsf Vol. GE-0, 186 -202 (1970), A.S. Richer, 'Air Pollution."

pp, 189-212, ins favirorsoott Aosources, Pollution 4 Soda, (14.1?. Murdoch, MA,

Simmer Associates, Stamford, Cr., 1971, R. Mendelsohn and G. Orcutt, An Impirical

Analysis of Air Pollution Dese-Mespossa Curves,' Journal of Enwirotmentel Economic*

and Management, Vol. 1, 85.106 (197S)3,. '

' 112 Comments on Four 'Findings" of 8, 772, The following cement* refer to

- .'findings" (X), (2), (3S, and (41 that appeof on page 2 of S. 772. The moat detail

is offered regeriiing finding (4) which pertains to Otegashey, low birth weight, and

i
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related pliable= of Infant health., . a
a 6

jr* p.a., imp 5.772 stases that "eig soaking is the largest predenteble

sauna of Illness and ptewature death in the United States! and is associated with

' the unnecessazy deaths of over three hundred thousand Aaericans annually." This
r .

. sateaent pertains In large pert"to deaths fros canterwesd from cardiovascular ells-
' 4, vises. *Nowevet, it say :lathing about the CO4Stitutl0R41 hypothesis nor About ell -

caaeliologil end ether vide's* regardihg the relationdof sir pollutant chewiest*a . .

a th.chronic diseases. .
.

4
&sling (2),. 5.772 states that 'sacking Is the primary cause of Ling cancer

t
and esigataamm in the United States. end is associated with other seaters." This

.., clals luul,beth bade In,verious ways In the U.S. Surgeon Corrals' reports. now-

.

. / i,ever, es stated previously, thil cl,iis is defective because It involves in part

selective teportln9, misuse of statistics, end It ignores evidsrce regarding the

ge.
. 0

netic /constitutional inflaencee and fails to consider published evidence regard-
I

4

.
leg strong Statistical relationships that have been found beteeen concentrations of

.r ! .11 ,air PO/lite/A cheesiest' and cancer squatty rates: it is also an important fact

that. deeptaawdany attempts, lung cance hes never been induted in experimental an-

' seals to weilclasign:4 studies by fresh tobeccq sinks when experimental conditions

resembled those of natural exposure.
.

4 As,sentioned above, deficlenples 0 the theory 'hat smoking causes lung and

other cancers were examined ar Unit,' by lurch in 1970. &zits.. in 1965. K.A.

Brownlee t'A Review of swohink and neifth'." Journal of the scan Statistleei

Association, vol. is, 722-729 (11601 examined the 1964 Suction 6neriat's report,
.

O Smoking in Health' erd'found it defective in both g!ochanisCry And statistics. Zr e .

,is noteworthy that ieports :tiling that the smoking- mortality essoclatAons are r

*ousel appear latgely in medical and hlomedica/ 3ourneLs rather than in ststistioai

lb/moats.) Statisticians are not necesearlir Included among the anthers. Statis-

tical journals do not accept reports that fled inference of causality from static-
. - . . 0
*Leal association to be 'valid. It is also noStwortby that Brownlee's review was

.

'.'. not aintioned In glottal subsequent Surgeon'Comerals' reports.
. . . ,

Finding (3). 5.771 nate' that "heart distress accounts for nearly one -half of l
the det%he,in the United:Stages iiLpnerthltd of the desehe attributable to

lislIdiSemesars disocletedqtrasoking." heath rates from heart disease Increase
.
tepidly with increasing ags, especially beyond the age of 40 years. Thus. heart dis.

easealiapiear to be IL Serge part diseases of aging, a fact not evident in this find.
48 %4

ing 5.772. . u .

. ..

\\ "A

.
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Via otatradot that e-third of this. deaths are "any-Outdate* to smoking"

Implies cause, "associatet with' does not. Thera io no gamtion elect tins ism-

clatica to is popslatilasrut omens who thou claias or arises for a missal

telationsbip *aka* 4 dugs reap based 04 faith *ions. Any causal implication is

defective beeasseit involves in fob= those technical deficienies disease:4 pre-

viondy. In addition. gait* sttoog statiotioalc:25ronshipa have been regsntsi

to mist betwesn rameaceatiom of cisobsr of air pollutant chewing* sod

mortality rites for several classifications of heart diseim. Th. six pollution

- heart dismiss tola,tionship ha. Gam been evisrloorad. ignored. otaininited in

Surgeon Gann* ls Imports,

rindito SO. S.702 states that 'the risks of otilibirths, pm

iota's, births. andMil4 wraghtdefisienciod for pregnant ;man who soole.sre

What dm for pregnani omen oho do not emoko." tbo tem. risks, is strictly

statistical end is not biological of biochemical. the impliestioo is that because

of statistical ossoarations, the smoking.osesality hypothesis is ens. This is

the sass misuse had oboso of statistic.. sad of wield*. noted in Preceding 4.-

mA/co The lap/Motion that, except for...eking of mon -sookird, oil other

gun tituttonal chnsetsrlotics Of Memnon Sr. the isle is erroneous;

as the musty of typohogy. Papaiatielho bra genetically hetenden-

CamaLity cannot be intoned fres statistical association, lb* mani gaper

tattoos or claims, as stated in Sanwa *morale mono, oreolso aofectiveks-

masa of *elective reporting. An the reports that address this problem Ms

R.J. Rickey. R.C. Clallamd. bpd S.J. Dowers, 'snorts/ hiking, iamb *light, in-

Ant Coeds. ordtradelf-ralection Problem'," American Jonas/ of teeniest** and

'Oniaralser. Vol. at, 80-811 (1978). Mims* of tics is pointed out olacco

with other errors sod fallacies. iocludira the met of or subjective dealq-

tskon of the public/skims of the late Mimics J. Y of the School of

Health. Solvarsity of Califdmie. Porkeley.

That low birth weight has bienessocifted stationeelly with maternal arakird

daring prSgosnoy in moss Populations is not in geration. However. the coitus la-

pliostions or clalis in Sargon% Generale esparto that ..-negation memo: looking..

-causitlity constitute Maass of statistic. and therefore niftese end abuse of mi

ems. actor* other than smoking *leo conslabo with loth:WM weight. such as

certain socio-sommic vstiabliss, aatussI height and weight. geographic &atomis-

m*. sod eititods veriatioms. the 2,500 gas birth weight criterion. implying that
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less than this weight is unhealthy. ignores the Lack variations in Chest factors. a
Iipr example, there is evidence Ott birth weights of children of taiga, tall women

tend to be heavier than birth velVits of children of small, shorten omen, tgeo

J.N. Teruset, 2.. lejerrega. and C.. Maur. VibBirclbuilY Standard* for Sirth-

4fticht,' Weft 2, 193-197 (1972) 3. Surely genetic and constitutional factor*

Ilinfloence birth sloe one weight IA many populations Juet it gametic chatacteristAcs

specify hair and wit color, and six.

as informative but eastrivereial."kind of evidence that addresses the conflict

between the smoking - causality rbypathesis verses the oonstitutiosal hypothesis per-

tains in pailt to whether womorl(dop later take op smoking ('fotore smokers') tend

taboos low birth weight dsildren even before t4py started smoking. This question

awes examined by Professor J. Terchhelag :natant* with Low Barth Weights Born Before

Their Pothers Started Smoking tiqszottos.` American Journal a cbstattics and gyn.-

ealegy, Vol. ILI. 277-284 (19720. Be fond that, indeed, birth weights of child-

zee of future makers tended to be lower then birth weights of children of never

maws. Such s holing is In accord with the genetic/constitut)onel hypothesis

rather than with the looking-causality hypothesis. sereshebsy's findings ace con-

Distant with these reported by 0.2. Silverman thsternal Shaking end Birth Weight,

Thesis, Johns ((opting University, Baltimore, Old., 19721. These findings have not

been particularly molar, they have often been ?moored or speotively excluded

free cassidnipo) in smoking end health reports.

it is noteworthy that sembalic/014o found tIst the miler babies of smok-

ing mothers were healthier than the enabler babies of non=pooking women.

70 summarise. in view of s entire reporting in Surgeon Generale, reports, of

evidence *coasting the genet 'constitutacnal hypothesis, of eineed statistic*,

and the sometimes biased les, it seems desirable to table any lagislatiact-

ions a:AA the Congress has received e more complete end unbiased analysis of thb 44

evidemCe. At the present time, etatemente stout deleterious effects of smoking ere

often presented heed on support dram evidence and claims that are scientifically

unconvincing. biased. *objective rather then objective. end very possibly invalia.

(Richard hickey

May 2, 1982.

9

4
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May 9,1983

r

STATEMENT
I

OF

ROBERT CAS AD HOCKETI'

Regarding 5.772

_ , I am Research Director of ifie Council for Tobacco Research -

U.S.A., Inc. I have been employed by The Council and its,precectssor, the

Tobacco Industry Research Committee, since 1954, first as Associate

Scientific Director,--their Acting Scientific Director, and since 1973 in my

present capacity. My curriculum vitae is attached.

I was strongly attracted to this.crginixation at Its inception, by

the leadership of the late Dr. Clarence Cook Little whose intense interest

was in the pathogenesis and etiology of the non-Infectious "constitutional"
S

diseases - originally cancer .- but eventually extended to disorders of the

heart, arteries and lungs. These4re all conditions that become more

prevalent with aging. This affiliation also brought me into contact with t

.

,
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the late Dr. ?dilton B. Rosenblatt, an outstanding medical historian who wf

lust then completi%ng an exhaustive historical study of carcinoma of the itufg.

The summary of his findings, submitted in July, 1957 to

the subcommittee on Legal and Monetary Affairs, Committee on Government

Operations, House of Representatives, is still so highly relevant to the bill

presented by Mr. Hatch that I am including it here in full.. The passage of

time since 1957 has had little impact on the facts he states.

"L Cancer of the king has been recognized for
.w

more than 150 years antedating the popularity

/

of cigarette smoking by more than a century."

t
'if. in hospitals interested in the disease, and/or

with routine autopsies, there has been no reel

increase in 1u9g cancer with reset to total

cancers. This holds for the 19th century as well

P as for the 20th century. For example in a

a/key of the hospitals conducted by. the London

-336
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County Council, the percentage of lung cancer

to total cancers was 23 in 1936 and 27.1 in 1947."

"3. The attempt to implicate tobacco was first

made in this country by Adler in 1912. Inasmuch

as cigarette smoking had not yet achieved

popularity, the onus was placed on cigars. With

the greater consumption of cigarettes in later

years, the blame was gradually shifted to

cigarettes finally . culminating in the recent

barrage of statistical epidemiological studies

conducted on the grand end loud scale .4

"4. A statistical arsociatiors does not imply a caus4

and effect relationship, particularly when the

validity of the conclusions is seriously

, questioned by such responsible statisticians as

11

Joseph Beason of the Mayo Clinic or Edward

,
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Lew of the Metropolitan Life Insurance,

Company."

"5. Bronchogenic carcinoma has never been

produced. by tobacco or its products in any

experimental animal respite the multiplicity of

attempts. Dr. Greene, of Yale, who has

devoted a. lifetime to ,experimental cancer

r no causal relationship between

smsticing and lung cancer. Actually, he found

tobacco tar to be among the lowest of the
0

carcinogenic agents used experimentally. The

production of skirt cancer by tobacco products

Is of little significance, particularly, when

reputable investigators could not reproduce the

experiment."

"8. Illstary has repeatedly demonstrated that

whenever an Inaccessible cancer bermes

13-114 0-01-21

t is

I" 338
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accessible, the freporte4 'incidence

atically increases. . Prior to 1930, the

clinical facilities for the diagnosis of lung

cancer were few and far between even An

thoracic disease hospitals. The perfection of

diagnostic tools (exfoliative cytology,

bronchoscopy, radiology . and exploratory,

thoractomy) occurrred within the past 25 years.

This is obvious to all who have worked through

this era, Many hospitals now perform more

bronchoscopies per day than they did per year a

a

. I quarter of a century ago. The records of a

Arld famous cancer institute show that its

staff recognized oniy about half a dozen lung

cancers annually before 1930."

"7-1 Lung cancer is a disease of older age groups..

There are more older people among us and more

333
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potential candidates for lung cancer. The total

1' ,

MS.

I

number of cases is increasing but the rate of

increase is slowing down and will eventually be

stabilized like laryngeal ce other ripper

respiratory cancers in which diagnostic methods

have been long established."

The hasePherYnn and the larynx are greatly.

to tobacco products and if tobacco is a'

carcinogen for the lung, it should also act, on

the upper respiratory passage. However, no
.

sta tisticociation' has been demOnstrated
...

between increased consumption of cigarettes

ir
and increased Incidence of upper respiratory,

cancer. In 1940, the United States death rate

from laryngeal cancer was 14er 100,000 and in

1950, it was 1.2 per 100,000."
4

,

.

1
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It is deg that lung carcinoma is not a new disease and that it

was well known in, nineteenth century hospitals where post-mortem

examinations were made routinely, especially in England, Prance and
.

Germany. The general prevalence of the disease in the last century is not

known since the disease was not discovered by the available clinical

diagnostic procedures of the time.

I would modify Rosenbiatt's comments about "tobacco tar" by

pointing oc,t that it Is simply a condensate of smoke particles caught in a

cold trap cc other device. It lacks the gas and vapor phases of whole smoki,

and since fresh whole smoke is an unstable seirosole of particles containing
.

thousands of individual substances undergoing rapid changes, it is very

different in properties from condensate that has been trapped and

$9
preservjr1.

S. 772 speaks of the level of "(A) tar; (0) nicotine; and (C) carbon

monoxide; contained in such cigarnttai." No cigar .e. any tar or

carbon monoxide. These are product; of the burning proc carbon

monoxide is a single identifiable gaseous compound,

341
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extremely complex mixture of organic compounds, that varies with the.

composition of the cigarette, the conditions of Id burning and the
I.

techniques of condensation and storage.

The purported "finding" that cigarette smoking is the primary
.

cause" of emphysema is scientifically unfollnded. Emphysema is a gradual
(

liss or elasticit in the walls of the tiny air vesicles of the 'wig that occurs

universally with aging. when the changes are mild, they are hardly thought

si
of as disease. In some persons, however, the loss is rapid and severe and

.
. t e

..
I .'

produces a sirs handicap. The severity of the emphysema is often
-1

measured by determining the maximum volume of air that the patient can

'ILLhibut of his lungs in a given time. (Forced Expiratory Volume or.FEV).
.

rieherles Metals% of the Royal Poitgraduate Mediaal'Sehool

I
In London has carried out extensive studies on cigarette smoking and rates

of decline in the PEV with aging. ;He finds tkat a great majority of smokers
i.

.

show very little lots of FEY, while the disease 1.s, wellimtnvn to occur
' .1

some non - smokers.

. .,

, #
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While cardiovascular"disease is s011 one of the leading causes of. . . 41.. , . ".4.( i.. ., - -: ` 4 t.,

..... ;;ejeath in thebj.litited Sllts, the incidence of 'Ll eart* attacks has been
i 4. .

tk,

' a° ',... , r
dipiinishing steamy for mgt than twenty -five years, for reasons that are

, . ;
,

,.

*It

unknown or conjectural. The MliFIT study, recently completed, did nott ,.

'O
... ... .I `

produlp the expected iSsults nor prbviAe en obvious explanation.
. - ..

%

. , 13Iciehenrical.studies are however throwing light on4the possible
- . . '

..., ;

role lipoproteins in the

uunbition. The indications are

metibolic processing of these
,.,, 4 - 9 A '

.

development of atherosclero,is and in its
.

that there are many genetic variations in the

.
substances. Whitt disorders of genetic origin'''.

. . $ ,... . ,,
oltkin baffled oie scientific predecessors es difficult treat, It now appears ,
a 11.

1 `. .t. . , ..

:. ,
that biochemical techniques may, offer, new hopes of overriding the

.
effects

. .. $4, ,, pp, .

_ .... .

0 :4. '...
....". ''of degenital predispositions.

.
it is obvious that the hisionical findings of 'Dr. Rosenblatt

1.

constitute le strong caution agal dogmatic pronouncements on labels or in

Can haye nieestrous effects upon the public
$

other contexts. Dissilluslonment

04

confidence. I cannot endorse the

new ones.

1.

4
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The path of real progress,, I ant Convinced, Lies in studies of the
.417

etiology and pathogenesis of canter, heart and artery disorders, and

emphysema, with full exploitation of the new techniques of molecular

biology.

43

'....s.\A number of eminent cancer researchers, notably Dr. Lewis
41

Thomas, have pointed out that "the overtll incidence of cancer of all types,
a . ,

in all societies, whatever the difference` In environmental hazards, is

estimated 4 be Geed at around 25%, suggesting that three quarters of us

may be in possession of mechanisms for successfully restating cancer

throughout our Sm." Dr. ThomaresriPrompe

"It may be that there is an immune reaction to the

appearance of the firit cancer cells, which is

mobilized as sooras the alien nature of these cells is

recognized. Such &mechanism), if it exists Inhuman

cancer, might be the one that protects the/5 percent ,

of us who will nevekdevelop the disease. Perhaps all

of us are ekperiericihgYfrom one carcinogenic

p
Ele .tZ

-t
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environmental influence or an her, the emergence,

of single cancer, cells and a iew o -their progeny from,

time to tipie, in ' one t uesor another, and
-4.

eliminating them prom ly when they are perceived

as foreign by our ly phocytes. 1! the recognition
.

comes too late, or not = t all, cancer develops and

that accounts for the susceptible fi percent of us. It

proposed this notion 25 years, agO,_ and it was

elaborated later infler the term

"immunosurieillaitce. 4t remains an unproven

theory, but i retain -high hopes for it as well as a

certain ,affection, since \t was one of my -few .

excursions into theoretical biology."

'here is a new note of optimiim among..cancer, researchers who

see in the rapid new developments (n. immunology research a proMile of

unprecedented advances in prevention of cancer.

in conclusion, the proposed "findings" set forth in S 772

regarding error, cardiovascular disease, sotheroselerosit and emphysema

are not supported by the scientific evidence; it would trulyie unfortunate

v V
for science to be frozen in its tracks by such unatinded pronouncements.

11.

1.0 4 .
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.,,
Alockort, Research Director of The Connt4 .

,10g '. I- '

- TObaceo lesiarch -"U.S:A., Int.. 110 torsi 59ttcapliber, New York, Vey 1 ....
totk 100kt vbs born in flyotte; Iffsirourf on July '1, 1906. , -.- "

.. ..

A iteduate of tbe OhloStatelnlveysity, Dr, faltpibt pteraued -,
_ .i graduate study.la the sane iari ccccc lea -* re""*s cbs Ph'S "sr" y.-4......ebeddatsy thee. in 1929. As a. Nmiona ed,barch Courteli l'e/lov is
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:
My n is Duncan SubsteCe. 1 as Professor of Pharamology and Medicine at

y.

the Ualyersi,ty of lirileSee'acCarentistry of New Jersey, where 1 ham also besot an

attea4i PhYslosaa atthe'llnireralty liosplial and Sew Jersey hedscal School. I

receivd" , M.L. sod .Se.M001 degrees /Ms the At:lemslty of Toccata. and la 1950

I obtsales fy DPhil. free fteerd Unsversity as National Research Comell (Canada)

pet4pdteral fallow In the tepertmat of fharimosifty.
_ .

My research has been priaarily la clinical and cardiovascular pharsacelam.

sad I ha4 approximately 70 resespdh publleationS. 1 haw also *attributed to

serer*/ textbooks. maiming Drill's Rharmeolorr.s04 hedicSne. Treatment of Heart

bssesse sathe Adult by Nubia at at Cardleemewlar Therapy by Rumck Slam

3977, 1 hare served as Editor Of the Journal Of Clinical loharascolone.

I hold materahlpe in a amber of sedteal add aciantlfin tins including

ego Agorae/a Society for tharantoology smitmarimatal Thera ' ties Mad the Society

for experlauttal Siam and lisdiaim..."1 a s s 14110w of the rlcan Called* Of

fitYssesam and Menem Called* of Cisaiesi Passamoolmyar ich I ma pest -pre idiot

la 1910. I helped establlab the Priacetoninstitute offers romeatal Line

IRISH,, an ormassatson of **heal acientiits Cateernes about the health effects of

Chesical sutotanam la the avirement. Our research focuma on the relationship*

tetwas varlom enitromental reek fasters and chronic disease* such es hesttdis-
.

wow and einem. gaveronweetat amearir we are lavestristlag laolade toft000 oaks
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centailpOrmtn, trmuttrial chennala. pesticide*, and-rmln0Bann tree 301, disarm. and

. gasoline engines,

' Wed cosy restart!, eirmrisnoes. I *din* that Saint to take

unenelsocel statentrms Sheet the contribution at any slngiefactor to the

OnAserenee *fermate and heart disease. for this rea*N2, una of arm statements In

S.B. Tta Mending the berth ormarmurmoss of seeking sre onsocirotable sclentlfte-

t elly and appear to represent as stteept to offer easy solnirmai to Whet are actually

eceplex sultiraosted praise*.

hetherwr., Ai A. sy belief that Congress has the renonsibilfty of enteurag-

And 61664610.03 unbiased .rmestigation into the apectrue of risk factors armeclated

utththerm disuses rather than limiting its condlrmnation teeny 060 400006

Mt . for extent, desert the proposed leganstirm section encirermental batarna7

After all. in tern! Of both quantity and possible carcinogenicity. 0,6We:deity,

sod ormaratosseity,.rmirodiente. Ofteirmia *what polycycSte hydrc4rboes

halthenatrm hydrocarbon pettindee sad industritil newts gibe sertotti'publrm

Aetna lorebiew.

Id '4 .
Therm 'less ars bated en our field work that lisoisee ternelatilig floridity

One presided by the National Innitnee of Ronan with orm 066 at66001 and leborermr7

Tannings. BY tbia **titan. 00 6460 *MAW the reileetng elmironeentai pollutant

boormieApyrene Marl ant ether fire. carbon 600024de vo).Amd imics..403 hydro
, Y. !.

otrboo penis**, as wit ap certain housermid twin industrial Solyans, such es

.triihiorcethansanciteirgchirmsermylene.

O *Warm Show thai.thsre is Considerable fisrmfbrmistioe

.0/ .
OW" WakagIe effects of 02 Wer49U, abegiftle to watch ft tr..
Aorrovoe, 'here is latio 4ot-sot:woo of

is4 47.tba body ii.e.,how end whop thoy

1060.11 660 600666 of crmeiceis present in

tO Initiate canmgcnic and terdlotoxio

,.

.

Ing the Oh-

1, *Wail-

the hay in nick, such SwoL4altoee are 666'.
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?or example, we hays ...scrod 'arum Mal? leen, by radlelomuncasny procedure

to urban and ooburbrn imputations groups to the gom 'forts metropolitan aces

room, OISAlileantif higher heals to the group living in the areas with tM litatmat

atsoWorte poliuttoa. lia)P was Chosen 413 a gather or orlon air pollotioo Oftsuint

it is a scessetad riarciacgast that to produced halal/ by hoeing fossil Milo. It

is &loop:moldered tO to a voefill indicator Of potentially Carob:opiate PAH's in

ton athosPhore. Oar obscrwatsavis lad seats that SecSrePhtelocstioa say to so Import-

ant PM factor for maptretery canon's*. wane those finding' are ProlinlftrY. War

scout that theironarital studies should to conducted oa amen longer scale Such .,

studies could assist in tdiatifying populations at environmental risk and

ptoposottng alhoprepose areas 'Sin fOVAAVOMMASI control efforts shoed be dirmsted

During the past tares panes. cry laboratory has also focused lithe err/Iota of

onviromontai chemicals on cardiac performadoe. this has invoiced invostigating

the association hating* giOgraphle So-cation and the ProvalOnee athwart disease and

.sudden cardiac death. Our findings suggest that certain enamiCala asaftist6 vita

ad;erse cardionftie affects are peasant Oath in *West air Mt to the drinking

osier supply of various comiunities. the chemical agents that an be related tO

eardtaa &Otani/etas In areas of grostest risk are thotalagentted hylrocarbans

pr research group has sine conducted 0plerimental studies oathe ponsibla

.:tea effects of carton mOnoside exposaro. Atthenob to orighoilly loomed that ;a sigAt

play same role to heart disease caosstioa. our ?lading' hive Sug.ostad that ill CO

at wrist in she somnolent does not aPPeOr tO the heart to esteehelasine

or eligsrielair.sneveed arrhythmia, in eiperiren Waal,. and (2) although the

CO tarots set higher 10 the asbiant war cart** arks! -lothiStrial MSS, the

conoesiretsenS de not sons high emu. to cause slantrloant health corsequerses

This view is supported by the epidasiologleSeand *tiro reports issued Or federal

odd state goverrmosts which sham oo sigoiftcant earrirlation betuaan the OMV414921

of heart dislapt and COosentretions of carbon sulealde lathe *Relent air.
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Out laboratory *tullea bare ale* NO us to ad approCletlOo of the Isporteme

or !M etworption/ellsinatim charactoriatics Of enviromettal chemical, it is

coral/id that the toxic properties or reecho chemical, ultioatelY ilapeod Al how

mil the bOdy biotramfores and elielnetas them and On how the body's inemoloalcal

and other ooroloo 'rata** operate It le clearly evident that sore research Is

mewled oa the health erfecte or lonh.tme. toe -level exposure to ehealCals.

In Hmalr.4# Mre at PliM Makatea that a balanced sclentalc approach Is

necessary In the stun or Ito potential health hoosequencee of matron's:nal risk

factors. Any approach that limit, its considaratiOe to only one factor Sake tobscoi

smoke. vat biadsr the pursuit or epidosiclodicalw Pharlacoklattit. and adxtaaAohte

research seeded to tackle our nation'* health PrOblasii. On 00 oasis or our laboratory

research and the esideamloolsal infersatica available to us. I thererore cannot

Wad with tim stalemate Contain*, in S.S. 172 that ,hest that the MlentifIC

Megawatt, already emus Oat caume title country's host serious chronic diseases

4

4
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Statement of Eleanor 3. Macdonald
Professor Emeritus of Epidemiology
Department of Cancer Prevention

University of Texas System Cancer Center
.H. D. Anderson Hospital and Tumor Institute, Houston, Texas

My name is Eleanor Macdonald, Professor Emeritus of

Epidemiology at the University of Texas System Cancer Center,

M.D. Anderson gspital end Tumor Institute, Houston.' f'have

worked in the field of epidemiology for-over 40 years in threes

state programs in Masshchusetts, Connecticut and Texas; in fact,

I established the first state cancer registry in the U. S. From

1948 through 1974, I chaired the Department of Epidemiology at

the University of Texas System Cancer Center. I have authored or

coauthored about. 150 publications. most of which deal with

different phases of cancer epidemiology, and I remain actively

involved in a number of ongoing research studies in epidemiology.

I am also the editor of the Epidemiology, Statistics and Cancer

Control section o4 the Yearbook of Cancer.

I share the concSgs of this Committee regarding cancer

Morbidity and mortality, and I encourage legitimate efforts to

control this disease. However, as a scientist who has dedicated

her professional career to a careful study of ckqer epidemi-

ology, I an appalled at the belief implicit in S. 772 that

Congress can legislate scientific fact. I urge this august
I
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body of' vell-intentioned legislators to avoid putting itself in

suclam untenable Position.

This bill is a misdirection of governmental energy and

Purpose because of its narrow focus on smoking as the primary

-cause of lung cancer. We do not, in fact, know the cause or

causes of lung cancer and it is not in the best interest of

either science or government to take a simplistic approach to the

task of identifying them. There are obviously many factors in

cancer causation that we have not yet begun to understand. For

example, the depth of our uncertainty is still far too great

regarding the effects of nutrition, work history, life,style,

ancestry and environment.

.;

One of the main reasons that I disagree with this

bill's finding regarding smoking and cancer stems 4om my

knowledge of the primary type of evidence on which these judg-

ments are based, i.e., epidemiological. As an eajamiologist who
.4%

has.conducted large-scale population studies, and who has

reviewed the data of vast numbers of research reports,I am

perhaps ,more aware than many scientists -- and certainly more

aware than most laymen -- of the limitations of.this type of

data. Congress oust understand that epidemiology is not an exact

science, and no amount of wishing can make it so. We'caMMot turd,
0

humans into animals diricted at will toward various exposures.

-1
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We cannot send )all death certificates to one infallible

pathologist ,for correction and confirmation. We cannot force all

individuals supplying the raw data to.epolem.aaogists, or even

all'epidemiologists themselves, to demand the type of precision

necessary in data gathering and review to insure tat the quality

of the data meets high scientific standards. Consequently,

3u/gments about chronic disease causation Nbased on

epidemiological findings must be highly tentatx ; they do not

en)oy the absolute certainty implied in the findings of this

bill:

Mortality data are frequently used by epidemiologists

to study disease trends. often without full awareness of inherent

weaknessesiin these data. Mortality rates are obtained from

information on death certificates furnished by physicians or

local health officitls. , Although I am certain that every effort

is generally aside to fill these out conscientiously, errors do

ooccur -- in diagnosis as well as in recordifig of the data.

In addition, other exogenous influences can cause pro-

found fluctuations in mortality data over the years that can
..

easily be misinterpreted as changing disease trends. For

exampIe the introductions of each of the seven revisions of the

International Lists of Diseases and Causes of Death (MD) have

had effect*, generally improvement*, on the classification of

-

k.
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diseases. With each rev ion, however, the continuity of the

disease trends has been bro riand in some cases sereously dis-

torted. Sadly enough, even though it has taken us centuries to

attain arclassification system that we now have, it is still

imperttf,cvt.

.

The possibility of shifting classifications bringing

about a rise or fall in certain causes of death makes some

investigators question the value of any effort to compile

statistics on causes of death. For example, anyone attempting to

trace the patterns of lung cancer during the twentieth century

must remember, that the 1948 ICD revision, first applied in 1949,

introduced a classification separating primary cancer of the 14ng

from metastatic cancer of the lung (coded thereafter as

"unspecified as to primary or secondary"). For two years, there

was a sherp redvstion in tge reported primary lung cancer rate,

and then a rise in both the primary and unspecified rates. How

long did it take for the new classification to catch on? How

accurately .did physicians distinguish between primary and

secondaiy? When epidemiologists Study twentieth century lung

cancer trends, do theYinclmde or exclude the unspecified and

secondary cancers? We cannot be sure about the answers to these

questions!

f
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The 1965 ICD revision, adopted in 1968, seriously

cdmplicated the situation by deleting the unspecified category.

This revision effectively combined primary and unspecified lung

cancer, thereby removing a needed safeguard for accuracy.

Primary and secondary lung cancer are separate disease entities,

with quite possibly distinctly different causes. Since ten per-
,

cent of all cancers spread to the lung, and since, for nearly

twenty years. more deaths were coded in the unspecified than in

the primary oetegorY the combination of those two categories

seriously cpnfused the lung cancer data. The damage done to

epidemiological investigations of lung cancer by the 1965 classi-

fication change cannot be underestimated. in the ninth revision

(1980), greater confusion wiis added by placing the bronchus and

lung unspecified as the ninth subdivision of primary lung cancer

(162.9). Death certificates seldom list more than a three-digit

number, such as 162. We simply cannot separate out from the

mortality data the specific information we need to study lung

cancer scientifically.

Another aspect of the problem of changing disease

classifications can be found by comparing trends in stomach and

lung after. in the first half of this century, the phrase

"clues ion of gastric cancer" was used frequently on death certi-

ficite whe a cachectic patient hied within days or hours of

first summoning a physician. It is fascinating Co see that in

I
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47 states, within two years of the introduction of the 1948

revision, the reported gastric cancer mortality rates dropped as
- e -

Suddenly as the unspecified lung cancer ones rose. Thus, the two

changes may in part represenr a shift of questionable diagnosis

from the difficult to diagnose stomach cancer to the equally

difficulA to diagnose lung cancer classificari6n.

Besides studying anomalies that have developed in

overall lung cancer trends, 1 have also examined trends in 16e

reported lung cancer mortality rates for women an this century.

For years, those individuals who believed that smoking. caused

lung cancer focused almost solely on male lung cancer, and

generally tended to ignore female lung cancer. In recent years,

however, more attention has been given to fegale lung cancer

because of reports of an increase in female lung cancer and the

claim that increased cigarette smoking was responsible. I do not

accept this interpretation because I have serious scientific
,/

reservations about both the acqura* of the underlying data and

the conclusions drawn from it.

First of all, we simply do not have reliable data on

stoking prevalence in women -- or ,in men, for that patter. The

besifinformation we have agfrom the National Health SurVey

reports, yet the 1978 report, for example, has a standard error

MP
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Of 30 percent: That percentageof error is too high to provide a
.

basis tor awing definitive con clusions. .

A.
./

.

.

ei`. 4
,

.
.

.1 - 4

* Acendly, I have doubts about,whether lung cancer in
`10. . l . w i r.

women Aim Actpalix increased dramiticalky. As. I indicated
..-

,

earlier, national mofiiiity data may,tot, be,rellaba.e,, xi we

assume for the sake of argument, however, that they are reliable,'
:-

we can still glaestion the:argumept that. female limp. cancer 'has-
. i ''"-

increased sharply in- rOcent yeaersi ,Although the age- diisted
.U. S. death rates itom4:*s;ir.i#3fvi cancer in 'Alta fetal 'show a` ';
No:insistent increase, from 1953"throilk 1975, the e of this

increasi has iarie4 over this piriod, to isbeethed year-to-year
41

var0Atiiin in the iate of inCrease e.t-"the slope -- indicates 40.:
- a sharp rise began;atpund 1960: 1;4- leveled all around 1970.

, '.

,41though the rekg,ICinedease has begun tivise again, it is not

as steep an asoent-as, int '1960'e.t
+. -

may.

ThisThis is important because the slope gives a predietive

picture of. the oveEall mortality, trend. Andrelslope that I see

or female lung cancer suggests a stabil tion. 'It:lay even

predict a decline in lung cancer torte ty in the coming years,,

other factors must also be considered in an analysis of

btor,
,V. d,

inaccurate reporting, ,appears to naltefitayed a predopinang
,

rolel .*
x, ..
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Ay analysis'of both reporting techniquei and the underlying data

suggests that lung cancer in women was underreported in the past

and is being overreported now.

.

Qs

Underreporting may have occurred primarily because of

three clinical factors: 1) less clinical interest in female lung'

'Os
canner, 2) Inadequate diagnostic tools, and 3) clinical'mds-

diagnosis of lung cancer as tuberculosis or other respiratory

diseases. First of all, fc% many years, clinicians tended to

believe that'women were less'likely than men to develop lung

cancer, and that belief could have affected their diagnoses.

Second, physicians were'Iss capable of detecting lung cancer,

because they simply did not have adequate means of discoveridg

the presence of a cancer. Third, mainly as a consequence of

these limitations, physicians may have confused lung cancer with
.

other'respiratory diseases, particularly tuberculosis. Inther

words, they may have diagnosed tuberculosis. when in fact the

patient had lung cancer.

The ihtrpduction of antibiotics and other drugs led to

sa sharp decline'in deaths9from tuberculosis and other infectious

diseases. With isoniazide and t/iese other drugs at.their dis-

pose', physicians could suddenly. separate the lung cancer :4
pa tents from the tuberculosis patients, because'the TS patients

^genera mproved after dfug therapy whereas the cancer patients
4 I

p
:`

26,
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did not. e abrupt drop in tubercu/osis too rtality rates after
the introduction of isoniazide in 1952, and, the neirly
simultaneous increase in reported lung cancer aces, provide
substantial support for my belief that these laease*,fehite-Oftlen

confused' clinically. Tierefore, as these drags, ..'baceme

increasingly available, underreporting Of female I cancer

became less common.

Unfortunately, there is evidence which su,ggisate -tbOt.

today lung cancer in *omen is overreported. This may occur ,in.

one of two wayer"-(1 nicians are not ,always able to
.

tinguish between pr and secondary lung cancer.: hs discussed

earlier, the distin on is of obvious importance for It faGtuai

count of primary lung cancer cases. The Onit truly effective:4. .

to determine whether Lung cancer is primary or secondeby'is
..hrough ut ey, and few cases of cance1;,lenths in this' 54;0,417

are autopsied. n eneral, the autopsy rate is about. li,p4dept.
When, one consider that this pirCentage includes all ,this. _...

accidental and violent deathi that must be autopsied, hoe. -
understands just how low the autopsy rate for .lung cancel may

--

, 1 -* -.........z.1 -

.. -_,

its Thome becsies even more, crucial because prikarY lung cancer , .

'-
is one of the more difficult ,diagnosas ttiislefilieh . clinrcelly. , _

. . '--.. -%
. (216 The current IctS classification cOmbiMOS .pri mary and; :` -: -

%.unspecified lung cancer into obi category. ilia if Ts; cloinicias

..N. could correctly distinguish primary f*om",3uKi:eciiied lung' cancel,
-- :,

'-. ... . ..... : .. ."..%'..---k-f:, .., . -

;
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.
the 4ffort would benegated by classification methods. Thus,

both primary And unspecified lung cancers are combined in the

reports that have described increases in lung cancer in,wompn.

as

Therefore, changes in diagnostic techniques and changes

in disease nomenclature are very important because, speaking from

the epidemiologists' point of view, we cannot be sure that the

reported trends in lung cancer among women accurately reflect the

true incidence of the'disease.

Further support .for my skepticism regarding an

Ilkteritification of cigaretre smoking as thiiitimary cause of lung

cancer stems from my own research'investigations of this disease.

In 'one, a study of lung cancer in Spanish surnamed and Anglo

women in El Paso, we found a high incidence of he disease in the

Spaniih surnamed, 64 percent of whom were smokers. Although the

sane percentage of the Anglo women also smoked, their rate of

lung cancer was half that of the Spanish surnamed. We concluded

that We bad to ruse out smoking is the significant factor.

Instead, the most impbrtan Lor in the Spanish surnamed

cancer iwas thiir residence from birth404 adulthood 1W
. .

. .

" iiadche,houses. These are solidly built, nearly airtight and
0

- ;
..,

pcCrAy Ventilated structures heatekvstly by wood fires, w)fich
. .7
'.*.,

's/ . .''*;/. Cke:- 0 1. 4.. 4 lgan,t6 Main carcinogens.

... i 1/:,,! ., , i, "
ji 1 I

*:1". " ; .; .
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In a much larger istudy,omy colleagues and I examined

the
))
relationship of enxironmental and ethnic factOrs,to cancer

mdrtallty by sits for every state and region of the U S. 6 a

twenty year period. toe began with a vem large number vari-

ables or factors, from which we selected 12, Among them cigarette
. .

consumption, intake of different kinds of alcoholic beverages,
. .

ethnic background, pollution, income, temperature, etc, We used
. .

these to derive sophisticated statistical modbia , of the geo-

graphic patterns 'of mincer mortality*. the S. S. These models

were an attempt to deicribe by statistical equations the
' : .'

relationships between certain factor4 and cancer mortality..

0 We found that all the factors used In .the study . ,

accounted for only 36 percent of the geographic variation:in

yhite.female death rates Mroxa, cancer of the bronchus and Lung
. . - , C.

specified as primaii, The beet model -- which eliminated' the
..

..

I unimportant factors agd brought into fetus the importtnt Ones t-

accounted for 29 percent. ;(In contrasts the mobils'ao0unted for

89,9 percent of the variation in weer Of thebreast,). This
. .

indicates that unk4i n but or411141 factOre were not included in '
. .

. the ve,riablepoof,troiwitiOb the "Wei 4mr isrinarit lung cancer.
. . ..

;.,_
' .. 4 -...:

1 siree derived. Cigare!te?oneunptlont latiph ups inanded, turned. .. ... .
. .

. , .. ts 11 ..:"outout net to bi, 4 fautor. ': , _
. . .

.
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..,
.

.:; We'elso discovered a warpin
v.,

N.

pjmary lung can r from a unspec,ified categorytof lunt cancer
....-

-- for both,wpi = females en- white males. This is important

vA Because it shows we can't be s re lung cancer rates, as reported,
%

-4

' apresent a factual picture.

'

in the basic data dividing

11/4

Th re are other impo

balancedlb slava of\lunecanc

in Xi n h ere have. ove

they'have traditionally Performed

.

ant considerations required in, a

n women, For instafce, women

a last,.3 years, left the jobs

encl./Le entered work areas

formerly reserved for men. Homo 'are now exposed to the Bade

commwity and 'work en4sonments. as :sear% and tbiret are many

unknown carcin nic potentials in these

1(41

airbor ..q,b42*s produced by ikultry nd leased into indoor

and outdoor Alronmenis, in our h s and our workplaces. +

.

4
The' tkemendous, variet of

/

environmtnts.4

to carcinogenicc and

suggest t sl df factois which may be important in lung cancer

logy. 1n 1976, t putlished.a '30 ,rear study which examined
i.- -

the possible infiuellie of the petro-ehemical industry jposures

ii Houston upoy 1:4 cancer nortlaWty. heartfdleapes, and other

trialk facilities: mortality rap s from, respiratory cancer and

respiratory diseases. n ce a .ereas,clustered around indusndz
/ '- .

4 r
. . 'othef diseases were found to be'very igh -- si, high'. in tact,

. . a
that deathslfrom resptrateuykdiseaSels nearly doubled over the

. \

,

1
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last 45 year period. Outside the industrial "pathway,* mortality

rates had remained stable for twenty years. A similai finding

w'as made .by in an industrial city in Denmark. These

epidemiological findings are strongly suggestive of the fact that'

industrial exposure factors underlie the etiology of lung cancer.

I might add that I saw no evidence that cigprette smoking could

explaid the peculiar disease patterns I found in Houston.

Our increasing ability to identify industrial carcino-
.

gens has opened many. avenues of study and emphasized the

Importance of industrial environments. Control of these carcino-

gens at their source offers the most positive potential for

kprevention of lung armor.

4
To dat$0.epidemdolagical studies of lung canceler hive

not generally included ndicpiate igformation about oCcupatiopal

exposires. frequently, an,Apidemiologist may get little more

than a brief indication of occupation -- such as, construction

worker.' This tells us nothing about. that person's actual

exposure .r At the M. D, Anderson, one of the Major celers in the

, U. S. tor h study 'and treatment of cancer, reiordsare-eveb

laps fnformativec, the vast majority orceneer patients' remade

simply list.uretired as'the occupation., How helpful, then, can

'fie, expect the records, of initiate practitioners and com6nity

hospitals to be? Evdn whensattempts are made to elicit full

e4
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occupational eiposure history, the patient's knowledge and/or

memory of previous axposdre will undoubtedly be faulty and

'incomplete. T seriously doubt if .the typical industrial worker

has an exact record of the hasdrdous substances, much less the

amounts.'to which he may have been exposed over g. 30:40 yeir time

period. And his wife, who may well describe her occupation,as

housewife, would undoubtedly know even less about the substances

she cleaned from his work clothes all those year's.

Still other important areas of research, besides the

above mentioned, are emerging in our study of the puzzle of

cancer causation. ecientists are beginning to recognize t

possible roles played by nutritional imbalances in the etio ogy

of cancer. Although this discipline isstill/In its infanby and

conclusions do not appeirlto be imiediately forthcoming, this new

area of research does point to the fact that there exist many

scientific unknowns in th$ study, cancer causation.
4

Prom my Sown studies and from a considerable mount of

other research reported in the literature, it is therefore
t

apparent that,calling cigarette smoking the primary causative

factor in female lung cancer is an oversimplification of a very

complex epidemiological problem.

a

fl
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4
' Conclusion

There is a concept widely accepted by public health

schools that if many *studies, in themselves not based on

deft able cations, all arrive at the same conclusion, then

that conclusion must be valid. This concept disregards the fact

that the same intrinsic error in method might produce the same

.result.

In the first and subsequent Surgeon Generals reports,

one of the main sets of supportive data was based on the survey

of American Cancer Society. The inadequacy of this-survey

was recognised and critically analyzed by many of ;he foremost

statisticians .and epidemiologists at the time, inclaing

sir:sonold Fisher, the father bf statistical methods as we now

practice them, Dr. Joe Berkson of the Mayo Clinic, who devised

the method, of reporting survivals we all use, Professor X. A.

.Brownlee, for the American Statistical Association, Dr. Donald

iainland, physician and teacher of medical statistics, and

numbers of others.

In the Cancer Society study, thousands'of women

volunteer* asked of their acquaintances many questions about

their persdnal habits. No one questions the sincerity of the

women, but no business would consider basing its sales policy on

7
4
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I) the results of such'aL' study. Ihe proportion of smokers

interviewed bore no resemblance to the proportion of smokers in

the.population, which'demoKstrated that tde women surveyors went
4

out to find smokers. Twenty-five

It was largely an urban New6York,

middle class people.

r

An.enoroimi literatuiM has grown up in'the subject of

smoking: But the bull of, the evidence is statistical. Inno

dingle
. . ,

instance has cancer, of the lung been produced in any

meaningfu4 shiial experiment using*hobacco sUgke .inhalation, even
4

though millions of dollale have been sOant in the effort.

4.

In all my yearsas a cancer epidemiologist,s7 have seen

many theo;ies studied and debatpdk But onlyin the instancerof

the smoking theory has the theory itself becole sacrosanct. Any

of the man/ Jalid scientific observations. which refute the theory

are discounted as bizarre. Many a doctorate on human psychology

will be earned in the future, when the actual cause of lung

aancer becomesin:mon, which will attempt Go explain the intensity

of the ptOmption of this unproved theory.

states were not in tie; study.

New Jersey populeition of upp4r

O

. .

Science, by explaining one fragpent after another of

genetic, biochemical, somatic; behavior/a; environmental, and

ntitritionall

which. upon

cancer. It

information , is building gradually the structure,

completion, will help us understandthe genesis of..

is becoming increasingly clear thattherajito

single, simplistic answer to the question of what causes

respiratory cancer. It is hardly in'the best interest of either

science or glserz!ment to create the illusion that an attack one

single tifestyle factor will Provide the solution for such a

maples problem. $he proposed legislation creates this illusion

end slonld not be passed into law.

ts
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'STATEMENT 0 HAROLD MENDELSOHN, PH.D.,
UNI ITT OF DENVER

FOR THE COMMITTEE ON LABOR
A3T*E&1MUU4 RESOURCES

; I an a social psych4ogiA, and space 1962 have been

Professor in the Department of Mass Comw'.ud4ations at the Uni-

versity of Denver and Director of the University's Center for

Mass Communications Research and Policy. Pro= 1970 through

Ialso was Chairman of the Department of Mass Communica-

tions. for oveir3S years I have conducted research and

published in the fields of social relations, attitudes and

public opinion, communications, public. health and the sociology

of politics. .1 have appearJd for the federal Trade Commissi

In several tams as an expert witness on the effects of

produltsdvertising. .1 hauls authored or co-authored four

books and n,merous monographs, commissioned policy papers, ;nu

book reviews. Attached to this statement are my biography and

a list of my publications.

I have examined in detail various documents that

appear to provide the grounding for the "cigarette labeling",

proposal contained in Section 6 of S. 772. I have given

Particular critical analytic atteption to the May 1981'lederal.

Trade Commissioge"Staff Report on the Cigarett,/01Vertising

Investigation." Additionally, I have reviped, from the per-

liectl.Ve of an expert on communications effects and public
t. .

opinimisurvey research, the principal, public opinion surveys

36
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sand effects studies on which the key conclusions of the ETC

Staff Report apRarentIy are based.

shall focus my testimony on the scientific bases

for rejecting the rotational warning proposal set forth in

S. 772 arm the FTC Staff Report. Put succinctly, that proposal

is unnecessary because people already have the information

sought to be provided and misguided because it assumes pat

telling people more about the claimed health bazatds of

smoking wil. affect their smoking behavior. That assumption,

whiCh is inherent in both the FTC Staff Report and the present

, bill, is a prime example of wishful thinking without basis in

fact.

Tice premise that the American public laqy suffi-

cient information about smoking and health claims is utterly

unsupported by the FTC Staff Report. That Report relied on

a handful of disparate, isolated and unintegrated "studies"

and public opinion polls that bear no intellectual, methodo-

logical or scientific relationship to each other. They do not

relate to any recognizable theoretical body or traditions they

do not emerge from any scientific models nor do they reflect

any system of integrated hypotheses or hypotheses-testing that

are grounded in scientific empiri4ism. public policy should

never be based on such singular. isolated, and unintegrated ad

hoc "studies."

STi

.
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Moreover, the Report presents as an autlarative

base".a handful of disparate public opinion polls

(erroneously misinterpreted as tests of public information

levels) plus a so-called focused interview study (again

erroneously misinterpreted is a careful') controlled exper-

iment) 'based on highly selected, biased "intercept" samples,

ether than on representative area probability samples, the

"only scientifically acceptable sampling procedure for public

opinion surveys. Hence the data base on which the FTC Staff
7."

based its recommendations is so seriously flawed that it

cannot pass even the most minimal scientific muster. The

Report's "findings".ame wetbut value as a grounding for

public policy formation.

These fundamental defects aside, the ETC Staff's

claim that significant sectors of the population are uninformed

abo the dangers of^cigarette smoking has no basis vs fact.

Data f om the very studies the ETC Staff selected to cite'in

their Report indicate just the contrary, as does the 1979

Surgeon Generals Reports

"The public health campaign against cigarettes has

produced notable chadgmss!n pUblicewareness of

. the health consequences of cigarettlk smoking.

appears that the dramatic changes noted in adult\

smoking, especially among middle-aged atlas and

certain professional groups can be attributed^

largely to the-effectiveness of information and

4

I
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educational campaigns since 1964. Moreover,

Mhrnet has estimated that the effect of specific

"events," such as the 1964 Surgeon General's

Report, on cigarette consumption (mean number of

cigarettes consumed per day) may appear small and

transitory, but that the ruminative effect of

persistent\publicity appears to have reduced
e

consumption by 20 to 30 percent below its pre.

dieted 1975 level.' ,1979 Report at 19-9. (Emphasis

added.)

4.

_ As a promotional effort, the arious government and

private anti-smokiisg campaigns in this coun 'together and

cumulatively have been remarkably successful in I -:mina the
..

largest possible number of,Americans of the claimed da re of
# .

smoking cigarettes.
.

N 41,5ciLL, any Americans choose to smoke cigatVties.

They do so not bec se they are unaware of !he he lth
7
hazard;

that are claimed to accompany such behavior. Smokeri choose

to smoke cigar tee despite their awareness of claims that

risks to their hea t involved. They do so for

a

myriad of reasons ether the Lack of "informatioqr"

The motivations to emome-or not are manifold and

rumple*. "Information" abou smoking and health claims alone

must be viewed as just one p esibLe relatively weak factor

amomp such powerful causal factdrs as personality; socializa-

tion experience; learning experiences; beliefs and values;

peer pressures; physiological, metabolic, atd chemical balances

0414 0-Sts--24
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and imbalances, rel s bckgrovindL, loci of personal control

and such. The scientific literifure suggests that above all

confprmity to group norms is the most powyful motivational

factoin influencing smoking behavior -- not exposures to
.

advertising or other communications.

This very pOint'ICcoffirmed by the testimony
A

submitted to this Committee by Dr. Mortimer B. Lipsett.
0

Director of tide National Institute Of Child Health and Human

Develipment. D Lipsett thire stated "that among 'the most

important factors at.influence experimentation with and

acquisition ofd smoking are social and familial relationships."

(P. 49)..

r , even if elityylorn, woman and child in thd

country could score 10$k on any test of information regarding

the possible hazards that may flow from that behavior, it is
49

unlikely that the current rates of cigarette smoking would be

aftectedrsigmiWaqtly...
,.

Perhaps the, major reason for this dichotom ween

awareness and behavior is that the latter.is far more a

dantion of Vhat weve viiling to believe than of what we

appear to 'know. And since beliefs servvemdtional as willas

%intellectual functions. often simultaneously, they may not

A always be "logIcal or !consistent." Thus,-without discomfort
. .

4
v, /

odlany sort we often hold. and hold on to, beliefs th,t appear

tor..be simultaneously eontritdictori and 'irrational may. -the
.

_ , bellef.in science and the belief in astrology) Changing any
0 a . '. .

single belied,
v

'other than our mist 4=0%4 and cherished
.0 ir

--.

.4: .4

,
.

4

I.%
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belief*, does not necessarily produce appropriate changes in

all dtheis that maeliply to a given phenomenon. If they are

to Verve as guides tb behavior, beliefs must above all first '

be personalized and internalized.%

d Beliefs concerning health.usually have a probabilistic

e

365

aspect to them. That is to say, a good portion e1 our betleis

about health is concerned yith "Likelihood ":
.

41.. The, likelihood of coming down with alehous

incapacitation or fatal condition or disease; and

2. The likelihood that certain actions t be taken'
4

4

biPthe believer will Actually, prevent, reduce, eliminate

that threat. ft"

As a. consequence, in order to persuade individuals .

to accept a partioulir health warning, the yarning information
.

must die processed .through the pachoIogical filSece of message

reoipients' (8.6jective'beliefs that their susceptibility to

severe health .threats will indeed be substanially lowered or

eliminated with cgepliance. additionally, message recipilgt8

must be given a guarantee of a specific benefit to be exper-

ienced as a reward for,compliance. The positive attributes of

the promiped benefit must fit in wigs messige arget8I beliefs

allelic which is more gratifying theix.current behavitrs or'
1 , .

, ilhe alternatives proPased :;em an anonymous outside source

Nth as the govecpmeat. 0

"_.%. The "kuslian roulette" IeSeling proposals of S. 772
...--.

.
..

` completer iy fai4,to take these persOnalizing problems of risk

o.
.,

s4 e ) ./ .

4

A,

$ - s

.
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perception, motIvation and gratification dynamics, and modtfscs-

tion af health beli4fs intooacCount. Indeed, they are Cotikcer-
;

productive in several ;significant respects.
1

.

1. By ref/acting what appears to 'be yet another;
44,

Federal government manipulative pubic lations gimmick,

the credibility ofwarning.Imbers

seriously eroded.
". o. . .

..k. 2. Turning away from the one neistantcurrent
.g.

message Leo four separate warnings trios all equally role-,

vent to everyone). slipity serves to dilut671:74eTalitlaiserves
.

effect the current message may haste through repetition --
. .. .

by a fatter. of flour. GadSrally speaking, publiC

%

.

g o4e. I may De

atte tiveness to and awareness of a paitticillar claimed
.

...? s.
' ---.--..--.-. t ".

hea th danger or threat depends to a consideraeladegre*

on haw frequ ently the warning claim i s repeat4d. .
3. None oi.the foUr statements contains any

accurate.exposition of the actual cLaimed risk. Cause-

quently,.no effect on consumers' risk peaceptions can be

.expected. The statement. 441 example, that "cildit4ng now

greatly reduces th:)risks to your,healtellstotally 4.
meaningless without explicit atetrcs for the phrase,

"greatly reduces." The assertion as it stands is gross .

and imprecise and therefou iepotentkallymore confusing

than enlightening.
.

4. The prgp61:77attements can be expected to
,

produce a "boomerang" eIfect -- a result precisely that

1.%\
ltat

P.
I

1.
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opposlteet what. dam_ Ugyntagitive.pertfoccei

sent: yor examOef.the'lcrivesed-,Otalethent 4aiming

*cigarete pregment.dromen fear result. in ; 2.

Rd 0 '
miscarriage, premature blithsAnd low blith weight "

' 'babies* ini4lis that,sgoking is potentially hazardous `
*.

gay to*egnant ftfurai-raiher thsiVto Ail women. .

infertmte, thif41-TiCtualty garictiora cigarette
. .

840kAng for oiLb women kolong as they are not gRant.
-414

kurthet..we all have witnessed women who okeand.'

/ /. k

who.4ive birth to perfectly normal infants AS. ell as the

reverse. ronasokeriho unfetunate/yprdduce ffsprinl 11:

a , .'. ... .
v...

with a variety of defects. HOW All the proposed lahin
.si . .

cope Oith these realities? koien"who knOW thoi women,'
. .

idle smoke and yetvive birth to healthy c ildren would,'b

likely to diaregl this warnpg. A .

.
. _

11 *s. ?The "pro sed warnings are based primarily on
r ,

0
the appeal to filar. Libel 'message recipiants'would be

.

toldliVinferens ttle thity can avert ,tote dtgers of

:-

center.; lipirt'diseise,,,birth -and so on 'only. it
,tgey; do _hip -smoke mtgargottes Of en, Who; 'coriimeris

'1 - *::.
angoviTter'Snen atsong gji exiggetweed tear- .appeals. oy'a

biccie 1011041120efite POpt .vberi kzei.izt to
. ,

rdefenilyi*Akidance* tither, 'than to' ,4king rpenn!lrig451. :
": . , 0 ":"

ag t1.4.4%. - * : . ". *" :,*

:169". thir""iZost ;IWO ind,PrOdutt/11Cfuntim;:i%.4!*

9t,3 hoialtbvirniag libel, is to AeinfOrips. scd o ',rye stittit laim- -

.° *

t

.
4.
.46
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reminder,for what consumers already know. For this

r

reason alone, tam;erin g'with the current rell-knoiOn

Surgeon CerreriVs wanting statement would appear to be

.0.mpr.pdent.
-

.* ' SP ''

, ..

Several years ago Z testified as an pert VI-64Se

.concerning a al to place roiatingheal aarning labels
. .

t,'
'on. alcoholic beverage! Ind in advertisements f

. I etplained that such labels would be ineffective for much the

uch products.

same rearms thi. have outained here- The Department of

!Wealth nd Sum ervispi referred to my testimony in a Noort,

Aritical of tAIPproPdsod iotatilIg we ings for"alco. lit

beverages, and it i& my understandin -.hat Congress imately

rejectell,the proposal. -Analytically there is no significant
, ..--.

.

difference between that proposal endthepresent one regarding
.

rotating cigarette warning statemels:'.2 believe the same
. !

result is werrented.. . - .
A

It is )pparent that current "public information pro-, - ..-
.

grams in. the cancer andalliea health fields
.
ie in embarras-

sing digrray. Insipid eiogans.iteggen tly are offere4 in

plaCe of facts d precise instloctionl for acting appro-
.....

Aateli. bum

ubstitut

et

,

the "Great American SOOke-Out"
..-

.
.

ee ted ad sustained sober Commuarcations

.

1 programs of demonstrated merit: And truly
. .

i n;a1 Information regarding, for exempla, the identity

of the 'Les't 'cancer specialists in town is quite consciouely

withheld froitoncerned publics: Added to this sta4 of affair*

.

,

I

,V, ,

a
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are the inZbusistent positions that the haa!th establishment

*tsels tikes from time to'rlme with regard to such consequential
.

. .

matters as :afloat-4 of ar4lil mareentms for cancer of the

'cervix/uterus, thilAn4iris..of early,or frequent mammography," ; "
the cartInogent. a aharauter of -food.addi Ives. the positive/

negative Attributea of chola:sterol. and nlictit4 qaims as

to whether mast-caners are'enslronmentapy rather than
%Ns

genetically:Jr virally induced. ,
.

L Thy purpose of .information shoUld be to enlIghtih:'hy

virtue of its ability to reduceuhcertaiity. Contemporary

public bsalth efforts.appear to be deingjust thedipposite .

, .

'adding to the pdbLic's uncertainty .7- by virtue o their in-
,

precisionAbfuscktion. gimmickery, clutter, inconsistency and
1

s
;voidance of embarrassing and difficult,trut4s,.,. Under such

II, ,- -. . .

circumstances the public's beliefs lh rpe efficacy of actually
. . .

preventing cancer and heart disease,ie undergoing severe

411,

. . .

. .. 1....-------

testing. -Smail wondel that V, laetriie'and coffe4 enwes- t

dispensers flo rith in today's gimmick-laden public communi-

IIcations atmos here% For the Federal government to contribute
.

to this sorry situation with its own grow:rail's:is litgekery,

such as ta rotational warnings proposectby S. 772, will make

more sober, and promising, a:0.th educatiln efforts in the

Yuture all the more diffi It to carry out with success.

,

4
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STATEMENT BY DR. L.G.S. RAO REGARDING S. 772 .

.

/..... .
. .my nam is Dt. L.G.S. Rao; 1 as Senior BioChemist at

4
,

. t..r

4 weLlsbill Maternity Hospital in. Glasgow, Scotl4nd. I obtainedf.
y Ph:D. in Biochemlatto. from the Univecmttr4f Newcastle in

ii ..- .

1966. I as t1 author of numetou's scientific publications and
gli

A

4*,

have mace presentattOns at scientific meets in Europa and "

11

the United States.

My experience is clinical gioChemistrt over the past

.

20 yeatp has been vatted and has resulted in the development of

a
14

intreSts in several metbodoIogiltal and cLinical problems

including perLmatal medicine. Over the past_trn years, 14haue

V
bocce* deeply interested in the investigation ,bf pfablems

ijrelating to pregnancy and early childhood, and in particular

e, .

qK causes of the high incidepcs of low Oicthweight and
. '.4 .

..
1,.: ,. ' '

..
Perinatal mortality ubicb iijound among the pooies patients of
..... J,

iplisbill NA inity Hospital. 1 have found; as have other
, .

.

W
I

If
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researchers in this field,, that the biological characteristic

of the poorer social groups that is of relevance toafetal '.

1growth retardation ip 1 t poor- status and not, as

.

**
has begz/aimerrtheir smoking habrer>spis finding could be

of considerable practical importance 0 because nutritional
v.

deficiencies can be corrected by dietary advice of supplements-

tion. A program of such dietary intervention could lead to a

striking 'reOuction in the iocrdence Of low birthweighe and
1-

. !
perinatal mortality and morbidity.

-
JI

... .

S. 772 states, at pages 1-2, t6atkOngrets and* that

k '

the risks of miscarriage, sallbirth, premature births,

004Ohi Id weight..-defitiencles- for pregnantworiemmto _anlOt& are_

.

1 higher than for pregnant women who dO not smoke ..." Baselkon

the medical research 2 have engagetleie durin4 the past 10 years

and ny'review of the relevant scientific literature, it is my

.

,opinioin that a causal connection has not been scientifically,

established between materrial smoking and

, /

" 378
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the various problems related to pregnancy referred to fh

A .

S. 772. As discussed below,, and in the statement which I

submitted to the Committee on Labor and thlman Resources in 1982

tegarding S. 1929, the claim that maternal smoking is causally

related to miscarriage, stillbirths,, premature births and

biAhweight creficiencies, is. based on unreliable evidence.

Furthermore, there is both direct and itharect evidence against

A

such a causal theory.

The main dstect in'thesstudies which are claimed to

-

support the causal theory is that they have not corrected for
( 4

the factbis already known to be of .causal significance with

_tural_ te_ problems of pregnancy andnd eirly childhood. Mere

1 Of
lea, appears to` be a substantial 'anoint of bias in the

interpretation of the data reported in Oese studies. %tat is

of cost concern to me, however, is that acceptance of unproven

claims (such as the causal theory) as ' scientific fabt 4174

divert theott ntion of the public and the scientific community

!cos efforts aimed at ascertaining the actual cauSes 'of

I tk S
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miscarriage/ stillbirths; premature births and birthweight

deficiences.

As far air birthweight deficiencies, in smokers are

concerned, T have direct evidence that, smoking is not'the cause

of low birthweight, My initial observations pn smokiri'm in

pregnancy and birthweight *showed that in the upper

socio-economic groups there was no difference in the percentpge

o

of low birthweight babies born to motheiswho amok, compared to

Lose who did not smoke, A difference in the incidence of low

OP'birthweight between babies born to mothers who smoke compared

4
to those who did not smoke, was found only in the lower

socio- economic groups. This observation indicates .that some

factor other than smoking, which is Peculiar to the lower

.

socio-economic groups, was the cause of tde e of low

)birthweight babiessjn theie groups of mothers.

The most likely difference between the upper and lojir

.1".Mecio-economic groups thatcould be of biological significance

$

t,

. .

.4 1, 380
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is maternal nutritron which is already known to be deficient in

the lower socio-economic groups. This theory was verified by

measuring the protein intake in pregnancy and relating it to

birthwiight in smokers and ho -smokers. It was found that

IP

there is no higher incidence of low birthweight babies between

mothers who smoke compared to those who do not smoke, provided

that they are not. deficient nutrition during their

pregnantly. In mothers who had A normal protein intake, the

percent of low birthweight.- babies born to smokers and

non-Smokers was 3.81 and 3:78 respectively, an insignificant

difference. Further details regarding this study are set forth

in my 1882 statement.

The'reported excess in the rate of stillbirths in

mothers who smoke in pregnancy is associated only with the

1 poorer socio-economic groups. Excess rates of stillbirth*, are

.not reported for smoking pothers from the upper socireconomic

groups. Further evidence of the lack of any significant excess

, a

3191
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in4the rates of stillbirths and neo-natat (hat two to three %

4
weeks of life aterbirth) deaths in mothers from the upper

sqpio-economic group who smoke in pregnancy are given in the

attached Paper from The Lancet (May 5, 1974., p.976) and further

detail's are set forth in my 1982 statement.
o

11 own Studies on stillbirths and. neo-natal deaths

(perinatal mortality) in relation to smoking and pregnancy are

in agreement with the above referenced fiodin 8. 1 have found

that perinatal mortality in smokers from fhe upper social

groups was no greater than those of nonsmokers (in fact smokers

had a lower perinatal mortality, 2.14% compared to nonsmokers,
. 4

3.22%). In the poorer social groups babies, of smokers did

appeal to have a Somewhat higher perinatal mortality than those

of 1nondmokers, 3.19% and .2.78%, respectively. If smoking

.., .-

during!. pregnancy is the cause of higher rates of perinatal

mortality, why does it occur only in certain groups of mothers

t
e

and not in others? It can egrc y be,argued that the

ei f

i3 8 2
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sp-called "effects" of smokeng respect the upper social clas
1 1

376

and afflict only the poor and underprivileged mothers. The
f

evidence sow, far suggests that thp reported excess rates of
.

perfnatal mortality found in certain groups of mothers is

attfibutable. not to smoking, but to deficient maternal

nutrition im pregnancy that is frequently found in the poorer

social groups-

The sams'arguments also apply to the alleged higher

rate of prematurity found in some groups of smokers, because

prematurity is also associated with poor socio-economic

:-
status, Mothers from poorer social groups have more than twice

.

("1"1... the prematurity rate as mothers from the upper social groups

Se* gable No. 1 and rilated text from my 1982 statement which

disciftes the problem in greater detail.

.
A$ f1 as spontaneous abortion is concerned; the

Widenci in, favour n of the caesal theory is scanty and

,controvesial. The most serious deficiency in the evidence

/

ea.
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cited in support of the causal theory is that maternal

nutrition, whtOh has a crucialNeffect on problems in pregna16,

hal not been taken into account and corrected for. There is a

great deal of direct and indirect evidence tha 4deficient

f i

nutrition and not smoking is the cause of-repFodujve problems
a

found in some groups of mothers.

A ,review of. the literature on the ,causes of birth

defects, spantaneous abortions and prematurity ithoWs that these

disorders are consistently associated with a history of
4

reproductive failure, involving infertility and a higher

v.

Incidence of low birthweight infants. Much of the

epidemtological'data available implicates nutrition as the main*"

cause of these disorders of reproduction.

It isweil-known that severe nutritional deficienCies

cause complete infertility in women, as seen in Welland.

Germany. and Russia during world War II. EXameles of such
11/44

infertility in peacetime are afforded by. women who ace

1

#
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:suffering,from anorexia nervosa, a disease in which the patient

refuses food and undergoes a severgl weiloht loss. 'These

patients do not menstruate' at a but succes sful treatment

which results in weight gain restdres menstruation add

fertility. There are numerous studies in animals which have

highlighted the various nutritional deficiencies, including

those of essential trace elements, that cause infertility.

getween the extremes of total infertility caused by st,aryition

and normal reproduction associated with good nutrition, there

4 is a grey zone (penumbra)' in which nutrition is not so.

deficient as to cause infertility but is not good enough to

produce healthy babies. (See Fig. 1.) Examples of groups of

women in this grey zone can be found both rti vhatime and in

peacetime: Severe food shortage Is normally accompanied by

epidemi4 of spontaneous abortions and birth defectsOlas was

seen in Germany durt the war years (Pkg. 2) The highest

spOntaneous abOrtion rates Occurre

e
when the women wee

.1

.1.

38 5
4
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.

recover tug from - complete anf er t ility , as 'the food supplieS

imKoved and they had to cross the grey zone to reach noma I
./

reproductive health. .

#
. -1.

..

.

, 4
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A study in Sweden on the causes of amenorrhoea found

that 49 out of kine 51 women w,ho were not' menstruating we

below the to standard weignt for height and 25 o4 these
i

., C
were dieting for cosmettg reasons. (Holmberg N.G. and

.

Nylander. 1. (1971) Acta Obstet. Gynae. Scand. )0, 24L) . It

o has been ,known for a long time that Women with a history of

reproductive.1Mlure levolving ,Infertility els' havie a high

.

incidence of recurilont abortions, trth defects, p;ematurtty

and low birthweigfit babies. The poorer socio- economic groups

also have an excess of birth defects and recurreAt abortions In

addition to having a higher.Incidence of low buthw;Ight babies.
sp

.4

(See Fig. 3).

r

'
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it;;. or nalfornations by soolai lalOs 193S

ptr i, .G7 live and' stIllbirthz. 4 .
k

Source:. for :.',cotionc..
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The social gradient in feproductwe performance
..

'have, the same nutritional.. base as that round in plearL#

.malnurIshed women because the poorler social grepps arq known to

'have some nutritional deficiencies
.

4.
reported to be statistically associated with a higher

.*'
Since baieAal emokini, is

o,ncidence

of low bir/hweight babies ,in o
411 , y the 'p9orer womett with

it is mode .,likeii thdt the repor.eed

.04

*higher incidence of birth defect5, spontaneous-abortions ...4nd

prelaturity in some mOthers w o smote in pregnancy could also.

have a nutritional cause.
1

CONC

., Ins coPclusiOn, ' it has ifot been ,scientifically

established that,smoking is a cause of reproductive problem's

mothers
.

who smoke during pregnane/.. Furthermore; treating such

tinp a claims as scientific fact makdo harm to the mothers

gonCernaS, because it diArts.the attention of the pilblic and
r .

the 'icientlfic community' from the real "caused of these

repiodiactile problems which can only be solved by better

,prenagal care of the mother with specAat attention to her
os

4

nutritional status during pregnancy.

1 : 1

. a
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Stat_esent.p.f Henry Rothsaild, M.D., Ph.D. s.

.1 in response to ' -.. ., .. ? / .., t,t

' S.,772; the "Smoking Preventioe ,,$
HMO and Education.Act dE 1983"
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A
e I am Henry Rothschild. l medical doctor And doctor 4. . .

. - . .
-..

. .-4. . ,-
phIlosokt specializing .14 genetia, neleCular Violegy end

. ,

oncology, currently Professor di Medicine .andand Anatomy a e tile
.. /

School of Medicine, Louisiana SNIate University, stew .Orleans, . .

V I / ---
Louisiana. .. , -A

. .

a .. - -, . : .

Sabce /962 I have been.% engaged \4T research involain? .,.
.

a ..-,, the genetic basi-is of disease and am Orrector of the 3,ouielana
.

oi . - ... .
Ethnogeipetic Disease Associatien. 1, .

I currently ieeive as consultant to the Louisiana a
-... '

* .,Department of Health and Human Resources and am a membei of the

it.Itesearch Committee° of the .Ametican Heart ; Alsfddistio0 of. 74.
;Magian*. I have published over 40 scientific attiCfes. My .-

... % ,. ,
.. . . i

a

Cuiriculum vitae and list of pubitchtions are attached. < . As .
Studies conducted .11S, Louisiana have demonstrated an

/
uclusUal distribution of lung1 cancer

.
mortality. The lung cancer.

c".most1/1,tx in white m s in Lomisiana is r.lie highest in the
....

i nation. From 1954 throJih 1976. the 27 southern nonurban
. .

parishes.
,
ranked in the top 34 nailosially for Ohs disease.

e
Since 1976, the incidence of lung cancer is use parishes has

risen. Studies, that I have, been conducting since 1975 on this
.

population indicate that genetic factors may play a Significant.
..6

4'

vole fn this excvis mortality from lung cancer.

A
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'In our , Initial iS.vestigati-.on we' interviewed the
. P

dkytt-of--kin *.ot 284 of ,the 815
. - i

from 1971. through 1977 in the 10 soOhern, nonurban parishes.

s,persons whearted -of lung cancer

we
f

at

found itf at ieflbirt- of 'the dece.sents

as ,rls9ccane-4aa workers.least six months
s '

-,. risk of lwng censer
.: I.

. ore than twice test of the
', o the: iiaustries nox tob4c.co 'Consdrapt iv

had been: alloyed to

The relative

riortality for- sugarcane-farm workers was

controls.

elev,ated

sugAcaite

Neither employment xn

could account: for

risk .,o4 lung cancer mortality
,

associatedr
farming. (Rothschild and Mulvey, 1982)

the

with

We then began to explore tee thesis 'expressed by many..
investigators, including a 'group from 'the National Cancer

Institute (Coffman 4 al., 11382) , that .there pay be "an
Vs

inherited pfectispositi"Oit to 'lung cancer." Studies have shown

that tizere are genetic factors associates with Jung cancer

pathogenesis. it has been found t hat fxr.tt:degree relatives of

inctivial.sals aiagnoseo as haying' lung can er have higher rates

of fung cancer that cannot be accounted r by age, sex, birth
cohort, or cigarette smoking. It was shown. for example, that

k a non-smoking first-degree reaati.ve of an vidual with sung
ef---' i

cancer has about 'a fourfold risk of dying of 'lung kncer when
compared to controls. (Toxunata and 1illienfield, 1963;

.,j.
Tokuhata, 1964) A similar study repatea an increased rs.sk of

4

..,

s
lung cancer mortality xn siblings of .!..ndivil;als with Lung

cancer. (Fraumeni et al., 1975) it has also been shown that
tfirst degree relatives of lung caKsestoparltents haye higher

. .

. r ' ;
. .

i

. ' 0

1

I
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' rates of pulmonary dysfunction that dannot be accoUnted forliby

age, sex, race or'smoking hlts. The authors concluded they

the etrology of lung cancer included a familial component.

(egnen et al., 1977)

The existehce of a.genetic 'factor has been. recently

411
confirmed by a study of the lung cancer- incidence among

relatives of lung cancer patients. (Onch 71 al., 1982). A

genetic factor has also' been shown to exist with respect to

otner cancers as well. (Esophageal cancer: Pour etc:al., 1974;

pancreatic cancer: Friedman and Fialkow. 1976; kidney cancer:

Comer et al., 1979: ono bladder cancer: manboubi et al., 1981.)

The arg,:ment for the generic regOlation of tumor

,inc;.seqbe (Bodeau et al.. 1974) is supported by results of

studies inaicating that many' mous# strains differ fh their

incidences for specific tumor types (Murphy, 1966). Human

vary in reir predispos,itiorts for specific

tumor s. Tmese difierencemay be 'caused OrTinetically based

differe ntial susceptibilities. (Reif, 1981)

Studies of cancer rates among differeht ethnic groups

furl.her support this prokis:Axon. For example, the rate of

increase of iurog cancer has been greater for blacks than whites

while in Americans of Mexican and, Chinese extraction the

incidence rater' of lung cancer have been greater tnan for

whites. American Indians, on-the other hand: heft a lower

incidence v lung cancer than whites. Well et al, 19687

39.E
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Fraumeni and Mann, 1974;.Crelgan and Frauseni, 1972) Chinese

acenocardinoma.of the 1 g relative infrequent cellitype inu

unusually high prevalence of

r
in Hong Kong have n

, a

other ewes. (Selamaric; 1969) .
..

. '1.

In analyzing our data we obtained results that .
indicate a strong genetic compopent.for lung cancer in the

Louisiana 'population. 10o1 et
Al.

1982 Rothschila /et al..

1983, unpublished rata). Of the 446 people who died of lung
. . e

.

cancer from.1976 to 1979, we interviewed the next-of-kin of

331. of the 336 case families, 86 125.594) contained
.

first - degree relatives of the Index case who liao had lung

cancer, whereas among the control (spouse of the case)

families, only 30 19.801) did. Among the 2708 first-degree

1 relktives of Index cases, there were 1,,04 (3.848) lung cancers;

imong 2206 control relatives there were 15. 11.594). This-

aggregation of lung Lancer could not be explained by

differences in 1/ge at death, family size' or /ther factors..
. .

_

Sixteen ' (4.64) of the 'case families had . two or more

firstioegree relatives Who had had lung cancer, compared with

only 5 (1.63 %) control fams4ies (p 0.05) who 'did.
.

First-degree relatives of persons with lung . cancer hao,

therefore, a lung cancer risk three times that of the controls.

When case and' control relatives were compared by
4 a

stepwise logistic regression, we found . that a person's

relationship to the index toe, anti the square of a person's

age were Chi strongest predictors of lung cancer outcome, even

tt
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after controlling .for the effects of age.

'expo;ures to risk occupations/industries,

par-years a person smoked'cigarettes.

sex, the

and the

cumullLve

number of

We are Currently conaucting a study of this population

to determine whether a gene Or genes may be linkea to

pathogenesis of lung cancer.

We are identifying inoex easel with

the

more than one

fics't-deffee relative affected by lung_oancer, and testing for

protein polymorphiSms ana the presence of vial ano cellular

oncogenes in thesedbigh risk families. By these means we cal;

determine yhether a li)kage exists between the lung cancer and

a known chromosoma:gti marker.

To ,date 56 Index cases have been recruited. Thus far,

two index cases have each had two first-degtee relatives with

lung cancer. One of these,Ja 75-year:old man diagnosed as

having well .-aifferentiatea squamous-cell carcinoma, had a.

I '

brother who died of squameta-:ell cancer, a half-sister who

died of,adenocarcinoma, a brother who died bf stomach' cancer,

and a. niece who had uterine

three first degree relatives

an4 two firkt degree relatives

The DNA of living

reatives of the index cases
.

1 /./ of genetically

encOgenes.

cancer. '4i third index case has

wliA mesotheiloma. of the pleura

with cancers in other sites.
4

first - degree and secona-deAree

is bathe analyzed for the preSence

transmitted tumor-virus sequences Anal 44terid

These studies may oemonstrate an association

between the tumor and a polymorphic marker allele, which may ha-
e.

viral in composition. an oncogene, or..some other Ore 'of

genetic marker. .

If we can isolate 'such genetic markers, it will Oe a

ma)or step pwardTinravelliog another

illAg cancer causation,

1

V 3 95

aspect in the mystery of

. Henry Not $child, N.D.. Ph.D.
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STATEMENT OF
JACK NIATTHEWS FARMS, M.D.

My name is Jack Matihews Farris. I am Associate Dean of the
. .

School of Medicine and Emeritus Professor of Surgery at the University of
., .

California at San Diego. I practiced surgery in the Los Angeles area for
.

/more than 25 years stop Surgeon at the Good Samaritan Hospital, Lo Is.
.

Angeles; / Chief of Surgical Service at the Harbor General Hospital,

Torrance, California; and Chief of Surgical Services at the CaliforniaCalifornia;/ and

Medical Cen r, Loa Angeles. I also served as Senior Consultant to
. , .. . ie.,

Surgery for the Veterans Administration, for whom I directed the surgical

activities at several of their institutions in California..
. .

I am on the Board of Directors And Board. of Trustees of tthe

Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation, and was on the Board of Directors

for the Medical Research Association of California. I am a member of4

numerous medicalrietifes where I have served on advisory committees. I

have published appioximately 74 papers in scientific journteh and have

contributed several chapt4rs for surgical textbooks, My full Curriculum,

Vitae and list of publications are submitted with this statement,
. . ,

Throughout the past 2S years, I have followed with interest the
,

eviderliefteand against the their; that cigarette smoking has a causal

relationship with cancer of the lung. This interest has 1:4m. sliaulated by

my operation on moils than 8,000 fiatients, 'Many of whom suffered from
-

cancer in-various parts of the body, including lung cancer.

frilr$
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.
In 1955, I submitted statements to the House of Representatives

s
and the Senate in.:which f said that I did not betieva that lung cancer had.
been shown to be caused by cigarette smoking, sad that any conclusion to ..,.

the contrary was not justified. Last year, I submitted statemints to the

House and the Senate stayg that my opinion on this matte* remained

firmly to same.
. .

-.::. - I
I am still of the same opinion today. There are numertus

.4.

complentres in the behavior end cause of cancer in all pens of the body. I

believethat, when we how and what causes cancer, we` rnighi.well find

that cigarette 3 sling has little ,,or nothing tcI do with ihe genesis of

carcinoma of the lung.
. .st

t .

N

That the smoking and health' controversy continues, is

demonstrated by many studies and findings that canna ba explained by a
. -

smoking causation hypothesis. I would like to mention just a few of thttso.4
. . ,

. V
1. Persons who have never smoked get cancer of the lung that

_In indistinguishable from those cancers that are reported in smokers. A
II.

recent study has shoved a significant and increasing incidence of cancer of

the lung in noir-smokers.

v

2. * the early 1960ts relearehers, without regard to smoking.
in the -opulation. predicted that the death rate in lung Cancer wool? level

off. in the next decade or so? Studies ihtee then have Slip' portd their
1 .

. - .
prediction.

i
. .,

-,
- , .. .
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3. Cancer is rarest in those parts of the body most in contact

with cigarette smoke, for example, lip, tongue, trachea and larynx.
.

Tracheal cancer continues to be an extremely rare disease, even though the

trachea, which is part of the respiratOry tract, is more exposed to tobacco

smoke than the lung. The larynx Is also .more exPaid to tobacco smoke

than.the lung; nevertheleeN the incidence of laryngeal cancer has remained

relatively stable during the last quarter eentyry and has not folfowed the

reported. increase In lung cancer.

4. Lung cancer often originates in areas of the lung that have

little or nO content vtith tett/Loco smoke, that is, In the peripheral areas of

the lung, rather than in the hilar, or central, region.
. .

e ,
5. Although there is no reason to suppose that.there is greater

exposure of tobacco smoke at the site of any given cancer in the lung, lung

cancer usuallydoppears as a solitary lesion. Metastatic cancer, on the other

hand, such as that which spreads from the breast, mad produce hundreds or..

thousands of minute lesions in the lung field. Moreover, once a lobe

containing cancer of the lung has bees) removed;a second primary cancer of

the lung rarely develop, although the lung fields have been exposed to the

same amount of inhaled smoke.
.

6. The vast lhajoirity of heavy smokers don't get lung

cancer. One theory that is being investigated is that the immune system has

a lot to do with the development df this disease.

et

- .
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7. Efforts have failed to produch the -kind of lung cancer

reperted to be stattstically associated with smoking in, tests .on amal

exposed to smoke. Ont4udy has shown that a group of hamsters exposed to

cigarette smoke lived longer than those not eXposed.
..6 .

.. .

8. Some studies find that in workers exposed tokertain

.hemtcals the smokers have a lower incidence of cancer than the% non-
,

smokers. For example, this has occurred in workers exposed to

chloromethyl ethers..

9. A 1982 study of British male civil servdnts and other;

residents found that there was a lower rate of lung cancer metillty among

die inhilers than among the non-inhalers. Thisikelpfirms previods findings in

a large study of British doctors.
A t.

t.

it is ,clear that, the smoking and health controversy hes not been.

resolved/4ft is also clearyat.cigarette smoke cannot be the total easier to

cancer 1M the lung.

All of us who are interested in this controvprsial subject, have
,

one -thing in common - we are all anxious to see a discovery for til,
a -

prevention of cancer, which inexplicably claims so mans lives today. The _

problem wocVt be solved by legislatipg i ause of disease.. The problem ,

can only be solved by continued exploration of ills various .theories and

factors suggested by thi research to date. gr
- ..

a
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Di. Sartimeit.,
Dr. fisher? . 0

- - - . t
-STATE. ENT

it
OF tDWIN it. FISHER: M.D., PROFESSOR OF PATHOL-

1,- OGY. 'NIVERSITY OF PITTSBOGII, AND MM.:TOR OF LABO-- . , tRATORIES, SHAVSIDE HOSPITAL PITTSBURGH, PA.
:II\ rDr. FISH*R. Thank you, Mr. Cheirman:

./ \ 4 I/arn Edwin R. Fisher of PittsUrgh, Pa. I am currently pr4fessor' . of pathology at the 'University of Pittsburgh School of Medicine
. , :lire'director of laboratories at the Sh-adyside Hospital in Pitts-

'" - Iii addition, I atria consultant in p.thology at the Veterans' Al
`ministration Hospital in Pittsburgh and the Brownsville General
Horlital in Brownsville, Pa. lam a 194 graduate of the University
of ttsburgh SChool of Medicine. I received postgraduate training

- at tbe. Cleveland Clinic:Cleveland, Ohio, anti the National Insti-
.kj- " tutes of Health, Bethesda, Md.
, . 1 witiertified bY the American Board of Pathology in both ana-

, rdtpic alt cii"nical pathology in 1952. I am a member of the honor-
, ary medical society Alpha Omega Alpha and Sigma Xi, the.honor-

aryosocierty for scientific.adVancement.

Pathology 1 1963 and the Man of the Year in Medicine in the city
I was theacipient of th Parke-Davis Award in Experimentalr

of Pittsburghin 1966.
I am a member of pally scientific societies, including the Ameri-

can AssociatiOn4of Cancer Research and the American Society for
the'Study oy,rterioscleiosis.

I am the uthor of 494 scientific publications ,in American and*
Intermitional journals and textbooks. .

I have served on the editorial boards of the Journal of Cancer
and of the American Journal of Clinical Pathology, as well as the
board of scientific directors of Ellis Fischel Cancer HospitalviColum-

i bia, Mo., ajid the board of reviewers for the American Society of
Atherosclei-osis. I am also tbe project pathologist for the national
surgical adjuvant, breast an. _i\e4op projects of the National Cancer
Institute. ...

I should first likeflo dirt my remarks 6 personally conducted
experiments concerning the possible atherogenic effects of nicotine
per se. Atherogenesis is the process4liat results in the disease
which we commonly regard as hardening of, the arteries; or more
technicallx called atherosclerosis. We have also conducted such ex-

'periments *ith act* cigarette smoke which, of course, includes
the relationship of carbon monoxide to the atherosclerotic process.

.. Reprints describing these experiments are being submitted as part
of this statemfut, In these experiments it was clearly demonstrated
in the raBbit that realistic doses of either nicotine or cigarette
smoke failed to intti , exacerbate, or otherwise influence the ath-
erogenic process in at species. -,

You will notice hat I used the designation "realistic doses?' I
'think thee is ve important. There have been some studies that
have exhibited nor or 'highly qyestionable changes with the use
of an equivalent ose of 600 or more cigarettes a day in man. This

0 01.
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is such a large number that,I think man would find it difficult to
find the time to smoke them.

Another point which I would like to emphasize is this: One could
justly iaycyou found nothing in the rabbit, but can the experience
in the rabbit apply to man' Wtiat the scientific experiment in the
laboratbry can do, hi7Weer, is "indicate where we should looltiond
pferhaps what we should look for in the clinical setting.

Wit those two points in mind. I should like to continue. It might
. be well to emphasize thatthere is no pharmacologic or other study

,of any scit-ntifii: Nalidity.or acceptability to me that ilidicates that
icotitieadversely affects coronary blood flow. Indeed, most of the
studies reveal that this. agent actually accentuates And" enhances

N. coronary blood flow. -
Within the last month or so, the .New England Journal of Medi-( cane, repurted that-dealt with myocardial infai.ctioncom-

monly called heart attack and. the nicotine and carbon monoxide
,levels of cigarette smoke. Incidentally, the study also examined the
tar yield, ...igarettes in relation to heart attack but did not
repoIt these data because, according to the authors, results for tar
parilleled those for nicotine The authors found., Contrary to what
they expected, that tht nicotine and carbon monoxide levels of
cigareti cli4 not, affect the risk of heart attack. This finding sup-
ports .theilew that neither nicotine nor carbon monoxide, as found
in cigarette .,mokc causes or contributes to coronary heart disease.

I base resoev.ed the scientific literature on the subject of coro-
nary heart disease and smoking and find other studies that support

view For exarriple. studies of workeri exposed to carbon mon-
oxide over long periods 4fitirnektind that the exposed workers do
not have an increased incidence of atherosclerosis compared to the
generaliopulation

Other studies raise serious questions about the smoking causa-
tion hypothesis For example, studies of twins in Sweden are very
illaminaNing on this subjecc When the researchers looked at mono-
zygotic twinsthat is, identical twinsthey found that there was
no increased rate of coronary heart disease in the smoking twin as
compared to the nonsmoking twill. This led the researchers to con-
cludeand. I might add justifiablythat theit studies "1. " can
be interpreted as tov.ing that both the develotoment of 1HD (ishae-
mic or coronary heart disease) and death frorit are under a rela-
tively strong genetic influence."

Likewise,. a 1979 study of cardiovascular disease in Switzerland
found that while Swiss women have increased their smoking over
the last quarter century, their rate of cardiovascular disease has
declined significantly during the same period.

Quite recently the Framinigham study in this country received
attention in the lay press in connection with a study dealing with'
cardiovascular disease and hormones. In this study the authors
found that in older men a statistically significant association,exist-
ed between Cardiovascular 'disease and elevated levels of certain
hormones. The researchers, however, found no association between
cardiovascular disease and smoking. This study followed a 1916
study of younger then, age 32 to 42, by one of .these researchers in
which he found a statistically significant association between ele-
vated hormone levels and heart attack. There was, however, no sta-

401.
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tistica)ly signilkant association between smoking and heart attack.
Although the relationship of by perestrogenemia and coronary
heart disease is somewhat of 4 scientific paradox, the data relating
to cigarette smoking indicates that in these cohorts of patients
smoking is unrelated to coronary heart disease.

S 77 purports to Find that Lardio%ascular diseaseaccounts fOr
nearly one-half of the deaths in the United States and that one-
third of these deaths are associated with smoking. The fact is,- how-
ever, that no studies ha%e been done that demonstrate sclentificaC
l% that sttoking is a cause of coronary heart disease. Nor has it
liecrtlemonstrated that quitting smoking lowers the incidence. Of
this disease.

Recently. there has been a good deal of publicity in the lay press
about a study dealing with multiple risk factor intervention trials,
popu rly called :SIR, FIT This program grev, out of a 1979 initia-
ti y the National Heart, Lung. Ind Blood Institute to conduct
rbad-based intervention trials with regard to smoking, cholesterol,

and blood pressure The trials got underway in they arty seventies
and to date have cost'o%er $100 million The results were publishtil
last. September in the Journal of the American Medical Associ-
ation.

In the introduction to the study, the authors state that "convinc-
ing demonstrations of the fa%urahle effect of risk factor modifica-
tion on, CHD morbidity and tivirtality were not on hand by the
196(ri Obviow;!..,, I might'interiect. they were not on hand in the
1970's. and Just became on hand in 19:32 with the report of the re-
sultspf the MR FIT study. -

Simply put. when this study was planned. the scientific evidence
then available did not demonstrate that cessation of smoking or%
low c ring of blood pressure and cholesterol levels would have any
impact on lowering the incidence of coronary heart disease. Yet, if
pnp reads the testimony of last week's hearinf. he cannot be helped
but...impressed with the statements that, "%e know that smoking
causes coronary heart disease. We've known that for decades," $100
million worth of decades.

After 6 years of fullowup. however, there tly sas no significant dlr.
ference in the overall rate of cardiovascular mortality between the
intervention group and the usual car'e group, even though there
was a 2-to-I reduction of smoking in the intervention group com-
pared to the usual care group

Moreover, the experience of the United States is consistent with
a recently published intervention study in Norway. That study
found that reduction in smoking had no statistically significant
effect oh the incidence of coronary heart disease, In addition, a
United Kingdom study found no statistically significant differences
in total mortality or in coronary heart disease mortality between

.the smoking intervention group and the normal care group.
In short, these intervention studies find that cessation of smok-

ing will not, lead to a reduction bf coronary heart disease. More-
over, they are inconsi. ent with the hypothesis that smoking
causes coronary heart di Ise.

I would now like to turn briefly to the so-called passive smciting
issue 'My careful review of the literature, confirming the conclu-
sions based upon my own experimental data and the related work

S
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discussed, reveals 'again a lack of scievitific information which
would allowme to concl de that atmospheric tobatco smoke or its
constituents represent a 4alth haze=d to nonsmokers. '

Accouiti relating adv rse effects, of cigarette gmoke on angina,
patients, that is, persons ho suffer chest pain, probably as a result
of arteriosclerotic heart disease., should 'not be. interpreted as indL
eating that- cigarette smoke, is etiologically related to the arterio-
sclerotic props. On might again interject ,Shat -even the Surgeon
General's own reports indicate that it* unlikely_ that smoking is
an influential factor in angina pectoris.

Akited as evidence that passive smoking is astudy 030.18tommonly kited
Thii study, which involved 10 pr fewer patientsthat .is the

danger to the nonsmoker, parlicularb the one with heartdisease
was based on 10
scientific or valid mple. It led the author to conchide that atm..st

fewer patients with ngina pectorishardly a
o-

spheric tobacco smoke aggravates ,the conditio* of persons with
preexisting heart. disease. This conclusion, however, must evale
aced in light of the fact that theend point of the study w ighly
subjective, that the stress factor was Aot controlled, an that a
sham smoke or other environmental impingement was not used In
other words, not only was the sample small, but the scientific
design vwas exceedingly poor. Yet, this work-Jzoemphasizeis
still as one of the bases for the claimed' haza-frff smoke to
nonsmokers.

In summarymy own ex imental work ad review of the scien-
tific literature lead me the conclusion that cigarette smoking
has not been scientificall established to be a cause of cardicrvascu-

. lar disease. As to the s led passive smoking issue, there is a
lack of scientific information also incriminating atmospheric tobac-
co smoke as a health hazard.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Fisher follows:)

AA
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May 24,1983

Comment by Ediin R. Fisher, M.D. on
Sen. Hatch's Staff Analysis

Senator Batch's staff hasitibmitted for comment an. analysis of

the /study entitled "Association, of Hyperestrogenemia and Coronary Heart

Disease In Men in the Framingham Cohort, published in theNay 1983 ISSUE

of The American Journal of Medicine.

The analysis points up the differences between retrospective and

prospective studies, Indicating the inherent inethodological weaknesses In

retrospective studies. (it sifuld be noted that those who claim that

sigarene smoking has been established as a cause of coronary heart disease

do not hesitate to cite retrospective studio; without ever mentioning these

weaknesses.) The analysis also emphasizes the need to follow retrospective

studies with prospective ones and quite properly calls for further research to

explain the reported association between hyperestrogenemia and

cardiovascular disease, wtdch is somewhat at odds with other research

findings.

The analysis further indicates that a risk factor dotp....not
M

necessarily play a role in the causation of disease. Rather, the identifica-

tion of risk tartars helps the scientist formulate hypotheses to be tested by

further research.

Some studies have reported smoking to be statistically assort -

ated with coronary heart disease; other studies both prospective and

.4.
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retrospective have not found such on association. Fes example, a 19810

report from the very Framingham study emphasized by: the ftaff analysis

found no statistical association between cifarette sm. and stoke or

coronary heart disease in 2,800 wren followe'dfcr 20yestrs.'

in order to test scientifically the hypothesis that smoking,

elevated cholesterol and *teased blood, pressure are causally related to it

coronary heart disase, the federal goverriment funded a prospective

intervention study popularly called bliFIT.'. AI ter 6 years of follow -up at a

cost of more than 6100 million, the study found no significant difference in

the - overall rate of cardiovascular mortality between the intervention

group and the usual care group, even though there was a 2 to 1 reduction,of

smoking in the intervention group compared to the usual care group.
.

Intervention studies in Norway and the U.K. also 'showed no statistically

significant relationship between reduction in smoking% and, respectively,

CliDImcidencefand mortality. In short, all of these prospective studies are

inconsistent with the hypothesis that smoking causes heart disease.

Having explained wbyta risk factor does not .necessrly Imply

04 causation, the analysis makes the unfounded statement that "smoking must

ore considered a caulative risk factor of heart disease." This statement

ignores the studies discussed above, as well as other studies such as the

Swedish Twin study which demonstrates the presence of a strong genetic or .

constitutional influence. To draw the unfounded conclusion that smoking. 0
has been shown to be a cause of cardiovascular disease would tend to

foreclose further research in this Important area.

...., In conclusion, scientists do not know the cause or causes of

coronary heart disease. Nor do they understand which, if nay, of the

cardiovascular risk tictors plays a role bathe causation of that disease. My

own experimental work and review of the scientific literature lead me to

the conclusion that cigarette smoking has not been scientifically established

to be a cause of cardiovascular disease.
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The CHAmtikt. Think yoU, Dr. Fisher.
-, Let me just start left to right. .

Dr." Fisher, do you smoke cigarettet? '
tir. FISHER. YES, r do smoke.

. The CHAIRMAN: Dr. Sommers?
Dr. SOMMERS. No.

.

. ' The CHATILMAtf..Dr. Watt, you cwia number of year ago. ..
Dr. Blackwell? . - i ., ' Dr. BLACKWELL. No. . r
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Judge? , .
Mr. JUDGE. Yes. - 6 40
The CHAIRMAN., I figbred you would as the chairman of Lorillard.

ILeuzhter.1

much.
Mr. JUDGE. That is, not,hy I smoke them. I 'enjoy them very ,-...,

4
.

The'CRAIRMAN. Well, I (think most people who do smoke enjoy
smoking. ; . . .' }lbw many packs a day do yip smoke, Doctoil.; r: ,

Dr. FISHER. One pack a day, sir. , .
The CHAIRMAN. Ong, pack a.day. You have. done it, I take j, most

of _your life? _
Dr. FISHER. Since tha war.

, The CHAIRMAN. I see. .s.

Mr. Judge, you cite. the article_in the New, York Timis as.sciert-
tit* proof to suggest" that heart disease would be primarily a hor-
monal disorder Whi , if truowould affect treatment.and preven-
tion 1 ,might just well direct this to Dr. Fisher because he coy-
ered itor anyof t e other witnesses, 411 of yod can chat with us
about this. . I ./.

I have 'been advised that that study, however, compared 61 men ,
with heart disease with 61 men without heart disease. Those with
heart disease had had it for at'least.10 years before being studiqd.

'Correct me if Jam %Tong, Dr. Fisher. .

Thus, what the study showed in my opinion was that the people
. with heart, disease still aliv4 whea studied had increased levels of
'the sex hormone. What the study did not prove is that the presence
of the sex hormone was a risk fact& for heart 'disease. Do you dis-
agree with any of that so far?

study 'in essence is a conclusively demonstrated examp)e of indicate.
Dr. Ilium. It is not conclusively proven. I do not be that the .

ing aI think we are looking for a factor which may cause heart
disease, *hen anybody who has had much experience with the dis-
ease knows obviously it) s a multifactoral situation. Multiple risk,
factor intervention reflects that. _.,___ _ '\

I think that there are certain difficulties with that study on the
hyperestogenemia. If I recall correctly, the authors gave some rea-
sons which were, as yoit suggest, Senator, not very st g reasons
why they did not believe that the heart attacks caused he hyperas,
t nenna.1 believe that is what you are referring to,

e CHAIRMAN. For all we know, it could even m hat the in-
creased sex hormones protect against fatal heart disease.

Dr. FISHER. That is correct. That is what I referred to as the
parado; of the sytdy, because we linow.that one of the reasons ad-
vanced why un er women are protected, at least relatively)

) 406
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speaking, to their male counterparts is Because during young re-
productive life they do have a relatively high estrogen content,,
whereasas the menopause the risk is as.great as men for women'
as is men. It is believed that this is the reason. Now that is why I
sold it was paradoxical.

I think it is an interesting, nibbling type of study. I would not
say that that pulls the curtain down in conclusively demonstrating
anything.

The CHAIRMAN. We have made some comments on the New York
Times. article and this particular study. I will submit those to you,
Mr. Judge, and would ask you to ask your pcientists to analyze our

comments to see if they can dispute, restate, or otherwise give us
your best Inderstanding-and knowledge about it.

Mr. JUDGE. We would be delighted to do that.
The CHAIRMAN. We will give that to you.
Dr. Sommers, now you have indicated thatin your testimony

you state that Your own study suggests that hormonal factors pro-
tect womert from lung cancer. Could you briefly discuss for the
committee what your study entails?

Dr. SUMMERS. Examination of autopsy cases of men and women
with lung cancer, a demonstrated evidence in the endocrine glands
and target organs of women that female sex hormones, estrogens,
mein to be increased in their middle and later years, and that in
men with squama cell carcinoma of the lung there was evidence
from morphologic findings of increased testosterone more than
found in age matched controls without lung cancer.

The CHAIRMAN. see. In your testimony you state that mothers
who smoke have smaller babies with lower birth weights With
that conclusion that you reached, I wonder how you, can support
the statement that these babies won't be deficient in 'any way but
they will grow and develop normally.

Dr. SOMMERS. The approximately 500 grams less weight on the
average. of the babies of smoking mothers does not render them
premature by definition of weight. In terms of their growth after
birth, it is reported that they grow and put on weight faster, and
after a short period of time are indistinguishable by these criteria
from other infants.

The CHAIRMAN7 if your wife or your datighter were pregnant and
they smoked, would you advise your wife or your daughter to dis-
continue smoking during the pregnancy?

Dr. SOMMERS. NO.
The CHAIRMAN. You would not? -

If people in general ask you the quotion RR a medical doctor, do
you think that I should smoke or not smoke, what would be your
response to them?

Dr. SOMMERS. I have no general advice on the subject. I would let
thepeople make their own decision.

The CHAIRMAN. Basically what you are saying is that if a woman
ls pregrianir it is up to her whether she smokes or whether she
doesn t, even though your findings show that she has a greater pro-
pensitgto have a smaller baby with a lower birth weight?

Dr. SOMMERS. No, sir. My point is that smoking mothers smaller
babies do not represent a deficiency and that shortly after birth
they gain, weight and fall into the normal weight limits of all
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babies. In general. I am in favor of moderation in all things, includ-
ing smoking.

The CHAIRMAN Dr Fisher, in your testimony you mention again
the article in the New York Times linking sex hormones toheah
disease, according to which, there was no statistically significant
association between bmul9 ng and heart disease. With all your pro-

. fessional 'experience. can you actually say that the data presented
in that paper is relevant and statistically significant when the
report was based on data collected from only 112 men in a study
where it is well known that there 5,127 men and women subjects
followed for three decades?-

Dr FISHER. If I may be brief and frank--
41. the,CHAIRMAN. Sure.

Dr.' FISHER. I am not. overly impressed with that study. It is,'I
*ilk. an example that does show that at least they came to the
conclusion they found no relationship to smoking. I an not using
that as a positive index of my argument, so to speak.

1 think the MR FIT study is the only extant study as well as the
Norwegian study in which prospective randomized clinical trial
technique was performed. The only way to solve y problem in a
clinical setting or a clinical problem is by the prospective random-
ized clinical trial, so that the hundred million was, indeed, wonth-
while, because, from a scientifip standpoint, it was a correct ap-
proach to a problem.

The points that I make about MR FIT, however, and the thing
that I found very .disquieting and disconcerting in reading the testi
mony of last week's activity was the two points that came across to
methat we knew that smoking caused heart disease for decades.
Well, that is untrue. We did not need the prospective clinically ran-
domized trial if we already knew this. That was a falsehood.

Now the other thing that is disquieting that conclusive evidence
relating smoking as a high risk factor in coronary heart disease
was proven by the MR FIT study. That is 'totally incorrect. That is
totally incorrect. You can read right from MR FIT. If I may quote
one little short pardgraph:

There is also tite ini.reased likelihood of over interpreting normally significant dif-
ferences resulting from the examination of multiple comparisons. some of which
were defined post hoc However, the subgroup findings need exploration, especially
to provide insight spiv the overall result and to indicate areas fur further investiga-
tion.

Now that is far from being conclusive. Of course , there was a re-
sponsea large volley of letters to editors by some pretty well-rec-
ognized scientists, which indicated that in essence this is a good
study. It might have been surprising to those who thought that it
would turn out differently, but it tells usat.least it tells me in
1983that again where is the evidence indicating that smoking,
the intervention of the smoking factor in these people, actually in
fluenced coronary heart disease? It didn't. It has not as yet.

Those are my points.
The CHAIRMAN. I take it as a pathologist' you have examined a

lot of different lungs of various people.
Dr. FISHER. Yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Last week we had a very dramatic presentation

by one of the leading carcinoma specialists in this country. He indi-
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cated that y n definitely tellthe differetree between a smoker's
lungs and, say, somebody who lives a normal life in, say, Pitts-
burghePa., or Shadyside. .

Dr. FISHER. We have been accused of havingwe have pret,ty bad
looking lungs in Pittsburgh, Pa., but 'they are not functionally bad.
They look bad, but they are not functionally bad.

The CHAIRMAN, Is that the same with regard to those who have
been chain smokers over a long period?

Dr. FISHER. Senator, I have to disagree with that reknown
cancerwas he a pathologist? No, he wasn't a pathologist.
. The CHAIRMAN. No, he was a. thoracic surgeon.

Dr. FISHER. Oh,,yes. He couldn't be a pathologist. No pathologist
would make that statement.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. Well, I am not sure I am quoting him
right.

Dr. FISHER. Well, with the advent of the industrial revolution,
Senator, it became well recognized that you could tell the lungs of
a city dweller--

The CHAIRMAN. Well, he indicated that.
Dr. FISHER Econtinumgl. From a non-city -dweller. That was

known by the old French pathologists in 1830 and appeared in
McCollum `s Textbook of Pathology, the First American Textbook of
Pathology in 1900, We allknow that soot, fly ash, and the industri-
al environment, which we practically all live innot only huthans,
but, even pets in industrial environmentswill show a black ap-
pearance to their lungs.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, he indicated that and did show us the
carbon specs, and so forth.

Dr. FISHER. Aside from that, I know of nonone whatsoever
telltale feature which would allow me to say that. was a smoker
and that wasn't. 4

The CHAIRMAN. In other words, you would have difficulty distin-
guishing between two people who have lived in Pitts all their
il ves, and one had never smoked and the other o chain smoked

all his life?
Dr. FISHER. Unless somewhere along the line I must have missed

something, but as far as I am concerned it is an impossibility. I
would challenge him. I would like to wager with him on,that.

The CJIAIRMAN. All right.
Dr. Blau, if $ott feel that cigarette smoking is not addictive, why

is it that the majority of Americans, the majority of people, have
had such a difficult time quitting smoking? I agree with you that
there are some who do not have that difficult time, but it seems to
me the vast majority do.

Dr. BLAU. My work is with people and their behavior. People in
our society have a difficult time quitting a lot of things; Per in-
stance, some recent studies suggest that consistent televistorVievy-
ing may deteriorate schoolchildren's study habits. Therefore, fre-
quently in cases where the child is not doing well in school, I tell
the parent, "You must omit television from Sunday evening .until
Friday evening." For about 3 days there is a good deal of fussing. I
often get calls and the parent says, .30 I have to give up the TV,
also ?" very plaintively.

G`' -409
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The difficki lty in giving up pleasurable thigs is a great difficul-
ty, whether it be Coca-Cola, Twinkies, hamburgers. They are things
which we becoitie acclimated to which are reinforcing- -

The CHAIRMAN Surely, you are not comparing smoking to ham-
burgers or jogging or affiliations with the opposite sex?

Dr. BLAU. Id many ways I am. C. .
. The CHAIRMAN. You really are?

Dr Blau. It is a reinforcement. It is a reduction of tension, and
there are many things in our society which serve the purpose of
-reducing stress. We are living 'today in what is perhaps the most
stressful society-that ever has eNisted. .

The CHAIRMAN I agree, but would you say there are really no
differenbes between somebody :who has been a chain smoker and
wants to quit and someone who wants to quit eating hamburgers or
wants to quit jogging, or does not want to quit jogging but for some
reason has to do so. -.

Dr BLAU There are differences, Senator. Most theorists ascribe
-these differences to quantity. A cigarette smoker who smokes over
a pack a day' will be receiving over 70,000 reinforcenients a year for
their behavior To withdraw the reinforcement or the pleasure or
the relief is a very powerful kind of behavior. SO I say it is a
matter of quantity rather than quality. .

It is similar to other tension-relief agents, such as television, fa,
voriteobjects. routines. When people's routines are disrupted, they
show very mild for of the same kind of distress as the smoker
who has tostop smoking. . -

The CHAIRMAN. I see. . - . .. --- '
Dr. BLAU But there is no way you could bring an overdosed

or a smoker on withdrawal into an emergency room and-poker
the staff identify this as similar to an overdose or a withdraw-

al on opiates, an overdoses or a withdrawal on amphetamines, or
an overdose or withdrawal on alcohol. There is-just no similarity.

The CHAIRMAN. Apparently, you smoked for 24 years and you
quit at 35, so"that wogJd have made you I l wheat' you started to
smoke. . - i

Dr. BLAU. Yes, sir, I started at .11.
The CHAIRMAN_ I see. When you did stop smoking after 24 years

of smoking two to three packages of cigarettes a day, could you tell
us the reason' Did you stop smoking-out of 'test plain,willpdwer or
because of the hazards.of smoking or the alleged hazards of smok-
ing? .

Dr BLAU. Well, I quit the year before the Surgeon General's
report, so the only information we bad were the childhood conun-
drums about these are coffin nails. In my day that ,is what they
called cigarettes. -.

. -
I quit because I suddenly decided that I wanted to take "up a

later-day athletic career. I became an underwater diver and a
fencer in my 35th year, which was rather late. I found that smok-
ing interfered .with my competitive edge. I found that irwas par-
ticularly difficult underwater diving\ where one is breathing com-
pressed air, and I simply gave it up to increase my skill facility and/

i ability in these areas.

.
. -.,
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Also, .1 found it. was a pretty' filthy habit. My fingers were 13ropti,
err(' my dentist kept saying, "Well, I think we have to see yt:uv
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every 3 months rather. than every 6 months. My wife didn,:t like
way it smelled aricrtastell. I. s?id, "Well, this is the tithe when

se things have come together. I m going-lo dump it! J
e OHAIRMAN. However, in your case you did not have any real

difficulty dumping it, then? ,
Dr. BLAU. No, othethan that : t

.

Ttie CHAIRMAN. Bu( you had plenty of motivation to do it.
/ Dr. BLAU. The greatest.difficulty was my fingers. I needed some-

thing to hold in mylifind.kSmoking thiee packs of cigarettes, about
60 times a day you'Airielkomething in your hand. It is always a
wonderful thing such 76 Ift a tense point in psychotherapy where
the patient asks something and I do not know the answer, instead
of sayings "Hmmmmmm, I would reach for a cigarette and put it
on the desk, you know. ., .

The CHAIRMAOI. It gives you a little time to pause. ... .

D r. Blab. I missed it as a part of the everyday paraphernalia of i
pacing oneselrs. .

The-CHAmmAn. But you don't thirik that has anything to do with
the so-called addiction to cigarettes that some of the doctors last \
week, orall of them basically, testified to? .

Dr. BLAU. I understand that many of illy colleagues are quite en-
amored of the concept. of cigarettes as being addictive, but I think
that they have taken a' concept with very severe and important
manifestations and diluted it in order to fit a desirdd outcome.
They want people to stop smoking. hhink that:is fine, but to dilute
the concept of addiction because that might be a good- way to stop:
people from smoking I think begins to smackjbf ilgterioration' of re-
spectable

A
science--and may have very serirus 'Tong-range conse-

quences. - '. , .
- The. CHAIRMAN, Dr. Blackwell, in your testimony you have said
that the decision to smoke is not based on Advertising Could you

.just elaborate a little bit more on that?
Dr. BLACKWELL. The decision to smoke is a complex sociopsyclic

logical procegs. I -have. not conducted studies to determine that
myself, but the ones that I have seen indicate that it is peer pres-
sure, social pressure, that primarily-causes People to be interested
in that. , . - ' ... . ., ..:.

. ,

I can testify from my own experience and as the parent of a
teenager I have observed that. I. also noticed in the testimony of
Dr. Lipsett, when he said that a numbet.of studies have indicated
that the presence of a best friend who' smokes is the single most
important predictor of smoking in children from the 5 through-'the
12 grades, he went on to sa igarette smoking is perceived by
Youngsters in . the early chool years to to bad for health. They
know trcaiks.ause can r and has been associated vfith lung and
heart disease. They cede it is unhealthy and habjt forming; but
neither knowledge nor fear is adequate to counteract the pressures
that surround children as thdy reach puberty andienter adoles-
cence. ..-

' From the other .studies that Lthave seen and *served, I believe
that it is the soculissituationand I am active in a group that
works with high schoolAnd young people with smoking issues, and
the educational materials, and so forth, that we have' developed

A " .
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there stress the fact that primarily social issues and 'pressures
cause people to start smoking.

As a behavioral scientist, you usual
adage that the reason you start would
taint in why you stop, also. It is social pr
ity and.psychological reasons:

The CHAIRMAN. Dr.. Fisher, do you r
healthwise to a person who smokes? A
disadvantages that you know clinically
search or otherwise, to smoking, from a
know that they cost money. We all know
practical disadvantages, but you can talk ab
alsok

iv 1
ttk conclusion of
bly er impor-

t:x..0'41s kte, Itrpersonal-
.-z 4-

di4lvantages
01Y-inkiNte MIP°

.o etwisewthrougn--
th

re
pt. We all

t at y be other
66, if you wish,
--.

Dr. FISHER. I think that, a. I address mysel to coronary heart
diseaseand to reemphasize, I find no firm scientific evidenceit
clods not even have to be that firm; there just isn't any-- ,

The CHAIRMAN. I understand your testimony there, but do xou
find any other areas in the health of human beings where smoking
is' deleterious? ' .., $

Dr. FISHER. Not that I can recognize. .

The CHAIRMAN. Not any? Not cancer? You do not believe that
smoking causes cancer ?.

Dr. FISHER. Again, not delonserated. . / /
The CHAIRMAN. You do not believe that it causes respiratory dis-

eases or illness?
Dr. FISHER. I have not investigated the more common types. of

chronic obstructive lung disease in tharregard. Whether it does or
not, I cannot state.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you belieye smoking has a deleterious effect ......
on emphysema or the cause of emphysema or even a preexisting '
emphysema condition? .

Dr. FISHER. It may have on an individual who hat emphysema. .
That is obvious. Any agent inspir 'in an individual with preexist-
inging emphysema is going to cau i fficulty, but whether it actuallf
can be stated to be the cause o emphysema, I am not willing, as
yet, to accept. '-

The CHAIRMAN. But aren't yoailling to at least consider that it
might be a cause of emphysema?

Dr. FISHER. I'.am not ashamed to say that we ao not know. You, .
see, we have a lot of statements being made. Last week, in particu.
lar, as I read the testimony and as one makes little notes, there is
nothing to be ashamed of in saying you don't know. It seems that
people are willing to accept an answr even if it is wrong. They
will be willing to accept that, but they will not accept no answer.

The CHAIRMAN. Are you saying that all these health profession-
alsthe National Institutes of Health, the National Canter Insti-
tute, and othersare wrong when they,,,say that they do know?

Dr. FISHER. No. Well, I think that the evidence that they use to
support their argument is highly questionable and, indeed, very
spurious. Indeed, let's take heart disease again. I want to empha-
sizerit doesn't .take much to recognize that, why did vie spent $115
million on a' clinical trial if we alre'ady had thin evidence? That
would be like frosting on the cake. We didn't know. We have not
knowia. We still do nobknol,y.

.
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. In 1982, the results came out that you cap interpret as indica .
ing, contrary to expectations, that smoking does not represent an
irnpcktbnp risk lector in heart attack. .

The CHAIRMAN'. Dr. Fisher, there have been, as I understand it,
aItd heard testifiedotosl?efore our committee, over 30,000 studies
that relate smoking to disease, and you are saying that none of
these studies is definitive or conclusive with regard to the relatiOn.
thip between smoking and disease?

Dr. FISHER. Thirty thousargl studies?
The CHAIRMAN. Thirty thousand stuch was the figure that was

mentioned. . -

-, r. FISHER. One could sperid a lifetrriereadputhose studies. My
nly perience to the 30,000 figuritis I know `f have a book at

homeit is a red book, and 1 think i1vas put out by the Govern-
inentr.-On srneking an8 h&lelth. You read the abstracts. There are
not 3d,000. There may be several thousand. You could split them
rigid down the middle those pro knthose con.

nee point that I am trying to .rnake,.Senator, is that as far as 1 .,
amconcerned MR Fn. was an excellent study. It was worth the
money. It showed me something that Pcan say, "This is a good ap-

- proach. T4is hadvscientific,valiclity to the approach."
The CHAIRMAN. But you also have to so, that the MR FIT'study

involved subjects who were put on nutritional value-.---
Dr. FISHER. That is correct. . 0

, The CHAIRMAN. They were-put do en exercise program.

.1%

r. FISHER.
The CHAIRM

who does not
the right exorcise q
g health laws. M

t is correct. ..\ A. .. .

Thex were not the noimal:Alerrage human being
s eat lutritionally, does MI alwlys perforrri to

tient, 'does not live certain respectable and
PIT as really, nbt the study of'the average'

ng . .
. , .A Olean hunian

vatr. FISHER. Well, but the design of the studyyou see, the ad-ho,
tage of the study was *king people at risk and then randomiz-

ing them. The reason for randomizing 'them, of curse, is that you
have thenby randomizing, prospectively)randornizing them, then
you areoin essence, .controlling certain other,unknown variables

nch may participate in Zausing,an effect. That is the purpose of
rkinmization. .

Scientifically, A was done. well. The results were a little unex-
pected, but thdt is the way results are. Nev'irbe surprised at re-
sults. . I .

The CHAIRMAN. Yciu are familiar With the Fiamingham study?
Di. FISHER. That is correct..
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand it, that had 5,127 men and

women who were followed thrpugh three decades, and that was one
of the many studies which has conclusively shown that cigefette
smoking, high blood pressure, and elevated blood cholesterol are
poWerful and independent predictors of heart disease risk De you
disagree with that statement?

' Dr. FISHER. Oh, yes. I do not think that is conclusive whatsoever
The CHAIRpdAN. Or. Those who Wrote it feel that it conclusive
br. Femme. That is why they needed to do a MR FIT. We must

not have been too,satisfied with' it. The same people" who were-

413
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apparently, they modeled the MR FIT after, to some degree, the
FramingIgmeatudy.

The CHAIRMAN. MR FIT involved 112 people who wer e put on an
extraordinarily good diet, who did extraordinary exercise, and who
really Iiyed superior health laws, whereas this other was a study of

. 4127 basically normal people. They concluded that cigarette smolt.
mg imamate in high blood pressure, elevated blood cholesterol, and
that cigarette smoking is a powerful and independent predictor of
heart diimage risk. If you pay attention to the risk factors, you are
going to be able to predict heart disease probabilities more in
smokers-than you can in others.

You don't agree? *

Dr. Fisima.# do not agree. Let's just look at MR 'IT here at page
1,472 in the discussion of the findings and showing thy, difficulty
how difficult it is to define subgroups and to collect your cohorts of
people. Itsays here, "Nonsmokers have on the average Iiigher
blood cholesterol and blood _pressure levels than smokers. That
has been known, too. in other words, nonsmokers have higher
blood cholesterol and blood pressure levels than smokers to start
with.

I do tot see anything wrong inthere are large. numbers of
people here in this study, the MR FIT study. I. think it was money
well spent. 'I think it shows the right approach. Instead of relying
on that 30,000 anecdotes that you refer to, Senator Hatch anec-
dotes, abriesI could read you a story that Mark Twain said about
stiokitg: 'I would not say it is very scientific. It is humorous. It is
philosophical, but those are anecdotes that refer to certain studies

. dealing with carbon monoicide-5 patients, 10 patients. In the by-
perestrogenemia study there were only 15 patients here against 11
patiehts here. That is anecdotal. This is problem solving, clinical
problem solving

'do
ne b a prospective randomized clinical trial. It

isIke only scientific method.
'have not had that until MR FIT. Now MR FIT produces some

results that people do not like. Well, that's too bad. It is like look
ing at a piefare. holk do you interpret results? Beauty is in the eye
of thewbeholder. Some like them, some don't like them. However,
when you get down to the bottom line, they do not tell us anything
about "cigarette smoking.

They have extra bonuses. It shows us that maybe the way we are
treating high blood pressure is not so good. That is an extra boobs.

think it is wonderful to do a study like that.

just
CHkIRMAN. I have no problems with the MR FIT study. I am

Just saying it can be distinguished from other studies that conclude
ilifferently from the way you have here today.

Bp thaliat it may; let the ask just one other question.
Dr. FfsIntroYes.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you know of any difficulties to women who

are smokers who are pregnant? Do you know of any difficul-
ties re ,wally to the infant oi Ptnatally, or to the woman her-
self? ,

Dr. FIBBER. No. I have not investigated that particular matter,
sir. I kiiciw that' again, I could be anecdotal about it, but I will not
because it is unscientific.

The Ci uxast& . All right. r.

,
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Pr. Sommers, di you know of anydo you agree there are no
studies or there are no conclusive conclusions that determine 'that
cigarette smoking is a disease causer in any human beings and
under any circumstances? Do-fikkagree basically with what Dr.
Fisher ha% said about this?

Dr. SOMMERS. I basically agree with Dr. Fiiher with regard to
disease causation. Smokers show functional . differences from non-
smokers, just as They show weight and blood pressure differences
Se of these may be constitutional.

1.ie CHAIRMAN. However, you would not say that' smoking prob.
ablY causes cancer?

Dr.'"SOMMERS. I do not believe that it has been proved scientifical-
ly that cigarette smoking causes lung cancer.

The CHAIRMAN. I see. Do you feel that cigarette smoking is an
aggravating aspect to a preexdsting emphysema condition or do you
believe that it can cause emphysema?

Dr. SOMMERS. As Dr. Fisher stated, a person who already has em-
physema does suffer problems with any iphalants, whether it be
diesel fumes or smoke of any source. On the other hand, I do not
believe that it has been demonstrated that cigarette smoking
causes emphysema.

The CHAIRMAN:00K I have taken too much time. We will turn to
Senator East.

Senator EAST. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to yield, if I might, to Senator Dodd, who has a

markup to attend. I would be happy to yield to him.
Senator DODD. I thank the Senator. I will be very, very brief.
I- really appreciate your testimony. I have looked over the testi-

mony of witnesses from last week, and a lot of this gets very
arcane.

Let me ask you a layman'squestion. The chairman obviously is
getting into the phisticated medical issues and knows a rot about
them. Let me ask what I think all of us want to know, particu-
larly, those of you fro She scientific field. Mr. Blackwell, you are
in marketing, so I will spare you the question.

Do you believe that smoking is injurious to one's health? Yes or
no? .

Dr. FISHER. I think the way I would state'it, smoking may be in
jurious to qne's health.

Dr. SOMMERS. Smoking might be injurious kone's health.
Dr. BLAU. I don't know.
Mr. JUDGE. I think it is definitely an open question.
Senator DODD. I,guess that is why they call it a "practice."
My own leeling is I think it does. I do not hive very mans ques-

tions about it.
smolie, and it is hard to quit. I have quit before. I lay off them

. for a *Merlbut it is not easy. Others may have an easy time, but I
on't. I

I feel better when I do not spoke. Again, I do not have scientific
data, but I can say how I feel on these things.

I was intrigued about the marketing question. The issue is a bit
, confusing to me. I would like to spend some time going over that

myself, quite.honestly, Mr. Chairman. The marketing, the aware-
.

a
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ness questions are the ones that intrigue me the most because that
is, in effect, part of the 11 that matters.

Are weincreasing awareness of people who do smoke or who do
not smoke as to what I believe is the case, that it is generally injur-
ious to your health Whether or not It causes or exacerbates a par
ticular illness or another is something medical people can argue
about. and I will try to become more knowledgeahle about that.
However, the general proposition of whether or not people under-

'Mand smoking is bad for their health is the issue that I find in-
triguing.

The FTC study. of course, we have. There is a Roper study done
1980 and a Chilten study as well. Then I do not know which wit-

ness talke4 about the Gallup poll; is that correct?
Dr. BIACKWELL. Yes.
Senator DODD. What other organizations have done those sur-

veys' Who do they do them for? Who did the Roper study? Who
paid for that study?

Dr BLACKWELL. Those-i.tudies are studies cited in the FTC. They
were mostly 'done at Government expense for the purposes of the
FTC investigation I can supply those specific references for you, if
you would like me to do so,

Senator DODD. Do you have them with you today?
Dr BLACKWELL. I do not have them with me, but I can-provide

them.
Senator DODD Mr. Chairman, I would He to see those studies

and the surveys. I would like to know who, in fact, did pay for
them, not ,that that necessarily would persuade me one way or an-
other-as to their legitimacy. But I happen to agree with you that I
think question-writing is the key. Of aly of us up here are particu-
larly sensitive to polls.

[The information referred to fol

4
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The **arable Christopher J. ocidd
402 Russell Senate Office Building
Haahin9ton. O. 'C. 20510 !

May 25, 1983,

4841140 FaaitY 01 Maiketing

1775 Capp Rout
tckenbus, Ow 432104310

Pita* 614 42245108

Thi, letter is in r pone to your-request at the, May 12 hearing on
. .

S. 772 that I provider you with the studies relied upon by the FTC Staff
in their report on public wareness of smoking and health claims. Although
the Staff Report cftes to a variety of surveys and opinion polls (see
FTC Staff Report p 3-1 through 3-3), the two that the staff chiefly
relied upon are 1980 Roper Study and the 1980 Chilton Study. both

of which were issioned and paid for by the FTC Staff. (See FTC

Staff Report 3-2 and 3-3). I as enclosing copies of these studies for
enclosing copies of two others studies also
f -- the 1920 Burke Research Focus Group Study
rch Study -- tha3t I discussed in, written

t to y Comsittee (at pp. 12-1).

your review. I also
paid for b the FTC S
and the 80 Malmo Res
sta

/t£ described in my testimony (at pp, 4 -g) all of these surveys suffer
/tom certain methodological Beficiencies and definitional problems that,

/ in my opinion, result in an understatement of the actual levels of
/ awareness about the claimed health effects of smoking -- an underestimation/ of the survey results. But as I also mentioned in my testimony (at

pp. 9-10), even these FTC-sponsored studies demonstrate an extremely
high level of awareness of specific claims about smoking and health.
Thus, taking into account the underestimation errors, I belie* that
a proper reading of thyllgures cited In the studies reflect virtqalty
universal public awarehefs not only of the general claim that smoking
is hazardous to health but of the specific health hazards attributed
to smoking by S. 772.

At.the May 12 hearing, you also asked whether there are other recent
studies not coamdssioned by the Fit Staff concerning public awareness
of smoking and health claims. The major polling organizations such as
Gallup and Roper periodically conduct surveys on this issue, and aS .

an example, I all enclosing a summary of thelbilup Poll for August 31,
1981. This poll confirms the findings-of the FTC-sponsored studies that
the vastmajorjty of consumers believe (and thus even more are aware of)
both the genial and specific claims about smoking and health.
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I hope this material is responsive to your request. 1 would be pleased
to provide any further information or foments that you feel would be
helpful in your deliberations on thsbill.

I also would appreciate your seeing to it that this response is included
In the hearing record, so that the record willtreflect that t have complied
with my undertaking to supply this material to you.

Very truly yours,

,z;efe alai"_
Roger O. Blackwell or

Professor of Marketing

cc: The Monorabl4 Orrin G. Hatch

of Adoionisfratfro Soinoi
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tie C. MAMMA. Who did oky,foHti"--- .

r#r BLACKWELL. Those weroM-sponsored studies.
The CHAIRMAN. We will lie happy to provide thqs, e.

BLACKWELI.. 1 willgetAhose specific references for your Sena-
tor. -... vs-

Senator DODD. That, tine, is a pivotal question on the multiple
labeling,question, as W whether %nothow necessary--

The CHAIRMAN. wouta the $ maim. yieldikain?
Do you mean the FTC pa1dfcethem?
Dr. BLACKWELL. Yes. 1 t7
The- CHAIRMAN. TheY dually them through yoti and4dered,as 0 ',.1paid for them?p aid

BLACKWELL. Sayliagain, sir. .
The CHAIRMAN. They actually orderedIhese studies and paid for

them? ... :-

.,, Dr. BLACKWELL. Yes. . . .
Senator DODD. Have you looked at other ones that have not been

ordered by the FTC? Are there a lot of surveys done on smoking
" and people's awareness? '

Dr. BLACKWELL. There are stiadies done "which look at who
' smokes! why, by market segmenU....S9me of those are done for ad-
yenta-mg purposes, agencies and tObadto companies, and some done
by academics, cases that they ,write., These were the only studies.
that I know of that specifically investigated' the issues as . they
relate to these warnings and the information that might be given

..,,..to consumers for the purposes such as this bill. , .
Sendtor DODD, If there are any other ones, I would like to get

them. I do not want to be buried in them, but to the extent there
are some recently doneany earlier than 1980, I would not worry

, about --I would be inteiested.
Mr. Chairman; you have asked qt lot of health questions, and I

have listened attentively to what you aresaying.. It is my under-
standing we are going to have a markup on this tomorrow? ,

The CHAIRMAN. We have one scheduled for tomorrow.
Senator DODD. Are we going to h ve a report, by tomorrow?
The CHAIRMAN. No. The repo will not be done, assuming we

can get this marked up, tomoiT wbut, I think a lot depends on
whether or hot we are in tomorrow.

Senator DODD. I agree. I would like to see these things' .`,
The CHAIRMAN. LA me ask you this, Senator: Are you stitig

P that you'needgiore time?
Senator Nut. I would like to look at these reports because-this .

iis a new
Do

far me. The findings issue particularly, I would lime .
to look into" it. . ,.

The CHAIRMAN. It is a complex issue. We had a witness testif
last week who rebutted a lot of what Dr. Blackwell has said How-
ever, lqr. Blackwell as an excellent reputation. Thew are some ! .i".

contradictory ilndii. #very witness last week contradicted Dr
Fisher and Dr. Sommers, and tbkif Are the, most eminent people in

. the fieldagainst smoking and- find smoking .deleterious to the. ,,
human being. . ... .,,

Senator DODD. My inclination substantively is I sort of agree 2.
with.the bill. That ie substantively where I come from 9n the thing,
but I am curious abeiit this-

4
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The CHAIRMAN. Let nie ask you this: Is the Senator saying that

you feel you peed to examine all of these materials, .
-. Senator DODD. I Would like to see those ..

The CHAIRMAN idontinuind Before w&have a markup?
'Senator DODDA would like to see the surveys and who paid for
them, and I would like to look at that awareness question. I am
saying if the markup is tomorrow, it is a little fast without a
repOrt.

The CHAIRMAN. Well, it is fast. We do have the report of last
year's bill, but this record made this year isadditional to last year.
If the Senator feel that we need more time, I would certainly take
that under.consideration. :

Senator DODD. Woutd you? I would appreciate it.
Thg CHAIRMAN, Yed. Let me chat with staff and "try to get back

to you today and make a determination as to whether we should
give some more time. However, we do have an extensive report
from last year which goes into every one of these.questions. On the
'other hand, that was last year. v

Senator Dodd is a new merpber of bur 'committeeiand, of course,
he has a right to serthese materials. He cannot be expected to
know what all of is webt through last years on this. .

Senator DODD. I appreciate that, Mr. Chairman, very much.
I found- 614 very mterestizig. I was particularly intrigued with

the questions you had, Mr. Chairman, on the health issues as well.
I thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
- Senator East?

Senator Enst. Thank you, Mr. Chairrhan:
Senatbr DODD. Thank you, Senator East, for yielding.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Dodd, for being here.

. Senator East? .
Senator Emu. Mr. Chairman, I would like to make a unaniinous-

cansent est with regard to some materials that I would like en-
tered, into lit e record.

/A I have written eight individuals, medical doctors, re-
garding their comments on this bill. To date, I have received state-
ments from threellif the eight. I would like, please, to request that

. their responses be made a part of the record.

open so that ve additional individuals' statements from medical
In addition, ould like, please, to request that the record be left

doctors and scientists might also ,be made a part of this record.
That is the first part of my unanimous consent request. .

Second, if it has not already been included, I would like to ask
unanimous consent that the Castelli study that hps been referred
to here today, and also previously, be made a permanent part of
the recoraz

The CHAIR 1.+N. Without objection.
Senator &sr. Thank you Mr. Chairman. I appreciate your con.

sideration.
[The statements a nd study referred to follow:)
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The Honorable John P. east,
U.S. Senate. . .

5313 Dickson Building,
Washington,
0.0 20510. .

U.S.A.

420

DepastmestofNledmalPhyats

ihccknendtmin.ry
Leeds

L.S13EX

felephone 432799, Ext.412.

11th Hay, 1983.

.

oo,

$ear Senator East,

I have the honour to enclose a critique of 0411 5.772, beforelthe 't

.t
tate and House of Representatives of the United States of America. -Some
orting teprints, which present nv argueenbs in greater detail, are also

s closed. ,

Encii

You)s sincerely,

a

P.R.J. lurch.
Professor.

.; .
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COPMENii ON A BILL, S.772, OF THE 98* CONGAESS, 1ST SESSION.

if
INTRODUCED BY MR. (DTCH, MR. PACKWOOD AM MR. KENNEDY.

la

; )8y Profetibr Burc
Department *hadic/1 Physics,

- The University oh Leeds,
The Genera Infirmary,
Leeds LSI 3EX,

U.K. .

in this memorandum I criticize the statements made in S.172,

. '
g out the dffects of cigarette sucking on overall mortality, lung cancer and

.

heartllisease. These are issues tat I have studied personally in some detail.

is,

I

Under FINDINGS, StC 2, we are told that The Congress finds various hazards

,

,essociated with smoking. The Manner in which these "findingsi were side is n ot

described but I presume that the reports of the Surgeon Gentral of the United

. . States have served as a basis for the allegations!

Mortality from All Causes w-

'rioting (I)', at the tap of page 2 of the Bill, is ambiguously worded:

'cigarette smoking is the largest Areventable cause of Illness and premature

death in the United Ssates'and is asseciatedo.th thp unnecessary deatef

Over three hundred thousand kakicfns annually.' (Emphasis added.) I infer

'that 'associated viih' is Meant to be understoodwas "ooLairs' although, in

sCienqic parlafice, the two terse are far free Sghonymous. Logicians,

.

statisticiansand =veleta scientists are famitiait with the aphorism:

'association does not neceslsrily imply causation.' The general tenor of the

Bill leaves little doubt, hfteyer, that we are intended to conclude that

cigarke smokiqg causes at,least 304,000 unnecessary deaths in the' United
A -

States, Reverthefess, Abe use of the expression 'Is associated with in the

is 4 ere than pedantic iaterest because the frequent identification in

epidemaPogy of association with causation is a source of many misunderstandings

tad'fallaciAssm:Whdh analysing epidemiological findings ittis of the utmost

importance that the distinction between asngclatian and causation should always

be bItil:arly,in saindi'posewho appreciate the distinction 1.111 be careful

to (Verve St in their writin statements. In discussing 'association',

Sir Austin Bradford Hill wrote in his 'Prinsiptss of hedfoo2 Statiatieei

Iltrely to 'm6"e that the relationship is one of cause and effect is fatally

asy; to secure satisfactory proof-or disproof, if it be possible at all. Is

often a task of very great complexity.' The degree oftretexity is commonly;
.
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if not invarlably, undirtstimated in the Surgeon General's reports.

The figure of 'over 300.000' appears to be based on; (a) the Surgeon

General's (1979) cbtcluronr The overall mortality ratio for all smokers

.
of cigarettes is about 1.7 compared to nonsmokers'; and (b) the easnnption

that this association between cigarette smakitg ad overall mortality is

causal in origin. Given this kind of esociati and the others implicit

or explicit in the Bill's (2) to (4) of SCC.2 e have it all instances to

consider the folio:Vag Possibilities: r
6' (i) Smokingcauses the morbid or fatal disorders. This is the straight-

. .

forward causal hypothesis.

(ii) The associated diseases, or one or more connected pre-disease conditions.

cause the smoking. (I call this the con401z122: hypothesis:)

Eli G'third factor causes. or predisposes to. both the smoking and the

associated diseases. ibis if sometimes described as the 'common

Cause' hypotheSis and it is often discussed in genet4C term: the

person's genotype predesposes both to the patio) and to the diseases

and the association igses at the genetic level. In this latter form.

the coev tocause hypothesis is often referred to as the 'constitutional'
.

hypothesis.

(tv) Because CO, (ii) and (iii) are not auto xclusive, any combination

IP of them may be needed to explain the overa as o Lice, whether it be

negative or positives

Our ultimate scientific objective should be the estimation of the separate

contributions (I) to together with their respective cOafidenCe limits.

the Surgeon General's reports do not acknowledge, and appear to be unaware of,

these obligations:

I have studied the relation between smoking and overall mortality in

England and Wales and a reprint of my paper on tie subject is enclosed (Smoking

and Mortality in England and Wales, 1950 to 1075, Onumn1 ofehro%ic liaesses.

.

o ,
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34, 81-103, 1.981). The paper contaloa an analysis of the terporal trends in"

se( and age-specific mortality 411 causes) in relation to the corresponding

trends in cigarette consumption. An irportant cause of the consistent decline

4
mortality, which accountsOn effect, for virtually all of the fall oven-the

e range 20-44yr in both sexes, is shown tp be the near-eradication of

t
tuberculosis. There is no indication that the tedporal changes in cigarette

smoking have rodified this fall.

My analysis of teeporal (secular) trends is one of the very few approaches

to the problem that addresses itself to the causal/constitutional issue.

Another is the randomized controlled intervention trial in which smokers are

allocated randomly to either of two groups. (a) the 'intervention group', which

is subjected to intensive pressure to give up smoking; and (b) the 'usual care',

or "normal care' group, which is not subjected to special pressures.

Ranekssleation is a device that eliminates the bias of self-selection.

One such trial as been carried out in England by Professor Rose and

Dr. lissilton a results of anothec...the Multiple Risk Factor Intervention

Trial (HRF1T) carried t in the United States, were reported in the Journal of

Os Merton Wiest Association n September 24, 1982. Neither trial has given

any indication that quitting s (tin reduces the risk of death but numbers 11111 0

been too small to provide a definitive test.

In the London study, 128 deaths were recorded after 10 years of follow -up

song the 731 on in the 'normal care' group and 123 deaths were recorded among

the 714 on in the "intervention' group. In the United States, SUIT study.

260 deaths were reported aeon; the 6,433 on in the 'usual care' group, while 265 A'
dile

deaths were reported among the 6,428 men in the 'special intervention' group,

Waves also given dietary advice and stepped-care treatment for hypertension.

EoMbining the results from the two studies, we see that the 'normal -usual -care'

4

groups suffered a 5.415 mortality e 'intervention' groups, at a substantially

lower level of smoking, stiffs a mortality f 5.43%. These mortalities are

virtually idenjei% e,,diffIrence would n ed to be as Ruth as 141, to be

430
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4ttecut.e at the k5. ;onfidence level. -

The final paragraph of oy own Conclusions, written before the Pblication of

the results of the HR1T Study, reads as follows: `This paper has shown that secular

trends in overall mortality in England and Wales gfve no consistent indication

that they were appreciably influenced by changes in cigarette consumption. The

two other types f critical evidence reviewed here - the preliotnary results of a

randontted contrvT ed terventIon trial alfindIngs from ME and 01 twins

distordant,for smoking - both suggest that the observed mortality ratios are rare

likely to result fro, a constitutional than a causal association. But so far.

both St:.11es suffer from small nu hers and definitive conclusions on this issue

comet yet be drawn from them. On scientific grounds there can be little doubt

that the conclusions drawn by the Royal College of Phistcians and the Surgeon

General of the United States about the lethality of sreking are grectpitate and

unwarranted..

In the light of all the critical evidence that is free fit' the bias of

self-SelectIon. I an unable to find any scientific justification for the

assertion to the Sill that cigarette smoking causes in the United States Over

300,0GO 6nnecessary deaths annually.

Heart OiSease

Following mortality from all causes it is convenient to consider heart

disease because, as the Bill states, it accounts for nearly one half Of the

deaths in the bolted States. The -Sill adds. with characteristic ambfguity:

'one third of the deaths attributable to heart disease are associated with

smoaihg." I strongly suspect that are Associated with Is intended to be

understood as are caused by'.

ny recent paper published in this field ls: ischaemic Heart Disease:

Epidemiology. Risk Factors and Cause (COrdicoonovtor Fueorch. 14, 30?-318.

(1980), a reprint of which is egclosed. Moog the various so-called *risk

(Acton discussed in the paper is cigarette Smoking. I analyse the sex- and

age - specific mortality from ischaemit heart disease in six Populations.

including ti.S.whites and 0.S. Non-Mbites, and give softie) attention to the

int(fguing fall 1n ftertility from the disease in the United States Over the

. 4 31 -
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Perla:L.196$ to 1976. The data from all populations hew certain special

features. including a,particular relation between the sexes. that facilitate

analysis. These features allow conclusions to be drawn that do not depend

too critically on errors of death-certification. J.C. Kleinman. J.J. Feldman

and M.A. Wok had previously observed (Amrico, ArarnoLof'Fablic Beath. it:

796-602. 1979): 'Sroking changes among women were not generally consistent with

dedlineS inCM0 mortality.' My analysis agrees with theirs and it indicates

that any causal influence of sicking on the fatal disease Process is either snail

or non'exi'stent. The factors resPonSible for the fall in mortality in the

United States in both sexes are unconnected with smoking; over the age range

40 to 64Yr they make an effectively equal lopact on Whlte males and ferales

end are therefore ubiquitous.' They are likely to be either microorganisrs.

for tix!ple viruses. or allergens.

The randomized rontrolled intervention trials IA Engler/4 and the United

States have failed to demonstrate any signithcant differences in mortality

from coronary heart disease in the 'intervention' a46 'usual care' grouds but

nu-nbers are. of course. markedly fewer than for 'all deaths' and they do not

provide a definitive test. Intervention with dietary habits and the treatrent

of hypertension further complicate the MIT study. Mi own studlg are based

on the statistics for both sexes in the national populations of England and

Wales, and the United States and they enable re to reject confidently the claw

irplied in the Bill that one third of the deaths attributV heart disease

are caused by $019kibg.

Lang Cancer

Partly because of past and present errors of Clinical diagnosis and death

certification it is impossible to derive precise quantitative conclusions about

the role of cigarette smoking in the Pathogenesis of lung canter. I have

--Published three major papers on this subject. including an invited one Presentea

W the Royal Statistical Society in London on May 17 1978 (reprints enclosed).

In addition, a substantial portion of Chapter 10 of ry book. :4 of ::!fr.

/
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A SEJ IppmulA (University Part Press, Baltimore. 197). is devOted to the

relation between snaking and lung cancer.

Peognizing that si*ple associations and evidence for lung cancer in

voluntary ex-smokers do not resolve the causal /constitutional issut, and

bearing in mind the Royal college of Phystciins.41971) stricture: The chief
1*'

reason for re)ecting the genetic hypothesis is its inability to account for the

enormous rise in death rates from lung cancer In the past half century', I have

given special attention to the sex- and age-specific death rates recorded for

lung cancer in England and ::ales. (Thanks to the work of the late Professor

Passey in England and that of Or. K. 1%0. Herrold in the United States it

is now aPpareat that the coroerse causal hypothesis - for motile, a pre-

car.:Nro.s infla-e4t4eit Condition or the lungs and bronchi causes the smoking -

has little or ro relevance to this context.)

Careful study of tne recorded increases In wortality fret lung cancer in

frglind and Wales that. altnoJgh rises have been generally larger in

ren tnan in wymen. the flhe StrI,CLory of thecnanges has teen extraordlnarlly

syncrvo,s in the t.o eves. :t follows tnat tne/r4in causes of the increases

ra.e a'>0 then 14rtrte!,us in ren end wren. .Z.-oking cannot have been-a rain

enr:e tecause the !km, r.5V al cigarette s-oring by wo-en occurred scee 30

years atter rot by -.h., rt:ry detailed calculations, including those of the

sec -ratio of t. r..coro4$ c..0oes in rortality described 16 ry Royal Statistical

Scotty paper. cohtir- tnats-sring cinrot be implicated as the.cain cause Of

te recorded rises tn either sax. Indeed, it is readily shown that these rises

are -any tires greater tnan those predicted free the causal hypothesis and

the data for tobaccO consteltion. It is now widely agreed that changei in

diagnostic practice have been responsible for a substantial part or the recorded

increases. However. because They are so large they Could readily conceal a

genuire component attriNtable to sroking.

In an atterpt to explore this latter possibility and to minicize the

complications that arise frOr, errors or death certification I have studied the

if.. 433
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details of recorded sex- and age-specific mortality ;rep lung cancer in

relation to those of cigaritte tons =lion for tae 'relatively recent period,

1950 to 1975 (:our-a2 of nrclic 5:: 33. 221-248. 191101and the Still

core recent period, 1974-1978 ftaltroZ kqct;eses, 7'. 1c61-00. 1980. To

_;r test causal hypotheses hatkeeaticalls we have to rake specific assumptions

about mechanisms; nine are based on evidencli independent of that being

exaticed in the papersltited in this The precipitator (causal)

hYPotmesls merges as being consistent with a wide range of evidence that

refutes initiator and Promoter hypotftses. Npfortunately, the precipitator

hyPetheps is not supported by the analysis of pOst-)950 trends, HOwever.

re:. direct POstmOrten Studies of the ittgrety of certification in England

(hest s) and Scotland lEdicburgh) shop trot substantial errors in the

clinical diagros of lung Cancer persist. Onsbably rani of the anomalies in

the roidenvologic data stould be attributed to then. In the tbstract of fly

.5..1.-a! of :7.1-1.st? paper 1 concluded 'In view Of the dubious

' Tenability
4
dfthe potentially critical data analysed here and elsewhere. it

4

is suestionable (10y fi g r.;41..os,ons can as yet be drawn about 'dose:

respsmse' relations for cigarette Smsiirg upd 1.41g cancer."

criteion of is wsva'1, applied to a causal relationship.

In epide,iolog, it is t2 rep:icate otservations as an ertmental

'science becauSe of difficulties, for terole, in craratterizing. and

standardizing for, tre relevart par: -titers of smoking, drinking, etc. It is

seldon possible to low adately for errors of diagnosis. hesertheless,

in Lamenting on the t9l.4 report of Or S.rgeen Stneral, Professor Peru" Susser

was able to write in his r7007: tn the :2tenecs (1973): `Thus

28 of 29 me-control Studies and all seven cohort studies reported in .9%,74,7

vtd Ita:eh found an association between snokirg and log Sinter and roughly

the Sa,Ae relative risks.' Aad investlatiOn stopped at that Paint the causal

hypotheses could not have been faulted because of inconsistencies over relative

risks. The ea.ly .t dies mere. hswever.confined to gestern. largely (aucesoid.

1166
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populations. During the past decade reports on Oriental populations have been

published and they reveal a very different picture. The differences are so

large it is diffi to avoid the concluslo.( that some'of Om should be

attributed, I 04 way or another, to genetic factors.

In the Pemmican Cancer Society study the mortality ratio for cigarette-

only smokers, versus those who never smoked reguierly, was found to b1,10 formes

and 2.6 for women; for British male doctors the ratio was found to be about 14,

However, the corresponding ratios in Japan are 3.8 for men and 2.4 for women;

among Chinese in Sivapore they ark 3.8 (men), 3.6 (non-Cantonese women) and
It

ow
1.6 (Cantonese wdnen); in Bombay, India, they are 2.2 (sexes combined, all cases)

and 1.7 (sexes combined and cases were confirmed by histology or cytology), in

Northern Thailand they are 1.8 (men, univariate analysis), 2.1 (women, univariate

analysis), but only 1.65 and 1.63 respectively (neither significantly greater

thelotunity), 10 a mltivariate analysis that allowed for several 'risk factors'.

A nOrtality ratio of only 1.574(sex unspecified) is reported indirectly from

the Chinese mainland where, it is said, scientists do not accept that smoking

is the main cause of lung cancer. The incidence of lung cancer in Chinese

women in Kong Kong is among the highest for the world's waxen but the rise In

cigarette smokers relative to nonsmokers was found to be only 1.74; 53.4% of

Patients had ewer smoked cigarettes.

A part;cularly interesting jtudy has been wade in Hawaii of lung cancer

in women of imwaiian, Japanese and Chinese origin: relative risks of 10.5,

4.9 and 1.8. respectively. were found. The 95% confidence limits for the

Hawaiians, 6.1 to.18.3, fail to overlap with those for the Chinese, 0.69 to

4.8. The authors concluded: 'Cigarette seating is clearly not the only cause,

nor even the major cause. of lung cancer in all populations of woven.' Although

proper standardization between different populations cannot be carried out,

the wide contrasts immortality ratios between eale Caucasoid populationson
.

the one hand, and male Oriental populations on the other, suggest that this

0
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'11

----___Aeneralization can probably be extended from women to men.

Another aspect of consistency can be studied by relating mortality from
. . .

lung cancer to previous per capita cigarette. or total tobacco. consumption

in different countries. When this is done (see Figs.10.33 and 10.34. P.352

{Any took) a very wide scatter Of points is obtained in contrast to the

approximately linear relation predicted by the causal hypothesis. The wide

scatter of points again suggests that tenors other than cigarette smoking
:.../
are likely to play an ir;ortant part in determining mortality from lung cancer.

In view of the direct evidence tor genetic factors in lung cancer it would be

most surprising if they made no contribution to these many interpopulatson

differences.

In the London randomized controlled trial 25 deaths and registrations for

lung cancer were recorded in the 'normal care' group and 22 in the 'intervention'

group. in the PRF1T udy. 28 deaths from lung cancer were recorded in the 'usual

care' group. but 34 in the 'intervention' group. where dietary ad%,ice and

treatment for hypertension were unlikely to be complicating factOrs. Overall,

0.74% of men developed lung cancer in the "nornal-usual-care' groups and 0.78%

in the 'Intervention" grou

V1.1

Hence. no support is given to the idea that

quitting smoking reduces the r;\4° of lung canter be. again. *nurabers are too

small to provide-a definitive test. Nevertheless. ay own conclusions. from

different types of evidence. are csrroborated.

There Can be little doubt that constitutional faCtOrS make some contribution

to the strong association between cigarette smoking and lung cancer loltestern

Caucasoid populltioas but it is not yet possible to estimate its extent. In

the words of Or. P.O. Oldham G7o0rmot t) Royal SteListdeat Society. At41.

460-462. 1978): '... we still do not know how cigarettes cause king cancer.

nor even.. if we are Particularly rigorous in our use of scientific logic.

whether they do.'

4
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Conclusions

According to Alvan Feinsiein. Professor of liedicine and Epidemiology at

tale Oelversity, and himself a distingpished clinical epidemiologist, "a licensed

ePidemiologist.,.. can obtain and manipulate the data in diverse ways that

are sanctioned not by the delineated standards science, but by the traditional

practice of epidemiologists.' It will be clear (Pommy critique that I telly

endorse Professor Feinstein's condemnation. The combination of powerful and

admirable humanitarian impulses with an invalid methodology la trohtson des

claret has generated many aetiological fallacies and often substituted

certainty for agnOsticism. Although I have every sympathy with the desire to

inform the public of genuine dangers to health I can in no way condone the

abandonment of the delineated standard% of science'.
"M.

If cigarette smoking causes "unnecessary deaths' they form too welt a

proportion of the total to be detectable by rigorous methods. In short,

the Bill S.972 contains spurious assertions abOut the dangers Of stroking and Is

misguided. Messrs Match. Packwood and Kennedy have been misted, they should

be persuaded to withdraw their Bill. /174,' .4777t.o.."0-4,

Philip U. Burch. st

oe P
%.1 . 43,
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the Honorable John P. East
United States Senate
5313 Dirksoo Building
Washington, D.C 20510"

Dear Senator East:

Thank you foryovr letter of April 21, 1/63,
comments on Senate Bill 5.772. I am pleased
meat su mi ed last year on similar proposed
helpful to u.

I

asking for my
that my state-
legislation was

I am concerned that the emphasis placed on smoking by both
public health *Metals and federal legislators may divert
attention from other factors that require serious study..
The 'findings" in the current Bill, in in view, are, disturlOg
examples of such undue emphasis. I'have prepared a short
critique tenclOsed0 directed to the proposed finding in So172

-.about smoking and the outcorles of prqgnancy. My comments are
based on malysfe of the research literature and my own

I appreciate the Opportunity to address these serious scientific
Natters.

Sincerely, .

r e .
T.D. Sterlipg

A6 .

Professor .

0

4
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STATEMENT 1:4F P6Ff4SSUR, l':D. 6fEtti./Nb -$
4. 4'. V., ' . 4' 64-

... c. , t..< *4 .

My Jtrerent position is, lAtxsprsit'y,Mearch Trofessor.at
a

Stmon. Fraser Unilirsity BritisVCblumbia., Canada. 'My,teaching
..

..
. .

4 4 .
_Ccfg-der has ineflutled appointments At t-he following universities:

_.---. `-,N .4 .. 41

40Alabagia , Cinclbnati Michigan ;tate. Prineet.ort. and Wathington . ,
, c '- s,., ...;, , 1. `t. *,- ...

4.,-,Uelversity. , t haic served as an advisor to the:Food and_Drug
. ,..,, -. A. t -AdeLsoisikation the Federal Trade .6bfttleissibpe, the National Science,, .. ,' 4
Feuildation, .the *Nationals Security Agency, th'el NstiOnal Vadelay oft

t , ...1. , S. t /
Sceences and .the U.S. Veterans Adreinittration. I have been...
elected a fel,Low. of the Ameriyan Aitsikaation Der the Advancement

gif Science and of 'the Amer!ican Statietical. Association. My work

4*'.4°has covered a variety of areas ranging from computer science to
, 1.

statistical analysis and 'ckceipational he4 itt4. ..
..: .,-1

. 4 - : .. . .4

.44

te As. a scientisiY1 have,derted eucli.4f,fort to evaluating
i epidemiological"the cltality and analises,6 kata from studies,

r $ . I,especially these, , oiecerning occupat,ional,and dnvironmenOal
f r

1 '
exposures. mpublicationd: fpOludeAtensiwe critical reviews, of

. ...... .. (
the, pientifia lit4-atuie on isuch torkc..,apndo'ox pollutant,

. . ,

leveis,i;,the possiVieYelationship beet/week smoking 'and, sexual

..performiilse and the 4,yiden.c5 bearinbearing` ori4Mokin§- and health. .1 .t t b
have ,co'ndustati,, niy elan ie 4 st ig tipnt-e4n ter the.cpotential health
eP , f

V. affects of ocdiapatiohl exposures worketeand ttekr families.i .,,'
Ckitri%ntly I am_seudyinCheth.th prolilems w ich are apparently

I4 .. 7 .
associated wit,- wqrking itr

I.-
l

eidaeln .9r-tight, offiCe buillingPt
.pt t :101.

I., e ... ..
1 . -
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° ?
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will specifically address the CongressioAtrfinding"

in 5.772 about smoking and the outcpWes of pregnancy. I have

reviewed much of'the related literature and I do not find con-

vincing support for the claims that maternal smoking is responsible

for miscarriage, stillbirths, premature births and child weight

deficiencies. In my view, this "finding" is .highly questionable

and represents an uncritical interpretation of the available

research data. 4 T

4

atolany of the studies which are'used to support this

."finding" reported only statistical associations between smoking

sod adverse pregnancy outcomes. It is very important to realize
o

that such data can never'be used to establish cause and effect

relationships. Further, most investigations failed. to, take into

adequate account other factors which may have bearing on pregnancy

outcomes. In particular, occuppsemiAperposures and socioeconomic

factors must be carefully controlled in studies of smokers and

non-smokers. It is recognized that smokers differ from non-
.

mmokers in many of these aspects., The results of studies focusing

solely on smoking habits have suspect*scientific..validity.

The claim that at birth infants of smokers weigh less

on the average than infants of non-smokbrs has appeared oft& in

the literature. There are many factors heWever which mfght
. .

)
nfluence birth weight and thus confound 01, relationship with

C
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smoking. Individuals in lower socioec GMIC groups (who are also

reported to smoke more) are often small =r in stature and thus

would be expected to have smaller offsp ing. This observation

courd at least partly explain the ass ietion of lower birth
..

'...

weight babies with maternal smokih . It arSO hay be related to

the work of the late Dr. Yerush- my. who compared the bir

weights of infants born to wom n before and after they started

smoking. Dr. Yerushalmy foun thist *poking women tended to have

smaller infants
4
even before th -y began ;looking. '.He arse discovered

that smoking and non-smoking mo e rs tended to differ not in

heir smoking habits. but in a number of biological and behavioral

aspects as well. He concluded.that his findings "raise doubt and

argue against",jhe proposition that maternal smoking affeetg the

fetus and suggested that the highertendeltcy EQ/ow birth weight
4. . -t-

infants in smokers may be due to."the Smoker, not the smoking,"

i.

L

My own work indicates that low birth weight, may be

related not only to social class but also to the occupations of

some of the'fathers. who may teLly toxic materials hoMO on'their

hair, skin and clothing. My analyses so far have borhe out ttWS

hypothesis and the data are being prepared or publication.

I al,so have grave reservations apoutethe scientific

validity of the "finding", that, smoking increases the risk of

miscarriage. This claim, too, is based mainly on epidemiological

tlet 441
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4 tudxes, whit. for.,Che most part have not given adequfte eon- :

ow a

sideration to occupational exposures or the ,soeioectonomic 9/ass 1- -
.., . . -.. i "

of the!womert inlealved, In addition, it isairmor.ingb increasingly
, , ....,

Clear that the modern working :environment of Woven most tie taken
. . '1 * s

into .accounr...in any study Of pregnanv y oetsceme. For -example.

ele

officrbs.stleings in Port IturOn, tl

, studied-by some of my colleague

bad occurred amongstothe female employees. During

with the/inves t/gators, it became apptrent th.;,indoor
conditions, iktdepehdent o f smoking may have in f (pence

unfavorable pregnancy oLicostest,.. Other studAs of off,.

1rt NortO.A.Merica arid Eufrope ittIO indicated that. workeSs

Fontplaines.tar..iing from 'headache and eye irritations to

, - ,

higan, and in Ouebec were

after a number of Isncarriages
my diseqrfrions*

environmental_,

system or31 pregnany problems.,'

the

buildings40,

ha many

reprod Live

1110 "It Nas'tieeg sug4aittd that herretleallysealed, mechani-
..r-e....--1,) . / . ' -.;: -,

;t.111.17.tiiatkO1,skiflte bui-Id.rils. are 3,01 setarsari.nes stL eng on

;Ind -,witnethe'rOsult ,ibt indoor pollution levels become quite
f . . ,., :,*: :. ... -: :. o '
:litilli 'iirkOati.chZ4lcil, smog" mey be formed film the interaction of

cklic1;#1100<krPenItataint.a wA t.h ultraviolet,light la component of

at.l: feir-ia..% j/1.ifi ir. d. r l i ght) responsible
.

and might well be for a
'`

, 2 .. ! ;
- "

itasir :Of ftwiedori914::%.cepplaints. Ultraviolet light may in age .
waniloili?.c4iist.i0i.:SOti.4 in Pregnancy. The possible.mlat,ion-

LtraZ: iiithreq,iv,ofkajO eriroriment to health problems deserves,:

{Pap ...r; TO tblleend,4 have receaply designed a

, 2, ' ,
e AT3 Cann ooremy,golttonnaire to obtain information ftom

.
"I

work:
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oforXers in modern office buildings about miscarriages, stillbirths,

premature infants and low birth weight infants. I bel$eve.that

this information Is crucial in any investigation of pregnancy

outcomes. I

In summary, 1 believe the "finding" in 5.772 on smoking

and pregnancy' outcome *tires a complexity of factors Which

confOund,tbe problem,' This simple finding does not even take
. .

Into account the oCqeistent and dramatic shifts in women's employment

patterns, iiinc/x thelgairs. Women,hsve moved' increasingly into

blue Collar occupations, where they are exposed to the tees of

, dusts and fumes which.. have been'asscciated with health problems.

Many also work in modern aAr -tight office buildings. In addition,

neither the socioeconomic conditions:of women riqr their husbands'

occupations are considered.'

As a private citizen, I am concernecithat simplistically

placing the blame for unfortunate pregnancy ot;tomeS on the /.."N\

mother's smoking might result,in strong feelings of guilt, the

consequences of which cannot3beestimated. As a scientist, I

must conclude that the "finding" on smoking and pregnancy in

S.772 could discourage muph-needed Objective research in this

area.

T.D. Sterling, Professor
Simon Fraser University

sk Burnaby, B.C. VIA 1S6
Canada'

4'
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uxivgRitTY OF CALIFORNk. SAN DIEGO

se.u.stf 21X imo tea wCeiLit FIS04/4 OW. MOW

Hey 9. 4982

Tbr Restorable Jobe P. East
' Vatted States Senator
Committee on Labor mud Human Resources
%fated States Senate
Sash:moon, D. C. 2010

Dear Senator East:

t

Im
UMPSAMMU uMNICIRPS

N SCit*AUZIN.
DIMILTI4ENTOf otpusray.a aH
LP. PLIA CAUSCAMA 4:1:0)

Thank aeon for your 'fetter of April 21, 2983 In which you invited
- no to %otter= Upon S. 772 - the "Smokier Prevention Health and

Uwe:tine riot of 1%34 - currently under consideration by the
Co.tmlateo en Labor anctihran Resources: In response to

forr..queot, 1 hive Opposed the enclosed urittei statement for
seclusion In the printed record of the hearings remarding S. 772.
1 htna the Tattooed statement 1:0

'

or of uftofmance to you and
toilet of our-Committee. 14 vtate&nt .hogid 'Reviewed
aalhat e( a serrate cielion And :logo Dill repre.ent the official
opinion or the UaLveroit of Cali/pram, SaalgOteCe.

A
lours 1,incerely;

f z

N. trnr.wte r.

V". .

r.;:: C

1 2

b,

4

. . ,
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CONCERNING THE wsmomp PREVENTION
.11EALTI AND EDUCATION ACT.OP 1903"

(S. 772)

p. N. Schrauzer; Ph.D.

La Jolla, California

4

Is G. N. Schreiner, Ph.D., an a chemist by training

and profession. I' Old a A.D. degree in. chemistry horn tia

University .of Munich and an a Professor at the university of

California, San Diego. I an a member of several scientific

societies, including he American Chemical Society, the

io Association of Clinical Scientists, the AMerleatl College of

Nutrition and tine American College of ToXicology. I an the

4Vtthor of 250 research publications and have edited two books.

Apaft 'from work in of experimental

chemistry and biochemistry, my current research interests are

N centereo around cancer prevention, cancer epidemiology, the

study of the roles of trace minerals in human and Animal health

and the effects of environmental toxicants. I have done

pioneering work on the prevention of cancer by the essential

tAt
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trace element selenium. AS an acknewledged specialist in this

licit' I have organized and hosted three international

conferences on Inorgaffic and Nutritional Aspects of Cancer

dering,thi past six years.

As a scientist and concerned citizen': I wisp to

commeAt' upon S. 772 - the "Smoking Prevention Health and

Educatiol Act of 1083°. In my opinion, there 28 not sufficient

scientific evioence to justify the proposed "finding' regarding

lung cancer set forth at page 2 of the bill. That "finding' is

based, in large part, upon unwarranted extrapolation of

aMbiguous epidemiological data.

.

Those who claim smoking causes lung cancer relit upon

OP

reported statistical associations ano ignore the

inconsistencies in the smoking causation theory described in

the scientific literature. Pon example, to date, no one has

been able to produce Tung cancer In laboratory animals thiligh
a 1

exposure to fresh. whole cigarette smoke. Furthermore, the

vast malority of smokers never develop lung cancer and there

446
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are serious inconsistencies in the epidemiological data. for

0

instance, a Japanese male smoking SO cigarettes per day is

reported to haves lower risk of dying from lung cancer than a

British doctor smoking only 1-44 cigarettes,par day.

In adoition, no ingredient or combination of

ingredients, as founo in fresh, whole cigarette smoke, has been

shown to cause human lung cancer. Tobacco SMOke is a very

complex mixture of thousands of ingredients. gOme of those

at°4

ingreoients, in isolation, have been reported to be

carcinogenic in test animals. Howevel, this does not mean that

tobacco Smoke is harmful td humans. Compounds that are

carcinogenic in test animals, when applied in isolation, have

been found to by anti7carcoogenic when applied in combination

with each other. Since it is probable that the many hundreds

1 of compounds present in Smoke interact with each other, it is.

highly artificial to focus upon the, effects of any one

ingredient or combination of ingredients in isolation from the

others. it has l6ng been known that certain smoke constituents

447
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act as ants - carcinogens in test animals. tobacco belongs to
.

e Selenium accumulating group of Plants and selenium has been

shown to possess anti - carcinogenic properties. Constituents of

cigarette smoke previously thought to be totally lacking in

carcinogenic activity have recently beel found to be

anti - carcinogenic when applied with true carcinogens in test

animals.

Cancer is an extremely complex, multifactorial

disease. Studies report that many factors, other\than smoking,

are statistically associated with cancet. Some of these

factors are familial predisposition, exposure to tumor viruses

and other biological agents, exposure to ionising radiation and

industrial carcinogens, ciet, exogenous environmental+
t
factors.

and stress.

Further, studies indicate that a number of agpnts

notmally present in foods may have activating effects on tumor

viruses and that there is an association between lung cancet

mortalities and other variables of life-style and diet. Thus,

4 4 8.
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lung ocancer Mkrtalities are correlated with the per capita

intakes of sugar and milk, and with the consumption of .

seatoods. It also has 'been suggested that the consumption of

diets rich in pro-vitamin A (carotene) may have lung cancer

protecting effects. In .summary, there not sufficieht

scientific evidence to )ostify the proposed "f nding" regarding

lung cancer set forth in S. 772.

Speaking as a private citizen, I do not believe the

Federal government should interfere with the life-style

preferences of the American people. Passage of S. 772 would

set the stage for further crusades against other, imagined

. "culprits" inAmerican la& It would only be a Matter of time

until legislation concerning the Claimeo health effects of

beer,, ice cream and eggs would,have to be considered. For each
c

of these. arguments similat to those voiced against cigarette

smoking may be formulated and Congress would' soon have to

decide whether eggs shoulo carry a label, "Watning, Eating Eggs

--,causes high blood pressure -- is a mayor cause of DEATH.*

. Selectiin of a life-style is, and must remain, a

eons;itutional eight of the individual and must not he dictated

by government.

449
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Ell.SITI OF CALIFORNIA. SA. MECO

ans1/42 aos Amikts 14606.106 666 mwmico
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EXPRESS MAIL

The honorable John P.,East
United States Senate
Washington. D,C. 20510

Dear Senator East

.
16111ASAIO69.613nA

Waosta.caucommatIoi

May 11. 1983

Re: S.772

Thaolt.you so much for your letter of May 4. Inasmuch
As I consider myself somewhat of a punctualist, I am doubly /
embarassed that your letter of April 21st apparently was
lost

4110; me to thank you for your keen Interest in this
matter which hab concerned me for a period now of over twenty
%ears. f must say that the matter is no more -clear shad it
was 4wenty mitre ago.

I am enclosing a recent cop of mi comments which I hope
.4110 will bevertinent to S.772.

Sincerely yours,

.
. r ..

) CA.,a-rlq

. Jack q."Yarris. 31. D_
Professor of SorgerY. Emeritus
Associate Dean
School of Dedicine

.
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HARVARD UNIVERSITY'

ft», waft'.
14r449-st48

the losorahle John P. East
Vetted States Senate
5313 Dirkson
gashinatoo. D.C. 20S10

Dear Senator East:

how Waft
a Dimon An. 0.$
Cwaarat. Uawitta 291,113.A.

MO 4, 1983

In reoly to your letter of 21 Aptil. I bays teed Senate Bill S. 772.
As a scientist interested in heart disease eoldemiolosy Met many v . I bays

strong cooterne retardlot certain claims made 10 the Bill with respect tocl ttttt te

smoking. these concerns I have erPressed in the enelosed sietemeet.

CCS:rs

Enclosure

. 451

et

Sintetely.

ile-71 174--74.4
Call C. Seltzer
Monetary Senior Resesrch
Associate
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I am Dr. Can C. SeltzeroliOnorary Research Associate at the Peabody

Museum,,Harviiid university and Professor of Nutrition, Tufts University. I was

f:ormerly Senior Research Associate at the Harvard University School of Public

Health. My work an the smoking and bealkh area is extensive aria I have pub.

lashed over thirty-five OS) articles since 1964 on the subject, many dealing

each the relationship between smoking and coronary heart disease aiD). I was a

consultant to the Surgeon General's Advisory Committee on smoking and Health

(contributed a section to the 1964 Report) and am presently a Fellow of the

Council on Epidemiology of the American Heart Association. My investigative

work in the heart disease field includes participation in studies involving the

Framingham Heart Study, The American Medical Association, the Veterans Adminas-

traraor and the KaaserPerranente Foundation.

S. 772 propoSes that a label appear on cigarette packages which states

the_Surgton General's conclusion that "Cigarette Smoking Is a"Ma3or.Cause of

Heart Disease." This proposal is apparently based on a claim in the "findings"

part of the bill. 'C

Such a bald statement is not based on consistent, valid, demonstrable

Scientific evidence, and as without established proof! Apparently, it. is based

on thleiews of a succession of Surgeon Genera's subsequent to the 1964 Report,

(P

pa the s/tenents of the American Heat Association, chc Framingham. Heart Study

and others.

ti
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The primary basiS for these views can best be characterised by state-
.

Bents fr the 1981 Surgeon General's Re Ort and by the Framingham Heart Study.

The 198 rt stated) The effect of smoking on CND risk fulfill* many epidemi-
-_. a

ologital "teria for a causal association: pmezful. independent. deserelated.
1

0
and reversible' Kennel of the Franin§has Heart ttudy stated: "Causal infer-

'1 elites are supported tetke face chat the relationship is strong,, consistent.

demenstrated prospectively. independent of associated risk tattors:and can be

explained by the known eftetts of cigarette smoking on the tardiovaitular appa-
.

ratus. Finally. it haslieen showil,that thosewho quit smelting Wive only half

.!._

the risk of those wte'anilnueendwahoke. Epidemiologit data h lip . . tended
.

.
.

lir to indreate an independent+ transient+ nonctoulatilk rsible. triggering

eAeut of cigarette smoltipg.I (Jahn. 1981)
i

'
es

Accordingly, the pain eviilencOAdvanted for a causal relationship be-

t
02

been cigarette smoking.aad CUD is essentiallwpidespologitt Co the effect that

the association is (11 strong, (2) tonkligtent, (3) dose-related. (4) independent

of associated risk factors, and (43 reversible by stopping'slking. 16) In

addition, the association is said to be explained by known effects Of cigarette

aioking on the eadiovasculas system.. Set us *naive these claims in turn.

Claim 1. Is the relationship strewn The 964 Surgeon General's Aeporb stated

eh - .. 1

that in the U.S. the mortality ratio of smokers to nmsockers is 1.7.
-..... -

-.

.

But. thisls not a strong relationship, aceordrag to ProfesSor Hutchison

4 .
s.. -_

eche Harvard School of FublieHealth. (Bull NY Aced Bei. 19681 This

r , .

independent observer feels tdt a mortality Aldo of twillor less is
4

A

A

r.

4
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actually'indicative of a weak relationship which may possibly be ex-
.

plained by confounding factors.

car the relationship be characterised as 'strong' when the 1979 Surgeon

Gereral's Report, although discussing =eking and health studies through-

out thi world, limits its conclusion to "men and women in the United '

States" and Kennel of the Framingham Study talks about the exdess CHO

death rates of smokers "in most of Western societies"/ (AM, 2981) if

the relationship hetwean smokers and COD is 'strong,- why is it not

present sh all Western soesaties or in non-hestern societies?

Claim 2. Is the relationship consistentr since no significant statistical asso-

ciations between smoking and COO have been reported in Finland, titU

Nethealends, Italy, Greece, Yugoslavia: Japan and Puerto'Rico, Wks

4
clearly inporrell to Claim tharthe relationship is consistent.

The relationship is not even consistent in thdFramingham Study. It

appeared to be consistent in initial analyses, bul when standard risk.

gle
laetors and such psycholOgical factors as Type A personality were con-

, 9, trolled, it was found that cigarettes smoked per day" were not predic-

tive of COO and myocardhlat infarction incidence in men, or oCHO And

angina pectoris incidence in wont. am 4 Epidemiol, 080)

. .

lc;

e relationship Oa characterized as consistent when the 1979 Sur-

Gemeral'sieport cLaluded that "the pkedictive risk facto:

4.

eh

a
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ass6ciation of smoking with the in9tdence of angina pectors (s

Clear"? The Sraminghas Heart Study also reports tilet / relationship
'

to angina pectoris is =dart. if it exists at ail (Jkmk, 1983)

Is the relationship consistent when the relative

declines with increasing age? Sel tzer dem ea and anek notet '','
. . /4...

that the benefits of guittingsmoking do not ex n eyond tifs'ert.of

65 as regards heart attacki. (km .1 Ned Se 19781 JAHA, 19811 Ftir..:" , "

thermore. the 20 year. followup.datt of the Fraweigh/ma 'svidy",piimv.74i.;"

excess incidence bf CHO in men or women SS years and covet. (rtalefathan.
.

data madeollTbile Seftzer_ es consultant.) -

. .

,
Can the :slat hip be characterized as contistent Wien tha rte;iingtiam

: .

Heart Study reports an absence of 41 Felationstylp.of smoking and Op'
.

*Omen?

.. . -v. . .
%,

. . ...,.
. ,..-'1* . 1.

Claim 3. is the r tt ship doserelated? OM sates do Mt consittelkikg Poe a -,
.
0 rising gradie t in relation to an increased abeight of onanyttf sook

ing, '. (J , 29aft) 44 sass ;zudies, the qr. ;dim' 4; actaaliirityaiirie...t
,. ,. . -. 4 **.1(Mk I I) I feausd that data frOCI Ulf Priltiftliat StUartke 1,01- ihOW:41. .1........i. . s -.1 :

consistent rise In CPR -risk with intreasing intopilts of Cigarette smoke- .
.

.. :' ...:, . _ ...

ing because. of the "hetarpoonoue ,eberaetar tot Its 'Moe ciitegbrYr. --.."''''._ -.-.).
. . .,........ . ,

0 dsceptive,procedure. 104 "none" categosk in Vairinghop tortsi#Wat. ..: -.5-__

t,

combination of never szokst s... .

ex_w' 9cers- PaFe; s'ag cattAPPOITS.g.' 1" -
:,. a

. . , , _. a
FlatirAlil tnlY. 'report. &Wind thkt" -Tibet° is ,n; disinee .

7. . ,..... . .,
. ... .... 7 ,...........1..

.... ' ... . .

--

s4 .
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dose-response relation lof CND and death rates) with increasing amounts

of cigarette smoking' over an 18-year surveillance perigd. liencat,.
4

4974)

There is no significant dose-reSponse relationship between smoking and

Clad in studies of Vinland, the Netherlands, Greece, Italy, Yugoslavia.

and Japan. '(Circulation, 1970)

No claims have been made lately about the alleged association of CND

with duration on cigarette smoking. In the combined Albany and rraoing-
.

ham heart Studies it=4,1362), no association was found between aura-

tion of heavy cigarette spooking andirzsk ocardfal Infarction. In

a study of Canadian veterans, no consistent gradient occurred between

CND mortality and years of cigarette smoking. 'AAA, 1968) In Kahn's

analysis of Dorn's V.S. veterans data, there was also no significant

'relationship between duration of cigarette smoking and risk of death

from CND. tJAMA, 1968)

/..;', Cu,lh 4. Is the relationship independent of associated risk factors/ smoking

,
4 has' been found to be as i d with CND independently of associated

'

,.

Om yeeto4e in 'sale studies when only cholesterol art blood pressure 17
. .

-,. , . .

",ire'eonaidered,. but dap generally has not been the case when other
. %

i'tik feepOp ward' Imemolgated. sogLas Type A personality, and Ocher

piyiheyoglea)4actorilfas mien above in the Framingham Study)._
-

. . . ; / ., 1,
.

,' /
. . -.

': ,. ., all .,
. ,.- . .

.o4
'

- - . /
f

. .

.

'
L
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CI tm S. Does stopping smoking reduce iihe rieh of CHII? This Clain is based on

studies from sope western countries which report Or. CID rates.of

a

ex.sackere are lower than those of continuing smoker 'The 19 Lancet :test

article cm the Framingham study is the most widely qu- source for

claining that the rate of CHD among those Who stop smoking is reduced

to one-half that of continuing smokers. when I was provided with the

CND rates of ZremlaghamInever.tmekers" (whieh,had been emitted in the

article), however, z was able ro snow that r.Se,c70 ratios of ex-smokers

%
were far.belcwrhose of 'never" stokers." while the rates of 'never

smokers* true not far below thrseof continuing smokers. (Seltzer ',

s"

letter CO multi, 1977)

Additional evidence about the fallacy of the tlaib that stopping jmok-

ing reduces the rate of CIO Moses from led sibcr 'daces., The first isa.study challenging the pSsemptiOn by epidemiologists that exoctets
v.

and continuing smokerk are alike in ell perti nt characteristics,
.

except for their =rhino habits. .0 this assumptie ,ts false, which I'

'believe it tot*, then bompprisons of the Wag out" Ifould be biased as

to their eVentual CilD rates. Vriedisn; Seltrer. Aid others hsve shown

tiat.ex.spOirti, wham 0111011ill,smoted, were not a'representatme
.

saga* di the polittIoCiem of ocntinuirvi cookers,. Tbi,dste showfd, in
. .

fat, that is..smebers were at_lowef_heart.disetie;riak 'and healthier/

befarothey sicglmWtseehtng, than.thosaprsons who camtineed to smoke. "-
,

Clau Dig, 1919). hie OtIld syilbax tct.iteent for, the *fact y4t
. . .

6x"IP4?TrX"/!avi lover CID rste chromes than eontinuing pokers, not '

4:.

b 0

,
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Ipctui they st Smoking bat be ause they art different kinds Of

^"14,
persons so

,

ii
In subsequent article pIblithed in the SEJM..Friedean and others

tried to negate the results of that paper by applying theoretical *or-

Testi° *techniques through multiverilte analysts to the lower CAD-

'

rbIat d characteristics of ex-Smokers. They claised.thatotha lower

ated characteris/ti fly Bade, little difference, 'that

ex-seekers still shoved lop out a than contsneing smokers.

A
through self-seltction. o

.
Although this paper was criticised Busch and.Seltrer (birch and

e

Seltzer letters to REJA. 1982,, Friedman evaded virtually everycriti-
. ..

tita tn hit reel 1140 (Friamaa letter tOKLIK, 1014 Fcledben did not1 1

explain he cov146cOaps th, value of CAOreisted saceristics *
.

: (A ja tors). 11. one paper and deny this importance in a nd paper.
. g

Itor did iedoen explain vAy/the mortis ity data Illohis later paper . ',o

',shaved t never smokers dithinIted h 6 ;110 rates that the exnakers
/0

.

(the anomary as that found in the Framingham Study). hetiOthis

.. i
iean ihei it is better to begin smoking and then to host than never to

.1 ____.... , i
.

N----T.....aise Wang' et all?
....._ .Y.,'

.(' .

.

F 1 . 11

I i 4 I ..4
scaled seesee of evidence mbidh points eta the fallacy of the claim

. -

; '

that stopping stssking r .4h,:; rich of COO Is the -fires
..

ire; lergessito
. ./ .

"...,.., `irter0Whtign" trial of the, ffeet 1 smoking cessationin aiddle«aged
i

-.. .

London civil servants 'et high si of sardiovassulat dilletio. 0
:

. -,
Cs

Epldemiol. Chem MealaPtI,92ff, 5982l After minx eight years of
'

I

. . 1

. . ..:
. 4158 .
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,survea/lance, the group sa.)ect to interventiep for smoking cessation .

showed no significant improvement id ats rate of overdli mortality and

heart disease mottalaty ovet the group which was not urged to stop

erissoking. Thus, the alleged tevetssbility of the risk to the smoker's

life was not demonstrated.

This resuIIs consistent with a more recent isiterforntioK ttiel from

Norway which examined the effects of both smoking and ebolestemoI re-

dataon. (Lancet. 19811 Although reductions in dietary cholesterol

ptcduced a stdtittically significant decrease in CUD. reductions

smoking did not. ?has Led theautbors to conclude that past studies

say have 'overestimated the decline in risk of C88" lollowang reduced
e

cigarette consumption.

-ea

Eve% more roeentlY, the-results of the massive Multiple Risk rhttot

laterventior?Triat Have appeared. This intervention trial was designed

to show that reducrions.in 'risk factors, including smoking, Mould

reduce tick of deith from heart disease. Ir tailed. ?.cause of the

complexity and importance of this .stady I have providedan estended

ditcussion of its findings an the Appendix.

;
'

Cleaa.b. Kennel of thmframingham Study cleans that. 'causal inferences . . .

\\\% can Oe.expleined by the known effects of'cigarece *Molting on the car

dicwaseular apparatus.'" PAM, 1981) There is no satisfactory suf

donee for this claim, and, in fact, there ere contradictions. The cold

' '

;

7 -
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'reality is that the mechanisms by which robacco smoksng allegedly

,causes CHO have not been established. 1tpch of the evidence to support

this statement is contained in Seltzer's article; 'Smoking and Coronary

Heart Disease: What Are We to alseve," published in the American

Heart journal as an editorial sn,Septeober, 1980. This editorial dis-
-

tosses those'stetenents of the 1979 Surgeon General's Report which.

Illustrate the absence of farm evidence of mechanisms by which snoktng

affects CHID, such es: . 11) little as.known about the mechanisms by
Mk. t

which smoking enhances atherogeoesas, 12X further research is needed to

Show the mechanisms of sudden death and its precursor states, 13) the

data on the effect of smoking on blood lapsds are not very onaforo, id)

the association between cholesterol And smoking as manimared, (5) t

acute and transient effects of sm4king aro to increase Oeart rate and

*blood pressure to a minor degree, 46) smoking is rbt azask facto; for

hypertensioo, (7) the assdration of sm4ang :nth necropsy mansfei-

i. tations of atherotelerboas, shown pramespally by Strong's group in

New Orleans. now has bein contradicted by a study bx mobs*, Strong and

others who found that smditsng die, not show a Isgnsficant aosoCaaraon,

with coronary artery lessons. aztersosclerosat. 1901)

More evidence comes from other tourcee. An editorial an rho August

191141 Britsib Medical Journal states that the mechanism by which slinking
4

Affects coronary heart &sease is unknown, The Anerical Heart Assoes-

.

'Oboe Heartbook states' The nechausms by which cigarette smoking is

4 :

.4
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4
associated with higher rates of coronary heart disease are Int yet

fully understood.'

The call . 712 for required disclosure of *vela of nicotine and

nonoxtde on cigaretre packages is vithout justification, with

*upset to coronary heart disease Because their pertinence to this

disease has not been adequately esrablished. For many years, there

have been claim and countcrelains by a number of investigators as to

whether nicorine or carbon MOP=140 in eigsrette'emoke exert's hermful

effect on the corOnery system and on arteriosolerotist sometimes role* 1

for both nicotine end carbon monoxide have been claimed by invesrigatora.

On the other hand, Dr. Vold end associates (Lancet.119811 asserted sue

cinctly that their data lissomly sompted that nicotine does not cause

coronary heart disease. Or. Russell and associates (British Medicil

Journal.49811 conceded: It is not known whether nicotine or carton

acnoxide is the major culprit !el:passible for cigarette-induced coronary

heist disease."

This sub)eet was examined in an international workshop conference in

merlin, and the-following quotations illustrate the a rrrrr of knowledge.

on this problem. Ora. ?.strup and Bjeldsen (Preventive Medicine, 19791

ststeiss 'atilt as very unlikely that nicotine is the responsible ageAt

in tobacco smoke for the increased incidence of Atherosclerosis in

smokerS.' In the sane Conference. Dr. Amtrup.elso adatttea that the

result* of his previous pubricetiOns that carbon monoxide was

4
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. " 41.responsible for increased atherogenesis Vero not ionfirmed sinceftis

laboratory techniques were faulty. Or. Doyle, the former director Of

the Albany Heart Study £f the U.S. Publig Health Service asserted:
4

How cigarette smoking exerts its vasculotoxic effect remains undete;-

mined despite intensiveocnvestigation.* Dr. Schievelboin, in summing

up the role of carbon monoxide and nicotine in the,etsology of other°.

sclerosis anicardiovascolar disease, concluded that: *Neither sub

stancttzas may itifluencei co4sarable to human. arteriosclerosis. on the

dkvelopment of CVDtecardiovascular disease).

,0

4ccr.t article publish* 1zNe New England Cournal of medicine

t.
11983), Or. Kaufman and coworkers, ofAoston University add Harvard,

apnrtad on 'lieu attempt to evaluate the roles of carbon monoxide and '

nicotine le:falcon risk of heart ;stacks. They said that their results

sho4d that heartattack rish.414 not be related' to the

amounts of nicotine or of carbon monoxide in the cigarettes smoked tY

the subjects in their oludy

Ivan the Surgeon General in his report titled 7he Changing Cigarette

ststeds *Estimation of the impact of varying cigare s on coronary

heart Miseasc risk is difficult, because the ex act etiolog c agent4s1 I

have lot,blen identified. And finally, Sir fttchard Doll i It rebrIl'aryl,

1983 issue Of the British midicelJournal tcknowiOdges that it has not

been establieled that either nieq4ne Or carbon monoxide lithe respenm

sible agent in coronary heart disease. /

, 462



Thie.ie also shown the Conclusion Of the 1981 Report. Despite van-
"

cal changes in ehe.
-

ition of clearertei over the last 10 t0.15

year,* (isleer, tar, ktibesne), there was no clearly demonstrated effect

i 'on cardfovaieular disease. Thie surprising result 1$ clearly cootie-

tent 'nth the proposition thae &ovate of tar, nieorine, and carbon

monomsde in cigarette smoke have no dtmonserable effect* on CUD rates,

5*

and that rhos* components of tobacco smoke are not proven etiologic

&genie.

It se clean that any poeeibae role* of nicotine and carbon magi0e In

coronary.heart d $$$$$$ are neither certain nor establsibed. Accord

spew, the call for required printing of she levels of thee, luk !honeys

se to place a nienrific imprimatur on this subject by a legs* aSive

body when the proble2 steelf has pot'been satisfactorily delin ated by

1 . medical science.'

Al a final observation, since cost cardiologists believe that athero-

sclerosis is the most important factor sn coronary hears disease devel-

opment, they claim that smoking.enhanees atherosclerosis, despite the

lack of defslitive evidence. On the other hand, the Frasinghem.Hcart 14%.

Study hoe disavowed the atherosclerotic argument and claimed that the

sa
effect of smoking on che hear* is acute ;not progressive), and Ois

mPFcare promptly when smoking ie stopped. Ther:are contradictory

claims and illustrate the lack of definitive knowledge in this

1 's.

4 6 d
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In conclusion, it is reasonable to believe that stopping sacking does

not reduce the risk of coronary heart disease. This has been principally in-

dicated by the MAFIT program, by the randomised controlled trial of smoking

cessation it middle-aged Civil servants of high coronary risk,-by the bias of

selection homOrabiltty bias) Inherent in the any observational studies as

axon by the results of the Kaiser-Permanente *A-smoker study.

It is also reasonable to belt ,that cigarette sOratng has not been

established as a direct cause 4 c nary heart disease. This is evidenced by

the negative results of the MOTT program, by the fact that contrary to conven-

.ional wisdom flea observational studies, the association of cigarette smoking

ls Hither strong, nor consistent, nor consistently dose-related, nor indepen-

dent of zsvociated confounding factors (as seen in the Framingham Heart Study);

and by the fallacy of the claim that stopping smoking reduCes the risk of heart

disease. tr. addition. the mechanisnts) by which 'cigarette smoking is alleged to

enhance atherogenesia or affect coronary heart disease is admittedly not estab-

lished. nor does medical science know the etiologic basis of coronary heart

disease.

The claims made against cigarette smoking relative to coronary heart

disease are either wrong, incoos4stent, selective. unsubstantiated. and. sn navy

irstaaCes caen contrary to statements of the Surgeon General. the Framingham

Heart Study, and the American Heart Association.

. t
f

.
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It is clear free the above that extensive research data do nottaupport

the elaim tha eigarette smoking is a Belem eause of heart disease.

4

ee
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Appendix,

There is danger both to the public interest and to the integrity of

congressional bodies in legislating alleged stientific dogma (in this instance. ,

t
that tigarette stoking is a moor tause of heart disease) when the evidence for

such a dictum is clearly in flux and inbdoubt. This is manifestly illustrated

.by the results of the massive. exPensive and lengthy clinicdl investigation

termed Multiple Risk Fattor Intervention Ttial imRFIT) sponsored by the mataonal

Heart. Lung and Mood Institute of M.I.M. This 10 -year, $115,900,000 Umtata-
.

9ation'involving 12,864 subjetts was the combined product of 22 clinical centers

*Cross the country, several coordinating centers and mole than 2S0 investiga-

tors. The results of the MRFIT program have re ly been published in the

JoOrnal of the American Medical Association'(September 1982), and showed

that very substantial reductions in the levels of three so-ea d major 'risk

tketore -- blood gesture. cholesterol and especially cigarette smo ing is .

the intervention gr

toronary heart diteaS

did not result in the expetted reductions in deaths iron%

The sagnal amportante of this finding aft such that its4

bears detailed discussion.

!WIT wasiiibndmmiredlOmary prevention progtam designed to d

Sttate the effect of isterventlbnon hypertenSlon. high cholesterol levels, and

it
tigaretre smoking in high-risk men (aged 3547 years) In the united States on

mortality from heart d . The rationale for this program was the stahad

certainty on the part of the sponse s that reductions an the levels of the sa-

tiated Major "risk factors".- Mood ,pressure. cholesterol, and cigarette

S

0414 0-38-10
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a
smoking -- would result i stantial riduction an deaths from coronary heart

,

ditpase. Apparently, this would betite 'ultimate demonstration that these sou

. c alled !rusk factors" were causally related to heart diiease.

460-- ;

The design of the srudrwos as follows; frog a first screw:ling dt
. * , ,

361,662 pen whO volunteered thm study. ultimately 12,866 were selected.
**--, l'r

Each was identified as being Of htgh-risk for heart diseasi On the basis of 11

0
combinationsof hisgh, levels 0 biped pressure, high levels of cholesterol, and

of cigarette smokan 'Mete 12866 men were then randomized.into two roups of

. .. .
approximately the same size, One group receiesng continuouss"specialinteiven-

0 ..
-.' .

-

tion" !Si) over thailength oF the program eased at cessation of cigarette mmok-

,..,

ang, reduction of levels of blood pressure by medication and'othOr means, and
t ..

lowering tie blood cholesterol loge's by changing their dietary' habats.. The men

an thervithetr14 termed "CAI care. (LIC) ,, were not subject interveAtion

_ ,: 40 .s-

but wets lett to their usual sources of health care, a sort control gtoup.

a
The two groups Zero then followed for 6-7 years for mortality outcomes: .

', ,

s
a

. *
Wore discussIng.theo 'results, It should be posnte

key risk reduttiori goals were essentially met. Over the follow-up peri

S1 group showed a 44% gretter decline an diastolic blood pressure over

grovis, a 381 *eater decline in serves cholesterol, and A 100% greater decline in
A

cigarette smoking over that i'en fqr began. The RITIT reported that the smok-

4
ing cessation in the Si group was "Ruch more successful than had bee expected."

the Olood'pressure reduction "excgeded".the desired diop, and the effect on

cholesterol lowering was "qpnsidemable." On thm basis4of these risk factor

that the

h

.

it .4

0
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4 4 Incidentally, it is Il:parte:it to note that the failure of MRFIIIP-resUlts

to fulfill the predictions of the Framingham Heart Study makes it clear that 9e -

Framingham Heart Study diata are now out of 4014. and no longer apply as sates-
.y r"

factory gutdillines to physicians as to their isatlenti' risk for heart disease.. . :r : . ..,;* a', .'... 41. .0 4 .
,

A a ^ti I
.

_"e failure of the HafIT program ios not just an aberrstio/i. ,We h*Vet Th
. .

'noted at Rost and N'aUilion's randomized contiolled. trial of smoking cessation
)..._,_1 ....-.
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reductions the MOM program projected a 22.2% greater duction a coronary

heart disease deaths in "special intervention" group than the "usual care'

grout on the basis of Framingham Heart Study data calculations.

AS for the actual results. instead of ax21% reductlop, it was found

that there was no significant difference in number of 'coronary heart disease
u.

deaths or total ccrtality mbetween the special intervention arid usual card
.

groups. In the fiords of the NWT? report: The overall result.' do net show a ,

beneficial elfeet on CHD (coronary heart disease) or total mortality from this

Cul tifactor intervention,` Clearly. the WPM experiment was a striking fail-

ure. Tht: large and complex trikt was operattodally successful but produced '

negative restilts. It was not, as stated by some. "inconClusive.l. The thrde

majorrisk fetters did not perform as expected. The results have been referred

to as `disappointing." end. seemingly 'coottarY to the current medical dogma." ,

And 'a:I.:Dwelling copserenCe, of these results js that the Central question
. -. ....- ` _

is likely to remain"unresolyed indefilaRely.' Meanwhile). theriiRFITginvesttga-
',... -1-

tors Ire- frantically trying to reanalyze their data. ;. i

I.
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in saddle -aged ctvtl servants did not show, significantly decreased mortality

from smoking :eduction. Kith respvt to hypertenslop, the Veterans Administra.

ttoriStudyfound"thet white ereatment was effeltive to connectain with stroke,

.1

there was no demonstrably significant be4efit for coronary heart disease

tty. The rood and-Nutrition Board of the National Rese eh Council found no

evidence ,that a reduction cholestero, In pet wt1111 prevent heart Ois.

eat*. lathe Oslo interentoon study on,cholest of ate.seeLtg, $nttial ctqa-
.

mistor snginq was s non-srgrrtitcant risk factor for cute myocardiai iftfarCtion

incidence. Ox, Metiler,.an eminent Obtar cardtolo/tst stated: ". . soddtca-

tfon or treatment of risk factor . do4 a& demonstrably, 0i4 preelletablY
.4

Affect coronary artery disease." An editorial in the prestigtob Brutish Medical
t.

Journal SUMMIT up the potteries fOli4414."ftich es we right lake to think other- .

yet possible so prevent coronary hearr *poise in the osnmuntty.

-- let alone tn an individual."

462

vise, tr is not

The matter of ctga:ette snoktng cessation in the MRFIT program des erves

special attention. 'we ha y% noted above that rem ,reported that smoktngceOSa-

rioe in the spectal ieterventt group was 'mdre successful than had been ex-
I

..!.. ....
pecteds", -- in fact 100% greater than 'Mt. which,occurred.in the 'usual care .

11...

group, Accordingly, it
i s

htghl meaningful that even under such I eonliitioe

the MRFIT report was forced to conclude that thtir'04crall results.flfled to ,
e

A

4
show a beneficial effect on coronary heart disease or.total mortality, For,

.
if

. '.

there was any one potential "beneficial effect,' it was believed by the spoasots .

60 ..
'

of the expertnent thpt tt would tome from stoOkibg cessation, even ,the Task
. .

Force on Arteriosclerosis of.94.°41ErFluhich recommended the MRFIT program) was.
. 4...

.....,
. 'it'
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.4 'V'. :scaruhet sanguine alipat,t/le ettei.' tbc,19vfirityi of, -,,

blood pitsr.gt and shoat cholesterol 01..-rm,dueAt9.heArt 41tealet'illiat2*bt*
-/

, - . *. .

"f> `!)",'
1";.:,

they were -egy Fel-it-lac in tb,eik expectatione,of a piehef-icial al,fact Of.Amok-,
.; -,f://., . .-- ,,,

in cessation, This is why the Awl& of any :bencr(iZsal effect' oil host ' t '
' ", 'disease mortelItty was eospletely 'priexpected° and ceased surp4 ri*Se abd con

,,. r ,

stert:atior among the 14.1trit istcesSagatose. fitear favorite risk factor -- `took- _
-. . .

; sag teat-Oxon' - di rk -.
'- % 4.

-,.
."' %

_
. . .

Instead a the Mall- reporecoicluding that
, . ..watk.

.
a t atteRn ed so cIrcorventthe basic study besi g

to suggett thei smoking c.essatio was beret-Oat.. A
C,

. _

r 'analyses are tellessous.
..-

. .

.,
.

.
. The basic design of the hater study I !fed rarlobis coop:Med

o .
,Silialteneoui redactions of the Aro so-called supir rish factors blood

; -IP

'

cessation did not

4r: the otermvent, and

xplaane0 etetax. , mud)
c!,

o

0, procure, gholester

.trial. and ever. yetis

effeetpof try tol the

and cigarette smoking. It was stated' on advance a the..,, .
the trial, that it would not be..cossib4eto assess ,the

lig factoiS" separately. Further:4We, as stated by the

SlywoST344SGMS *as necessary that. jC-0Sparliatat. liarttlitt; ..
eas-MC subgichipe grOsadomiseilon ehasecteristrch -

'eervelije Ircepaget;iiitif piceidekby titedemsestlon tite 1tRF,IT repast. ,

dtgaptett:,..ta own seta.tssea randomizlIt.ott. \It tom:oared tbavbseguerit orsi
.

Izatea-M--mett 9.4.1 stoking In pie first yeas with '_ike rates ofAg ; '

'

-

.
-_;; art. 6,A; fosur4 1S:s't Ahe,tlwstketa had ...tag!:fiCautit .10'0 Fatfit-44

,
.gorp.s.ary beait:dis..es'W irortolity, This -as.dakeuts:cle of lotto. Ilia-'- *-
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4 ft` "No/

N..14APIT iecognized %Axe :Strati in sts'sttitementt; °It mixt be eephasividithat.

'
is ktLi of analysis dgel not pressor)" the randOisiz;41 coctioped desIonof the 1-

t.
."

"MOTID.,end 445e INeAntfTpierd wathgoa;d for the possibility of iefocnding by
f .0

4

luny fattorS , ... . ITIhere must l'e caution% reaching coPclossqnsfrom such
:r.:; . . *. LiP , 4e

.. : 1. roue data," In other words. thasshalysas of quitter' 4 continue smokers
--.,:

s' . _was us:proper. in* ta t be stated fres ere4 that sue efs'atapn reduced
. ..

.. . .

,

. to,rate of coronary heart disease mortality. Chviously.
. .

MRPIT :clioft wail

1.4i8:Wrly strainanc
-

.

&listed i i./as atTr

that <putts*? =Oki

to blow a "benefaial" effect of smoking cc4tetiOn. and

Anyone who refers to the MRFITshalysts as Oggestang

ces Votary heart disease, is liftlho the MINT mete"

V'
out filat,Om °Arius falls toirs oat o! oonten! usItS4 it fi also"posnte

ptetcrve the rardoriration ecoparabpity design and Is therefore "stIonabie.

- V

. .. 6

The ab;ecr failure ofthe WIT tiowas
.

'facts on heart disease mortality has :Ow *molt forced sore to eschew inter=
t. , -0

i
VeptiOntIldence and to revert to their reli nee ohthe old observational data

Is
. .

with its _inherent hiAkof 'electron. Editorial(' an The ,tantet and the gratish Or
1

so detionstrate,"beneficled"

Medscal Joubeal appeavto take. this petition.
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UNIVERS1rY OF,\Saft.:14 FRANCISCO
4. \; J OP 0104104.1. OlOIXOY

. . Jo Ei eravdr:Ptt D. Ditecee
PttD, Ditecice. Emeritus. ...,

. e4
. 4 Itey ]9$3 ;

. . .. ;.'
. . ? .

'Son. John P. East -4 !
Oniapd States Senator '

frost North Carolina '
Washington "b:' C. 20510

Dsa; 'Senator list: '

? .
* ,

.

4, , /,..
.s. , Thank you for` your letter requesting ay

,

comae
.

. pa the pendincbill S.-772. I have been inters
, in the gEestiohh of smoking ana bealth for nary

yeari, even baforti, the first Sergeon -Geteralos

Sr

', Report. Although I have tett-cal fitet =alai.'
Sr 'laboratory research, I atiil Aep uP. withtbi

published literature in 'tilb field. -:,' . .. f

efr

_ ., .
my statement is bIsCACtitte.. If you. haw; any questions
or if you wish any clerifications; geese feel'free
to coptactae again.

, v
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4
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. r Emeritus
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SO

STAIEHErr: CP ARDOR MIST, kb.D.

II

) 4 ,......, .2. am Purist, -Ph .D., Di stueguished University Professor

. .....- Obrerstual . and Ds (rearsion) of ebb Instauteid Cherd.cal Biology at the
a

truvtraspy of See Pranitsco. As the aTtacted copy of ray curricultza vitae
. slimes, I have been a prOfeseor of phalanwoolsgy at Stanford thiversity School

Yedicane and a Nutt-int cipif..2.! professor of pathileif at the College of
and Serpens of Colia ureverraty. I 'am listed to *boss sates In ..

the wt cid and wale aact's itcyin Science. I ea a ansiltant tterporpyl to
4 the World Health Organizadcs. In fact, I ips ,a =ter of the internaticnafle

tackle? gx that wrote I'ATC Itecgrarhs Palate 2 and 23 on Evaluatice of tki;
. %.

4ICarcucgesuc ie of Chernail.s vr. Hams. I test returned fres a meting at tine
World Health Ceganszation in Lyda, France, where .: spoke as tie cootocio5 by 4

which ruchel causes CaMeX. 1aleS tx:esult fiequestly with gorencental
arum" and private industries. en a vanety'of ererixardetal health prcbless.
For exasple. Jest year. I was asked by the EPA and the Arerica; Hater Irks
Assocsatuse to eitair a ccefereoia wt:ich will,bring together opens to discuss
water quality standards. * . 4.;

I have read S. '772 with great interest, for I have ewe over thirty
Years sa scseetsfsr research...such of it studying Jag issJedtf groicipg :soil
beelt.h. ny orsginal latorcrey work at carctrogenesis antedates the that
Surgeon Cowers Report as Sicking and 'Ranh. Over t1t years, I have
staked tip possible affects at annals of both %hole smoke and vailass woke

subetancell, particularly the heavy metals, and I have carefully cram deed otizcFcnents. I have also investigated the carcinogenicity of a wide variety of

, 4'
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torld literature ate xrericerstal,carcircgerasis. Perhaps this background will
(alp ecplairs ref concerns about S. 772. I guestion-en scientiffo basis of,
this secgoaal 6) went the Public Health Service Pot and the rederaleigarette
labeling. and Advertisingw:ttbecause it sakes such flat,. dogma= stet/Brenta
at a scientific area I /mar to be fraught with UTIONtaInt1418.

finding that pricer/ cause of ling
center' Implies a scientific certainty that 14 as a scientist, believe
to be warranted. Py skepticism arises 'chiefly face w extensive knmrimAle
of and first -head ocerieno with mama/ experivents as tobacco _eke and lurs;
carom.

for saw years, I tried bi bet= hog mixer in =bags with
cigarette oaks, with re =ono, despite the Sort scFhis. enciung
machines available. mot only were ey calliope! and I unemmeseful, bap every
other investigator wile &tempted t indsce bol can= in animals by inhala-
tion of fresh's/lobs elgofailed. . 4)

.

, .1t ere have been & way yeah member .of rblished ipotts of log
cancers Ccourrifig in experinential ardmals airier; tram Inholatun opeasorta.
arrione ebteapting to intespree. these as aiming that esoking roar ldrq can-

fair mist understand that animals, like hums, do ;pont/meanly darks? lung
in tlikabserce

mr droatigittor mist ask-tebeeekteis whether any Cams that Moldy-1n his
ordeals are acbially a reside of thil eegae =gone, For -cadge,
rodent& have a definite .sgimithrieare rate of (malignant tamest
ard adacee tnareetignont Word tar ex,40.0

the data +tit
the reports of Increased adonneereincen aeol-vcceed animals aM have
fOLTA ro difference between the inc.denoe reported AA .sto exPerarermal agualla
mai the ;locoed baseline, Bp:drams:as retie.
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'
P The }tit; cancer cell type traditionally associated with laen

ereolung is squercus pen cazoircee. The sputeneous Tate of this cancer is
ccesulerably loin than that of adenccarcisses in =dents, bit it too &es
recur naturally in these annals. There have teen very for reports of a
squirms cell cancer An sake-licpused animas, and benerally the authors rage
no accent at these findings. I mom that they =cur with me that they
were seeing nothing more than spontaneous prtclicticn.

: r
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*el of the Oa ]. enierocents that Ms received the =sr attention
is that on beagle dogs =ducted by Auerbach at al. Over a de;ade ape, they
clawed to navu succeeded in pro:Wing lung cancer in their beagles, but
tecause their opari rental ceth:ds were seriotely flared. I consider their
ccrciuszans to be unfounded. Because the brerbech overarm* was recently
described as a FeLti-rellnhalational study result. I feel oupelled to repeat
sate of this 'criticism of that study that. I voiced in 1972. Any tine this
eccenInent is pressed, there wow to be no emphasis an the fact that the dogs
received the smoke thcbgh a tracheost=e. This in no way ressebles hien
swung. Unless the pictures I have seen are wring, the smoke was initially
forced into the lungs through tre(thichea by use of a porp: Ve speed of the
Prep was rthuut regard to the nonial zespiraticn rate id the dogs. rurther,
several of the dogs died fro! infection, aspiration of foreign material,
etc., wiu.cti is unusual in i. well putrefied acerb:ant. This acerb:ant has

Tro rapkulfe-retatscraktp- to the Saran experwerce, and any reiorts of tud;rs
=dbe coniscieretan light of the fact act the exrerirentai/data were not

am/able to an independent penal for evaluitice, as requested. Also,

iince beagle dogs do get lung cancer sputanecusly, a discuseicn of this fact
Wild have been useful to readers interested in evaluating the Auerbach work.,

a
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Tie design and =duct of epaningful aniral expericenien require
a great deal of sophistication. I have reviewed a vast 'amber //of research
propmeslawand *parts in the Olt 30 years, and I can assure you (that a large
=I= of the experivental designs or the conchae= drawn Una tie avari-
ce:mai data do not sand ap to =alarms scientific scrutiny. One of the
supplest reguirecen, that is often overlooked is the need to select from
Litter ceteathe centrals and the experirentai animals. Eva with exactly the
saner strain, the rodents' eicntanecus rate Of, tutor appearance will vary fa
one nipple= to another; this -can cause micas prcblecs with the
interpretative of the data. OMB. eves if positive restate are cietainel in
one caper it. a rwlicaticei usingenicals fray a different litter ray yield
rcelung =Suitt.

it issalsO extremely important to use 'clew animals. Parasites or
infectious dpeases in the SAIMIS Can lieXiCtLgy affect 44Ferleantal results,
even if the animals are accessfully treated before the ixpirllyent begins. '
Tor maple, we can't be sure what effect the parasite infestation in

ll's Syrian Golden. ..raters had cm his inhalatien study reaults.
Similarly. the possibility Puerbades beagles had , lung lama causes
=cern. la my a's:: work. I always try to avoid using maim animals by
decking thee very carefully before beginning an eavaricent. if I discover
later that ay animals are not. claim I -temoizalte the egieriaerit and start
again with new anineis. That is the only way that I can feel certain that the
infestation or infection will not affect the ecerieental findings.

In smeary, based ai ay no research and
litezature, I have concluded that reliable,
have, Anon that the inhalation of cigarette mate muses laq
all that skin-painting experiments are inappropriate for study

with the
studies

tilOrye guestiorr

I might
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of tote= smoke and =Car. Re mist Insist that animal experiments simulate,

as closely as passible, the bonen seeperience exi,skin-painting, as well as

certain other experieental techniques, fail to mimic adequately human

`inhalation.

Varian groups =winced of gnaking's causal role in lung cancer

develapirt have attempted to ignore oatemplain'emay the negative results in

animal inhalation studies. Par example, I was axe challenged in a scientific

meeting atom the mace I used in my oche inhalatacn studies. She atxlCVUlual

mowed' that this strain could mot develop lung cancer, and that is why i

failed. But this is not true, because'we have docarented well the production

of lung cancer in these animals. Over a period of years we published a series

of papers describing our technique of instilling carcinogens in'the lungs of

mice. the sensitivity of serials strainsiaf mace to carcinogens. and the res-

ponse of 'the anisels to different hydrocarbons. Yes, development of all

histological types of lung cancer is common huarienals treated with various

carcinogens. It is even possible to rate ocersrentaily the potency of

carcinogens as inducers of. lung 'cancer.

In experimental rarrintejeMeale, replipetiOn by independent invests-

qmtors is essential to establish the validity of the findings. Other

reeeaictera have been silaCCOSSAil an repLuzatang n& experimental productue ci
lung cancers. For example, in a 1982 issue of Cancer Research (vol.

Bray, at al., published a complete confirmatial of ey research. they used

the awe technigue, strain of mount, cheeacal, and reported the sane time of

lung canoes appearance. It is in this =text of successful lung cancer

induction tadmiques that the failures of smoke .uthelation mambas should be

judged.

4
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In general, the ire)or health clots .against curette Coking are

based molnlYjp epidemiological studies. MroM stangpdint of science,

epidemiological steles can ally ;cunt cut statasti assortations between a

factor (sudi as smoking) and disease, they canitt a causal relationship.

Yet, the findings in S. 772 ate stated as causal relationships, as though all

as Foyen. This, as a scientist with ober 30 years copestones in laboratory

rose:wok I must disagree ecith those fisrdings cn the grounds that they are

overstatements of the scientific knowledge all is not proven in the !coking

and alth area.

.1%

I leartily agree with the reouramdatiak that more research must be 4
funded and cond=ted. Yet, I must eaptasise that negative results can also be

very =portant. Scientific knowledge (in this osee, of lung cancer causation)

advanced only by publication of both eczema! prieilures. Mills why ;

have been troebled that so little inforzation givei in the reports by the

Surgeon General about the negative cgurmientil results an the lung Canoes'

area. A case in point is Dr. A. emhner's work which shooed that hamsters, as

a result of their exposurecto cigarette make, not only failed to develop lung

cancer, but also lived longer! Yes, the mandate that the Secretary'of the

Department of Health and lumen Services "Collect, analyze, and disseminate"

sacking and health Vocation Ls excellent af both positive and negative

findings will be reported. Only with this unbiased approadh can the needs of

both science and the public in general be met. I feel compelled to say that

past perfoirence by offaciaI agencies has bean characterized by highly selec-

tiveseporting.

I ao particularly disturbed by the 1982 Maoist of the Surgeon

General Health Conseguanoes oshroking. Like so many of its predecessors, it

'often omits references to meterie.1 ocntradictcry to the positions it has adopted.

I
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Why the ocassions?- Why should a giverrrent 4ximent selectively present Iti,y\

that Part of the ewidence thhi mloporth its pbeition?

In'generL, this Peptrt itovides no new &aromatics) that would make

me change my sad about phe lack of good mrSentific information on sacking and

health.

I agree with the Report's recorrendation that major research efforts

stxild be devoted to elucidating the asthenia= of lung cancer develcpsent.

At this point, we have amunitr of theories, not proof, and in'seny instances
not very good theories.

The writers of the Pepin assize that the case against cigarette

smoking 12 proven, and that thi lack of kbowledge about the mechanisms

Involved is only the fin:stung touch not really essential to prove'the

point. I cannot disagree sore strongly. Unlike the writers of the Surgeon

(?moral's Report, I believe that until we have that proof, any conclusions

regarding causation are premature.

I:disagreewith the Report's discussion of the animal inhalation

aspen/ants using Syrian golden hamster* hinny of them conducted by

tontemill, et.al.) A cannery section of the Report says that "studiestr'

smote =Wet= with the hamster now appear suitable" for evaluating
*Mincrigenic potential" oficigarette snake. This SOWS highly incomatible

with the Report's earlier coamentthat "why these inrolatiat experierts with

hatastersItid not Induce casein:ma of the lung swains to be elucidated." Lung

cancer can be induced in hamsters, by using a variety of substances. Aim,

t

-
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)
significant ascents of cigarette smoke do reach the hamsters' lungs. So

don't the hamsters get lung cancer after income to Waco, smoke?

The 1982 Deport concludes that Int:elation studies have basically
failed to induce lung cancer in animals, but than it recommends that further
research efforts in this area should receive limited priority. I find that
inorrprehensible. The animal data are significant tr. %violence. They.

basically cartradicf the popular Anterpretation of the ep ical. data
idly? Ws net have good research to find cut. I

The 1982 Surgecn General's Deport lists routes of administration for
chemicals that are bears tested as 'carcinogens. The intratracteal rake (the
leans by *doh agents .can be deposited is the Izeps without the use of
surgery) if not mentioned. Is that because ben trim= condensates were
instilled by this mute, no cancers were induced?

1 an rot in any way advccatiki smridrig, as a scientist, 1 ea cm-
cerned with presenting the best infresatica to the public, both positive and
negative. I set.also very ?cite:nod that if all the diseases noted in this
billtere &aligned federal law to smoking, there will be a setere decline in
research en and atteepeal control of sang known or suspected envirorsental ,

causes' of &mese. Por maple, this federal law can only have an adverse 1

effeCt on efforts to clean up as envirorrent, to cantina szcg ccatrols'in
cars, and to remove the particulate setter and imams loess in the
atmosphere. ' .

I have lacqued throughout California for over five years in pro-
gress en the Bioko/ of Cancer sponsored by the Merigpn Career Society. Such

.cortact has'led an to believe that the pafilic is well informed'ext what the

a s,

.f
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;preamble in S. 7:2 refes to,as the "health consequences of smoking." Every

paCkage of cigarettes,' ever} sagazine ad, and ever} billboard ad carries the

Surgeon General's warning. furthermore, the icanOing Association, the

American Cancer Society, and the.Marcho Gime are omunually bakdrgrtaclio,

and N anrouncesents against stroking.

. .

I cannot agree, tberefonee with this legislatzee requirement that

the government spend el/ft more time aqd effort to inform the public as dough '

they'are ignorant of all the warrangs that have been broadcast over the past

nearly 20 years. le state to me that the public is indeed well intorrred, and

that perhaps they have simply decided th.t they wish to sake their own

-.

.

*Inca. iwould prefeeto have these millions of dollars spent on good

research, and not on )Fore publicity canpaigns.
..)

4,

Again, I respectfully suggest that Congress should enccur4 good

.reseMMIOu I have teen dlivocating this for 30 years. If we jad received 40e-.
quate fundi9g of good research years ago, then sem of the questions raised

today might have been answered. Science, not publicity campaigns, will solve'

I our ppdblems.

(
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UNIVERSJTY OF CALIFORNIA, BERKELEY

umm*, owl.' 119.90.,99A.Wm m14119mmwo

sasool. or itAtlit
Chit14110.43K AND sittem,'
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0

John P. East, e

United States Senator
United Stateagenate,
Committee on'46kDor and Human
Resources

Washington. DC 215f0,
-

Dear Senator;

,

1111 HOWE STOW
OAXtAID CAUFORIlm OW5
tas 119.

Lmay 10, 1983

In response to your letter of April. 1983, I an sending
`you a note regarding my work on cigarette dhoking by
pregnant women regarding bill S. 1929, with reference
ski, bill S. 772.

o

I hope the information is helpful to you and the other
members of your Senate Commi,ttee.

Enclosure

2E414 0:41--111

Tours sincerely.

Be r J. van den Berg, MD;
Director, Child Health And
Development Studies

C .
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CIGARETTE SMOKING BY PREGNANT WHEN

A note regardingt5. 772 - the 'Smoking
.

Prevention Education Act of 1983'

May 10, 1583

My name t$4,Sea J. van den: Currently, I am

director of the Child Hellth and Development Studies. a (
/ /

research unit of the Scholol of Public Health of the iry
.

.

of California at'SerkeleY.
0 a

I received, my medical degree in the Netherlands and in
.

1965 I )oined the research staff of' the Child Health any

Development Studies which was deiigned and directed by the late

Dr. J. Yerushalmy, professor of Biostatistics at the University.

of Californiaat Berkeley. My curriculum vitae accompanies my

statement.'

statements

am writing to )express my concern about' the

made in S. 772 regarding an increased risk of

mi4darriage, stillbirth, premature 'birth, ano child weight

anfras-

483
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deficiencfes 1 pregnant women whomoke. , k ..
. . F..t
Poc -manymany year's I have been .invqlved 'in -reseiTtis'..

. 1
.. . .

regarding pregnancy and pregnancy outcome. Thvesultssof that
,

. i \

' fesearch do,not support'the.statements in i/.:712.

Our atud4i s were'among.Che very ficstipo report the
e

0

lower bicthweight of babies born to imolting moth4s as empared

to that of nde-smokinn mothers: ioKevet, our.../tudiere did notdui

. .

indicate an increased till of abortion and stilleirths among

smoking pregnant wopeo.

Poc almost two decades, a.t the Chfld kealth and

.---

Development Studies, we have studied the pregnanci. outcome of

( -..

IN or t . 0

women who smoked cigarettes aurpl, pregnancy, in comparison to
1'-

women who never smoked or who stopped smoking before'or early pAt

4

in their ple nancy. These studies were Osseo on intervzevs.
.

.,
.'

. I P -
early in

.

their pregnancies,,of some 15,b00 women titio were
c

. "
members of Kaiser Foundation HeilthiPlari, and:.wlio enrolled' ini. . .

.

the. .Child Health and 4Deve4pment Uudies. INiensive-

. .

.informatiOn, was obtained .frOD'the.-medfcal ,records of ;the:
I . .f

64 6

).. ., I
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.

mothers during their plvegnancy and delivery and from the

a

medicalrecords of the children from birth to at least age

411;ve. 4
L.

Our studies -are prospective andfobservatIonal!

/

prospectilta because the smoking data were assembled before the
- .

olocome of the pregnancy was known. This approach avoids

possible*e'recall bias Chats might occur when the. mothers are

e
AnCfrvieMetZiftec the termination of the pregnancy_, An

Lf,

Unfavbieblie Agnancy outcome mot affec t the lather's recall

4 f
, ..of any event. that poCurred during her .pregnancy, including

7k
. i A.,. .1' J..

smoking, ilabits. Our. 'studies are= obsesylional and not
:.!

..
... .. .

l' 4 .
. . I

experimental: this signifies *sat the women themselves, and not
...

the ',researcher, decided whether or not they woad smoke
4. . I I

f

c,i4 rettAt. The women in these separate groups might. be
. .

different, not only in their smoking habits, but also in

various
*.

otheroth
4.

known or unknown charactejetics. This

methodelogiCal .problem, coingd by Dr. J. Yeruahalmy as the

itoblem of 'self-selection.* has to be taken into consideration
I

!e
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v

if we compare the pregnancy outcome of %/omen who do smoke with
. 4 . '

A V -

the pregnancy outcome of women who do not smoke.

. . .. .

, I would'llke to summarize the results of our studies
'e

I ..

' 'Ye ,
a
O. V

to date that relate to4tile statements.concerKing etegniiey In

v;

the S.,732.
.,

:

On birthweight. As early as '1962,
dm ..

:.. :
.

., %.
..

reported an. increased proportion of low b

10

Dr, awrusbalmy

we ght infants

e
among the offspring ofspo4ng pregnant women as compartde with

0

the offsprrhg of .non-smoking pregnant women. The observed

association- may ingtcate a eau:Wane-effect telationship, but

. .

it may alsc.4e influenced by differences 'between 'smokers and
- 4

.

A

non-smohais In pharacteeistics other than smoking, A later

study. indeed showed that a vailety of other maternal

chatacteiistics, such 'ea' sOcig-economic status, maternal age

1
.

.47 ethnic background. influence the association between

i

smoking during pregnancy and tarthweight of offspring.
p .

.

. t

Codteollin fo.r a numbei of these vatiabas tedimes the crude

V4 .
,

4 '

e
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difference in the birthweight of the offspcipg of both groups
.

of women.

.yerushalmy's later work On maternal smoking was aimed

at developing methodologiesland designing studies to test the

causal fypothesis against the alternative hypothesis that the,

increasea incypence of low birthweight is due to the

differences between smoking' and non-smoking pregnant .Women.

One such study eyaluated the frequency of %ow. birthweight among

the offspring of mokhers who began smoki6g after the bull% of

the infants. It was founo that women who subsequestlic bedame

smokers also had a high incidence of low birthweight babiet,

during thethe period before they earted to smoke. 4his find ing

cannot be explained by the cpusai hypothesis and underscoAes

the need for a Large' study todConfirmor refute this finding.

On spontaneous abortion and stillbirth. Our

1 .a

statistical 'study, compar"ing' for each 11,"! gestation. thq,

risk of 46tal death for smoking and non-smoking .preAnantw omeni

failed to find a difference betOeen the tr, grbups. These

$

I
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results, beset on the pregnapcy outcome, of 15,000 pregnant

- -
women, provide evidence that smoking during pregnancy does not

raise the risk of spontaneous.abortion and
.1

4. We recently published the results of our evaluation of14r."

the. an'tidence of congeeita/ anomalies 'or birth defects) among

t(i' 14,735 children born to women who never smoked, to women

)p4i were past smokers or to women who smoked during pregnancy.

e children were offspring of mothers enrolled in the Child
1.

t4.
- 6-

"Bella and De elopment Studies. Our data "showed there was no

difference in the incidence of severe congenital anomalies- . .,

"-:.,
1 L. &wow ch ildren Of smoking women and chlititen of women who never

:, sr .:. . .
4: ',.:'

'',; . smoked- We also looked at the illicadence of non severe.
. -.

-..

congenital . anoMalies. We found tha while the incidence of

the non-severe girth defects among chIldren of ttvt' smokers.

(zoorer..than 20" cigarettes per day) was slightly more' than among

gtoldren ornon-smokers, the incidence among ,children of 19

Smokers (less than 20' cigarettes Per .day) weld equal to that, of

the children of non-smokerit.

.

.S e. 488
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.. , )
Recentlyi my colleagues have been working-with data

do
,

,

110
from the child Health and Development Studies, focus4ng on oft

.._

problem of self-selection that may cause bias A obseriational

studies relating' dig/bigpp smoking to status of health.

. ;

Utilizing longitudinal data, these .studies indicate that

adoltscentii who smoked cigarettes differed significadtly from

1 ,

their non-smoking peers in many aspects of family background at

thb time of their birth, as well as in psychosocial'
.

characteristics assessed about 5 years before they started to

4
smoke. These observations indicate that associations between

smoking and health problems need to be controlled for

preexisting differences between smokers and non-smokers.

In conclusion, our data do not support the statement's

in S. 772 regarding smoking and pregnancy.

4

A

1
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STATEMENT

RODGER L. SICK, M.D.

-My name is Rodger LBick; I am the Medical Director of,San Joaquin
Hematology Oncology Medial Group. and Director of Hematology Oncology
at San Joaquin Community Hospital. I am also anAssistant Professor of
Medicine in Hematology and Medical Oncology'at the School pl Medicine of
UCLA Center for the Health Sciences in Los Angeles. In addition, 1 hold

adjuvant teaching positions at Wayne State University, Specialized Center
for Thrombosis Research (Associate Professor) and ido Associate Professor
of Allied Health Professions, California State College, Bakersfield.

I received my medical Degree. from the University of California at Irvine
School of Medicine in 1970 and subsequently obtained Integnal Medicine,
Hematology Oncology. and Coagulation Fellowships. In 1973 and 1974. I

was the Director of the liemostasis/Thrombosis Research Laboratory and
Chief of Hematology/Medical pncology and Director of Medical Education
at Om County General Hospital in Bakersfield, California. From 1974 /

until 1977 I worked for the Bay Area Hematology Oncology Medical Group
and Bay Area Hematology °neology Clinical and Research Laboratories in
Santa Mdhica. California./

I am a member of numerous professional societies, inclIding the Interna-
tional Society on Thrombbsis and Haemostasis. thi American Society of
Hematology. National Director of Coagulation Workshops, Commission on
Continuing Education of the American Society of Clinical Pathologists.
and serve as editor for several journals in my field, In addition, I

have written over 100 published articles on various aspects of the field
of hematology and am currently President of the American Society of
Coagulationists. .

I have long been intprested in the lubject of blood coagulation and'its
possible relationshlik to heart attacks and cardtpulmonary disease in
general. As I pointed out in previous statements, reports have appeared
in the literature describing alleged isolation of biological properties.
of certain brown pigments from cured tobacco leaf, cigarette smoke
condensates, and saline extracts of.cigarette smoke. These pigments have
generally been referred to as "tobacciziglycoprotein" (TGP). Becker and
coworkers have reported that TGP produces allergic skin reactans, induces
the formation of antibodies, and activates eamly clotting factors. Based

upon ,these rather simplexperiments. with respect to early blood clotting
factors. Becker and coworkers have drawn far reaching conclusions that TOP
therefore must also activate the remainder of the clotting SyStee, clot
lysing system, and cdmplement system. However. there is no evidence for
WI sequence of events in either the Becker articles or in subsequent. more

, 4 91.
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careful work. In spite of this lack of evidence, these authors have hypo-

thesized that these possible sequential pathological events OePresent a
pathophysiological link between cigarette smoking and cardiopulmonary
disease whfch has been reported to occur statistically.

To investigate more carefully these claims by Becker, et al, our group,
in collaboration with Dr. Stedman, extracted TGP by the previous published
methods of Becker and coworkers. Our group found that the final product
obtained by the Isolation Proced4re of Becker contains and consists primarily
gif a contaminant that is introduced by the methods of seParation and appears
CR be a side Product of the photo-polymerization reaction used to form the
gels for separation. (Relatives of this contaminant, polymethlmethacrylates,
are widely used in orthoPedic and dental surgery and traces of these Compounds
have been implicated in allergic reactions and clot formation in man.) When:.

we subjected the contamiqpt to the aforementioned coagulation, clot lysing,
complement, and kinin generation assay systems, we found that the contaminant.
complexed with small amounts of an early coagulation factor, Factor XII.
giving the superficial and completely erroneous impression that activation
was occurring. However, it was found to have nc activity on thrombogenic
assays currently uset by the Bureau of Biologics for detecting activation
of the blood clotti system. Nor was there any activation of numerous of
the early coagulati factors tested. likewise, there was no activation of
the fibrinolytic sy v no effect on the Complement system, anthemreffect
on the kinin gererating system. Further, we found that there was no effect
of this contaminant.cm the normal clot inhibiting Proteins found in human
blood.

Our studies strongly suggest that TGP isolated by the general published
Procedure of Becker and coworkers consists of a contaminant which is intro-

duced during the separation Process and contributes to. or more likely, is
entirely responsible for the biological activity as noted by Becker and
coworkers. The presence or absence of a sUbstance in tobacco smoke with',
biological properties supposedly effecting the coagulation, clot lysthg,,

complement, or kinin system remains controversial and certainly unProven.
is obviously of importance to examine the significance, -i any, of

tobacco glycoProtein; however, a good deal of ontroversy do s exist and ,4
it has been impossible to duPlicateprevious dings. In this one instance
it appears that erroneous and superficial obse etions have led to far
reaching hypotheses which can not.be confirmed sarefally performed
studies. In this light, it should be noted that r subtle cgares in
the bloodclotting system, such as the noting of irculating platelet
aggregates (Platelet clumps) and increased platel aggregation (Platelet
stickiness) has been notee in cigarette smokers. wever, this work also
remains (144te controversial and many authors hav en unable to duplicate
these findings as well. addtt,ionallY, in consideingcthe above minor changes
reported by some, but not confirmed by.others, with relpect to the effect of

t
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Cigarette smoking on the blood clottlig system it shbuld pe realfzed that
rather profound and confirmed changes in the blood clotting system have been
reported by numerous individuals with respect to the effect of caffeine, . .

aspirin, and glycer41 gualecOlate (cowman cough syrup). Thus, the meaning
of these findings is, at best, completely unclear. in,addition, it should
be noted that there is an inverse correlation between 'looking and venous
thrombosis (blood clot' in the legs), i.e., patients who smoke have a
lower incidence of blood clots to the legs than non-smokers. Thus, thb
implitatibn of all of the above findings remains totally unclear at best
if,. indeed, there is any meaning to these findings.

.

Again, this author's plea would be for adherencsolo Confirmed scientific
fact, rather than emotion, in attempting to stldy and,delineate the bio-
logical elfecXs, !fora, of cigarette snaking on the bloOd coagulation
System, complement system. cloSlysing system, or kinin system. Our own
research, extensive review of 'the scientific literature, and the'oork of
others have led me to a conclusion that the effects of cigarette smoking. it
with respect to changes in the clotting system and a possible correlation
between heart attacks or cardiopulmonary disease re sins totally operloto
question and controversial. "
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The CHAIRMAN. Would the Senator yield to me?
Senator Eth. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN- I have been very concerned because I have had

members of the Tobaoto Institute come to me and indicate that
they feel that they are being pushed a little.fast on this Now we
have had really 4 years or more of these considerations.

Senator Dodd has indicated tq me that he would like more time
to study this'. He has not been on the" committee. He and ..Senator
Matsunaga are the only two .members who#ye on the committee

who were not there in the past 2 years. ,
Senator QUAYLE. And Senator Grassley.
The CHAIRMAN. And Senator Grassley; that is right.
It is a complex issue. I do not want anybody 106 feel like they are

being shoGed too hard. I see that frankly, you have, completely di-
verse testimony. We hay.e those here today who basically find 40
real causal connection between smoking and many of the diseasfes
that last week we heard testimony linking them to smoking from

isome of the leading doctors in the world in these areas. That s not
to denikrate the excellent backgrounds of our witnesses here today.
I am aware'that all.of you have excellent backgrounds.

There is a dispute here. There is a real concern. There is, I think,
a desire to get to the bottom of this. I would like to allow our
newer Senators an opportunity to look at this record.. ,

It has been suggested that we have a markup next Wednesday
rather than Friday. My personal preference would be not to do it
next Wednesday, but to put it off until a week from next Wednes-
day, so that each side will. have every opportunity to make their
case to medhbers of this committee.

Would you consider that fair, Mr. Judge? '
Mr. JUDGE. I think it is very fair, Senator. .

The CHAIRMAN. I think I have been fair right do'vn the line with
you on these matters, We have a differing perspective, a differing
viewpoint, but I want to be fair.

Representing your industry, if I put this off until aboutwhat is
that, the 15th? If I put it off until June 15, would you consider that
fair?

Mr. JUDGE. Yes, sir, I think you are being responsive to
The CHAIRMAN. Will that give you adequate time to meet with

' members taf the committee and express your toncern?
Mr. JUDGE. Yes, air,, and we appreciate it.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, then, that is what we will do. I know that

will not 'bother the Seliator from North Carolina if we putthis off,
and.he has advocated, I think very well and very hard, for the con-
stituents thathe represents.

What I want to do is have this matter fully examined, the best
we can, and I want to have both sides feel that they have had
ample opportunity to present their cases. Then I would like'to have
the markup onI think it, is the 15th, a week from Wednesday.
That gives every member of this committee notice

Mr. JUDGE. That is May 25, Senat6r.
The CHAIRMAN. Would' that be May 25? I guess that is what it

would be, My 25. Whenever that Ls, a week from Wpdnesday,

494
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then, we will just set it as the markup of thq.bill and we will go to
work on it at that time. . ,

Senator DODD. Mr. Chairman, thank you, - I. t
. The CHRMAIAN. Thank you, Senator. I think that it a reasonable ..

.

reqlest, and we will make that decision and get it. ouf td allmem-
bers of the committe@._ .

\ Go ahead, Senator Bast. I amsorry to interrupt. -

Senator EAST. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate your anisideiation of .
that concern, that we make sure we have the ftfll report available
and adiauate opportunity for all Seinitols on this committee to be ''
able t.. bk at the matter very carefully, ..

I would make an observation or two, realizing the great Ale con-
strafnts under which we work. .

...
t I think the testimony of today and the testimony of our last ses-

sion, at the hearing, does show that there are bona fide members of '
the medical community as well as the scientific community who
differ over this subject. I think it is certainly one thing I would
hope we could get some unanimous consent 'on.

When you get distinguished scientists or physicians oq several
sidestwo sides makes it too simplistics an issueit does suggest it
is complex, it is intricate; and it needs to be carefully studied and
reflected upon. ,

. I appreciate the chairman's sensitivity to that and 'the willing-
ness to delay additionally here the markip time, and`also to make
sdre we have time to issue the report, sb4at Senators as well as
all interested persons can look at it and draw their pwn conclu ,

sons apd, 'if you will, express them accordingly, either to individu-
gal Senators or publicly, or liowever they wish to go about it. .

I would like, in addition to one or two specific questions I would
like to ask for the record, I would like to underscore, one, that
point, with ? think *e have all agreed upon, There are very
strong differences of opinion among very respected members of the

. smentifiecommu.nity.. erice, to me that suggests a caution,"go-slow
sign, mote precisely w at we do and do not know about the"relative
health risks of smok' g. It is not to suggest we dO not know any-
thing. It is to caution amst claiming we know more than we do,

,and perhaps somewher n thereieth the truth of the matter
I would submit as a tter of science, not to get overly philo-

sophical about it, the. discovsfrajtapwledge'and new information
as incremental and evolutionary.-I fear in the emotional issuelOf
this kind there may, be a tendency to simply use up and, by edict,
proclaim that this, in fact, it the trut it has been discovered;
there are no and ifs, or buts abon , period; that ends up, and
let's get on with the legislation. I a uncomfortable with that I do '
not wish it to sound self-serving but I am uncomfortable with it I

'do not think it is a good scientific attitude.
On the basis of testimony I have heard this morning an last

weekand I am a layman in this area; I. will concede thatthgre '
are strong differences of opinion, and I would likes to see those dlf
ferences expressed and, again, I am grateful for the chairman's de-
laying the time of markup. .

Second, Past to try to maintain perspective an this, whatever the
relative Ifealth merits or smoking as a scientific- question, as a
person serving in a legislative branch where we draft legislation, I

A * . ...
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at concerned that we remind Ourselves mat this legislation pur-

) Ntts itself only to be informational. It does not purport to prohibit.
It d not purgort to overregulate; or to be pupltive.

1 w ld.hope that in looking at it we would renierriber that. I do
think, ough that may not be th-e flitention, it does tend clearly:to
chierregulate. It dpes tend, though maybe unwittingly, to have puni-

""t , true chazcteristics to it. ,
.

, A

' In short, instead gf Fepitienting a bill rooted in genuine scientif-
ie.sunderetanding and founding, it becomes somewhat of a desire-. e goal on tie part' of certain groups. of interests. Now they are

7 itled to tharand to bxpress.it and to piess for leg4latipn to that
.0.-Tad, bu ceiainly %those of us who do see strong scientific differ-

. en ;es of .opinion are equally free, and that is what we are doing, is
suggesting that 4ny legislation we pass reflects The very strong eau-. tidy signs we have been getting from testirriony, that legislation not

7 the 13o pitnitive, that iC net be overregulatory.
I orteat, the bill, itself, if you will, read it with care and give it

omecareful textual analysis, probably the word that crops up the
Adostitglya ieform"infbm," informational.

.The proponents df it are clearly disclaiming any idea that it is
prohibiVonal in tone. Well, to ine, the evidence is rather compel -'
ling, not only 'statistically but in terms of candidly commonsense
and conventidhal wisdpm, and I would even say judicial potice, one

/could almost.take of it.
The piiiiliagenerally is powerfully and strongly aware that there

are potential negatixes,to excessive.smoking. I defy anyone to say
you do not think that is a widespread understanding among
norriial thinking people. To suggest there is a low level of informa-
tion on that and, hence: the need to increase the-decibel level of it,
I submit' the record will not bearit out. It is probably the highest

,one on the decibel level, peithaps more so than the problems associ-
ated with drinking and alcoholrelated deaths in automobiles ar the
excessive ,use,of fat in the diet, or seat belts, or salt, or sggar, anti

0, so it goes.)
I do not wish to anguis over it too much publicly, but I have

trouble convincing me just 1 y own commonsense examination
of this that one can sit.,tith straight face and say that the public
seems to be unaware the! there could be health risks to excessive
smoking. I simply do not accept that.

Therefore, I would hope that whatever final measure that this
committee or the Senate or the Congress may come up viith in due
course, after fair hearing, will be based upon the idea, one, of a le-

' gitimate understanding of where we are scientifically with it., and
it will reflect an informational tone, not an overregulatory or a pu-
nitive tone tg, jt. I think, it would be unfair to a very honorable in-
dustry, and I-think it would set a very bad precedent for other in-
dustries in this country, where something takes on a very strong
emotional character and we no longer think teiribly rationally
about it, we simply emote,about it and pass very heavyhanded leg-
islation which ultimately we come back to regret.

appreciate the indulgence of my colleagues in aliciwing me to
say that,-but I would like for the record to show that is where I
stand on this matter. I 'am not trying to unduly obstruct or gore-
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close my colleagues' making their own considered judgment over
this matter after fair hearing and understandirig of the matter

I know the Senator from Indiana has been extremely patient this
morning. Watt I would like to do fit this poin.t is yield to him and

-let him pursue his line of questioning. I think I have used up at
least my Allotted 10 or 15 minutes; whatever rule we are operating
under.

Senator Quayle? ,
Senator QUAYLE:Thank you very much, SenatogEast.
The hearing we had I believe it was last weekDr. Brandt, in

response4 a line of, questioning than r pursued, indicated that a
preferable approach to getting a resolution on a stronger label re-
quirement would be to get an agreement Oetwegth HHS and the to-
bacco industry and the people that are affected by this. A further
line of .questionin_w_produced (the response that there had not been
any attempt b.y.HHS to get this kind of agreement, no specific con-
tact wit the industry, and I presume no contact by the industry to
HHS. wonder if, in fact, Mr. Judge, if you may be walling to tell
us whether you mightfirst of all, would youI guess my question
would be,,which yrould be a preferable route if,' in fact, there would
be a consensus in the Congress'and a consensus within the execu-
tive brancj:L_HH, that there should be a singleat least a single
stronger- labeling warning on cigarettes, as far as sitting down and

idiscussing that particular issue with HHS? What would be your re-
sponse to that?

Mr. JUDGE. Senator, we feel that agreement, open discussion, and
working with the legislative branch is much niore desirable than
additional regulation. We voluntarily met with Dr. Braildt on the'
ingredients matter and reached an agreement with him which he
has praised.lefore this, committee.and before the House.

We would be completely willing to sit down and discuss this issue'
with Dr. Brandt, but I would be less than forthcoming if I did not
tell you, Senator, that we are Starting from a great distance apart,
but we would be happy to sit down with him at any time and have
an open, honest, forthcoming discussion.

Senator QUAYLE. I wonder why tiare has not been any discussion
along this line. Is it because you are so far Rent that both sides

, basically feel that the is no useful purpose legating down and
discussing this and, tirerefore, it is going td come back- into the laps
of the legislative branch?

Mr. JUDGE. No, sir, I did not mean to say that. I do not think you
could expect us to have opened a negotiation with HHS and walk
into Dr. Brandt and say, `,.`Let's talk about a tougher warning
notice.. That does not seem=it is just not human nature. Hower,
we would be delighted to sit and discuss it with him.
. I an not saying that our heels are dug in. I am not saying that
at all. We did work out an agreement on the ingredients issue, and
we are perfectly willing to sit down and discuss this.

Senator QUAYLE. Are there other voluntary agreements that_you
"can tell uss that, you have -worked out in the past with HHS or

HEW or any othez Government agencies? .

Mr. Jun0E-Yes, sit, we have a long list of voluntary agreements
that we have reached, While it was ultimately not voluntary, the.
industry volunteered to get off the electronic media back in 1969,
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and subsequently it -was legislated because- we had an antitrust
problem Vvith the networks unliss it was legislated. However, that
was% voluntary effort.

Earlier tAn...that, in 1954, to meet public deusetrTa,` we' began to
advertise low tar and nicotine, and the Federal TradeCommissiqp
came in and said, "Don't do .that any more." We voluntarily hqve .

discontinued advertising sand promotional activities among youth
and on campus newspapers and sampling near schools and sam
piing youth.'We have a voluntary sampling program.

We worked with the fTC to develop a tar and nicotine testing
methdd voluntarily. A number df things were done voluntarily re-
lating to our advertising back in 1963 with the cigarette advertis-*
ing code.

We worked with the FTC on the disclosure of tar and nicotine in
our adv ising.

Se r QUAYLE That is enough information to
, . JUDGE. The history of our negotiating with either branches
of the Government or,the legislative branch-- .

$enator QUAYLE. The reason I ask that is that I just wanted to
get a feeling for the ability to reach a voluntary agreement.

I certainly want. to comu:nd the chairman in his desire to see
fairness *d fullness in the record. There are some disputable
issues, and I think he always has been 'very fair, I know to this
Senator. and very fair :to holding hearings, whether he agrees or
disagrees.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
Senator QUAYLE. I think that is one of the true hallmarks of the

way that you have handled this committee, and you certainty are
to be commended.

There are about three major issues. We have this interagency
committee, the.additional requirements on the additives, and then
the multilabel,ing. They are very substantive issues. It is not one
these pass over lightly.

I know you put a lot of time into your bill, and I think by putting
it off until June .15 it puts everybody on notice to take a longer
look at1this.

You were not here. Mr. Chairman, when I had my questions with
Dr. Brandt. You were at the White House. However, he indicated
to us that he felt that the preference would be to try to enter into
an agreement.

I do not know whether that can be done or not, but I w ould hope
that Dr. Brandt and HHS would take seriously that testimony
which indicated to me that they would be willing and wanted to sit
down and discuss a single stronger warning label. The representa-
tives today here indicated that they would certainly be willing to
sit down and to discuss this.

Obviously, when you go into negotiations, we do not know what
the outcome will be, but I certainly think that that may be helpful,
and it might even be of particular interest to all of those who are
interested in this issue.

The CHAIRRIAN. Would the Senator yield on that point?
Senator QUAYLE, Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I would just make a point to you. I do not have

any great desire to regulate the cigarette industry. As you all

0-81In
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know, I have fought for free enterprise principles ever. since I have
been here. Therefore; I do not have any desire to see your industry
overregulated.

.On the other hind, i spite of ihe testimony today, I feel that the
medical testimony th, we have had in the past is pretty 'conclu-
sive. I do feel that this is, as the doctors have said the No. 1 pre-

, ventable health problem in Americd. If we could get people to
either refrain from smoking or at least reduce the levels of smok-
ing, we would solve "a great number of health problems in America

It is apparent that you, Mr. Judge, and your witnesses do not
parlicularly agree with that. I respect your right not to.

The best way we can come up with to get people not to smoke, or
at least. to consider the ill effects of smoking, is, of course, warning
labels. They do work.'We had testimony last week indicating that

-warning label do
The extent, . Blackwell, that people do know that smoking

may be deleterio to their health, is. probably because of the Sur
geon General's report and the warning labels on these cigarette
packages.

If we could come up with a way of resolving this thalwould be
agreed to by both sides, I would be very happy. We do not have to
have a statute here. On the other hand, if we cannot come up with
a way, then I intend to have a statute that would revire these al-
terliOng labels. I believe that we have a good- thaae of passing
thirthrough the Congress. t

am very interested if ou want to negotiate with Ed Brandt and
other people down at S and elsewhere, and hopefully with this
committee. We will be ry interested in working with you to see if
some amicable resolu n can occur that will be in the best interest
of the people of this country and that will save taxpayers dollars,
because we spedd billions and billions of dollar in health programs
throughout this country, almost $400 billion a year next year That
is a lot of money. According to the doctors, a good _percentage of
that, a hefty percentage of that, comes from the ill effects of smok-
ing, from diseases caused by smoking.

, A I -am interested in that., and I hope you will keep us informed, if
v you can negotiate with HHS. Ho*eyer, what HHS decides to'do is

not going to determine whether or not We decide to go ahead with
this bill. I think it is we.be part of those negotia-
ticins. It is not crucial that y u ask us, but it is crucial as to wheth-, .

er or not 'vie,have a bill.
Mr. JUDGE. I would imagine, Senator, that Dr.. Brandt would--
The CHAIRMAN. He would run it by us, I am sure. He would keep

us adirised, and I suspect you would, also.
Mr. JUDGE. Y would like to point out that if you are having a

markup in 10 days, I do, not think that 10.fays is adequate time for
's to try to reach an agreement.

The CHAIRKAN.It will be Jun so at gives you enough time
Senator 'QUAYLE. June a month = time, and the reason I

brought this up---
M. JUDGE. I am sorry, I thought he week from Wednes-

-
A The CHAIRMAN. I *did say a week from 3nesday, but 1.11'".rgot

that we are not here. t was trying to give you time.
..

.
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Mr. Ju,noe. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. We will set it for June 15, which gives you a full

month. You have had the past 2 years, too. Therefore, it is not as
though it is somethitg that is new or something that has just come
on the surface.

I think throughout this process I have tried to be fair with you
and I have triedI have shown continuously that I would like to
amicably resolve this rather than have the constant confrontations
that we have had. On the other hand, I am not afraid of confronts-
tions. That is what this business is all about, and I have been
beaten up by the best. I can say that, too.

Mr. JUDGE. So haye we, Senator. [Laughter.)
The CHAIRMAN. I suspect you have.
Go ahead, Senator Quayle.
Senator QUAYLE. Being the chairman of this committee, Mr.

Judge, the Senator from Utah has in some respects an unenviable
position because it seems as though on every issue there is a diver-
gence of opinions. In the 2% years that I have served on this com-
mittee, the one thing that he has been able to do time and time

-again is to bring these parties together and get agreement, whether
it was like the child abuse,I know we were working with the Job
Training Partnership Act last year, we are going to be working
with health benefits this year and what we are going to do for the
unemployed.

Again, you are going to be right in the center, Mr. Chairman, in
trying to bring divergent factions together.

The reason I brought this up, Mr. Chairman, was because you
were absent when I had that line of questioning with Dr. Wendt.
What surprised me was Dr. Brandt's first statement, that he said
he would prefer this, and the second statement, that they had not
even approached the tobacco industry to see if they would be will-
ing to sit down.

I think with your expression of interest, and mine, too, that we
ought to convey to Dr. Brandt to try to see if we can work some
thing out and that may be agreeable with you and other people in,
the congressional branch. I would imagine that by June the 15th
there may be some process that may be established. It is sort of
like the Middle East negotiations, quite frankly, in some respects%
These sides do not agree on 'things, but I think it is important, if '
we could establish maybe some sort of a process and timingI
know how you have worked in the pastthat this would certainly
be of interest to you.

The CHAIRMAN. It sure would.
Would you yield on that?
Senator QUAYLE. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. 1 am interested. I have told you representatives

froth the Tobacco Institute continuously that I have an open-door
policy to you. I have told you-that I am concerned about health. I
am concerned about the deleterious effects of smoking on the
health of human beings in no only this country, but worldwide.

I am concerned about the boa of health. I am concerned about
health prevention efforts. To me the most important health issue. -
'in this country is prevention, not whether we are going to spend
hundreds and hundreds of billions of dollars in medicaid and medi
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care to _solve problems that do not have to exist, but whether we
can prevent t lot of those problems from ever. Occurring to begin
with and save a lot of health costs that way. 'I think it is one of the
best ways of having cost containment and cost control in the
health.

Virtually every witness, except the witnuies today, has indicat-
ed that smoking is one of the major costs ofilliedical care and treat-
ment in this country bcause thew are; so many problems that
come from smoking. I am not a scientist but I believe it to be so
from listening to the testimony that I have heard in the past and
listening to the testimonS, today.

I think if, we can Voluntarily resolve thjs,so that members of this
committee are happy, HHS is happy, and we have people within
the National Institutes happy, thitt would be a step in the right di.
rection. If it is less suppression to you, that would make me very

-hippy, because I do not want to regulate any business except in
very extreme cases where there is no other alternative than to reg-
ulate a business. I personally do not believe in it.

However, this case is the lightest form of regulatioirwe chi have,
it basically requires labeling, telling people what may happen from
smoking cigarettes.

any datehetween now and the June 15, is to have people coming to
What I do not want to have happen is on June 13, 14, and 15, or

me saying, "We need more time." I want to see a real effort put
forward, and I will put the effort forward with you. In other words,
I will *pent those doors for you down there, if that is what you
need, or we will on this committee. We will put the Wort forth,
and we will negotiate, and we will see what can be done to resolve
this in a manner that is more satisfactury to your industry.

Mr. JUDGE. We will "make every effort to meet V6ur deadline. If
nothing happens by that time, I assure you it will not because of a
lack of trying oq our part.

The CHAIRMAk. All right. Now if we cannot put it together, I un-
derstand that you will have to fight this bill. I do understand that
I accept that. I respect you for wanting to do it and for doing it.
What I do not want is for you to say that you have not had enough
time. because I think we have been very coul-teous to you and, I
think, fair to you throughout this process. I intend to be.

Mr. JUDGE. Senator, I have thanked you once, I will dank you
again. I appreciate it very much.

The CHAIRMAN. OK. Well, we appreciate you, too.
We will get together and see what can be done. If this cannot be

done, then I am going to push to see if we can have a bill that witt
help to resolve this problem once and for all.

Mi. JUDGE. I understand.
The NAIRMAk. I think that may be the way to do it.
Senator Quayle? -
Senator QUAYLE. I think you have made some good points, but I

think right now, as far as getting the _process moving, it is some-
what incumbent upon us and Dr. Brandt As Mr Jude aptly says,
they would jttht as soon not enter into these negotiations. They
would just as soon leave things alone. They are not going to go and
voluntarily my, "Hey, let's do it." I think HHS really ought to
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matte that contact and say, "Hey, we want to sit down and. discuss ,
.a stronger label."'v-.

Mr. JUDGE,. We will be in touch with Dr. Brandt a t 9 o'clock to-
morrow morning..

The CHAIRMAN. That will be fine, and I will be intouch with him
before then. .

Senator QUAYLE. I think it would very helpful if the chairman
would try to make some contact wi Dr. Brandt. This has come up

at both hearings, so this is not going to be any 4s.vos to Dr. Brandt,
because he .knew thatewe were going to purgue this. I think it
would be very helpful as we try to get a process instituted obthat.

I certainly thank the chairman.
I have two other quick uestions. One as you talk about a

stronger labeling, I wonder there might be also some discussion
on more informayon and ed cation for youth. I would presume
that you would say that cig ette smoking is something that young
people silo* not engage i , and that there might be some infor-
mation that this is more of an adult custom or an adult usage. Al,
though we do not have any specjfic laws as the distilled spirits and
people with alcoholic beverages havea lot of things are directed.
as not for young people, and also if you drink, don't drive, these
kinds of messages.

I wonder if there might be some discussion with HHS in these
other discussions on the youth aspect, more infordiation on that.
Could you enlighten us on what your feelings would be on that?

,Jutioe. Senator, this industry has always stated that smok-
ing is an adult habit. I mqnticlifed earlier some of the self-regula-
tion concerning sampling, concerning advertising in campus news-
papers, in our 'advertising not to appeal to youth.

We have recently run series of ids that I mentioned in my
statement saying, "l)o the cigarette companies want kids to smoke?
No." We hay copies of these ads.

We have d e a number of things to prevent this, or to prevent
our appealin to children.

I would sa this about discussions- with Dr. Brandt in this area.
you have given us a pretty full plate to negotiate by June 15, if it is
possible, a stronger warning notice. For us to accomplish more
than that by June 15, I think would be an impossibility.

Senator QUAYLE. I am not trying to put on any deadline because
that is not even before the committee. I am just saying that as an
overall discussion areaand it might be part of the situation on ..
what the ultimate conclusion may be. If you can agree on a label
you know, when you get into these negotiations, there are all sorts
of tradeoffs and they mielt like to see some more public advertise-
ments to dissuade the young people from smoking, since, as you
say, it is an adult habit. I just clo.not want to specifically include it,
but I do not want to exclude it, either. I just bring it up as a point
of reference and an interest that might be discussed i he broad
parameters.

I know the chairm an would be interested in that, did I think
even the Senator from North Ciirolina

Mr. JUDGE. Senator, &I may
Senator QUAYLE. I am not going to say, "Give us an answer."
Mr. Awe. I upderstand.

1
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SenatoikUAYLE. I am throwing it out as one that is sensitive to
it and concerned about it and just off0 it at these hearings for
public consumption and public discussion.

Mr. JUDGE. We would like to point out that one concern that we
haveand Dr. Blackwell touched on thisthat is the backlash

effect. My experience, raising two children, is Wit they like to do
exactly what you tell them not to do. Every time we look at adver-
tising of this natR,re, that is our primary concern.

Maybe Dr. Blackwell would like to touch on that, but it is a very,
'very difficult thing to do.

Senatir QUAYLE. I do not think.it is necessary to get into all the
details. I just throw it out-- 1

Mr. ejunoE. Yes, sir. Thank you, Senator.
Senator QUAYLE. As one Senator who's concerned about it. It is

not even really incorporated, - xcept ip a broad basis, in this bill. It
mentions education.

I just think it is an issue that at least I am sensitive to.
Mr. JUDGE. So are we.
SenatoeQuAYLE. / know that you ale sensitive to'it, and I throw

it out foryis.l say, discussion purposes, not really to debateit but
just to express a concern:

One final question, Mr. Chairman. Maybe you have already an-
swered it. If so, fine; I will read it in the record.

Have you discussed the rationale and the reasons why. England
went back from multilabeling to a single label?

Mr. JUDGE. I have no factual information on it. I knosif the wit-
-fiesses who testified last week did not have ahy. Our assumption is
that it was impractical and did not work, because in that case the
government had rotational warnings, three warnings, and this was
a neg&iated agreement to go back to one. I have to assume that
the government did not give up three if-they thought it was better
than one. That is all II really do not have 'any factual informa-
tion on it.

Senator QUAYLE. I do not know if there is any way we can get
somewhat of a clarification on,that, but I know the witnesseslast
week could not answer that question, either. I do not know if there
is any way we could pursue it to find out what the thinking was on
that negotiatedtgreement.

Mr. JUDGE. It is a recent occurrence, Senator, quite recent, I un-
derstand within a fortnight, and we will do our hest to get you any
information that we can on that subject.

Senator QUAYLE. I would think it would be very relevant to the
discussion that we are having here, E,hich I think it one of the sub
stantive issues, whether you are Oirg to have multilabeling or
single labeling.

I thank the indulgence of the Chair and his very appropriate re-
marks. -

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
We Wiltrieeye the record open, inasmuch as we havi some extra

time now, to submit questions anyone on this committee would,
care jo submit to you. We would appreciate your answers being
madf as expeditiously as possible.

Senator East, do you have any other comments?

I 50J.
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Senator EAST. I would simply like to thank the chairman for his,
understanding of the complexity of this and the willingness to post.
pone any further action on this bill until there can be a full report
a* a greater opportuhity for members of the committee to study
it. That is the first observation I would,diake.

. Second, I wish to thank the Senator from Indifina and also the
chairman for their both underscoring here the value pf-discusSion

, and dialog between the potentially affected industry aNs):1 the appro.
priate Federal agency. I think the idea. of voluntarism, of trying to
discuss.and,dialog and reach some sort of reasonable conclusion is
a good thing to encourage in any situation. I think it makes for
sound political velocity, if you will, rather than the Government
liegvyhandedly imposing edicts on particulbr individuals or indus-
tries. This reflects what I am infinitely more comfortable with
philosophically, and I know the chairman is historically with
seeing if these things can be worked out in some constructive, posi
tive way.

I wish to publicly thank him for his attitude and spirit on that.
I do think Mr. Judge has responded in a very positive way to

that, which is good. I think he raises 4 valid point that, even
though the June 15 deadline is a very valuable and helpful one,
and we deeply appreciate the Chairman s understanding there, if
we look upon that as being a date that could *PI up all mysteries
and solutions on this problem, I d not know whether that would
be possible. Maybe it would. I am not trying to prejudge it.

I would like for these discussions to be serious and positive and
upbeat and try to get to the heart of what would be a good solu-
tion. On the other hand, I would simply like to state for the public
record that I would not want this industry, or any other, to have to
work under a threat that unless they produce in a certain fashion,
they could expect some sort of punitive legislation, because obvious-
ly then that does erode away the idea of serious discourse and vol-
untarism, of trying to reach an accord.

I know the distinguished chairman dries not mean it in that
spirit. I think what he(is sayingI do not mean to put words in his
mouth, ,be is extremely articulate and eloquentis that obviously
Congress will always want to reserve the right, if voluntarism is
not productive and effective, as they see it, then obviously they are
going to reserve the right to move independently on their own. I do
not quarrel with that observation.

However, I would like again to say for the record hope that this
dialog and discussion will be creative and productive and that we
can reach a final solution to it, or at lout one that will tide us over
as much as any policy solution can for the near term, and Continue
to work in that spiritthe ultimate goal being, I 'Would like to con
tend, that the American people be honestly and fairly apprised
thong the way of the relative health merits of smoking or not
smoking, as we might do in gray other area with problems affecting
national public health.

Again, I thank the chairman for his attitude and appjoach. I
the session this morning was very constructive and positive. I

. would like for the record to show that, not that I need to say it. I
think that the reading of the record would indicatp that is the case.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator East.
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I am interested in stronger labeling. I am ihte . in voluntary
approaches that will help our Y'Outh. tokuiagrstan the problems as-
sociated with tobacco smoking.-

I will work with you.. I will make sure', if you have any difficul-
ties chatting with anybody at Heajth and "Hunan Services, tliat I
will help you with everything I have to be able to make the con-
tacts and have the people meet with' you that xou need to meet
with.

However, I would like to see it resolved that way. I have no se-
crets about tlat. It would be preferable to Me to have yoq feel that
the process has served you as well as my feeling the process will
serve the people.

Let's 'see what can happen. The only thing I ask is that, come
June 15, my colleagues show up and we retolfre this matter one
way or the other, if we cannot resolve it on an amicable' voluntary
basis.

Mr. JUDGE. We will do our best. .

The CHAIRMAN. I want to thank you, each f you, for coming..We
are grateful to have you before our comm. tee. We will look for-
ward to working with you in' the future. Th nks so much.

Mr. Jimpz. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Our last panel consists, f-Mr. Eric Rubin, an at

torney with Rubin, Winston & Dierks. l'ae is counsel for the Out-
door Advertisers Association of America in Washington, I-1,C Mr.
Rubin is accompanied today by a great friend of mine, William K
Reagan, who is president of Outdoor Advertising, Inc., in Salt Lake
City.

I am happy to welcome both of you
These people really know how to p

tee chairman, by bringing one of m
with me. ,

Go ahead, Mr. Rubin.

fore the coinigittee
t the pressure on a commit-
best friends in hre to chat

o

STATEMENT OF M. ERIC RUBI Rtit, WINSTON &
DIERKS, COUNSEL FOR THE DOOR ADV TISERS ASSOCL, -
A,TION OF AMERICA, WASHIII TON, D.C., ACCOMPANIED BY _

WILLIAM K. REAGAN, PRESIDENT, OUTDOOR ADVERTISING,
IN,BALT LAKE. CITY, UTAH
Mr. REAGAN. Mr. Chairthan, other committee ineniberi, I appre-

ciate the courtesy you have extended to me and to the Outdoor Ad-
vertising Association of Ainerica in light of the request that we
may testify before this committee.

The, Outdoor Advertising Association of America .is concerned
about the impact of -this bill on advertising.

I am accompanied by Eric Rubin, as you have already recognized,
who is counsel to the Outdoor Advertising Association of America
He will deal.specifically with the concdrns of the associatiCar
7Thank you. ,

' The CHAIRMAN, Thank you, MdReagan.
Mr. RUBIN. Thank you Mr.Chairman.
.I will summarize my/ testimony and request that the text be etc*

cepted for the record.
OP 1

:
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The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, we will put your complete
statement in the record following your oral presentation. .

. Mr. RUBIN. Thank you, sir.
I am counsel to the OutdoorrAdvertising Association of America.

.The OAAA is the trade association of the standardized outdodr ad-
vertising' industry'.

The OAAA is seriously concerned about S. 4 -72 because its broad
impact on cigarette advertising has not been recognized in these
hearings. At the time S. 772 was introduced, the sponsors were
careful to state that the bill was not intended to affect cigarette ad-
vertising regulation and that the predominant concerns which it
addresses are public health issues. .-

It, is true that this legislation does not contain speqific language
*at would Irechdre ,a rotational ,warning system i cigarette adver-
tising and, in fact, draws a distinction, a very mar distinction, be-
tweek,package labeling and advertisin& Nonetheless, enactment of
S. 772 would have just that result. The legal machinery which
makes this essentially inevitable is already in place and- could be
set ii-otion by the passageof this bill. . .

The Wasic restrictions on cigarette 'advertising, as Mr. Judge al-
luded to, are established in, the 1972 Federal Trade Commission
consent order with the six cigarette manufact rers. This FTC order
requires that the Surgeon General's warning must appear in all
cigarette advertising. Less than 2 years ago, t the consent order was
modified by further agreement of the parties in a series of U.S. dis-
trict court consent jdagments. These recent amendments altered
the manner in which the warning is disseminated in certain media
and clarified a number of ambiguities in the 1972 order:*

The FTC cigarette ,consent order is not carved in stone: A specific
Rislative enactment is not required in order to change the cur-

. rent advertising restrictions. The FTC's procedural rules empower
the Commi,ssion to unilaterally alter an order where the,Commis-
sion finds such modification is required b_y_ a 'Change of law, a
change in factor tlit public interest. in this
regard is very 'broad. It has been held that the I even has the
power to change a consent order over the objectio of formerly con-
senting respondents. These procedures would become crucial if S.
772'were enacted. ..

Although the current restrictions on cigarette advertising are
not themselves legislative, the FTC orders are intertwined with the *

provisions of the Federal Cigarette Labeling and Advertising Act,
which are at issue in S. 772. The initial FrC complaint which gave
rise to the 1972 consent order specifically alleged that the failure of
cigarette advertising to incorporate the Surgeon General's warning
"negates and overcomes any tendency or capacity which a warning
on the cigarette package itself may have to impress on the public
the dangers to health which accompany the smoking of ciga-
rettes." As a result, the FTC order specifically compels that the
warning required on package labels by the Federal Labeling Act
must also be incorporated in all, advertising.

The Commission has already established the policy of requgisig
, advertising disclosures paralleling the Labeling Act. The pro
/ amendment of that act to require a rotational warning system

could be'construed as &change of law and change of fact under the

A,
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. FTC rules. This is all that would he retuired to support a modifiea-..,
tion. bon of the consent order to include the rotational warning. in ad-
Vertising Aas well. r . .,

The,congressiqual findings in section 2 of S. 772 provide further
impetus for such aZtion..113e fifth congressiOnal finding proP014 in
the bill includes a determination by tie Congress that Itresent
Federal, State, andiptivete initiatives have been insufficient to
convey the informaition" summarized' in the four rotational' wain-

/ _ ings. Standing alutzet this finding, this congressional finding, could
be viewed as. a suWriarl:determinatiqn by Congress that current
advertising regulatihn* tristrittions are inadequate. Thus, even

. when stripped of speelfic advertising provisions, S. 772 is still an
-. advertising bill: . . . I

Finally, it must be pointed out, as it has been earlier, that the
FTC seems primed te,impose the, rotational system,in cigarette ad-
vertisingTwo 'ears ago, the FN. issued a staff report to the Com-

-, mission recommending that the consent order be replaced with a
. rotational systems like tha proposed in S. 772. Last September, the
Director of the Federal rade Comniission's Bureau of Consumer
Protection wrote direct to Senator Packwood reaffirming the FTC
staffs report for legislation which would implement a rotational
warning in advertising. S. 772 would make this a fait accompli

Despite the,FTC.staff:s view, there are serious questions as to the
advisability, even the practicality, of instituting a rotational warn
ing system in advertising. Some of those concerns were raised brief-
ly this morning. They, were extensively discussed in the House
Commerce,,,Committee, earlier this year. T point was made ,al-
ready about the failure of rotational system5in tife various Europe-
an systems. In addition, a broad number of experts beyond just Dr

_Blackwell have told the House committee that new detailed warn
ings are not...going to increase 'public awareness when better than
90 percent of the American public already believes that cigarette, eismoking is a, health hazard.

In addition, the OAAA, the Magazine: Publishers Association,
and the Am'brican Newspaper Publishers Association have all ex-
pressed the strong opinion that a Governmeht-imposed rotational
warning system in advertising would be uncapkitutional

These are impatient issues. They have,,not been explored by this
committee because S. 772 has not been viewed as an advertising
measure.. indeed, the Senate may not have an opportunity to
review these separate advertising issues if this bill, is reported out
of committee based just on this hearing record. The ,impact of this
bill on advertising has not cognized to date, but it cannot be

-ignored. v
Tharilt-yok
[The prepared sta ent of Mr.:bibin follows:],

.

\ ,
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TESTIMONY OF ERICA. RUBIN. ESQ.
r'' 1

Aloni, wHisToN A DIERCKS. WASHINGTON . l' 4, ....

,0,
COUNSEL TO THE 4 .4 ..4%: -

4 ..j,..1 41ti °V, g ' .1''''
OUTDOOR ADVERTISING' 4SSOC1A7ION vtARCEcj,:,.'...'rl.Vi.'

, l'.4 ..:e." 1"; ^"4.4
BEFORE THE - : -' A .E: 4ige.4 '' :.- 06 4

SONNITTEE ON,tABOR AND HUMAN RE 1. e mi.;
;

REGARDING 5.772 P-41- :, a '41 -
, 4.r. '' ...14..`

THE SHOXINGPRETENTION HEALTH S EDUCATIO0 11000.'

I am counsel to the Outdoor Advertising Association of kaAllea (DMA).

The OAAA is the trade association of the standardized outdoor advertising industry.

1 -ma also a part owner of two outdoir advertising businesses located in Lynchburg,

,Virginia and San Antonio, Texas. Ian testifying before the Subcommittee today

from that dual perspective. The OAAA appreciates this opportunity To testify

regarding the restrictions on cigarette advertising that would result from thi

enactment of 5.772 and to state its opPositiOn to this bill.

The OAAA.Is seriously concerned about 5.772 because its broad impact on

cigarette advertising has not been recognized in these bearings. At the time

5.772 was introduced, the sponsors were careful 44 state that the bill it not

totended to effect cigarette advertising regulation and that 0 predominant

concerns which it addresses are public health issues. Senator Packwood stressed

this point stating that the 01;9 "retains the labelling provisions of 5.1929.

but drops the advertising proviaions."

It is true that this legisTationAroes not contain specific language that nou)d
1'

require a rotational warning system in cirette advertising. Neyertheiess,

enactment of 5.772 would have Just that*iresult. The iegat machinery which lakes

this leevit,able.4 already in place and could be bet in maids by the passage of

of this bill.

4
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Tpe basic restrictions on cigarette advertising :re established by a 1972

Fe iml Trade Csmiission consent order with the six cigarette manufacturers. 1/,

Th7s rm. order 'requires at the Surgeon General's warning most appear in all.a
cigarette advertittpg... The FTC order further prescribes in great detail- the

precise manner in which the warning must be displayed in each 9f the nada that/. ,

carries cigarette advertising. Less than two years ago, the consent order was

Liu._. modified by further agreeoent of We parties In series of U.S. District Court

4-- Consent ;Judgments 2/e These recent amendments metered t sinneellt which the

\ - warning is d1sseminated in certain media andkclarified a itte,r of ambiguities
%.

. ....2 tin the 1972 order. For dimple, the (onset f he billboard disclosure of/ . ..

the Surgeon General's warning wps completelyjevampee'and substantiall/ enlarged.
a

.. -
. the FTC'clgarette consent order is

.
not

t
farved In stone, A specific

)egipative enactment is apt ret:red in order to change the currentrrent advertising .

restrictions contained in the 1972 order, as allended. The FTC's'procedural rules.
Mover at Cormismion to unileferai)y alter an order or set its provisions ,,,,

.t . aside entirely where the Commission finds such modification is required by a

change of law, fact, or the public,interest.3/. The FIC's authority in this
11

.P.regard is very broad. ..1t has, been held mat the Canbtsion eve' has the power
.

...
to change a co eat ordekpver the objeotion of the retpOile 4Y. These

. _ ,.. 1, .
.

procedures waat cruciarit $.772 were effected. .... / - '. /
. 0 is . p-

i 11 In the matter of Lorillard, et al., 80 FT.C. t55119721. ,.k0 0I
2/ 3,S. v, Philip liOrris inc., Consent Judgment, 76 Civ. 824 (MC)

Um', Juiy L3, Will. .
6 4 / 0a

' 34 16 CFR 3.72(0 . .
. 4 . *

4/ Elmo Company v F.TC., 389 F2¢ 550 119671; cent den, i392' O.S.
1.----- 90b11900). ,.

a 0111M
0
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Although the current restrictions 6n cigarette advertising are not them-

selves legifilatite. the FTC orders are intertwined with the provisions of the

Federal Cigarette Labelling & Advertising Act. which are at issue in S.772.
44 4

4441be taitfat FTC complaint which gave rise to the 1972 consent order specifically

alleged that the failure of cigarette iWveritsing to incorporate the Surgeon

ifneral's.hmreing 'negates and overcomes.any tendency or capacity which a warning

on the tia4otte package itself say have to impress on the Public the dangers to

health which accompany the smoking of...tigarettes. 5/ As a result the FTC

wider sPecificalk compels that the warning required on Package aibels by the

Federal La4r1ling Act must-also be IncorPorated.in all advertising.

The CdImission has already established the Policy of requiring advertising

disclosures which parallel the Labelling Act. The proPOsed amendment of that

Act to reqhhire a rotational warning system could be construed as a Change of law
%nu

and champ of fact under FTCrules. This is all that would be required to

umpoit:a modification of the consent order to include the.r6tational warning in

advertising.

The Congressional findings in Seition 2 of 5.772 Provide further impetuss -
4or sc action. The fifth Congressional finding proposed in the bill includes

a intlermination by Congress that 'present Federal, State and pr initiatives
rt 0

111, have been insufficient to convey the information' summarized in the four rotational

warnings. Standup alone this finding could be viewed as a sumer, determination

'tripped

that current advertising regulations are inadequate. Thus, even Ago

Itrippoi of specific advertisinganrovisons, S.772 is still an advertising bill.

mw
Ffnallfrit gust be pointed out that the FTC already seems primed to impose

the rotational warning system in cigarette advertising. Two years ago, the FTC

. .4

,

5/ See 2972 cigarette Advertifing Consent Order at Paragraph 11.

rt

.

-
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/staff issued an extensive report to die Commission recommending that the Current

consent order be replaced with a rotational system like that proposed in $.772.

- Last September% the Director of the FTC Bureau of Consumer Protection wrote

A directly to Senator Packwood reaffOrming the FTC staff's support for a rotational

warning system in advertising. S.772 would sake this a fait accompli.

*Despite the FTC staff's view, there are serious questions as to the advise-

- tbility.of instituting a rotational warning system in advertising. In recent

hearings, the house Commerce Comlittee heard expert testfaony that rotational

warning systems have failed to affect cigarette consumption in every European

country where theYshaire been tried. England recently eliminated the rotation

40
program entirely and returned to a single warning. A number of experts told the

mouse.Committee that new detailed warnings are not going to increase pudic

awareness when better then 905 of the public area* believe that cigarette

smoking Is a health haiard. In addition. the OMA, the Magazine Publishers

Association and the Ameryan Noispaper Publishers Association have all expoessed

their strong beliefs thtt a government- imposed rotational warning system In advet.

jising would Be unconstitutional. Attached to this testimony is the statement

subnitttd to tree mole Committee by the ARPA and a separate statement by the

Magazine Publishers *Stich detail the reasons such a measure would be unconsti-

tutional under the First Amendment.

These are important issues. They4mye not'been explored by this Committee

because $.772 has not 6e n viewed as an advertising measure. Indeed, the Sendie

will never have an opportuntt o review these separate advertising issues if

this bill is narked -up and reported out of Committee based on this hearing record.

-'{he impact of this bill on advertising has not been recognized in those hearings,

but it cannot heSioored.

1".s00
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The ClIAIRMAN. Thank you Mr. Rubin.
John, do you have any questions?
Senator EAST. Just briefly, Mr. Chairman.
What you are contending, Mr. Rubin,Na, that this legislation,

whatever the relative Merit of the public health problem involved,
which you are not trying to resolve.this morningand I guess it is
established no one can fully resolve itthat this legislation, at
least from the standpoint of your industry, would have a very seri-

.ous economic impact.
Mr. RUBIN. Yes, Senator. .What I am saying basically is that

there'is an unresolved issue that
The CHAIRMAN. That is applied to advertising- -
Mr. ROBIN. I am sorry?

0- The CHAIRMAN. If this bill applies to advertising.
Mr. RUBIN. If it applies to advertising. What we are saying is

that essentially there is a trip hammer that perhaps is unintended,
but there ik a trip hammer in this bill that will set off a series of
consequences that are, shall we say, extralegislative?

Senator EAST. Theref9re, it becomes a question not only of the
impact, let us say, directly upon the tobacco industry as such, but
itobviously has an impact upon other industries, and particularly
iii your case your industry. It takes on a character of business and
commerce and trade activity advertising, et cetera.

Mr. Rstrong

issue here, it very serious issue, as to the overall-donsItINI
L:MN. That is correct. We think there is also another

tionality of advertising restrictions. They come under a completely,
newly evolved number of Supreme Court cases. This couldthe
probabilities areset this whole issue off without ever hiving been
considered.

Senator Easr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
You have said that the FTC is like to impose multiple warning

requirements for advertising if egislation is passed. I agree
with you that the FTC may notit may have too much power and
it may exercise it injudiciously from time to time, and I think per.
haps it does cause-a great deal of unnecessary mischief with cer-
tain businesses in our society. However, I want to emphasize that
this legislation has no requirements, as far as I know, affecting ad
vertising. The power of the FTC is under the jurisdiction of the
Commerce Committee.

How would you propose changillg the legal machinery you have
referred to sb that the changes in labeling requirements for adver
tisers would not be coupled to cigarette package warnings?

Mr. ROBIN. Well, I.think it isI do not want to try to dodge it. I
think it is really a very technical issue because it is intertwined
with a series( of consent judgments, consent orders.

My concern, beyond that, is that if this bill went forward even
with some provision like that, an advertising provision could easily
be reinserted on the floor. Therefore, we have real concerns about
that, about putting it in and then the practicality of it.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Reagan, assuming the worst, assuming that
Mr. Rubin is right in his worries about this, how would this partic-
ular bill affect your outdoor advertising business in Utah?
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Mr..itgoaori. Mr. Chairman, it would not, to answer honestly, be-
cattse I 'would ,

. The CHAIRMAN. Let me make it a little broader. Would it affect
outdoor advertisers across this country?

Mr. REAGAN It would dramatically affect other
'rheCtimactati. You have been speaking not just for yourself but

for the inchistry asa
Mr. REAGAN. Yes. I e no interest in this at all financially_ be-

cause we do not display y tobacco products in the Statl of Utith
on our boards. However, looking at it objectively as a member of
this association, it would have a devastating effect on that indus-
trythe thousands of employees that are involved and the thou-
sands of companies, many of them very small companies., The typi-
cal ownership of outdoor advertising companies is small,'owner-op-
erator types of businesses, other than in the large metropolitan
areasolth would have that impact. I do not know how it could not,
objectively looking at it, without resolving this technical issue
which I cannot pass

The CHAIRMAN. I appreciate your honesty here today. Of course,
I did not think it would affect you much in Utah, but you are
saying it would affect, if it is construed the way Mr. Rubin is con-
cerned it may be construed, that it would affect outdoor advertisers
all over the count

Mr. REAGAN. Yes.
The Ciimcgrii. Do you know approximately how muchor you

could answer this, Mr. Rubinwhat percentage of outdoor adver-
tising is utilized by the tobacco industry?

Mr. RUBIN. I a& just trying to remember. We tedtified as to that
in the House. I think the numbdr was about 16 percent, the nation-
al number. It is significant.

The CHAIRMAN. A significant percentage. That is what you are
concerned about?

Mr'. RUBIN. Yes, sir.
Mr. REAGAN. It is further significant, Mr. Chairman, because our

type of business is a break-even business. You have to get to a cer-
tain level before you can succeed. To take 16 percent of the volume
away from them would make most of them nonprofitable.

Mr. RUBIN. I mi4ht add that the issue on advertising, if you want
to talk about the impact of this, is really not confined to outdoor
advertising. In fact, I would say the-outdoor advertising may be the
smallest part of it. The impact on newspapers is much more sub-
stantial and the impact on magazines is much more substantial as
well. .1

The CHAT N, OK. I want to thank both of you for taking time
to testify, Mse have been interesting hearings today We will
recess them until further notice, with the new markpp scheduled
for June 15.,

Thanks so much.
Mr. REAGAN. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Rustic Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. At this point I order 'printed all statements of

those who could not attend and other pertinent material submitted
for the record.

[The material referred to follows:]

513
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Statement by R. Mattison Higdon, M.D.

I am Harrison Higdon. M.D., a physician licensee in

Georgia and Texas.. I obtained my M.D. aegtee ftom Cmoty

University in 1931 ano my ttaining in Patholdgy at Duke

University in 1931 to 1935. I have been in the teaching

department at the following Medical Schools' Vanderbilt

University in Nashville, Tennessee, The University of Arkansas

at Little Rock, and the Medical Branch of the University of

Texas at Galveston. i was at Galveston from 1949 to 1973 when

I retired. I am a member of the American Board of PathoiagY

the College of American Pathology and was cettifiea in Potensic

Pathology by the American Board of Pathology. I am listed as a

pathologist in matquis 'who's Mho, Inc." I am an anatomical

pathologIlt and interested in human autopsies and experimental

9ireseaC90* I have published 3,21.4fticles and one book.

In my opinion the purported "findings" of S.772 ate

not scientifically correct.. It has not peen scientifically

establishes that smoking causes lung cancer or other diseases

&Sctibed to it by 5.772.

Some epidemiological Studies have repotted a

statistical association between smoking andediseas. Such

studies, however, do not establish- a cadal relatiOnShip

between smoking and diseases. Moteover. Population stuaies are .

a

S.
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for the most part based on vital statistics aerived from death

certificates.

110

At death, a certificate must be recorded by the

Physician gaging ..the cause of death for our vital statistics

recoras. Different diseases may produce similar cliniCal

symptoms. Without special tests having been made, sucp as

x-rays, histological study of a 'biopsy. or other specific

chemical stuaies, the physician records the cause of death

bases only on USe information he obtanea clinically.. The

physiciad does the best can in the cote and treatment of a

patient and at death he records what he then believes to be the

cause of the patient's death. Studies. howevet, indicate that

the clinician is frequently in error.

In 1963 I published a paper "Vital Statistics and the

Frequency of Disease" in the Texas State Journal of Medicine.

Vol. $9 p. 317-324. In this study. cases ,of people who died

between 1945 and 1958 were studied to obtain the cause of death

as recorded on the death certificates. The diagnosis Of

primary tuwor as recoide6 On the death certificate and that

given on the autopsy protocol were different in 71 137 pegeent)

of the 194 cases. In 38 .cases the clinical diagnosis was

different from that recorded on the death certificate.

In another study of 100 autopsy cases, also discussed
a.

in the 1963 paper, the diagnosis based on the autopsy and that

516
ti
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recorded on the death certificate were found to be the same in

only 68 of the cases. In three cases a neoplasm was present as

shown by the autopsy. however it was not recorded on the death

certificate. In 32 cases the diagnosis as made from the

autopsy was different from that recorded on the death

certificate.

, c

Some of the problems occurring in the cooing of cases '

for vital statistics result from insufficient data on de death

certificate. In other cases the classification of the neoplasm

for vital statistics is different from that recorded on the

death certificate. Further. cancer may develop elsewhere in
the body and spread imetastasidel to the lun90.--.9uch cases May

be recorded on the death certificate as a lung cancers without

histologic study of the lung tumor it would not be known that

this cancer was, for examine. a primary lesion of the kidneys

not the lung. These problems make it quite difficult to

establish' the true frequency of primary lung cancer. 1111

concluded in 1963, and rstill believe. that "statistical data'

obtained from vital statistics to" show the frequency of a

specific disease process should riot be Presented as

'authentic' ". .'s.

In 1981, I published a paper entitled *Problems in a

Statistical Study of Diseases Bated on 0path Certificates" in

the Southern Medical Journal. Uol. 74 # 9, pi. 1104-1106. Thik
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publication was based on a study of 5,757 registered death

certificates from Morgan County, Georgia, occurring between

1927 and 1979. The cause of death as recorded on the death

certificate was based primarily on a clinical diagnosis. Some

death certificates cited a neoplasm but the site of origin was

not given. In some a tumor was recorded but it notnot coded

ana could not be incluaed. in vital statistics. Some of the

death certificates were signed by a physician who was uncertain

about the primary cause of death. In 25 of the 1500 cases

obtained between 1952 and 1968 the race, sex or age were not

recorded; 99 death Certificates were signed by a coroner, 5 by

a midwife, and one was not signed. A malignancy was present in

recorded from 1970 to 1979, In this195 of the 1,287 deaths

grasp of .1,207 certificates, a coroner signed 240. My

conclusion from this review of registered death certificates

used for vital statistics by the St o orgia and the GA.

Public Health.Service was, and still is, that 'such data as

obtained from vital statistics would contribute no scientific

data en the frequency of cancer."

Other investigators have expressed a similar opinion

referable to vital statistics.,, In the British Medical Journal,

5563; p. 445-446, 1967 in an article "Accuracy of Mortality

Statistics,' it is said, -"It is sdinetfaes forgotten that the

elaborate mortality statistics published annually by the

Registrar .General depend for the most part on what MediO.1

practitioners write on death certificates,"

p.

e0



In 1979, Anderson et al, in the Journal of the

American Meoical Association, 242, pp. 1056-1059, concluded the

"many stwaies during the past 68 years have compared autopsy

finoingi with clinical diagnosis. Discrepancies range from 6

to 68 percent, with a meag of 59 percent." The Surgeon

Advisory Committee Report, DREW, publication No.General's

1103. 1964, stated "the cause of death is at times otfficult to

establish accurately' from tlinical findings alone." Blot etr

al, at the National Cancer Institute in 1977, in Science 198,

p. 51-53, said "the information obtained from death

certificates may not accurately 'reflect inciaence."

' There is also clinical evidence that is inconsistent

with the smoking causation hypothesis. For example, one basic

problem that arisbs when one considers the inhatbLailn of

cigarette smoke as the cause of lung tumor is that the smoke

spreads through the.right and left lung. I am not familiar

with any clinical or pathological study in. which multiple,

'tumors have occured in the lungs of cigarette smokers.

Furthermore, there are many people who smoke and don't develop

a lung tumor.

It is my opinion that additiOnal research based on

scientific inves.tigayon is needed to oetermine the relation of

cigarette smoking to atsease. Such should be made since there"

- 51 8
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is a serious conflict of opinion'ieferable to this problem.

Many of the oprnions are giVen by scientists who have 'studied

these problems both
lk
clinically and experimentally over long

4perioas of time without'being able to arrive at a conclusion

about cancer causation. We still do not know the mechanism by

which cancers aevelop

In my opinion. the Purported "finings" of S.I74

referable to cigarette smoking ana health are scientifically

unfounoed.

1
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.
STATOR=

of tbei

AMERICAN lounc.ti: ASSOCIATIONmow

froths

Labor end Unman Resources Committee

U.S. Senate

Re; S. 772 Comprehensive Smoking Prevention Education Act

May 12, 1983

NINA
The American Nedidal Association takes this oppottunity to comment 4;

S. 772. The hill states that its ose is to :promote public health by

r:improving public awareness of the th consequences of smoking end to
. .

increase the effectiveness of Feder*/ health officials in investigetini

end communicating to the public necessary health information: The bill

vould accomplish this by replacing the current gametal health warning

found on cigarette packages with four specific health warnings.' One of

the warnings would bd required on every cigarette package. TbdiverAinge

would be rotated wrong breads so that each branewould use all four

,
wmg,
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wining, vithin,,p twelve-month, Lod. S: 712 would also require that

C40eotinc- and carbroctonchade levels be.dlaclosei.... cigarette
,

99.

packages.

. Cigarette mazofacturers would be required to provide thi'Secretary of
. . -

lr
Health and Rumen Services a/the-41st of each cathiCal additive used in

-.9._.
af

the manutscture of its cigarettes. Thie information. would be considered

:' '

-
. , ...

*A l'a trade aporik.and not diaclosed to anyone outs/de tte Department. The
_ e 9

Secrets would he required to pgovide Congress with a complete list Of
.

._ --
the ch)tatcal eddiAk.es used'in the manufacture of cigarettes, a summary

..1.1' ." .

-r' of research activities ;sifting to such additivei and findings on the

C

6.
. health risks of such additives and an infoimation about an additive the

A,t t .
Secretary believes poses sn additional health risk to, cigarette evokers.

..- . 4

The A1I1i supports.40actment of S. 771..
.,.

. .

The United States SurgeoiDefieral stated in his 1981 report, The
. 9 ..y.,

,.-

, Beelthr Consequences of Snokiitgi The Changing Cigarette (Surgeon General's 's

.._
.

. .
.

Repott), that "Cigarette smoking . is
'

at...chief, Battle, avoidable

F =0
camp of death in our society and the most important public health issue

-,. of our ti%le.. '
. .,,.

it

avdecisiOn to evoke ihms10 be made with the knovledge that iitcrOIRied

C 'health rfa ke are ,' iadcitedwth so . For this, the AMA is :

.
-. 1'

'. supporfitz of effortktO increase is awareness of the hazards.

21.

. .....

public's.. !ilea. been involved in many efforts to increase tne public-s

.knobledge of de consequences of =akin. In 1978 the alit published ,h,
.. 0.

!Tobacco and 8ealrb,7 an account of the comprehsesive research progrig on

('S 09 .

t
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learning' within a twelve-month period. S. 772 would.aleb require that

tar, nicotine and carbon monoxide levels be disclosed on cigarette -

r\packages. 4

Cigarette manufaittrers would be required to proVide the Secretary of

Health and 'Duman Serviceiwith a list ofeach chemical additive used in

the manufacture of its cigarettes. This informdtion would beAFonsidered

s trade secret and -not disclosed teanyone outside the Department. The

Secretary would be required to provide Congress with a complete list. of

thchealca additives upbd in the sanufactiire,of cigarettes, a summary

of research activities relating to such additives sad findings on the

health risks of such additives sad any information about en additive the

Secretary believes pgiss, aq additional health risk to cigarette smokers.

The AMA supports enaitsent of S 772.

'COMENTS

The United States Surgeon Central stated in his 1981 report, the

Health Consequences of Smoking, The Changing Cigarette (Surgeon General's

a
Deport), that 'Cigarette smoking . le.the chief, single, avoidable

cause of death in our society and the most important public health issue

of our timer.

A agel$101 to smoke should be made with the.knowledge.that increased

lamilth risks are associated with smoking. For this reseal the AMA lw

supportive of efforts to lacrosse lublic awareness of the hasarda."

The AMA has Ali inveaved in many efforts to increase the public's

knowledge of

!

consequences of making. In 1978 the AMA published

1'Tobacco and lth,' an account of the comprehensive research program on

4°.

1522.

23-614 0$8-311
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smoking toaducted by the ANA, A pamphlet tailed -Smokiest Potts You

Should Know,' a copy of whith is attathedt has been widely distributed

along with two anti-smoking posters. Public service inaouncenents oa the

hazards of suckles have been produced and distributed by the.AMA.

clans are urged to slert sackers to the risks pcsociated with smoking.

We find it very disturbing if, as a 1981IPTC staff report alleges,

approximately ten percent of the population still do not know that tike-

Iytte smoking is harmful.

Rotational Warnings
.

Believing a more detailed warning would better inform the irublit

the berm of smoking, the AM Souse of Delegates, in June 1982, adopted

resolution reaffirming MA support of the concept of explicit rotating

warning labels on cigarette packages) Ite AMA believes S. 772 will

increase public awareness of the specific harmful effetts of smoking by

providlig more derailed warnings the health risks of smoking. In

our view, the warnings should also be required in cigarette

sdvertisemeats.

The warnings provided for in this bill are appeo ate. One of the

warnings would/be composed of three parts. The warning states that

O
cigarette smoking 1) eacheesluagcancer:endicahpysems. 2) is a major

.cause of heart disease, and 3) le addictive and may result is death.

et
Sellable evidence links cigarette sacking lung cancer and emphysema.

In fact. cigsr.ette smoking is the number one cause of lung cancer and

eaphysema in.the United States. Some statistics soonest that swung

nearly doubles a person's risk of suffering s heart attack and that

C

0

a
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one-third of all heatt disease,death, ate owed by smokiog. These are

silimiTicant health tisk* end'should be consideted by individuals who ate

ceneideringsmoking. The ANA believes such a warning will inptove public

ewereness of these ticks.

It should be pointed out thattigetette smoking is mite correctly'

4
latched as tesultiog in dependency tethet than addiction. The National

Drug Abuse advisory Council has determined cigatette'ssoking causes a

1 'dependency. Thk distinction between addiction and dependence is that

addiction causes an inctemalog aced fot the substance whet**. a petson

`suffering itos a dependence say terrain at the same level of intake fot

. Am periods of tise.

The second warning indicates MOM of ihe,riske to pregnant vegan.
4

This warning states that cigarette smoking byoptegnant women say tesult

ter miscarriage, premature birth of bittb weight deficiencies. Cigstette

smoking during pregnancy has-been shown to have advetse effect, on the
7 .

mother, the fetud end the newborn infant. Mile the teseatch tegatding

.-

the effects of.ssoking pregnant is not as conclusive as the te

search oi luek cancet, esphyseisa and heat; (lineage, the teseatch does

.

1a.tcaltd & cave -for concern.
.

.
It appease that say wows? soy not be estate of the potential tiske of

smokincdnring ptegne0y, an4:i3,out_View this warning couleinctease'

't

.1kubt* innateness. ThiANAibelinTes this warlike is spptopriste because

oit wit tlett ptegnent esokets to the, tential tisk*. Aftst being

v infected of k potential tisk*, pteg some canseek additional

8 Info:matlep tom iheit physician and sake& deciadon regarding theit

smoking during pregnancy.

r

4. 4
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The third warning states that "so latter bow long you have smoked

quxtrxm NOW grestly lettuces the risks to your health!" The samara

clearly shows the,long$1 one smokes the greeter the risks to health. The

literature also demonstrates that no matter her long the individual, has '
.

smoked, the banith risks sae reduced aftertitting. This message is

very important to seekers, particularly tho who have smoked a long

tine, because leindicates that they mill benefit if they stop smoking.

The fourth wiling provides "11110WRIS: Smoking is Addictive. Never

Starting Beans Sever Having to Quit." The 1980 Surgeon Gener.sl's Report

on Smoking and Women reveals that reeking is increasing among teenagers.

The ABi is very concerned about teenage, smoking and supports s warning

dire st teenagers. Again, it should be pointed out that in the

fie sense, cigarette smoking results lln a dependence not en

a C tiva.

Seeking sad Teenagers

NOri explicit warainelPubile an improvement, will not be s complete

solution. Educational. Program, that mop the harmful aspects of

amokieg frogs teenager's point of view should be pursued, and the use of

"Alta models? in cigsrette advertisements should be dlimitetsd. Issues

concern to an sdult, likes decrease in life expectancy, may not

influence a teenager's decision to smoke. More information is Deeded on

Youth smoking, sucifras why they begin to seas, why they quit smoking,

and what method is most eftfective in urging teenagers to quit soaking.

Once this information is svaileble efforts to reduce teenage smoking can

be better directed.

S

Sr
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Because of the Serious health risks involved with cigetette smoking,

wa believe cigarettes shoulf not be distributed ro minors. The AMA has
s

drafted model stare legislation prohibiting the distribution of cigs-

411

ratter to minors. The AMA has also spproved related model legislation

that vould prohibit distribistion of free cigarette samples on public pro-

7

perry.

Distlosufe ofTer. Nicotine and Carbon Monoxide Levels

The AMA supports provision ther vould require the level of tar,

nicotine sod carbon monoxide contained in Oiarertei to be disclosed on

tba package. latent trends show increasing use of low tar sod nicotine

chtareetes and, therefore. the information regarding the level of these

ingredients is Important consumer information.

A vord of caution must be added. The svirch ro Iwo tar, and nicotine

cigarettesautybe the result of information asserting s lover risk of
vIlk

lung
1,

g canter if low tar s tortse cigarettes sre smoked. Is a 1980.

public opinion po o stokers surveyed expressed a belief. that

it
sacking loytar end nit ine earettes did sor significantly Ivrea a

person' /risk of disease over that of a nonvoter. The *Tellable

sear doessloes uot support thiejtellef. The Surgeon Genersl's report of

1 1 vss devoted entirely ro the health significance of lad tar. and nico-

tine clgarettesk According to the report, while resdarch indicates low

tar and nicotine cigarettes are less dangerous then regular cigarettes,

abs benefits sre Idninel in comparison ro not smoking. Smoking low tar

sad nicotine cigsrettps rather than regular cigarettes reduces the risk

of lung cancer bur it is des vhst, If :sty, other risks eve ro-

doteer:.-Teras\Surgson al's repo states:

526
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it is important to recognise that the largest component of

excess instancy caused by smoking is cardiovascular dis-
ease deaths. There is not sufficient evidence to conclude
that use of lower se, end nicotine cigarettes causes any
reduction in this burden. The same is true of the other
major diseases caused by cigarette smoking, lost notably
chronic obstructive lung disease end adverse effects on
pregnancy.

Research also shoes that cagy Backers Increase the number of ciga-

rettes esoked_'ibtate sore deeply Aga smoking low tar and nicotine

cigarettes. this can negate any potential benefits from switching to low

tar and nicotine cigarettes.

In view of the limited knowledge about the reduced risk of. low ter

end nicotine cigarettes, care should be taken to avoid conveying to the

public en ispreee104 that low ter sod nicotine cigarettes are safe or

even significantly safer than muter cigarettes.

Carbon monoxide is e known harmful amens of cigarette smoke end say

be responsible for law tar end nicotine cigarettes not being sig-

nificantly safer than regular cigarettes. Research suggests that this

may be true for risks related to pregnancy. This suggests that con-

sumers, when attempting to select a safer cigarette, say went to consider

carbon monoxide levels in cigsrstte smoke ss well ss tar and nicotine

levels of cigarettes. The AMA believes this information should be pro-

vided.

Disclosure of Chemical Additives

The Surgeon General has expressed toucern regarding the health ef-

fects of chemical additives used in the manufecture of cigarettes. 21ur

importance of additives has ,increased ss saoafecturers have codified

their cigsrsttes to produce e low rzand nicotine cigarette. The major

52'7
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obstacle to the study of the telstive risks of cigarette additives is

lack of information as to what additives are used
A

This bill would provide the mechanism for ERS to acquire such later-

mation sad requite HES to report to Congress on the additives, the re-

search tegsrding the health risks associated with such additives, end

leformatiom regarding an additive that the Secretary believes poses an

sdditiomal health tisk. The AMA suppotti efforts to determine the health

effects of smoking and believes that information on the additives being

used is essential. The AKA supports provisions of the bill relating to

chemical additives as s necessary mechanism Lot *equities information

necesssrY to determine the health effects of cigarette additives.

Seeking Cessation

Even those who are aware of the denser* of smoking may have dif-

liculty quitting because of the developmemi of a dependency on 41$41-

tette.. The Surgeon Genetsl's report shows that up to 50 percent of

those who quit smoking will resale non- smokers. Assistance =Aft be pro-

vided to the. temalaing $0 percent if smoking is to betiutthet decreased

significantly., The AMA developed sn sudiovisual presentation on "hov to

quit looking' that will be aysilable this summer for physicisna to use in

assisting patients desiring to quit smoking. Thkjoposed changes in the

warning, if adopted, say create wore awareness of the dangers of smoking,

dad more smokers will Want to stop smoking. Programs to sssist those who

went to quit smoking will be needed even mots in that case.

Conclusion

The AMA supports efforts to increase public awareness of the hazards

of smoking. Ws believe that the best method td decrease smoking is to

:

A'
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help people avoid starting the habit. One method to discourage smoking

Wald be a clear ladication of the health hazards of smoking. Thus, the

AMA supports a MC066 explicit learning on cigarerte packages end in idver-

tiseneate. S. 772 vould provide for explicit varniagn on cigarette pack-

ages and in our vies, vould !Images avereaeas of the specific rijka cP

smoking. We urge enactment of this important public health legislation.
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The NouIrsble Orrin 0 Setif
C.S. Senate
DAShinStal. D.D. 20510

Pear Senator Esteht

At the hey 12th burins on S. 772. the *Caspribeasirs Sookift rtsimatse
Edne.mston net'. Corti,* hide', speak's; ea behalf of the Tobacco InstItage,
aide reforests' to the lhiisipia Risk rectos Income:lea Trial
study conducted ly the bILDI. The laduetry stated that "this goverment
research project costa grave doubt as the volidfty of the 'angles' In
II.S. lira SOSSOrAid$ soeklat edtsetfon," The Industry &waver seems to ho
setlacsly distottlag the results of the study. As WO rioted Is ear

sInony before 'cur COSISitSIS oo Rey 5th, the Industry ovoids the
shaved chit both troops, she "specie'

latereatioo" group end the %seat ear. ;soap" reduced theft risk factors,

including clue seeking.
o

.ear
tyLfjgdiags.auetell.-re-arielse-yorreloorteude-by4ekault...sg_gba...

If the Morita. NW: asseetotlen sea be of by assistance to you Cr year
Cauelttoo staff ;Jesse fool free to tell ea us.

Sincerely,

es'

Rote: to the Interest of coommi. the )'714 study referred
to ems retained to the tills of the Onoadttee ebemit say be
researched um request.)
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STATEMENT BY: Edward N. Brandt, Jr.. M.O. Assfstbnt Secretary
for Health on the release of findings from the
Multiple Risk Factor Intervention Trial (MRFIT)
September 16, 1982

The Mt:::p4-11iTii, Lung, and Blood Institute'of the National Institutes
of Health y released the findings of a major study, the Multiple Risk
Factor Intervehtion Trial (MRFIT). The study results contain important
lessons for the health of Americans.

This clinical trial, initiated 10 years ago, was designed to demonstrate,
the value of special intervention to reduce health risk from saking, high
blood pressure and elevated cholesterol levels. An issue to be addressed was
the extent to which intervention could affect death rates due to coronary
heart disease: Approximately 13,000 middle-aged males at high risk for heart
disease were enrolled in the study. Of those, about 6,500 received special
intervention' which included dietary modification, antihypertension treatment,
and/or counseling for smoking cessation. Mother 6,500 middle-aged white
males were assigned to the "usual tares group. That is, the level of care or
intervention they received was largely dependent on the quality of tare in
their own individual communities. Each of these volunteers was followed for
a minismat of six years.

The results of this trial, released today, confirm our success in re-
ducing death rates from cardiovascular disease in this country. Both groups
otieen had far fewer cardiovascular deaths than were anticipated and the
differences between the special intervention group and the usual care group
were not considered statistically significant.

When the study was planned, a larger difference in mortality was antics- 4

pated. At the same time, it was not anticipated that the reductions in the '

three risk factors under study would be so great in the "usual care' group.
That observation is quite important, for tt emphasizes that the 'usual care"
afforded to Americans results in reduced risk factors or American men,
recognizing the importance of risk factor reduction, have worked to do so,
or both. This is an important observation.

This study again shows the value of reducing one's risks of coronary
heart disease. For example, the death rate for those who quit smoking, even
for one year, was about half that of those who did not. That should stimu-
late middle-aged male smokers to quit.

The data we have from NRFIT is impressive; many more'results will be
coming out of the computers in the months to.come. There are more important
lessons to learn. /

Let me again emphasize that both groups reduced the three risk factors
under study,and both groups experienced a mortality rate considerably less

Sql
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than was projected from 1970 data. In my view, the lesson free the study is
that middle-aged men can reduce their risks of death from coronary heart
disease and cardiovascular disease by

e
Reducing high blood pressure,

Lowering elevated cholesterol levels, and

Quitting smoking,

Every American man should take cognizance of these results and initiate
the appropriate actions with his physician. I urge every physician to assist
their Patients in achieving the goal of a lowered risk of death.

1 4
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STATEMENT IN OPPOSITION TO S 772

The National Automatic Merchandising Associatpn (NA M A)

is the national trade asciation of the merchandise vending

sand contract food service management business. Its over 2400

member firms include service companies, vending machine manufacturers

and suppliers of vendible products. Among products its members
. .

retail are cigarettes and other tobacco products,sold throUgh

vending machines.

Anna cigar4te sales through vending eachines in 1981

totaled 1.78 .0p0.000packa with a total dollar volume of

41,180.000.000.. Total packages sold by the industry represents
AM .

121.0 the total cigarette market in the United States. The

dollir volume represents.222 of the total vended product volume/

of all items sold through merchandise vending machines. Clearly

the.vending nduatNy has a stke in the' tobacco industry generally
)

lliand the ret i distribution of cigarettes specifically.

On behalf of its membereNAMA takes this. opportunity

to state its oppositionvto 772. a bill to,among other things.

eliablish a -nationai progrto increase the availability-of

information on the health consequences of smoking and to alms

the Peder4igarette Labeling and Advertising Act to change the
4 .

label requirements for cigarettes.
-.

At the outsecNAMAtakes no position in regard ceche

controversy over smoking and health. Serious research on the
4

physiological effectroirsmoking'has been conducte4 on a large

, .p 4

'
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scale over a long period of time and there remain much to be

done to establish scientific cause and effect relationships

between smokia and varill6 di;etses and other "delerhtious

physiological effects. N A M Ooins with othe; segments of

the tobacco indultry insupgart of such research. -We acknqwledge

also that the Department of Healtaiid Human S444rices has deter-

mined that cigarette smoking is Aanger4na to health and bgsed on
.

. ,

that determination has led government educalional'efforts to
, 0 '

discou.hge smoking.
.

New Cigarette-tackaging Labeling We.quireefehts e

Governmept.dgeficies have overwhelmed the Ameritin pu1lic with

crstant disemMiga0o 1 of warpage and exhgrtaitons.abut the

evils bf cigaretfmlsmokirig. Among the Many. wars ef ihfotming
L

tmthk4public, che:Feterel Cigarette labeling and Adttertising Act

requires thelgliOwing warnink robi paced omell_eigaretl,e

packages and, to be.uied on alleigagette advettising "The Surgeon
.4

'
/N. %General h es demetMlned that cigarette smoking is. dangerous to
, , A.- 4.,

f
4 .yoqkhealih." Fog those who smoke, phisOlessage has been read

Juntolgt times and presumably is hasthenged the smoking habits of

41b

it

many smokers. All nonsmokers have twit exposed to the same warning
'.., .r.."

used in cigaigtte advertisit4,0psthout the country over a perip4
0 . .

of many years. We seriously question whether-the,requisemett for

rotation of four different new warming statablieWkceile4 for in

,the hill Win be more effective thin,the'cjireniarning label and
. 7 ,

. . . ., . .
. .

° indeed nigh; well dimihish the impitt,of the warning with additional
. 4 . : .

clutter and unsupported coqclusi s.

,-...-

.. 4.., .

;.

t
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.
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11.

4 Effect on Cigarette Vending '

Air
Under a current consent decree of the U.S. DistriErCourt

between the Federal Trade Commission and the cigarette manufacturers

cigarette vending machines must display the warning label in close

proximity to-the coin slot. This is actomplished by the use of

an adhesive rebel or a permanent label attached to the machine

by the machine manufacturer.

Throtating label requirments of the bill would not allow

the permanent atgachment of labels at the point of machine manu-

facture but. would tequire the use and change of adhesive labels

many times annually on thesover 800,000 cigarette vending machines

on location throUghout the country. "This procedure would (a)

obviously lessen the efficiency of bringing the warning to tge

public and (b) would result in substantial labor and material

cost to the vending industry. 06

This wasteful expenditure pf time. labor and money'andtthe

lops of guaranteed permanency of label placement would bekthe

result of enactment of S 772,*411`14/9*
The Cobgreas ought to seriodsly consider the cost of the

program outlined in the bill and whether this money, could not

be appropriated.to better use. Propaganda alone will not 11°11/43

the problem and therefore we suggelethat appropriations to

suppott such program and the added costs to the industry would be

better spent in scientific research leading to definite conclusidns

about the.impact of cigarette smoking op; health.

it

at>

er' 1)
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'S
Conclusi

Educational activities about amok and health mmulgared

by the government and a wide variety of private sources have

been more than adequate to al rt the p 1Lc about the possible

health dangers related to c garetce king. What the public
,

wants now is a definiti findin aged on sound scientific

evidence. S 772 does nothing 0 meet this need and would

result in a waste of assets ich could better'be.directed to.

.4mm. 4/44

intelligent inquiry.

L
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ST KENT
0? THE '

ARGAZINE 'PUBLISHERS ASSOCIRTIOH
BEKORE.'itl COlgenisn'OR LABOR Mr BMW it iKluitetS2

- ON SENATE. SILT} 7:00 4. . ' % .
\

BlEr. (thaltaan. I as David Hfhton, Waehlatrt, Counsel tot the
.. . _'

I ..).'"gaziae Putrlishers Associ.t toe national organization ,, .
representing approxisatelz .20 publishing firms which pliblish_

so..,

sepproxileately SA0 consumer at gazines. ipet of_the veekiy and

monthly pcylications which the Ane4ican people read are *Oars!)
. .-

of itPA-. - . '...,_
. .

, Laseyeer, when 'the Senate held hearings on sibilar

LegisletAon, Ape appeared in opposition to those pr talons of -,
a.

the 'legislation which wouldibave _Wooed specific iiarni label..

,recialreaehte on all. cigarette adeerising. S. 772 4s noeot. .7

.
.' ieci6de ..tiociVe Specific. "reguirements,but the effect of the. ..,.- 4

enact at f this leg isltien. would undoubtedly trigger ?It

14loon reevili.ing -in using the package labeling not es in
.

v, itiiriarfi . SC our.position 'on your 'new legislation
4 .. . ,

..;.- idintipe.l.0,30 poSitien on last year's billt The Magazine
;It. *r.! .

.."'id.r...:, :',* "l'i .0 . ' i ' , 0 '
ftEs(..., stubtiienere Asisociation opposes this legislation for two .

,.. .., . reiteons?/, 1011thinftitexceleds the peraislible.iiSit of goverment!'.
;14,'' ,_.." i20°. '';';'' i-- f , .

4 _ . . Pritga; Pit ON 40 igetitztAszoN as that Unit has established by

..7 , :theist preate ,Ouey, of. the United States, and we think that even if
-,/.;;;...t..1.1. *: . . _ ,

4!- Iri.., . *Mr* notlUnoettrt4tutional, it will not achieve the goal, you
. .

..1." .dippeariliol;elsisuilirs,. Persuading people to stop asokiv. `If;
...

tiVere'114 rocs tP gitEtT ab to :the correctness of our Abject ion to
...',:'."..".'s', ''. . ,
. h .'

n,,0ipnet#0.10nel g;oundh, the evidence Ladfcatidg that

Il

101.teling`

r
,

t.liskelt to help achieve yo ut Objectives, shoo1410

w .
':

, % 't\
l

, 1_, . A. .
. -ri- . 14
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lead you to refrain from imposing the restraint upon free speech

in the first place.

'Commercial speech" is a term used to differentiate'between ,

speech which relates to economic interests and speech which does

not. to the early development of commercial speech protection,

the Supreme Courtin Valentine Vs. Chrestensen, decided in 1942,

held that the COnstitotion.Pid not Protect this form of speech.

NewYork,statute ProbAbiting the distribution of handbills or

other advertising matter" in any 'Public Place,' was legal. The

Court ,saldy Two- are equally clear that the Constitution imposes

no such fryst Amendment) restraint as respects purelyeommercial

adveriiskp4."1/ A similar conclusion was reached in Breard vs.

Alexandria, involving door-to-door salesman peddling without a

permit. But since Breard, in 1951, the Court hay not denied

protection to commercial speech'on that basis alone, and, in the

*lords of the late Mr. Justice Dougims, the Chrestensen rule 'has

not survived reflection.01/

to 1975. the Supreme court first extended piotection to

advertising. to Bigelow vs. Virginia, a Vir9in4 statute whi

made the newspaper advertisement of abortion reCti se S a

crime was struck down as an unconstitutional infringement upon .

the First Amendment. tf there were lingering doubts as to

'OrnlY* commercial speech's.status under the First Amendment

.1.1. Valentine vs. Chresten en, 316 U.s. 52 (19421.
.if Breard vs. _,Alexandria 341 UAL 622 (1951), Justice Douglas's

ccomersrTrCfFundthcasramo vs. United Aftsteli 358 U.S. 524, at
53 54). .

'.0'1.

. .
t *

..,. i'"
. I

4
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beciuse the Bigelow, case involved abortion services -- a public

/4..\ issue transoending mere commercial speech -- the Court's decision

in yiigutia,pharmacv'in 1976 laid ail doubts Brest. Justice

Blackmun, sneaking for the Court, defifled the issue to be whether.

purely commercial speech was outside the protection of the First

Asendment, Our answer,' Justice Blackmun said, "is_that it is

;tot .44

The Court has nevertheless recognized legitimate avenues On

regulation of commercial speech, just as there are legitimate

groonds tor the regulation of political speech. The Securities,

and Exchange Act, the Sherman Antitrust Act, and a number of

other laws regulate commercial speech, but the interesIs of

society in the positive benefits, of thbse legislative aims have

been considering an 'overriding' pibllc interest* Virginia_

narSacy itself Prescribed that purely cosmercial speech could be

reguBste4 to be 'clean' as well as "free." A clear exception to

the protection of the Constitution1s deceptive or misleading
,

. savertiSink. .

lo 1980, the Ippreme Court defined 14 detail the

J constitutional protection of commercial speech ft Centrataudson

'at case involved a new York State rogyi Von which banned

, ;.
commercial advertising by a public utility which promoted the

PorChase of natural gas. JusticePO4ell'inid out the ple ip be

, .; '.
ar Bagel% vs. Vir inia 1 0.S. 809 (1975); .

beard ini Citizens COnsumer 4i5
#37-171, 0. SU sequenXWAIRWW631d1W10
Viz tala ribacafry rule include, among others,,Bates vs. Skate Ear

zone 433 vhs. 3$0 (1979) and catey Populiribn Services
.,1nternat onal, 431 G.S. 678 (197.7).

!iii
,

.

4, .1".1
: ' .
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followed to test constitutionally permissible regulation of

advertising. He said,

It the communication is neither misleading or
related to unlawful actiVity,the government's
power is morescirsumscribed. The state must
assert a substantial interest. to be achieved
by restriction on commercial speech.
moreover, the regulatory technique must be in
proportion to that interest. The limitation
on expression must be designed carefully to
achieve the state's goal. compliance with
this requitement may be measured by two
criteria. -.First, the restriction must
directly advance the state interest involved,
the regulaCion may nOt be sustained if it
provides only ineffective or remote support !
for the government's purpose. Second, if the
govirnmental interest could be served as 4111
by a more limited restriction on commercial
speech, the excessive restriction cannot
survive.2/

Senator, we believe that the restrictions which woulh result

from the enactacnt of this legislation proposed do not meet the

requirements prescribed in Hudson Gas. They do not because

advertising and label warnings do not have a sufficiently

fictive impact, upon public behavior, most particularly ehept

personal habits are involved. Most likely, the effectiveness

would be unmeesurable. Finally, the gopi-Which you seek to

achieve may be wore effectively achieved by means not involving

further restrictions upon the Freedom of Speech.

in determining whether the proposed 'restriction violates the

rule enunciated in Hudson Gass, we must first determine whether

cigarette advertising is, free of misleading content. Ts mislead,

Webster says, is 'to lead in a wrong direction or into a mistaken

5/ Central Hudso Gas vs. NeW York Public Service, Commission,
100 0-Ct. 2313aigo37.-

A
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action: to lead astray. See deceive. 'Deceive, Webster says,
.*

is VI cause to believe the false.*

Deception in advertising usually involves affirmative

claims. 'Wonder Bread builds healthy bodies 12 ways. Household

Finance makes Instant Tax kefunds. That is a positive,claim or

something Ica that will happen if you buy Wonder Bread or take

your tax return to Household. In fact, it was not sr, so the FTC

i

cl\\

in those cases ordered the ads to be withdrawn.
e

Cigarette advertising does not make affirmative claims in

,regard to the effect of smoking upon health. There are

statements of fact: nicotine and tar content, determined under

PTC standards. 'There are also claims that the brand advertised

tastes'better, which is a natter of opinion, In recent years,

tar and nicotine content have became a major advertising feature

for most brands, and perhaps a reason for switching brands. That

in itself demonstrates public awareness.

An advertisement which makes no affirmative claim to

anything and which has a health warning in plain sight" and plain

words is not deceptive, and therefore is within the boundary of

protection for commercial speech prescribed by the Supreme Court.

The second issue is whether the remedy proposed is likely to

be effective, or whether the results will be ineffective Or

remote, thereby failing the Court' standard'.

The ?IC staff concluded in 1981 that the current Cigarette

warning label is ineffective. Since it appeara that theTd's

staff's goal is the elimination of cigarette smoking in the

anited States, there may be many prograim which would, fail to

V
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meet the staff's test. Advertising labels may be one of them,

but the claim teat the public is not aware defies common sense

and. the Surgeon General's most recent report. The 1982 Report of

the Surgeon General showed that today 53million people smoke,

about the same number as 20 years ago. That is a significant

decline in the percentage of the population. "There were about

1,80 million. people in the United States in 1962* and there are

about 230 million today. The percentage of adult smokers has

dropped from 42% to 334: public attitudes have changed; medical

advice has changed. Radio and television advertising is no

Ice/jar available.

In testing whether legislative control ccmplies.with the

. standards set out inpudson91, the relevant question is whether

increased restrictions will have a direct impact upon achieving

the legislative goal..'We believe that the correct answer is

either."no" Of 'nobody knows.' In either case, we believe that

the prudent advocate of constitutional freedom should refrain

from restraint upon free speech rather than impose further

questionable goverment restrictions.

Receht studies of the effectiveness of warning

advertisements and labeling show that the public tends to ignore

them. In their November, km Report to the President and the

Congress, the Departments of the Treasury and Health and Human

Services found that the public generally is over warned' by the

devernmene and that the effectiveness of warning declines as the

degree and frequency of warnings increase. Personal attitudes;

experience, and habit play a highly significant role in

C

t
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.determining whether a person pays attention to warnings,

regardless of the consequences. The 011$ Report specifically

found that *fear statements* are "generally not as

effective...and say cause the audienCe to feel overly threatened

and, as a result, screen out the message.' The size of the

problem is related to the effectiveness of the warning, too.

Many people switched from aerosol spray cans to carbon dioxide

spray cans when alerted to aerosol's threat to the level of ozone

in the stratosphere. Residents near Three Mile Island moved out

quickly. The widespread fear of strontium 90 in cow's milt was a

significant factor 25 years ago for banning nuclear testing in

the atmosphere. Those are big threats of almost incomp.rehensible

proportions which appear to threaten all life on earth.

When it comes down to the personal level, the effectiveness

of warnings is sigificantly lower. The regulation of persopal

behavior, particularly personal habits, is extreaely difficult.

Many manufacturer warnings or instructions do not appear to

wort. Controlled experiments illustrate the ptbkma. One recent

experiment involved the use of hammers the device yOu drive

nails with -- which had been carefully labelled to warn of

sdanger,,or to instruct the user not to use the tool at all. One

hundred high school and college students were asked to use the

hammers to drive nails in pieces of wood. They all did, and

'<
4

5./ Report to the President and the Congress on Health Hazards
Associated with Alcohol and Methods to Inform the Ginral Public
of these Hazards, U.S. Department of the Treasury and O.S.
Department of Health and Human Services, November, 1980.

.
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following the exOriment. all were asked whattbe labels said.tiOt

one out of 140 had even noticed the labels. 1/ FverYoneknows how

to spell relief not everyone knows that the label of that

highly publicized over-thercounter antacid. contains a 65-word

warning as to the dangers involved.

It is an interesting Problem. Automatic seat belts,

required on all American cars in the mid-1970s, wire so unpopulas....,

with the American people that Congress repealed t e reciirement,

despite overwhelming evidence as to the effective ess of the

belts, and the failure of People to use seat,belts which require

personal fastening. Whatever the reason, in personal matters --

don't smoke, don't drive when you're drinking, -- admonitions of

the consequence, regardless of the evidence, don't seem to have

such effectt in the specific instance of the Government's 15

year campaign to persuade people to quite smoking, the 1980
. .

Treasury/MS Wart concluded that it is impossible It this time

to isolate the'impact of any specific communication technique on

`smoking behavipr.02/

To extend further restrictions upon the freedom to advertise
.

a commodity the manufacture, sale, and consumption of which is

legal in every State in the Unionis not called for, particuXarly

in light of substantial evidence that this legislative remedy
,

woulit not be effective.

Journal of Products Liability, 197/, Vol. 1, pp. 255-259.

Treasery/SOS Report. Page 38.

e
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this lagislatiam,vo believe thatiCangroas should proceed with ex=ams sensi-

tiviriaa4 canine Oben it onside:3 regulating spas& as a vathod of raga-

lasing the sale sod use of an ensiralp lagal product.
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gutted to bs containad in such advertising, and to dIkaat the eseatainhowsit

of a new regulatory system by which the gareccatat would dates:Line. in effect
.

when sad by whom each waralgtoessage would be published. ER 1824 proposes a

substant&ol expansion of gown:metal coutrol over the aesorcial speech of

Odyertlans and, indirectly. over the essmiapers printleg that speech.- AIMPA
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well beyond anything the recent might supper:.

Advertising is she central mesas of arnmumicsiing ialecuazio: required

for economic decisto LA our free society. It t series of. decisions

including vire-nis State board of Pharmacy vi tints eisisass CM:3CW

Council. Ind.. 425 L.S. /48 aro, Central Dodson Gas 4 Electric Corporation

v. Public Service Co=issiou of New Tort, 447 U.S. 337 (1980), and oast re-
.

cently In Be 1.114J., 4SS lit. the U.S. Supreme Cosy has recognised that

advertising enjoys sirUlosas First Anandmene protsciious. Vials the CAW:

has indicated that some of the full protectims of political speech nay ace be

=cried safely co=erciel speech, the burden is on the gover=eu co shoo e

ar"4ellang need for TeraLattgon and also to show shat the regulation is no more

Aztaasive than necessary. As the sour: stated, "Although the potential for

deception and coutesiou is partici:laxly strong is the conga= of advertising

professional services. restrictions upon such advertising nay ba no broader

cheq reasonably siocossa.,7 to prevent the deception.' See In Re 1.K.Z.,2agEm.

Is classic /test Amembnentanalysis,epaschwhicky.govetnnaneslly maculated

Ls, if anything. even more suspect than speech which is restrained. See

Miami Gerald Publishing Ea-Agency v. Tornillot 418 V.S. 241 (1974).

spa

pecks

fmaatment of RR 1824 weal be s significant iscalstion of regulation of

is this arts. is is one thing co mandate a warning Lena on cigarette

soother to specify statutorily the precise leagues& of

three specific messages which mast be contained in advertise:ants as well es

is packaging. and co provide for a system coder which the questions of lobes

chess passages will be run and by which advertisers are datorsLood by the

geVer=ter.

I
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AMA recognises :ha: thl Pim arazubent protectious offered comma:-
.

cial speech =a not absolute. sad that sons forms of regulation sae parcia-
.

title. Tor ettraple. place sad man= restrictions are applicable, as is

regulation of comma:cis: speech that .a false or dettpcive.,

there say be restrict:sus on advertisesents for trasaactions or products

which avid 1.11441. S.4, e.g. Pittsburgh Press Cotossy v. Ps, Relations

Cree'n.. 413 C.S. 376 (1973). Bone of those 4ustilications for rigulation

of comsertinl speech applies tb clamant, advertising. Although cigarette

melting nay well be haradul to publit bealth.i: is not illegal. nor ism.

cigarette advertising inherently misleading or deceptive. Lirievise. the

approsch of 31 1824 Is mot a time, place or manner restriction La that

in mandates publication of requited content.

-In Central godson Co 4 tlectric Corp v Public Service Commission

of Or. York, 447 U.S. 557 (1980), the Supreme Court 'struck-Aoun a Neu York

regulatory ben on promotional advertising by electric cti1ities. In his

concurring opinion in that case, Simla* Ilickhme expressed concern about

-regulating speech that is not deceptive or misleading " . . . in order

ca stuipulate a private economic decision that the state cannot or bee

-not regulared or outlawed,diri;i174,,-77.7.v..

ri24 Court recognises that ue hi, never held chat
comarcial speech *ay be suipme4 inordei to ,

further the Stare's inreresc in discouraging pur-
chases of the underlying product that is adver-
tised. Per-issible restraints on cosmertial *Pesch

rail
have been Itv.ited ; measures designed to protest
sonsuterafrou f agency misleading or coercive
sales techniques.

447 D.S. at 574.
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we must detamise whether the resole:ion directly ad-,
"laces the governmental interest saserted. sod Ascher
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Interest.

o
4iiU.S. at 566.
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Senator Orrin G Hatch
U.S. Senate
Rode 135 Russell Building

,Washington, O.C. 20510

!.

-

Ow Senator Hatch:
w

June 13, 1983
4

r ' '

1 0

.
On behalf of the HealthInsurance Association oAmerica

and its.340 member health insurance coapiples, 1 wavit,yom to
know of our continued concern, about the health hazard of .

snaking, and particularly our supportgjot legislation. to
strengthen warnings on,pigarette packaging. We believe this
Will more effectively alert the public to the direct lipk of
Cigarette saokina and a large prOportIon of fakel diseases.

,
The AssoClatIon's.coarg of OliectorsA at Itt meeting last

Fall, addressed this ,issue end appipmed e resolution ta,this
effect. As a result af strong reOpmandetIont from 4u1(
industry's Adylapxy CounelliApn.tducation for Health peaposed
Ofproalnant-ptotessloneVIM the fiel0 of health education and .

wellness), oto. cmgpanies are also being encouraged and assisted
to establish sioking,beisetionvogrees and policies for their

-.4 employees and work with their gr9OP pplIcyholders to this end.
All this la,a consequence, of our

u
Aritiustry's"qpreitaent, to

thealth pnotion.lo geperel aqd to 'asking cessetion'sn
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